Turbo Ga.meWorks'M
Also recently releared., Turbo
GameWorks is what you think it is:

"Games" and "Works." Games you
can play right away (like Chess,
Bridge and Go-Moku), plus the
Works-which is how computer
games work. All the secrets and
strategies of game theory are there for you to learn. You
can play the games "as is" or mod.i1Y them any which way
you want. Source code is included to let you do that, and
whether you want to write your own games or Simply play
the off-the-shelf games, Turbo GameWorks will give hours
of diversion, education, and intrigUe. George Koltanowski,
Dean of American Chess,
and former PreSident,
United States Chess
Federation, reacted to
Turbo GameWorks like
this, "With Turbo

Turbo Database Toolbox'·
Aperfect complement tD TurtxJ Pascal, because it
contalnS a complete library of Pascal proJedures
that allows you tD search and oort data and build
jX>werful database applications. Having Turbo
Database Toolbox means you don't have tD relnvent
the wheel each time you write a TurtxJ Pascal program. It comes with
source code for a free sample database-rlght on d.1ak. The database can
be searched by keywords or numbern. Update, add, or delete records as
needed. Just compile it and it's ready tD go tD work for you. Suggested
retail: $69.95.

GameWorlGS, you're on

your wlij'1n becoming a.
m8St8r chess pl8Jl8r," and
Kit Woolsey, writer, author, and twice Champion of the
Blue Ribbon Pairs, wrote, "Now pllij' the world's most
popu1a.r C8J'd game-Bridge . . . even program your own
biddlng or scoring conventions." Suggested retail: $69.95.

Technicaf Specifications:
TURBO PASCAL 3.0 Minimum memory:12BK; includes BOB7 and BCD lealures lor 16·biI MS-DOS and
CP/M-B6 syslems. CP/M·BO version minirrun memory: 4BK; BOB7 and BCD lealures nol available
TURBO OATABASE TOOLBOX Minimummemory: 12BK. CP/M·BOminimum memory: 4BK. Requires
Turbo Pascal 2.0 or laleL
TURBO GRAPHIX TOOLBOX' Minimum rremory: 192K. Requires PC/MS-DOS 2.0 or laler. Turbo
Pascal 3.0, and IBM CGA, Hercules Monoctrome Card or equivalent.
TURBO TUTOR 2.0 Minimum memory: 192K. CP/M·BOversion minimum memory 4BK. Requires
PC/MS-OOS 2.0 or laler and Turbo Pascal 3.0.
TURBO EOITOR TOOLBOX' Minimum memory: 192K. Requires PC/MS·DOS 2.0 or laler and Turbo
Pascal 3.0.
TURBO GAMEWORKS' Minimum memory: 192K. Requires PC/MS-DOS 2.0 or laler and Turbo
Pascal 3.0.
TURBO PROLOG ' Minimum memory: 3B4K.
REFLEX: THE ANALYST' Minimum memory: 384K. Requires IBM CGA, Hercules Monochrome Card
or equivalen!. Work s wilh Inlel's AboveBoard·PCand ·AT; AST's RAMpage! and RAMpage! AT;
Ouadram's Liberly·PC and -AT; Tecmar's 640 Plus; IBM's EGA and 3270/PC; AT&T's 6300 and
many olhers.
REFLEX WORKSHOP' Minimum memory: 3B4K. Requires Reflex: The Analyst. Two disk drives or hard
disk recommended.
TURBO LIGHTNING' Minimum memory: 256K. Two disk drives required. Hard disk recommended.
LIGHTNING WORD WIZARO' Minimum rremory: 256K. Requires Turbo Lighlning. Turbo Pascal 3.0
required 10 edil source code.
SIDEKICK' Minimum memory: 12BK.
TRAVELING SIDEKICK' Minimum memory. 256K.
SUPERKEY' Minimum memory: 12BK.
'For IBM PC. AT, XT, PCir and Irue compalil1es only. running PC/MS-DOS 2.0 or laleL

Turbo Grapbix Toolbox'·
It lncludes a library of graphics routlnes for TurtxJ
Pascal programs. Lew even beg1nnJng programmern
create hJgh-resoluuon graphics with an mM,
Hercules,N or compauble graphics adapter. Our
TurtxJ GraphJx Toolbox lncludes all the tools you'll
ever need for complex buslness graphics, 88BY
windowing, and storlng screen Images tD memory. It comes complete
with source code, ready tD compile. Suggested retail: $69.95.

Recognition lor Borland International has cexne from business. ttilde. and media. and inctudes both product
awards and awards lor technical excel/ence and marketing. Borland was named "CofrJJany 01the Year" by
PC Magazine: Sidekick. the # 1 best sel/er IrY the tBM PC. was named "Product 01 the Year" by tnloWorld:
Turbo Pascat was selected one 01 PC Week~ Top 10 Products lor 1984: SuperKey won one 01PC
Magazine's "Best 01 1985" awards: Rellex. The Anatyst was recognized in the "Sol/ware Products 01the
Year" awards by Inlo Wortd: and Rellex and SideKick were both nominaled lor British Micro Awards in 1986 .
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Turbo PascaJ®3.0

"For the IBM m, the benchm8J'k
P8BC8l compiler is undoubted.W
Bor1lIDd International's Turbo
P8BC8l," says GaryRByof m
Week. We and more than fiJJ,r:t:fJ
other people around the world
trunk Mr. RBy got that right.
Since launch, Turbo Pascal has become the de factfl
worldwide standard in high-speed Pascal compilers.
Described by Jeff Duntemann of Magazine as the
"LB.nguage deal of the century," Turbo Pascal is now
an even better deal than that-because we've included
the most popular options (BCD realB and e!J87 support).
What used to cost $124.95 is now only $99.951 You now
get a lot more for a lot less: the compiler, a completely integrated programming enVironment, and BCD
realB and '0087 support-all for a suggested retail of
only $99.95.

m

Turbo Tutor@! 2.0

Just released (July '86), the new
Turbo Tutor can take you from
"What's a computer?" on
through to complex data
structures, assembly languages,
trees, tips on writing long
programs in Turbo Pascal, and a
high level of expertise. Source code for eveIj1th1ng is
included. New split screens allow you to put oource text
in the bottom half of the screen and run the examples
in the top half. '!here are quizzes that ask you, show
you, tell you, teach you. You get a 450-page rnanualwhich is not as daunting as it sounds, because unlike
many software manuals, it was not written by orangutans. (With our all "almost-free" upgrade, you can
upgrade to Turbo Tutor 2.0 by sending us your master
diskettes, proof of purchase, and $10.00, which covers
shipping and handling.) Suggested retail: $39.95.

Turbo Editor Toolbox'·
Recently released, we called our
new Turbo Editor Toolbox a
"construction set to write your
own word processor." Peter
Feldmann of m Magazine
covered it pretw well with, "A
~lte your own worn processor'
program for intermedJa,te1eve1 programmers, with lots
ofhelp in the form ofprewrltten procedures covering
everythjng from worn wrap tfl pull-down windows."
Source code is included,
1
and we also include
:1~~~.L· , IB)~i
MiCroStar, a full.... ,.,.
blown text editor with
pull-down menus
11:1_
=.=.
and WindoWing. It
interfaces directly
'1....
_ 1_
with Turbo Lightning
to let you spell-check
your MicroStar files. Jerry Pournelle of BYTE
magazine said, "The new Turbo Editflr Toolbox is the
Turbo P8BC8l source cale tfl just about an;ything
you ever wlIDted a RJ-rompatib1e text editflr tfl do."
Suggested retail: $69.95.
~i· · · · .

Borland's Business Productivity Programs:
Reflex: The Analyst" Analytical database manager. Provides complele new look at
data normally hidden by programs like 1-2-3" and dBASE." Best report generator
lor 1-2-3.
1>li,-.,I\ Reflex Workshop" Important new addition to Reflex: The Analyst. Gives you 22
"
dillerenttemplates to run your business right.
SideKick" Complete RAM-resident desktop management includes notepad, dialer,
calculator and more.
Traveling SideKick' Eleclronic version of business/personal diaries, daylime
organizers; works with your SideKick files; important professional tool.
SuperKey' Keyboard enhancer. Simple macros turn 1000 keystrokes into 1. Also
encrypts your files 10 keep confidential files confidential.

Borland's Elec/ronic Reference Programs:
Turbo Lightning" Works with all YOli programs and checks your spelling while
you type l Includes BO,OOO·word Random House" Concise Dictionary and 50,000word Random House Thesaurus. Forerunner of Turbo Lightning Library.
Lightning Word Wizard - Includes ingenious crossword solver and six other word
challenges. II you're into programming, Lightning Word Wizald is also a development
toolbox and the technical reference manual for Turbo Lightning.
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All Borland producls are regislered Iradem<rks or Irademarks 01 Borland tnlernalional, Inc. or
Borland/Analylica, Inc. 1-2 -3 is a regislered Irademark 01 Lolus Developmenl Corp. dBASE is a regislered
rrademark 01 Ashlon· Tale. Random House ~ a regislered Irademark 01 Random House, Inc. Hercules is a
Irademark 01 Hercules Computer TeCh. IBM, AT, XT, and PCir are registered Irademarks ollnlernalional
Business Machines Corp. Copyrighl1986 Borland Inlernalional BI-1067A.
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Turbo Pascal
deliberately
programmed to go
around in circles

W

e frequently
surprise people
with inventive,
imaginative software,
and people frequently
surprise us with the way
theyuse it.
For example, you'll
read on this page how
Michael J. Watldns of the
Petroleum Technology
Center in Houston, Texas,
used Turbo Pascal®(and Turbo Graphix Toolbox'·
and Turbo Tutor®) to cut down the tedium and
time in creating Circular Performance Profile
Charts (CPPCs).
We didn't know they existed., but you learn
something new every day!
Applications like CPFCs might not fit your
exact needs, but at the same time they might
stimulate fresh ideas in your mind about how you
can put Turbo Pascal and the Turbo Pascal family
to work for you
And thank you for your interest in and
support for Borland International.

Circular charts (or
CPIU3) are used by Michael
J. Watkins of the Petroleum
Technology Center in
Houston, Texas, tD plot a
single performance propeI'tN
for a large number of
elastDmers, which have
elastic, rubber-like properties.
Mr. Watkins wrote us

sasmg, "Because OPFCs
condense a lot of data. in one
graphic, they can be very
tedious and um8-CoIlSllIIling
to draw."
What he did to solve

those problems was tD write a
Turbo Pascal program for

ffiM®personal computers to
"generate these charts
quicJqy and easily"
He used Turbo Pascal
" because it has a companion
set of very [XJwerful graphics
programs (Turbo Graphix
Toolbox) which greatJy
Simplifies the required
programming.

Philippe Kahn,
President, Borland International
INSIDE STORIES!
• Turbo Pascal 3.0, already described by PC Magazine as "Language
deal 01 the century," is now an even better deal than that, because we've
included the most popular options (BCD reals and 8087 support)
What used to cost $124.95 is now only $99.95 1
• Completely new Turbo Tutor 2.0 now available. New software. New
manual. New split screens. New quizzes. Only $39.95. Upgrades
available under Borland's "Almost-Free" upgrade plan. Details inside.

•

LATE NEWS!

•

• June/July Special Artificial Intelligence Issue 01 The Micro Technical
Journal says, " Turbo Prolog looks like it's going to be a winner. for both
the beginner and professional programmer."

•
•

•
•

•

Turbo Pasca.l is not a
difflcult language to use and
can be easilY learned by
persons who can program in
FORTRAN or BASIO. An
excellent tutorial (Turbo
Tutor) is available for the
novice or experienced
programmer. The Turbo
Pascal products are a.lso very
moderately priced."

Step-by-step tutorial, demo programs with source code includedJ

Borland's new Turbo Prolog is the
powerful, completely natural
introduction to Artificial Intelligence

Our Turbo Pascal astonIshed
everyone who thought of Pascal
as 'Just another language." We
changed all that- and now Turbo
Pascal Is the de factD worldwide
standard, with hundreds or'
thousands of enthusiasts
and users In
universities,
research
centers,
. schools,
...r- """",_= !!'I and with profeseional programmers, students,
and hobbyIsts.
You can expect at least the
same impact from Turbo Prolog,
because while Turbo Prolog Is the
most revolutionary and natural
progra.mmJng language, it Is als6
a complete development enVIronment-just like Turbo Pascal.
M1nJmurn memory: 384K

Turbo Prolog offers
generally the fastest and
"

most approachable implementation of Prolog.
Darryl Rub1n, _ ,
AI Expert -'.
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For credit card orders
or the dealer nearest you

•

call (800) 255-8008

•

I

_

TlXI>o Prolog

$99.95 $ _ _ ,

Rellex' file Analyst

149.95' $ _ _ •
69.95' S _ _ •
199.95' $ _ _ •

_
_
_

TurtJo Pascal 3.0
.,0001 & OCO
TlXI>o Pascal f()( CPIM-OO
TlXI>o o,,/abase Toolbox

99.95 $ _ _ •
69.95 $ _ _ •
69.95 $ _ _

•

_
_

69 .95 $ _
39.95 $ _

_
_

'
•

TlXI>o Edil()( Toolbox
TlXI>o GameWorlrs

69.95 $ _ _ •
69.95 $ _ _
•
99.95 $ _ _

•

_

Tutbo Uf}hming

•

_

Uf}hming

•

_

~

WizaJd

69.95 $ _ _ •

•

TurtJo Uf}hlning.
lif}hlning ~ WizaJd
_ Sit/eKick

149.95 $ _ _
•
84.95 $ _ _

•

_

Tra,,'ing Sit/eKick

69.95 ' $ _ _ •

I
•
I

_SideKick.
Tra,,'ing SideKick

•
125.00 ' $ _ _ •

_

•

69.95 $ _ _

5<.!>erKey
Dulside USA add $10 pereopy
CA ilf1(/MA res. add safes lax

•

! __ •

•

Amount enclosed

Turbo Pascal the way you
could compare Turbo Pascal tD

•
•

Prices inclutle sliipping 10

machine language.

•

I

Carefully describe your cOl1'/J<1ler system'
Mine is: - 8-bit _ 16-biI
I use: _ PC-DOS _ cP!i.t-OO _ MS-DOS _ CPIM-06 •

You get the complete

•

My COl1'/J<1I"'s name ilf1(/ model is'

Turbo Prolog

I

~

progra.mmiIJg SJBtem

foron{y$99.95

You get a compIete Turbo
Prolog development system
lnclud1ng:
• The lightnlng-fast Turbo Prolog
lncremental complier and the
lntera.ctive Turbo Prolog editor.
• The :?ro-page reference
manual which lncludes the stepby-step Turbo Prolog tutDrlal.
• The free Geol3aBe™natural
query language database
lncludlng commented source
code on dlsk - ready tD compile.
Geol3aBe Is a complete database
designed and developed around
U.S. geography. It lncludes cities,
'o'~n
t
d hir1'h
mounla..1.110, r vera, an J.1..I5u .Wa;yB,

and comes complete with natural
query language. Use Geol3aBe
lmmedJately "as Is," or modl.fY it
to fit your own interests.
So don't dela8- don't waste a
second get Turbo Prolog now
$99.95 Is an ama.zlngly small
no" tD become an
price '0
LU .t-"-'lY
lmmedJate authoritor-an lnstant
expert on a.rt1f[clalintelllgencel
The 21st century Is only one
phone call away.
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COOs ilf1(/ purchase oaJe" Will NOT be acceploo by 0""""'.
Dulside USA make paymenl by bank draft. payable in US dollars
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'Umi/OO""" Off" oo/il SeplentJer I. 1906.
··YES. il wimin 60 days ol/llXcf>ase you lind /hal mis producl
does nol petform in accoaJanee wim OIX claims. call our
cusJomer SetYice depa!/menl ilf1(/ . . will gladly ~
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Prices Slibiecllo change wimoul nolice.
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Prolog 1.0 Technic" Sprclllc"IoII.
I CQm~lIer:TurboIncremental
compiler g~n~raling nali~e in-line code I
I :: ~;~~%~~1t~~fw':tx~e~/~~~n~:le:o~":~;n=:/=:~ I

.- ~~PMPor/pC'. COl1j)iles over 2500 hnes per minule on a Slandard

,

I
I

I
I

.v

~::I';:i~::~~ ~~/~~~:, de~~ec7/~f~~, ~te°:1o~ interactive
~:;:%tc~%.~:~iru:b~~;~:P:~:Sia:: :~,:~~s:f~,

• and view the fUnning program's source cooe.
Typ. Sy,"m: A lIexiDle oDiecl-orienied Iype syS/em is
• suppor/OO.
• lext
W'ndo.'ng Support: The s.yS/em supp.orts bolh graphic and
windows .
• :~!.:~~~~u:;::~~~~::~;'~z:;,nClutlmg 10lmall00 I/O.
• ~;,,:;;;c,:~;!';~;nlege~: - 32767 ID 32767: Rea/~
.
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I ~~~~::~~~~;~:~:~egb::!1;g~:~~.debUgging capr£Jilil es I
------------~ .

4585 SCOTTS VALLEY DRIVE
SCOTTS VALLEY, CA 95066
(408) 438-8400 TELEX f 12313

Inqu iry 49 for End- Users. Inqu iry 50 for DEALERS ONLY.
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_
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You'll get started right away
because we have lncluded a
complete step-by-step tutDrlal as
part of the :?ro-page Turbo Prolog
Reference Manual. Our tutDrlal
will take you by the hand and
teach you everythlng you're likely
tD need tD know about Turbo
Prolog and artIficlalinteWgence.
For example: once you've
completed the tutDrlal, you'll be
able tD design your own expert
systems ut1l1zlng Turbo Prolog's
powerful problem-solVlng
capabilities.
Th1nk of Turbo Prolog as a
hJgh-speed electroniC detective.
FIrst you feed it lnformatlon and
teach it rules. Then Turbo Prolog
"thlnks" the problem through
and comes up with all the
reasonable answers- almost
lnstantJy.
If you th1nk that this Is
ama.zlng, you just need tD
remember that Turbo Prolog Is a
5th-generation language- and
the klnd of language that 21st
century computers will use
routinely. In fact, you can
compare Turbo Prolog tD

Totals

•

1- TlXI>o Grap/lix Toolbox
I - TlXI>o Tul()( 2.0

~

•

PricB

Product

•

•
•

Even ifyou've never
programmed before,
our free tutor:i8J will
get you started l'ight 1l"WlltY

,
,

in CA calt (800)742-1133
Copies

• _ Rellex Worlrsllop
- . _ ReI/ex. Rellex Worlrsliop

P rolog is probab1y one of the
most powerful computA3r nr(I~;:I.m -l
m:ing languages ever conceived,
which is why we've made it our
second language-and "turbocharged" it to creatA3 Turbo Prolog.'"
Our new Turbo Prolog, the natural
language of Artificial IntA3lligence,
brings supercomputA3r power to your
IBM®PC and introduces you step-bystep to the fascinating new world of
Artificial Intelligence. And does all
this for an astounding $99.95.
('!'1 Turbo Prolog is to
•
Prolog what Turbo
Pa.sca.l" is to Pa.sca.l!

I···········,
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INTRODUCTION .

.82

PRODUCT PREVIEW: LABVIEW:
LABORATORY VIRTUAL INSTRUMENT ENGINEERING WORKBENCH

by G. Michael Vase and Gregg Williams

. _ _ ... 84

Scientists and engineers can use the Macintosh as a general-purpose laboratory tool by
creating virtual instrum ents.
CIARCIA'S CIRCUIT CELLAR: BUILD A HARDWARE DATA ENCRYPTOR

by Steve Ciarcia

.97

by Greg Morse

.114

This easy-to-bu ild device is extremely difficult to crack.
PROGRAMMING PROJECT: CALCULATING CRCs BY BITS AND BYTES

Use the XOR function to implement modulo 2 division when calculating cycl ic
redundancy checks.
PROGRAMMING INSIGHT: BREAKING OUT

by Edward Batutis

.127

BREAKPT provides the IBM PC-DOS DEBUG program with a break-out switch.
KEYED FILE ACCESS IN BASIC

by Stephen

c. Perry

· .137

If maintaining data on disk is a problem for you. these BASIC routines may be the solution.
REAL TIME UNDER REAL PASCAL

by james Feldman

. 145

A look at two ways to interface a machine language routine to Pascal.

THEME: 68000 MACHINES
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INTRODUCTION

· .160

68000 TRIPS AND TRAPS

by Mike Morton.

. 163

Programming in assembly language will help you exploit the 68000 to the fullest.
UNIX AND THE MC68000
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A. Brewster.

. 179

The powerful yet simple programmer's model offered by the 68000's architecture makes
UNIX implementation easy.
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smARTWORK® lets the design
engineer create and revise
printed-circuit-board artwork on
the IBM Personal Computer. You
keep complete control over your
circuit-board artwork-from start
to tinlsh.
And smARTWORK®is reliable.
When we couldn't find a package that was convenient, fast.
dnd Qffordable, we 9reated
smARTWQRK®to help design our
own microcomputer hardware.
We've used it for overtwo years,
so we know it does th~ job.
That's why we offer every design
engineer a thirty-day moneyback no-nonsense guarantee.
smARTWORI(® advantages:
o Complete interactive control
over placement and routing
Quick correction and revision
Productlon-qualrty 2X artwork
from (:I pen-and-ink plotter

o
o

o Prototype-quality 2X artwork

from a dot-matrix printer
o Easy to learn and operate, yet
capable of sophisticated
layouts
Single-sided and double-sided
printed circuit boards up to
10 x 16 inches
o Multlcolor or black-and-white
display

o

System Requirements:

o IBM Personal Computer, XT, or

AT with 320K RAM, 2 disk drives,
arid DOS Version 2.0 or later
o IBM Color/Graphics Adapter
with RGB color or black-andwhite monitor
o IBM Graphics Printer or Epson
FX/MX/RX series dot-matrix
printer
o Houston Instrument DMP-41
pen-ond-Ink plotter
o Microsoft Mouse (optional)

The Smart Buy
At $895, smARTWORK& Is proven,
convenient, fast - and guaranteed. Coli us today. And put
smARTWORK®to work for yourself
next week: Try It for 30 days at
absolutely no risk. That's smart work.

Wlntek Cbrporatlon
Inquiry
1801 South Street
Lafayette, IN 47904-2993
Telephone: (317) 742-8428
Telex: 70-9079 WINTEK CORP UD

380

In Europe cont(:Jct; RIVA Terminals Limited,
Woklng, Surrey GU21 SJY ENGLAND,
Telephone: 04862-71001, Telex: 859502
"smARTWORIC "Wlntel(' and the Wlntek fogo are
registered trcdemc{1<s of Wlntek' Corporation.
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COLLEGE CREDITS THROUGH
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

We urge colleges and universities to expand the practice of granting credits for
courses taught through computer conferencing.
We have become aware of the need for
computer-mediated instruction because
BYTE's offices are located in a rural area.
In order to advance professionally,
members of our staff often need to take
university courses to increase their
knowledge of computer science or engineering. Unfortunately, we have no universities in easy commuting range that offer
broad curricula in these fields of study.
Some of our staff members have endured
long commutes to continue their studies,
but work loads are high at BYTE, and few
employees can both do their jobs well and
undertake regular university studies at distant sites.
THE INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIUM

Direct observation has shown us that computer conferencing works as an instructional medium. We have seen tutorial
topics spring up in many conferences on
BIX. People learn about programming a
new machine, for example, from volunteer
teachers in distant areas. Sessions have
the quality of free and open classroom
discussions. The lack of face-to-face contact has not proved to be a hindrance.
We also know that instruction by computer conferencing has already worked in
a university. The New School for Social
Research, through an association with
Connect Ed, has already taught graduate
courses in media studies. Connect Ed uses
the EIES conferencing software developed
at the New York Institute of Thchnology
by Murray lUroff. Some members of the
BYTE staff visited the New School last year
and spoke with students and teachers in
the New School/Connect Ed program. All
agreed that the system works. In their program, computer conferencing is supplemented by some actual classes. The requirement of occasional classes on campus is much less daunting than a long
commute several times each week.
From the teacher's perspective, computer conferencing has some advantages
as an instructional medium. It is easy to
6
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monitor attendance and to measure participation. Questions can be addressed to
the whole class or to an individual. Since
students can think as long as they wish
before replying, dialogue conducted
through computers is in some respects
easier than spoken conversation. And, of
course, shy and quiet people can always
have their say in computer conferencing.
The loud and aggressive can't drown them
out. Examination tools to simplify the administration of exams on-line would not
be difficult to create.

with on-campus instruction to provide
improved courses. Daily on-line instruction
could be supplemented by on-campus
instruction-perhaps one or two Saturdays
per month. Another intriguing possibility
would be letting on-line students compete for on-campus scholarships to complete their studies. On-line interaction
with prospective students might also
permit both students and universities to
make better choices in the admissions
process.
THE BIG STEP

NEW EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

The use of telecommunications as a
means of instruction can enable potential
students in rural areas to gain access to
outstanding teachers and scholars at major universities. If computer conferencing
software is used, students can enjoy
discussion and debate with students from
different regions and backgrounds. The
community of higher education will
become accessible from remote areas as
never before. Potential students in rural
areas will enjoy unprecedented educational opportunities.
Moreover, computer conferencing can
make many educational opportunities
now beyond commuting range available
to everyone. Even the opportunities available to those in urban areas will increase.
COST ADVANTAGES

Sadly, the cost of higher education has
now become prohibitive for many people.
Instruction through computer conferencing can alleviate this situation by reducing expenses for both the university and
the student. Universities will be able to
add more students without building more
dormitories and classrooms. The student
can continue to live at home, incurring no
new room and board expenses. This will
effectively reduce the student's expenses
to the amount of tuition, which can be exactly the same for on-line students as for
on-campus ones. With tuition remaining
the same, the university will experience no
loss of revenue.
COMBINED STUDY

It seems likely that universities will be
able to combine on-line instruction

We urge universities to offer credit courses
through computer conferencing in order
to test the limits of the medium and to
learn how best to combine on-line and oncampus instruction. We believe computer
conferencing can help preserve and extend educational opportunity in a time of
prohibitive costs for many students and
many universities. If universities do this,
they will open their curricula to millions
of potential students-personal computer
users everywhere. Through their computers and modems, personal computer
users, even those located in rural areas,
will gain access to an enormous range of
courses. Let's hope that universities and
accrediting associations will seize this
opportunity to extend educational
programs.

-pMl Lemmons
Editor in Chief
Update on Availability of Listings
This issue contains postage-paid cards
for ordering source code listings on
disk or in print. You can order individual disks or take out an annual
subscription. While the postage-paid
cards and our agreement with a disk
fulfillment service will make ordering
more convenient. they will also add to
our costs. As a result. we have had to
raise prices. Previously, IBM and other
available 5!4-inch disks were priced at
55 each, or 560 for the year. The IBM
disks will now cost 58.95 each, or
569.95 for the year. Pricing for other
available disks is stated on the order
cards.

RAM-R.sld.n. Program Us.rs •..

IT'S EASY TO WIN
WHEN YOU BUY
THE REFEREE'"

Referee™ stops
RAM-resident
program
conflicts.
If you use desktop
organizers, spell
checkers, keyboard
enhancers or other
RAM -resident programs,
you may have already discovered
the horror of " RAM Cram ."
RAM Cram occurs when memoryresident programs compete
with each other (and with
applications programs) for
control of you r keyboard or
other computer resources .
It's a fierce competition that can
cause your computer to lock up
completely. Then you pay the
penalty- in lost time and lost data.

With Referee, you make the rules.
Referee, by Persoft , is a new type of
software that puts you in total control of
your RAM-resident programs. And that
puts Referee in a league all its own .
You can create your own RAM Teams™
for specific applications programs.
Team Superkey'Mand Sidekick™ with
Lotus 1_2_3™. Or call in ProkeyTMand bench

©

the others when you switch to dBASE IIITM
Load all the programs you need at the
beginning of your workday. Referee automatically activates and deactivates the ones
you need according to your set of rules.
Instantly. Invisibly. You can also use Referee to
unload programs from memory-even those
with no unload option of their own.

Referee's Sideline™ menu enables
you to control RAM-resident
programs from within an
applications program!
It's ideal for integrated packages li ke SymphonyTM You
can use a keyboard
enhancer with the
spreadsheet module.
Or deactivate it, enter the
word processing module
and activate your favorite spell
checker. It's easy. And you never have
to back all the way out of the programl
Referee puts an end to RAM-resident
program conflicts. It solves a very big
problem for a very small price.
It's easier to win with the Referee on
your side. For more information , and for the
dealer nearest you, contact: Persoft, Inc.,
465 Science Drive, Madison, WI 53711 ,
(608) 273-6000-Telex 759491.

Copyright 1986 Persoll, Inc. All rights reserved.

Referee. Sideline. and RAM Teams are trademarks of Petsall, Inc .
SidekIck and Superkey are registered trademarks 01 Borland International. Inc .
Lotus 1-2-3 an d Symphony are registered trademarks of Lotus D evelopment Corp.
Prokey is a trademark of AoseSoft. Inc .
dBASE II I is a registered trademark o f Ash ton-Tate.
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M· I'C' R'O' B·Y·T· E'S
Staff-written highlights of developments in technology and the microcomputer industry.

Philips Working on WORMs Compatible with CD-ROMs
Philips Subsystems and Peripherals (New York City) is working on a new type of write-once
read-many (WORM) optical disk drive that will be compatible with CD-ROM optical disks.
Philips calls the new disks CD-PROMs and says that the disks will store the same amount of
data (540 megabytes). formatted in the same way, as CD-ROM disks. CD-PROMs are more
than a year away from commercial availability.
Currently, most small write-once optical disks are 5.5 inches in diameter (compared to the
4.7 inches of the CD-ROM disk) and can store only 100 to 200 megabytes per side. What
will differentiate CD-PROM disks from standard CD-ROM disks is the manner in which the
bits of information are stored. On a normal CD-ROM disk, the bits are stored as pits in the
medium. On the CD-PROM disk, the bits are stored as phase changes in the medium .
Philips is working on a drive that not only reads and writes the new CD-PROM disks but
can also read regular CD-ROM disks. One problem is the sizable amount of processing required for the error-correction techniques CD-ROM disks need (see May BYTE, page 164).
Another problem is that CD-PROM disks are more delicate than CD-ROM disks, which are
relatively impervious to normal wear and tear. Philips is proposing to other manufacturers a
disk cartridge designed to protect CD-ROM and CD-PROM disks.
The CD-PROM drives may be useful for archival purposes or for publishing large amounts
of information in small quantities-that is, quantities not cost-effective for regular CD-ROM
publishing. Another possible application will be for companies that want to test prototype
CD-ROM disks before mass-producing them.
The cartridge for the CD-ROM disks will probably be introduced at the Fall COMDEX
show. Samples of the CD-PROM drives will probably not be ready until the second half of
next year. production units will most likely not be available until 1988. Philips expects the
drives to cost less than $1000, and the disks somewhere under $100.

The Terabytes Are Coming, the Terabytes Are Coming
Remember when a gigabyte was an unbelievably large quantity of data? Well, now a Dutch
company named DOCdata is planning an optical tape drive that can store I terabyte-that's
1000 gigabytes-of data. The device, called the DOCwheel. uses 128 optical data cassettes
arranged in a wheel; it has a footprint of approximately 3 square feet. The DOCwheel will
supposedly be able to access any file on any cassette in an average time of 10 seconds.
Each cassette is approximately the same size as a standard audio cassette, measuring 4.4
by 2.2 by 0.6 inches. With a data capacity of up to 8 gigabytes, the cassette's ratio of data
capacity to volume is said to be 30 times that of an optical disk. For durability, the cassette
has a steel casing and is hermetically sealed to keep out dust.
The DOCwheel and the smaller DOCreader, which can read only one cassette, are designed to be used with large systems and will be plug-compatible with existing magnetic
tape drives, DOCdata said. Although the system uses write-once optical tape, DOCdata does
not think this will be an impediment. since most magnetic tape is used in a similar way (that
is, magnetic tape is written on once and might later be recycled, but it is rarely updated).
Both devices are scheduled to be available commercially in 1987. DOCdata NY can be
reached at P.O. Box 1021. Maaskade II. 5900 BA Venlo, The Netherlands, (0) 77-544100.

Colorado Crystals Changing Face of Display Technology
A new type of liquid-crystal device has been designed by a physics professor at the University of Colorado in Boulder and a colleague from Sweden's Chalmers Technical University.
The device, called an electro-optic light valve, uses a ferroelectric liquid crystal between
closely spaced glass plates. It's described as being much faster than liquid-crystal light
valves currently in use. In large arrays, the ferroelectric crystals can provide display screens
that have inherent memories.
(continued)
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The Colorado professor, Noel Clark, says that when voltage is applied, the valves change
color in less than a microsecond. According to Clark, who with Sven T. Lagerwall has
patented the technology, the crystals provide a high-speed electrically operated light valve
with built-in memory.
Clark said that because the technology offers very fast switching times, it could be used in
shutters that respond in less than a microsecond, in high-speed switches for fiber optics,
and in optical modulators. Another possibility Clark cited is optical printers, which he called
"fast and inexpensive enough to make laser printers obsolete."
Along with David Walba, a chemistry professor who helped synthesize the new crystals,
Clark set up a Boulder-based firm that's selling the ferroelectric crystal materials.

GaAs Chip Passes Test As Microprocessor
McDonnell Douglas (Huntington Beach, CAl has built a gallium arsenide chip for use as a
microprocessor and claims it's the first such chip to be tested successfully. The MD2901
"contains the logic elements to process information, not just to store it." said Bill
Geideman, microprocessor program manager at McDonnell Douglas. "It would form the
brains of a gallium arsenide computer. " Gallium arsenide as an IC material is noted for its
speed, resistance to natural radiation, and use of less power than silicon chips.
Geideman said the new chip, a bit-slice processor, is "tested and fully functional." It
emulates the AMD2901 and could run the same software. The 4-bit chip measures oneeighth inch square, contains 1860 transistors, and uses 135 milliwatts of power.
Geideman said he hopes to assemble a 16-bit computer using the new architecture and
several other chips. The company said it is developing a 32-bit GaAs microprocessor.

And Jessica Had Amnesia, and Dorian Really Wasn't
Dead, and ...
A computer science professor at Columbia University (New York City) is working on a program designed to generate plot outlines for soap operas. The program, called Universe, can
currently generate only a few outlines. But professor Michael Lebowitz thinks he can get
the program to generate a significant variety of plots by expanding its knowledge base to a
size approximately two orders of magnitude larger than its present dimension.
To design the program, Lebowitz monitored one soap opera, "Days of Our Lives," and
noticed some patterns. For example, there is usually some force keeping lovers apart. In a
two-year period, Lebowitz counted three dead spouses who turned out to be alive, four
lovers who died (at least temporar ily). and three lovers who contracted some type of
disease (one of which, of course, was amnesia).
Universe is being written in LISP and is now running on a DEC 20 mainframe, although
Lebowitz says it could easily run on an IBM PC AT. Lebowitz predicts that the program will
probably not replace scriptwriters but says it may be useful as a scriptwriter's assistant.

Nanobytes
An industry source who recently dissected IBM's 3 Y2-inch external disk drive (introduced in
April and available for the Pc. PC XI. and PC AT) says the drive itself is a 2-megabyte drive,
from Alps Electric USA, that could be formatted for as much as 1.4 megabytes of data, instead of its current capacity of 720K bytes. This leads to speculation that a new version of
PC-DOS will enable users to exploit the full 1.4 megabytes, which would provide incentive
to switch from 360K 5 Y4-inch drives to the new microfloppies .... Phoenix Thchnologies
Ltd. (Norwood, MA) and Interactive Systems Corp. (Santa Monica, CAl have agreed to
jointly develop software designed to provide a "virtual" PC environment under UNIX
System V version 3.0 for computers based on the Intel 80386 microprocessor. The V86/ix
(an internal name) software would allow PC-compatible DOS applications to run as a task
under UNIX without modification. . . The Association of Independent Microdealers
(Peoria, IL) has formed a special interest group called the Computer Musicians Cooperative,
aimed at bringing together computer dealers, music dealers, manufacturers, and people
who are interested in computer music . . .. The U.S. Naval Observatory (Washington, DC) is
planning to put out a disk of astronomical information for professional and amateur starwatchers, navigators, meteorologists, engineers, and other people who want to know what's
happening in the heavens. The Floppy Almanac will run on MS-DOS machines .. .. NSI
Logic Inc. (Marlboro, MA) has integrated five graphics standards on one chip. The userprogrammable EVe (Enhanced Video Controller) -315 can emulate the Color Graphics
Adapter, the Monochrome Display Adapter, the Enhanced Graphics Adapter, the Hercules
Graphics Controller, and the Professional Graphics Adapter.
10
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Pre-s
•
Pre-fitted.
Pre-thunk.
When you buy a Ven-Tel modem, you buy 12 years of well thought
out, innovative technology that's custom-tailored to your needs.
Like the PC Modem Half Card:" the first modem ever shrunk to
fit into a short slot, so you'd have another long slot for more memory
or other functions.
And our "pre-fitted" 2400 baud modemthe only 2400 that lets you double your
transmission speed without reconfiguring
your PC, buying new software or
changing switches.
Another thing: other modems
have 300 or so working components, ours have 70.That means
they use less energy and generate
less heat-the main cause of PC
malfunctions.
Even so, we back every Ven-Tel
modem with a free (ive-yearwarranty. No
other major manufacturer even comes close.
So when the Ven-Tel modem you buy off the shelf seems
like it was custom made for your office, don't be surprised. It was.

Ven=Te1
Modems

Our free 24-page booklet, " How To Select The Correct Modem;' contains specific information
about our full line of modems. To request your copy, call 800-538-5121. In California, call
408-727-5721.
Inquiry 363
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HILBERT CURVES MADE SIMPLER
Thank you for June's Programming Insight.
"H ilbert Curves Made Simple." I was not
familiar with these elegant designs. It
seemed to me. however. that the Hilbert
curve would lend itself to simpler. more
self-evident instructions in the Logo language rather than in BASIC.
After reviewing Michael Ackerman's article. I sat down with Apple Logo 1\ and
taught the turtle that Hilbert curves.
regardless of complexity. were simply
right-hand curves and left-hand curves that
alternate in a constant. recursive pattern.
I carefully explained to the turtle that
these curves could be generated with only
three procedures and two variables:

TO HILBERT :ORDER :SIZE
PENUP
SETPOS [-125 115]
SETHEADING 180
PENDOWN
CURVRIGHT :ORDER
END
TO CURVRIGHT :ORDER
IF :ORDER = 0 [STOP]
LEFT 90
CURVLEFT :ORDER - 1
FORWARD :SIZE
RIGHT 90
CURVRIGHT :ORDER FORWARD :SIZE
CURVRIGHT :ORDER RIGHT 90
FORWARD :SIZE
CURVLEFT :ORDER - 1
LEFT 90
END
TO CURVLEFT :ORDER
IF :ORDER = 0 [STOP]
RIGHT 90
CURVRIGHT :ORDER FORWARD :SIZE
LEFT 90
CURVLEFT :ORDER FORWARD :SIZE
CURVLEFT :ORDER LEFT 90
FORWARD :SIZE
CURVR/GHT :ORDER - 1
RIGHT 90
END
The first procedure. HILBERT. tells the
14
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Figure I : Hilbert curve with Logo.
turtle where to start and that the largest
pattern will be that of a right-hand curve.
The other two procedures (CURVRIGHT
and CURVLEFT) show the turtle how to
make right- and left-hand curves and
where to make the little side trips.
The symmetry of the curve is suggested
in the palindromic nature of the two
mirror-image procedures. The swapping of
right and left turns is built in. Even to
those unfamiliar with programming. this
Logo program conveys how complex
designs (like figure I above) can be
generated by a few simple. understandable instructions.
MARK D. WIDOME

Hershey, PA

IN DEFENSE OF AMIGA
Much of the "discussion" about popular
personal computers approaches the fervor usually reserved for religion (and computer languages). While it is not my intention to turn BYTE readers into Amiga converts. the misinformation in Ronald Miller's
comments in the June Letters column
("Putting the Amiga to Good Use," page
14) cries out for clarification.
Specifically. Mr. Miller:
• Based his opinions on a conversation he
had with one dealer. I know a dealer who
worships the Osborne I and has little use
for anything else.
• Concludes that the IBM PC's 8087 chip
is faster and more precise for numerical
work than the 68881. BYTE readers should
keep in mind that the 68881 is to the

68000 what the 8087 is to the 8088.
Would it be fair of me to say that the
688.81 runs rings around the 8087 for accuracy and speed? Astute readers will also
notice that the IBM PC does not come
with the 8087. In both machines the math
coprocessor is an add-on.
• Worries about RAM glitches corrupting
his data. While this is not a meritless concern. it is minuscule compared to the possibility of a "bad bit" (or worse) on your
disk. where far more information is stored.
Memory errors seldom happen; disk errors happen too often. It is much more
critical to have a file system that helps
you recover from disk errors. AmigaDOS
may well be the most secure file system
on any personal computer, just for this
reason.
A recent experience comes to mind: I
was compiling a program on the Amiga
while a friend sat next to me using an IBM
XT As I got up to stretch . I inadvertently
kicked the power strip where the two computers were plugged in. flickering power
off for a split second. The XT monitor
flashed. then the machine rebooted itself.
The Amiga monitor flashed. Period. The
disk drive kept on spinning. and the compile fini shed normally. Which machine do
I want to keep my database on?
• Is amazed at how bad the 80-column
text is and suspects that a font change
would fix that. Correct. In fact. the Amiga
fonts are not generated by a character
generator chip; all fonts are changeable.
The Sidecar (Amiga PC-compatible addon) font looks just like the IBM PC font.
for example.
• Rules out the machine as a word processor because it does not have monochrome video output. I don't now how this
(continued)
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LOOKING FOR THE BEST
VALUE IN PC/AT COMPATIBLES?

INTRODUCING THE $1495 A*STARTM
Looking for a lower priced, higher
quality PC I AT compatible than our new
A*Star™is like looking for a needle in
a haystack. You're more apt to come up
with a case of hayfever.
A* Star gives you features you
won't get from any other vendor. Not
IBM. Not Compaq. Not even those foreign manufacturers. Features like a 220
watt power supply, eight available expansion slots and "network ready"
multi-user operation. All for only $1495.
And that price includes a 1.2MB diskette drive, 512KB memory, a fixed
disk I diskette drive controller, a tactile
feedback keyboard (you'll love it!) and a
6/8MHz switch I software selectable
80286 CPU.

can buy with confidence from a vendor
r ; ;C'AT-;OR ONLY; 495? - - - ,
you can trust, just like you've trusted
IBM. And you'll get a genuine, top qualTHAT'S NOTHING TO SNEEZE AT!
ity product (not a cheap imitation) for a
(Hurry!
This offer is limited.)
price even less than those "q uestionable"
mail order clones. And if that's not enough,
D I'm tired of sneezing! Have someone call
it's all money-back guaranteed!
me immediately to take my order.

The $1495 Wells American A *Star.™

Best of all, A* Star is quality built
right here in America by Wells American Corporation - an American Stock
Exchange manufacturer. So now you

D A*Star sounds terrific. Tell me more.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company: _ __ __ __ _ __
Phone:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State: _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip: _ __

AT

Weils
American
B03/796-7800·TWX 510-601-2645

Sunset Boulevard· West Columbia, SC 29169

L _____

~

______ .J

IBM . Personal Computer AT and AT are trade marks of International Busmess Machines CorporallOn
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SuperPower
Compatibility
The POWER SYSTEMTM from PECAN has set a new standard for comprehensiveness in program
development environments that you won 't find anywhere else:
PORTABILITY: Whether you 're an ardent beginner or a seasoned pro , THE POWER SYSTEM lets
you design software that can run on virtually any mini or micro without having to rewrite the program.
The program you write on one computer will operate on another- even if the two hardware systems
are incompatible . Your software never becomes obsolete - even if your hardware does.
INT EG RATABILITY: The versatility and flexibility of THE POWER SYSTEM enables different users to

exchange program modules freely with one another, even though the modules may be written in different
programming languages.
LANGUAGE INTERCHANGEABILITY: THE POWER SYSTEM lets you customize the modules of
your application in the most appropriate of Pecan 's powerful languages including UCSD PASCAL,
BASIC, FORTRAN-77 , ASSEMBLER, or MODULA-2. Once you 've created your mUlti-language program,
the modu les are linked automatically. The application then runs as if you 'd written it all in one language.
THE POWER SYSTEM FEATURES:
• NATIVE CODE' SEPARATE COMPILATION OF UNITS' EXTENDED PRECISION ARITHMETIC
• DYNAMIC MEMORY MANAGEMENT. EVENT-DRIVEN MULTI-TASKING' CDNFORMANT ARRAYS
• PROCEDURAL PARAMETERS. 8087 AND BCD SUPPORT (PC 's AND COMPATIBLES)' LARGE FILE EDITOR
• LIBRARY UTILITY • ON-LINE HELP SYSTEM • FILE MANAGER

THE POWER SYSTEM OnJv $99.95
For PC-DOS , MS-DOS, AMIGA , ATARI ST, MACINTOSH, RAINBOW, TANDY, STRIDE, as well as most
popular 8/16/32 bit systems. Also available in VAX , UNIX, PDP-11 OS 's & others.
THE POWER SYSTEM Includes the language of your chOice: UCSD PASCAL, MODULA-2, BASIC,
ASSEMBLER and FORTRAN-77. Choose an additional language lor only $79.95. Buy three and we will
send you a lourth one F R E E !
To custom-tailor software, PECAN offers such programming tools as:
CROSS-ASSEMBLER/NCG PACKAGE . .. . .. $79.95 SOFTEACH TUTORIAL ... . . . .. ........ . $49.95
KEYED SEQUENTIAL ACCESS METHOD ... .$59.95 MENU MAKER . . ... . .... .... .......... $49.95
CODE OPTIMIZER . .... .. . . . ... .. . ... . . $59.95 PROGRAM ANALYSIS TOOLKIT . . . ....... $59.95
SYMBOLIC DEBUGGER .... .... .. .. .... $59.95 SORT UTILITY .. .. .. .. .. . ..... ...... . $59.95
Write for complete list of development aids.

ATTENTION CORPORATIONS: Call and ask about our training seminars.
SCHOOLS: Special Educational Discounts
NOT COPY PROTECTED

Mail Your Check Or Money Order To:
Pecan Software Systems, Inc.
1410 • 39th Street
Brooklyn, New York 11218
(118) 851·3100
ITT TELEX NUMBER: 494 8910
COMPUSERVE CODE: 76703,520

... .. -

~~~~ TM

~-

The UCSD Pascal Company

Credit Card Orders
Call Toll Free

1.800.63.PECAN

Please add $2.50 fo r shipping within the US. Foreign orders add $10.00 and make payment by bank draM
payable in US dollars on US bank. New York State residents add appropriate sales tax .
UCSD Pascal is a trademark of The Regents of University of California.
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coul d help. I am typing this letter on the
Am iga. which (at the moment) has a black
screen with amber letters (and a white cursor so I can always find it quickly, and blue
depth-arranger icons. too. but that's
beside the point) and a custom font. I have
often sat here for hours and have never
developed a headache from the display.
A nice long-persistence monitor and my
50-line word processor work very well
together. thank you.
• Di smisses the Amiga from being a "real
graphics" machine without explanation .
If he means it's not a 530.000 dedicated
graphics processor. I see his point. Similarly. Mr. Miller asserts that it cannot be used
fo r image processing work because it
does not have I K by I K by 256 capability.
First. no personal computer fits these
descriptions. save those that have been
enhanced with third-party add-on boards.
Second. for those who can't afford to do
"real graphics" on a 530.000 system . a
quarter of the functionality can be had for
5 percent of the price. Third. the hardware
in the Amiga 1000 doesn't have I K by I K
by 256 capabi lity (yet). but the software has
always had the capability.
• Asks the question. "What is an Amiga
good fo r?" My mother asks that about all
personal computers. For the amount of
time and money we shovel into these
glorified hobbies of ours. could we reall y
justify them? len years from now we might·
come across an old issue of BYTE and
remember what religions (machines. languages. text editors) were then. And laugh.
BOB PAGE

Andover. MA

SMALLTALK AND SPACE
BLANKETS
As a developer of object-oriented languages and a Smalltalk fan. I read with
great interest I. Ganapathy's letter in the
lune issue ("Problems with Smallta lk:'
page 24) . I have to agree that Smallta lk-80's windowing problems are significa nt and a real drawback to anyone hoping to wri te an application and release it
to inexperienced users.
Part of the problem is that getting Smalltalk's windows to work well on smaller machines would have requ ired a great deal
of optim iza ti on and recoding in machine
language. This obviously makes the language far less portable and gives pause
to any potential implementor.
Another part o f the problem is the nature of Smalltalk's genesis. Small talk was
developed in a research branch of Xerox
and will never be a significant profit center.
Since Smalltalk is hardly relevant to
Xerox's corporate survival. there isn't the
(w I1til1ued)
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data acquisition

software
just got better.

with
LABTECH Real Time Access.
With LABTECH Real Time
Access you have a link between NOTEBOOK and any other MS/PC-DOS application package. A real time link that serves
as a data "pipeline" between the two .
So now you can move data
directly between NOTEBOOK and Lotus
1-2-3®, Symphony®, Ashton-Tate's
dBASE III®, MathSoft's MathCADTM! qr
other spreadsheets, data bases, statIstIcal analysis systems, or programs that
you develop.
If you already own LABTECH
NOTEBOOK you're probab.ly ~Iready
thinking of new ways to use It with Real
Time Access. If you don't have .NOTEBOOK now, you have one more reason to
invest in it.
Find out more about LABTECH
NOTEBOOK, the accepted standard in
Data Acquisition software, and LABTECH
Real Time Access, the ultimate option.
Call or write Laboratory Technologies
now for complete information.
LABTECH software is compatible with:
IBM PC, XT, AT, compatibles
LABTECH NOTEBOOK works with Instrumentation
Interfaces from: Acrosystems, Action Instruments,
Advanced Peripherals, Analog Devices, Anasco,
Burr-Brown , Coulbourn Instruments, Cyborg, Dataq,
Datatek Data Translation, Datel , HanZon Data, IBM,
ICS/Action Interactive Microware, Interactive Structures, Keithley, Metrabyte, Microhybrid, Micro Star
Laboratories, National Instruments, Omega Engineering ,
Scientific Solutions, Strawberry Tree and Taurus.

Laboratory Technologies Corporation

255 Baliardvale Street, Wilmington, MA 01887
(617) 657-5400.
dBASE III is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate. Lotus 1-2-3
and Symphony are registered trademarks of Lotus Development
Corporation . MathCAD is a trademark of MathSoft. Inc.
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same kind of motivation to support the
language with new releases. I'm sure
Smalltalk is extremely important to the
group at PARC but their raison d 'etre is
research. not technical support.
This may also explain why so little emphasis was placed on "cosmetic" issues
such as clean. fast windowing. It seems
that more attention has been given to the
underlying elegance of the language than
to the external features. Many of the windowing problems have been addressed in
Smalltalk systems used internally at Xerox.
As of a couple years ago. however. these
fixes had not been applied even to the system used for demonstrations.
Ironically. Smalltalk is the system that
popularized windows in the first place.
Now that windows are hot. Smalltalk has
been outclassed by hungrier. more profitminded competitors in the commercial
marketplace. Nevertheless. we all owe
Smalltalk and Xerox PARC a tip of the hat
for many innovations that are just now
finding their way into the mainstream of
personal computing. I suppose it's kind of
like NASA and space blankets.
CHARLES

B.

DUFF

Evanston, IL

LINKING DATA FLOW WITH
DEVILED HANDS
I found "Linking Data Flow and Functional
Languages" (by Chris Hankin, David Till.
and Hugh Glaser, May) enlightening, but
I had trouble getting used to the notation
used in the data flow diagrams. 1b make
reading data flow diagrams easier for

primitive function

novices like me, I would like to suggest replacing the symbols used in the article
with more informative icons.
Figure 2 below shows the symbols for
the basic operators and the apply node.
I designed the icons to make the point that
they can make learning easier.
STEVE METSKER

Portland, ME

ITERATIVE VS. NONITERATIVE
INVERSION
Several correspondents have pointed out
something to me that should have been
made clear in my article (" Inversion of
Large Matrices," April) and was not; namely. for serial processing-meaning home
computers-any iterative metho d of
matrix inversion, such as Pan-Reif. is far
inferior in speed and memory economy
to established noniterative inversion-inplace methods such as Gauss-Jordan.
Computations sent to me by Alfred Allen
of Victoria College in Victoria. 1exas. for
example. show a speed advantage of the
latter methods using compiled BASIC
over the program I gave using interpreted
BASIC by factors of 20 to 40 or even
more.
1b exploit the Pan-Reif "breakthro ugh ."
one has to be serious about needing
speed in the inversion of very large
matrices. This means investing sizable
sums of money in parallel proceSSing
hardware.
On consulting the references I gave. one
finds the following: Let M(n) be the
(continued)
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Figure 2: Truth , FalSity, the basic operators, and the apply node.
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ASTs EGA Solution:

Upgt;adeabili1yIs
JustA Chip Away

IntroducingAST-3G Plus
A lot of EGA boards bundle together IBM ' EGA,
MDA, CGA and Hercules'" modes, whether yo u
need them or not. And like it or not, you pay for
them. AST-3G offers something a little differentcustomer's choice.
Optional eGA, Hercules, MDA Modes. Buy
AST-3G's super EGA graphics solution today, and if
you don't need compatibility with Hercules, CGA
and MDA, you don't have to buy it. If you change
your mind later that's okay too. Upgradeability is
just a chip away using the AST Plus Enhancement Kit.
Easy Upgradeability. The Plus Enhancement
Kit makes the upgrade to CGA, Hercules and MDA
modes a simple matter of just snapping a chip into
the AST-3G board. And for you corporate buyers,
here's your cha nce to mix and match several boards
according to your needs.
AST-3G Is Feature Perfect. With or without the
Plus Option, AST-3G offers high-resolution 640 x 350
graphics, full-spectrum color capabilities, highquality text and across-the-board compatibility with
all yo ur applications, including business/presentation graphics, CAD/CAM, graphic arts and desktop
publishing. AST-3G Virtually transforms yo ur PC
into a presentation medium to create, preview and
present cleat; clean, criSp text and sizzling graphics.
Graph-In-The-Box~ Software
Included. You can produce a variety of
sharp, colorful charts from spreadsheets, word processing, database
programs and more using this revolutionary RAM-resident software
we've included. Graph-In-The-Box
captures data from whatever program
you are running and generates a chart on the spot,
without ever leaving your applications program.

Give Yourself An Option With AST-3G. For
more information contact your local AST authorized
dealet; or call our Product Information Center
(714) 863-1480. AST Research, 2121 Alton Ave., Irvine,
Ca. 92714. TWX: 753699 ASTR UR.
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number of parallel processors required to
multiply two n x n rational-number
matrices in total time of the order of the
logarithm of n. written O(log n) . Prior to
Pan-Reif. the most efficient known
algorithms for inverting a nonsingular n x
n matrix required O(log2n) time and M(n)
x 1'11/2 processors. Moreover. all known algorithms of this "polylog-time" type were
unstable-that is. they required calculations of perfect precision to yield any
results at all.

The Pan-Reif algorithms. of which I gave
a sample. are stable and forgiving of lowprecision arithmetic and run in O(log21'1)
time with M(n) processors. provided the
matrix is not too poorly conditioned. The
requirement is that the number denoting
the "condition" of the matrix be less than
nk for some constant k. The elements of
the inverse matrix are obtained with
relative precision 2-'. where t = I'1k for
some constant k. It should be added that
fast multiplication methods are involved-I

FoxBASE wins the dBASE race!
6.43 times faster than dBASE III PLUS
New FoxBASE+ sweeps the field: runs 2.26 times
faster than Clipper, 6.69 times faster than dBCOMPILER,
and 10.86 times faster than dBMAN' And FoxBASE
compiles programs up to 60 times faster than other
compilers.
The olhers aren'l even close'
New FoxBASE + is totally compatible with dBASE III PLUS
as is original FoxBASE with dBASE II. No changes in
your present programs, databases, screens, or reports'
Though Fox BASE is a super-fast compiler, it offers the
familiar, user-friendly interactive features of dBASE and
the full power of "dot prompt" mode plus many significant enhancements.
FoxBASE is available in single and
multi-user versions for MS-DOS,
XENIX, UNIX , many networks, and other environments.

Best of all, FoxBASE is economical. Single-user FoxBASE
costs just $395 , multi-user FoxBASE $995**-no matter
how many workstations you have.
So call (419) 874-0162 now, and ask for a copy of our
detailed benchmarks. After all . .

Nothing Runs Like a Fox.

FOXBASF~
Fox Software
27475 Holiday Lane , Perrysburg. OH 43551
(419) 874 -0162 Telex: 6503040827

presume in hardware.
Needless to say. any polylog-time algorithm is much faster than any power-of-l1time algorithm for large enough 11. So. we
are speaking of exciting progress from the
standpoint of. say. the Department of
Defense, which may not care what it costs
to invert large matrices of data on incoming enemy missiles. BYTE readers are not
in this category. Still, for anyone interested
in iterations, it is intriguing to watch the
algorithm at work-struggling away.
gradually overcoming its difficulties . ..
so much like the human mind at work on
a problem that one is tempted to view the
"thinking" process as some sort of
iterative algorithm.
My intent in assigning both plus and
minus entries to the random-entry Amatrix to be inverted was to show that the
Pan-Reif method works for any realnumber entries and is not limited to those
of one sign. Incidentally, the REM at line
130 of my listing I is misleading in its reference to an alleged need to "input normalized data" in case a user-supplied
matrix is to be inverted. Any real numbers
can be input-they need not be normalized. In reference to numerical checks on
the inversion, line 250 of the listing assures
that no entry of the difference between
the identity matrix and the matrix product BxA for B ""A-I exceeds in magnitude
some chosen small number-be it called
a criterion or a tolerance. The routine at
lines 500 to 610 makes a similar check for
the reversed-order product A xB . I am indebted to a former BYTE technical editor.
Tom Clune. for the latter refinement.
THOMAS E . PHIPPS JR.

Urbana. IL

CRT RADIATION
I am writing in response to the letter from
William G. Nabor ("CR1S Are Safe." May.
page 24). As Mr. Nabor correctly asserts.
CR1S do not emit significant amounts of
ionizing radiation. They do. however. affect the concentration and trajectory of
ions (charged particles) in the vicinity of
the screen. The relative concentration of
positive and negative air ions is known to
have physiological effects on humans and
animals. High concentrations of positive
ions can cause irritability. increased susceptibility to respiratory infections. and
fatigue. These effects are seen on a large
scale during certain weather phenomena
that increase the concentration of positive
ions in the air. such as the Santa Ana wind
in California or the Witch Wind in Israel.
for example.
The positively charged screen of the
CRT creates a region of high positive ion
(continued)
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iscover new dimensions
in PC graphics with Houston
Instrument's "PC Pens" - a family
of desktop plotters that allow you
to add brilliant color and clarity
to your presentations .
Starting at $699,* these compact
plotters produce professional graphics
that dot-matrix printers simply can't
match. With sharp resolution, HI's
PC Pens give you countless graphic
choices-a variety of pen types
(felt tip , hard nib, and drafting),
plotting media (paper, vellum, and
transparencies) , and special firmware.
Whether you're producing sales
graphs, creating CAD drawings,

or charting household finances,
these plotters complete the picture
on 8 1/ 2 X II or II X 17 inch formats .
Choose from Houston Instrument's
single-pen DMP-40, the four-pen
PC Plotter series, or the impressive
eight-pen DMP-29. Each features
a standard RS-232-C compatible
interface and Houston Instrument's
built-in DM/PUM language, making
each one immediately compatible with
most microcomputers and hundreds
of software packages. And each is
remarkably reliable and simple to use.
For more information and the name
of the distributor nearest you, call
Houston Instrument at 1-800-53\-5205

(512-835-0900 if in Texas) or
write Houston Instrument, 8500
Cameron Road, Austin, Texas
78753 . In Europe, contact Houston
Instrument, Belgium NY. ,
Rochesterlaan 6 , 8240 Gistel,
Belgium . Tel.: 32-(0)59-277445 ,
Tlx.: 846-81339.
·U.S. suggested retail price for PC595 model plotter.
Pricing subject to change. DM/PL is a trademark of
Houston Instrument.
Inquiry 164
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flux. in which the user's face is generally
immersed. This could affect the health of
users who are sensitive to ion concentrations. A grounded screen positioned in
front of the surface of the CRT will reduce
the flux of ions in the vicinity of the user.
I have not seen the advertisement to
which Mr. Nabor refers. but I suspect that
the advertisers have confused the terms
"ionizing radiation" and "ions."
WILLIAM L. COBB
Melrose. MA

EASY C: Is THE EASY WAY
THE BEST WAY?
I much appreciate your continuing interest
in the C language and the high caliber of
BYTE's articles on C.
In "Easy C" (which appeared in the May
BYTE). Pete Orlin and John Heath describe
a set of mnemonic replacements for certain C operators. keywords. and syntactical·
elements. The intent was "to produce a
version of C that is qUicker to learn and
apply"

"When Teradyne's
fir:Jancial Systems

Group needed DEC·
terminal emulation

software we
chose VTERM."

VTERM/220
Quality makes
all other DEC
terminal
emulators
obsolete

Over 35,000 demanding professionals, like Teradyne's Gregg
Prescott, have recognized VTERM's
superior quality.
Now this same VTERM quality is
available in Coefficient's powerful
new emulator, VTERM/220.
Features include:
• Plug compatible VT220 emulation
with 132-column support and
optional Tektronix'M 4010/4014
graphics.
• Extensive file transfer system offering KERMIT, XMODEM
and our VTRANS protocol with VMS: MRSXll M/M+:M RSTS/E'M
and UNIX'M software.
• Host data capture on PC with conversion to Lotus® 1-2-3~
Symphony® and dBase~
• "Hot Key" toggle between host session and PC DOS.
Call us today at 212-777-6707 ext. 190.

Coefficient
The Leader in DEC Emulation Software
Trademarks: DEC, VMS , RSTS I E, ASX 11 MIM .. . Digital
Equipment Corp.: Tektronix. Tektronix . Inc. : Lotus, 1·2· 3,
Symphony. Lotus Development Corp.: dBase, Ashton ·Tate,
UNIX, AT& T, Belf Laboratories .

Coefficient Systems Corporation
611 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012

This approach is undesirable for several
reasons:
A programmer who learns Easy C will
not be literate in standard C and will not
be able to read fluently in the C literature.
Does not communication require adherence to accepted rules of style (in this case
the rules of standard C)? Is it not wrong
to teach. "As with any question of style.
subjectivity is the rule"? Should not
changes in an established language be
made cautiously. as the ANSI group is
doing?
A program written in Easy C is difficult
to read PERIOD Uppercase characters
draw the eye to keywords COMMA operators COMMA and delimiters COMMA so
moving the focus of attention away from
the principal content of statements
PARENTHESIS variables COMMA functions COMMA values COMMA etc
PERIOD PARENTHESIS PERIOD In the examples given in figures 5 and 6 PARENTHESIS pages 146 and 148 PARENTHESIS
COMMA it may be easier to follow the
flow of the program in Easy C COWN but
does not the eye of the reader more readily find the variables and see the operations upon them in something written in
standard C QUESTION MARK If you
doubt this COMMA try to scan for information a paragraph such as this COMMA
in which punctuation EM DASH period
COMMA comma COMMA etc PERIOD
EM DASH is replaced by uppercase
words.
A major attraction of the C language is
its clarity. One can generally understand
at first reading uncommented C code written by another programmer. Heavily commented FORTRAN and BASIC can be unreadable. even for the coder after a bit of
time has gone by As illustrated in the
preceding paragraph. the introduction of
uppercase mnemonics reduces the clarity of the C language. I am sensitive to this.
perhaps because of having been compelled awhile ago to write a filter that
helped maintain sanity by converting.
back to standard C. code written in a version of C like Easy C.
An aesthetic point: I believe that much
of the visual beauty of C code is lost
when uppercase words replace sparse C
tokens.
The use of #define statements to allow
mnemonic replacements of standard C
operators is found occasionally in the C
literature. and the excellent Van Nuys
Toolkit. placed in the public domain in
1983. was written in an Easy C- like dialect
Such attempts to change the form of C
have not met with general acceptance.
(continued)
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Inquiry 68

Inquiry 179 for End-Users.
Inquiry 180 for DEALERS ONLY.-

LETTERS

perhaps because one has to pay too much
in clarity to obtain a modest decrease in
frequency of coding error. If one believes
this judgment is wrong, then should not
the ANSI Standardization Committee,
rather than individual dissenters, be enjoined to 'wrestle with the problem?
The moral? If you generate a mutated

the mutant is so well conceived that it will
take over the world,
JOHN A. RUPLEY
1l.icson, AZ

MODIFICATIONS TO CP/M
I have some unofficial modifications to
CP/M v. 2. 2 that might benefit BYTE
readers.

C. keep the new species to yourself and
please let no others learn of your forbidden engineering, unless you are sure

• The DDT D command displays nonprintable characters with a period. This ar-

rangement causes some confusion ,
because a period is not an infrequently
used character. A better choice, I believe,
would be the ASCII tilde (- ) character.
Method: Change memory address OE41
from 2E to 7E.

A> DDT DDTCOM press return
-SE41
press return
OE41 2E
enter 7E and press
return
OE42 C3
enter a period and
press return
press control key
and C key
A>SAVE 19 DDTCOM
The following modifications assume the
reader is proficient in the use of DDT.cOM
and can write assembly language utility
routines to find the starting address of a
byte sequence. A more intimate knowledge of CP/M is also necessary.
• When using Control-S to stop/start console output. pressing any other key, after
initially issuing a Control-S, causes subsequent Control-S commands to be ignored.
Method: In the .COM file that is used for
system generation, find the starting address of the byte sequence (in hex) B7 C2
G2 . Change the next call instruction from
call ??2 3H to call ??2AH; the ?? hex
numbers are unchanged. Save the memory image and sysgen it. IEditor's note: Be

sure to keep a backup copy of your original system
disk. I
• Change the Control-S for stopping/starting console output to t he space bar, which
is more convenient.
Method: In a manner Similar to that used
in the second method above, find the
starting address of the byte sequence (in
hex) FE 13 C2 42 . Change the 13 H to
20H, save the memory image and sysgen
it.
DAVID A. DANELLO

Blacksburg, VA
A BUG IN PRoDOS DIRECTORIES
I enjoyed the article "Sorting ProDOS
Directories" (June) by Antonio Silyestri. Unfortunately, the sample program has a bug
that Mr. Silvestri's test program will not
detect.
The bug (pointed out by Glen Bredon ,
who noticed this same type of problem
in early versions of several commercial
ProDOS utilities) can be evidenced by expanding the size of a subdirectory file that
has had its order in the parent directory
altered by the sort. An easy way is to add
more than 13 new files to the "relocated"
subdirectory (which adds at least one
block to the directory file's size) ; try the
follOWing steps:
(continued)
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Inquiry 196

12MHz SPEED . ..
. . . plus A MEGABYTE FOR DOS!

THEY ALL NEED NUMBER SMASHER/ECM™
Turn your PC or XT into the machine it should have
been! The 12 MHz Number Smasher/ ECM is the fastest
accelerator on the market It is also the most powerful, providing a true megabyte for DOS!
To break the 640K DOS barrier MicroWay designed a
Memory Management Unit (MMU) that is tailored to DOS
plus a 2000 byte resident driver- MegaDOS"' . MicroWay
calls this breakthrough Extended Conventional Memory.
When you type CH KDSK with the board installed, your system will report 1,036,288 bytes total memory and 1,010,016
bytes free! Any conventional DOS program can utilize a full
megabyte for data or code without changing a byte.
Downloading a mainframe application? ECM memory
runs with any program that uses DOS for screen services
including RM and MS FORTRAN and MS and LATIICE C!
This means you have an additional 384 K available for oversized applications. Programs which write directly to the
screen require a simple patch to adhere to the new standard.
MicroWay has already developed patches for the Lotus,
WORDSTAR and AUTOCAD screen drivers. Release 1 A of
1-2-3 jumps from 535,516 to 916,444 bytes available and
runs faster than Release 2 for most worksheets.

Micro
lIVay
Inquiry 241

Number Smasher/ECM is 100% compatible with all
hardware and software including EMS and EGA boards. The
compatibility is a result of control: its speed is switch, keyboard or software selectable from 4.77 MHz to 12.0 MHz.
Applications which have not been upgraded to ECM can still
be run by setting DOS to 640K or 704K and using the
memory above DOS for I/O enhancers.
Number Smasher/ECM runs floating point bound programs fasterthan an AT or anyother80286 based machine.
In fact, Number Smasher's 12 MHz 8087 runs a factor of
three faster than the standard 80287 on the AT, delivering up
to 125 kflops. Software is included for RAM Disk, print
spooler, and disk caching, which speeds up floppy and hard
disks by a factor of 2 to 10!
Number Smasher/ECM is the most cost effective productivity tool you can buy. The base board which runs at
9.54 M Hz comes with 512 K and costs only $599! The complete system which includes a motherboard accelerator, one
megabyte of memory and a 12 MHz 8087 is just $1199. Call
today to discuss your particular configuration. Remember:
"The advantage of buying from Micro Way is outstanding personal service. " (PC Magazine, 6/10/86 - p. 162)

The World Leader in 8087 Support
Po. Box 79, Kingston, Mass. 02364 USA (617) 746-7341
Tempo House, London, u.K. call 01-223-7662
Number Smasher, ECM and MegaDOS are trademarks of MicroWay, Inc. MicroWay is a registered trademark of MicroWay, Inc.
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FILE,";I

I , Make (format) a ProDOS data disk (call
it ITEST. for the sake of argument),
2, Create two files (in this order) :

30 NEXT- I
5, 'Tty to read the contents of the subdirectory, as per the command

CREATE ITEST/SUB,B
CREATE ITEST/SUB,A

CAT ITEST/SUB,A

3, Alphabetize the test disk,
4, Create 13 or more files within one of
the subdirectories, A simple BASIC program to do this is

10 FOR

=

You should get a "beep" and a RANGE
ERROR message after the 13th filename,
The creation of 15 files in SUB,A expanded
the size of the subdirectory, but this was
not reflected in its entry within the parent
directory, Incidentally, you can LOAD any

1 TO 15

20 PRINT CHR$(4);"SAVE ITEST/SUB,AI

WHAT'S THE SECRET DEBUGGING WEAPON
USED BY EVERYBODY FROM BORLAND 10 ORACLE?
FREE 44·PAGE
ANSWER FROM ATRON.
"WE COULDN'T HAVE lJONE IT WITHOUT
ATRON'S HARDWARE-ASSISTED
SOFTWARE BUGBUSTERS."

PROBE displ ays the program exec ution in detail, including sym·
bois and source code for C, P"dscal, or asse mbl y language programs. Which shows how out- of-range pointers got that way.
The third pl ague, not enough room for' the
debu gg ing sy mbol tabl e to be co-resident in
memory with a large program, wali cured with
l-megabY le of on-board , hidden. write-protec ted memory. System memory was then free
for the program. keeping the symbol table and
debugge r safe from destruction.
When the job of bugbusting
was done. the wizards used
their PROB Es as perfonn ance
anal yzers. So they could have
bo th reli ability arid pe rformance. So Ihey could se nd
onl y the best soft ware into the
field,

urryElliaon

OraclePr...

This is the city saved by the
Alron bugbusters. Your city.
Full of wizards, with hundreds
of millions of dollars in vested

in wringing every ounce of
intelligence and perfonnancc
out of your PC. It used 10 be
plag ued w ith th e tou ghes t

software bugs known to
kind,

man ~

PLAGUES OF
BIBLICAL PROPORTIONS

IF YOU AREN'T AN ATRON
CUSTOMER, ODDS ARE YOU
WON'T BE MAKING
THE TOP-TEN LIST.

The first and most difficuh
plague was impossible to tTap
w ith soft ware debu gge rs.
These were carnivorou s bugs
whi ch rand omly overwrote
progra ms , data. eve n th e
debugger. Nastiest were the
ones that sl ipped in once eve ry
few h OUl S, or changed their
behav ior after each new co m·
pile, Fa rlY days and rOrly
ni ghts of recompiling, Iryillg
somel/liflg else , caused many
a would·be re sident of the city
to run screaming into the wilderne ss. never to be hea rd
fro m again.
Second came the plague of
not knowing where the progra m was, or where it had
rece ntl y been. Thi s co mpounded the first pl ague: How
co ul d anyo ne kn ow whar
caused the random memory
overwrites? Add to thi s rando m int errupt s and limin g
dependencies, and you begi n
to understand The Fea,. that
gripped the city.
Then ca me the last plague.
which brought the wizards 10
their knees before they even
started debugging. Their towering programs consumed so
much memory, there wasn't enough room for their sym bo l table, leI alone
debugg ing software. Even if they could gel past the firsllwo plagues, thi s
one killed their firstborn soft ware.

ENTER THE HARDWARE-ASSISTED SOFTWARE BUGBUSTERS
The Alron solution came as a revel ation: Mo nitor every memory
re fere nce and every instruction executed. by adding a hardware board to
the AT or PC with an umbil ical probe to the processor.
The result? Wham! The PC PROBE '" and the AT PROBE· ... saved
civi li zation as we know it. The fi rst plague was cured with PROB E'S
hardwarc-a<;sisted breakpo int traps on reading, writing, execu tin g, inputting and outputting. These could be done on single or ranges of addresses.
and could include parti cul ar data va lues. All in real time. For a mere
software debugger 10 artempllhis. a I-m inute program would take 5 hours
to execute.
The second plague. not know ing fro m whence you came, was cured
with PROBE'S real-time trace memory. The history of program executi on
is saved on-board. in rea l time. Once a hardware trap has occurred,
Copyright

C)

19116 by Atmn Cmp. PC PROnE'·

~nll

AT I'ROItE" A.run. The other lille

~ompan ie ~

On any given wee k. at least
nine of the top ten best-se lling
soft ware packages on the Soft Sel Hotlist come from Alron
customers.
Eve r hea rd of Borl and ?
"Without Alro n," says its
pres id e nt Phili p pe Kahn,
" there woul dn't be a Sid eKi ck·", Turb o Li g htnin g'~
would be li ght -years away, and
Turbo Prol og' ~ wouldn't be
shipping tod ay...
Eve r use a s preads heet?
From Enable '" to Paradox '" •
the ir bugs we re busted by
Atron prod uCIS.
Int o DBMSs? Eve ryo ne
from Ashton-Tate to Oracle
ow ns at least one Atro n bu gbuster.
If you use a product from
one of the companies in The
Cil)" you owe li fe as you know
it to Alron. OUf guess is that
99% of all PCs, XTs and ATs
have at leas t o ne produc t
deb ugged with Atron bugbusters.

FREE 44·PAGE BUGBUSTING BIBLE COULD MAKE YOU
A PROPHET, AND YOUR COMPANY A PROFIT.
We've written a complete tutorial on state-of-the-art bugbusling.
And it's yours, free for the asking. Full of examples and illustrati ons. it will show you how the wizards work thei r magic.
If you're tired of sufferin g the wrath of program bugs, call Atron
today. You could be busting bugs, and sales records. tomorrow.

THE BUGBUSTERS
20665 R>unh Street . Saratoga, CA 95070 • 408174 1-5900

ITIcnt;olled .hroughout

thi~ ~d\li: n i<,emc:nl

nWn nlar""'\lII., .. Mkm~th

Adv. byTRIlA .

file within the subdirectory, even though
you can't get CAT or CATALOG to display
it.
The problem has to do with the rearrangement of subordinate directory entries while sorting a directory file, Each
subdirectory file contains a link to its location within its parent directory, The link
consists of a pointer to the block lof the
parent directory) where the subdirectory's
filename entry is located, and its numerical position among the 13 (pOSSible) filename positions within the block, Mr.
Silvestri's routine will usually move the
filenames' positions within the parent
directory (unless they happen to wind up
in exactly the same positions after the
sort) but does not correct the link in the
subdirectory file itself.
In the example, we start with a newly formatted ProDOS volume named ?TEST lthe
volume directory will start block $2) ,
?TEST will occupy the position of the first
filename, We then CREATE the directory
file SUB,B as its second entry and the
directory file SUB,A as its third entry, Each
of these entries will point to the actual file
assigned to each of these names, Information within the file SUB,B itself will point
to its filename's location within ITEST's
directory as the third file in block $2 ,
SUB.A will Similarly point to itself as being the second file,
Now we alphabetize the !rEST directory,
SUB.A, SUB,B, and their associated data
exchange places, so now SUB,A is the second entry and SUB,B is the third entry, But
neither subdirectory file's links (pointing
back to its original position in the parent
directory) has been updated to reflect this!
So now the link within the file SUB.A
points to the entry (and data) associated
with SUB,B,
The problem does not evidence itself
immediately, What occurs is that any alteration in the status of one of the subdirectories that requires altering its entry
within the volume directory will result in
the improper entry being "updated," If
SUB,A expands to eight blocks, the entry
SUB,B will be assigned the new data instead, while the entry SUB,A is unchanged,
The way around this is to have the sort
program correct the link to the parent
within the subdirectory file, I don't have
a quick and easy fix (I'm too lazy), but
Glen Bredon has developed a set of ProDOS utilities that includes a program that
may fix any directories after the fact. I
hope Mr. Silvestri doesn't find this too discouraging, as a lot of programmers (and
commercial programs) seemed to initially
run into this bug, Volumes that do not use
subdirectories (or in which the subdirec(continued on page 370)
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Inquiry 30

LANGUAGES THAT ARE~USIIG THE BIGGEST
PROGRAMMIIG BACKl II HISTORY ARE ALSO
EATING liCE BIG HOL S IN OUR POCKETS.
Whether it's BASIC, COBOL,
Pascal, "C", or a data base manager,
you're being held back.
Held back because the language
has frustrating limitations, and the
prqvamming environment isn't
mtuitive enough to keep track of
what you're working on.
In the real world, there's pressure to do more impressive work, in
less time, and for more clients.
We've been given some incredibly
powerful hardware in recent times,
but the languages aren't a whole lot
better than they were 20 years ago.
So, whatever language lOU have
chosen, by now you feel it s out to
get you - because it is.
Sure, no language is perfect, but
you have to wonder, "Am I getting
all I deserve?"
And, like money, you'll never
have enough.
Pretty dismal, huh?
We thought so, too.
So we did something about it.
We call it CLARIO~
You'll call it '~ncredible."
Distributed on 7 diskettes,
CLARION consists of over 200,000
lines of code, taking 3+ years to
hone to "world-class" performance.
With CLARION you can
write, compile, run and debug
complex applications in a
New York afternoon.
Even if you're in Savannah.
It gives you the power and
speed to create screens, windows
and reports of such richness and
clarity you would never attempt
them with any other language.
Because you would have to
write the code.
With CLARION you simply
design the screens using our
SCREENER ll;tility and then
CLARION wrItes the source code
ANI? cOIJ?piles it for you in seconds.

Prqvams that are easy to use.
Prqvams that are a pleasure to
write.
And to you that means true
satisfaction.
You've coveted those nifty pop-up
help windows some major applications feature. But you can't afford
the time and energy it takes to
write them into your prqvams.
That's the way it used to be.
So we fixed that, too.
CLARION's HELPER is an
interactive utility that let's you
design the most effective pop-up
help screens that you can imaWne.
And they're "context sensitive,
meaning you can have help for
ev~ry field in your aPI?lication.
Unlike the other mIcro
languages, CLARION provides
declarations, proce,dures, and
functIons to process
dates, strings,
screens, reports,
indexed files,
DOS files and
~,,,.,,, memory tables.

SAY IT IN

Imagine making sourcepn:gram
challges with the CLARION EDITOR. A siIlgle keystroke terminates the EDITOR, loads the COMPILER, compiles the prqvam, loads
the PROCESSOR and executes the
pr~am. It's that easy!
Our data management caQabilities are phenomenal. CLARION
files permit any number of composite keys which are updated dynamically.
A file may have as many keys as
it needs. Each key may be composed of any fields in any order.
And key files are updated whenever the value of the key changes.
Like SCREENER and REPORTER, CLARION's FILER utility
also has a jJiece of the CLARION
COMPILER. To create a new file, you
name the Source Module. Then ypu
name the Statement Label of a fIle
structure within it.
FILER will also automatically
rebuild existing files to match a
changed file structure. It creates a
new record for every existing recor.d,. c:op'~ng the existing fields and
InItIaliZIng new ones.
I?retty cO!IlJ>licated, huh?
Not WIth CLARION's documentation and on-line help
screens. If you are currently
com~tent m BASIC, Pascal
or "e" you can be writing
CLARION applications in a
day. In two days you won't
believe the eloquence of your
CLARION prqvams.
Okay, now for the best part of
all. You can say it in CLARION
for $295.00-plus shipping and
handling. All you need is an ffiM® PC, XT,
AT or true compatible, with 320 KB of
memory, a hard disk drive, and a parallel port.
And we'll allow a full 30 day evaluation
period..If you're not satisfied with
CLARION, simI?ly return it in its

RE~~fITE~
i'o°~r~~~e ~~rts. ~CLARIONTM °1~~~~~n~~iI~~i~~\:1d~1
t~e~~~~.
Remember, only CLARION can
advantage of thIS no-risk

recompile and display a screen or
report layout for modification.
And with no time wasted.
All the I?Ower and facilities you
need to wrIte great prcgrams, faster
than you ever dreamed of.

I - 800- 354-5444
DEPT. A2BY/ 4

IVISA I

II

[Efr3

opportunity, ask for our detailed 16
p'age color brochure. It vividly
Illustrates the elegance of
CLARION. Consider it a preview of
pn:gramming in the fast lane.
Either way, the 800 call's a freebie.

BARRlIIGTOII ~INC. 150 EAST SAMPLE ROAD POMPANO BEACI\ ROIl. 33064 305J785·4555
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. CLARION'" is a trademark of Barrington Systems, Inc. C 1986 Barrington Systems
Inquiry 36
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OFFICE AUTOMATION
Tech PC, we're out to capture your microcomputer business. No one matches our
diverse line of high performance products, or
our comprehensive system of support, warranty, and third party maintenance service options. Tech PC is a large Southern California
computer design and manufacturing firm with
computer research and design specialists, production' engineers, technical assistance staff,
qualified sales personnel, and a strong
management and investment team to provide
you with state of the art products, state of the
art reliability, and state of the art economy.

PORTABLES
Tech PC Portable Computers come in four
different base models to match your computing needs. Our entry level Tech PC/XT portable computer is designed to provide a nonobstructive profile, and has a capacity to hold
two thirty megabyte hard disks, a high resolution monochrome monitor with a Hercules
compatible graphics card to drive it with 800
by 400 lines resolution, and never before heard
of 6 expansion slots in a portable computer. If
4.77 MHz of Intel 8088 power isn't fast enough,
try our Turbo 4.77 to 8 MHz 8088-2 or optional
NEC V-2 microprocessor based portable
machine. Designed to increase speed up to 170
percent of a standard PC/XT, the Tech PCI AT
and Tech Turbo PCIAT portable units are state
of the art in portable performance. The 80286
microprocessor based units can be fitted with
up to 240 megabytes of high speed voice coil
hard disk technology, and with the Turbo AT's
10 MHz math co-processor socket and 10 MHz
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80286 microprocessor the unit can
manipulate large spreadsheets w ith
un paralleled performance.

DESKTOPS
Tech PC Desktop Computers are designed for survival. The XT's leave your
desktop looking comfortably empty with
their slim non-obtrusive profile; The AT's
give you a powerful presence with a clean
lined sturdy chassis. Combined with a 14
inch, 800 by 400 line amber monochrome
monitor or a 14 inch, 1280 by 800 black
and white monochrome monitor you've
got State of the Art staring straight back
at you. If 8 MHz 80286 power isn't fast
enough for you. .. try the Tech Turbo
PCI AT with its 10MHz 80286 and 10 MHz
80287 math co-processor socket. The Tech
Turbo PC/AT gives you the strongest,
most powerful 80286 performance available from anyone, anywhere ... available/
with up to 16 megabytes of memory and
hard disks up to 1 gigabyte with our new
optical storage disk, the Tech Personal

Computer Desktops represent the cutting
edge of desktop microcomputer technology.
Tech Personal Computers, Inc. is a full
service manufacturer of Micro Computer
Products and offers a complete line of
Desktop, Portables and Multi-User Computer Systems as well as an accessory line
of over one hundred enhancement products. Tech Personal Computers, Inc. are
all backed by a full one year warranty with
additional maintenance coverage and extended maintenance contracts available through
Momentum Service Corp.
For more information
concerning hundreds of
MSC Service Centers
throughout the United
States, contact Tech
Personal Computers, Inc. at

Iiii~j~~~~;~:~;~~~!!

/.,j

(714) 754-1170.

OFFICE ON LOCATION
DESKTOPS
TECH PC/XT DESKTOP .................. .. ........ $ 529

Options:
Tech Pc/XT with 20MB Hard Disk ................... $ 979
Tech Pc/XT with 20MB Hard Disk, Monochrome Monitor,
Hercules® Compatible Mono/Graphics Card .......... $1179
TECH TURBO PC/XT DESKTOP .................... $ 629

Options:
Tech Turbo PC/XT Desktop with 20MB Hard Disk ...... $1079
Tech Turbo PC/XT 20MB Hard Disk, Monochrome Monitor,
Hercules® Compatible Mono/Graphics Card ............ $1279
TECH PC/AT DESKlOP ............................. $1399

Options:
Tech PC/AT with 20MB Hard Disk ................... $1799
Tech PC/AT with 20MB Hard Disk, Monochrome Monitor,
Hercules® Compatible Mono/Graphics Card ... ...... . $1999
TECH TURBO PC/AT DESKTOP . ................... $1599

Options:
Tech Turbo PC/AT Desktop with 20MB Hard Disk . .. .. $1999
Tech Turbo PC/AT with 20MB Hard Disk, Monochrome
Monitor, Hercules® Compatible Mono/Graphics Card .. $2199

PORTABLES
TECH PC/XT PORTABLE ........................... $ 899

Options:
Tech Turbo Pc/XT Portable with 20 MB Hard Disk .... $1349
Tech Turbo Pc/XT Portable with 1200 Baud Internal Hayes
Compatible Modem and 20 MB Hard Disk ........... $1549

TECH TURBO PC/XT PORTABLE . . ....... . ......... $ 999

Options:
Tech Turbo PC/XT Portable with 20 MB Hard Disk . .. $1449
Tech Turbo PC/XT Portable with 1200 Baud Internal Hayes
Compatible Modem and 20 MB Hard Disk ..... ...... $1649
TECH PC/AT PORTABLE ........................... $1799

Options:
Tech Pc/XT Portable with 20 MB Hard Disk . .. . .. .... $2199
Tech PC/XT Portable with 1200 Baud Internal Hayes
Compatible Modem and 20 MB Hard Disk . ...... . .. . $2399
TECH TURBO PC/AT PORTABLE ........... . .. .. ... $1999

Options:
Tech Pc/XT Portable with 20 MB Hard Disk . . . . ... ... $2399
Tech Pc/XT Portable with 1200 Baud Internal Hayes
Compatible Modem and 20 MB Hard Disk ..... ... .. . $2599
All TECH PC PORTABLES available with tape backups, hard disks
up to 1 gigabyte, networking systems, and hundreds of other
hardware and software accessories.

•-• --_-.- -~-

•••

714/754 .. 1170

-

2131 South Hathaway, Santa Ana, California 92705
Telex 272006 Answer Back· TECH FAX: 71415568325

Inquiry 341 'for End-Users Desktop. Inquiry 342 for End-Users Portable. Inquiry 343 for DEALERS ONLY.
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Turbo Chassis
for Amiga
omputer Systems As-

C sociates has released
the llIrbo Chassis. an expansion unit that adds a 32-bit
68020 microprocessor and
68881 floating-point coprocessor to the Commodore Amiga. Installed
with the 68881 on a coprocessor board in the
chassis. the 68020 runs at
14.28 MHz. twice the frequency of the Amiga's standard 68000 processor. The
coprocessor board also provides 32-bit data and address buses. as well as
32-bit DMA operation. According to the company. the
68020 and 68881 are fully
supported by AmigaDOS.
The llIrbo Chassis attaches
to the Amiga via a 100-pin
expansion bus. In addition
to the coprocessor board.
the unit is equipped with a
512K-byte. 32-bit static RAM
board. a 20-megabyte hard
disk drive with an SCSI controller. and a power supply;
a 40-megabyte hard disk is
optional. The unit's two remaining expansion slots can
accommodate additional
boards from CSA or from
other manufacturers.
With the coprocessor
board. memory board. and
20-megabyte hard disk drive.
the llIrbo Chassis sells for
$5475 . You can also purchase the components
separately or with an Amiga
and color monitor. For more
information. contact Computer System Associates.
7564 Trade St.. San Diego.
CA 92121. (619) 566-3911.
Inquiry 550.

The Amiga Thrbo Chassis. with 68020 and 68881 processors.

Smalltalk-based
Expert System Shell
umble. a set of tools
from Xerox for building
expert systems. functions in
the Smalltalk-80 environment. It's primarily a goaldirected expert system shell
to which you can add rules
and data definitions. from a
browser window. to create
systems for specific problems. You can also alter the
certainty model. The rule
language contains an
"escape" to standard Smalltalk-80 code.
The program. which can
deal with several hypotheses
Simultaneously. is capable of
both backward and forward
chaining. The former is
automatic during execution;
the latter can be specified
at any time during rule execution. Because Humble
supports multiple execution
contexts. the same rules can
be applied to several similar
objects within a knowledge
base. Any Smalltalk-80 application can interface to
Humble knowledge bases.
Humble runs in Smalltalk-80 systems based on

H

any licensed virtual image. It
needs at least 200K bytes of
memory after the Smalltalk
image is loaded. A site
license is $1500; permachine price is $500. The
package comes with source
code for the shell and supporting windows. Contact
Xerox Special Information
Systems. 250 North Halstead
St.. P.o. Box 7018. Pasadena.
CA 91109. (818) 351-2351.

with macros.
You set up signal-processing steps by'typing formulas
into a window. The menudriven program evaluates
and displays the results of
each step. Worksheets can
be saved and used to build
analysis templates.
DADiSP Worksheet supports real and complex
arithmetic and carries engineering units through compound calculations. It can
detect an 8087. supports
various file formats. and has
command files for automating data analysis. The program runs on the IBM PC
series and compatibles with
an EGA. IBM CGA. or Hercules graphics adapter. The
package price of $795 includes six months of updates and support. A demo
disk is $20. Contact DSP
Systems. One Kendall
Square. Cambridge. MA
02139. (617) 577-1133 .
Inquiry 552.

Inquiry 551.

Amiga Organizer
Spreadsheet-style
Signal-Analysis
Software
SP Systems has developed technical-worksheet
software that provides a
spreadsheet-like environment
for displaying and analyzing
digital waveforms. DADiSP
Worksheet has I 50 data manipulation and analysis functions. including signal editing. signal arithmetic and
calculus. waveform generation. FFlS. statistical analysis.
and peak finding. You can
also build other functions

D

rder. a desktop
organizer for Commodore's Amiga. uses the
machine's multitasking.
voice. graphics. sound.
menu. and window capabilities. The package bundles a
telephone directory that
doubles as a mailing list and
label printer; a talking alarm
clock; a perpetual calendar;
an appointment book; a
screen dumper; and
Doodler. a scratch pad for
graphing and sketching. The
software also contains a
37 -function scientific
calculator. which can print a
tape of computations.
Retail price is $44.95. Con-

O
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tact the Northeast Software
Group at ICS. 165 Dyerville
Ave.. Johnston. RI 02919.
(401) 273-1001.
Inquiry 553.

51095. For more information. contact Express Systems Inc.. 1254 Remington
Rd .. Schaumburg. IL 60195.
(800) 341-7549. ext. 3600;
in Illinois. (312) 882-7733.
ext. 3600.
Inquiry 555.

Scientific Sourcebook
dvanced Scientific
Analysis & Graphics is
a sourcebook of techniques
written in IBM PC BASICA.
The 48 source code applications. which can be run
alone or as modules in
custom programs. are designed primarily for people
involved in math. physics.
and engineering. The programs on the disk are also
listed in a handbook.
The sourcebook is broken
down into four categories:
graphics techniques. including programs for 3D surface
plotting. contouring. and
charting; imaging and transforms. including programs
for FF1S. fractal structures.
convolution. image enhancement. and optical ray tracing; probability and statistics. with programs for probability distributions. confidence bounds. Monte
Carlo radiative transfer. and
regression; and matrix operations. covering 3D perspective projections. symbolic
multiplication. determinants.
inversion. sim ultaneous
equations. and eigenvalues
and eigenvectors.
The package sells for $60.
For more information. contact Simplication UnLtd .. P.O.
Box 654. Menlo Park. CA
94026. (415) 859-4244 .
Inquiry 554.

A

Hard Disk Cards
with up to
60 Megabytes
xpress Systems introduced a series of
Hard DiskCards for IBM PCs.
ATh. and compatibles that
range in capacity from 20 to
60 megabytes. The 40- and
60-megabyte cards. called

E
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TI Graphics
Design Kit
exas Instruments is offering the TMS340
Graphics Design Kit for deSigning bit-mapped graphics
systems. The $99 kit contains samples of components likely to be used in
a graphics system. including
the TMS4161 64K by 4
video RAM. the TMS34061
video system controller. and
the TMS34070 color palette
chip.
Other components include
a 4-bit bidirectional universal
shift register and a 68-pin
plastic leaded chip carrier
socket for the video system
controller. Also packaged
with the kit are user's
guides. data sheets. and applications information. For
more information. contact
'Texas Instruments Inc..
Semiconductor Group
(SC-618). p.o. Box 809066.
Dallas. TX 75380-9066. (800)
232-3200. ext. 700.
Inquiry 556.

T

A plot (top) and a pseudocode image generated with code
from Simplication's sourcebook.

the Express Double DiskCards. require two expansion slots; all others require
one and a half slots.
The 20-megabyte AT Backup DiskCard for the IBM PC
AT ($449) comes with backup utilities and software that
compresses binary. text. and
database files by 30 to 90
percent of the original size.
The drive performs file-byfile backup at the rate of 3
megabytes per minute. The
Express Double DiskCards
come with two hard disks.
One disk can back up the
other with the firm's
automatic backup software.
or the drives can be made
to work as one with the

company's Coalesce
software.
In addition. the Coalese
software ($95) permits you
to combine any Express
Hard DiskCard with an existing hard disk and have both
disks act as one. The software can also divide a
single drive into multiple
units and lets you bypass
the DOS file limitation of 32
megabytes.
The 20-megabyte Hard
DiskCard sells for $595 or
$495. with access speeds of
60 or 80 milliseconds.
respectively. The 30-megabyte cards with 80- and
60-ms access speeds sell for
5695 and $795. The 40megabyte card (80 ms only)
costs $995: the 60-megabyte
card (60 ms only) costs .

80386 Development
Tool
merican Computer &
Peripheral has announced a software development tool to help programmers adapt to the 80386
microprocessor environment.
The 386 Translator plugs
into an 80286 PGA (pin grid
array) socket in an IBM PC
AT or compatible computer
and transforms the system
into an 80386 environment.
The 386 Translator costs
$395 without an 80386 chip

A

(continued)
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MHZ)
computer
an
80~86
CPU. Perfect as a file server.

• GENERAL TURBO: A highspeed Pc. Zero wait state. 70%
faster than a standard PClXT®.
Rated by Norton Utility.
• GENERAL pc: The perfect inexpensive personal
computer for your home and office.
RUNS ALL MAJOR SOFTWARE WRITTEN FOR IBM ®PC,
PClXT® AND AT®.
ALL PACKAGED WITH FREE INTEGRATED BUSINESS
SOFTWARE!
180-DAY FULL WARRANTY, INCLUDING PARTS AND
LABOR.
FREE 60-DAY ON-SITE SERVICE IN OVER 100 CITIES
NATIONWIDE.
Get more computer for a lot less money by calling
toll-free 1-800-426-1242 for our professional dealer
nearest you. Snap to it and snap up a real value with
GENERAL!
IBM, AT and PC/XT are registered trademarks of International Business Mach ines Corporation .

*-

GENERAL

Technologies. Inc.

Bloomfield, New Jersey 07003
Twx: 710-994-4780' Fax: 201-429-8683
FOR WARRANTY SERVICE DIRECTORY CALL 1-800-262-6772
FOR SOFTWARE/HARDWARE SUPPORT CALL 1 -201 ~429-0053
Inquiry 140

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

WHAT'S NEW

3D Modeling
Package for Mac

or S895 with an 80386. Intel
offers PLM compilers.
assemblers. and other MSDOS software for 80386
program development. For
more information. contact
American Computer & Peripheral Inc.. 2720 South
croddy Way. Santa Ana. CA
92704 . (714) 545-2004.

P

Inquiry 557.

PC-compatible
Laptop from STM
Electronics

S™

Electronics announced the STM LapThp. an IBM PC-compatible
portable computer that can
be equipped with an expansion unit called the LapMate. The Lap Mate. which
connects to the computer
through an interface on the
back of the system unit. provides additional disk drives
and other expansion
options.
The computer runs on a
4.77-MHz 80C88 processor
and can accommodate an
8087 math coprocessor.
Priced at S2999. the standard model comes with
256K bytes of RAM (expandable to 640K) and an
internal 720K-byte 3 Vl-inch
floppy disk drive.
'TWo display options are
available. The electroluminescent display provides
a resolution of 80 columns
by 25 lines in text mode
and 640 by 200 pixels in
graphics mode. The backlit
LCD screen offers the same
text and graphics resolution.
The LapJbp also supports an
PC-compatible color graphics adapter and includes as
standard a parallel and
serial port and a mouse
port.
A ROM cartridge interface
on the computer's backpanel accepts ROM cartridges available from STM
or other manufacturers. A
ROM cartridge without the
ROM is priced at $39. and a
cartridge with 128K bytes of
EPROM sells for S115. The
company also offers two op34
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The STM lApr'op connects to the LapMate expansion unit.
tional ROM sockets for installing up to 256K bytes of
applications software.
Among the other options
are 384K bytes of internal
bubble memory (S649). an
internal 300/1200-bps
modem (S299). two nickelcadmium battery packs that
power the unit for two hours
(SI49) or four hours (S249).
a battery pack recharger/
adapter (SI9.50). and an AC
adapter/charger (SI49).
With a base price of $549.
the LapMate unit contains a
5!!.i-inch and a 3 Vl-inch floppy disk drive; a hard disk
drive is optional. The unit
also contains a half-length
expansion slot that will accept an RGB adapter ($209)
and has interfaces for an external PC-compatible keyboard. an external monitor.
and a connector for additional expansion boxes. According to the company. the
computer should be available this month. For more
information. contact STM
Electronics Corp.. 444
Castro St.. Mountain View.
CA 94041. (415) 968-1790.
Inquiry 558.

Atari ST
Development System
he Nexus EPROM
Development System
for the Atari ST consists of

T

software and a 16-bit external EPROM programmer/
simulator that plugs into the
ST's cartridge port. The
device enables you to program EPROMs of 8K and
above and supports data
transfer to and from the
serial port and disk files in
binary. hex-space and
Motorola and Intel hex
formats.
The unit has two sockets
for programming and reading EPROMS. 64K bytes of
CMOS simulator RAM. an
external simulation socket.
and a socket for further expansion. Internal (cartridge)
simulation enables the unit's
64K of RAM to be treated
as if it were 64K of EPROM.
During external simulation.
the ST is free for processing
other tasks.
The system's software uses
the GEM interface and provides windows for displaying
RAM or EPROM contents.
Its data manipulation features include edit. locate a
value. block move. fill/clear
RAM. calculate checksums.
check for blank and programmable EPROMS. and
verify EPROM against RAM.
The development system
sells for £175 . For more information. contact Nexus
Thchnical Services Ltd .. 38
Melrose Ave.. Reading.
Berkshire RG6 2BN . U.K .. tel:
(0734) 664559.
Inquiry 559.

hoenix 3D is a set of
Macintosh tools for
creating and viewing threedimensional models. You
can design models from all
sides. using the mouse to
rotate. twist. stretch. bend.
explode. and shrink or
enlarge the image. You can
then view the drawing from
any angle. Drawing tools let
you remove hidden lines.
shade with 64 levels of gray.
smooth facets. and filter the
resulting image. Drawings
can be saved as MacPaint
documents. With a conversion utility supplied on the
disk. you can import models
from other programs.
Models can have as many
as 1200 polygons (with as
many as 22 sides) . spheres.
cones. prisms. and surfaces
of revolution. The package
provides 55 methods of
rendering algorithms for
building wireframe. hiddenline. flat-shaded. or smoothshaded models.
The program runs on the
512K Mac. Mac Plus. and
Mac XL; supports HFS.
Switcher. and Servant; and
works with the Imagewriter
and LaserWriter. Phoenix 3D
costs $39.95. Contact
Dreams of the Phoenix Inc..
p.o. Box 10273. Jacksonville.
FL 32247. (904) 396-6952.
Inquiry 560.

Apple-based System
for Handicapped
oint to Pictures is a
softwarelhardware system for persons with IQ
levels of 20 to 80 or
developmental ages of 6
months to 5 years. R. J.
Cooper & Associates says it
designed its package. based
on research at a school for
low-functioning 3- to 22-year;
olds. to fulfill three goals: increase educational productivity. stimulate spontaneous

P

(continued)

... ABOUT ANALYZING
ViOUR
DI"H.'TI"ft.
II

You might be spreading your
spreadsheet a little too thin. Or
maybe you're starting from scratch. But if you're serious
about data analysis, you're ready for SPSS/PC+'· -a full
software family that brings you six high-powered ways
to complete any data analysis task.
Enter it. SPSS/PC+ Data Entry'· takes the effort out
of entering and correcting data.
Analyze it. The SPSS/PC+ Base Package provides a powerful array of statistical and reporting
procedures.
Examine it. SPSS/PC+ Advanced Statistics'· lets you
get more serious with your data.
Table it. SPSS/PC+ Tables'· produces presentationready tables instantly.

SlSillC.

Chart it. SPSS/PC+ Graphics'· featuring MicrosoW
Chart creates show-stopping graphs and charts.
Map it. SPSS/PC+ Mapping'· featuring MAP-MASTER '·
-our latest option-creates maps where vast amounts
of data can be summarized and presented in one,
simple picture.
SPSS/PC+ products are being put to productive use
by serious fact finders in business, government and education. For countless purposes such as market research.
Wage and salary studies. Survey analysis. And quality
control. Plus each product is superbly documented and
supported by SPSS Inc., a leader in statistical software
for nearly 20 years.
So if you're serious about data analysis, step up to
SPSS/PC+. For details, contact our Marketing
Department.

CALL 1/312/329-3630

SPSS Inc. ·444 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 3000' Chicago, Illinois 60611
In Europe: SPSS Europe BY. • PO. Box 115·4200 AC Gorinchem, The Netherlands' Telephone: + 31183036711· TWX: 21019

SPSSlPC+ runs on IBM PCIXT/ATs wilh hard disk. Conlact SPSS Inc. for compalible microcomputers. SPSS/PC+ , SPSSlPC+ Data Entry. SPSS/PC+ Advanced Statistics. SPSS/PC+ Tables.
SPSSlPC+ Graphics and SPSS/PC+ Mapping are trademarks of SPSS Inc. for its proprietary oomputer software. Chart and Microsoft are trademarks at Microsoft Corporation. MAP-MASTER is a
trademark at Decision Resources.
© 1986. SPSS Inc.

Inquiry 327
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speech. and help with early
acquisition of augmentative
communication skills.
PTP uses a large graphics
tablet (the Power Pad) with
large pictures on its surface
to allow low-functioning individuals to interact with the
Apple lie. The system
employs graphic and verbal
prompts (using the Echo+
speech synthesizer). An interface that hooks to the
game port controls two
switch-modified toys. which
can correlate to pictures on
the Power Pad.
Several configurations are
available. Software prices
range from 549.95 to
5199.95 . The Power Pad and
the Echo+ sell for 5150
each. For more information.
contact R. J. Cooper & Associates. 2 144 South I 100
E. Suite 150. Salt Lake
City. UT 84106. (801)
263-1388.
Inquiry 561.

MacBus Holds
PC Add-on Boards
esigned for laboratory.
instrumentation. and
test and measurement applications. National Instruments' MacBus 'expansion unit provides a Macintosh Plus with a means of
using IBM-compatible expansion cards.
The Mac Bus unit has five
16-bit PC AT expansion
slots. two of which are occupied by a microcomputer
card and an SCSI card that
provides the communications link to the Mac. The
three remaining slots can accommodate AID converters.
digital i/o. serial communication links. video frame grabbers. and other boards compatible with the IBM PC or
PC AT
Data acquisition and instrument control are performed by National Instruments' GPIB-V50 microcomputer card. which contains
an 8-MHz. 16-bit microprocessor. circuits that control

D
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into keyboard inputs; no
modification to host applications is required. Multiple
users can train the termina l
to recognize their voices
and tailor the vocabulary for
particular applications. The
company also offers predefined command sets for
mainframe applications.
In a stand-alone configuration. the Voiceterminal costs
59500; with ASCII emulation. 59900; and with IBM
3270 emulation. 510.900.
Contact Kurzweil Applied Intelligence. 4 I I Waverley
Oaks Rd .. Waltham . MA
02154. (617) 893-5151.
Inquiry 563.

ThUgrass
File Servers
The Kurzweil Voiceterminal acts as a terminal or stand-alone Pc.
the AT-compatible bus. and
an IEEE-488 interface. The
card can also hold an optional 8-MHz math coprocessor. The operating
system. contained in EPROM
on the card. is a version of
the company's IBCL (Instrument Bus Control Language)..
which provides commands
for controlling GPIB instruments and a program
development language.
The system's software includes an IEEE-488 bus control and configuration
utilities and a driver for the
Mac Bus hardware. Language
interface libraries provide
access to the IEEE-488
driver and the Mac Bus hardware from user-cleveloped
programs written in C and
BASIC.
List price for the hardware
is 51495: for the software.
5200. Contact National Instruments Corp.. 12 109
1echnology Blvd .. Austin. TX
78727-6204. (800) 531-4742 :
in 1exas. (800) 433-3488.
Inquiry 562.

Kurzweil's
Voiceterminal
urzweil Applied Intelligence introduced
the Kurzweil Voiceterminal
(KVT) . a LOOO-word intelligent terminal that
enables you to use spoken
words and phrases to control. enter data into. and
retrieve data from mainframes and minicomputers.
The terminal emulates ASCII
or IBM 3270 terminals and
also functions as a standalone computer that can run
most IBM PC-compatible
software.
Each Kurzweil Voiceterminal consists of an IBM
PC XT-compatible computer
with embedded voice recognition. a 10-megabyte hard
disk drive. and a 360K-byte
floppy disk drive. The
system is also equipped
with a monochrome display.
two serial ports. and one
parallel port.
The KVT connects to host
systems via a hard-wired
serial communications line
or a modem. The system
automatically translates
voice commands and data

K

allgrass 1echnologies introduced two file server
products that support a
variety of local area network
configurations and communications options. Both
products use the VINES virtual networking software developed by Banyan Systems.
The TG-8000 is a 32-bit
desktop network file server
that provides wide-area networking. host access. serverto-server communications.
and resource sharing for
small networks. The
TG-8000AT is a softwareonly version that enables an
IBM PC AT or compatible to
function as a network server.
Prices for the TG-8000
begin at 58495 for a configuration that includes I
megabyte of RAM . a 50megabyte hard disk. and
60-megabyte tape backup.
The VINES software costs
51895. The TG-8000AT software. which is scheduled to
ship in October. will also
sell for 51895. Contact
Thllgrass 1echnologies Corp ..
I I 100 West 82nd St..
Overland Park. KS 66214 .
(913) 492-6002

T

Inquiry 564.
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Inquiry 247 for End-Users.
Inquiry 248 for DEALERS ONLY. -

menu commands.
• Context sensitive help,
included witli programs.

WHAT'S NEW

SYSTEMS

AT Compatible
from Wyse

Zenith's Z.181
Laptop Computer

yse Technology announced the WYSEpc
286, an IBM PC AT- compatible computer that
operates at 10 and 6 MHz.
The computer offers up to
81.2 megabytes of disk
storage, several display options, and a standard PC AT
keyboard or an IBM Enhanced Personal Computer
keyboard.
Standard features include
640K bytes of RAM, eight
fu ll-size PC AT expansion
slots, a real-time clock with
battery backup, an RS-232C
serial port. and a parallel
port. Also incl uded as standard are MS-Do.S 3.1 and
GW-BASIC 3. 1. The computer
can be configured with a
1.2-megabyte half-height
floppy disk drive, a
20-megabyte half-height
hard disk drive, and a
40-megabyte full-height hard
disk drive.
The company is also o ffe ring three monitors and two
graphics adapter boards, all
of wh ich are PC-compatible,
for use with the WYSEpc
286. The 14-inch monitors
include the WY-530 monochrome monitor ($235),
WY-630 color graphics
monitor ($599) with 640 by
200 resolution, and WY-640
EGA-compatible monitor
($749) with 640 by 350 or
640 by 200 resolution. The
WY-430 graphics board
($299) is compatible with
the Hercules graphics
adapter, IBM Color Graphics
Adapter. and PJantronics
display adapter. The WY-440
graphics board ($499) provides compatibility with
IBM's Enhanced Graphics
Adapter.
The computer can also be
connected to Wyse terminal s
for use as a multiuser system. With a l.2-megabyte
floppy drive, the system sells
for $2499; with a 20-megabyte hard drive, 32999; and

enith introduced the
Z-18!. an IBM PC-compatible laptop computer
priced at $2399. Like the
IBM PC Convertible, the
Zen ith machine uses a
4.77-MH z CMo.S 8088 processor and features two
3 V2-inch floppy disk drives
capable of storing 720K
bytes of data each. Unlike
the Convertible, the lo181 is
completely compatible with
the Ro.M Blo.S in the IBM
Pc. according to Zenith.
The loI 81's fold-up LCD
screen uses what the company calls supertwisted
birefringent crystals with
electroluminescent backlighting to attain a claimed contrast ratio of 12 to I . (Zenith
claims that a standard
monochrome CRT has a
contrast ratio of 3 to I .) In
addition, the screen can
display true shades of gray
and has both brightness and
contrast controls.
The 11 .8-pound computer
comes standard with 640K
bytes of memory, connectors for RGB and composite
monochrome monitors, and
serial and parallel interfaces.
The portable .also comes
with MS-Do.S 3.2 (a BASIC
interpreter is optional), a
real-time clock, a nickelcadmium battery that
powers the unit for up to
fi ve hours, an AC charger, a
socket for an 8087 math coprocessor, and a set of
"desktop" software packages. o.ptions include a
5~-in ch battery-powered
disk drive, a 300/\ 200-bps
internal modem, and an interface for a bar code
reader.
For more information, contact Zenith Data Systems,
1000 Milwaukee Ave. , Glenview, IL 60025. (800)
842-9000 ; in Illinois, (312)
39 1-8949.

W

Z

Zenith's Z-1 8 !. an IBM PC compatible with 640K bytes of RAM.
with a 40-megabyte hard
drive, $4 199. Contact Wyse
Technology. 357 1 North First
St.. San Jose, CA 95134,
(408) 433-1000.
Inquiry 565,

1\vo VMEbus
Single-Board Systems
orce Computers' CPU-6
series of VMEbus
boards is based on 68000
or 680 10 processors and
supports floating-point operations. The CPU-6 series offers 512 K bytes of dedicated
on-board DRAM permitting
zero-wait-state operation at
8 MHz and one-wa it-state
operation at 12.5 MHz. A
68881 coprocessor at 8 or
12 .5 MHz is optional.
Four 28-pin )EDEC
sockets accommodate 27512
EPRo.Ms for u·p to 256K
bytes of user and system
program area or 8-bit-wide
SRAM devices. Three
RS-232C serial ports and
one parallel port are also
incorporated. o.ther standard features include a realtime clock with battery

F

backup and a 16K-byte
monitor including a one-line
assembler/disassembler.
The base board sells for
$1845. Contact Force Computers Inc., 727 University
Ave., Los Gatos, CA 95030,
(408) 354-34 10.
Inquiry 566,

M

otorola introduced
a 32-b it VMEbuscompatible board (Model
MVMEI33) that incorporates
a 12.5-MHz 68020, a 6888 1
fl oating-point coprocessor,
and I megabyte of DRAM.
A 16.67-MHz version (Model
MVMEI33-1) is also available.
Among the other features
of the Single-board computer are a serial debug
port and two RS-232C multiprotocol serial ports, three
8-bit timers, a rea l-time
clock, and an A24/D32
VMEbus master interface
with system controller capabilities.
With a 12 .5-MHz processor, the board costs
$1995. Contact Motorola
Semiconductor Products Inc.,
Po. Box 20912 , Phoenix, AZ
85036, (602) 438-3501.
Inquiry 567.
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Inquiry 568.
(continued)

Princeton
is the best choice
in PC monitors.
When you 're looking for a personal
computer monitor, look at
Princeton Graphic Systems . Our
growing family of high quality
personal computer
monitors delivers
compatibility,
brilliant colors,
high resolution,
and dependability.
Whether you 're
designing sophisti-

HX-12E. Our EGA·
compatible monitor gives
you 64 vivid colors. Extra
sharp text and graphic
displays. The tinest dot
pitch (.28mm) ot any IBM·
compatible enhanced
monitor. Nonglare screen .
Fully compatible with
IBM 's'· Enhanced Graphics
Adapter (or equivalents) .

SR-12P. Top·of·the·line
analog color monitor
features ultra high resolution
(640x480).4 ,096colors
for superb graphics. The
tinest dot prtch (.26mm) of
any PGC·compatible
monitor. Laminated nonglare
panel.

cated business graphics or
number-crunching a financial
spreadsheet. That's why Princeton
is number one in the minds of more

HX-12. High resolution RGB
color monitor with .31mm
dot pitch gives you better
graphics, better text than
IBM's Color Monitor (5153) .
Nonglare screen. Voted
"Best in th'e World " two
years running in PC World 's
" World Class PC Contest' ·.

SR·12. Super high resolution RGB monitor with a
.31mm dot pitch. Compati·
ble with Sigma Designs Col'
or 400 board and others.
Gives you 400 lines of
resolution. Nonglare screen .

All monitors come with free data and power cables .

Visit your local computer store today and ask about our full
line of high resolution color and monochrome monitors .
Monitors that live up to the Princeton Graphic Systems
tradition of quality, performance , and value .

GRAPHIC

MAX-12. High resolution
amber monitor. When used
with an IBM-compatible
monochrome adapter
delivers 720 x 350 resolu'
tion. With an IBM·
compatible color adapter ,
640 x 200 resolution with 15
shades of amber. The
monitor automatically adjusts to either card .

HX-9/HX-9E. Compact nine'
inch high resolution RGB
monitor. Perfect for worksta·
tions where space is at a
premium. Both feature a .28
dot pitch and an etched dark
glass screen. Ergo·
nomic features like a built·
In tilt/swivel base, non·
glare screen , and a builtin green/ amber switch. HX·9E
is compatible with IBM 's EGA
(or equivalents).

Princeton Graphic Systems , 601 Ewing Street, Bldg. A,
Princeton, NJ 08540; (609) 683-1660; TLX
821402PGSPRIN ; (800) 221-1490, ext. 1104.

P INCETON®

tnquiry 275

and more personal computer
owners every year .
For the very best in PC monitors,
the choice is clear: Pick the company that's at the
top. Princeton
Graphic
Systems .

SYSTEMS

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines, Inc. Color 400 is a Irademark

~:a~~~a~~~i&;'~p~~c~gu~~:'c~r~a Had.mark of auadram Corp. Compaq is a
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PERIPHERALS

Line Printer for PCs

T

he Personal Line Printer
from Printronix is designed for use wi th IBM PCs.
XlS. AlS. and compatibles.
The printer. which produces
an entire line of dots at one
time. operates in draft mode
at 134 lines per minute and
in near-letter-quality mode
(with a character matrix of
18 by 35 dots) at 47 lines
per minute. The printer is
also capable of producing
IBM block graphics characters and bit-map graphics at
a resolution of 60. 120. or
240 dots per inch. Plug-in
cartridges enable the printer
to emulate the IBM Proprinter. Epson LO-1500. and
Diablo 630. A choice of
downloadable fonts is also
available.
The printer comes with a
Centronics parallel interface
and 2K-byte buffer. List price
is $795. which includes a
tractor and friction feed
and two font/personality
modules. Additional font
cartridges cost $40 each .
Contact Printronix. 17500
Cartwright Rd .. p.o. Box
19559. Irvine. CA 92713.
(800) 826-3874; in California.
(800) 826-7559 or (714)
863- 1900.
Inquiry 569.

300- to 9600-bps
Modem

F

astcomm Data introduced a modem that
transmits data at 300. 1200.
2400. and 9600 bps. The
Fastcomm modem enables
you to connect with another
computer at lower speed.
then switch to 9600 bps for
downloading files.
Available in internal
($979), external ($999). and
rack-mount ($979) models.
the modem offers auto-dial!
auto-answer capabilities and
nonvq JatiJe memory for storing communication parameters. The modem supports

40
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a superset of the Hayes AT
command set. as well as the
Bell 212A and CCITT V22bis
and V29 standards. Contact
EVI/Fastcomm Data Corp ..
12347-E Sunrise Va lley Dr..
Reston. VA 22091. (703)
620-3900.
Inquiry 570.

Mitsubishi's
Low-Cost Digitizer
he Grafnet Model-O l
from Mitsubishi is a
standard page-size digitizer
with an active area 8.3
inche~ by 11.8 inches. Priced
at $395. the tablet comes
with a pen or an optional
four-button puck.
The digitizer operates at
up to 60 points per second;
its resolution is 0.1 mm or
250 lines per inch. It features a DIP-switch-selectable
range of output data formats that. the company
says. makes it compatible
with any computer input
protocol. The tablet works
with AutoCAD. P-CAD. PCPaint. and other standard
software packages.
A power supply is bundied with the tablet; a 6-foot
RS-232C connecting cable is
optional. Contact Mitsubishi
International Corp .. 520
Madison Ave .. New York. NY
10022. (212) 605-2607.
Inquiry 571.
T

High-Resolution
Display for Macintosh
M

icroGraphiC Images is
offering MegaScreen. a
graphics display interface for
the Macintosh that provides
a resolution of 1024 by
1024 pixels. The $1495
board includes 12 8K bytes
of memory and fits inside
the computer.
According to the company.
the board can be modified
to work with any monitor.

including a video projector.
an IBM monochrome monitor. a television. or a VCR at
low resolution. For an additional $ 1500. MicroGraphic
offers a 20-inch monitor
with a resolution of 1024 by
980 that is said to be the
same as the one offered
with Sun computers.
The company claims that
almost all Macintosh software that uses a "grow bar"
can be grown to cover the
entire high-resolution screen.
By the end of the year. the
company expects to have an
option available for the interface that will let users
connect a video camera and
do fast digitization. Contact
MicroGraphic Images Corp ..
20954 Osborne St .. Canoga
Park. CA 91304. (818)
407-0571.
Inquiry 572.

Teleswitch Gives You
Access to Remote PC

T

eleswitch. a powercontrol device that can
be activated through a
remote phone or modem.
enables a passwordauthorized caller to turn
on a personal computer and
peripherals at any time and
from anywhere. The device
keeps the system's power on
for as long as the caller
stays on-line. A time-delay
circuit turns the power off
five minutes after the caller
disconnects the line.
To power a computer up.
you dial the number. hang
up the phone when the
system answers. and then
redial after about a minute
or a sufficient interval to
allow the computer to boot
up. Redial and password
validation must be completed within five minutes;
otherwise. the device automatically turns the computer's power off.
The unit also features
voltage spike and surge suppression for all devices

plugged into its four power
outlets. The device complements pcAnywhere. a
remote-access communications program developed by
Dynamic Microprocessor
Associates that runs on IBM
PCs: Suggested retail price
for Teleswitch is $229. Contact EKD Computer Sales
and Supply Corp.. 764 Middie Country Rd .. Selden. NY
11784. (516) 736-0500
Inquiry 573.

Memory Upgrade
for Amigas

A

legra. a memory ex pansion unit from Access
Associates. adds 512 K to 2
megabytes of RAM to the
Commodore Amiga. The
unit supports the autoconfiguration architecture of
the Amiga; with 512K bytes
of RAM. it costs $379.
According to the company.
the Alegra's power requirement is less than 5 watts for
all versions; power is supplied by the Amiga at the
expansion connector. Contact Access Associates. 491
Aldo Ave .. Santa Clara. CA
95054. (408) 727-0256.
Inquiry 574.

Streaming Thpe
Backup for Macs
M

irror 1echnologies'
Magnum Thpe 20 tape
drive offers image. file-byfile. and incremental tape
backup for the Macintosh
computer. The drive uses
tape cartridges ($29) with a
capacity of 25 megabytes.
Priced at $119 5. the drive
connects to the SCSI port of
a Mac Plus or to a Fat Mac
equipped with the company's Fast Port option
($199) . Contact Mirror Technologies. 2209 Phelps Rd ..
Box 304. Hugo. MN 55038.
(612) 426-3276.
Inquiry 575.
(continued)

e.

Disc drives should never forget one thing:
your impOltant information.
At Seagate, we build our drives to protect
your data against all mishaps. And we put
each drive through a series of grueling tests
to make sure it doesn't forget.
That's why quality-conscious customers
have bought more than 3 million of our
51//.' hard disc drives.
So the next time you're looking for a new
computel; disc memory upgrade or add-on,
ask for Seagate by name.
It's all you need to remember.
Seagate Technology, 920 Disc Drive,
Scotts Valley, CA 95066. 800-468-DISC.
In California, 800-468-DISK.

c5S» Seagate
Inquiry 305 for End-Users. Inquiry 306 for DEALERS ONLY.
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WHAT'S NEW

ADD - INS

Internal Hard Drive
for Tandy 1000

A

n internal 10-megabyte
hard disk drive for the
Thndy 1000 is available from
J&M Systems. The $495
drive comes with a controller. cables. mounting
hardware. and installation
manual. The drive requires
IBM PC-DOS 2.1 or later; its
low power consumption. the
company says. enables it to
be powered by the Thndy
1000's power supply. For
more information. contact
J&M Systems Ltd .. 15100-A
Central SE. Albuquerque.
NM 87123. (505) 292-4182.
Inquiry 576.

PC Network
for $250
per Computer

T

he Invisible Network. a
local area network for
IBM PCs and compatibles.
can connect up to 45 computers at a maximum
distance of 1300 feet. Each
computer in the network is
equipped with a plug-in
board and linked with double twisted-pair wire and
telephone jacks. The network requires one computer
with a minimum of 320K
bytes of RAM and a hard
disk to be used as server;
the company recommends
an IBM PC AT.
The network transfers data
at a rate of 700K bits per
second. It requires the IBM
PC Network program as the
network operating system
and can run PC- or MS-DOS
3.1 or later and multiuser
NETB10S programs such as
dBASE III Plus. R:base 5000.
and others.
Each plug-in board costs
$249.95; a 30-foot cable
sells for $10. A starter kit
with two plug-in cards and a
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cable costs $499.90. For
more information. contact
Invisible Software Inc .. 481
47th Ave.. San Francisco. CA
94121. (415) 221-0916.
Inquiry 577.

Plug-in ROM
Simulator

T

he ROMSim from
Grossman + Associates
is a ROM simulator board
designed to increase the efficiency of microprocessor
development. According to
the company. the board can
be used in place of in-circuit
emulators in most development applications.
The board occupies one
slot in the IBM PC AT and
compatibles and emulates
2716.2732. 2764. 27128.
and 27256 ROMs. ROMbased programs can execute
from the board's RAM. and
programs assembled on the
computer can be loaded
directly into the board. You
can use the standard
DEBUG utility to enter
patches or changes to a
program while debugging.
The board also features address trapping and a processor address capture.
The ROMSim costs $650.
For more information. contact Grossman + Associates.
749 Grayling Bay. Costa
Mesa. CA 92626. (714)
662-7911.
Inquiry 578.

4- and 8-Megabyte
RAM Upgrades
for RT pes

C

learpoint released two
memory expansion
boards for the IBM RT Pc.
The RTRAM/4 offers up to 4
megabytes of RAM using
256K ZIP DRAMs. and the
RTRAM/8 offers an 8-megabyte capacity using megabit
DRAMs. Both boards sup-

port the RT's error detection
and correction logic and
have an access time of 150
nanoseconds.
The RTRAM/4 draws 1.9
amps. and the RTRAM/8
draws 1.4 amps because
of the fewer number of
DRAMs. List price for the
4-megabyte board is $1895;
for the 8-megabyte board .
$4395. For more information. contact Clearpoint Inc.
99 South St.. Hopkinton.
MA 01748 . (617) 435-5395.
Inquiry 579.

Definicon's
32-bit Coprocessors
for PCs

D

efinicon Systems has
developed two 32-bit
coprocessor boards for IBM
PC XlS. AlS. and compatible
computers. The boards have
an NS32032 processor operating at a minimum of 10
MHz. an NS32081 floatingpoint processor. and an
NS32082 memory management unit for MS-DOS virtual memory functions. Both
boards support multiuser
tasks under AT&T's UNIX
System V
The basic board (DSE-32)
can be equipped with up to
2 megabytes of dual-ported
RAM. The DSI-32E comes
with 2 or 4 megabytes of
120-ns RAM and features an
expansion socket that accepts one or two half-size
piggyback boards for up to
12 megabytes of RAM. The
DSI-32E is also available
with a clock speed option
that boosts the clock rate to
15 MHz. Both boards include a 268 1 DUART ope rating at 38.400 bps and two
RS-232C serial ports via
DB-25 and DB-9 connectors.
The boards' proprietary
loader runs under MS-DOS

2.0 and later. For software
development. the company
offers C. Pascal. and FORTRAN compilers. as well as
assemblers. linkers. loaders.
library managers. symboliC
debuggers. public domain
FORTH and LISP. a graphics
library for virtual screens.
and utilities.
Prices for the DSI-32 begin
at $149 5; for the DSI-32E.
$2295. A 4-megabyte addon board costs $1795. For
more information. contact
Definicon Systems Inc ..
31324 Via Colinas. Suite
108. Westlake VHlage. CA
91362. (818) 889-1646.
Inquiry 580.

GPIB Interface
for PCs
from Philips
hiliPS introduced a GP1B
interface that allows an
IBM Pc. AT. or compatible
computer to connect to and
control up to 15 instruments.
The PM 2201 board plugs
into one of the computer's
expansion slots and comes
with supporting software
and an installation and programming manual. The software enables you to call
GPIB procedures through a
high-level language addition
to the computer's BASICA
or GW-BASIC interpreter.
Functions include bus initialization. sending commands. sending and receiving messages. remote and
local instrument setting.
serial polling. time-out setting. error reporting. and
others.
The PM 2201 sells for
5850. For more information.
contact Philips Test and
Measurement Instruments
Inc .. 85 McKee Dr.. Mahwah.
NJ 07430. (201) 529-3800.
Inquiry 581.
p

(continued)

Fontasy printed all of these.

P

See What You Can Do
With

Equipment Needed

resentations! ewsletters! Flyers!
Signs! Overhead Foilsl Invi ta·
tio n s! Menu sl Logos ! An ·
no un ce m ents! Bann er s! Layouts!
Wh en you need a gooJ looking visual
quickly yo u need FONTASY - superb
typef:lces and simp le drawing in one
easy· to use pack.tge.
FONTNiY gives vo u a "what-you-see-isw hat-you-get" p icture, as you type and draw
on th e graphics screen of yo ur I 13M· Pc. Yo u
can create a page at a time, see a mini·pic·
t ure of th at page, print it, and save it on d isk.
Page size is limited on ly bv memory, not by
screen size.

IBM·PC, XT. AT , or t ru c compatible (Compaq,
erc.) with IBM or Hercules graphiCS a<laprcr and
graph ics monitor. 2s6K memory needed for parri al
pages, 44S·64oK rccommcn<lc<l for full pages.
0 01- matrix printer. Mouse optional. MS· DOS
2.00 or abovc.
FONTASY supporrs: IBM graphics primer,
Proprinrer; Epson FX. JX, LX, MX, RX, and
I.Q- 1500; C. IlOh SSlO, 1550, 1570, Pro·

Money-Back
Guarantee

Features
Proporl iona l space. justify, kern , boldface, rea rrange, magnilY. black/ w hite rever·
sal. rotate, mirror image, lines, rectangles,
()\·als. draw, fIII ·in , undo (and un ·undo), on·
li ne help. 200·page book, and easy co ntrol
fr o m keyb o ard o r mouse. Co rp o r ate
li censes ava ilable.
Fonts, fonts, and more fo nts l We have
over 27'5 typ e f~tces in our grow ing library,
and w il l be happy III senJ you free print
samples on request.
When you deal di rect ly \vit h th e manufac·
turer ( th at's us), yo u pay rock·h()([()m distribu tor prices. If vou order FONTASY now,
we w ill give you 28 fonts ( a $50 value) at no
(:':\l r:1cha rge. With so manv features at such a
low price, FONTNiY helongs in yo ur soft ·
wa re library even i f you already have a
" font" program.
Inquiry 28 1

Fontasy is not copy·protected and has a
30-day m o ney· back g uarantee. So, take
advantage of our breakthrough price and
order now TO LL-FREE:

r-------------------------------,
1-800-824-7888, operator 669

(ORDERS ONLY\

Fo r furth e r int(lfIllari o n and same day shipping, call: (8 18) 765·4444

FONTASY $69.95

PR~®560
7248 Be llaire Ave. ,

Tax

Shipping - --

Box

Total _ _ __

No. Hollywood. CA 9 160:'-0 560
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ Comp an)' -

-

------

A<ldress
Telephone - - - - - - Ci t)', Slale , ZIP _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __
Visa/ MC _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ Exp. Dare _ _ __
Co mputer

Mc mo!'),

Pri nter - - --

-

- - --

- -- -

Te rms: ~Vc. V is:l, c heck...;. Plea.<;l: aud S .~.OO shipp ing anu handling in U.S. Of
C:lIl ada. S20 .00 ovc r SC:Lli, S2.00 fo r C.O .D .. and sales la x in Calif.

-------------------------------.J
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WHAT'S NEW

SOFTWARE. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND AIDS

68020 C
Cross-Compiler
System
S

oftware Development
Systems announced the
UniWare 68020 C CrossCompiler System. which runs
under UNIX. XENIX. and
DOS. It supports Kernighan
and Ritchie with standard
extensions and new language features such as the
const type specifier. function
prototyping. and lint-like
type checking.
You can write programs in
any combination of C and
assembly language. and you
have control over placement
of program parts and the
sizes of ints. pointers. and
other types.
The package includes a
68020 assembler with
macros. The DOS version
sells for $ 59 5: XENIX for
$1390: and UNIX for $2790.
Contact Software Development Systems Inc .. 3110
Woodcreek Dr.. Downers
Grove. IL 60515. (312)
971-8170.
Inquiry 582.

Serial Async
Communications

A

up to 40.000 lines per
minute.
BASIC. C. Pascal. and FORTRAN are available for use
with the 68020 PDOS. The
operating system alone costs
$1250. For more information. contact Eyring Research Institute Inc .. 1455
West 820 N. Provo. UT
84601. (801) 375-2434.

Inquiry 583.

A Ratfor for
MS-DOS
FORTRAN-77

Multiuser Operating
Environment

R

ealFile from Realia
enables you to use the
file-sharing capabilities of
PC-DOS on the IBM PC Network. A central journal communicates task record locks.
current positions. and block
alterations.
The RealFile operating environment runs on IBM PCs.
XIs. ATh. and compatibles
running PC-DOS or MS-DOS
3.1 or higher. The program
uses 8K bytes of RAM and
costs $150. For more information. contact Realia. 10
South Riverside Plaza.
Chicago. IL 60606. (312)
346-0642.
Inquiry 584.

serial asynchronous
communications package. Dual Serial Port
Manager from Akron Software provides an interface
between an application program and the serial ports of
an IBM Pc. Xl AT. or compatible. It enables applications developers to write
programs that communicate
with external modems. computers. or other peripherals
via the COM I and COM2
ports.
The interface program is
interrupt-driven. buffers all
received and transmitted
data. and enables developers to specify the size of
each buffer. With DSPM. an
application program can use
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both ports simultaneously.
DSPM works with programs written in Pascal. C.
compiled or interpreted
BASIC. FORTRAN. and assembly language. It requires
less than 2K bytes of RAM
plus buffer space. according
to the company. and costs
$99. For more information.
contact Akron Software. 53
Hillside Ave.. lbronto.
Ontario. Canada. M8V IS7.
(416) 251-1866.
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PDOS for
68020 Systems
E

yring Research Institute
announced a version of
PDOS for 68020-based systems. PDOS includes a rea ltime. multitasking kernel. file
manager. editor. floatingpoint module. assembler.
and linker. These require
less than 32 K bytes of RAM.
according to Eyring.
The Institute reports that
the macro assembler runs

Inquiry 585.

L

OgiCal Developments
says it has rewritten the
Ratfor concept. used
primarily in minicomputer
applications. using C. enabling it to work with
FORTRAN-77 compilers and
personal computers.
RF77 is a translator program. with programs written
in RF77 syntax and then
converted into eqUivalent
FORTRAN code. RF77 also
accommodates FORTRAN's
formatting requirements.
enabling the programs to be
compiled with any normal
FORTRAN compiler.
RF77 adds WHILE. FOR.
and REPEAT ... UNTIL loopcontrol structures. wh ich are
not in FORTRAN.
The RF77 program requires an IBM PC or compatible running MS-DOS or
PC-DOS 2.0 or higher. RF77
costs $65. For more information. contact LDgical
Developments. p.o. Box
55798. Houston. TX 77255.
(800) 835-2246. ext. 41.
Inquiry 586.

Simulator/Debuggers
for MS-DOS
Machines
M

ecklenburg Engineering's sim ulator/debuggers enable you to test and
debug software by loading

files in hexadecimal format.
Status displays show the
contents of the machine
registers and also memory
references. where necessary.
Instructions are displayed
disassembled and show the
data about to be read or
overwritten. You can change
target machine registers and
memory from the keyboard.
The programs run on IBM
PCs. XTh. ATh. and compatibles. Versions are
available for the 6300. 6500.
6800. 8085. 8048. and Z80.
Each is $75. Contact
Mecklenburg Engineering
Inc .. p.o. Box 744. Chagrin
Falls. OH 44022 . (216)
338-8379.
Inquiry 587.

Visual COBOL

V

isual COBOL from mbp
Software and Systems
1echnology is an enhanced
version of its native code
COBOL compiler. New
features include full support
of DOS path names. faster
compilation speed. and a
shrink utility that. according
to the company. reduces the
size of executable code.
This screen management
system has an enhanced
mask editor that creates a
working-storage screen
definition in the form of a
COpy file. The enhanced
mask editor also offers realtime numeric field validation
and update capabilities with
an ACCEPT statement.
Visual COBOL runs on
IBM PCs. XTh. ATh. and compatibles with 192 K-byte
RAMs. The company recommends a hard disk. The
package costs $1150. Contact mbp Software and
Systems 'Technology Inc ..
1131 Harbor Bay Parkway.
Suite 260. Alameda. CA
94501. (415) 769-5333.
Inquiry 588.
(col1til1ued)

TRANSEC NEW PRODUCTS

UNLOCK™ Removes

Copy Protection

Program Review:

RUNS YOUR SOFTWARE ON ANY HARD DISK

Makes d BASE Easier to Program,
Reduces Logic Errors, Bugs

UN lock "copying" disk allows you to
make "unprotected" DOS copies of
popular original program disks. Unprotected backup copies perform perfectly, as do copies of these copies.
UNlock copies run on any hard disk,
including Bernoulli Boxes. No original

Guaranteed to work only with programs below:

Tra nSec d ANALYSr" automa tically
converts any d BASE III p rogra m to
d BASE III PLUS with true record and
file locking fo r multi-user operation .
Fea tu res includ e sy ntax/blocking
analysis, tabbed fil e output, variable
cross reference. Framework-type interface command windows, pop-up menus,
g ra phic a n alys is REPORTS me nu .
Saves programmer's time to analyze and
debug d BASE II, III, or PLUS. Supports
multi-user Clipper and network versio n of Word Tech. Not copy protected .
Rated a "best buy."
TranSec dANALYST'"
TO ORDER: 1-800-423-0772
IN FL: 1-305-474-7548

UNLOCK'· ALBUM " A" PLUS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

VISA/MC

SPECIAL OFFER
•
•
•
•
•
•
8

Simplify Naming, Finding Your
Files with 32-Character File Names

$74.95 plus $5 s/h
VISA/MC

$49.95
(Plus $4 shiplhandling. Foreign orders $10)

• MICROSOFT WORDTM (1.15. 2.0, 2.at)
• SYMPHONyTM (1.1)
• PFS: ACCESSTM (1984 Ed.)
.CLlPPERTM
• PFS : PLANTM (B)
• LOTUS 1·2·3 REPORT WRITERTM (1 .0)
• PFS : GRAPHTM (B)
• DOUBLEDOSTM
• PFS: WRITETM (l.at. C)
• smARTWORKTM (1 .0 Rev. 8 thlu 10 & 1.1)
• PFS: REPORTTM (B, C)
• DISK OPTIMIZERTM
• PFS: FILETM (B. C)
• MANAGING YOUR MONEyTM (1 .5.1 .51 ,2.0)
• DATABASE MANAGER 11- THE INTEGRATORTM (2 .0. 2.02)

Program Review:

TranSec PCEasy '"
TO ORDER: 1-800-423-0772
IN FL: 1-305-474-7548

$49.95
(Plus $4 shiplhandling . Foreign orders $10)

d BASE III & d BASE III PLUSTM
• LOTUS 1·2-3™ (1.A·2.0)
• IBM WRITING ASSISTANTTM (l .at)
FRAMEWORK I & UTM
CHARTMASTERTM (6.1)
• IBM FILING ASSISTANTTM (1 .0)
• IBM REPORTING ASSISTANTTM (1.0)
SIGNMASTERTM (5.1)
• GRAPHWRITERTM (4.3. 4.31)
FASTBACKTM(5.3)
HARVARD TOTAL PROJECT MGR.TM(1.10)
• REALIA COBOLTM (1.2. 2.0)
THINKTANKTM (2.0, 2.1)
• MULTI LINK ADVANCEDTM (3 .02. 3.03)
• DOLLARS & SENSETM (2 .0)

UNLOCK'· ALBUM "B" PLUS

$74.95 pius $5 s /h

TranSec PCEasy ™ is a new easy to-use
"office environment" file management
sys tem tha t allows anyone to easily
organize large amounts of data on a
hard disk. Expands DOS file name limit
to 32 characters to name files na turally,
the way yo u think . Use eas ily remembered plain words or numbers. The
interface structure mimics the paper
world, only it' s faster, better and easier
to use ... by programmers, managers,
secretaries, clerks. PCEasy immediately finds file cabinets, file drawers, file
folders, sp read sheets, reports in their
own logical loca tion . Automatic menu
access to applica tion programs. Works
with all popular app lications and utilities. Not copy pro tected . Rated "****
for ease of use."

required in drive "A." Run on a RAM
disk simply and conveniently. Also,
copy DOS 5%" programs to 3W'
diskettes. For IBM® PC, XT, AT, compatibles, 256K or more, DOS 2.1 or
higher. Choice of the critics!

$74.95

" Best of UNLOCK"

ALBUM "0" PLUS (Plus $4 shiplhandt;ng. Foreign orders $10)

d BASE III & d BASE III PLUSTM
• LOTUS 1-2-3™ (1.A-2.0)
FRAMEWORK I & IITM
• SYMPHONyTM (1.1)
CLiPPERTM
• LOTUS 1-2-3 REPORT WRITERTM (1.0)
FASTBACKTM (5.3)
• DOUBLEDOSTM
CHARTMASTERTM (6.1)
• HARVARD TOTAL PROJECT MGR. TM (1.10)
SIGNMASTERTM (5. 1)
• MANAGING YOUR MONEyTM (1.5, 1.51, 2.0)
DOLLARS & SENSETM (2 .0)
• THINKTANKTM (2 .0, 2.1)
,
• MICROSOFT WORDTM (1.15. 2.0, 2.at)

$14.95

(Plus $4 ship/handling. Foreign orders $10)

CHOICE OF THE CRITICS!
~PERSON~ "UNlock has two particularly en0(.!@J:1ii@ dearing characteristics: it works,
and works simply. I was able to quickly
produce unprotected copies of Lotus 1·2-3
release 2, Symphony 1.1, Microsoft Word 2.0,
dBase 1111.1, and Framework II. These copies
performed flawlessly, as did copies of these
copies."
Christopher O'Malley,
PERSONAL COMPUTING, April '86

["iJQ .. Because

copy protection can Interfere
with the ability to back up a hard disk,
business-oriented users may prefer programs
like TranSec's UNlock series."
Winn L. Rosch. PC MAGAZINE, May 27, 1986

" UNlock 4.7 defeats the latest ProYT
B
E
10k and SuperLock type of copy
protection scheme. It's menu-driven and works
fine on the programs it's supposed to work on:
Lotus 1-2·3, d Base III, Framework, Symphony,
Paradox, and several others."
Jerry Pournelle , BYTE, Feb. '86

Rec(}f'~r()J:

bII!l

7WJfISEC

UNLOCK™

"The Best Sohware Utilities For Under S100"

ORDER TODAY TOLL FREE:

1·~q9~~~~5~~IZ2

III

==

TranSec Systems, Inc., 1802 North University Drive, Plantation, FL 33322
Trademarks 8r8 the sale property 0' their respective owners . UNlock Is 'or uaa only to Improve the useability 0' legally acquired and
operated software.

WHAT'S NEW

SOFTWARE. SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING

Program for
Robot Design
K

ern International's MATMAN . a program for
computer-aided design of
robot arms written at. Texas
A&M. is based on the Stanford manipulator. The software can predict the degreeof-freedom motion of the
manipulator when the control parameters of each link
are speCified. or it can tell
what the control parameters
should be for a particular
movement. MATMAN symbolically handles the complex matrix manipulation.
The disk contains source
code in BASIC for the IBM
Pc. The manual covers the
theory of robot manipulator
kinematics and the derivation of equations. MATMAN
sells for $85. Contact Kern
International Inc.. 575
Washington st.. Pembroke.
MA 02359. (617) 826-0095 .
Inquiry 589.
Computer~aided

Circuit Design

E

soft's electronic design
tool. CompDes. is a
menu-driven program with
selections that range from
basic electricity to circuit
design.
The program calculates
values of circuits for active
and passive filters. attenuators. amplifiers. and
power supplies. You can

determine circuit values of
resistance. reactance.
resonance. and decibel
ratios with the program's
built-in calculators.
To use CompDes. you
must have an IBM Pc. Xl
AT. or compatible with MSDOS or PC-DOS 2.0 or
higher and at least 128K
bytes of RAM. The price is
$49.95. Contact Esoft Software. Po. Box 072134 .
Columbus. OH 43207. (614)
491-0832 .
Inquiry 590.

an IBM PC XT or compatible runn ing MS-DOS or PCDOS 2.0 or higher. at least
256K bytes of RAM. and a
single floppy disk drive.
R2 costs $199 for the singlevariable configuration; $298
for the multiple version .
Contact Alpha Applied
Research. 2355 Mclean
Blvd .. Eugene. OR 97405.
(503) 485-6841.
Inquiry 591.

least Squares
Approximation

T

A

Ipha Appli ed Research
announced R2. a lea~
squares approximation software package with curve fitting and data correlation
capabilities.
You can build mathematical models of scientific
and engineering data using
a variety of functions. inc1uding polynomials. exponentials. power functions.
logarithmics. trigonometrics.
inverse trigonometrics.
hyperbolics. and inverse
hyperbolics. You can test
many functional forms. according to the company.
with the addition of userdefined variables. You can
also build linear and nonlinear equations in two to
ten variables from experimental data.
To run R2 you must have

Signal Processing
on the IBM PC
ektronix announced
Signal Processing and
Display Programs. a waveform-processing. display.
and data structure manipulation package.
SPD offers signal processing algorithms. enhanced
graphics. flexible data structures. and software libraries.
According to the company.
SPD has more than 190 processing functions.
All of the waveform-processing graphic-display function s and data structure manipulation utilities are written in C. Some of these
functions can be accessed
through a BASIC interface as
well.
Hardware requirements inc1ude an IBM Pc. Xl AT. or
compatible with 256K bytes
of RAM. a hard disk. and
color.graphics adapter. The
company recommends using
an XT or AT with 640K

RAM. For BASIC programmingo you'lI need an IBM
BASIC version 1.0 compiler.
For C programming. SPD is
compatible with Lattice C
version 2.1 5. The cost of the
package is $950. Contact
Tektronix Inc. Po. Box 500.
Beaverton. OR 97077. (800)
426-2200; in Oregon. (503)
627-9000.
Inquiry 592.

Guide to
Signal Processing

M

oonshadow Software
describes its SPIA as
an interactive software gUide
for people who want to
study signal proceSSing.
Using the program. you
"build" functions by selecting from a library of predefined functions and mathematical operations. These
operations include Fourier
transforms. convolutions.
and correlations. Each command is displayed graphically in up to three windows. SPIA also operates on
user-acquired data.
The package runs on the
IBM PC family and compatibles and supports
several graphics adapters. inc1uding Hercules and IBM
devices. It costs $99;
"qualified students" can buy
it for $25. Contact Moonshadow Software. 50 16
Castlewood Dr.. San Jose.
CA 95129. (408) 446-2459.
Inquiry 593.

SOFTWARE. BUSINESS AND OTHER

Linking XENIX
Machines
MB's TEAMate is a
tool that enables
groups of people to work
together using their existing
terminals. XENIX-based personal computers. and
software.
TEAMate structures users'
files into an outline form.

M
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from which members of the
team can develop. reorganize. edit. or read documents. These can include
text. spreadsheets. or
graphs.
The software can also be
used as an electronic messaging system and a computer conferencing system

for both internal and external communication.
The user interface is curcursor-controlled. Other features include an on-line help
facility. database access control. XMODEM support. and
mappable keys for nonstandard terminal support.
You can customize the commands. database. and screen
and print formats for vertical

applications.
TEAMate runs under SCO
XENIX System V on the IBM
PC AT and compatibles.
Prices for TEAMate start at
$199 5. An upgrade kit.
which includes SCO XENIX
System V. a database sys- .
tem. a word-processing
system. 2 megabytes of
(continued)

BUT HIS TOOLS HAVE.
Counting the corn and measuring the market used to demand
artistic, as well as accounting, virtuosity. And before you could
show your results to the powers that be, you had to wait for the
ink to dry on the papyrus.
Today the whole procedure is cut and dried. Computers
separate the wheat from the chaff.
And printers present the results
faster than an asp can strike.
Now, the new OKIDATA
MICROLlN~ 290 series goes
beyond speed to give you
graphic capabilities the
ancient scribes would envy.
The 292 model produces
executive-quality correspondence at "need-it-yesterday"
speed. The 293 prints just as
fast on paper as wide as 16".

And for lightning-fast. high-quality data processing, the 294 wide
carriage simply can't be beat.
Add color as brilliant as anything along the Nile-just by
pushing a button. And special effects like boldface, underlines
and italics are as easy to use, too.
The MICROLINE 290 se r ies
works with your IBM®, IBM compatibles and other major
PCs . And works perfectly,
thanks to OKIDATA's high
quality and rugged reliability .
Count on OKIDATA to produce the clearest presentations for your business. And
count yourself lucky you
don't have to know how to
draw. For the dealer nearest
you, call 1-800-0KIDATA.

We put business on paper.
Inquiry 256
R"l!iStered Trademarks: OKIOATA and MICROUNE IR"l!iStered

u.s.Trademarkl. 0kJ America . Inc. Marque d~ de Old America. Inc. IBM.

International Business Machines Corp.

WHAT'S NEW

SOFTWARE. BUSINESS AND CTHER
send it through a network or
e-mail system. using most
communications packages.
Solutions says.
Glue runs on any Mac and
is HFS-compatible. Suggested retail price is $49.
Contact Solutions Inc.. P.o.
Box 989. Montpelier. VT
05602. (802) 229-0368.

memory. and four serial
ports. costs $4500. For more
information. contact MMB
Development Corp.. 753
Deep Valley Dr.. Rolling Hills
Estates. CA 90274. (213)
541 -4504.
Inquiry 594.

Relational Database
icrorim announced
R:base System V. a
database management product for the IBM PC and
compatibles. This relational
database enables mUltiple
users to perform data management and create programs to automate data
management tasks in standalone or multiuser LAN
environments.
R:base System V requires
an IBM Pc. XT. AT. or compatible. with PC-DOS or MSDOS 2.0 or higher for single
users. 3.1 or higher for
multi users. Single users
need 512K bytes of RAM;
multi users need 640K. A
hard disk is required. The
price is $700. For more information. contact Microrim
Inc .. 3925 I 59th Ave. NE.
p.o. Box 97022 . Redmond.
WA 98073-9722 . (206)
885-2000.

Inquiry 597.

M

Inquiry 595.

Database for
IBM PCs
AS-Plus. a programmable relational database. was announced by
Business Tools. It combines
the aspects of a file
manager. a relational database. and an application
development system.
TAS-Plus enables you to
create. add. change. and
delete database records
without writing a program.
Front-end facilities include
pull-down menus and on-line
help screens. You can display multiple records and
manipulate data with the
browse utility. The report

T
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Function Library
Enhances Clipper

A

screen from Microrim's R:base System V.

writer organizes the data
that you select into report
formats that you define.
Also. you can convert
dBASE III files to TAS-Plus
files with another utility. Up
to 16 files can be open at
the same time. and they can
be updated as well. And
you can chain to other programs or execute DOS commands without leaving
TAS-Plus.
System requirements include an IBM Pc. XT. AT. or
compatible running MS-DCS
or PC-DOS 2.0 or higher.
'You must also have a monochrome or color monitor.
384K bytes of RAM. and at
least one floppy disk or
hard disk drive. TAS-Plus
costs $69. For more information. contact Business
lbols Inc .. 4038-B 128th Ave.
SE. Suite 266. Bellevue. WA
98006. (206) 644-2015.
Inquiry 596.

Graphics Glue
lue is a Macintosh software package that
enhances desktop-publishing
programs. such as PageMaker and ReadySetGo. by
letting you incorporate in a
document graphics from
most Mac applications. Solutions Inc. says its product
also makes electronic
distribution of documents
(newsletters. for example)
practical.
The program adds a printto-disk capability to most
Mac applications. After
you've saved a graph or a
spreadsheet. you can copy
images into a document being produced with MacWrite.
MacPaint. Word. or other
software. Images copied by
Glue are not limited by
screen size.
Once you've printed a
document to disk. you can

G

WHERE DC NEW PRODUCT ITEMS COME FROM?

The new products listed in this section of BYTE are chosen from the thousands
of press releases. letters. and telephone calls we receive each month from
manufacturers. distributors. designers. and readers. The basic criteria for selection
for publication are: (a) does a product match our readers' interests? and (b)
is it new or is it simply a reintroduction of an old item? Because of the volume
of submissions we must sort through every month. the items we publish are
based on vendors' statements and are not individually verified. If you want
your product to be considered for publication (at no charge). send full information about it. including its price and an address and telephone number
where a reader can get further information. to New Products Editor. BYTE.
One Phoenix Mill ume. Peterborough. NH 03458.

ommunication Horizons
announced five versions
C
. of its function libraries.
which provide' record- and
file-locking capabilities for
the Clipper dBASE III compiler from Nantucket.
NovelLib provides multiuser capabilities for Clipper
running on the Novell Network and requires Novell's
Netware 4.61 or higher.
PCnetLib is for use with
IBM's PC Network or lbken
Ring. MlinkLib works with
The Software Link's MultiLink Advanced or LAN Link.
3ComLib is for use with
3Com's EtherShare series.
OrchidLib works with Alloy
Computer Products' ATNX.
RTNX. or NTNX and AST's
PCnet.
All libraries share the
same syntax and can be
transported to another network wit~ few program
changes. according to the
company. The multiuser
libraries include a basic core
of functions that parallel the
record- and file-locking function of dBASE III Plus.
To use the libraries. you
must have the appropriate
network or multiuser system
and an IBM PC or compatible with approximate\~ l f0¥...
of free memory above the
Single-user program size.
The libraries cost $99 each.
Contact Communication
Horizons. 70 I Seventh Ave ..
Suite 900. New York. NY
10036. (212) 724-0150.
Inquiry 598.

Small Wonder.
Proof positive that good things
come in small packages is the
new 3.5-inch diskette.
I
And that's big news for anyone
who uses an appropriately configured IBM PC, PC/XT, Personal
Computer AT and the new IBM
PC Convertible.
Durable 3.5" diskettes, allow
you to carryover 350 standard
typed pages (720KB) in your shirt
pocket. That's twice as much
information as on a 5.25" (360KB)
diskette, in a much more rugged,
portable form .

1
The new 3.5" diskette stores up to twice
as much (720 KE) as a 5.25" (360KB)
diskette.

Now IBM PC use rs have th e option
of using programs and data in either
size, and the flexibility to work with
other membe rs of the IBM PC family
using 3.5" diskettes.

Translation Services.
The new IBM Pe rsonal Computer
3.5" External Diskette Drive provides
a vital bridge between your IBM PC
and 3.5" technology. This compact
unit makes it easy for you to share
information between
~
computers using 3.5"
diskettes and
5.25" diskettes.

The IBM PC 3.5"
External Diskette Drive
provides a cost-eJlective bridge
between 3.5" and 5.25" technology.

The new IBM PC Convertible is a fi

The IBM Personal Computer 3.5"
External Diskette Drive comes in
two models, one for th e IBM Personal
Computer AT and one for the IBM
PC, PClXT or IBM PC Convertible.
Information and applications can
be shared* between 3.5" diskette
drive machines and an IBM PC
running DOS 3.2 with the IBM
Personal Computer 3.5" External
Diskette Drive attached.
Transferring tiles and programs
between 3.5" and 5.25" diskettes is as
easy as making a backup copy of a
diskette. So, you can very quickly have
a " data base to go" for your IBM PC
Convertible. Or; a week's worth of
sales call information in a ready-to-use
form for your secretary wh en you
return.

Print Evolution.
Th e new IBM Proprinter XL is
es pecially designed to make life easier
for those who work with accounting
applications. Its wide ca rriage design
and switchabl e printing speeds of up
to 200cps are pe rfectly suited for
spreadsheet applications.
Th e IBM Proprinte r XL also
features an easy-to-use front operator
panel that lets you choose from the
XVs extensive menu of features, even
if you have little or no programming
skills.
Plus, the new Proprinte r XL offers
a long list of standard, labor-saving
features to make many printing
jobs easier: easy printing of
singl e sheets and envelopes
without removing your
continuous form s pape r,
powe r-ass isted paper

loading, all-points-addressable graphics capabilities, near-letter-quality
printing (40cps), and emphasized text
printing (100cps). Plus, you can set
the printer in double high , double
wide or emphasized print through the
operator panel or through software.

Power To Go.
The new IBM PC Convertible can
play two powerful roles in any businessperson's life.
In the office, with an optional
IBM PC monochrome or color display
and adapter, th e PC Convertible
fills the bill as a space-saving
desktop Pc.
But wh en you're ready to hit th e
road or runway, just attach the high
quality, 80-column x 25-line detachable LCD display, and th e PC
Convertible is ready to travel, too.
Weighing in at a scant 12 pounds,
the IBM PC Convertible delive rs
full-size PC performance in a portabl e
computer with heavyweight features
including:
A full-function keyboard with fullsize keys and th e same center-tocenter key spacing as a standard IBM
PC keyboard.
A fast, very efficient 80C88 microprocessor with up to 10 hours of
non-stop computing power between
battery recharges (with average use).
Up to 512KB of use r storage
(through 128KB ex pansion cards
from a standard 256KB).
Dual 3.5" diskette drives supporting
720KB capacity 3.5" diskettes.
Additional IBM PC Convertible
features help ensure that work don e
on the road doesn't get lost in transit.

A review of the IBM Personal Computer Family. Vol. 3, No. 1

Welcome To Read Only.
Here's great news for IBM PC users.
rEM has ex panded its already
expansive PC produ ct line to bring
eve n more power and Il exibility to
your desktop.
I n this issue alon e you'll be reading
about new enhan ce me nts to th e
IBM PC/XT, the IBM Pe rsonal
Computer Al~® th e IBM PC Key board,
th e IBM Proprinter, th e Mainfram e
Communications Assistant, and
more.
And, as if that we ren't e nough,
IBM has also found time to expand
yo ur computing horizons even
more by introduc ing exciting new
PC products. Thi s iss ue of Read Only
will tell you about th e new IBM PC

Convertible, new 3.5" diskettes, th e
new IBM PC 3.5" External Diskette
Drive, and two new accounting
software packages.

HARDWARE NEWS
The Right Touch .
To make it easier than eve r to work
at an IBM PC/XT or Personal
Computer AT, IBM has introdu ced
th e n ew IBM Enhanced Personal
Computer Keyboard (shown below).

Two Ctrl and Alt
keys for ambidextrous access.
Isolated Escape key
to help reduce
keying eITO.·S.

Enlarged Tab and
Caps Lock keys.

Twelve Fu.ncti,on
keys in new positiontwo additional
Function keys provide added fl exibility
in host access 01·
communications
applications.

IBM redes ign ed its classic
keyboard to better meet th e needs
of PC users, office system users, as
well as use rs who communicate with
large r computers.
To accomplish this, IBM includ ed
se parate cursor and scree n control
keys, making it easier for users to
dedicate th e numeric key pad to
numeric input when working with
numbe r-intense appli cations. Plus,
th e key pad ca n still be used for
cursor and screen control when not
in the num/lock mod e.
IBM al so increased th e numbe r
of function keys from ten to twelve,
arranged across the top of the
keyboard. This gives use rs two
additional keys for increased
automatic operation.
Al! to enhance the productivity of
those who work with words, numbers
or a host of oth er applications.

EnlargL-d Bac/f1lpace
and Shift keys.

Dedicated Fu.nction
Control keys for
frequently used
r-- - - -- - - functions.
Dedicated Numeric
Pad including Enter
key and four
Arithmetic Fu.nction
r-~-- keys for easy
numeric input.
Separate Screen
Control and
Cu.rsor keys for
faster, easier access.

The IBM Enhanced PC Keyboard
to help you be more productive,faster.

the IBM PC Local Area Network
program. Utilizing IBM Top View TM
and one of the IBM PC 3270 Emulation Programs to access mainframe
information and to execute PC
DOS and mainframe applications
concurrently.
And the best news of all is that
you can get all this increased
powe r without an
increased price.
wer PC that works wherever you do.

These optional features include:
An internal modem feature to let
you communicate with other
computers simply by plugging th e
PC Convertible into any standard
modular phone outlet.
The IBM PC Convertible Printer for
syste m batte ry powe red, near-I ette rquality printing anywhere.
Plus, the IBM PC Convertible can
come with a he lpful set of program~
to get you up and running on the
road to enhan ced productivity. Fast.

Planned For Growth.
It's a classic case of a very good
thing that just kee ps getting better.
fBM has now introduced the
enhanced PC/Xl' product family:
in creased fl ex ibility in storage,
memory and option configuration for
maximum produ ctivity today, and
11111'//.'1,111//11/11/11/ III

The new IBM PCIXT-enhanced po'wer
andflexibilityfor today. And tomorrow.

plenty of room to expa nd as your
business does.
Th e XT is now ava ilabl e with a 20mega byte hard fil e that can sto re up
to 10,000 pages of information.
There's also an easy, low cost way to
inc rease m emory to a full 64.0KB on
the system board without tying up
valuable ex pansion slots. And th e
Xl' now has 3.5/1 diskette capability,
utilizing the new fBM Personal
Computer 3.5/1 External Diskette Drive.
Plus, full IBM PC compatibility
means that no matte r which XT model
you choose, yo u ca n benefit from
th e extensive IBM Personal Computer
softwa re library.
The new IBM PC/XTs, because
one size should not have to lit all.

Power Play.
If YO ll thought you'd seen all th e
IBM Perso nal Computer AT has to
offer, think again.lwice.
IBM has in creased processo r speed
in two new mod els of th e IBM
Pe rsonal Computer AT by an impressive 33% (from 6mhz to 8mhz). So,
th ey' re sure to beco me yo ur fast
fri ends if you work with large sp readsheets and volumes of data.
Th e new mod els offer a sta ndard
30MB hard fil e and th e option to add
an additional 20MB or 30MB hard
fil e. That's a grand total of 60MB,
or approximately 30,000 pages of
word s and numbe rs.
Th ese two n ewco me rs are born
co mmuni ca tors: Sharing fil es with
other PC s from a variety of popular
software programs. Working as a
se rve r lor data storage and fil e
processing in an IBM PC LAN running

20MB

30MB

Now the IBM Personal Computer AT
offers a choice of h,ardfiles to meet
yo ur storage needs .

WHAT'S THE PROGRAM
Meet Your New Assistant.
Keeping the books for a small
business is a very big job. So, IBM
thought you could use a fri endly,
versatile, highly skilled assistant.
The new fBM Accounting Assistant
Se ries.
This complete se ries of automated
bookkee ping application programs
for small to medium size busin esses
ca n he lp cut any job down to size.
And, its modular design mea ns that
you ca n sta rt out with just th e programs you need today, th en ex pand
your se ri es as your busin ess grows.
Th e IBM Accounting Assistant
Series includ es six individual
editions: General Accounting,
Accoun ts Payable, Accounts Receivable and Billing, Payroll, Inve ntory

different peopl e at differe nt PC s
ca n work on th e sa me til e at the
sa me time.
And you always go furth er when
eve ryon e is working together.

The IBM Accounting Ass istant Series.
Big help for sm.all to medium size
businesses .

BRIEFS
The 3270 Em.ulation Program.s,

Control and Purchasing, and Job Cost
bidding software.
Plus, thanks to the IBM Accounting
Assistant Se ri es' use r-fri endl y attributes and easy-to-follow instru ctions,
you can start profiting from your
system from day one.

High-Powered Advice.
Perhaps your busin ess has progressed past th e need for basic
accounting software. The n you
should co nsid er getting powe rful,
sophisticated help: th e IBM
Business Advisor.
IBM Business Advisor PC accounting software takes integrated so ftware
to a new leve l of so phisti cation and
ease-of-use.
Business Advisor's sea ml ess
architecture allows function s from
each of its modules to play togeth e r:
Passage back and forth among th e
General Accounting, Accounts
Payable, Accounts Receivable, Payroll,
Inventory Control, Ord er Entry and
other applications is intuitive.
Menus guide you eas ily from one task
to another.
And wh e n you make a change
anywhere, consider it mad e everywh e re it applies. Automatically,
through Business Advisor's real-time
posting feature.
This Busin ess Advisor spea ks your
language, too. It uses business language
instead of accounting language,
and has over 80 easily customized
finan cial re port formats built in.
And you don't have to keep this all
to yourseli, beca use in an IBM LAN

Entry Level, Version 2 and Version 3,
give you an easy and inex pensive
way to attach yo ur IBM PC to your
host compute r:
Working at your IBM PC, standalone or in an IBM LAN, yo u can
now utilize th e loca l powe r and userfri endl y attributes of yo ur PC for
DOS applications, plus have access
to the vast memory, number-crunching
ca paciti es and ot.her produ ctivityenh ancing ca pabilities o f yo ur host
co mputer:
The Entry Level produ ct offers up
to 40% faster fil e transler between your

113M PC 3270 Emulation
Products call. pu.t your 113M PC or IBM
LAN in touch wi/.h the big tim.e.

PC and host co mpute r. A " 1-1ot Key"
for easy sw itchin g between host and
PC applications. Keyboard remapping
so you ca n always work in a familiar
keyboa rd format. And mu ch more.
Versions 2 and 3 ca n provide an
eco nomi ca l gateway which lets you

share the wea lth of host knowl edge
with the members of your IBM PC
Network or Token-Ring Network.
Versions 2 and 3 support th e new
PC DOS 3.2, 3.5" media, the IBM
Local Area Network program 1.]0,
a host of printe rs and the TopVi ew
l.l interface, for multitasking and
windowing ca pabilities.
All of whi ch adds up to added
produ ctivity for you and eve ryone
on your IBM Local Area Network
or token ring.
'Ib lind out more about the entire
famil y of 3270 PC Emulation
Programs, as well as a wide range of
other IBM connectivity hardwa re
and software, watch for the next

Read Only
Mainfram.e Com.m.unications
Assistant enhan cements includ e
3.5" media support and in creased
IBM PC famil y communi cations
ca pabilities.
The IBM PC Voice Com.m.unications Option spea ks for itseli. This
multifunction adapter ca rd ca n
allow yo ur IBM PC to recogni ze and
res pond to voice commands, spea k
text that appears on th e screen,
initiate and rece ive/record/playback
phon e calls, provide remote, ton e
push button phone access to your PC
(and host) , and transmit voice and
data simultaneously.
§: :~-=f~

Fo r more information on any of tlw
Personal Com pUler products discussed in th is issue of Rear! Only, see
you r Authorized IBM Pe rsonal Compute r De al er. Or, call 800-447-4700.
I n Alaska call 800-447-0890.
IBM and Pe r sonal Computer AT a re registe r ed
trad emarks of Int ernationaillusin css Machines
Corporation. PCI Xl' and Top View are trademarks
of Intcrnationaillusiness Machines Corporation.
*Ilclorc copying any software product, h e sure to
read, unde rstand and comply with the specific
software lice nse agreement a nd installat ion
ins tructions for that product.
© 1986 International Busin ess Machines Corpora tio n.
Litlle Tramp characler licensell hy Bubhles Inc .. 5.1\.
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EVENTS
MIDCON/86. Dallas. TX. Electronic Conventions Management Inc.. 8110 Airport Blvd ..
Los Angeles. CA 90045 . (800) 421-6816;
in California. (800) 262-4208 or (213)

772-2965 . September 9-11
ESC 86: SECOND EUROPEAN SIMULATION
CONGRESS. Antwerp. Belgium. The Society
for Computer Simulation. Po. Box 17900.
San Diego. CA 92117-7900. or Ghislain C.
Vansteenkiste. Professor of Engineering.
University of Ghent. Coupure Links 653.
B-9000 Ghent. Belgium . tel: 91-236961.
ext. 400; telex: 12754 RUGENT.

September 9-12
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING '86. Southampton
University. United Kingdom. BISL Conference Dept. (SE '86). The British Computer Society. 13 Mansfield St.. London
WIM OBP. United Kingdom. tel: 01 637
047L September 10-12
THE 39TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE ON
ENGINEERING IN MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY.
Baltimore. MD. The Alliance for Engineering in Medicine and Biology. IIO! Connecticut Ave. NW. Suite 700. Washington. DC
20036. (202) 857- 1199. September 13-16
EUROMICRO 86: l\vELFTH SYMPOSIUM ON
MICROPROCESSING AND MICROPROGRAMMING. Venice. Italy. Mrs. Chiquita SnippeMarlisa. pta TH 1\vente. Dept. INF. Room
A227. po. Box 217. 7500 AE Enschede.
The Netherlands. tel: (31) (5 3) 338799 ;
telex 44200 THES. September 15-18
FALL NATIONAL DESIGN ENGINEERING
SHOW & CONFERENCE. Jacob K. Javits Co nvention Center. New York. NY. Fall National DeSign Engineering Show. Cahners
Exposition Group. 999 Summer St.. Stamford. CT 06905 . (203) 964-0000.

September 16-18
THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL FORUM ON
MICRO-BASED CADD. Colorado State
University. Fort Collins. Co. Qffice of
Research. Development. and TI"aining.
Department of Industrial Sciences. Colorado State University. Fort Collins. Co.
80523. (303) 49 1-5278. September 17-19
CANADIAN HIGH TECHNOLOGY WEEK. Qttawa. Qntario. Canadian High Thchnology
Week. 2487 Kaladar Ave .. Suite 214. Qttawa. Qntario. Canada KIV 8B9. (61 3)

731-9850. September 21-27

CWBS
1986 NEBRASKA VIDEODISC SYMPOSIUM.
Lincoln. NE. Videodisc DeSign/Production
Group. KUQN:rvtUniversity of Nebraska.
po. Box 83111. Lincoln. NE 68501-3111.
(402) 472-3611. September 22-25
PDQS INTEREST GROUP CONFERENCE.
Garden Grove. CA. Eyring Research Institute Inc.. 1455 West 820 N. Provo. UT
84601. (801) 375-2434 . September 22-25
ULTRATECH '86. Long Beach . CA. Gregg
Balko. Society of Manufacturing Engineers.
Qne SME Dr.. po. Box 930. Dearborn. MI
48121. (313) 271-1500. September 22-25
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND ADVANCED
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE/ExHIBITION. Rhein-Main Halle. Wiesbaden.
West Germany. Tower Conference Management Co.. 331 West Wesley St..
Wheaton. IL 60187. (312) 668-8100. In
Europe. TCM Expositions Ltd .. Exchange
House. 33 Station Rd .. Liphook. Hampshire GU30 7DN . United Kingdom. tel: (44)
0428-724660; telex ' 859438 TOWER.
September 23-25
THE INTERNATIONAL VIDEOTEX INDUSTRY
EXPOSITION AND CONFERENCE. New York.
NY. Susan M . LeDonne. Cahners Expositio n Group. 999 Summer St.. Stamford. CT
06905. (203) 964-0000. September 23-25
ACC '86: 1986 AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER
CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITIONS. Melbourne. Australia . Peter Peterick. Riddell
Exhibition Promotions Pty. Ltd.. Riddell
House. 137-141 Burnley St.. Richmond.
Victoria 3121. Australia. September 23-26
INTEREX/HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPUTER
USERS CONFERENCE. Detroit. MI. Interex.
680 Almanone Ave.. Sunnyvale. CA 94086.
(408) 738-4848. September 29-Qctober 3
NORTHCON/86 ELECTRONIC SHOW AND
CONVENTION. Seattle. WA. Electronic Conventions Management Inc.. '811 0 Airport
Blvd.. Los Angeles. CA 90045 . (800)
421-6816; in California . (800) 262-4208 or
(213) 772-2965. September 30-Qctober 2

If you send notice of your organization's public
activities at least four months in advance. we
will publish them as space permits. Please send
them to BYTE (Events and Clubs). Qne
Phoenix Mill ume. Peterborough. NH 03458.

THE AMIGAN ApPRENTICE AND JOURNEYMAN. P.o. Box 411. Hatteras. NC 27943 . For
Amiga programmers.
NORTH AMERICAN AMIGA USERS GROUP
(NAAUG), Box 376. Lemont. PA 16851.
MACINTERESTED. Nashville Macintosh
Users Group. c/o Clark Thomas. 2305
Ellison Place #C5. Nashville. TN 37203.
(615) 327-1757 .
INDY ST COMPUTER CLUB. Box 2525. Indianapolis. IN 46206. (317) 898-9856.
AMIGA ATLANTA. Box 7724 . Atlanta. GA
30357. (404) 676-0384 or 676-0411 .
SPACE COAST AMIGA USERS GROUP. po.
Box 2098. Merritt Island. FL 32952 .
TORONTO ATARI FEDERATION. 5647 Yonge
St. # 1527. Willowdale. Qntario. Canada
M2M 4E9.
ThE SPACE COAST MACINTOSH MEETING
AND DRINKING SOCIETY (MACMAO), c/o
Jamie Cox. 2604 Lewis St.. Melbourne. FL
32901. (305) 723-7935 .
1ECHNOWGY UPDATE. Sensory Aids Foundation. 399 Sherman Ave. Suite 12 . Palo
Alto. CA 94306. (415) 329-0430. Thchnology for blind and partially sighted
people.

ApPLE PUGETSOUND PROGRAM LIBRARY
EXCHANGE. A .P.P.L.E . Co-op. 290
Southwest 43rd St.. Renton. WA 98055.
SNAP-N-SKETCH IMAGE PROCESSING USERS
GROUP. P.o. Box 9506. Berkeley. CA 94709.
(415) 841-7627 .
KCS COMPUCLUB. KCS Micro Computer
Services. 8 Reynolds Cr.. Belleville. Qntario.
Canada K8P 2W7 . (613) 966-8250.
GAVILAN USER GROUP. Robert Brown. 780
Manx Ave.. Campbell. CA 95008 . (408)
379-2774 .
MILWAUKEE AREA IBM PC USERS GROUP.
po. Box 2121. Milwaukee. WI 53201-2121.
BAHAMAS BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEM . Erik
Russell. P.o. Box N 1684. Nassau. Bahamas.
(809) 326-5630. For Commodore 64 and
128 users. _
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Conducted by Steve Ciarcia
A SHARP ApPLE

Dear Steve,
I am the owner of an Apple lie and a
Sharp PC-1350. I have learned that a
modem and/or R5-232C interface is now
available for the PC-1350 (perhaps for
other Sharp PC machines as well).
However. I have been unable to locate
information on how to hook my two computers together so they can communicate.
Do you have any suggestions? Also, do
you know of any users groups for Sharp
PC-series computers or of any publications devoted specifically to these
computers?
LARRY JONES

Manhattan Beach. CA
It would seem that the easiest approach to communication between your
Sharp and Apple machines would be
ASCII transfer through modems, Terminal
programs in both machines would ease
uploads and downloads and could allow
format changes in files, allowing, for instance, BASIC program transfer. As these
machines are widely dissimilar hardwarewise, this would seem to be the best way
to go.
I am uncertain of the availability of a
Sharp-specific publication or a users
group in your area. A Sharp dealer would
probably know of any such magazines.
As to users groups, you might contact

The Silicon Valley Computer SOciety

p.o. Box 60506
Sunnyvale, CA 94088
They might be able to advise you of clubs
in your area that are interested in Sharp
computers. You might also pick up a copy
of Computer Shopper (available at many
electronics and computer shops): they
have listings of users groups that are updated monthly.-Steve

8

OR

16?

Dear Steve,
As a relative newcomer to computer
hardware systems, I am somewhat perplexed to find a large number of 16-bit
computers that have only eight DRAM
chips on the main processor card. Included in this list are many of the newer
computers, like the Amiga and the Atari
50
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520ST. as well as the Cypher, which sports
a 68000 and a Z80-surely there must be
some way of accessing a 16-bit-wide RAM
bank with two reads or writes of the Z80
rather than slowing the 68000 down by
forcing it to increment the address after
each half-word.
For the benefit of any other tyro who
may be perplexed by the anomaly of a
"four-lane highway with a two-lane tollgate
at the end," could you please explain the
pros and cons of 8- versus 16-bit-wide
RAM in a 16-bit processor system?
I cannot imagine that price has anything
to do with it. since the Amiga and the
520ST are recently released machines,
and 2 56K-bit DRAMs are available for less
than $5 apiece.
Is it true that the NS32016 CPU has a
CP/M subset of its coding? Does this mean
that CP/M can be run directly on an
NS32016?

EPROMs. The first is pin count: 16 for
data I/O, I each for power and ground.
2 for chip select and output enable, then
7 or 8 for a multiplexed address add up
to 28 pins and a rather large (expensive)
package. The second is economics: IC
prices are determined in large part by
sales volume. A J6-bit-wide IC could be
used only in a 16-bit-wide system: an
8-bit-wide IC can be used in either a
16-bit or an 8-bit system. If you're a
manufacturer. you'll always choose to
produce a part that can be used in the
most systems,
As far as I knOw. the National Semiconductor 32000 family isn't compatible with
the Intel 8080 instruction set used by
CP/M computers. You may be thinking of
the new V20 processors from NEC that
are pin-compatible with Intel 8088 ICs
but can also emulate an 8080 when a
special mode is used. -Steve

CHRIS WENDT

Malvern, Victoria , Australia
There's a Simple trade-off that governs
whether or not a manufacturer will use
a full 16-bit interface for a computer: Will
the added performance add enough
sales to outweigh the cost of the added
hardware? As it turns out fetching two
bytes in sequence isn 't a severe penalty
with micros that are designed to use an
8-bit bus, so for most tasks the smaller
bus wins out. The trick is that the 808xand 680xx-class processors fetch instruction bytes before they're needed. whenever the bus isn't being used for anything
else. In most cases, the prefetching hardware can keep up with the instruction execution hardware with little performance
degradation.
Using both 16-bit and 8-bit processors
on the same bus has some interesting
consequences: If the memory is 16 bits
wide, you must read and write two bytes
at a time. How do you handle an 8-bit
processor writing only one byte? In effect the memory hardware must read
two bytes, change one of them, then
write them both back. Remember that a
16-bit memory can 't be accessed byte by
byte!
There are two reasons why you don't
see 16-bit-wide RAMs, ROMs, and
COPYRIGHT

SOLENOIDS

Dear Steve,
I am a graduate student in water resources engineering at Texas A&M University. We are currently modeling water
distribution networks (water supply system: pipes, elevated tanks, pumps, etc.)
with a program written in BASIC. We need
to be able to trigger electric solenoids to
turn pumps, valves, etc" on and off from
within the program. I haven't seen any
solenoid-driver software or hardware advertised that could be operated with the
(wntiirued)
IN ASK BYTE, Steve Ciarcia answers questions on
any area of microwmputing. Tne most representative
questions received eacn montn will be answered and
published. Do you have a nagging problem? Send
your inquiry to
Ask BYTE
c/o Steve Ciarcia

P.o. Box 582

Glastonbury, cr 06033
Due to the high wIume of inquiries. personal replies
cannot be given. All letters and pnotographs become
the property of steve Ciarcia and cannot be returned.
Be sure to include ''Ask BYTE" in the address.
The Ask BYTE staff includes manager Harv
Weiner and researchers Eric Albert. Bill Curlew. Ken
Davidson , Jeannette Dojan, Ion Elson. Roger lames.
Frank Kuechmann. Dave Lundberg. Edward Nisley.
Dick Sawyer. Andy Siska. and Robert Stek.
© 1986 STEVEN A. CIARCIA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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News about the Microsoft Language Family
Adding New Commands to Microsoft<!l QuickBASIC Version 2.00
The standard way to add sepawtely compiled modules to a BASIC program has been through the use of a linker,
but Microsoft QuickBASIC provides a second method as well. The Microsoft QuickBASIC BuildLib routine 'can be
used to add separately compiled 1l1odules to the BASIC runtime file. You can create a new runtime file that includes
software interrupt support by typing:
.
BUILDLlB USERLlB.OBJ, QB_BIOS.EXE;
This will create a new runtime file by the name QB_BIOS.EXE that can be used by Microsoft QuickBASIC
When you load Microsoft QuickBASIC, you must specify the new runtime file with the IL switch as follows:

QB/L QB_BIOS.EXE
. This allows Microsoft QuickBASIC to support separately compiled modules without requiring the LINK step.
Using the mouse in Microsoft QuickBASIC Version 2.00 Programs
The software interrupt routines that you just added to Microsoft QuickBASIC can be used to access the ROM BIOS
and DOS system service routines. These routines provide a range of mouse, keyboard, video, and DOS services that
were previously unavailable to BASIC programs. The following example lets you draw in high resolution graphics mode
with the mouse. The mouse driver (MOUSE. COM) must be installed before running this program.
DEHNT a -z
' everything is integer
SCREEN 2
'high resolution graphics
mO = 0: ml = 0: m2 = 0: m3 = 0: oldx = 0: oldy = 0
CALL mouse( mO, m!, m2, m3 )
,
'initialize mouse
mO= 1
'tum on mouse cursor
CALL mouse( mO, m1, m2, m3 )
mO=3
, exit when a key is pressed
WHILE inkey$ = ""
'read mouse position
CALL mouse( mO, ml, m2, m3 )
. 'if mouse button pressed
IF ml <> 0 THEN
, draw a line to mouse position
LINE(oldx,oldy )-( m2, m3 )
, save old position
oldx = m2: oldy = m3
END IF
WEND
END
Call the mouse interrupt driver
SUB mouse( mO, ml, m2, m3 ) STATIC
DIM regs( 7 )
regs( 0 ) = mO: regs( 1) = ml: regs( 2 ) = m2: regs( 3 ) = m3
CALL INT86( 51, VARPTR( regs( 0)), VARPTR( regs( 0)))
mO = regs( 0 ): ml = regs( 1 ): m2 = regs( 2 ): m3 = regs( 3 )
END SUB
In addition to lNT86, the userlib.obj module also contains the INT86X and PTR86 routines. The INT86X routine
should be used instead of INT86 when the system call requires segment registers, The PTR86 routine is used to convert
the addre~s of a large numeric array variable to a segment-offset value for use with INT86X. Access to the software
interrupts adds tremendous flexibility to BASIC programs. However, care should be taken since BASIC does no error
.
checking on interrupt calls.
For more information on the products and features discussed in
the newsletter,
write to: Microsoft Languages Newsletter
16011 NE 36th Way, Box 97017, Redmond, WA 98073-9717
Or phone:
.
(800) 426-9400. In Washington State and Alaska,
call (206) 882-8088. In Canada, call (416) 673-7638.
Microsoft is

:I

registered. trademark of Microsoft Co rporation.

Latest DOS ·Versions:
Microsoft C Compiler
Microsoft COBOL
Microsoft FORTRAN
Microsoft Macro Assembler
Microsoft Pascal
Microsoft QuickBASIC

Look for the Microsoft Languages Newsletter every month in this publication.

4.00
2.10

3.31
4.00

3.31
2.00

ASK BYTE

IBM PC or a compatible. It would be best
if we could operate the solenoids from
within BASIC. Can you offer any suggestions?
FRANK BELL

College Station, TX
Some boards available for the IBM PC
for control and instrumentation applications may satisfy your needs. These
generally won't drive solenoids directly
but can be buffered with transistors or
solid-state relays as appropriate. A couple of sources are
Analog Devices
p.o. Box 280
Norwood. MA 02062
(617) 329-4700
Burr-Brown
p.o. Box 11400
7l.icson , AZ 85734
(602) 746-l/l/

port to control your solenoids, if you can
get by with eight channels. The output
lines should be connected to latches or
flip-flops to hold the solenoids on. since
the printer ports are set up to output
short pulses. You could use one line to
signal the latches when to turn on or off
or use the flip-flop to alternately turn the
solenoid on or off each time it receives
a signal.
The method for doing this in BASIC is
to do LPRINT CHR$(n), where n is the
series sum (Xi * 2 'i) for i = 0 to 7 and Xi
is 0 or I, depending on whether solenoid
number i is to be turned on. For example, if solenoids 0 and 2 are to be
switched. you would send CHR$(1 *2 '0
+ 0*2'1 + 1*2'2 +0) or CHR$(5)
(binary OOOOOIO/).-Steve
BOOTING PROBLEMS

Metrabyte Corporation
440 Myles Standish Blvd.
Thunton, MA 02780
(617) 880-3000
It is also fairly simple to use a printer

Dear Steve,
1 recently purchased Orchid 1echnology's PCturbo 186 board and an AST
multifunction card for my IBM PC XTcompatible machine. When I boot the machine with both cards in it. I get a "bad
checksum" error from the PCturbo 186
board. The boards work fine on their own.

I have tried everything I can think of. including removing the game ports and
changing the direct memory access channel. Have you any idea what might be the
problem?
Also, why won't the 80186 work with the
8087 on the PC motherboard?
PERUEZ BHATHENA

Dammam, Saudi Arabia
I talked to Howard Pitchon at Orchid
Technology about your problem. He says
that the most likely cause is a conflict between the printer interrupt on the multifunction card and the interrupt used by
the PCturbo 186.
The PCturbo 186 board uses IRQ 7,
which is normally assigned to the printer.
There is little software on the market that
uses the printer interrupts, so you probably won't have any trouble if you disable
it. (And you 'll surely have none if you
don't have a printer connected to the
port!)
There may be a jumper on the multifunction card that disables IRQ 7. If not.
you will have to cut the trace that connects the circuitry to pin B21 on the
(wntinued)

AC/FORTRANTM
The most powerful FORTRAN 77 compiler. available for a personal computer,
AC/FORTRAN is a full feature , mainframe quality, ANSI FORTRAN 77 complier. It generates position independent,
directly executable native object code and includes: a full screen Debugger, Linker, Library manager, Runtime
Library, IEEE math, interface to C, VAX extensions and the ability to generate assembler source. There is no limitation on
code or data size; support for Complex numbers, Virtual arrays, and Overlays is provided. AC/FORTRAN requires only
46K of RAM, works with hard drives and is not copy protected. All of the following versions of AC/ FORTRAN are source compatible.
MacFortran V2.2
MacFortran/RL
MacFortran/020
Amiga
Amiga/020
Atari ST

HFS compatible. Includes full support for mouse, windows and toolbox. Distributed by Microsoft as MS
FORTRAN for Macintosh. $295
Replacement Hardware Runtime library for Mac Fortran eMS FORTRAN) V2.1 and laler. Version available
for NS32081 or the HyperDrive 2000 with Mc68881. $149
Professional Series: includes all the features of MacFortran (MS FORTRAN) PLUS full support for
68020/ 68881 upgrades such as Levco's Prodigy 4. $495
Includes full support and special documentation for ROM interface. $295
Professional Series: includes all the features of AC/ FORTRAN plus full support for CSA's 68020/ 68881
Turbo Amiga. $495
Includes full support and special documentation for GEM. Runs on all 520/ 1040 series machines. $19995
Telephone orders welcome
4268 N. Woodward , Royal Oak, MI 48072 USA
(31.1) 549-7111 Telex 235608

[ii]CC

~IS and Microsoft are trademarks of Microsoft Corp.: VAX is a trademark of lJigitti EqoipmeJ1l: MaCintosh is a trademark licensed to I~)pl e: Amiga is a tr.tdemark of
Comlllodore/ Amiga: Awi and ST are tmdemarks of Atari Co ~) . : Macfonran. MacFortran/ RI .. MacFortran/ lIl11. and AC/ FOR'lllAN are twit-marks of Ahsoft Co ~) .
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Inquiry 2

We have 1000's of

Software and

hardware items in stock. Shipments
on almost all items within 24 hours!

DATA
PRODUCTS

Call for programs
not listed

Technical & Other
Info. (602) 246-2222

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1-800-421-3135
FREE! UP TO $100 SOFTWARE FREE!
With eve ry purchase ove r $100.00 you can
select one of th e following MS / DOS
di skettes at no charge . Pl ease indicate
choice (s).
1. Blu eberry I - 54 basic utility program s
in cludes printer select, graphic gen erati on, etc . Retail value $10.
2. Blu eberry II - includ es a banner generator, a label maker and a checker game
(requires graphics card) . Retail value
$10.
3. Print Select program - Asse mbly languag e program to select different type
fo nt s, etc ., or make your printer functio n as a correctabl e typewriter - perfect
fo r envelopes, notes, etc . Adaptation
modules for popular printers included
and capabilit y to adapt an y printer.
Retail value $40.
4. Deposit Program Compiled DBase to
list and total cash , check, bank ca rd for
bank deposit and keeps history - Developed for our corporate use - Super Programl (source code available) . Retail
value $40.
Se lect an additional diskette for every
additional purchase of $150 or purchase
over $500 and receive all fourat no charge .

--DATA BASE MANAGERS--

Clipper .. ........ .. ... : .... . . .. . . . .. . $334
Cl o ut 2 ........... . .... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . 117
Condor III .. . .. .... . ....... . .. . . .. . .. .. 310
Fo x and Geller Qui ckcode .... ...•. . . .. 138
Fox and Gell er Qui ckre port ...... . ... . . 138
Knowledgem an II ..... .. . .. . ... .. . . ... . 285
Nutshell Filer . ... . . . ..... . . ..... . . . ..... 59
Powerbase 2. 2 . . .........•. . ..... ... ... 212
PFS: File .... . ........ . .. . .... . . .. . ... . . 78
Q&A .. . . . .......... . .. ... . . .. Call for price
RBase 5000 .. . .... . .. . ..... . .......... 247
Think Tan k .. . ..... . .. .. .. ... . . . ... ..... 92
Wo rdtec h DBase 3 co mpiler . . ....... ... 419

--WORD-PROCESSING-Easy (Mi cro Pro ) ........ . ..... . ... . . . . . 88
Lead in g Edge w/ Merge/Speli .. . ..... .. . . 75
Microsoft Word 3. 0 . . .. . ...... . .•.. .... Call
Multim ate 3. 31 ...... .. . . .. . ... . .. .. ... . Call
Multimate Ad vantage ...... .. .... . .. . .. Call
Peac htext 5000 . . . . .... . . .. ....... . .. . . 145
PF S: Write . .. ... ..... . ...... . . .•.. . . . . . 78
Vo lksw riter 3 .......... . ...•.... •. . . .. . 139
We bster Spell Ch ecker . . . .. . .. . . .. ..... . 37
Wo rd Perfect 4.1 . ... . . .... . . . ......... 195
Wo rdstar . . ... . ... .. . . ..... • .. . ........ 162
Wo rdstar Pro pac . . . . . .. ...... , .. . . . ... 233
Wo rdstar 2000 .... . ... . ....... . .. . .•.. , 233
Wo rdstar 2000+ ..... . .. .. ...... . . . . . , . . 278

--SPREADSHEETS- -

Microsoft Multipl an .... .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . 108
PF S: Pl an ...................... . ..... .. 78
Superca lc 4 .... . ....... .. . . . .. .. ... ... Call
VP Pl anner .. .. .......... . ... . .. . . .. .. .. 49

--ACCOUNTING-BPI Acco unts Pa yabl e .. . ... .. .. .. .. . .. 299
BPI Acco unt Rece ivabl e .. .. . . ..... .... 299
BPI Ge neral Acco untin g .....•. . •. . .... 299
BPI Payro ll .. . .. . . . . ...... . . . •. .. . . .. . . 299
Cy ma ... .. .... .. ..... . ... . ..... . . .... . Call
Doll ars and $ens e . . ..... . ...... . . ... . . . 94
To bias Ma naging Your Money .... .. . .. . . 94
TCS . Big Four equivalent of Peachtree
Series 4 - Speciall y augmented and custo mized fo r yo ur IBM PC Terminal and
Printer - GL, AR , PA , AP, CP/ M-80, CPI M86 fo r PC XT , DOS 1.1, 2.0.
Each Module $65 For All Four $249

--INTEGRATED--

Enabl e ...... ....... ...... .. ..... .. . .. . Call
Sma rt Soft ware . ..... .. . . .. . ...... , .... Call
No Charge for MasterCard or Visa

HARDWARE

- -TRANSFER PROGRAMS- Crosstal k XVI ......................... $89
Hayes Sm artco m II ... . .. ... ... . .... . ... 88
Mi crosoft Access .... ... ........ . •..... Call
Move- It .......... . ........... . ..... .. . . 79
Remote .................... . . . . • . ...... 89

--G RAPHICS-Chartm aster . . ..... . ....... . ....•...... 205
Energra phi cs 2.0 .................. .. . . 289
Fancy Fo nt ...... . ... . ...... ... . •. . . ... 129
Fo ntri x .. . . .. ............... . • . .•.. . . . .. 99
Free lance .. . . ... . .. . ....•.. .. . . ... . ... 197
Gra phwriter/ Combo ........ . . ......... 294
Mi crosoft Bu s Mouse ........•.. . .... .. 107
Microsoft Fl ight Simu lato r .....• ... ..... 28
PC Mouse W/ DR Halo II . .. . ...• .... . . . 106
Prin tshop ......... . ..... . ...... . .. . .... 33
Sign mas ter .... . ...... .. . . ........... . . 134

INCREDIBLE VALUE!
Nati onall y adve rtised boa rd s fo r IBM PC
and most compatibl es at g iveaway prices .
1 year warranty
Key board s (si milar to 5151) . . . . .. ... $89
Mo noc hro me Boa rd w/ Printer Port.. $79
Graphi c Boa rd with parallel po rt
(s imil ar to Herc ul es Graphi cs) . .. . $85
Ex pansi o n Board 0 to 576 K . . . . . . .. . . $42
Multifuncti o n Boa rd w / g a me po rt
(s imilar to AST Six Pack) . . . . . ..... $99
Fo ur Dri ve Flopp y Contro ller ..... . .. $45
Co lor Card with out printer po rt . . . .. . $79
Co lo r Ca rd wi th printer po rt . . . . . . .. $89
MULTITECH Turbo IBM Compatible Co mputer 256K, dual drives, 8MHZ, Portsparallel,-serial-clock, 5151 type
keyboard , graphics boa rd (similar
to Hercules), mono mo nitor, DOS 3.1
6 month nation al (TRW) warranty .. Call

--LAN GUAGES- Lattice C Co mpil er 3.0 ..... . . . . .. . . .... Call
Run C Profess io nal . . .................. 135
Mi cros oft C Compil er ............ . . . . . . 219
Mi cro soft Fo rt ra n ... . ... .. . .. . .. .••.... 195
Mi croso ft Macro As sembl er ............. 84
Mi crosoft Pasca l Co mpiler ........ .. . . . 166
Mi crosoft Qui ck Basic .. . . . .. . ...•... . .. 55

--UTILITIES-Carb on Copy .............. . .. .' ... ... . . 115
Copy II PC .. . ...... . . ...... . ... ... ..... 19
Co py II PC Boa rd . .. ................... 79
Co pyw right . . ........•.•.. . . . . ..... .. .. 42 '
Desqview ........... , . . . ..... . .. . . .. ... 59
Direct Access . . ........•.. . .. •..•.. •. . . 59
Fastback .... . . . .. . .. . . . . .. •.. . .. . .... .. 85
Mi crosoft Wind ows .....•..•. . ... . ...... 56
No rton Utilities 3.1 ........ . .. .. .. ...... 49
PC Too ls . . .... . .... . .• . . . .... . .. • .. . ... 19
Prokey 4. 0 .............. . .. . ... ....... . 72
Superkey ........ . .... .. . . ....... . ..... 39

--PROJECT MANAGEMENT- Mi cro soft Project . . .... . .... . .......... 219
Super Project Plus ... . .... . . . ... . .. . .. . Call

HARDWARE
--HARD DRIVES-Bern o ulli 20 MB \', hI. wl Co ntroll er .. .. 2077
Fil ecard 20 MB ........ . . . . ....... ... .. 555
Seag ate 20 MB Intern al wlCo ntro ll er .. . 399
Seagate 30 MB w/ Co ntroll er . ... . ...... 479

u.s. Robotics Couri er 2400 . . . . .... .. . $359
U.S. Robotics Password 1200 . ..... . ... Call

--RAM-64K 150NS Chips (Japan - Set of 9) .. $10.50
256K Ram Chips (Set of 9) .. .. . ... ..... . 27

--BOARDS-AST Ad vantage . ... .. ...... . .. . .. . . . ... 329
AST Si x pack (384K) ............. . ..... Call
Herc ules Color Card .. . ....... .. . . ..... 145
Hercul es GraphiCS Card ......' . .... . .. . 299
J RAM II I (Tall Tree) ..... . . . ... . .. . .... Call
J RAM III AT (Tall Tree) ............ . .. Call
J Lazer (Tall Tree) . ............ . . . . ... . Call
Parad ise Five Pak .. .... . .. .. .. ... . ... . . 99
Parad ise Modular Graphics Card ... . ... 249
Quadram Board with Parl Ser
and Game Po rt .... . ..... .. ... .. ... 199
Quadcolor I .. . .. . . .. .. .... . . . . ........ 185
Sigm a Ma ximizer Multifun ction . . . . . . . . . 149
STB Chauffeur Board . ....... . .. . .... .. 249
STB EGA Plus ............... . . ....... call
STB MOnO Board .... . . ...... ..... . .... 155
AB Parallel Print Switc h w/ cables . . . . ... 75
Mini Micro Parallel Print Buffer .... . ..... 69
IBM 135 Watt power Supply . . . . ........ . 59

--COMPUTERS-Coro na PC .. . ...................... ... Call
Sperry

PC

Mono

256K

Dual

Drive

S~ri.~I . ~~r~ ,. ~IOC.k , . ~S~~.O~. 2:1.1 .... Call
ABBOTT TURBO PC
IBM Compatible Computer , 4.77 MHZ or
7.47 MHZ, AT style keyboard, 640K, dual
drive, 135 watt power supply . . . . . . . . 620
or with 20 MB Seagate Harddrive . . 975
6 month limited warranty
Sharp Portable ............... . . , .. . . .. Call

--PRINTERS--

CIT IZEN
MSP-10 . . .... .. ... .. ........ . .. .... ... 285
MSP-15 . . .. . .... . .. .. ........ . ....... . 385
MSP-20 .. . . . .. . .. . .. . ...... . ...•...... 325
Citizen 120D ....... . ...... .... .. .... .. 185
Premiere 35 Daisywh eel .. . .... . •.... . . 469
CANNON Laser ... .... . ... . . .. . . . ... . 1939
EPSON - Calion all models
NEC
8850 . . ....... . .. . .............. . . . .. . 1098
P5 Parallel . . .. .. . ..... .....•... . ... .. . 970
P5 XL .. .... ........ .. ................ 101/8
Elf 360 .. ..... . .... . . .. . . .. .... . .. . .... 398
OKIDATA - Call on all models
PANASONIC
1091 .. . . . ..... ... . . ... . ...... .. .... . .. 235
1092 . .. ... . . ... . ...................... 299
1592 ..... . . .. ..... . ............... .. .. 435
KXP3151' . . .. . .. . .. . . .. ..... .. .... .. ... 399
STAR MICRONICS - Call for prices
TOSHIBA.
P351 . . . .. ... . . . . . ..... . . .. . . .. . ....... 969
P341 . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . .. ... . .. ... .. .. . . .. 768

--MONITORS-AMDEK ........ ... . . . ........ Call for price
Multit ech RGB ....... .. . ... . . ......... 259
NEG Multi Sync .. . .. ... . . . . . .. .. . . ... . 544
Sam sung TTL ... . ..... . ... . ....... ... .. 72
Taxa n 121 Green ..... . . ..•..•....... . . Call
Taxa n 122 Amber .... . .. ..... .. . . ...... Call
Princeton Max 12 .. .. .. ................ 159

--MODEMS--

Hayes 1200 .. ... .. .... . . . .. . .. . .•. . ... Call
Hayes 1200B w/Soft wa re ....... . ..... .. Call
Hayes 2400 ... .. ........ . .... . ........ 599

TEAMS: Add 3% fo r C. O.D. ord ers . Sh ipping on mosl soft·
ware is 85.00. AZ orders +6.7% sales lax . Personal check ·
all ow fourleen (14) days 10 clear. Pri ces are subjec t to
change . We acce pt purchase ord ers fro m auth ori zed com pan ies. All return s are subjec t to a res tock lee. We do not
gua rantee compa ti bility.

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1-800-421-3135

WAREHOUSE DATA PRODUCTS

Hours 7 A.M. 10 5:30 P.M. M.S.T.· Mon. thru Fri.
Saturday 10:00 A.M. 10 3:00 P.M.

2701 West Glendale Ave . • Phoenix, AZ 85051
Inquiry 367
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card's edge connector. First try the
jumper. then resort to surgery if it still
fails.
To locate B21, lay the multifunction
card down with the ICs underneath (the
solder traces on top) and the edge connector pointing toward you. Count edgeconnector contacts starting from BI on
the left near the mounting bracket: pin
B21 is the twenty-first contact. Use a
sharp knife or an awl to scrape a gap into the printed circuit trace coming from

the pin; be careful not to damage any
other traces, but be sure to cut through
completely.
I doubt that the DMA channel is a
problem, but you should try both allowed
settings to see what happens. Start with
the default of direct memory access
channel 3 after you modify the multifunction card. Remember that you have to tell
the software which DMA channel is being used. The details for that are in the
instructions, and I suspect that you 're

We Beat

TheS

s.

Display Telecommunications Corporation was named Best
Small Business Exporter in Texas for 1986 because we offer the
best IBM® PC clone available. We offer state-of-the-art
components and our service reps are always accessible to
answer your questions. Beat the systems with DTe.

already familiar with them.
Howard also mentions that game
adapters have given some trouble in the
past. so you may want to remove that option if you can. When you get things
working without it, you can try installing
it again to see if it contributed to the
troubles.
The PCturbo 186 board does not use
any of the PC's RAM space, so removing
RAM chips won't solve any of the problems. Do make sure that you've got the
multifunction card's switches set to indicate the starting address at 256K bytes
and six installed banks with a length of
384K bytes when you reinstall the RAM
chips.
The reason that the 80186 on the
PCturbo 186 board can't use the 8087 on
the PC's system board is, sad to say.
because the PC wasn't designed to have
a complete computer system on an I/O
card! The original IBM PC was intended
to have the "computer" part (the 8088
and 8087) on the system board and the
"I/O" part (printer ports and the like) on
the cards. IBM didn't indude the circuitry
that would allow the PCturbo 186 board
to connect to the 8087, so you won't get
any benefit from an 8087 when you're
running the PCturbo 186 board.
If your programs in dude 8087 support.
you might want to find out which version
is faster: 8087 running on the PC or
non-8087 running on the PCturbo 186
board. The results may be surprising!
-Steve
COMPUTER GENERATIONS

MEGA-BOARD-XT'"
The Industry Standard

MEGA-BOARD-ATTM
80286 CPU

MEGA-NETTM
Token-Passing Ring LAN • IBM
NETBIOS Compatllbe

MEGA-KITTM

MULTIPLE INPUT /
DUAL OUTPUT
SWITCHING BUFFER
4 Computers In-2 Printers
Out· Automatically routes
Computer to Printer. Internal Buffering 64K or 256K

BIOS licensing.

RICHARD WILLIS

I. Electromechanical calculators
2. Vacuum tube computers (mid I 940s to
late 1950s)
3. Transistor computers (early 1960s to
mid 1960s)
4. Integrated circuit computers (late
1960s to mid 1980s)
5. VLSI computers (mid 1980s onward)

J

POWER SUPPLY
IBM is a registered trademark of
International Business Machines
Corporation.

Palma de Mallorca, Spain

It all depends on how you count, but
the first five computer hardware generations seem to be

59.95
299.95
69.95
775.00
29.95
89.95
399.00

MEGA-CASE'"
Flip Top (requires a power
supply with a switch in the
rear)

BARE-BONES
MEGA-KIT'"
Same as Mega-Kit but without floppy Disk or Controller

OEM QUANTITY PRICING
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
XT Bare Board
XT Assembled 256K
Mega-Case
Mega-Kit
DTC-2 BIOS
Power Supply
Switching Buffer

Motherboard 256K • Case.
130W Power Supply. (2) V.
Height Floppy Disk Drives
with Controller. Keyboard

Dear Steve,
What were the first five generations of
computers, and what would you imagine
might be the next five?
What role do you see virtual devices
playing throughout these generations?

130 Watt· Rear Power
Switch

Display Telecommunications Corporation

The popular use of the term "Fifth
Generation Computers" comes from the
Japanese effort to produce machines that
are much easier to use and capable of

8445 Freeport Parkway • Suite 445 • Irving, TX 75063
1-800-227-8383 • For Technical Calls Only: 1-214-929-1382
TELEX 5106000176 DTC UD

(contillu ed)
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"Information Is The Next Frontier"
Michael B. Shane

Chairman, Leading Edge World Trade, Inc .
and Leading Edge Products, Inc.

ACCESS
ModeJ"D"'"

INFORMATION*
ModeJ "L""'Modem
IIIIIIIIIIIIIJ/I/1111)11I

~

\1 \ II()" Inion

nformation Info
''I;H)R.\1ATION
1<.\1 \ 11{)'\ Ill/um '
""f" .. ......,~tinn Inf,.

$1345.00
The Leading Edge Model " 0 "
comes complete with more standard features than most others list
as options. It's IBM@-compatible,
it comes with a 15-month warranty
and when configured with a single
drive is priced at $1345.00. A dual
disk-drive version and a 30MB
Fixed-drive version of the Model
" 0" are also available.

$149.95
The Leading Edge Model " L"
Series 1200B Modem fits in full
or half-size slots of the Leading
Edge Model " 0 '''" " M "'" and
"MH":" the IBM PC,AT,and IBM
compatibles. It's Hayes@-compatible, yet at $149,95 is priced at
about a third the price of Hayes '
equivalent.

Electronic data bases like the
Source SM , CompuServe SM, and
2,500 others, give you instant
access to information on just
about every topic under the sun.
(Access charges vary.)

If you were to buy a Leading Edge® Model "D"TM Personal Computer and plug into it a
Leading Edge ® Model "L" Series™ Modem, you 'd have created one of the most powerful
information gathering and processing tools ever to sit on a desktop - for $1495.
How Powerful?
Think about instant access to current and historical financial quotes, up-to-the-minute
news on all topics, detailed statistics on companies, industries, or even the entire economy.
Think about instant access to information on topics like medicine, law, finance, real estate,
politics, farming, and automotive repair - to name only a few.
Think about having immediate access to documented information on every subject from
astrology to zoology.
Just think about what you could do with all that information; think of how profoundly it
could improve your life.
Now, stop thinking about it and caI/1-800-USA-LEAD for more information and a Leading
Edge Dealer near you. For our Fortune Fleet Division, call1-800-4S7-7286.

* To obtain a copy of the Leading Edge Corporate Philosophy on Information, please write to this address.
Leading Edge Hardware Products, Inc.
225 Turnpike Street
Canton, MA 02021
In MA, (617) 828-8150. Fortune Fleet Division (617) 769-8050

LEADING EDGE ®

Inq uiry 197
Leading Edge and Logo are registered trademarks of Leading Edge Products , Inc. Model " D", " M" , M·H, Model "L" Seri es, and Information System are trademarks of
Leading Edge Products, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of Int ern ational Busines s Machines Corporatio n. Hayes is a registered trademark of Hayes Microcomputer
Products, Inc. The Source is a service mark of Source Telemarketing Corporation , a subsidiary of the Readers Digest, Inc. CompuServe is a service mark of CompuServe
Inform ation Services. Inc.

3 paper feeding controls,
plus paper-saving
push/pull tractor feed.

Diagnostic self-test
signals errors with
flashes and heeps.

Go off-line to change
type styles and modes
without lengthy
software commands.

12 pushhuttons
to control printing
functions.

This could be the most intelligent
group of buttons ever assembled.
You'll find them on the front of
every Alps Dot Matrix
Printer. And you'll
use them to do
/
something most
ALPS nnl(>f
printers can't.
Everything.
lust push a
button on our front panel. You can
change type styles and print modes,

Lets you feed paper
line-hy-line, hy 1/216-inch
in crements, or continuously

load paper automatically, reprint data
stored in the print buffer, even override your software to do things it can't.
All while using your
PC for other work
at hand.
But of course,
Alps printers are
more than a bunch
of buttons.
They're fast. The new P2100™ prints
drafts at an amazing 400 cps, the

•

Clears prin t buffer
of data without
printing it.

17 LEDs indicate
fun ctions in operation.

Choose three
almost amazing
P2000 speeds:
250 cps draft,
125 cps memo,
or 50 cps letter
quality Price: $995.

Automatically reprints data
stored in print buffer
(4K expandable to 256K).

S elect font cartridges,
printin g modes, print
pitches and spacing
quickly and easily

P2000™ at an almost amazing 250 cps.
They're versatile. They print
everything from letters and graphs
to six-part forms and 16-inch-wide
spreadsheets. And they run with all
the most popular PCs and software.
Best of all, they're reliable.
Because Alps printers are among the
most solidly built at any price. In fact,
with normal care, they'll run five
years or more without a breakdown.
And their precision-engineered print-

Choose three amazing
P2100 speeds: 400 cps
draft, 200 cps memo,
or 80 cps letter quality
Price: $1595.

head will deliver over 200 million
characters of superb output.
So don't just get a printer that does
a lot of work. Get one that doesn't
interfere with yours.

An Alps.
For our brochure and name of our
nearest dealer, call (800) 828-ALPS. In
CA, (800) 257-7872.
We'll show you
how to push all the
right buttons.
AMERICA

ALPS

ASK BYTE

handling much more difficult problems
than the current generation. It's not clear
how software generations should be
counted. but this list seems reasonable:
I. Machine language binary programs
(not even assembly language!)
2. Assembly language programs
3. FORTRAN, ALGOL, and similar highlevel languages
4. Application-specific languages and
simple Al
5. Programs capable of reasoning in the
real world
Particularly with respect to the hardware generations, it seems that each one
took us quite by surprise. So beyond
speculating on the likelihood of bioelectronics and three-dimensional circuitry,
fm willing to be surprised like everyone
else. One thing is certain, though: The
software is the hardest part of the job!
I don't think that virtual devices are
related to particular computer generations. A virtual device is simply a subprogram that translates a standardized
I/O device command set into the specific
commands required by a particular I/O
device. For example, a virtual device interface to two different graphics displays
would allow a single program to run unchanged on either one: Only the virtual
device code would be changed. -Steve

Let Lab BossT
M
turn
your IBM PC into a powerful
instrument controller.
ou can spend thousands of dollars
for a dedicated instrument controller.
Or a few hundred for a controller
that's dedicated to you and your IBM Pc.
Lab BossTM from National Instruments puts you and your IBM PC (or
compatible) firmly in charge of GPIB
instruments. From sophisticated laboratory equipment. like digitizing
oscilloscopes and spectrometers,
to standard printers, plotters,
tape drives and more.
At data transfer speeds

Yi

that are the highest in the industry.
And Lab Boss products offer a direct
data link from your measuring equipment
to a full range of analysis software, including RS/l, Lotus 1-2-3, and Symphony. So
you can easily report your findings on
the same system you used for
instrument control. data acquisition and analysis. Try that
on a dedicated controller l
So - you want to be the
boss? Call National Instruments. 800/531-4742.

CIRCUIT CELLAR
FEEDBACK
PROGRAM CONVERSION

Dea r Steve.
I built the scrolling alphanumeric display
you described in the April 1984 Ci rcuit
Cellar. and it worked great using the Z8
boa rd. However. I no longer have use of
the Z8 board . I do. however. have an
Apple II computer at my d isposa l. I was
wondering if it is at all possi ble to convert
the Z8-BASIC system controller assembly
language instructi ons for use by th e 6 502
microprocessor on th e Apple II .
If you could prov ide me with some help
in converting these programs. I would be
mo re th an grateful.
JAV IER P EL AYO

Los Angeles, CA
The Z8671 microprocessor used in the
Z8 controller and the 6502 used in the

.......~ NATIONAL

Apple II have completely different architectures and instruction sets. Because of
this, a one-to-one translation of the
assembly language source listing is im-

_INSTRUMENTS

r

12109 Technology Blvd.
Austin. TX 78727 51 2/250-9119

(co ntinued)
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Those who insist on Ccompiler performance
are very big on Mark Williams.
And the compiler is just part of our total CProgramming System.
",~

~<-:,

tt

These and other powerful

~ &~ utilities now illc/tltled in the C

#-

Programming System:
• make: compiles only what's necessary
from multiple modules, a powerful programming discipline
difT: identifies differences between two /1Ies
014: macroprocessor expression editing
and substitution
egrep: extended pattern search
MicroEMACS: full screen editor with source

~~
•
•
•
•

COMPILER nATURES
• Runs under MS-DOS
• Full Kernighan & Ritchie C with recent
extensions including void and en urn
• Register variables for fast , compact code
• Full UNIXTM compatibility and coml>lete
libraries
• 8087 Support
• One-step compiling
• English error messages
• ROMabie code
• Large and small memory models
• MS-DOS linker compatibility
• (.jnker, assembler, archiver
• Extensive third party library support
csd C SOURCE DEBUGGER
• Debugs at C source level without assembly
language
• Separate evaluation, source, program and
history windows
• Can execute any C expression
• Capabilities of a C interpreter, but runs in
real time
• Sct trace points on any statement or variable
© 1985 Mark Williams Company
UNIX is a registered trademark ofBclll.abs.
Inquiry 21 8

Mark Williams' C compiler has earned a place
in some very big companies for some very good reasons:
it proves the benchmarks right with the speed, code
density, consistent performance and expert support
required in professional development environments.
But a total development tool shouldn't stop with
compiling. Or go on and on with extras that add up and up.
Only Mark Williams' C Programming Systems
includes the csd C Source Debugger with true source
level debugging to speed your programming job.
And only Mark Williams' new 3.0 version includes
utilities like "make" to make quick work of even the
largest projects.
From source code to final product, only one takes
you all the way: Mark Williams' C Programming System.
All for only $495. Ask about our 60-day money back
guarantee when you call
1-800-692-1700 to order today."
Mark
You'll be big on the total C
Williams
Company
Programming system from
1430 West Wrightwood
Mark Williams, too.
Chicago, Illinois 60614
'In Illinois call 31 2-472-6659.
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Accidental File Erasure
Can Be Fatal.

I

t's no secret. Thousands of business
and home users have turned to
existing file recovery programs
to "save their posteriors"
when a file has been
erased by accidentand met disaster!
After-the-fact
procedures just
can't assure success
every time _ Final\y, there
is a revolutionary new file
recovery system which can
do the job, SafetyNet· from

Westlake Data. When you erase
a file, it disappears from your
directory but not from your
grasp. Your data is safe
and secure, ready to
be recovered whenever you desire.
The recovery of
your file is assured
regardless of the time
span between erasure
and recovery! This unique
approach sets a new industry
standard for file recovery programs.

SafetyNet'"
catches your file erasure mistakes
SajetyNet's Unjormat feature
restores a Hard Disk that has lost
data through the DOS "FORMAT"
command with only 5 keystrokes!
We recover everything including the
Root Directory and no renaming of
sub-directories!

SafetyNet™
From The Creators of PalhMi1/der"
Revolutionary New File Recovery System
For the IBM PC and Compatibles

DON'T BOOT UP WITHOUT US!

NOT COPY
PROTECTED

Contact your dealer or call
(800) 628-2828 ext. 555
~~=__~_=__j== _'=-_-~_-

_--==

_=~ :_=;.:__
--==--====

P.O. Box 1711
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(512) 474-4666

Sather, james. Understanding the Apple
I( (Quality Software, 1983)
Gayler, Winston D. The Apple I( Circuit
Description (Howard W Sams, 1983)
Several good Apple /I and 6502 assembly language programming books are
available. These can provide the information you need to create your program.
7Wo of these books are

Leventhal, Lance. Assembly Language
Programming: 6502 (Osborne/McGrawHill, 1979)
-Steve

even before you do!

plus $5 shipping
and handling

possible. With some 6502 assembly language experience, it should be possible
for you to create a program for the Apple
that will permit it to control the scrolling
display. You need three output bits: data,
clock and clear. It would be easy to use
the "annunciator" outputs on the Apple's
game controller socket for this purpose.
The following are some books that give
full explanations of the workings of the
annunciators:

De jong, Marvin L. Apple I( Assembly
Language (Howard W. Sams, 1982)

FOR FLOPPY AND HARD DISK SYSTEMS

You don't lose data every day . But
when you do, you want it backand you want it back NOW. With
SajetyNet'" three easy steps lead
to INSTANT FILE RECOVERY:
1) Type "SN" at the:;:> prompt,
2) Select the files you wish recovered
by highlighting the file and pressing
the "space bar", and 3) Press the
"Enter" key . That's al\ you need to
do!! Your data wil\ be back at your
finger tips in seconds!

CIARCIA FEEDBACK

tiOdgk;m

PEOPLE DETECTION
Dear Steve,
I want to improve a home-lighting control system I installed in 1980. One of my
requirements is to control the level of
lighting in one of our rooms.
I currently use six reflector spots at
regular intervals around the walls to give
plenty of light where it's required. At
about half power. the lamps give adequate
illumination for background purposes. but
for reading you need to bring the lamp
closest to where you are sitting to full
power.
My problem is correctly detecting the
location of a person . Movement detection
would have to be very sensitive if you are
sitting still reading. Similarly. body heat
detection would also need careful calibration to avoid permanently illuminating a
radiator. Also. any scanning system would
have to be quiet in operation. since the
whir of a rotating scanner would be most
annoying.
I have even considered installing floorpressure switches under the carpet. If you
have any suggestions. 1would be pleased
to hear them .
RODERICK SPARKSFIELD

Sandy, Bedfordshire, United Kingdom

President

[==[=§~ ~~=~=~~ ~=A: ~ I~=~t~
Austin, Texas 78767
Inquiry 375

One of the best methods for detecting
people in a room is to use infrared motion detectors. These are commonly used
lcontinued)

Now the biggest name
in C co~ilers comes in a size
everybody can afford.
Let's C:M
$75
Introducing Mark Wtlliams' $75 C compiler. Want to explore C programming for the first time? Or just
on your own time? Now you can do it in a big way without spending that way. With Lets C.
1his is no little beginners model. Lets C is a powerful programming tool, packed with all the
essentials of the famous Mark Wtlliams C Programming System. The one chosen by Intel, DEC, Wang
and thousands of professional programmers. The one that wins the
Mark Williams Let's C
benchmarks and the reviewers' praise:
• For the IBM-PC and
MS-DOS
• Fast compact code plus
register variables
• Full Kernighan & Ritchie C
and extensions
• Full UNIX'" compatibility
and complete libraries
• Small memory model
• Many powerful utilities
including linker,
assembler, archiver, cc
one-step compiling, egrep,
pr, tail, wc
• MicroEMACS full screen
editor with source
• Supported by dozens of
third party libraries
• Upgradeable to C
Programming System for
large scale applications
development
Let's C Benchmark Done on
an IBM-PC/XT, no 8087.
Program: Floating Point
from BYTE, August, 1983.
Exec Time in Seconds
Let's C
134.20
MS 3.0
347.45

@ 1985 Mark Williams

"Let's C is a thoroughly professional C environment loaded with tools and
programming utilities. It is also another fine Mark Williams Co. product."
-Christopher Skelly, Computer Language Magazine, Feb. 1986

And now for more big news. Get our revolutionary csd C Source
Debugger for just $75, too.
Use this coupon or charge by calling toll-free:
You can breeze through
1-800-MWC-1700. In Ill. call 312-472-6659.
debugging at the C source
ORDER NOW! 60-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
level ignoring clunky
assembler code.
Mark Wtlliams Let's C
Affordable, powerful,
Please send me:
_ _ copies of Let!; C and _
copies of csd (C Source Debugger)
debuggable.
Mark Williams
at $75 each. (lU. residents add 7% sales tme)
Lets
C
is
the
big name C
o Check 0 Money Order 0 VISa, MasterCard o r
American Express
compiler at a price you can
N=c _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
handle. Get your hands on
it now.
Mmess, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip _ __
Card # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. Date _ _ _ _ __
BY096
SignanIrc _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_

UNIX isa trademark ofBcll ....1.bs.

.:~~~ms
Company
1430 West Wrightwood
Chicago, Illinois 60614
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Amazing New Advancements for an Old Friend.
ZBasie Is an incredibly advanced and
powerful BASIC-but-it's still the old BASIC

~~~~i~:~~n~"::o~~:: :~~~~I~:drr:;~~~~~, lei
ZBBSlc put your programs inlo IIght·speed, nowl
(II you know BASIC. YOU know ZBaStC 1

•

Customized for YOUR Computer:

"

How Fast Is ZBaslc?

MSDOS T.. and Compatlblea: Including PC, XT. AT.
Jr" Tandv T"5QO-1200-2000-3000 and aU Compaqsu".
Craa!es 'asl stand·alona .COM ,iles. Suppor1s a mouse.
fds and 1015 mOle.
hi hli hlske

.. '

lightening fast Four years of Inlense
development have produced the ultimate BASIC '_ 1 ~
ZBssle Is "Compiled BASIC," and generales sI8nd· :~
alone applications that make any other BASIC
completely obsolete. Just look at thesa speed
comparisons.

~

'"

~:~::!O~ ~~~:~e~bJ:O:~ln~~~ a~~IA~~r~~'

,

Sieve Benchmark on Different PC 5
ZBas/c n •
Mbaslc 11.o

IBM- PC
ZBasie ' "
BASICAn.

... "".

D

Apple II., lie

7.4 sec.

_!

13.7 soc.
2.190 &&C .

ZBasic
Users Say:

l ·80 CP/M''''-80. TAS-801MI
ZBasicn.e
30 sec.
Mbasic ' loI

2.520

" Awesomellt's about time!·Greatl
Unbelievable! "

sec.

10 ••rCIore d the Sieve tromB~ •• JanU&1Y. 11:183

Complier Speed/Interpreter Ease.

J.R. CPA
Seymour, MO

" .... fast, generates stand alone programs,
requires only modest amounts of memory. has
outstanding compilation speeds and .. .was bug
free and felt solid. And the price is very
attractive. "
Bruce W. Tonkin .
COMPUTER LANGUAGE

Like a BASIC interpreter, ZBasic allows you
to write and execute your programs immediatelyl No
messy "linkers," "Loaders," or clumsy "Subroutine
Packages" like most other compilers. To compile
and edit, simply type "RUN." Debugging works the
same as the interpreter, too. Just type "BREAK" or
"CTRL C" to get back to the editor.

"ZBasic is a powerful offering for BASIC
programmers. It provides the flexibility of Turbo
Pascal and the speed of compiled BASIC, all at a
price that can't be matched. Kudos to Zedcor and to
all users who make wise decisions to use ZBasic to
the fullest. "
Gerry Ray
PC WEEK

Lightning-Fast Compilation.
Computer Language Magazine says.
"Compilation is amazingly last .. _" After typing
"RUN," ZBasic compiles your program al blinding
speed-40 lines per second.

"The best I have ever seen. I love ill You should
R. R. Manager
be proud of this product. "
Mesa, AZ

Works the Same on All
Computers.

"Mind-blowerl Easily the best BASIC I've ever
J. D.
seenl "
Baltimore, MO

II you're tired of throwing away your old
programs everylime you switch to a new computer,
ZBaslc is for you. Source code Is portable from one
computer to another, and since ZBasic uses Device
Independent Graphics and Disk File commands,
your programs automatically "Adapt" to any other
computer. And the ZBASIC editor is the same
on all versions-regardless of the computer.

ONLY ZBASIC GIVES YOU
THESE FEATURES:
, Hlghllghte Irrol'l ... mlkee dlbugglng eeeyl
• Not Copy Protlcted
• Never Iny Royattl.s or Runtime f ••s'or
progl'llms you lell.
• Direct eommlndl (Speeda toglc t.etlng like In
Interprltlr)
• CHAtN with vlrllble pining. (Shire en or 10m.
vlrlebl.e)
• Creetllnmeporteble lubroutln.s end lunctlons
• Mulll·lIn.LONG IF. Multl-lInl LONG FNI
(Irgument pilling)
- Declmll, HEX, OCllll or BINlrysuppor!.
• D.vlc .... lndep.nd.nt Gl'lphlcs and FlleilO.
• Never doel String "Gerbil;. Collection"
• Com" with "auld:" and "Shell" lort sourel
eode
• Built In "HELP" screenll.tsyDu get Inewel'l

'"I.

• Loops: WHILE.WENO, DO·UNTlL, FOR·NEXT·
STEP
• S.rlal Ponlnd Modem suppon
• Elsily loed your old BASIC prog,..m. slv.d In
ASCII

@

"Superb Documentatlonl"
" The 387 page ZBasic manual is a model
of clarity and organization. The documentation is
super!.... solidifying our impression that someone
worked incredibly hard to make ZBasic a
benchmark for all other BASIC Compilers."
PC WEEK, Nov. 12, 1985

Easy Structure-If You Want It.
ZBasic helps you "Structure" your
programs in a way that's easy and simple ... you
may use GOSUB or GOTO with names or line
numbers. Supports multi-line LONG IFs and
LONG FNs. LIST programs wilh-or without-line
numbersl ZBasic automatically indents loops and
structures in LISTIngs, 100.
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off-Steve
PROPERTY PROTECTION

Dear Steve.
Some time ago. I believe you mentioned
a company that provides property-protection devices. I am looking at the Home
Run Control System. and I would like to
use this company's passive infrared motion detectors. Can you give me the name
of this company?
WILLIAM P. DRESCHER

Lansing, MJ

ORDER TOLL FREE:

1-800-482-4567
Technical Support: (602) 795-3996
or Use Our Coupon on Facing Page
(Please specify brand or model)

or write to us at Zed cor, Inc.
4500 E. Speedway, #93
Tucson, AZ 85712
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in security and alarm systems and are
quite sensitive. They work by dividing the
area in their view into a series of discrete
slices and then monitoring the infrared
level in each slice. When a moving warm
body disturbs the normal pattern that
the detector sees, it trips a relay. It does
not take a great deal of motion to trigger the detector. depending on where it
is located.
In your situation, you could try using
several detectors, each one aimed at the
area that you want it to control. I don't
know what type of system you are using
to control your lights, but f"m sure that
you could find a way to interface the
detectors to your system.
I am currently using a number of these
detectors around my home to control
lighting. They are connected to my Home
Run Control System (April to June 1985
BYTE). When one of the detectors sees
motion. HCS senses it and turns the light
or lights on. As long as someone remains
in view of the detector. HCS keeps resetting the time-out. When the person
leaves the room, HCS will turn the lights

• Super Single-Step debug

, Long vlrllble nlm. (15 chll1lcters)

Einstein Math.
ZBasic olfers programmers a math
package that surpasses anything else in the
industry! (Yes, ZBasic is even belter than
FORTRAN, PASCAL, MODULA-2 or any other
language availablel) You will have up to 54
digits of user-selectable accuracy al your power.

-

sUPPOr1. program size 104 mogaby1e. mat h acculacy
'rom 8 to 240 di ilS. InCl'edible r ram speeds!
AppIeTIoIlIe, lie: Mousasuppor1 'Of bolh Ihe lIa and IIc.
Super Hi-Res glaphics suppol1 (560_192 and 260_192
and Io-RES support 1001). Advanced Graphics com·
mands like CIRCLE. BOX. FILL etc. Ind you can Mi_
Graphics Ind Te lCl on the sCleen like a PC. DOS 3.3
suppofl (PROOOS coming this summer) Requires Apple
lie Dille with 128K but proglams C(eated with ZBasie T"
wifl run on a 64K
0.11+ .
lao TW Mlehlnel: CP/M r"·80 2.0 +. TRS·80 r.. model 1.
3014 and a spacial graphic varsion 'or KaVPloCPIM .

ClARCIA FEEDBACK
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The company is
Mountain West
po. Box 10780
Phoenix, AZ 85064-0780
(800) 528-6169
Its catalog contains a variety of security
devices and reference books. Several application notes for the various devices are
also included.-Steve •
Over the I!ears I have presented mal'll! different projects in BYTE. I know mal'll! of I!ou
have built them and are making use of them
in manl! wal!s.
I am interested in hearing from anI! of I!0U
tellinlJ me what I!ou've done with these projects
or how I!0U mal! have been influenced bl! the
basic ideas. Write me at Circuit Cellar Feedback. PO Box 582. Glastonburl!. cr 06033.
and fill me in on I!0ur applications. All letters
and photographs become the propertl! of Steve
Ciarcia and cannot be returned.

Send me the Ultimate BASIC Development system for the Macintosh
Price: $89.95 + shipping.

~:~~~~g~;~)~;~~i~~ ~~f.~us~~n~~)(no

C.O.D.)

Visa-Mastercard-American Express

Name - - - -- -- - - - - - - Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

III I II II IIII II I I

Country _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. _

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Zedcor Inc.
4500 E. Speedway. Suite 93
Tucson, Arizona 85712
Tech Support: (602) 795-3996

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ ZIP _ _
DayPhone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MS, True BASIC, Softworks, Aztec, TML, IBM. etc.• are trademarks of their respective companies.
Macintosh is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer Inc. ZBasie is a trademark of Zadeor Inc.

In*a*Vision
"a marvelous little CAD system"
. .
Listen To What The Critics Are Saying About In*a*Vlslon

PC Magazine

~I

I~I

PC Week

September 1985
"Stands out from the crowd." "It has the makings of a winner."

InfoWorld

February 1986
"In*a*Vision is very easy-to-Iearn and easy-to-use."

PC Magazine

March 1986
"Fast, accurate and fun to use." "Excellent template system."

Computer Buyers Guide

March 1986
"A remarkable value." "Fast and eas to learn."

ower. Versatility. Ease. All
of these add up to performance. And performance is what
In*a*Vision is all about.

P

Power!
"What surprised us was how
fast In*a*Vision works."
PC Magazine
"Even complex command
sequences are generated with
lightning speed."
"This is arguably the first piece
of software that fully utilizes
the power of the AT."
Computer Buyers Guide

"The spooling mechanism is a
real times aver. "
PC Magazine
"The system is ideal for the kind
of fine detail work that engineers, draftsmen and designers
demand."
Computer Buyers Guide
{]ill
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"In*a*Vision's text provisions
are flexible and impressive."
This advertisement was created with
In*a*Vision and output at 300 DPI.

"The program's use is intuitive."
InfoWorld

Order Now!
1-800-272-3729
Yes, I want to improve my CAD perfonnance
with In*a*Vision.
Please send me _
copies at $495 each.
I enclose:
Credit
Card:

D
D
D

Check
Visa

D
D

Money Order
MasterCard

American Express

i!

Name

Ease!

Company Name

"An hour with In*a*Vision and
even the most devoted MAC
fan will be a convert."
PC Magazine

Address

"The program is quickly mastered; intuitive quickness is
what this system is all about."

Versatility!

"In*a*Vision is so easy to learn
that its menu bar will" tempt you
to begin using it without even
reading the documentation."

"The program's ease-of-use and
speedy execution allow you to
concentrate on design ... "
Computer Buyers Guide

City
Zip

State
Country
Credit Card No.
Send to:

Exp. Date

MICROGRAFX, Inc.
1820 N. Greenville Ave.
Richardson, TX 75081
In Texas: 214-234-1769

Runs with or without Microsoft Windows
on two-floppy or hard disk mM PC or
compatible with 320K; hard disk and
512K recommended.

MICROGRAFX
The Picture of Success
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AMIGA PROGRAMMER'S
HANDBOOK
Eugene F. Mortimore
Sybex
Berkeley, CA: 1986
529 pages, $24.95
TECHNICAL TOPICS
FOR MOTOROLA
MC68000-BASED
MICROCOMPUTERS:
An Annotated
Bibliography of
Recent Books

AMIGA PROGRAMMER'S
HANDBOOK
Reviewed by
Gregg Williams

M

any people find the
Commodore Amiga
interesting because of its
tremendous processing
power. Unfortunately, very
little of that power is accessible without the proper
computer program. Because of this, many users of
a new machine like the Amiga are hungry for the detailed
technical documentation that unlocks the computer's
capabilities. Although the official Commodore seven-book
technical reference set was available much sooner than
is usual for a new computer, at $100 it is expensive for
the interested (but not professional) user. The quality and
price of Eugene F. Mortimore's Amiga Programmer's Handbook make it a good buy for such people, but it isn't a substitute for the full reference set
ORGANIZATION

The Amiga Programmer's Handbook is essentially an overview
of the Amiga as seen from the programming point of view.
After a brief explanation of needed background information about program development (register usage, include

files, and structures). Mortimore presents seven
chapters, each of which
covers a class of functions:
the Exec functions (resource
management),
graphics display and drawing, animation, text. Layer
functions (which manipulate Amiga "screens"). Intuition (the user interface). and
Workbench (the Amiga's
operating environment).
Each chapter is structured
like the book itself-an
overview describing important concepts followed by
detailed information. Within the chapters, the detailed
information is a collection
of alphabetized entries
covering all the software
routines designed for programmers' use. (These
names-like AreaDraw, SetSoftStyle, and SetDMRequest-are important
because they are called by
name in whatever language
you are using to develop a
program.)
Each entry follows the
same format: the syntax of
the function, a description of its purpose, descriptions of
all its inputs, and a discussion section that describes the
context of the function's use. This last section contains
useful information that is not in the Amiga reference
books. It begins by listing all the other related functions
in the chapter; for example, the discussion of AreaDraw
lists the other five functions that manipulate areas. It then
describes the context in which the function is used, sometimes listing other functions that must be called, suggesting alternative methods, and warning of possible pitfalls.
The entries are usually between one and two pages
long.
The book ends with two appendixes, a glossary of terms,
and some notes on advanced video topics {the dual-play(continued)
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Your PC represents a substantial investment. so it does not
make sense to risk costly downtime or system failure due to
the use of a so -called "BARGAIN " power supply.
A t Fortron we insist on quality and reliability. That's w hat
has ea rned us a UL ratin g. For you r co mplete satisfaction we
offer a one-yea r wa rranty and full technical support.

200 WATTS
PC AT
S189.00

MEETS
FCC CLASS B

150 WATTS
PC XT
S129.00
• U.L. Recognized
• Meets FCC Class B requirements

•
•
•
•

11 5/230 VAC. selectable
OVP. ocp shorr circuit prorection
Power failure signal
AJI U.S. made connec tors
provide better connection to
drives and CPU board

• Meets European safety specs.
• 100% burn-in & pre-shipPIng rest.

one fuJI year warranty
• Direct replacement for orig inal ISM® power supplies

• FARADAY® type pin-out available upon request

PC EXPANSION CHASSIS
Provides easy expansion to yo ur PC PC Xl Tandy 1000™,
Compaq Portable™, Compaq Desk ProTM, and other PC
clones by having extra expa nsion slots fo r video controllers,
disk drives or I/O boards.
FC 640 . .. S388.00
• 5 slot mother board

• 100 w. power supply
• Capacity for 3 drives

• 15Vz"xl2"x6 1/4"

FC 650 . .. S 39 8.00
• 8 siD[ mother boa fd
• 150 w. U.L. reg . power supply
• Ca pacity for 4 drives

• 19Y4"x I5"x5"
FC 660 ... S4 38.00
• 12 slot mother board

• 100 w. power supply
• Capacity for 2 drives

• 15 JA"x ISl4"x JSYz"
·Prices above include system interface adaptors

SPECIAL OFFER
• 20 M B hard dIsk drIve with
controller and cables . ..
• 20 MB Intern al tape back-up with
contro ller. cable and software .
(Special prices valid with expansion cha ssis purchase only. )

•

S3 8 5 .00
S54 5 .00

FORTRON CORPORATION

3225 Seldon Court
Fremont. CA 94538
Telex: 55929 1 FORTRON

Orders Only: (800) 821-9771
In Calif: (41 5) 490-8171
Technica l Service: (41 5) 490-8403

Compaq Portable; D esk Pro™I Compaq Corp.
(BM ™/lB .M.. Tandy 1000™ITandy Corp.
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field , double-buffering, hold-and-modify, and extra-halfbright modes)
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

As an intermediate C programmer with some knowledge
of the Amiga's internal details, I am beginning to appreciate the way Mortimore organized functions and crossre ferences. Although I still have to go to the reference
manuals to get detailed information, I am often at a loss
as to what information I need and where to find it. This
book's dictionary-like organization and thesaurus-like
cross-referencing of related functions gave me a muchneeded overview. The Discussion section includes the sort
of hard-earned practical observations and advice that
reference books lack.
The Amiga Programmer's Handbook was the first technical
book published by a source outside Commodore-Amiga
(others have appeared since then), and the rush to publish
first has affected this book, although not as adversely as
it does most such technical books. On the positive side,
this book seems to be far more accurate (technically and
grammatically) than most early books and many other
books; I've found only one or two typographical errors
and no technical ones so far. One serious drawback, however, is that the book contains no figures and only a few
examples, both of which are sorely needed (they are present in the most recent version of the technical reference
set).
Because it is not a seven-volume set the Amiga Programmer's Handbook necessarily summarizes some important
concepts and leaves others out entirely. That's not a fault
but you need to be aware of it. The book pOints out that
much of the mi ssing information is documented in the include files that come with your assembler or C compiler.
This is true-every seri ous Amiga programmer should
print and read the Intuition include file (include.h for C
include.i for assembly language).
Another, more serious weakness is an omission: Mortimore makes no mention of devices (the word used to
describe the mechanism by which the Amiga interacts with
various hardware components) . This means that the book
offers no in sight into (among others) the audio subsystem,
the keyboard, the "console" (video text output) device,
the game ports (mouse and joystick interface hardware) ,
the serial and parallel ports, the "narrator" device (which
handles Amiga's human-speech output), and the printerdriver software.
A fina l criticism, reported by a Commodore Amiga technical person, is that the book mixes information from both
versions 1.0 and 1.1 of the Amiga Workbench. (Yet another
version, 1.2, may be out by the time you read th is.) Although I have not seen any examples of th is during my
use of the book, I'm sure they're there-so be warned ,
and double-check with the official Amiga documentation.
I said earlier that you couldn't develop Amiga software
with this book alone. Actually by studying the include files
and several of the numerous C source code files in th e
public domain, you could get by with just this book, but
(continued)
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PANASONIC®pRINTERS.
THEY'RE GENERATING ALOT OF
GOODPRINI

The good reviews keep rolling in. And, as you
can see, the critics agree: Panasonic printers are
real winners!
But that shouldn't come as too big of a surprise.
After all,
Panasonic
printers
offer the
advanced
PC WEEK-JUNE 17, 1986
features and
ease-of-use you've come to expect from Panasonic.
So, whether your business is big, small or inbetween, you'll find a printer with features to love
every bit as much as the critics. Like-as one
with lOis IiUh.. y' .I H Cr.

As far as I'm concerned, the KX-PI091
produces not near letter quality but rather
true letter quality in this mode. You'd really have to strain to distinguish it from typewriter quality. Kno '
., !:IMl5H'
call
company produced fast, courteous,
and knowledgeable answers.,A)""""".......",.·_'
PC-SEPT. 17, 1985

reviewer observed-extraordinary near-letterquality on our dot matrix models. They 'also
come standard with impressive high-resolution
graphics capability. So you can add graphs,
charts, illustrations-even your company's logo.
Not to be outdone, all our daisy wheel printers
give you sophisticated advances like boldface,
shadow and underline.
Of course, we've put just as much care into the
Inquiry 408

human side of our printers, too. You'll find
switches and buttons that let you change print
sizes and styles right on the printer rather than
through the computer. And, with our continuous,
self re-inking ribbons, you'll find yourself changf'~"
...•1IIC~ '-" w"
ing ribbons
.
KX,P.l151. It is a well-built product
less often.
that promises to delive r many hours of
When you do, trouble- free operation. The print quality is clear and well-defined. The alig noursnap-m
ment o f characters on adjacent lines is
also exce llen t, a sign of a we ll-designed
cartridge
pap~r, and printwheel transport system
makes it a snap.
Finally, just when
PC PRODUCTS-APRIL, 1985
you thought all this would be
hard to top, there's more: all our printers are backed
with an unprecedented two-year limited warranty.
Now that you've reviewed all of this for yourself, call toll-free 1 (800) PIC-8086 for the name
of the
I ';;;ii; 30.1 puunds.Li-ke';li th;)P:~~
ed.
dealer
as- asonics we tested at, the 1592 comes
,ap- with the company's exceptional twonearest
!rc is year warranty. And like all of them , it
you.
r.in - definitely rates a look .
You'll
see how
PRINTERS 8UYERS GUIDE & HANDBOOK #3
easily
Panasonic printers generate good print for you.
And, you'll agree: THE EASIER, THE BETTER.
uHu

Panasonic
Automatjon~
Office
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STATISTICAL
PACKAGES

it would be like trying to use a one-disk computer-you
can do it but it's a lot of extra work.

Complete, high-performance
data-analysis software from:

CONCWSION

The Amiqa Proqrammer's Handbook is an accurate, wellorganized reference book for the Amiga's internal software, though it omits needed material about the software
interface to several input and output devices, It doesn't
offer the technical depth you'll sometimes need, but it provides several kinds of contextua:l information that the
manuals don't, It is nevertheless a useful addition to an
Amiga technical library,

III StatSoft '"
Unbeatable power and flexibility for
unbeatable prices!
1. STATS-2TM (release 2.1): A complete,
superfast statistical package. Can also
be used as a statistical supplement for
Lotus 1-2-3™ and other spreadsheet
programs. Runs on IBMTM and compatibles, 256k, 2dd, 8087 support .. . ... . . $149
2. STATFAST-2TM (release 2.1): The
most powerful statistical package
developed for the Macintosh™
128k/512k/Plus, 1dd .. . ............. $119
3. APP-STATTM: A complete statistical
package for the Apple IITM family of
computers, 1dd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

$99

4. PSYCHOSTAT-3™: A complete statistical package, available for KayproTM
and all CP/M™ computers, 1dd . . . . . ..

$99

All of these statistical packages are user friendly and super·
easy to us'e, They include the full range of basic statistical
analyses (descriptive statistics, t-tests, correlations, crosstabulations, nonparametric statistics, and much more) and
advanced multivariate statistics (comprehensive multiple
regression with forecasting, general multifactor ANOVA/ANCOVA up to 5 factors including a covariate, repeated measures, contrasts, unbalanced designs, and more), All packages can handle data files of unlimited size, include flexible Data Editors with complex transformations and complete data-base management functions, and can access
data files from spreadsheets, data-bases, and mainframes,
Ask for our statistical packages for other computers ,
TO ORDER: Send check, credit card number, or money order
(plus $5 shipping and handling) 10:

mil 5IaI5oft'"
[Eel

2832 EAST 10TH STREET, SUITE 4, TULSA, OK 74104
(918) 583-4149

"

V/~'

=

I

,

To order by ph o ne (Vi s a, MasterCard , C_O.D. ord ers ac cep t ed) or t alk 10
our lechnical slaft for more informal ion, c all (918) 583-4149.
STATSOFT. STATSOFT logo. $TATS·2. STATFAST . APP·STAT , P$YC HOSTAT·3. LOTUS 1·2·3 . IBM .
MaClnlOs h, Apple II , Kaypro. and CPI M a l p. trad emarks 0 1 respectiv e compames
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Greqq Williams is a senior technical editor at BYTE who worked on
the Amiqa cover story (Auqust 1985), He can be reached at BYTE,
One Phoenix Mill ume, Peterborouqh, NH 03458,
TECHNICAL TOPICS FOR MOTOROLA
MC68000-BASED MICROCOMPUTERS:
An Annotated Bibliography of Recent Books
Compiled by Donald Evan Crabb

O

bserving the progress of the Motorola MC68000
processor chip, I felt that a survey of some of the current books on the subject was needed, By eliminating
monographs and manuals, I focused on four areas: 68000
technical references, Macintosh 68000 programming references, Macintosh 68000 programming textbooks, and
Atari 520ST technical books, The books mentioned below
offer current technical information about the MC68000
and its implementation in several computers, This collection reflects my bias and cannot be conSidered inclusive,
All books are softcover unless otherwise specified,

68000

TECHNICAL REFERENCES

Cramer. William, and Jerry Kane. 68000 Microprocessor Handbook: Includes 68008, 680JO, & 68020, 2nd ed, Berkeley,
CA: Osborne/McGraw-Hili, 1986, $34,95 , 142 pages,
The 68000 Microprocessor Handbook covers technical criteria
of the M68000 processor family with a distinct hardware
orientation, It is a functional overview of the microprocessors of the M68000 family, including the MC68020, As
such, it leaves out a thorough discussion of the instruction set of the 68000 family, opting instead for a 10-page
overview of the more than 300 instructions that make
these microprocessors work. William Cramer and Jerry
Kane have condensed the instruction set discussion into
a general synopsis about the basic format of instructions
and their use, Topics familiar to readers of other 68000
books include addreSSing modes, timing and bus operations, exception processing, and I/O interfacing, The consistent hardware orientation is based on the configuration
of the M68000 family and how its architecture and operations can support systems and applications software, As
a hardware handbook, the 68000 Microprocessor Handbook
(continuedl

Powerful MS;'DOS Software.
For the IBM®-PC, XT, AT & others with generic MS-DOS/PC-DOS 2.0 or higher.

Only

$3995

UTAH

UTAH

COBOL;

FORTRAN

Whether student, teacher or professional programmer,
this is the one you've heard so much about.
D It's easy to use. Compiles 5000 statements on a 128K
machine.
D 170 clear error messages, i.e . DATA-NAME IS
MISSING OR MISSPELLED.
D Distribute your object code programs royalty free .
D Small object code programs conserve disk space.
D Fast compile times to increase programmer productivity. Over 25 times faster than one compiler
costing $995!
D You get a diskette and 213-page manual with lots of
examples and 16 complete COBOL source code
programs . $39.95.
A lso available: COBOL Application Packages, Book 1 $9_95.

UTAH

PASCAL"

D 14-digit precision , BCD math, no round -off errors
with decimal arithmetic for business and floating point
- 64 for scientific.
D A very nice TRACE style debugging .
D Arrays up to 8 dimensions and 64K strings .
D External procedures and functions with dynamic
auto-loading .
D One-step compile, no assembly or link required.
D You get a 132-page manual and diskette. $39.95

+ 63

UTAH

PILOTT"
D Perfect for industrial training , office training , drill
and testing, virtually all programmed instruction , word
puzzle games, and data entry facilitated by prompts.
D John Starkweather, Ph .D., the inventor of the PILOT
language, has added a built-in full-screen text editor,
and much more.
D Meets all PILOT-73 standards for full compatibility with
older versions.
D You get a diskette, 125-page manual and ten useful
sample programs . $39_95.
Also still available for 8-bit machines with CPIM ® is our world famous
Nevada Software Series used by 50,000 customers in 40 countries .
These include Nevada COBOL, Nevada FORTRAN, Nevada PASCAL,
Nevada PILOT, Nevada BASIC and Nevada EDIT. $39.95 each.
Satisfaction guaranteed. If for any reason you're not completely
satisfied, just return the package within 15 days in good condition , and
we'll refund your money.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp .
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research . MS is a trademark
of Microsoft Corp. © 1985 Ellis Computing, Inc.
In quiry 11 9

Each!

D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D

T

FORTRAN IV based upon ANSI -66 standards.
Very fast compile times and easy to use.
IF .. THEN .. ELSE constructs.
Chaining with blank and named common .
Copy statement.
ENCODEandDECODE.
Free-format input and output.
A very nice TRACE style debugging.
150 English language error messages.
You get a diskette, and 223-page manual. $39_95

UTAH

EDITT"
D A character-oriented full-screen video display text
editor designed specifically to create COBOL,
FORTRAN and PASCAL programs .
D· Only requires 15K disk space so it can fit on the
same disk as your compilers .
D Completely customizable tab stops, default file
type, keyboard control key layout and CRT by menu
selection .
D Diskette comes with easy to read 58-page manual. $39.95.

UTAH

BASICT"
D This interpreter has a built-in full-screen editor.
D Single- and Multi-line user definable functions.
D BCD Math- no round-off errors .
D Full Matri x operations .
D You get 220-page manual and dis kette. $39.95.
Handling/Shipping: No shipping charge within US . Overseas
add $10 for first package, $5 each additional. Checks must be
in US Dollars, drawn on a US bank.
Utah Soft w are requires 128K RAM and PC-DOS or MS· DOS 2.0 or higher.
HOW TO ORDER. Send chec k or money order to Ellis Computing , Inc.
with VISA or MASTERCARD order by phone . Sorry no COD's.

Ellis Computing, Inc.
5655 Riggins Court, Suite 10
Reno, Nevada 89502
Phone (702) 827·3030
SINCE 1977

i3C /Ill

ELLIS COMPUTINGTM
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rn' AFFORDABILITY
CB" COMPATIBILITY
CB"EXPANDABILITY
CB" RELIABI LlTY
IBM XT/AT COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS BY

lB"'AFTON COMPUTER INC.
QUANTUM
286 TURBO
Made
In The
USA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IBM AT COMPATIBLE
PHOENIX BIOS
8·10 MHZ SWITCHABLE CLOCK SPEED
512K UP TO 1 MB RAM ON BOARD
2 SERIAL PORTS 1 PARALLEL PORT
ON BOARD
20 MB HARD DISK
1.2 MB FLOPPY
8 EXPANSION SLOTS
AT KEYBOARD
200 WATT POWER SUPPLY
ONE YEAR WARRANTY

All For Only $1995 00
QUANTUM XT TURBO
(Made in the USA)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PHOENIX BIOS
4.77·8MHZ SWITCHABLE CLOCK SPEED
640K ON BOARD
SERIAL, PARALLEL AND CLOCK
AT STYLE KEYBOARD
360K FLOPPY
135 WATT POWER SUPPLY
ONE YEAR WARRANTY

All For Only $745 00
Quantum XT 4.77 MHz . .. Call For Pricing

AFTON COMPUTER INC.
(714) 863·6951
24825 Calle EI Toro Grande
EI Toro, California 92630
Customer Service (714) 553·1701
Telex 756731
Prices and Configurations Subject To Change.

is most useful to experienced microprogrammers and system designers who seek a handy reference manual.
Fortgang, Karen Skrable, ed. M68000 8-/J6-/3 2-Bit Microprocessors Programmer's Reference Manual. 5th ed. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall , 1986. $18.95 . 240 pages.
This is the reference manual for the M68000 processor
family (MC68000, MC68008, MC68010, MC68012). It is
written by Motorola engineers for anyone interested in
serious assembly language programming of the 68000
family. The latest version adds a discussion of the
MC68012 extended virtual memory processor to the
material presented in the 4th edition. This book will not.
however. teach you 68000 assembly language programming. It is strictly a reference for the 68000 family.
The information is straightforward and delivered in the
no-nonsense style that is so familiar to readers of electrical engineering texts. The book's audience is narrowly
defined-M68000 programmers, system implementers,
and computer designers-but readers should find the
coverage of the M68000 family's architecture, data
organization and addressing, instruction set. microprocessor operations, and exception processing definitive.
Most o f the book concentrates on the MC68000, but
it also explains the architectural and instruction set differences of the MC68008 processor (8-bit data bus, 20
address bits), the MC68010 processor (virtual memory
version of the MC68000). and the MC68012 (extended
vi rtual memory version of the MC6801O) The full 32-bit
MC68020 processor is mentioned only briefly.
Kelly-Bootie, Stan, and Bob Fowler. 68000, 68010, 68020
Primer. Indianapolis, IN: Howard W. Sams & Co., 1986.
$2l.95. 368 pages.
This Waite Group book bridges the gap between an
M68000 processor reference manual and an M68000 assemb ly language textbook. Coauthored by a recognized
comp uter pioneer (Stan Kelly-Bootie) and a principal in
the Alpha Micro User's Society (Bob Fowler). the 68000,
68010, 68020 Primer is useful to experienced microcomputer programmers who want a qUick introduction to the
M68000 family. Novice programmers who don't know
much about micros (and least of all the 8-bit microprocessors that preceded the M68000 family) will also find
the book info rmative. The authors provide numerous examples of the M68000 instruction set. discussing the purpose of each instruction and its intended use.
Kelly-Bootie and Fowler have chosen a structure that emphasizes familiarity with the basic concepts of the M68000
early on. From there, they accelerate their discussion
through the various levels of microprogramming and finally discuss individual differences between processors of
the family. They also include several appendixes that cover
the M68000 instruction sets and the various addressing
modes. The book is filled with useful illustrations and
tab les and includes a handy tear-o ut reference card.
(conlinued)
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Inquiry 10 for End·Users.
Inquiry II for DEALERS ONLY

THE PBOFISSIONAIls CHOICE
Lotus
1-2-3

Paradox

$469

$319
Software
$139
5109
$219
5279
5219
$269
5239
5 89
5259
S109
5 65
$159
$259
5209
$249
$289
$259
$239

Database System s
CLIPPER
CONDOR III
DBASE III PLUS
KMAN 2
PARADOX
PFS: FILE/REPORT
PLEASEI
Q&A
OUlCKCODE III
QUICKREPORT
R BASE 5000
REFLEX
REVELATION

$359
'$339
$389
$339
$469
$169
$99
$219
$159
$159
5359
589
5499

GraphiCS
CHARTMASTER
DIAGRAPH
DIAGRAM MASTER
ENERGRAPHICS 2.0
FREELANCE
GEM DRAW
GRAPHWRITER
COMBO
IN·A·VISION
MAP MASTER
MS CHART
PC DRAW
PC PAINTBRUSH
PFS: GRAPH
PICTURE PERFECT
GRAPHICS PRINTSHOP
SIGNMASTER
WINDOWS/DRAW

Plus

FrameWork
II

Advantage

Word
Perfect 4 .1

$389

$389

,$269

$209

Spreadsheets/
tntegrated Packages

Word Processing Editors
FANCY FONT
FANCY WORD
FINAL WORD II
MICROSOFT WORD 3.0
MULTIMATE
MULTI MATE
ADVANTAGE
OFFICE WRITER /
SPELLER
PFS: WRITE
SAMNA WORD III
THINK TANK
TURBO LIGHTNING
VOLKSWRITER 3
VOLKSWRITER
SCIENTIFIC
WORD PERFECT 4.1
WORDSTAR 2000
WORDSTAR 2000+
WORDSTAR PRO
XYWRITE III

dBase III

$219
$309
$199
$339
$209
$149
$299
$259
$239
$189
$209
$ 99
$ 89
$245
$ 49
$149
$119

ENABLE
FRAMEWORK II
JAVELIN
LOTUS 1·2·3
MULTtPLAN
OPEN ACCESS
SMART SYSTEM
SPREADSHEET
AUDtTOR
SUPER CALC 3
SYMPHONY
TWIN

Languages/ Utilities
5349
5389
$419
$319
$135
$259
$439
$ 99
$209
$449
$ 79

Network Applications
DBASE III LAN PAK
KMAN 2
MICROSOFT WORD
MULTIMATE
MULTIMATE
ADVANTAGE
OPEN SYSTEMS
R BASE 5000
REVELATION
SAMNA WORD III
WORD PERFECT

$639
$899
$Call
$639
$749
5459
$799
5999
5799
$450

Desktop Environments
DESOVIEW
MS WINDOWS
GEM DESKTOP
SIDEKICK

$
5
$
$

69
69
39
39

Project Managem ent
HARVARD TOTAL
PROJECT MANAGER
MICROSOFT
PROJECT
PROJECT SCHEDULER
NETWORK
QUICKNET 500
SUPER PROJECT +
TIMELINE 2.0

$279
5249
$339
5539
$269
5239

CARBON COPY
CROSSTALK
PROKEY
RELAY GOLD
REMOTE
SMARTERM
SMARTCOM II
SUPER KEY

$129
$ 99
$ 85
$149
$109
$Call
$ 99
5 49

Statistics
SPSS/PC+
STATGRAPHICS
STATPAC GOLD·
WALONICK
SYSTAT-NEW

Display Boards

CONCURRENT DOS
COPYWRITE
C86 C COMPILER
FASTBACK
LATTICE C
MARK WILLIAMS C
MICROSOFT C
COMPILER
MS BASIC COMPILER
MS FORTRAN
NORTON UTILITIES
QUICK BASIC
SUPERKEY
TURBO PASCAL
TURBO PROLOG
XENIX
ZERO DISK

$179
$ 45
$319
$ 99
$269
5319
5249
5249
$229
$ 59
$ 65
$ 55
$ 49
$ 69
$Call
,$ 70

Accounting
BPI
GREAT PLAINS
IUS EASYBUSINESS
ONE WRITE PLUS
OPEN SYSTEMS
PEACHTREE
REAL WORLD
STAR ACCOUNTING
PARTNER II

$309
$479
$309
$159
$409
5259
$399
$529

Hardware *
Multifunction Boards
AST ADVANTAGE (128K)
AST I/O MINI
AST MP MINI
AST 6 PAK PLUS (64K)
AST6 PAK
PREMIUM (512K)
AST RAMPAGE PC
AST RAMPAGE AT

$349
$139
$199
$169
$359
$249
$459

~~~~HQOU'r~:t'AW~)(OK) m~

Commun ications/
Productivity Tools

5575
$449
5399
5499

INTEL ABOVEBOARD PC $279
INTEL ABOVEBOARD AT $439
INTEL ABOVEBOARD PS
(64K)
$329
JRAM AT·3(OK)
$239

~':tAC~?D(~KJNQUEST

(OK)
ORCHID ECCEL (OK)
PC TURBO 286 (1 MB)
PC TINY TURBO 286
QUAD BOARD (64K)
SILVER QUADBOARD
(OK)

NEC
Multisync

Mountain

Quadram

Drivecard 20

EGA

$829

$719

$369

$179
$279
$399
$799
$459
$139
$219

GENOA SPECTRUM
HERCULES GRAPHICS
CARD
HERCULES COLOR
CARD
PARADISE MODULAR
GRAPHtCS
QUADRAM EGA+
SIGMA EGA 350
SIGMA COLOR 400
STB EGA PLUS
TECMAR GRAPHICS
MASTER
TSENG ULTRA PAK
TSENG ULTRA PAK·S

Monitors
$239
$199
$159
5259
5369
$379
$449
$339
$399
$429
$369

Emulation Boards
AST 5251·11 +
AST 5251-12
AST BSC
AST SNA
IRMA
SMART ALEC 5251

$649
$499
$489
$599
$799
$699

Modems
AST REACH 1200
HAYES 1200
HAYES 1200B
HAYES 2400
HAYES 2400B
TRANSNET 1000
VENTEL 1200
HALF CARD
VENTEL 1200 PLUS
WATSON

Mass Storage/Backup

5359
$389
$349
5579
5549
$279
$369
$300
$339

,

tOMEGA 10+10 W/INTFC $1999
IOMEGA 20+20WIINTFC$2599
IRWIN 1200 20MB TBU
$599
IRWIN 145AT 40MB TBU $699
MOUNTAIN DRIVECARD
20MB
$719
PLUS HARDCARD 10MB $569
PLUS HARDCARD 20MB $719
PRIAM 42MB AT
$949
SYSGEN SMART IMAGE
20 MB (tNT)
$625
TALLGRASS
SCali
TECMAR QIC-60AT TBU

TJ~N~lR OIC-60H (EXT) m~
Networks
AST PC NET
NOVELL
ORCHID PC NET
3COM

Hayes 1200B
~ 1f2 Card

~

MultiMate

$349

$Call
$call
$call
$Call

JRAMAT-3

$239

'AMDEK 31001.
$159
AMDEK 600n22
$429/539
NEC MULTISYNC
$529
PRINCETON HX·12
$449
PRINCETON MAX·12E
5179
$499
PRINCETON SR·12
PRINCETON HX·12E
$539
PRINCETON HX·9
$529
SAMSUNG
$call
TAXAN 122 AMBER
$159
TAXAN 630/640
$469/539

Printers/ Plotters
BROTHER TWINWRITER $939
DATAPRODUCTS
$Call
DIABLO 635
$1149
$399
EPSON FX·85
$549
EPSON FX·286
EPSON HI·80
S349
EPSON CR-420 I
$1569
$589
EPSON LQ·800
EPSON LQ·looo
S729
HP 747501.
$Can
NEC 3550
$799
$249
OKIDATA 182
$379
OKIDATA 192
$519
OKIDATA 193
$539
OKIDATA 292
$589
OKIDATA 293
$565
TOSHIBA P321
$629
TOSHIBA P341
TOSHIBA P351
$1069

Input Devices
KEYTRONIC 5151
KEYTRONIC 5153
MICROSOFT MOUSE
PC MOUSE/PAINT+

$179
$299
$129
$139

Accessories
CABLES
CURTIS SURGE
PROTECTORS
DATASHIELD BACKUP
POWER
DATASHIELD SURGE
PROTECTORS
GIL TRONtX SWITCHES
MASTERPIECE PLUS
MICROFAZER INLINE
BUFFERS
256K RAM SET
8087 MATH CHIP
80287 MATH CHIP

$call
$Call
$Call
$Call
$call
S135
$call

$ 39
$135
$199

'CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS

IRMA
Board

$799

LOWEST PRICE
GUARANTEE!!

~

We will match current
nationally advertised
prices on most products.
Call and compare.

!tJ
'1-aOO-22'1-'1260
In New York State call (718) 438-6057

TERMS
Checks- allow 14 days to cl ea r. Credit processing-add 3%. COD ord ers- cash,
M.O. or cerlili ed chec k- add $5.00. Shipping and handling UPS surface- add $3.00
per item (UPS Bl ue $8.00 per item). NY State ReSid ents- add appli cable sales tax .
All prices subjec t to change.

~ ~ MON.-THURS. 9:00AM-8:00 PM

~

II!!iiii!!II SUN. & FRI. 9:00AM-4:00 PM

Softljne Corporation
P.O . Box 729, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11230
TELEX: 421047 ATLN UI
FAX: 718-972-8346
BYT-1
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LOW PRICES. Micro Mart specializes
in giving you the best value on all your
PC product needs.
QUALITY PRODUCTS. We've got a
huge selection of national brand name
products. Computer systems, printers, peripherals, supplies and accessories! .
FULL SERVICE SALES. Our friendly,
knowledgeable sales staff will help you

choose the right product at the right price.

COMPLETE TECH NICAL SU PPORT.
For pre-sale or post-sale advice, give us
a call. Were here to help.

CUSTOME R SATISFACTION.
It's made us famous. Drop in at one
of our many store locations or give us a
call today.

Shop us today and save on these specials...
Proline Xl - A com plete system
for only $995!

Proline AT - Powerful AT
performance for only $2,289!

Here's a system value that
can't be beat. Features
full pc compatibility.
640K RAM memory. One
360K half height floppy
drive. Six expansion slots.
Monochrome graphics
card and monitor. Printer
and communications
ports. Clock/calendar.
Game port. MS DOS
with GW BASIC.
Enhanced IBM-style

:~~!!~~~~~

keyboard.
UL and
FCC
approved.
Full 1 year parts exclusive warranty.
All systems built and
configu rations!

With the purchase of our

Proline Xl
This complete accessory pack: 10 pk.

DS/DD Maxell Diskettes. SRW Media Storage
Case. Six-outlet Curtis power strip with surge
protection. Texwipe PC careware kit with antistatic solution and CRT cleaning fluid and
_ _-~
_ _ _ wipes. Perfect Data 5\4" drive head cleaning kit. Proline XT dust cover. Total
Retail value-$89.95!
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dar. MS DOS. "'0"'i::= . "::::Z
~-======="""""
UL and FCC approved. 90 day exclusive warranty.
All systems built and tested! Call for custom
configu rations!

With the purchase of our

Proline AT
This complete accessory pack:
10 pk. tpi quad density Maxell Diskettes.
SRW Media Storage Case. Six-outlet Curtis
power strip with surge protection. Texwipe PC _ _- r r
careware kit with antistatic solution and
CRT cleaning fluid and wipes. Perfect
Data 5 14" drive head cleaning kit.
American XT dust cover. Total
Retail Value-$99.95!

MULTIFUNCTION BOARDS
We have a complete line of M ultifunct io n Boa rds compat ible
w ith the Pc. XT & AT and all co mpa tibl es.
8. SIX PAK 64-384K, multifunctio n, full y
. .. $2 39
loaded wl384K .
9. AST 110 MINI 110 shortboa rd for
Portable & AT ................ . ...... New Lo w Price!
10, ADVANTAGE 128K-3Mb, expa nsion for AT .
11. RAMPAGE 64K-2Mb w ith Deskview ..... . . . ..... NEW!
12. QUAD RAM QUADBOARD
loaded, 384K ......................... • ..... CA LLI
13. QUADRAM GOLDBOARD, 384K .
. . $459
14. TECMAR MEGAFUNOION, 1 Meg of
no nvolatile memory.
. ................ $369
15. TALLTREEJ -RAMIII .
. . CALL!
16. INTEL ABOVE BOARD, PC &AT
.. Fro m $280
17. TH ESYS FAST CARD up to 1 MB
.... From $235

GRAPHICS CARDS
18. HERCULES Mono & Color
G raphics ca rds.
. .. New Low Price!
19. TECMAR Graph ics Master, HiRes Color &
M ono supports Lo tu s.
. ..... $449
20. QUADRAM Q uadco lorl & II co lor ca rd s .
21. QUAD RAM EGA, Includes 256K memory .......... $389
22. STB EGA + Mono & Graphics ca rd s
also available .
. . CALL!
23. Generic monographic ca rd s.
. . From $99
24. SIGMA Colo r 400 fo r
PGS SR-12
. N ew Low Price!

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
25. 112 HEIGHT Disk Dri ves from Panasonic,
& Teac; 360K &
26. 1.2 MEG Floppy drives for the PC, XT, AT
and Compa ti bles.
. .... From $99

COMMUNICATIONS

MONITORS & CRTS

52. MICROSTUF Crosstalk XVI, Lalest version ......... $105
53. HAYES Smari com II .
. $85
. ............... CALL!
54. MICROSOFT Access.

85 . PGS M ax 12(E), H X12, H X12 (E),

WORD PROCESSING
55 . MULTIMATE Advanlage ........................ $294
56. MICROSOFT Wo rd,
new ve rsion.
New Low Price!
57. lIFETREE Vo lkswriler Delu xe, ve r 3.0 ............. $1 69
58. SSI WordPerfecl,
vers ion 4.1 .
N ew Low Price, CALL!
59. MICROPRO Wordsta r
Professiona l seri es.
. New Low Price!
60. LEADING EDGE Nuts hell . . ............... . ... $59
61. LEA DING EDGE Wo rd Processor . .
. . $59

OFFICE & PLANNING
62. HARVARD TOl al Projecl Ma nager .
. . $339
63 . SORCIMlIUS Super Projecl ... . ................. $209
64. MICROSOFT Project, verso 2.0 .................. $269

DATA BASE MANAGERS
65. Cal l For U nadverlised Dala

............. Call!
. .. Call for our
special Sysgen pricingl
29. BERNOULLI TECHNOLOGY H ard disc
Subsystems (20 & 40 MB)
. ....... From $2875
30. SEAGATf Fast 20, 30 Meg. for PC & AT . .
. .. Call!
31. PRIAM Super/ast40 & 60 Meg. for AT
... CALL!
TAlLCIlASS 25, Thro ugh 80 Meg. Hard d rive syst ems,
incl uding 60 Meg. tape back-up
33. WESTERN DIGITAL 10 & 20 MB File ca rds
... CALL!
34. Best availability of voice co il and stepper moto r hard dri ves
w ith highest quality co ntro llers
.. From $495

n.

MISCELLANEOUS
91 . MOUSE SYSTEMS PC M ouse, oplica l
wlsoftwa re .................... . ... . ......... $139
92. MICROSOFT Mouse, bus o r seri al
mechanica l .................... New model in stock!
. CALL!
93. KEYTRONICS 5151 Keyboards.
94. KEYTRONICS 5153 Keyboard
w/m o use . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NEW!
95. GRAVIS Joysticks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
. $45
96. QUADRAM Microfaze r prinl
bu ffe r 8- 128K .
. ... From$129

Base Managers.

DISKETTES

66. MICRO RI M 5000, Repo rt Wriler
&C loul .
67. MICROSTUF Infoscope .
68. DBASE 11\ plus.

N ew Low Price!
. ...... $99
. .... CALL! ¥

NETWORKING PROTOCOL
CONVERSION
69. SNA & BISYNC 3780, 52S 1, Mod 11 &
12,3274, 3278.
70. PC TUR80 1861187 boa rd, 128K,
8087 Seri al Boa rd attached
71. IRMA Complele line.

¥

.. $875
.... From $849

PRINTERS

HARD DISCS
27. IRWIN Tape Back-up systems
28. SYSGEN Complete line.

& SR-1 2 ............ . ............. , New low Prices!

86. AMDEKCo lor 600 .
. .................. CALL!
87. AMDEK 722, New allernali ve 10 IBM
enha'nced monito r .
. $569
88. AMDEK 310A .
. ............ CALL!
89. MAGNAVOX M o nochrome mo nitors .
. .... $129
90. SONY, monilors in stock ............... . ...... CALL!

Following items available only in sets of 100 each brand.
97. Precision Diskett es by Xidex,
98.

.$ .65/ea .

S::~~i~~ Diskett~s' byXid~~,

.
D SID D .
. ... $ .69/ea.
99 . M axell SSIDD MD I
...........•.
. . $ .99/0a .
100. Maxell DSIDD M D2 .
. .... $1.2510a.
101. Maxell High D en sily MD2 ...... . . . . .. ..... $2.60l ea.
102. Maxell 3Y, inch SSIDD M FI
. $1.60/ea.
103. M axeIl3 ';' inch DSIDD M F2. .
. ..... $2 .35Iea.
104. FujiS SIDDMDl
. $ .89/ea .
105. Fuji D SIDDMD2
. $1. 15/ea.

DOT MATRIX

MEDIA STORAGE

72. EPSON FX851286 .
. . ................. NEW!
73. EPSON LQ800lLQ I 000 . .. . .. . ........ NEW PRICES! W 106. Flip N FileOriginal, stores fifty 5\4" diskettes w ilh free Iw in

74. OKIDATA 192, 193, 292, 293, Pacemark 2410 ....... : ... T
pack of Fuji DSIDD di skettes ($25 rel ail valu e)
75. TOSHIBA P-34 1, P-3S 1, & NEW 32 1 ..... New Low Proces!
Now y, price . . ....... ....... .... ... ...... $12.50
76 . NEC New P-5, P-6, & P-7 .
. .... Low Price!
107. Flip N File, stores"25 5'/."
.... $12.99
LETTER QUALITY
d isketteswilh loc k ...........•.
77. NEC Spin w ril ers 2050,
108. Flip N File, stores 50 5'/."
. .... $19.99
. ...... N ew Low Prices!
diskettes w ilh lock.
3550,8850 .
.... $ 9.99
78. EPSON DX20& DX35 .
. ..... NEW LEITER
109. lnnovaliveConcepts DalaCase .
QUALITY PRINTERS
110. Microdex by S.R.W., stores
.. $ 9.99
We ca rry a full range of (orm handling op tions.
2S 3V2" di ske tt es
111 . Microdex by S.R.W. , stores
605 '/." diskettes ........................... $11.99

CHIPS

SOFTWARE

All our c hi ps are tested and priced fo r q ui ck sa le. Ca ll us!

ACCOUNTING
35. SORCIMlIUS Complete line
includi ng w indows.

79 . INTEL 8087,80287,
.. From $295/each

SPREADSHEETS &
INTEGRATED PACKAGES
36. SORCIM SuperCALC 3,
... New Low Price!

Ve rs.2.0.

ENHANCEMENTS & UTILITIES
37. NORTON U tiliti es 3.0
.... $69
38. ROSE SOFT ProKey 3.0.
. ......... $89
39 , CENTRAL POINT SOFTWARE
Copy II PC
. . . . . . . . . . .. ..
. .. $35
40. SOFTSTYLE Set FX+ and Printwo rks,
printer co ntro l ..
41. SIDEWAYS Inve rts printout
.. $51
42. BORLAND SideKick and SlJperKey
...... From $40
43. BORLAND lighlni nga nd
Reflex .
. ...... NEW! CALL!

mathcoprocessors . . . . . . . . . . . . CaliforMarketPrice. ~1
80. 64K-256K RAMCHIPS. ... ... . .... Call for Markel Price' T
81 . 128K Pi ggy-back chi ps
fo r you r AT

............... .... Call for M arket Price.

MODEMS
82. HAYES Smartmodem 300, 1200, 1200B & 2400. We have
the best si ock in Ihe U.S.A.
. ........ CALL!
83. VEN-TEL 1200 Ba ud H alf Ca rd
wlCrossta lk .
. ............. $399
84. PEACHTREE TECHNOLOGIES P- 1200
(Hayes compatible extern al) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $249

SURGE PROTECTORS
.

I

.

.h

12. CurtIS 6 oul el powersl np w it
surg~ protecti on . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~!: ~~~:: ~:e~~dd

. ... $19.99

: :~~:::

.............

115. Curtis Sapphire . .
11 6. Curtis Ruby.

. ... $49.99
. ... $56.99

117. Networx Wire Tree, 4 o utlet surge and spike
prolecl or
.......... . ............... $44.99
118. Networx Wire Tree Plu s, 6 oullel surge,
. . $64.99
spi ke, a nd mode m protec to r .

COMPILERS & LANGUAGE TOOLS
44. LAITICE C-Compilers
. . $279
45. MICROSOFT Com plete line
46. MICROSOFT Q uick-Basic ............. New Low Price!
47. BORLAND Turbo Pascale, Turbo Toolbox,
& more
............. From $35/each

GRAPHICS
. . $95
48 . Z-SOFT PC Painl bru sh, mouse graphi cs.
49. DECISION RESOURCES Di agram
......... From $199
Master
.... CALL!
50. MICROSOFT Chart ..
. CALL!
51. MICROSOFT Windows .

Inquiry 23 1

- - - - - - ..

America's PC Specialist
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ChalcedonY
PROLOG
95

BOOK REVIEWS

$99

AREAL
Clocksin &
Mellish Prolog for BOTH
major microco mputing
operating systemswith full cross-compatibility.

Triebel. Walter A. , and Avtar Singh. The 68000 Microprocessor: Architecture, Soffware, and Interfacing Techniques . Engl ewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1986. Hardcover. $34 .95 .
366 pages.

Complete with the predicates
necessary for POWER AI programming:
op () name () functor () clause ()
...And no constraining data typing.

=.. ("Univ" )

- Floating point - Step-by-step tutorial
- Math hmctions - Integrated editor

PROLO. ·
Extensible overlay library,
8087 support, large memory
model (up to 640K)

PROLOoOL'
Complete Macintosh environme nt with extensive
pull-down menus and
dia logue boxes.

Thi s book is challenging, both to read and to understand.
But if you make the effo rt and read it carefully, you can
come away with a balanced view o f both the M68000
microprocessor famil y and how microcomputers are designed to use these chips. This hardbound textbook would
be at home in both electrical engineering/computer
science microprogramming and design courses. Walter A.
Triebel and Avtar Singh cover the material extenSively, with
particular emphasis on the memory and I/O interfaces of
the MC68000 microprocessor.
The 68000 Microprocessor also covers the internal architecture of the processor, including a complete discussion of
the control and execution of instructions. Triebel and Singh
jump into circuit design issues as well. covering such topics
as address maps, I/O interface circuits, and interrupt circuits. The software side of the 68000 is not left out either:
lINo full chapters break down technical topics like addressing modes. the 68000 instruction set and the analysis and
writing o f assembly language programs.
MACINTOSH

N o Risk Oller: Exomine the PROLOGli or

68000 PROGRAMMING REFERENCES

PROL OG/ m docum entation of our risk for 30

days. /I not completely solisfied, return with
disk still seoled lor relund.

Chernicoff. Stephen. Macintosh Revealed. Volume One: Unlocking the Toolbox . Berkeley, CA: Hayden Book Co., 1985.
$25.95. 516 pages. (A full review of this book can be found
in November 1985 BYTE, page 57 ).

APPLICATIONS Complete with SOURCE CODE

$4995

NFL X-pert

$29 95

Chernicoff, Stephen. Macintosh Revealed, Volume Two: ProqrallTming with the Toolbox . Berkeley. CA: Hayden Book Co.. 1985.
$29.9 5.626 pages. A disk of the programming examples
in volumes one and two is available from Hayden for
$19.95 . (For a full review, see April BYTE, page 67 .)

$2995

Inside Macintosh : Promotional Edition . San Jose, CA: Apple
Computer Inc., 1985 (published as documentation). $25.
1000-plus pages. Also published as a three-volume series
by Add isonWesley, Read ing, MA. 1985, at $24.95 each.

A true interactive expert system written by a
professional knowledge engineer. A valuable
learni ng tool for any Prolog programmer inter·
ested in using Prolog to develop expert systems.

TOOLBOX

More than 50 subroutines tha t speed and compress list handling, searches, sorts, and reversal
algorithms. An inside look at the tricks of the
professional Prolog programmer.

TOYBOX

CHALCEDONY
SOFTWARE, INC.

Written by an academician to help his students

understand Prolog, this colledion of puzzles
and mind-teasers will illustrate how the Prolog
programmer creates programs that find the
best solution to the problem. Turn your computer into a super reasoning machine!

5580 LA IOll.A BLVD.
SUITE 126 B
LA IOLLA. CA
92037
(619) 483·8513

Sys te m Require m en ts:

Minimu m 256K RAM
(320K recommended)
PC DOSI MS·DOS
ANSI Standard Support

-

SAVE 10% when you

Minimum 512K
Macin tosh
Macintosh ·plus and
HFS Compa tible

buy either PROLOG /i
or PROLOG 1m and a ll
3 applications.

PHONE ORDERS: 1-800-621-0852 EXT 468 _

~~gtg~~~

o PAYMENT ENCLOSED $
o

CA residents odd 6% soles tax

Check :

CHARGE MY:

0 MasterCard
0 Visa
MS· DOS 0
NFL X·pert
_ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. Date _ _ ig~~g~x

____________

~a~ktete

_ _ _,---_....,-,,_ _ _ _ SHIPPING:
(please pnnt fuJI name)
$ 5.00 U.S.

--------- - - -

... _-----..

City / State / ZIp
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Inside Macintosh is the ultimate reference for Macintosh program developers. Published in a phone-book format on
newsprint-type stock, it appears as authoritati ve as it is
indi spensable. Written by a team of Apple programmers
and writers, Inside Macintosh offers definitive information
about how the Macintosh works: its ROM, RAM, disk drive,
microprocessor. ports. keyboard, mouse, and all the rest.
The information is densely packed and not particularl y
easy to get at but most of what you need is there.

166g~~~~:an,
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MACINTOSH

68000 PROGRAMMING TEXTBOOKS

Commander, Jake. Macintosh Assembly Language Programming .
Blue Ridge Summit PA: lab Books, 1985. $16.9 5. 198
pages.

Hawaii Air

20.00 Overseas Alr

Inq uiry 63 for End- Users.
Inq uiry 64 fo r DEALERS ONLY.

(continu ed)

~

,~

/~

~ __~LOWEST PRICES~-·
ttu1"J _~~NO SURCHARGE ~~

b
O ~~

*'f{ ON BANK CARDS ~ g.#

?' SILICON SPECIALTIES ~~~~~{

§$ ,."~::':::~~':;;: ':::~,:~~~, ""

CB

Citizen MSP-IO

$279
. $379
$315

MSP-15

$479
$479

-'__===,...-____

. $489

DISKETTES

. Save

Prometh eus All Models

!~~.

COMPUTERS

AT/339

$379

CDII/PAIl

... Save

Zenith A ll Models

Save

~a~l~p:::a~~age

~!~~

$199
$239
. $309
$425
. $399

~~~~~V~EG~!~"~IALS

INTEGRATIVE SOFTWARE
$319
Save

$379
Save

GRAPHICS
$199
$185
. $269
$249
$106
$164
$119
$31
$199
$99
$99
. $115
$76
$29
$132
$30

:i:n~~kg;I~;

$559

?~~~h,cCar d

Above Boord PS/AT (2 110)

~~~~~~d::~~::~raPhiC 06. 1

Save

DISK DRIVES
$1249
$ 1 649
$2329

SEAGATE

S149
_. $179

Above Iloa,d PC( 1110 )
Above SOOid AT (201O)

::~~

Iom ega Bern ou lli 10meg
Bernoulli 20 meg
Bernoulli 40 m eg

:~~:

H e r cu les Color Cord

~:~~

Wyse 85
Wyse 350
Zenith Z-2 2
Z·29A
Z· '19

Fi\le Pok
Plus D eve lopm e nt
Pl u~ Hard Cord 20 Megabyte
Ouodrom
Gold 8. Silver Board s

$239
$329
$369
.. . $549
$239
. $115
$669
Save

20 meg w / West ern I/0i-;............
. ..
. $;:;3~9::i5~_ _ _.;Q;.:v;;
od:;;I;;;nk;.;.
. .....- - Ouod EGA +
Ep so n Hi-SO

Savo

*'SOFTWrARE

~ :~~:

Tee Mar Gmphk, Mo,l., $445
Jptain No Memory . . . $169

IBM PC AND 100'0 Compatibles

TRAINING
$28
$75
$28
$28

$314

~~~:

50
75

PLOTTERS
. Save

. $299

COMMUNICATIONS
CompuServe Starter Kit
Crosstalk XV I
MSAcce~~ 1.01
PFS Acce~~
Remote
Smortcom II

$92
Save

$76
$92
$83

UTILITIES
Copy II PC .
1 DIR
Fostbock
Norton Utilities 3.1
Prinlworks
Sidekick
Sidekick (Unpro tected)
Sidekick - Superkey ( Bu ndle)
Travell in g Sidekick
Turbo Prolog
Siduwoys 3.1
Superkey

$19
. $46
$86
$48
$36
$30
$47
$85
$39
$54
$34
. $39

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
HOl vard To tal Projed M anag er
Microsoft Project .
Super Proje<l Plus
Timcline 2.0 .

$262
$219
Save
$209

$48
. . $72
. $55

l ea ding Edge Word Processor
l e(lding Edge W / P w/SpeU & Moil
lightening
Microsoft Word 3.0
Mu1tima te Ad\lon toge
PFS: Write w/Spell Checker

Save
. Save

$76
$162
$233

Wardstarw/Tutor
Wordstar Pro Pock

Word Perfect (Ver.4. 1)$196
Wordstor 2000 + 2.0 $278
LANGUAGES

$249
$195
$242
$84
. $166
$55
$65

C Complier (Microsoft )
Forllon Compiler (Micraso fl ) .
lallice C Compiler
Ma cro Assembler (Mic r o~o ft )
PoM:ol Compiler (Microsoft)
Quick Bm ic2
Run C Interpreter
Turbo Po~col w/80S7 8. BCD
Turbo Database Tool Box

Save

. $30

SPECIAL

Over $200 worth of
Paperback Software Programs

$49 with ea ch syst em

256 Memory. One 360K 8rand N ome Floppy Drive
135 Wall PO'W~ Supply, Slide Case, AT Style Keyboard
B MHl Clock Speed, (Keyboa rd Selectable), 8 Ellpansion Slots

Turb o PC/ XTw/256K & 1 Drive
Turbo PC/XT w/640K 8. 1 Drive
Turbo PC/Xl w/640K 8. 2 Drives
Turbo PC/XT w/MOK, 1 Drivc & 20M C
MonGrophics Co rd wit h Soft wa re and Porollel Pr i nter Port
Color Cord wit h Pora llel Print Port
Multifunction Lord w/So fr wore
Amber Monitor (TTL)
Color M o nitor (RGB)
Sego Enhonced Graphin Cord
t/O Card (Serial/Parallel )
t/O Cord (Seria l/Clock Calendar)
t/O Cord (Parallel)
5 15 1 Clone Keyboard

Product shipped in factory corl ons wi lh manufoclure r 's wa rra nly. Please add $ 10.00 per order
fo r UPS shipping . Pr ices & availabi lity 5ubiecl to chan ge wi tho ut notice. Send coshier'$ ch eck o r money order ... a ll o th er checks wi ll de lay
shipping t wo weeks.

Inquiry 309 for MS DOS Products. Inquiry 3 10 for all others.

N

Portable 11 -2 ~~v~As6NIC

. $1649

'

. . 5 1309
51899

Sr. Portner Dual Dri\lc .
Excc. Portner Dual Drive .

TOSHIBA
$1299

T· l1 00
T· l 100Plus
T·3 100

. Save
Save

SPERRY
. 51999
. Sove

Sperry IT .
Other Models .

WYSE
Wyse pc 1100· 1 .
Wysc pc 11 00-20 .

. .. 5979
51539

Zenith Computer Products

SAVE
All

Up to

50'70

Mod el s .

. . .. Save

KEYBOARDS
. $159

Keytronics 5151 .

SPREADSHEETS

WORD PROCESSORS
Best Pr ice

$1199
$1729
$2169
. $2849
. $4449

:~ f~~r~vc 20 Meg 640K

;~~n~~~oo

QVT Amber 101
WYSC 30

v

PC 1 Drive 256K .
Xl 1 Drive 256K

: : ::

$729
$1039
. $959
$429
$609

MON ITORS

Sova

~r~~c:~;,o~I~;phi CS

STAR MICRONICS

Chorlmastcr
Diagram Mosler
Encrgrophics 2.0
In·A·Vi\lon
Microsoft Suu Mou~e
w/PC Pointbru~h 3.0
MiclOlOI! Chari
Microsoft Seriol Mouse
Newsroom
PC Draw
Click Art Personol Publisher
PC Mou~ w / Dr. Halo II
PC Point w/Mouse
PFS Groph
Print master
Signmastef
Turbo Gfophill Tool Ball

All Mod e m s .

$' 19

$379

All Printer Mod el s . . . . . . . . . . Save

Enable 1.1
FromeWOIkll
Sma rt Soft ware System
Symphony

$ 100

$180

OKIDATA

Flig ht Simulator
PC l ogo
Typing Instructor
Typing Tutor II I

"'

$124

HAYES

Mo xell MO-2 (Oty 100)
Sony MD/2 (Oly 100)

#~~~'""." If

~ ~'-O LCf-A ~

$235

US Robotics Courier 2400

NEe

All Printe r Models

Practi ca l Perip h eral s
Practical 1200 Baud

Password 1200

$349
$669

Pona sonic 1080
1091
1092
1592
KXP315 1

Signalman Express

Save

$399

P7

$449

5969
Save

Amdcx A Il Monilors

.:..$.:..;:'035

3510,3550,35 15, 3530
88 10,88 30, 8850
P5
Pb

:'.?~~:':'m.'."

HARDWARE

. .. Savo

EPSON

6300

321 Fbro llel & Seria l
P351 Po rollel & Seriol
l ose r Prinrcr

S449
S499
S599
S969
5 79
$ 69
S 79
S 95
. $289
5259
S 39
S 39
S 39
5 79

$avo
$108
$82
$48

l o tus 1-2·3
Multiplan
Spreadsheet Auditor 2.0 .
VP Planner

Supercolc 4

.. . $ave

MONEY MANAGEMENT
. $94
. Save

Dollors & Scnsc w/Forcosl
Tobias Manoging Your Money

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
Clipper .
Corner~lone

dBose II
dBa~e III Plus .
Extended Report Writer .
Knowledgeman II .
Nutshell 2.0
PFS: File
PFS: Report
Quickcode
QuickRepart
Reflell
Think Tank

R:Bose 5000 ..

$335
$67
Sove

Save
$74
$279
$59
$76
$67
$138
. $138
Save

$91

. $245

BOOK REVIEWS

TIME IS MONEY•••
10 MHz IS FAST!!!
FULL IBM PC-AT* COMPATIBILITY

IF YOU ARE TIRED OF WAITING FOR A 'SOMEDAY' PRODUCT
OR YOU DON'T WANT TO BUY YESTERDAY'S TECHNOLDGY,
THEN TREAT YOURSELF TO THE PERFORMANCE & FEATURES
OF THE "WESTECH 286 TURBOTM" 10 MHz
PHOENIX BIOS - THE MISSING LINK IN
SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITY - ON BOARD
LOWEST COST 10 MHz AVAILABLE
COMPLETELY DESIGNED, MANUFACTURED, ASSEMBLED
AND TESTED IN U.SA

Macintosh Assembly Language Programming is a surprisingly
good book. Ignore its shortcomings-design. execution.
and illustrations-and you will be rewarded with a lucid.
effective. and easy-to-understand discussion of Macintosh
assembly programming. The author. a microcomputer
software writer. has concentrated on the most important
aspects of Macintosh assembly language programming
(program specification and design. using the 68000
assembly language development system. the Macintosh
operating system. etc.) . so that novice assembly language
programmers have enough hooks to latch onto.
Rosenzweig. Edwin. and Harland Harrison. Programming
the 68000: Macintosh Assembly Language. Hasbrouck Heights.
NJ : Hayden Book Co.. 1986. $24.95. 399 pages:
This book attempts to cover assembly language programming of the MC68000 chip on the Macintosh. I found detailed chapters on difficult material written by both authors
to be praiseworthy in their clarity.
Programming the 68000 covers the territory of a self-taught
Macintosh assembly language programming textbook
quite well. It provides most of the information you need
to know to become a Mac assembly and lbolbox programmer. The authors begin with a discussion of the addressing modes of the 68000 and move through the 68000 instruction set on to the Mac lbolbox and ROM calls.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 I/O Slots
Parallel Port
Up to 2 RS-232 Ports
1 RS-232 Included
Phoenix BIOS
Up to 1 MB Onboard
512K Included 120ns
4 Layer Mother Board

• Onboard Battery
• CMOS Clock Calendar
• Standard Power
Connector
• Low Power Circuitry
• 10 MHz 80286
• Socket for 80287
• One-Year Warranty

HIGH SPEED INDUSTRIAL GRADE COMPUTER FOR:
• Industrial
• Medical
• Scientific

• Engineering
• University/Education
• Artificial Intelligence

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR QUALIFIED DEALER,
OEM, UNIVERSITY AND CORPORATE ACCOUNTS.

$599.00 OEM Quantity Price
Call for other pricing

;~!estech,

Inc.

(714) 474·6022
17781 Mitchell, Irvi(1e, CA 92714
FAX (714) 553-0236 • TELEX 756731
Anwer Back: Western Comp
Prices and availability subject to change.
• IBM AT is a tradema rk 01 International Business Machines Corporat ion .
Weslech 286 Turbo is a tradema rk 01 Weslech . In c.
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Inquiry 369 for End-Users.
Inquiry 370 for DEALERS ONLY.

Thkatsuka. Jim. David Burnard. and Fred Huxham. Using
the Macintosh Toolbox with C. Berkeley. CA: Sybex. 1986.
$22.95. 559 pages.
This book is handy if you're planning to program in Con
the Macintosh. Regardless of which C compiler you use.
it provides the interfacing information you'll need to make
your programs work with the Toolbox. The tutorial approach is reasonably successful. Using the Macintosh Toolbox
with C details how to use dialog and alert boxes. windows.
text editing. menus. screen graphics and icons. and much
more from your C programs.
Ward. 'Terry A. Programming C on the Macintosh. Glenview.
IL: Scott. Foresman and Co.. 1986. $21.95 . 411 pages.
Terry A . Ward's book is important to programmers who
want to become part of that software development effort
but lack the knowledge about C on the Mac.
Ward begins by moving from a discussion of the ubiquitous Macintosh user interface through a short description of the syntax and properties of C. Programming Con
the Macintosh goes on to cover five different Mac C compilers. OuickDraw routines. menus. the event manager of
the Mac. and the Mac's 1extEdit routines. The book is filled
with example programs. illustrations. and charts. and is
pleasant to read. The index is thin . but the appendixes
and a table of contents are helpful.
Williams. Steve. Programming the Macintosh in Assembly Lan(contintl ed)

Major DatalJase
features for
a lIIinorpriceJ
-----_.
--------- ------

-

-=----

j

Before you buy DBase
III, QuickCode and
Clipper, look at
TAS-Plus
TAS-Plusjust made it faster, easier and
cheaper to build database applications.
TAS-Plus combines the power of a
Relational Database with the ease of a
Program Generator. Then TAS-Plus adds
a Runtime Compiler to produce
lightning-fast finished code.
Look at what TAS-Plus gives you :

RelatIonal Database
4th GeneratIon Language
Screen PaInter
Program Generator
Report WrIter
Source Code EdItor
Runtime Complier
TAS-Plus gives you power where it
counts. You can store up to 65,000
records, open up to 16 files at a time and
enter up to 10,000 characters per record.
TAS-Plus even reads your old DBase files.

TAS-Plus

[ ~~if!fJ

writes the
:?E:':..,_ .__ .
program
'-------./ for you
With TAS-Plus, you can start building
p rofessional database applications on

day one. Just "paint" the screen the
way you want and TAS-Plus writes the

program for you. You can even paint
using different colors or graphic
characters. And custom reports are just
as easy.
TAS-Plus has over 86 commands and
200 options available in its Source Code
Editor, so you won't run out of room to
grow.

...I T

S +-

I NOT COPY-PROTECTED
I YESI
I
I
II $25 $5.59
II

Rush me the following items.

Easy to use features
Add new databases quickly and easily.
Add, change or delete records without
any programming at all.
Browse through your database and see
multiple records on the screen at the
same time.
Restructure capability allows you to
change existing databases without loss
of any data.

Item

Price

TAS+

$69

Qty.

Shipping _

Shipping add $8 USA,
outside USA

WA res add

Subtotal

_

_

Tax

Tax

Amount Enclosed _ __

(US funds only)

Name:

Shipping Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I
TAS-Plus would be respectable at any
I
price, at 569 it's awesome.
30 day Money Back Deal I
TAS-Plus comes with a 30 day money
I
back guarantee (less 515 handling fee).
I
TAS-Plus is available for the IBM
PClXT/AT and fully compatible
I
computers. TAS-Plus Accounting
I
applications available.
Order lbday
I
'-IIOO-64IJ.4ZSB
I
Call our Toll-Free Hotline. Use your
I
VISA, MasterCard or American Express I
to order today. For information or
Washington residents call
I
1-206-644-2015.
II

All this for just 169

The following are registered trademarks of these companies : TAS·Plus, The Accounting Solution , Business Tools, Inc; DBase
III , Ashton ·Tate ; CPIM , Digital Research; IBM PC/XT/AT, International Business Machines Corp; QuickCode, Fox&Giller; Clipper,
Nantuc ket Inc.
'" Copyright 1986 Busines s Tools, Inc.
Inquiry 54

/~

I

City: - - - - - - - - - - - - State: _ _ _ _ Zip: _ __ _ _ __
Telephone:
Payment:

VISA

MC

AM X

Check

Credit Card Expiration Date:
Card Number: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name on Card: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BUSINESS
r··· ..: TOOLS
~.~.. INC.
4038-B 128th Ave. S.E., Suite 266
Bellevue, Washington 98006
(206) 644-20 15

TOTALCONTROL

BOOK REVIEWS

with LMI FORTH™
guage_ Berkeley, CA: Sybex, 1986. $24.95. 779 pages.
Programming the Macintosh in Assembly Language is a massive
book for experienced programmers. Novices would be
overwhelmed by the detailed presentation of 68000 chip
architecture, instruction sets, and the Macintosh Toolbox.
The presentation of the Macintosh programming environment is the strongest aspect of the book. The discussion of interfacing issues will help you get your own programs working with the lbolbox quickly, using the appropriate screen and mouse features. The book also has
copious listings of the source code discussed throughout.
ATARI 520ST TECHNICAL REFERENCES

For Programming Professionals:
an expanding family of
compatible, high-performance,
Forth-83 Standard compilers
for microcomputers
For Development:
Interactive Forth·83 Interpreter/Compilers
•
•
•
•
•

16-bit and 32-bit implementations
Full screen editor and assembler
Uses standard operating system files
400 page manual written in plain English
Options include software floating point , arithmetic
coprocessor support, symbolic debugger, native code
compilers, and graphics support

For Applications: Forth·83 Metacompiler
•
•
•
•

Unique table-driven mUlti-pass Forth compiler
Compiles compact ROMabie or disk-based applications
Excel lent error handling
Produces headerless code, compiles from intermediate
states, and performs conditional compilation
• Cross-compiles to 8080 , Z-80, 8086, 68000, 6502, 8051,
8096, 1802, and 6303
• No license fee or royalty for compiled applications

Support Services for registered users:
• Technical Assistance Hotline
• Periodic newsletters and low-cost updates
• Bulletin Board System

Call or write for detailed product information
and prices. Consulting and Educational Services
available by special arrangement.
Laboratory Microsystems Incorporated

Post Office Box 10430, Marina del Rey, CA 90295
Ph one credit card orders to: (213) 306-7412

Overseas Distributors_
Germany: Forth-Systeme Angelika Flesch, Titi see-Neustadt, 7651-1665
UK: System Science Ltd _, London , 01 -2480962
France: Mi cro-Sigma S_A_R.L , Paris , (1) 42_65.95.16
Japan: Southern Pacific Ltd., Yokohama, 045-314-9514
Australia: Wave-onic Associates , Wilson, W.A ., (09) 451-2946
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Szczepanowski. Norbert. and Bernd Gunther. Atari ST
ware, 1986. $19.95. 414 pages.

• Translates " high-level " Forth into in-line, optimized
machine code
• Can generate ROMabie code

78

One-third of this reference book is a discussion of the Atari
520ST implementation of BASIC. The other two-thirds
cover LDgo programming, GEM and lOS, and writing GEM
applications. As one of the first books on the ST, it attempts to cover as many different audiences as it covers
programming topics, for the most part successfully.
Later chapters will be of more interest to advanced programmers due to the discussions of lOS, the GEM desktop, the GEM Virtual Device Interface (VOl), and Application Environment Services (AES). The detail is such that
an advanced programmer can learn to write GEM applications in C. But just when you expect the book to discuss
application implementation under GEM with C. the book
ends. Compute!'s ST Programmer's Guide also fails to discuss
any aspects of assembly language programming for the
ST, another serious drawback to the book's ultimate
usefulness.

GEM Programmer's Reference. Grand Rapids, Ml : Abacus Soft-

For Speed: CForth Application Compiler

lWArt-

Editors of Compute!. Compute! 's ST Programmer's Guide.
Greensboro, NC: Compute! Publications, 1986. $16.95 . 356
pages.

Inquiry 192

Despite its title, the Atari ST GEM Programmer's Reference is
really a complete programming handbook for the ST. The
book covers much of the same ground as Compute! 's ST
Programmer's Guide, but it does so in much more detail. with
more emphasis on implementing user applications with C.
The bulk of this handbook is taken up with the discussion of GEM's Virtual Device Interface (VOl) and how to
use it in your programs to create graphics. A fair number
of programming examples are provided to help you implement your own code. Like Compute!'s ST Programmer's
Guide, this book is dry readi ng, chock full of assembly language routines and C language definitions, without some
more invigorating text to break the monotony.
Donald Evan Crabb is director of instruction and laboratories at the
University of Chicago (Department of Computer Science, Ryerson Hall
260, 1100 East 58th St., Chicago, IL 60637) . He is on the review
board of lnfoWorld. _

n't wait for the

many of the biggest names in the
have their next-generation personal
on the drawing boards. These
systems will have capabilities that
far beyond what's available today.
of these exciting new products will
re high-performance system software by
systems and programming langu ages
,nrbrir.ns upon which all other
r.raJ)pllcatlon qre built. Microware' s OS-9
operating system is the ideal base for
innovative fourth-generation application
packages. It provides many advanced
capabilities including true multitasking, a
universal file and I/O system, modular
construction, powerful graphics, unlimited
communications gateways, and real-time
response. And it's so versatile it can be used
on almost any size system - from inexpensive
personal computers all the way up to large
multiuser systems.
Microware also has outstanding version s of t he
most popular programming languages. For
example, Microware's extended, structured Basic
is friendlier than an interpreter, yet it run s as
fast as a compiler. And it's so smart that it
actually reports bugs as programs are typed in .
Or consider Microware's full-feature C Compiler.
It can recompile almost any Unix application
program to be much smaller and faster than
the Unix equivalent. You can also choose
Fortrpn and Pascal compilers of equal calibre.
Software like this doesn't happen by accident.
Microware software is specifically designed to
leash the full potential of the extraordinary

68000 and 6809 microprocessor families.
Microware works in close cooperation with the
people who actually design the sy stems and
silicon in order to achieve maximum integration
and performance. That's why Microware
software has already made a ·big impact within
the scientific, engineering, and industrial
communities.
Affordable, powerful personal computers with
Microware software are available now at most
Tandy/Radio Shack retail locations, and through
Fujitsu and Hitachi in Japan. Plus over a
hundred innovative manufacturers worldwide
offer a veritable banquet of professional
systems and software for VME, Multibus, STD,
and most other popular standard bus
architectures. If you're technically oriented, you
can even get a reasonably priced Microware
PortPak™ and install OS-9 on your own custom
68000 system .
Some things change, others can't. Will Unix
ever become affordable and understandable
enough for you? How long can MS-DOS keep
up with new technology? You can wait and
find out. or you can step into the future today.
Contact us today and we'll send you complete
information.

MICROWARE ®
MICROWARE SYSTEMS CORPORATION
1866 N .W . J14th Street • Des Moines, Iowa 50322
Phone 515-224-1929 • Telex 910-520-2535
MICROWARE JAPAN, LTD.
41-19 Honcho 4-Chome, Funabashi City· Chiba 273,
Japan • Phone 0474-22-1747 • Telex 298-3472
O S-9 is a trademark o f Microware an d M ororola. Unix is a trademark o f Bell
Labo ra(Qri es. VAX is a trademark of D igita l Equipm ent Corporation. M ultibus
is a trademark o f Inter Corpora tio n.

Inquir y 240

Simply put: THE ™ highest quality and
best value in computer products anywhere.
THE ™ MODEMS
100% Hayes compatible

TIlE ™commitment to our
customers is compatibility,
quality, value,
service and support
TIlE ™backs
every product with a

120. 00 VALUEr

S

THE 1200 COM EXTERNAL

ADAM OSBORN'S
PAPERBACKSOFnNARE

1M

• Paperback Writer
• Paperback Speller
• Numberworks
Spreadsheet

This self-testing 1200 BPS modem comes
with auto answer,au to dial , au to redial and
a built-in speaker. Rela,1 Pric~ 5 16 1.25"
Whol~~~~:

Special

$129 00 *

All three {or only. ..

$32.00*

•

4S DAY

MONEY BACK

GUARANTEE
and a

FULL 1 YEAR
PARTS AND LABOR
WARRANTY
THE ™20MB HARD DISK

THE Ho' MULTI 384
This multi-function card features
0-384K memory, a parallel printer port,
a serial port for communications,
a clock/calendar with battery backup,
and a software bonus that includes
RAMdisk and other utilities. Rela il 590.00

$72.00*
Special Wholesa le PTi ce

Functional
Clone of

THE ™ 1200 COM INTERNAL
Features auto answer, dial and redial, with
a built-in speaker, RS 232-C serial port
and PC Talk III . Relail Price $148.75

Wholesale
Special
Price

$36'1 00 *
•

TIlE ™MULTI I/O
THE ™ 2400 COM EXTERNAL
Eight times the speed of a 300 BPS unit
makes this 2400 Baud modem truly
affordable , and we've made it truly
compatible. With auto answer, auto dial,
auto redial, and a built-in speaker with
volume control. Re lail Price $346.25
P

S <Cial
WhoJ~~f~:

AST -

Featuring a half-height IBM '" PC
compatible internal 20MB disk drive,
controller card, connecting cables
and installation manual. Relail $458.75

•

$Z77

SixPackPlu8

Feature for feature, THE '" matches
the AST 'M 110 + and comes up a winner,
with serial/parallel and game ports
standard, (a second serial port
optional), a clock/calendar, RAMdisk
and print spooler. Relail PTice $75.00

$60.00*

00*

Special
Wholesale
Price

THE ™ H720 MONO
THE ''' COLOR CARD
100% compatible with the IBM ,. colorca rd
with display modes of80x25 alphanumeric
and 320x200 graphic. Relail PTice 575 .00

wh;f,','
;~~
Pm:"

$60 00 *

This monochrome graphics card with
printer port features 100% IBM '" and
Hercules 'M compatibility, at a fraction of
their prices . Retail Pnce S91.25

$73.00*

•

THE '" 576K MEMORY +
Supports 0 -576K of available memory and is
co m pa tible w ith a ll IBM ,. PC's . Relai l 546.25

wh;f:,~~f~
Price

Spec ial
W holesa le
Price

$37. 00 *
•

THE '"PRINTERFACE
Supports all text and graphics feature s
an d is fully compatible w ith third pa rty
so ft w are.

Retail Price $23 13
Wholesale
Spwal
Po..:e

$18 50*
•

Functional
Cloac or
1/0 +

AST '~

TIlE ™ EGA PLUS
With 256K standard this 100% IBM 'M EGA
and Hercules GraphiCS compatible card is
ideal for high resolution graphics display
of Microsoft '" Windows, Lotus '" and
AutoCAD 'M. Relail Price S283.75'

F\mctlonal

Clone of
Hercul es
Graphics Card

Special

WhO'~~f~:

$227• 00 *

'All Item s Subjec t to Availabllily - Prices Subjec t 10 Change
TM - Registered Trademarks a IIBM/ As! Research
Microsol1/HerculeslHayes

Thompson, Harriman and Edwards Computer

'1'\1

Thompson, Harriman and Edwards
Computer Products Company Ltd.
THE ™ PC + COMPUTER
THE ™ PC + is compatible with all
business, professional and personal
software written for the IBM ™Pc. It will
also enhance your productivity with its
ability to switch to an 8 megahertz clock
rate, enabling you to run your software
twice as fast as the IBM ™Pc. THE ™PC +
also comes standard with an "AT" style
keyboard, correcting the inefficiencies
found by IBM ™on their regular PC
Keyboard. 256K standard (640K optional)
:m the mother board will allow you to run
memory intensive programs such as
Lotus 1-2-3, DBase III and Framework
Nithout adding extra memory cards . Plenty
)f power, with a 135 Watt source and
.ots of room for expansion
Nith 8 card slots is also
3tandard. Base unit
ncludes: 256K RAM,
:::omputer with
)ne 360K 5l/4" Floppy
)rive, Dual Turbo Clock
• .,.. . , "THE PC + i s well built
•
I
•
I
3peed, 8 Expansion
! 1 ~ and bas ellougb company
310ts, 135 Watt Power
I
~ n support bebiJl(/ it to IlIake it
3upply, "AT" Style
' : : . • ..j a very attractive alternative to
-\eyboard, Full
I ,~ ':!i9A 1
i13 bigflel'-pl'iced cOlllpetitioll _"
1 Year Warranty
md 45 Day
PC LABS FIRST LOO K/AUGUST 1986
VIoney Back
3uarantee!

THE MOST INCREDIBLE
LIMITED TIME OFFER IN
COMPUTER HISTORY, FROM
THE ™and PC NETWORK...

256K RAM,

IBMTMpC

compatible,
360K 5.25"
Disk Drive,

<etail Price $586.25-

;pecial
Vholesa le

$444.00*

(M onitor Not Included)

"""11111111111

-

.

Turbo Speed,
"AT" Style
Keyboard
Special Wholesale Price

444.00*
$469.00* for 640K System ------

Products Company Ltd.

Dealer Inquiries Call THE ™ at (312) 642-9626
319 West Ontario Street, Chicago, Illinois 60610

PC

NETWORK

BUY HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE AT WHOLESALE + 8%,
AND GET 14-30 DAY SOFTWARE RENTALSt...
Listed below are just a few of the over 30,000 products available at our EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!
The Network carries products for Apple, IBM, CP/M and most other popular computer families.
GAMES & EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FOR YOUR IBM

GAMES & EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FOR YOUR APPLE /I & MACINTOSH
(Pleas e add 51 shipping and handling for each IItle ordered Irom below.)
Whalen te
Whole sale
Arrays Home Accountant-Mac Only
565.00'
Miles Computing Mac AtrBck-Mac Only
$22.00'
Axlon Art Portfolio & Card Shoppe
31.00'
Palallr Mac Type -Mac Only
23.50'
Bluechlp Baronl Millionairefi'ycoon
28.99'
Penguin Graphics Magician
28.97'
Broderbund Lode Runner
17.25'
Penguin Pensa tel XyphusffrsnsylvonlB-Mac Only 20.00 '
Broderbund Choplifler
17.00'
Profe ssional Software Trivia Fever
19.00'
Broderbund Print ShOp
24.75'
Pryorlly Software Forbidden Quesl
21 .00 '
Broderbund Dazzle Dra w
31.97'
Scarborough Masler Type
19.75 '
CBS Mas{ering the GRE
53.50'
Scarborough Run lor Ihe Money
26.00 '
CBS Murder by the Dozen
28 .25'
20.97'
Simon & Schuster Typing Tulor 11/
CBS Goren Bfldge Made Easy
45 .00'
SIr·Tech Wizardry
26 .97'
Counterpoint The News Room
26.97'
Sir-Te ch Knigh t of Diamonds or Rescue Ra iders 18.97"
Davidson Speed Reader II
31.00'
Subloglc Night Mission Pinball
19.25 '
Davidson Math Blaster or Word Attack!
21.50'
Subloglc Flight Simu/a/or /I
27.25 '
lilt Byte Smooth Tall<l.'lf-Mac Only
44 .00' " Spinnaker Alp/l<lbe/ Zoo, Facf' MlI~(.'I
15 .25'
Hllyden DaVincl-House/lnteriorsl Landscapes
23 .00'
Kmder Camp, Hey Diddle Diddle
Hayden Sargon III
Rhymes & R,dales, Story Machm~
24.75 '
Inlocom Deadline or Suspended
24.00' ~ Spi nnnker Most Am<1Zlflg TIling Delta Drilll lf!g
20.77 '
Inloeom Enchanter. Planetfall.
19.75' " Splnnnker Del/a Dra ;~ rng
20.75'
Cutthroa ls. Witness or Zork I
25.00'
TlMaker Click Art·Mac Only
Inloeom Hitchhiker's Guide or Seastalker
19.75'
Warner Desk Organizer
65.00'
Infoeom Suspect. Sorcerer. fnfldel. Zork II or III 21.75 '
Vldex Fun Pack·Mac Only
19.25'
Layered Front Desk·Mac Only
65.00'
Vldex Mac Checkers & Reversal
25.17'
Mirage Concepts Trivia
21.00'
Virtual Comblnatlca Micro Cookbook
17,50'

BUSINESS SOFTWARE FOR YOUR APPLE /I & MACINTOSH
(Pleaae add $2.50 shipping and handling lor each title ordered Irom below,)
" Apple Apple WalAs
$160.00 '
MEC A Managing Your Money
Asslmllallon ProcellsMac Momory Disk
17.75' ",Microsoft Word/Flfe,Multlpla/l for Ma clllfOsh
Borland International Turbo Pascal or SideKick 37.50'
Microsoft Excel for Macintosh
BPI GL, AP. AR. PR or INV
190.00'
Microsoft Basic for Macintosh
Broderbund Bank Streel Writer
35.25'
Microsoft Chart for Macintosh
16.25'
Monogram Dollars & Sensa for Apple II
Central Point Copy II Plus or Copy /I Mac
Funk Software Sideways
26.50'
Monogram Dollars & Sense lor Macin tosh
Funsofl Macasm
60.00'
Odesla Helix for Macintosh Reg's 5 12K
Haba Habadex
40.00'
Provue OveNue·Mac Only
Harvard Mac Ma nager
29.95'
Sensible Soltware Sensible Speller IV
Human Edge Mind Prober
21 .00'
Softcraft Fancy Fonts
Human Edgo Sales Edge
21 .00'
Soltech Mlcrosyslema UCSD Pascal
Human Edge Communication Edge
98.00'
Soltwore Publishing PFS : File. Write. or Graph
"'Uving Videotext ThmkTank -Mac TOO ,I
65.00'
Stoneware OS Mas ter·Mac Too!
Main Sireet Fller·Mac Only
67.00 '
Tel08 Filevision lor Mac

$92.00'
97.50'
197.50 '
75.00'
62.50'
55.00'
71.99'
200.00'
130.00'
67.50'
109.00'
37.00'
61.00'
90.00'
85.00'

(Please add $1 shipping and handling for each tlUe ordered from below.)
ATI Intra to PC DOS Vol. I & II or BA SIC
Bluebu sh Chess (Your Toughest Opponent)
Bluechlp MillionairelOIi Baron or Tycoon
Broderbund Lode Runner
CBS Goren Bridge Made Easy
CBS Mastering tfle SAT
CDEX Training for Wordstar
Comprehensi ve In/ro to Personal Compuling
Davidson Ma th BlllSlor. Word AI/ack!
Da vIdson Speed Reader /I
Hayden Sargon III
Individual Pro fessor DOS
Individual The Instructor
.... In tocom ZOI!. 1 0 f Wltl less

BU SINESS SOFTWARE FOR YOUR IBM
(Please add $2.50 shipping and handling lor each title ordered from below.)
... Ashlon·Tnte DBnse 11/ 0 1 FramOI\orJ., /I
5365.00'
Borland Turbo Pascal
35.00'
Borland SideKick (Protected)
24.50'
Borland SuperKey
34.50 '
BPI GIL. AlR or AlP
262.00 '
BPi Personal Accounting
43.75'
Breakthrough Timeline
203.00'
.... Cent ral Poln l Copy /I PC
20.00'
Computer Associates Supercalc IV
239.95'
Conceptual Ins truments Desk Orgalllzer
47.00'
Digital Research Gem Desktop
25.00'
Digital Ro searc" Gem Draw
117.00'
Enertronlcs Energraphlcs
143.00'
FGS Fastback
85.00'
Funk Soltware Sideways
32.00'
.. Harvard Harvard Project Alanaqer
175.00'
Harvard Total Project Manager
225.00'
.... Hayes Smar7com II - New VT7 00 Emulalor
68 .00 '
.... Human Edge Man..l g ement Edge or Mind PrODer 24.00 '
Inlocom Cornetslone
65.00'
LIIelree Volkswriter 11/
126.50'
",Lotus Development Lotus , ·2·3
270.00'
MOBS Knowledgemanl2
229.00'
MlcroPro Wordstar 2000
209.00'

DISK DRIVES

(Please add shipping and handling charges lound in italics next to price.)

DISK DRIVES

MODEMS
Hayes Micromodem lie I'I'/Smartcom 5125.00 '
Novation Apple Cat /I
174.45'
Prometheus 1200 A
225.00'
Low Cost 1200 Baud Internal Modom lor Apple
PromolheusPromodem 1200lMocPack 299.00'
Prentice Popcom MscPack
219.00'
1200 Bsud Modem. Cable. Stralghtslk

(2.50)
(3.50)
(6.00)
II
(6.00)
(2.50)

ACCESSORIES
Apple Macmtosh Carrymg Csse
S69.00'
(1.49)
Apple Ma cintosh Security Kit
29.00'
( 1.50)
Curtis Ruby Surge Prolector
39.00 '
( 1.50)
26.50'
(1,50)
Hayes Mach 1/1 JoystiCk
wl Fire Bullon for lie
Kensington Dust Cover for MAC
7.50'
(1 .50)
or ImageWritel
KenSington Starter Pack
49.00'
(3.00)
Kensington Surge Protector
29.50'
(2.50)
Kensington Sys lom Snver Fa n
56 .97'
(1.50)
.... Koala MacV,s,on
150.00'
(3 001
Koala Koalapad Touch Tablet
78.00 '
(7 .50)
M&R Sup· R·Mod RF Modulation
44.00'
(1 .50)
PC Network COOling Fan with Surge
25.00'
(2.50)
Protector & Dual Outlets
PC Network SSDD Diskettes (Box 01 f 0) 7.95'
(1 .00)
PC Network Macintosh Diskelles
12.50'
(1 ,50)
Includes Free Flip & File Case
These Diskel/es Bre Guaranleed (or We.' No Genencs!
Sony Mac Diskelles (Box of 10)
19.00'
(1.50)
Thunderware ThunderSC8n
155.00'
(3,35)

MODEMS

" IOmega Bemoulh Box
5 1.710.00'
Dual 10MB Doves
",PC Network tOMB INTERNAL / ·2
299.00'
Hploht AutoOOoI 0"110 , Neill 10l'-'er oflce
PC Network 10MB Tape Backup
395.00'
Same unit used in Compaq's DeskPro!
PC NetworkAT 42MB In/ernal HD
1,050.00'
35MS Access Time·Comes Complete
PC Network 20MB Tape Backup
495.00'
Hall Height /n/ernatwfconlroller
,..PC Network Half Helglll DSDD Dmes 78.00'
",TlIndon TM- 7oo
t20.00'
2 Full HO!f}ht OS DO Dmes
.... ·1 II E ' 20MB tfl{afl1al 7 2 Helgllt
367.00'
Autoboot Drive By Seagale or Mlcroscrence

MONITORS

MEMORY CHIPS

Wholesale
(3.00)
Amdek Video 300G Composlle Green 5110.00'
Amdek Video 300A Composite Amber 120.00'
(3.00)
Amdek Video 310A ISM Type Ambel
130.00'
(3.00)
Amdek Color 600 NEW! High Res RGB 365.00'
(7.88)
Amdek Color 722 Enhanced Graphics 424.00'
(9. 16)
Magnavox 72TTL IBM Type Amoer
79.00'
(5.00)
A greatlookmglperformmg monochrome
NEC SC· 1401 Multisync RGB
480.00' ( 10 .37)
Princeton HX· 12 RGB Monilor
399.00'
(8.60)
Princeton HX·12E CGAorEGA Momior 445.00'
(9. 61)
Princeton MAX-I2e
138.00'
(5.00)
Works with Color or Mono Card
Quadram Amberchroflle 12 " TTL
125.00'
(2.70)
Non GlarelSlow PhosphOr
Ta xan 630 High Res RGB Monitor
383.00 '
(8.27)
Ta xan 640 HIghest Res (740x4oo)
439.00' ( 10 .69)
Currenlly Available- Works with Persysl
BOB Card & the AT&T Computer
Zenith ZVM 7230AIHighResl NonGlare
81.00'
(2.50)

(All Memory Chips Guaranteed tor Lite!)
Wholesale
,,64K Memory Upgrade Kits (9 ClupS!
57.75'
( I DO)
Ouanllry Discounts Avatlnvle l
",64K Dynamic Ram ChIp s (Eachl
1.00'
(1 001
.... 256K DVnaml c Ram Chips (Eacll)
2.90'
( I DO)
.... 128K IBMATMolherBoardChips (Each ) 3.50'
( I OO)
",I ntel Co- Processor
99.50'
(2 l SI

"-__'_"_i,_.b_,e_'"_'B_M_'_AP_p_,e_'M_A_C_,"_d_C_P'_M_F_o,_m_"_
',_H'_'d_W
_' _" _P'_i,_" _"_,g_h'_'''_d_,,,_._,e_"_oo_,,_,,_e_",_m_'i_" _"'_i'_'''
_d_"_''_''''_'_, _....I
COPYright It! 1985, PC NETWORK, INC,

(168)
(220)

(793)

(250)
(2.50)
(2.50)

Hercule s Color Card IVIParallel Pori $126.00'
.... Hercule s Monochrome Graph.cs Card 162.00'
Orchid TVloo EGA Cmd
610.00 '
Paradise Modular Gfaptllcs Cald
219.00'
Olladram Quad EGA + Enhanced
323.00 '
GraplJlcs Adapter
.... Tl II·: EGA Pl us EGA Clone
227.00 '
With 255K <': ponter port
....T II E ' H720 Mono Mono Glaphlcs
73 .00'
wi/h parallel port 100"0 Hercules CompallVlel
...nlE • Color Card
60.00'
l
lOO ~ .. IBM Compatlble

~~;~

(2.50)

(250)
r250)
(2 501
(2501
(2 50)
(250)
(2 50)

ACCESSORIES

(2.50) .... Brand Name DS/DD Diskettes
57 .95'
(100)
(2.50)
Guarallleed for ufe' NOI Gencmc l
"D S /DD Bulk A .. te Special
each .54'
(2.50)
Packaged m 50 ~\ I th sleeves and labelS
(2 50)
Gflarallfeed for Llfe l
(250) .... PC Nelwork Replacement 130 Wall
79.00 '
(5 00)
tBM-PC Power Supply-Gives YOUi PC the sami)
CapacIty .1S an XT Good lor add In Tape Dri ves
(wlmou t need for a piggyback tiM) and large
capacity disk drives
SMA PCDocumate: Keyboard
9.99 ' ea.
( 100)
(2 50)
Templa les for Lotusl DBaselMultima le and nthers

CALL
5355.00'
3,699 .00 '

1,805 .00'

.... COMP AQ Hilld DIS!. Porlable
51 .835 .00' (43 t81
20MB Hard Disk I F1oppy 256K
.... IB MPCBaseSystem2SDD FDC 256K 1.025.00 ' (22 7oJ )
(79.90) " IBM PC Pro fess.onal Hard DIS!.
1.39 2.00' (300 71
IBM PC/AT Base System - 1.2MB
2, 875.00' (62 to)
(38.99)
Floppyl256K
IBM AT Pro feSSional Syslem
CALL
1.2MB Floppy/20MB Hard Disk/ I Ser/1 Par.5 12K
(167)

PRINTERS
" Citizen f-.JSP· IO NEW'
5225.00'
160C PS 80COL Fflc + Tlac
.... Cltizen MSP· IS NEW'
340 .00'
160CPS 132GOL Fflc + TruC
,.. Cltlzen li.'ISP-20 NEWI
299.00'
200CPS BOCOL Fflc + Trac
.... Cltlzen r.,ISP- 25 N EWI
435.00'
200CPS 132COGFIIC + Trac
.,Cltlzen Pwmlere 35 NEWI
420 .00 '
35CP$ Dalsywheel1l32COUFnc + Trac
CItizen 120·0 12SCPS to"/Trac
169.00'

r---------------------------------.,
..
TERMS & CONDITIONS
'pc NETWORK- Members pay jusl811Ja above the wholesa te price, plus shipping. All prices rellec t 0 3% cash discount
Minimum shippmg $2.50 per order- International orders ca ll lor shipPing & handling charges Money Orders. personal
and company checks ptease allow 10 working days to clear All pllCCS subject to change wllhoul nollce!
t RENT BEFORE YOU BUY - Membels are eligible to Jom the NETWORK's Busmess and Game software Renlal Ubranes
and evaluale products 101 a full 14 IRegular) or 30 ,VIP} days 10 see It il meets yOU! needs. And The NEl'NORK's rental
chalgesare fal Jess than Olher softwaremnlat se7vlces-Just 20%OF THE MEMBER WHOLESALE PRICE. RenlalUties

VIDEO CARDS

(10.69)

COMPLETE SYSTEMS
Apple Macllltosh Base System
.... Centra l Poin1 Laser 128
Appl!? /Ie and IIc Compalible
AT&T 7300 Unix PC
10MB Hard Dlsk} I Floppyl 512K
COMPA~ DeskPro wl 255K
I Fioppyl10MB Hard Disk

EXTERNAL MODEMS
Anchor Signalman Express
5205.00(5.00)
Anchor Lighlning 2400
309.00'
(2.50)
Hayes Smarlmodem 300
125.00 '
(500)
Hayes Smartmodem t200
340.00'
(500)
"Haye s SI1l<1l tmodOIll 2·100
525.00'
(500)
Prometheu s Promodem 1200
276 .00 '
(600)
U.S. Robotics Coufler 2400BPS Modem 345 .00 '
(5.00)
U.S. Robotics Password
172.00'
(4 .00)
ALL !'t IE MODEMS AR E 100"0 HAYES COMPATIBL E
1'1 11 : ' 1200 Com External
129.00'
(2 58)
Till
2oJOO Com Ex/emn l
277.00'
1554}

Hayes Smanmodem 1200B
5305.00'
(2.50)
With New Smartcom II VT100 EmufRtor
(6 ,16)
Hayes Smartmodem 1200B Alone
265.00 '
(2.50)
Prometh eua Promodem 1200Blnlemal 225.00'
(2. 50)
(8.94) "" 1 li E In lerna I 1200 /200BPS r.,lodem 119.00'
(2 SO,
Lowest Cost Hayes Compa llble wl FREE PC Talk II
(24 .95)

(3694)

MULTIFUNCTION CARDS

Apparat AT Ram Expansion Card
5139.00'
AST SixPakPremwm - 2MB MultlIOK
315.00'
",A ST SI~P8kPlus ' Wltll SdK
139 .00'
AST ' 110 Plus II "
120.00'
AST r MullillO- 2 SeriallClock
5155.00'
(2.50)
AST ' Advantage (or AT ~
325.00'
Micro soft Premium Soltcard lie
243.67'
(2.50)
Evere x Magic C,1rd 64K
160.00'
Mlcrolek Dump/ing/GX
55 .00 '
(2.50)
Qu ad ram Gold Card
340.00 '
66.00'
Orange Micro Grappler +
(2.50)
384K MultifunctiOn/Color Card wlOK
Orange Micro Serial Grappler
66 .00'
(2.50)
Tecmar Captain Multi Card w/oK
109.00'
PC Network Z80 Card
35.00'
(2.50)
.,1111 • 576K Plus Memory Bo" rd 1\ OK 37.00'
Ouadram APICI G Graphics Inlerfaco
(2.50)
62.00'
.. ril E ~ Multi 384 A 'imctlOna/ clone
72 .00'
Ouadram E RAM-80
88.00'
(2.50)
of AST's SOIPakPlus
Ouadram Mullicore-/ Parallel
140.00'
(2.50)
Includes up /() 384K of eX{)ll nsloll memory
I SeriallC/ock Expandable to 256K
7 sCl ml. I par,,//el. I game port
Thunderware Thunderclock
104.00'
(2.50)
a clock calendar and 3 software standa rd
Titan Technologies Accelerator I/e
(4.48)
207.35'
.,IIIE Multi If 0 Plus /I Clone
60.00'
'-----------------------------------'
Ser,ParGamoClocA standard

BOARDS AND BUFFERS

$250.00'
MlcroPro Words/ar 2000+
285.00'
MlcroRlm RBase 5000
205,00'
Microsoft C Complier
202 .00'
Microsoft Word- Lalest VerSion 3.0
Mlcrosolt Multiplan
101 .00'
107.00'
Microsoft Mouse
55.00'
Mlgenl Ability
85,00'
Monogram Dollars & Sense
,..Mulllmate Mul/,m.,,!? /Ltiles / Vt'USlonl
lBO.OO ·
Norton Norton Utili/les 3 . I
43.00'
ea.3g5,00'
Open Systems PIO Sales AIR INV GIL
AlP Team Mgr . . Vor. 3.X
Power Base Power Base
200 .00'
Real World GIL Al P AIR or O£l fNV
ea.350.00'
65.00'
Rosesoll ProKey VerSion 3
520.00'
Ryan McFartand RM COBOL (Dev. System)
"'Samnn S<1ml1~1 11/ Word Processor
207.75'
340.00'
.... Sam na Word +
.,Satellile Software Word Perfect
180.00'
Soltcrolt Fancy Fonts
125.00 '
Soltware Group Enable
293.00'
Sollware PublishIng PFS:File. Write,Graph
68.00'
Sollware Publi shing PFS:Repon
59.50'

HARDWARE FOR YOUR IBM

HARDWARE FOR YOUR APPLE" & MACINTOSH
(Pl ease add shipping and handling charges found In italic s next to price .)

Apple MAC 800KB External Drive
$349.95'
(7.50)
" Habn BOOKS Double Sldod Mil c DflVe 215.00'
(.: 641
IOmega Macnoulli 5MB Removable
999.00' (2 1.58)
Drive (or Macintosh
IOmega Dual l 0MBBernoulli (or Mac 1,805.00' (38.99)
with SCSI Port
Micro Sci A2 143KB Drive
150.00'
(5 .00)
Jus/like Apple's Own
Micro Sci Floppy Can/roller
55.00'
(2.50)
", Paradlse Mac 10MB H,1rd Dnve
525.00' ( I I 3 .J)
Hard Dm'e SUbsystem
" Paradise M,1C 20MB HalO Df/ ve
745.00' (1 6091
Hard Df/ve Subsystem
"PC Network 740K ElCternal Of/ va
95.00'
(250)
fO! Apple IIc
" PC Network "tOK Df/ve (or Applelle
95.00'
t205)
Tecmar 5MBRemovabie DriveforMA C 999.00' (21 .58)
Teemar 10 MB MAC Drive
999.00' (21 .58)

Wholesale
Wholesale
$23.00' " Inl ocom Deadlme or Svsoen(J(>ri
$24.00 '
34.00'
Microsoft Fltghl Simulator
27.00'
28.99'
Mouse Systems PC Paml - Tum your PC
59.95'
17.25'
Inlo A Color Macintosh!
40.00'
Scarborough Master Type
19.75'
50.00'
Sierra On-Line Crossfire
18.00'
37.25'
24 .75'
Sierra On -Une King's Quest II
26.50'
18.00'
Spectrum Holobyte GATO
21 .50' ",Sp lnnaker Alphabc1 Zoo. Kinder Camp
15.25'
31.00'
StOfy Machi ne. Face Maker /-f(JY Diddle. DIddle
24.00'
Rhymes 8. Riddles
29.75' "Spi nnaker Delta Drawll1gol Most AmaZlIlg Thmg 20.75'
24.50'
Subloglc Nigh t Mission Pinball
19.25'
19.-75 '
Virtual Combina!lcs Micro Cookbook
21.00'

Epson L>. 80 I OOCPSBOCOL LO
", Epson FX 85
... Epson F>.. 286 NEWI
",E pson LO 1000 NEW I
180CPS5OCPS NLO
Epson SO 2000 Ink/el Printer
Epson OX 35 35CPS LO Model
"NE C 2030 20CPS LO Parallel
"NE C 2050 20CPS Ll!lIer Qualtty

(486) "NEC 3530 33CPS LO Paralfel
5888.00' ( r9 78/
.... NEC 3550 33CPS LO
920.00 ' (I- 87)
(7 34) ,..NEC 8850 55CPS
1.330.00' (2873/
NEC PmWriter P· 7 180CPSlf32COL
535.00' (1156)
(646)
Okidalll ML 182 New 120CPSILO
188.00'
(406)
Model Fricl /BM GraphICS & More
(940)
Okldata ML 192 New Sleek Design
299.00'
(646)
160CP$I LOI FricI IBM Graphics
(90 71
Okidat a Color 20 80CP$IJOO+
109.00'
(218)
Colors.LOI IBM Graphics & More
(363)
(Requires Interfsce)
Okldala ML 193P 60CPS
425.00'
225.00 '
(oJ 86)
(9 '8)
345.00'
(7.15)
Okldal a IBM Interfaco
69 .00'
(150)
505.00' (l09t)
fOI Okida /a Color 20
CALL
Okldala ML 84P 200cPS, 132COL
599.00 ' (12.94)
Okldata 2410 P Pacemark 350CPS
CALL
1,453.00' (3138)
Panasonic KX· 7091 12017522CPS
220.00'
(475)
590.00' (12.74)
Panasonlc KX·I092 180CPSw Tractor 329.00'
(711)
605.00 ' ( 13.05)
Toshiba P3 4t 210CPSII32COL
699.00 ' (I5.09)
570.00' (1 300)
Toshiba P351 P,5288CPSIJ 32COL
988.00' (2134)

Prices subject to change without notice.

PC:
IBM PC
HARD DISK SYSTEM

IBM PC BASE
SYSTEM

IBM PC w/256K
Floppy Drive Controller
1 Double Sided Double
Density Disk Drive
Half Height Hard Disk

IBM PC w/256K
Floppy Drive Controller
2 Double Sided Double
Density Disk Drives
Mix and Match with
your Favorite Monitor
and Prin ter!

$1,025.00*
CUSTOM
CONFIGURATIONS
WELCOME

l3e

...

,.I ~ •• • . , • • •

Im(i :·· :············':;1Ii \~

Over 30,000 products priced at Wholesale + 8 %. Anything
you will ever need at a Consistent low price ..

$1,467.00*

•

• Quarterlv Catalog Updates

Your Catarog is never obsolete! Keep on top of the newest
products and latest price changes.

CALL FOR
LATEST IBM
ANNOUNCEMENTS

PORTABLE
HARD DISK SYSTEM

• Our 600 Page Wholesale Catalog

w/20MB

1 ~ J1J1J1J1J1J1 _
•

SEE WHY OVER 150,000 HAVE JOINED
MAKING US THE NATION'S #1 SOURCE
FOR EVERYTHING IN COMPUTING

DESK PRO SYSTEM

• The Printout

Our newsletter gives you fantastic speCials alog with
unbiased analysis of new products and industry trends.

• 10 Dav Returns on any Hardware!!

If you aon 't like any hardware product - for any reason

- return it for a refund.

256K CPUlI Floppy/Hard Disk

256K/ l Floppy/20MB Hard Disk

• 1000

+ Title

Rental Library

14 to 30 day rentals on over 1000 different titles.
Try before you buy!!

n71J"~M4a TM

• Size Strength and Stability

The Network fias over 150 employees, 45,00 square
feet of office and warehouse space, inventory valued in
excess of $15,000,000 and is ranked the largest computer
product supplier in the nation! Our commitment is to serve
our customers and our 90% repeat business rate is proof!!

• OnLine 'MBulletin Board

$1,999.00*
$1,910.00*

$1,910.00*

Download "Freeware" from the nation's largest single
concentration of Public Domain software available! Get tied
into the nation's largest technical information network! Place
orders, get tech support or contact customer service from the
Network's OnLine, '"not just a bulletin board but a complete
customer information network.

w/30MB
w/20MB

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-621-S-A-V-E
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64KIBM
MEMORY
EXPANSION KIT."S
QuantityPC
Discounts
Available.
Guaranteed for'l.

,\'
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"
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(Orders-Membership and Advice!)
In Illinois call (312) 280'()002
96
Your Membership Validation Number
You can va lidate your membe rship number an d, it you wiSh,
Place your first money-savi ng order over the phone by usi ng
yo ur VISA, MASTERCARD or AMERICAN EXPRE SS. Our
knowledgeable sales consultants are on duty Mon.-Fri. 8:00" ~~ .
AM to 7:00 PM, SAT. 9 :00 AM to 5:00 PM CST.

" PERSONAL COMPUTER NElWORK
., 320 West Ohio
Chicago, Illinois 60610

'" .

.

Call now .. .Join the PC NETWORK and start saving today!
Customer Service and Order Status (312) 280·1567
8:30 AM to 4:30 PM, Mon.·Fri. CST

.,>1

Set of
9Chips

$7.75*

r----------------------PC NETWORK· MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

"

5V4"DS/DD

51/4" SS/DD

3W'SS/DD
Bx. 10

~ ~
ea . •

54*

1/2 HEIGHT DS/DD
DISK DRIVES
Th e Network buys direct
and makes fantastic deals
with manufacturers like MPII
Tandon/ CDC/ ShugartiQum el
TEAC and oth ers to bring you
fantastic pri ces on Name
Brand drives for your PC/AT/
XT/ jr/ or Compati ble.

ea . •

$12.95*
Free Flip
&File Case

47*

INTERNAL PC HARD DISK
Low Powe r/Automalic Boo t. Works on standard PC's
and Compatib les. Inc ludes drive/ control ler/ ca bles/
mounting hardware and instructions.

Fu ll one year wa rranty!

10MB

$299.00*
20MB

$367.00*

$78.00*

Uuantity Discounts Available

I

DIscount AvaIlable

WordPerfect

$180.00*

YESI Pl ease enroll me as a member in the PC Network'" and send my
ca talog featuring thou sa nd s of computer products, ali at just 8% above
DEALER WHOLESALE PRICES. I will also periodicall y receive "THE
PRINTOUT, " a special up-date on merchandi se at prices BELOW even
those in my wholesale catalog, and ali th e other exc lusive monevsaving services available to Members.
396

0

I am under no o bl igation to buy anything, My complete satisfaction is
g uaranteed. Please check (V") aU boxes that apply:
Basic Membership
Special V.I.P. Membership*
wHh optional 14 Oay Ev.lu.Uon.

o One-yea r membership for $8
o Two-yea r membership for
$15 (Save $1)
o Business Software Evaluation

o
o

Account
Number:

ea.

MultiMate'·

wHh optlon.1 30 Oay Evalu.tlon.

0 One-year membership for $15
0 Two-yea r membership for $2 5
(Save $5 )
0 BOTH Bu sin ess and Game
Software Evaluation Libraries for $30
Library for $2 5 add'i. per
yea r- with 14-day return s
add 'I. per yea r-with 30 day return s
Gam es Software Evaluation
· VLP. members may receive
advance notice on limited quantity
Library for $10 addl per year
merchandise spec ials
Bill my c redit card : 0 VISA 0 MasterCard 0 American Express

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Exp. Date _ _ _ _ _ __
mo .
year

o

Check or money order enc losed for $ _ _ _ _ __
Name _ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Cily _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __

*Members pay 8% above this wholesale price plus shipping.

)===-==,.,..,-=--==,.,..,=-=-,.,..,.,...,,.,..,___

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-621-S-A-V-E (m,::~sr:~~s)
In Illinois call (312) 280-0002 Validation code: B396

Telephone (
My compuler(s) is: D IBM PC D IBM-XT D IBM-AT D Apple II
D Mac intosh D Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Customer Service and Order Status (312) 280·1567

Signature _ _ _--,::-;-- ,_ _-;--;-:_=-,-_-,--,.,..,._ _ __
(Signature required to va lidate membership)

TM & R-Registered trademarks of IBM/ COMPAQ/APPLEIAST Research/LOTUS/ Muttimate Int./ IOMEGA.
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IF THE VIOLATION of private electronic communication is a subject that
arouses your ire, Steve Ciarcia's article on data encryption will interest you.
Fortunately, there are ways to prevent electronic Peeping Toms. The Circuit
Cellar data encryptor is easy to understand, easy to build, and easy to use,
but it is very difficult to break. When Steve began this project. he knew little
about the subject. Because many of you probably share this lack of knowledge.
Steve presents more background material than he ordinarily might.
In this month's product Preview, BYTE senior technical editors G. Michael
Vose and Gregg Williams provide an advance look at LabVIEW, the last four
letters of which stand for Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench. The National Instruments product enables scientists and engineers to create virtual
instruments that turn the Mactinosh into a general-purpose laboratory tool.
"Calculating CRCs by Bits and Bytes," our Programming Project for
September, explains how to use the XOR function to implement modulo 2
division when calculating cyclic redundancy checks. Author Greg Morse provides a lucid description of his method for those who have difficulty understanding the math behind CRC calculations.
When Edward Batutis discovered that the DEBUG program provided with
IBM PC-DOS had no break-out switch, he devised a program to provide the
capability. "Breaking Out. " this month's Programming Insight. explains the
routine.
Maintaining data on disk can be a challenging aspect of programming for
beginners and experts alike. In "Keyed File Access in BASIC. " Stephen C. Perry
presents several BASIC routines that provide fast and efficient keyed access
to data files.
Our last feature, "Real Time Under Real Pascal" by James Feldman, explains
two ways to interface a machine language routine to Pascal. Such a technique
is useful for those rare times in a high-level program when you must descend
into the depths to achieve timing, communications, or any other operation
for which machine language is the sine qua non.
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PRODUCT

PREVIEW

LABVIEW:
LABORAlDRY
VIRTUAL
INSTRUMENT
ENGINEERING
WORKBENCH
An executable
block-diagram
environment exploiting
Macintosh graphics
Editor's note: The following is a BYTE product preview. It is not a review. We provide
an advance look at this product because we
feel that it is significant. A complete review
will follow in a subsequent issue.

S

cientists and engineers do
not deny that computers
are important tools in the
laboratory. However, they
often wish they didn't have to become
computer wizards to exploit the
potential of the computer. Extending
the graphics power of the Macintosh,
National Instruments' Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench (LabVIEW) offers a computer
programming environment that closely resembles the way scientists and
engineers work. Using graphic front
panels controlled by executable block
diagrams, LabVIEW gives laboratory
users a way to create virtual instruments that turn the Macintosh into a
84
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general-purpose laboratory tool.
LabVIEW requires a 512K-byte Macintosh and costs $1995. It works with
stand-alone instruments connected to
the Macintosh's serial port, and it supports National Instruments' $ 59 5
GPIB-MAC interface box and the
$1495 MacBus box (see the text box
"Using LabVIEW in the Real World" on
page 92) .
The intended user base for LabVIEW includes engineers and scientists with no programming experience
or limited experience with a simple
language like BASIC. The components
of LabVIEW are the front panel and
block-diagram panes for the creation
of virtual instruments; a graphic programming language for building front
panels and block diagrams; mechanisms for connecting virtual instruments to one another and for linking
them to existing C. assembly language, or FORTRAN code modules;
built-in I/O functions for reading and
writing data to disks or communication ports; and built-in functions for
statistical and matrix operations.
VIRTUAL INSTRUMENTS

A virtual instrument (abbreviated as
"instrument" for the rest of the article) in the LabVIEW system consists
of two items: a front panel and a

block diagram. The front panel contains the input and output controls
(e.g., dials, switches, and output
screens) that represent the data coming into and going out of the instrument (a control's appearance changes
when the user manipulates it) . The
block diagram contains the program
that the instrument executes. Each
control is represented by an icon in
the block-diagram window, and the
program appears as a collection of
"black box " icons connected in logicdiagram fashion (see the right half of
figure I) . If an instrument is to be used
inside another instrument. it must also
have an instrument icon, which allows
the smaller instrument to be used as
a black box in the block diagram of
the larger instrument.
A SIMPLE EXAMPLE
We will demonstrate the LabVIEW system with a simple example. Let's say

BY G. MICHAEL VOSE AND GREGG WILLIAMS

we want to generate. graph. and store
sets of random data points in the
range of (0. s) . (We can store multiple
runs of data with the instrument and
recall them later. perhaps for use as
test data for another instrument.)
Before we start planning the example itself. remember that the randomnumber function supplied with LabVIEW generates numbers in the range
(-1. I) . We need a separate virtual instrument that scales a number from
the range (-\, \) to (0, s). where s is
an arbitrary positive scaling factor.
Our first tasK, then. is to create a scaling virtual instrument.
To create a virtual instrument that
scales a number from the range
(- L I) to (0, s) , we first have to understand how we are going to calculate
this transformation . If we think of the
number as a signal to be processed,
we might come up with a block diagram for our virtual instrument like
the one in figure 2.
First we must add the appropriate
controls to the front-panel window
(see the left half of figure l) . In standard Macintosh fashion. we call these
items up from menu selections in the
Controls menu and the dialog boxes
that subsequently appear. By clicking
on the open-hand icon in the tool
palette at the top of the display, the
cursor changes to the hand shape,
called the Grabber, while it is in the
front-panel window. We can then
move (and in some cases resize) these
controls by using the Grabber. In this
example. we use a slider switch to represent the input number to be scaled.
an input-only digital readout for the
scaling factor s. and an output-only
digital readout for the scaled result.
When we add controls to the frontpanel window, the block-diagram window (which appears when you ex-

ecute Open Diagram from the File
menu) gains corresponding icons. We
create the instrument's design in the
block-diagram window in figure I ,
using icons called by the Functions
menu. Again, we use the Grabber to
move icons, and the wiring tool (the
spool-of-wire icon in the top row) to
draw the connections between icons.
The scaling instrument is now complete. We can test it by using the operate tool (pointing finger) to move the
slider switch (thus changing its value)
and edit the scale value. When we
click on the Go icon on the menu bar,
LabVIEW executes the program defined by the block-diagram window
and puts the result in the front-panel
window. Note that the input value 0,
•

File

Edit

Format

Controls

which is in the middle of the interval
(- 1. I). translates to 5 on a scale of
(0, 10) .
The two remaining tools in the tool
palette are the labeling tooL which is
an I-beam cursor acquired by clicking
on the large A icon , and the magnifying-glass-shaped help tooL which displays tutorial information on whatever
feature of LabVIEW it is used to click
on.
This instrument can be saved, recalled, and run as is. However; we
must do one more thing to use it in(continued)

Michael Vase and Gregg Williams are
senior technical editors for BYTE. They can
be contacted at BYTE. One Phoenix Mill
Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458 .
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Figure I : The Scale Number virtual instrument. The left half of this figure
contains the front panel for this instrument; it contains two input variables. or
controls, and one output control. The block diagram in figure 2 translates directly
to the block diagram shown in the right half of this figure. The Input Value
slider switch (dashed line) is associated with the upper left corner (blackened) of
the instrument's icon.
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side other instruments: create a
distinctive icon for it. Through selections in the Format menu, you can
draw an arbitrary icon, divide its area
into rectangular regions, and associate each region with an input or output control. Then within a larger instrument. wires that connect to these
regions will be taken as sending or receiving values consistent with the corresponding controls.
The screen dump of figure I was
taken while the connection pOints on
the scaling instrument's icon were being defined. The icon is represented
here by the dark square in the upper
left corner of the front-panel window.
At this particular moment. the upper
left corner of the icon (blackened) is
associated with the slider switch (outlined with dashes). The finished icon
for the scaling instrument. visible in
figure 3, has two inputs, labeled IN
and SCA (scale). and an output
labeled OUT.
BUILDING THE GRAPHING
INSTRUMENT
The construction of the final instrument. which generates the random
numbers and scales and graphs them,
proceeds Similarly to that of the scaling instrument. (The data can be
saved in a step unrelated to the instrument definition.) We begin by creating an input control for the number
of points to be generated (e.g., a different kind of slider switch). an inputonly numeric window for the scaling
factor, and a graphic-output window

(see the left half of figure 3) .
The block-diagram window contains
several new items. The icon marked
IN/OUT/SCA represents the scaling instrument we just designed. The icon
with the graphed points is another
predefined instrument that takes a list
of numbers, pairs the entries with the
numbers 0, I. 2, . . .. and outputs
them as a composite structure of data
(note the thick striped line) suitable
for use by the graphic control. The
triangle with the two dice in it is the
random-number-generating function.
The most important item in the
block-diagram window is the large
box that looks like a stack of stationery; in the LabVIEW system, this
represents a FOR loop. The contents
of the box will be executed a set
number of times. The box labeled N
determines the number of iterations
(here it receives its input from the
Number of Points slider switch on the
front panel).
As before, to run this instrument. we
set the number of data points and the
scaling factor using the operator tool.
then hit Go. When LabVIEW is
finished, it displays the new data in
the graphic control. automatically
scaling both axes to fit the data.
CONTROLS
Now that we've seen an example, let's
look at the LabVIEW controls in detail.
Controls are the components ot the
front-panel window that define the inputs to and the outputs from the instrument. Controls are input-only or

output-only. meaning that they will
receive values from the front panel or
display them.
We have seen numeric controls as
both input and output controls. At
any time, the user can change the
control's appearance, the range ot
valid values, and other characteristics.
(LabVIEW also offers a strip-chart
numeric control that displays a running history of the variable's values as
they scroll off to the left.) String controls differ from numeric controls in
that they hold character strings as
values; they usually appear as boxes
within which text can appear. Binary
controls contain a simple I-bit value;
they can appear as a variety of toggle switches, buttons, and indicator
lamps whose appearances change
when their states change.
Numeric, string, and binary controls
all share the ability to be multidimensional; that is, a single control can represent more than one value. For example, an indicator lamp can be declared as a 2 by 4 by 3 array of binary
values. Such a control appears on the
front panel as an indicator lamp with
three boxes beside it that contain the
indexes of the value currently being
displayed. By changing the values inside the boxes, you can look at the
values of individual elements in the
array, LabVIEW supports controls that
have up to eight dimensions.
Graphic controls are simpler; as output. they display an ordered set of x,y
pairs as a line graph. Nationallnstruments plans for the graphic controls

Divide
Data in:
range (-

1,1)

by

Add 1
range (0,2)

range (0,1)
Multiply

2

-+-

~

Data out:
range (D,s)

s (Desired scaIe factor)

Figure 2:
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Designing the block diagram. This diagram shows one way to scale a number from the range
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(-I. I)

to the range (0, s) .

LA BV IEW

to have additional options in the
finished product.
The last type of control is a cluster
control. which allows you to group
an arbitrary collection of data items
together so that they can be represented as a single line in the blockdiagram window instead of as multiple lines. For example. the X(i)-versus-i
instrument in figure 3 contains a
single cluster that transforms the list
of Xli) data and an internally generated list of i values into the data
structure that the graphic-output control requires.

120

1

100~

110

=~=

4020
0-

Scaling Fact or

Number of
PelOts

Graph

COMPILED INSTRUMENTS

The designers of LabVIEW realize that
~O\} mct~ need functions that cannot
be accomplished with high-level userdefined instruments. They also realize
that you may already have data acquisition routines written in a highlevel compiled language that you do
not want to give up. 1b meet this situation. LabVIEW has the ability to link
the parameters of a compiled subroutine (called. in Macintosh terminology.
a code resource file) to front-panel
controls. In this way you can tie your
routine to an instrument icon and use
it anywhere in the LabVIEW system.
National Instruments plans to offer
Macintosh users the ability to link to
routines written in C. assembly language. and FORTRAN . with links to
other compiled languages possible in
the future.
G-THE GRAPHICS
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

LabVIEW's programming language.
called G. uses icons in place of keywords but tosses in a few textural
compromises to overcome the intrinsic limitations of a pictographic lexicon. The LabVIEW programmer uses
the icons to build the block diagrams
that define the function of a virtual
instrument.
The language offers a special set of
f1ow-of-control structures and a wiring
mechanism to connect them. These
wired structures define the flow of
data among the parts of a block
diagram. In addition. the language
provides standard and special arithmetic functions plus a broad array of
special functions for input/output.

Graph

Figure 3: The Random Data virtual instrument. The Scale Number instrument
of figure 1 is visible here as the square icon marked IN/OUT/SeA. The Number
of Points input drives a FOR loop that scales a random number (the triangular
icon) to the range given blj the Scaling Factor input control. The instrument then
collects the data. scales it. and graphs it.

Table I : Built-in fun ctions in LaOVIEW.
Arithmetic:

+ . - . *. I. **(exponentiation). min. max. neg. abs. inv, AND, OR, XOR

Comparative: =, not = , > , >= , < , <= , =0, not =0, >0, >=0, <0, <=0
Transcendental : sin, cos, tan, asin, acos, atan, sinh , cosh , tanh, log, exp, sqrt, In
String: string concatenation , substring, parse string, string to numeric, numeric to
string, string compare, string length, null-string detection, ASCII-string detection
Statistical: mean, variance, standard deviation, histogram, mode, median, moments,
residues
Matrix: transposition of dimension, lesser-dimension subsets, subarrays, individual
element manipulation, dot product, cross product. matrix multiply, inversion
Curve fitting : linear, polynomial , exponential
Signal processing : FFT, inverse FFT, convolution, correlation, power spectrum,
integration, differentiation

string manipulation. and scientific and
engineering tasks (see table I for a list
of specific functions available). The
compromises to the iconic scheme of
the language include a calculator that
permits the use of formulas within virtual instruments and a provision for

linking traditional program code to
existing instruments.
BUILDING BLOCKS

Computer science theorists have
shown that any algorithm can be built
(continued)
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successfully with three structures: an
iterative loop. an IF... THEN . .. ELSE
structure. and a DO . . .WHILE loop.
Any system with these structures can
be called a programming language.
Using these criteria. LabVIEW's iconic
underpinnings can be called a language.
G provides five flow-of-control structures: a sequence structure; an iterative. or FOR. loop; a case selection
structure; an indefinite. or WHILE.
loop; and a set of shift registers that
permit the recursive use of the iterative and indefinite loops. These graphic structures permit structured programming in a data-flow environment.
The sequence structure of Gallows
the LabVIEW programmer to specify
the order of execution of any set of
operations. Icons that look like frames
of film (see figure 4) represent the
separate ordered steps in a series of
sequential operations. A number in
the upper middle area of each frame
displays the sequence number of the
frame currently selected.
An instrument's sequence frames
execute in strict order; that is. frame
one must finish execution before
frame two can begin. Interestingly.
structures within a frame. such as a
FOR structure. can execute in parallel
with other such structures. Sequences.
however. like nodes in a traditional
data-flow model. cannot execute until
a prior condition is satisfied. namely.
the arrival of dependent data. Sequences help. in fact. to defeat LabVIEW's inherent parallelism. For example. in a three-sequence instrument. you cannot specify that execution begins with the second frame in

the sequence; execution always
begins with the first frame. The execution signal for the start of the second
frame in the sequence is the availability of all outgoing data at the
border of the first frame.
Variables within a sequence frame
are local to that frame. but local
variable data can pass from a lowernumbered frame to a higher one.
The G control structure for iterative
operations is a FOR loop (see figure
4). A pair of special variables local to
the loop hold the total number of
iterations and the value of the current
iteration. or index. It is possible to
pass arrays of data into an iterative
loop or to perform operations on indivdual elements using the value of
the index to extract values. All the
operations placed inside the icon representing the loop execute for every
iteration of the loop.
The case selection structure in G
permits you to the execute several
operations within the structure by
using a selector value to determine
the operation to be performed. The
selector value must be an integer between 0 and n. You must use the case
structure to perform the equivalent of
IF.. .THEN ... ELSE comparisons in G.
The indefinite. or WHILE. loop is
similar to the FOR loop with one
major difference. Loop execution
depends on a test of a specified condition. usually a Boolean conditional.
As with FOR loops. you can pass data
arrays into the loop. You can also pass
individual array elements into an in- .
definite loop. Even though the LabVIEW manuals call this a WHILE loop.
it is actually an UNTIL loop that

Case

Structure

o
.,

.,
'::. .

. ... ::

(Multiple Sequences occupy (Multiple Cases occupy
the same screen area)
the same s creen area)

For Loop

I;]J]
(N=Loop Count
i=Loop Count~r)

CONNECTING THE PARTS

Since the underlying programming
model for G is data flow. the connections between control structures. constants. variables. and input/output
controls are extremely important. The
iconic representation of the paths on
which data flows among the G components is wire. The wiring tool is
used to connect block-diagram parts.
The appearance of a wire reveals
details of the type of the data that
travels that path. For example. a thin
wire represents a flow of single
numbers. while a medium-size wire
with a hatched border represents a
multidimensional array of strings (see
figure 5). A dashed wire denotes a
bad connection. which is a data path
that is not possible.
When G programmers connect two
G program structures together with
the wiring tool. they do not have to
know what kind of wire to use. G
chooses the appropriate data type for
(continued)

Wire Styles

Programming Structures
Sequence
Structure

always executes at least once. even
when the conditional is set at zero.
The shift registers of G allow an
iterative or indefinite loop to execute
recursively. A shift-register set includes a leaf node and two or more
root nodes. You can use multiple sets
of shift registers. Since many programming situations demand the use of
past. or existing. data. G's shift
registers offer a method for accumulating this data. The data shifts from
register to register. with the initial
value of the leaf node passing to the
first root node and that node's value
passing to the second root node.

While Loop

[j]@
(O=R~circulation Flag
i=Loop C o unt~r)

--Number
- - Array of Numbers
=
Mult.idimensional Array of Numbers
.................. Boolean
- - Array of Booleans
- - Multidimensional Array of Boolean s
--String
- - Array of Strings
B8888888I Multidimensional Array of Strings
=
Structures
- - - - - Bad connection

Figure 4: The flow-of-control structures of G. lilbVIEW's underlying iconic

Figure 5: The wire types of G and their

programming language.

associated data types.
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The BIGGEST reason to buy the
FASTCOMM™ 2496 is that it
adds Top Speed for Bottom Dollar.
~ ,.' Here are 8 more .
The FASTCOMM 2496 is designed for PC to Pc.
mini and mainframe users who need all popular baud
rates-9600-as well as 2400. 1200 and )00. You can do
more than ever before with your modem and you
can do it now!

#1 ' .. more modem for your money.

The FASTCOMM 2496 includes 300-2400
baud for interactive work and play. When it comes to
high-speed downloading-switch to 9600 baud with a
simple AT command. You can transfer full diskettes
of data in less than 10 minutes! Say goodbye
to excessive long distance charges!

#; ...

or choose only the speed you
need, now. ·

Start with either our FASTCOMM 9600 or 2400. at
even lower prices. Later. snap in additional speeds by
purchasing our FASTSNAP boards. available for both
the external or half card modem.

... customize
your modem to suit
needs.
#6 your

With FASTCOMM's non-volatile memory. make
changes that stay. Set defaults today. even on
your remote modem using the ATY Command. and you'll have them tomorrow!
with error-free reliability.
~
And whenever you autodial. FASTCOMM
automatically sets the speed of the receiving
J •
What's more. at high data rates.
the modem's built-in error detection-correction The FASTCOMM
24968 modem to match your baud rate!
Half Card.
protocol ensures error-free transmission when phone
• • •supp~rte~ by popular
lines get too "noisy." Constantly monitoring the line.
commumcatioDS
software.
FASTCOMM 2496 quickly bounces you back to top
The FASTCOMM 2496 runs with virtually any asynspeed when the lines clear. Your data remains intact
chronous communications software that can support
and error-free! You get optimum performance without
9600 baud. including Crosstalk XVI. Carbon Copy.
the worry!
Respond. Relay Gold. Q Modem, Blast and SimPC )278.

#2 ...

#72

#7

... you can choose the fteXibility
of an internal modem.

The FASTCOMM 2496B may be the version for
you! Ideal for PC applications. this half card inserts
into any full or short expansion slot in your IBM Pc.
XT. AT or compatible. leaVing you more room for
other expansion uses.

... you get top to bottom
#8 servlce.
~d

Call our toll-free number and your mpdem will
be on its way within 24 hours! If you're not totally
convinced the FASTCOMM 2496 sets a new high in
speed. flexibility. and savings. retum it Within 30 days
for a full refund.
or choose the
And there's more-dial up our
COMPARE THE ADVANTAGES FOR YOURSELF
portability of an
FASTCOMM Bulletin Board for user
2496
9600
Manufacturer lOO. 1200. 2400
external modem.
tips. or our customer service representatives
for support. And. if you
Our external version-the com- FASTCOMM
$619
$899
$999
should ever need it. the FASTCOMM
pact FASTCOMM 2496-is a superb
NA
NA
HAYES
$795
comes with a two-year warranty.
choice for PC terminal to mainNA
frame applications. Its LED status NOVATION
NA
$795
800-SZ1-Z496, en.18
indicators and speaker control
NA
NA
RACAL VADIC
$695
(in Virginia (lOJ) 620-J900)
make for easy monitoring during
NA
NA
VENTEL
$695
today!
operation.

#4 ...

cau

Fastcomm Data Corp. is an Electronic Vaults. Inc. company.
All p roduct names are tradem arks of their manufacturers.
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the data path based on the kind of
structures that are being connected.
G knows, for example, that plotting
values on a graph means that the data
flowing to the graph will be at least
a two-dimensional array of numbers.
The appearance of the wires often
changes at the border of a control
structure due to data transformations
taking place at the border. The values
that a FOR loop's operations generate, for example, accumulate into an
array at the loop border, and this array of values travels along a data path
to another component. In this way the
change in the appearance of the wire
from a thin line to a thicker line signals
that a data transformation has
occurred.
LabVIEW programmers have four
basic data types at their disposal: real
numbers and arrays of reals, Booleans
and arrays of Booleans, strings and arrays of strings, and structures that are
analogous to structures in C.
CONSTANTS, VARIABLES, AND
ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS

You load G program variable values
into controls on an instrument's front
panel. The controls represent variables on the underlying block
diagram, and these values are then
used when the program, the virtual instrument. runs. Constants function
similarly except that you load their

values at the block-diagram level.
Arithmetic functions in G are as rich
as in any other imperative language.
Addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division are supplemented by
complex functions such as exponentiation, binary and logical functions,
transcendentals, and special functions
like square root and random-number
generation . 'Table I lists the full set of
available functions.
A calculator solves the problem of
screen clutter for implementing complicated formulas or equations in G.
One of the calculator's inputs takes a
string containing one or more formulas and uses this formula string to
process up to five numeric inputs to
produce up to four numeric outputs.
The calcu lator is itself a virtual instrument. and its underlying block
diagram can be displayed to aid in the
debugging of entered formulas.
INPUT/OUTPUT, STRING,
AND OTHER FUNCTIONS

The LabVIEW system's design targets
scientists and engineers as primary
users. The system's deSigners have incorporated within the G language a
number of specialized functions
aimed specifically at these users.
In addition to standard file input/
output functions, LabVIEW provides
built-in functions to manage GPIB
comm unications between a Macin-

tosh and stand-alone instruments or
board-level devices. These functions
go beyond merely passing ASCII
strings containing GPIB commands,
providing functions to reset the bus,
triggering instrument events, and giving GPIB status information.
A variety of signal-processing functions, like fast Fourier transform, convolution, correlation, power spectrum,
integration, and differentiation are
planned in the release version of LabVIEW, although they were not in the
software we worked with. National Instruments also promises statistical
functions, matrix manipulation functions, and curve-fitting routines in the
initial release of LabVIEW.
CAVEATS

When we wrote this article, there were
a number of claimed features for LabVIEW that were not yet complete so
we cannot describe exactly how they
will work, We worked with at least
three pre-beta versions of LabVIEW
over a period of three months in compiling this preview, the last of which
was version 0.35. We found that the
mechanism for programmable data
retrieval of past instrument runs was
unreliable. The Options function for
chOOSing certain features of input/
output controls wasn't working, and
several of the planned built-in func(continued)

You already own a computer that can talk.
Now let it.
*

*

*
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Meet the Votrax Family of Voice Products.
P.C. Dial/Log
Televoice management system
Digitizes your voice
Saves and sends voice messages
Auto answer/Auto dial
Call store and forward
Message distribution
P.C. to P.C. communication
For I BM·PC, XT, AT and compatibles
Votalker IB &AP
Board level speech synthesizers
Unlimited vocabulary
Text·to·speech software
Voice mode selection switch
Speech filter selection switch
For IBM·PC, XT, AT and compatibles
For Apple II, liE, II Plus and compatibles
SC'()1·SC'()2
Phonetic speech synthesizer chips
Unlimited vocabulary
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*
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*

' .

Now you can upgrade almost any personal
computer and make it more powerful than ever,
by giving it the power of speech.

*
*

P,S.S. & T.N.T.
Stand·alone speech synthesizers
Unlimited vocabulary
. Text·te-speech
ParaliellRS·232 compatible
Exception word table
On·board music chip
Adaptable to most computers
Votalker C·64
Plug in speech synthesizer
Unlimited vocabu lary
Text·te-speech
Rate, volume and pitch control
Three speaking modes
Free trivia game
For Commodore C·64/128
Software Developers Welcome
Dealers and Distributors Welcome

a .

,,~o~
\'1~l!.IJ ~

~

1394 Rankin, Troy, Michigan 4808J

1.aoo.521·135O
In Michigan 313·S8a.0341

For a voice demonstration call
313-588-2926
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lntroducing the 10/6 MHz Multitech 900
Innovation without compromise

Bundled Soft-white display.

The high-performance Multitech 900
is your innovative alternative in an AT
system.

Poised to run faster.
The Multitech 900 operates at 6 or
10 megahertz. With this speed ad vantage switching from 6 to 10
megahertz cuts processing time al most in half - you spend less time
waiting for the information you need
to analyze.
CPU Speed

Motherboard
Me!l1ory

Multltech 900

100r6MHz
Keyboard , SoHware or Hardware
Switchable

512K RAM
Upto 1MB

IBM PC/AT

BMHz Only

Sperry PC/IT

A high-resolution , non-glare, softwhite display and monochromegraphics adapter are included with
your Multitech 900 - not priced
separately.

Price/performance
breakthrough.
At $2,395 the Multitech 900 delivers
the high-performance you demand in
Displ ay

Operating
System

5

Hi-Res.,
SoH-white

MS-DOS3.1 12-Months

512K RAM
Up to 640K

3

Option

Option

6.7.160r BMHz
Hardware
Switchable

512KRAM
Upt01 MB

4

Option

MS-OOS3.1 12-Months

$3395

Compaq
Oeskpro 286

60r8 MHz
Keyboard & Software Switchable

256K RAM
Up to 2.2MB

Option

Option

$3395

Tandy 3000

8 MHz Only

512K RAM
Up to 640K

Option

Max. #01
Hall-Height
Internal
Drives

Warranty
Period

12-Months

3-Month s

Suggested
List Price

$2395

$5295'

Inquiry 244

Uncompromising.
While the Multitech 900 introduces
innovation it doesn't compromise any
industry standards.
For example: Software compatibility
with programs designed for the IBM
PC/AT and PC/XT; hardware compatibility to tie into your networking
options ; full one-year warranty and
guaranteed support from Multitech,
a company with a proven track-record
in quality microcomputer manufacture ; and , Nationwide service *that is
convenient and dependable. Call us
today for more information about the
Multitech 900 or our full line of personal computer products.

AA hlultitech
\:J ELECTRONICS INC.
Committed to Excellence, Quality & Service

Option

3- Month s

$2599

512K RAM
6 orB MHz
3
Hi-Res.,
Option
3-Months $2995"
Upto 1MB
Green
Keyboard & Software Switchable
'Includes 30MB Hard Disk Drive All prices reflect manufacturers' suggested
MlJllllech 900 IS a trademark 01 Mull ilech Electronics Inc.
All other orodUCI names are trademarkS al thelr resoectlve manufacturers
" Includes 20MB Hard Disk Drive list for base models as of June 4. 1986

TeJevideo
Telecat-286

an AT system but at an affordable
price to fit within all budgets.

1012 Stewart Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Tel : (408) 773-8400
(800) 538-1542
A Division of MSC International
"Serviced Nationwide by TRW
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tions were not yet available. Some of
the alternate graph styles were not yet
added. These alternate graphs will include polar plots and scattergrams as
well as the ability to plot multiple sets
of data on one graph.
CONCWSIONS

Many of LabVIEW's features show
great promise. Its pop-up menus are
context-sensitive; the menu you get
depends on the icon you are touching
when you call for it. These contextual
menus make creating front panels and
block diagrams easier and less prone
to error. Pop-up menus are consistent
with the Macintosh user interface and

are usually better than the dialog
boxes that they replace.
The amount of housekeeping that
LabVIEW performs-letting the programmer forget about data types, for
example-makes the system easy to
use by not requiring you to be a programmer. LabVIEW does type-checking automatically, and there is essentially no such thing as a syntax error
(dashed lines representing improper
wiring connections excepted) when
using icons for programming. LabVIEW initializes and maintains loops
automatically, and its block diagrams
make programs self-documenting.
The metaphor of the front panel

USING LABVIEW IN
THE REAL WORLD

N

ationallnstruments specializes in
computer and GPIB hardware
interfaces and software. They developed LabVIEW as the next generation
of software to help users of data acquisition equipment to control this
equipment with computers. They now
have one product. the GPIB-MAC interface box, which will work on a 512 K
Macintosh or Macintosh Plus, and another product under development that
will connect to a Macintosh Plus
through its SCSI port.
National Instruments has been shipping the $595 GPlB-MAC interface
since November. It plugs into the
modem port on the Macintosh and
makes a GPIB plug available for one or
more instruments. (GP1B plugs can
stack on top of each other, allowing instruments to be connected in a star
pattern.) Currently, custom programs
can send GPlB commands and receive
results as if through a modem. From
LabVIEW, however. the virtual instrument designer can use six different
GPIB-related icons in the block-diagram
window, including one that passes an
arbitrary string to the GPlB bus.
MacBus is a $1495 hardware and
software combination that provides a
GPIB interface, five IBM PC AT-compatible interface card slots, and various
necessary software packages. Its card
cage connects to a Macintosh Plus
through its SCSI port. 1Wo slots are
taken up by the GPIB interface card
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and a microcomputer card containing
the NEC V50 chip, which coordinates
the Macintosh Plus and the GPlB interface. Backplane circuitry is reported to
generate a subset of the IBM PC AT
bus. The V50 chip controls the GPIB
circuitry through a FORTH-like extensible proprietary language called IBCL.
and National Instruments supplies interface routines that allow the user to
control and program MacBus from
Megamax C or Microsoft BASIC. Although details are not final. users will
be able to access existing IBM PC and
PC AT cards by some sort of memory
mapping: this method will require a
custom device driver to interact with
the LabVIEW system.
However, even when users have the
hardware and software connections to
GPlB, their job may not be finished.
GplB commands are terse and cryptic
(e.g.. rd #16 5 reads up to 16 bytes
from the device at address 5). and
many users have difficulty writing the
correct commands for a given task.
Because of this, National Instruments
thinks that virtual instruments could be
useful as front ends that take a command from the front panel and build
and execute the proper GPIB string.
National Instruments may supply frontend virtual instruments for selected
popular GPIB instruments. Customers
could then use these virtual instruments as is or modify them to fit a
similar piece of equipment.

and its underlYing block diagram is intuitive and creates a comfortable user
interface. The different versions of
LabVIEW that we've seen show a
good design sense with the addition
of new features when ·necessary.
Logical debugging of block diagrams can be tedious, however. The
program's multiple cursors (tools) can
be confusing, such as deciding
whether to use the Grabber tool or
the Pointer. The system is also constrained by its application being
limited to engineering uses and by its
existence on a Macintosh in a world
dominated by IBM pes.
There are some intrinsic contradictions in LabVIEW. What LabVIEW calls
a WHILE loop is actually an UNTIL
statement. The case icon must be
used for an IF.. ,THEN . .. ELSE construct.
The screen space within a block diagram may be a limiting factor in LabVIEW's practical application. A single
virtual instrument can't be very complex since there's room for only a
finite number of operations within a
single screen. You can nest virtual intruments without limit. but this
doesn't guarantee that you can build
complex structures with 10 or 20
branches versus the 2 to 3 branches
that can easily fit on a screen.
LabVIEW uses the Macintosh's
SANE math library, providing full
IEEE-754 floating-point compatibility.
SANE yields 80-bit precision for
floating-point operations and gives a
dynamic range of -1.7E-4932 to
I.IE+4932 . Loop counters are always
cast to integers and are currently
limited to the range 0 to 232.
National Instruments claims that
LabVIEW's performance is equal to
BASIC's, but many laboratory applications may require better performance
than that. However, the capability to
link code resources to virtual instruments may negate this performance
limitation.
Overall. using LabVIEW is an exciting experience that may give us a
peek into the future. Will the data-flow
programming model and objectoriented programming techniques
merge into an iconic language of the
future? Maybe LabVIEW is a step in
that direction .•
Inquiry 188_

DATA ACQUISITION WORKSTATION
System 570
• ANALOG INPUTS: 32 singleended or 16 differential. 12 bit,
31 kHz.

• ANALOG OUTPUTS: Two,
12 bit.

• DIGITAL INPUTS: 16.
• DIGITAL OUTPUTS: 16 + 16
power control.

• SOFIWARE: IBM PC and
Compaq compatible. Comes
with SoftSOO: Interrupt driven
BASIC environment. Also
works with DADiSP, ASYST,
LABTECH NOTEBOOK.

• EXPANSION SLOT: Choose
one of 16 optional modules.

• $1295, complete with SoftSOO
software.

"
If you can find a company with better
tape achievements, buy from them:
•

•

•

•

EVEREX Streaming Tape Family

•

If you can find better streaming tape software, buy it:
User Interface
• Menu driven.
• Multiple windows (nestable and movable).
• Context sensitive on-line help.
• File selection from directory listing or command line.
• Constant tape status display.
• Menu driven hardware configuration guide.
Tape Functions
• Multiple tapes allowing unlimited backup capacity.
• Multiple datasets for multiple backups on the same tape.
• Tape sequence management recorded on the tape.
• Programmable messages.
• File-by-file and image backup on the same tape.
• Installation program .
Functionality
• Physical image backup/restore of local disks.
• Logical image backup/restore 6f local or remote disks.
• File backup from any local or remote disk of any file size.
• File restore from image backup or file backup.
• Allows wildcards for selection of files.
• Automatic scheduler for unattended backups.
• Backup across networks (using logical image or file-by-file).
• Real time clock display.
• Backup any disk whether formatted for DOS or not
• Escape to DOS while in backup/restore operation .
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Over 30,000 streaming tape
sub-systems, Y2 height, 5114"
form factor industry standard
OIC 24 recording format, OIC36 hardware interface and
largest installed customer base
worldwide.
Over 100,000 industry
standard streaming tape
controllers in the field.
The first company to release
OIC-02 IBM-compatible
software drivers to the OEM
community.
The first company to release
an internal 5W'half-height IBM
compatible tape subsystem .
The first company to release
file-by-file retrieval from a mirrorimage backup.

Automatic Scheduler

NBs table. M ovab le Windows

•••
If you can find a streaming tape with better
perfonnance and system characteristics, buy it:

Backup with Multiple Datasets

Per or a c
• File-by-file operations near streaming speed.
• Dynamic adjustment to disk and system speeds.
System Characteristics
• Hardware identification provides software integrity.
• External systems can be shared with many users.
• Same software for all types of tape drive, controller, and
computer system configurations
• External systems uses a shielded round cable with a Dconnector for tangle-free, easy connect and disconnect.
• Hardware read-after-write data verification.
• Track 0 seek to insure tape interchangeability.
• Original controller manufacturer.
• Industry standard QIC-24 tape format.
• Industry standard QIC-36 interface.
• Industry standard QIC-02 commands .
• Tape does not require pre-formatting.
• Available in 20MB, 60MB, and 100MB drive capacities.

Multiple Tape Restores

•••

buy it! "
Excel Stream 20 Internal

Excel Stream 20 External

~~IVER

EVEREX Excel Streaming Tape.
For the name of your nearest EVEREX
dealer or more information, call us.
Remember ... We are
EVER for EXcellence.

Excel Stream 60 Internal

Excel Stream 60 External

48431 Milmont Dr., Fremont, CA 94538
Inquiry 123 for End-Users. Inquiry 124 for DEALERS ONLY.

Excel Stream 60 External 'h Height

Excel Stream 60·8 External

COMPLETE EVERY FILE TRANSFER PASS.
The problem: Error-free file transfer between
the guessing out of file transfers, lowers the
any IBM PC/XT/AT/Portable* (or a 100% comdollar and energy cost of accuracy. With our
patible) and another personal computer-or
software and key, one disk drive, a modem and
any mainframe that supports one of these proan IBM BSC card ; you can enter the world of
tocols: 3780, 3741, 3740, 2780, or2740.
IBM mainframe data communications. Call now!
Minimum required configuration:
The solution: PC3780 from TDTGroup128 Kbyte RAM, a 320 Kbyte disk drive or fixed
chosen by the United States Air Force, Occidisk and an IBM BSC-ASM* card installed in
dental Petroleum, Blue Cross Blue Shield
an IBM micro or 100% compatible.
(Nebraska) .This synchronous emulator takes
*IBM is the Registered Trademark of International Business Machines Corp.

30-Day Money-Back Guarantee! TO ORDER TOLL-FREE 1-800-826-7839

SHIPPED VIA U.P.S. $249
Price includes archival diskette, software key, user's manual.

Rivergate Plaza, 444 Brickell Avenue, Suite 902, Miami, Florida 33131 . (305) 372-9332/TELEX: 4947306
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C' I·A·R·C· I'A'S C·I·R·C·ll·I·ll C·E·L·L·A·R

BUILD A HARDWARE
DATA ENCRYPTOR
. BY STEVE CIARCIA

This easy..to ..build device
is extremely difficult to crack
It's 4:00 a.m. Do you know
who has logged on to your
electronic messaging system? Theophilus Cracker
has spent all night trying
to get into the files on your
latest research project. and
he has finally made it. All your efforts and
careful planning are about to go down the
drain. as the contents of the stolen library
are listed on his screen.
But wait. what is this? Why the blank expression on his face? Has he been thwarted
by a little black box? Will he go sleepless
and hungry trying to figure out why it all
looks like trash?
Whether gaining access to sensitive data
presents an interesting challenge to the
cracker or whether there's a malicious
ulterior motive in mind. the violation of your
private electronic communication is the
same. Fortunately. it can be prevented.
The Circuit Cellar data encryptor is intended to provide an additional level of
privacy. With the feverish rush to install the
latest and best electronic data and messaging systems. individuals and companies frequently overlook who has access to sensitive materials until something turns up in
the wrong place. Rather than requiring password access to all materials of a certain
security level within a computer system.
data encryption allows individually desig-

COPYRIGHT © 1986 STEVEN A. CIARCIA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

nated data access. The delivery of a message "For Mr. Jones's eyes only" becomes
an easily achieved reality merely by controlling the dissemination of the encryption
keys.
Electronic data should be managed and
protected with the same attention given to
your bank account. The electronic messaging system that you just installed to coordinate all your branch offices with your onthe-road field service personnel might actually be a comprehensive accounting of
your business's current vulnerabilities in the
hands of a competitor. Or someone may accidentally log on to a very sensitive memo
to the branch managers about recent pay
scales.
I'm not attempting to be a harbinger of
doom. I'm just trying to point out some
things that you may have overlooked. I
could hardly have kept your attention if I
described anything less than a worst-case
scenario.
In reality. vulnerability is a function of access and content. More simply stated. this
translates to "who can get their hands on
(continued)

Steve Ciarcia (pronounced "see-ARE-see-ah") is an
electronics engineer and computer consultant with experience in process control. digital design. nuclear instrumentation. and product development. The author
of several books on electronics. you can write to him
at Po. Box 582 . Glastonbury. cr 06033 .
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what." Even the simple one-line telephone bulletin board has a system
operator. If installed in a moderatesize business. a few other people
would probably have complete access
to the electronic database.
At the point where the number of
"whos" who should have access to all
the "whats" is greater than O. you

have to think about alternatives.
Because there are more programmers than hardware designers. the
predominant approach to system
security has been in application software. The techniques most frequently employed to improve computer
security are reduCing the "whos." individually categorizing the "whos"

(passwords). limiting the posting of
the sensitive "whats." or individually
categorizing (more passwords) or encrypting the "whats."
These methods have had relative
success in minicomputers and mainframes. where there is enough horsepower to maintain a menu-driven.
stratified security level. password-

CRYPTOGRAPHY BACKGROUND

A

fter World War I broke out. American 'Jelephone & 'Telegraph realized that a system was needed to guard
messages sent between its new printing telegraphs. These early teletypes
used Baudot code to transmit the 26
letters of the alphabet. the 10 digits. an
assortment of punctuation marks. carriage return. line feed. shift-to-figures.
and shift-to-Ietters. There were 32 different combinations of marks (Is) and
spaces (Os) making up the 5-bit code.
Gilbert S. Vernam solved the problem in December 1917 with a system
that now bears his name and that is the
heart of most stream-encryption systems in use today. Vernam sought a
system where a key is combined with
a plaintext character to produce a
cipher character in a reversible way
such that if the same key were combined with the cipher character. the
original plaintext character would be
recovered. The system he employed to
combine the plaintext character with
the key is an exclusive-OR of each pair
of bits to form the Ciphertext character.
A truth table of the exclusive-OR function will show that the system is reversible. as shown in figure A.
A key bit of I causes a plaintext bit

to reverse to form a ciphertext bit. Applying the same key bit again would
reverse the ciphertext bit to recreate
the original plaintext bit. A key bit of
o causes the plaintext bit and Ciphertext bits to remain unchanged.
The Vernam system drew a lot of interest. particularly from the Navy.
because it was the first encryption system that did not need a Cipher clerk
and the first to encrypt on-line without
any delays. But it had a flaw. which the
engineers who worked around Vernam
discovered.
During early development. key tapes
were short loops of tape bearing characters picked from a hat. It didn't take
the engineers long to discover that the
Vernam system was polyalphabetic.
permitting a Kasinsky solution. One of
the engineers. Lyman F. Morehouse.
solved this problem by combining two
short key tapes of slightly different
lengths (in effect encrypting the
message twice). If one key tape was
1001 characters long and the second
was 999 characters long. the resulting
key would be 999.999 characters long.
The cipher is still polyalphabetic. but
it has 999.999 alphabets.
Vernam's system was patented in July

ciphertext

plaintext

t
1

key

o

o
0

ciphertext

1

0

t
1

1
key

o
0

1
plaintext

010

Figure A: A key bit of I causes a plaintext bit to reverse to form a ciphertext
bit. Applying the same key bit again would reverse the ciphertext bit to
recreate the original plaintext bit. A key bit of 0 causes the plaintext bit and
ciphertext bits to remain unchanged.
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1919. but it did not gain wide acceptance until the Army started using it
when World War II broke out.

How

SECURE

Is Mv

ENCRVPTOR?

Generating every possible key is not a
practical way to break the Circuit Cellar
data encryptor because the key is a
pseudorandom bit stream that repeats
every 18.014.396.353 .609 .729 bits.
Once it is initialized with a user key. the
key sequencer is stepped eight times
each time a character is encrypted. Not
knowing what the initial bit pattern in
the sequencer was would require that
every possible pattern be tried to
decode a message. With each trial. part
of the message would be decrypted by
using the trial key and examining the
results for meaningful words or
numbers. Generating the trial key is
easy. 'Jesting to see if the decrypted
text is meaningful would require some
clever programming.
Another technique. the most-probable-word method. is more or less a
reverse of the previous one. Instead of
guessing at the key and looking for
strings of characters that look like
words or numbers. a string of characters is assumed to be at a certain location in the text. For instance. it might
be assumed that the sender has sent
a letter and put "Dear Sir:' at the begin. ning. Knowing this. and assuming its
exact location in the message. the key
that encrypted that word can be determined.
In reality. this is just part of the solution. The real work is trying to determine the rest of the key from this small
segment of the key. This cracking
scheme is further complicated by the
technique called diffusion. whi ch
makes it almost impossible to regenerate the pseudorandom bit streams
from even a large sequence of known
key bits.

CIRCUIT CELLAR

directed communication maze. Unfortunately. most of the recently introduced low-cost microcomputer-based
electronic messaging systems and
bulletin boards cannot offer this much
security. and the user must resort to
other means if portions of the database are to be truly protected. The
most secure and cost-effective solution is hardware data encryption .

A

DESIGNER'S DILEMMA

This article presents an encryption
device that is easy to understand.
easy to build. easy to use. but which
is very difficult to break.
In building this project. I faced a
dilemma regarding the hardware. As
with any complex task. there are a
multitude of solutions that are usually a trade-off of time and materials.
Unlike most designers. who do a oneof-a-kind project and document its
use. most of my projects end up being manufactured. While this absolutely demonstrates that the published
design indeed works. sometimes the
design that is best to manufacture is
not the best to use as the basis of an
article.
Engineers with lots of manufacturing experience (and the responsibility for making a product successful) instinctively know the algorithm that
compares R&D. production costs. and
volume. Hardware solutions. while low
on initial R&D expense. can be infinitely more expensive to manufacture than a well-thought-out hybrid
microcomputer-based hardware/software approach .
The solve-it-quick-it's-only-an-article
hardware encryptor is a real kludge.
It requires at least 25 TTL chips just
to perform the encryption. takes a lot
of printed-circuit-board real estate.
and is fairly inflexi ble to functional
modification. On the positive side. the
building-block SSI/MSI-Ievel interconnections proVide convenient functional separations allowing easier explanation.
If I merely wrote articles and never
wanted people to use the designs. the
answer would be easy (I'll never live
down not having PC boards for my
serial EPROM programmer. Next
month I'll do it right) Rather than redo
th e encryptor to make it manufac-

tUlabl e. I looked very carefully at its
component count and performance
objectives. The conclusion I came to
was to describe and produce the one
design that was actually worth
bUilding.
ENCRYPTION TECHNIQUES

Many techniques for encrypting data
are available: the RSA public-key encryption system. Lucifer. DES (the
data-encryption standard). and variations on the Vernam cipher.
DES. considered among the most
effective. is the system chosen by the
government and the military. Lucifer
and DES are very similar and complex
enough to make them difficult to implement on a small computer without
dedicated VLSI encryption logic. RSA.
developed at MIT in 1977 by Ron
Rivest. Adi Shamir. and Len Adleman.
is copyrighted; its users must pay a
roya lty to the copyright owners. This
system is not suitable for implementation on a small computer because
it involves a lot of large-integer arithmetic.
RSA. Lucifer. and DES are block
ciphers. meaning that a block of characters (64 bits or 8 characters for DES.
100 characters for RSA) are encrypted
together so that each output block is
a functional combination of the complete key and input block.
The Vernam cipher is a stream
cipher. meaning that each bit of the
encrypted data is a function of only
I bit of the original data and I bit of
the key. If the signal gets distorted and
causes a bit to be misinterpreted. only
that bit will be incorrect in the deciphered text. If a bit is misinterpreted
when using a block cipher. the avalanche effect will ca use the entire
block to be affected. In any encryption system. however. if a whole character is lost or added. the rest of th e
message will be garbled unless some
special text-bl ocking system is employed to resynchronize the decryptor. Then . onl y one block will be
garbled.
THE VERNAM CIPHER

I chose the Vernam cipher over DES
for thi s project because it is easy to
implement in hardware or in software
and it offers adequate security for

If a cracker
tested 10 million
keys per second,
it would take
28 years to find
the correct one.
anything but the most sensitive communication. While it might seem more
intriguing to build a DES-based encryptor. such an endeavor involves
either expensive DES encryption
chips or bureaucratic involvement in
licensing arrangements. I like Circuit
Cellar projects to be buildable. and
warning labels with abbreviations like
NSA and CIA only complicate the
task.
While my encryptor could conceivably be used for DES encryption in
addition to or instead of the Vernam
cipher. I have decided to presently
stay with the latter as a published
presentation (if the entanglements are
resolved. the additional features can
be implemented by simply changing
an EPROM). Even though the Vernam
cipher is simple. it is an effective
cipher. The most obvious technique
for breaking a cipher is by trying every
possible key. The key in this implementation is a pseudorandom bit
stream almost 1.8 x 10 16 bits long. If
an attacker were able to generate and
test 10 million keys per second. it
would take 28 years. on the average.
to discover the key. (See "Cryptography Background" on page 98.)
CONNECTING AN ENCRYPTOR

'TWo of the primary design objectives
of my data encryptor were that its
operation should be transparent to
the terminal or computer that it was
connected to and that it would be
usable with any system . The data encryptor connects to your computer
through a serial port (see figure I) A
second encryptor. functioning in
decryption mode. is needed wherever
(continued)
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the scrambled data is received and
used (except in loopback mode to encrypt data files on a single system) .
The transmitter converts the data
output from your computer or terminal to encrypted binary or encrypteq ASCIl data for transmission to
another system. The receiver section
takes encrypted text and deciphers it
into plaintext that is then presented
to your computer or terminal. Both
transmitter and receiver sections have
serial ports that share a common
baud rate and configuration settings;
otherwise. they are independent
channels. You can encrypt data in one
key and decrypt in another as well as
send encrypted text while receiving
plaintext or vice versa.

(a)

If messages are being encrypted for
storage on either your own disk drive
(figure la) or on the storage facilities
of an information service (figure I b).
only you need to know the key. If.
however. messages are being encrypted and transmitted to a second
party (figure Ic). both persons must
have the key before the message can
be decrypted. The key must thus be
delivered to the receiving party by
secure electronic communication or
manual delivery. It is advisable to
change keys occasionally. in case
someone discovers it and uses it.
THE BRUTE-FORCE ApPROACH

My first encryptor design used the
brute-force hardware approach

because it easily explained Vernam
cipher encrypting. However. this approach was dismissed early. It was not
prototyped nor was the schematic
fully completed. I caution you that.
while parts of it are shown as schematics. these should be treated more
as functional block diagrams with connecting wires. They are included
merely to explain the internal logic of
an encryptor and the cost benefit of
performing the same functions in software where applicable.
Figure 2 shows a functional block
diagram of a typical hardware-implemented Vernam cipher encryption
device (when the terms "encryptor"
or "encryption" are used to specify a
complete device. they also usually in-
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clude the decryption function) .
The signal to be encrypted enters
from the left. The RS-232C signal has
its voltage levels (nominally +7, -7
volts DC) shifted to TTL voltage levels
(nominally +2.4, +0.4 V). passes to a
UART. and exits the UART as 8 data
bits in parallel. If plaintext is selected,
the data passes back into a UART and
is serialized and level-shifted from TTL
to RS-2 32C. In the plaintext position,
the key generator remains inactive.
If ciphertext is selected, the key
generator originates 8 bits of the key
every time a character is received.
Using an exclusive-OR function, the
key is combined with the data coming from the receiving UART and is
then fed to the sending UART.

Key generation is accomplished
directly in hardware (see figure 3). The
technique used here is to combine
the output of two pseudorandom sequencers to produce one pseudorandom bit stream. The pseudorandom
bit stream must produce 8 new bits
every time a character is received by
the UART. Many imaginative techniques for generating pseudorandom
bit streams have been devised, but
the security of a system must depend
not on how complex this technique is,
but on how many bits are produced
before the cycle repeats.

this makes the most-probable-word
method of cryptanalysis (code cracking) only minimally less successful. A
significantly more secure method
combines bits from two pseudorandom sequencers. The resulting diffusion makes the most-prqbable-word
cracking very difficult'. When combining two bit streams, however, it is important that the lengths of the two
component streams be relative primes
(they must not have any factors in
common). The numbers 14 (2 x 7)
and 15 (3 x 5) are relative primes. Put
another way, their greatest common
denominator (GCD) must turn out to
be I.
The length of the bit stream gen-

RELATIVE PRIMES

One possible method is to use an exceptionally long sequencer, but even

(continued)
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era ted by the top four shift registers
in figure 3 is 2 31 - lor 2.147.483.647.
The length of the bit stream of the
lower three shift registers is 2 23 - 1
or 8.388.607 . The last bit in both bit
chains is not used. even though using
these bits would almost quadruple
the length of the combined bit stream
produced. because 224 - 1 and 223 1 are not relative primes. Their GCD

is 255. producing a key length of (2 32
- I) X (2 24 - 1) 1255 .

The numbers above (2 32 - I and 224
- I) are not relative primes because
32 and 24 are not relative primes. A
shift register of length n can be turned
into a pseudorandom sequencer of
length 2n - I by providing feedback
using a combination of exc\usive-ORs.
ICs 3. 4. 5. and 6 (in figure 3) form a
seq uencer with a length of 2 31 - I by
tapping the twenty-eighth and thirty-

MERSENNE NUMBERS

The integer 2n - 1 is called a Mersenne number after Marin Mersenne.
who determined that two integers.
2m-1 and 2n-1. are not relative
primes if m and n are not relative
primes.
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Figure 4: A schematic diagram of the microcomputer-based Circuit Cellar data encryptor.
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first bits of the shift register with
IC\2a.
ICs 7. B. and 9 form a sequencer
with a length of 224 - I by tapping
the eighteenth and twenty-third bits
of the shift register with ICIIc. Each
sequencer is tapped at two places
(ICI2b and ICI Ib). and the bit streams
from each tap are combined together.
using an exclusive-OR. by ICI la and
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fed to another shift register where the
result becomes the key. This is the diffusion that makes the most-probableword method difficult. Even if a bit of
the key were known. the three exclusive-ORs. acting together like a
parity generator. tell whether there
was an odd or even number of Is at
the four taps-and no more. Out of 16
possible combinations of Is and Os
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that could be at the taps. the key bit
narrows the choice down to no less
than B.

A HARDWARE SUBSTITUTE
Most of these functions. including the
encryption itself. can be synthesized
using a microprocessor and software.
The task of producing'a cost-effective
encryptor then ultimately becomes an
exercise in configuring an efficient.
low-cost microcomputer. A side
benefit of such an approach is that it
allows future performance enhancements by merely upgrading the software (to include DES encryption. for
example) .
The design I finally settled on uses
an Intel B03 I microcomputer and
only seven additional chips. The eightchip circuit (shown schematically in
figure 4 and in photos 1. 2. and 3) includes two full-duplex serial ports and
two parallel ports with configuration
DIP switches and bicolor LED channel-status indicators. The encryption
and operating system software is contained in an BK-byte 2764-type
EPROM. IC3. 1btal power consumption is approximately 300 milliamperes if populated with NMOS
devices (at somewhat greater cost.
consumption can be lowered to about
110 mA if CMOS devices are used
throughout) .
The 803 I. ICI. is a single-chip microcomputer with internal RAM and
parallel 110. The B03 I is capable of addressing 64K bytes of data memory
and 64K bytes of code memory via
a multiplexed 16-bit address bus.
However. only BK bytes of program
memory (IC3) starting at 0000 hexadecimal are required for this application. The rest of the address range
provides convenient memory-mapped
address space for two B-bit input
ports used to read the configuration
switches.
Input buffer IC5 is connected to DIP
switch SWI (addressed at 4000 hexadecimal) . Input buffer IC4 is connected to DIP switch SW2 (addressed
at 8000 hexadecimal) . SWI sets the
serial-port protocol and baud rates:
SW2 deals with the encryption/decryption functions. Thble I gives a
complete functional description of
(continued)
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SWI . 'Table 2 gives a functional description of SW2 .
BIT BANGING

Probably the most unique feature of
this microcomputer is that while it incorporates two serial ports, it has no
serial-port hardware! Since the effort
was to synthesize as many hardware
functions as possible, the baud-rate
generator and UART were discarded

along with the encryption logic. Instead, my data encryptor utilizes a
technique often referred to as bit
banging to simulate the missing hardware.
The 8031 includes predecoded
parallel output ports among its pinout connections. Utilizing its crystalcontrolled clock to precisely time the
execution of certain routines, it is
possible to take a single parallel out-

put pin and directly change its logic
level to be that that would have occurred through the parallel-to-serial
conversion in a hardware UART. This
software serial-port technique is frequently used where there is no need
for high-speed interrupt processing
(anything with a higher priority than
the serial port, that is) or high data
rates. Considering that the encryptor
has to handle two full-duplex ports as
well as handshaking, 1200 baud is
about the top data rate without increasing the crystal frequency. (The
routines for these tasks are not trivial.
When it was finished, this bit-banger
code turned out to be larger than the
encryption software!)
LEVEL-SHIFTER DESIGN

Photo I: The prototype Circuit Cellar data-encryptor board shown beside the fully
enclosed unit.

Photo 2: A close-up of the Circuit Cellar data-encryptor board showing the rearmounted RS-232C connectors (left side) and the manual start/stop and option switches
on the front panel (right side).
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One other novel design addition in
this circuit is found in the RS-232C
level shifters themselves. 'TYpically,
designers use 1488/1489 level shifters
for RS-232C connections. The 14885
are dual-supply devices that are
relatively power-hungry. 1b have used
them, the power-supply requirements
for the encryptor would have been
+12 V. -12 V. and +5 V. As an alternative, an ICL 7660 voltage inverter
could have been used to create a
negative supply from the + 12 V. but
the power consumption would not
have been improved.
Instead, I decided to use a new
device called a MAX232 from Maxim. Shown in figure 5 and photo 4, the
MAX232 is a dual CMOS RS-232C
level shifter that operates on a single
+ 5-V supply. It creates its own
+/-IO-V sources for use in the
R5-232C transmission. While more expensive than the alternatives it replaces, it consumes less board real
. estate and power. As a result. the encryptor runs on a single 7. 5-9-V 0.5-A
power source. When populated with
CMOS and high-speed CMOS logic,
power consumption falls to about 200
rnA. (See photo 5.)
One final circuit detail is the inclusion of a pair of bicolor LEOs to provide a visual status indicator to the
user. The bicolor LEOs are equivalent
to a regular pair of red-and-green
LEOs encapsulated in the same twowire package (three-wire bicolor LEOs
are not the same). The bicolor LEO

CIRCUIT CELLAR

glows either red or green. depending
upon the polarity applied to it. Attaching a bicolor LED between the
outputs of a pair of inverters produces
a bicolor. bistable status indicator (actually. you get red. green. and 0[0. The
inverters are connected to additional
parallel output pins on the 8031 and
are controlled by the application program. When the LED shows red. the
specific encryptor channel is passing
plaintext. When it shows green. it is
passing encrypted data.

PARM2. The distinction as to whether
PARM2 contains status or data is
made by which subroutine is called to
reference it.
In GETCHAR. jU2STATR is called to
put the receive status into PARM2 .
GETCHAR will loop until bit 6 of the
status byte. DAY. is high . indicating a
character has been received by the
UART then jU2RECV is called. which
puts the character into PARM2 .

PUTCHAR works Similarly. but it
must loop until bit 7 of the status byte.
TBMT goes high. indicating that the
transmit buffer is empty. then the
character to be transmitted is put into PARM2. and jU2TRANS is called to
have the UART transmit the character.
PUTSTRG is called to print a string of
characters from program memory to
the screen. The data pointer. DPTR. is
(wntinued)

DATA ENCRYPTOR SOFTWARE

The data encryptor is a perfect example of what not to build in hardware.
Many of its functions can be simulated completely in software. as well
as enhancements that would otherwise not be incorporated (like all the
ATN= commands) . Using just eight
chips. a hardware and software system is configured that duplicates the
hardware exactly in the method of
encryption as well as the user interface. A complete description of the
software will not be given here
because it is beyond the scope of this
article.
\Editor's note: Should ~ou care to build the
encr~ptor from scratch. the 8K-b~te executablecode contents of the encr~ptor's EPROM is

available as a downloadable file from the Circuit Cellar BBS at (203) 871-1988 or preprogrammed from the source (CCI. Tolland.
0) listed at the end of the article.J
At reset. the 8031 automatically
jumps to location 0000 hexadecimal
(where the Reset/Power-up Vector
resides) and starts initializing the data
encryptor. During initialization. the
program makes use of three utility
subroutines that function as a software UART. (See listing I .)
GETCHAR waits for a character to
appear in the terminal UART transfers
it to the processor's accumulator. and
returns to the calling program. PUTCHAR transfers the character in the
accumulator to the terminal UART for
transmission to the terminal screen.
If hardware UAR1S were being used.
they would normally be memorymapped. and their status and data
registers would each occupy two locations in memory. In the software implementation. the status register and
data register are both at one address.

Photo 3: If right-angle DIP sockets and toggle switches are used. the data encr~ptor

can be

attractivel~

packaged in a 5-

b~

5 Y-i-inch enclosure.

Table I : Switch functions for UART DIP switch SWI.
UART Control DIP Switch SW1
Switch

Function

Value

Result

8&7

data rate

6&5

data bits

4

stop bits

3

parity enable

2& 1

parity

OFF OFF
OFF ON
ON OFF
ON ON
OFF OFF
OFF. ON
ON OFF
ON ON
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
OFF OFF
OFF ON
ON OFF
ON ON

150 baud
300 baud
600 baud
1200 baud
not used
not used
7 bits
8 bits
1 stop bit
2 stop bits
parity disabled
parity enabled
space
mark
odd
even
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a 16-bit address pointer, set to the
start of the string by the calling
routine. The last byte is 00 hexadecimal. signaling the end-of-string to
PUTCHAR. (The code for these routines is also available from the Circuit
Ce llar BBS.)

PSEUDORANDOM SEQUENCER
CHAINIX and CHAIN2X are called by
KEYGENE to create the feedback necessary for the pseudorandom se-

quencer. The exclusive-OR function is
accomplished by putting one of the
bits (bit 28 or bit 18) into the carry and
then inverting the carry if the other bit
(bit 31 or bit 23) is a I . SHFCHAIN is
called with a value either 2 or 3 hexadecimal in R2 to indicate how many
bytes are being shifted SHFCHAIN
shifts the whole chain I bit to the left
and returns to KEYGENE, which loops
eight times to generate 8 bits of the
key. The rest o f the code is fairly or-

Photo 4: The Maxim MAX2 32 RS-2 32 transceiver installed in the data encryptor.
The MAX232 runs on +5 V and produces its own +10 and -10 V for RS-232
level output.

Photo 5: Power is supplied to the data encryptor by the wall-module power supply
shown. The power supply plugs into the data encryptor between the two RS-232C
connectors on the rear panel.
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dinary, and you know how I feel about
software.

How TO USE THE DATA
ENCRVPTOR
Figure 6 is a block diagram shOWing
the overall program flow of the data
encryptor After reset. initialization of
the software UAR1S is performed by
reading the eight segments of SWI.
The encryptor configuration and function are determined by reading the
segments of SW2. (See table I and
table 2 for a complete description of
these switch functions)
After initialization, a copyright
notice and a listing of the preset selections defined by SW2 are displayed
If the key is selected to come from
manual entry rather than the preset
key provided in EPROM, the user is
prompted to enter the transmit key
and the receive key (the keys stored
in EPROM are randomly selected during the manufacturing process and
are unique to each encryptor). To aid
the user in getting the keys entered
correctly, a checksum is calculated
and printed. The checksum should be
delivered with the key so that users
at both ends can check each key after
it is entered.
After each key is entered, the user
is asked to accept it. If it is rej ected,
the user is prompted to enter it again.
After the transmit key is accepted, the
user is prompted in the same manner
for the receive key. After the receive
key is accepted, the data encryptor
goes into an infinite loop, encrypting
and transmitting any characters
entered from the local terminal /computer connected to it. Conversely, it
decrypts and displays (via the local
terminallcomputer) any encrypted
characters it receives from the remotely located modem, computer, or
terminal. During the infinite loop, if
the data encryptor is in the manual
start/stop mode, SW2 is sca nned to
determine when encryption and decryption should start and stop.
In the manual start/stop mode, the
user would start communication in
plaintext mode, and the LEOs would
glow red (unsafe commun icatio n) to
indicate thi s. The users at each end
would flip the tran sm it and/or receive
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Table 2: Functions of encrypt/decrypt mode control DIP switch SW2 .
EncryptlDecrypt Mode Control DIP Switch SW2
Switch

Function

Value

Result

8

DSR reset

7

encryption key

6

auto start/stop

5

data type

4

recei ve decrypt

3

transmit encrypt

2

# of encrypted
data bits
loopback

ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF

disabled
enabled
user-supplied
EPROM-supplied
disabled
enabled
8-bit binary
7-bit ASCII
disabled
enabled
disabled
enabled
7 bits
8 bits
disabled
enabled

NO

CHAR
FROM T ERMINAL:
IN UART

YES

NO
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~
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Figure 5: A functional block diagram of the Maxim M AX 2 3 2 level-converter
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Figure 6: The software flowchart
of the Circuit Cellar data encryptor.
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Settings for Encryption Mode Switch SW2
Switch
Segment
8
7
6
5

4
3
2
1

Function

Setting

DSR Reset:
Key Source:
Start/Stop:
Data Type:
Receive:
Transmit:
Encrypt:
Loopback:

disabled
user
manual
ASCII 7
plain
plain
7 bits
off

Enter TRANSMIT key:
>

,
At this point, if the user wants to change the switch settings, they can be changed
and the enyryptor reset. The settings shown on ,the SCreen after reset will reflect the
new settings, Note that if switch segment 7 is .OFF, nothing will be displayed
because the ehcryptor is assuming it is at a remote site and there is no one to
respond to it. Assuming that the settings are what is desired:
:> How is the time for all good men
Checksum = A6, Accept key? (YIN) n
Enter TRANSMIT key:
> Now is the time for all good men
AQ, Accept key? (YIN) y
Checksum
Enter RECEIVE key:
>to corrie to the aid of their party,
Checksum = 10. Accept key? (YIN) y

=

User A can now cali user B, just as during any regular communication,
Hello, user B,
Hello, user A

Do ·you remember the keys we agreed on?
Remember, my transmit key is your receive key,
Yes, I remember.

I will now switch over to ciphertext
S0 we can exchange sensitive data,
I will ncit transmit anything more
until I hear from you ,

* User Aand user B now switch both switches to ciphertext. Any transmissions
from now on, will be encrypted,
Hello, user A What did you want to tell me?

My transmit key for our next session will be:
':,), S, Bach was born in 1685," The checksum is 22.

My transmit key for our next session will be:
''1.6180339887.'' The checksum is 71.
I will now switch over to plaintext so we can talk
piainly.
• User A and user B both change the DIP-switch settings to plaintext. Any
transmissions from now on will not be encrypted.

C U later, user A
See you next time. Bye.

Figure 7: A sample communication session between user A and user B, using both

plaintext and encrypted transmission.
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encrypt switches during a pause in
transmissions. For example, user A
might transmit in plaintext. "I will flip
both my switches after the next
sentence is transmitted. 1 will not
transmit any more until 1 receive the
go-ahead from you." Then user A flips
both switches. User B at the other end
reads both sentences, flips both
switches, and transmits back "goahead." They are now both transmitting encrypted messages. Both LEDs
will indicate that transmission is being encrypted by glowing green (safe
communication). Figure 7 is a sample
communication session between user
A and user B. User B's responses are
in italic.
INTELLIGENT COMMAND SET

The Circuit Cellar data encryptor also
incorporates an intelligent command
structure (somewhat like smart
modems) and can change functions
without physically manipulating the
DIP-switch settings. If the auto start/
stop mode is selected instead of
manual mode, encryption on the
transmit side is started when the command ATN=BEG is sent. This command will start encryption with the
character following the command.
The receiving data encryptor will
start decrypting with the character
following the command. The command ATN=END causes the transmitting data encryptor to stop decrypting
after the last character of the command. With the auto start/stop mode,
the data stream does not have to be
interrupted to start or stop encryption
as in the manual mode (as shown in
figure 8). Assume the keys have been
entered at both ends and communication in plaintext has already begun .
Encryption can be started and
stopped as often as desired. Each
time it is started, key generation picks
up where it left off when encryption
was last stopped. Key generation
does not start over unless the data encryptor is reset.
LOOPBACK MODE

Another mode, illustrated in figure la.
is transmitting to yourself by having
the encryptor loop back. LDopback is
one of the options selected on SW2 .
In loopback mode. you can encrypt

CIRCUIT CELLAR

a file. store it on disk to protect sensitive data. or transmit it to another
computer with standard communication software like XMODEM (the encryptor can encrypt a file without
changing control characters or creating them in the encrypted results). A
sample loopback encrypting program
written in BASIC for an IBM PC is
available via the Circuit Cellar BBS.

> Now is the time for all good men
Checksum = AG. Accept key? (Y/N) y
Consider the example shown above.
Since loopback requires the same
transmit and receive keys. it asks for
only one. As soon as the user concludes that entry by answering yes.
any communication will be echoed

back to the terminal.
This sentence is not encrypted.
ATN=BEG
vD)tbbV7%6} =dXf6YpOnjf/h8
This sentence is also not encrypted.
If this were stored somewhere and at
another time retransmitted to yourself. it will be decrypted. providing the

same key is used that you used to encrypt it. The three lines above will
then look like this:
This sentence is not encrypted.
ATN=BEG
This sentence is. ATN=END
This sentence is also not encrypted.
(continued)

Hello, user B.
My transmit key for our next session
will be: ATN = BEG
I
':.I. S. Bach was born in 1685." ATN=END
Talk to you next time. Bye.

Figure 8: An example of the use of auto start/stop mode during transmission.

Listing I : Input/output section of the data encryptor's assembly code.

UTILITIES FOR INPUT/OUTPUT
GET A CHARACTER FROM tHE KEYBOARD
,

03AF
03B1
03B3
03B5
03B8
03BA
03BC

9176
E559
5440
B440F7
917F
E559
22

GETCHAR:

ACALL
MOV
ANL
CJNE
ACALL
MOV
RET

JU2STATR
A,PARM2
A,/IDAV
A,/lDAV,GETCHAR
JU2RECV
A,PARM2

GET RECEIVE STATUS
AND LOOP UNTI L
DATA AVAILABLE.
GET CHARACTER AND
PUT INTO ACCUMULATOR.

WRITE A CHARACTER ON THE SCREEN
,

03BO
03BF
03C1
03C3
03C5
03C7
03C9
03CC
03CE
0300
0302
0304
0306
0308
03DA

C082
C083
C0E0
9176
E559
5480
B480F7
D0E0
F559
C0E0
917C
D0E0
0083
0082
22

PUTCHAR:
XMSTAT:

,

03DB
0300
03DF
03E0
03E2
03E4
03E5
03E7
03E9

C0E0
7400
93
600S
71BO
A3
80F6
D0E0
22

PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
ACALL
MOV
ANL
CJNE
POP
MOV
PUSH
ACALL
POP
POP
POP
RET

DPL
DPH
ACC
JU2STATR
A,PARM2
A,/lTBMT
A,/lTBMT,XMTSTAT
ACC
PARM2,A
ACC
JU2TRANS
ACC
DPH
DPL

SAVE
DATA POINTER.
SAVE CHAR FOR LATER.
GET TRANSMIT STATUS
AND LOOP UNTI L
TRANSMIT BUFFER EMPTY.
RETREivE CHARACTER
AND TRANSM IT IT.
SAVE FOR AFTER JU2TRANS
RETREIVE CHARACTER AND
DATA POINTER FOR CALLING
ROUTINE.

WRITE A. STRING TO THE SCREEN

PUTSTRG:
PNTCHAR:

DONSTRG:

PUSH
MOV
MOVC
JZ
ACALL
INC
SJMP
POP
RET

ACC
A,/l00H
A,@A+DPTR
OONSTRG
PUTCHAR
DPTR
PNTCHAR
ACC

SAVE ACCUMULATOR.
POINT TO CHAR iN STRING
DONE IF IT IS 0.
OTHERWISE WRITE IT
AND POINT TO NEXT CHAR .
RESTORE ACCUMULATOR.
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Because it is
a bad practice
to use the same key
over and over,
five additional
plaintext characters
are sent to scramble
the fixed key.
'TWo other commands are included to
enable one encryptor to be located
at a remote site. You may want to be
able to communicate with your computer at home or at your office, but
no one is at the remote computer to
initialize the encryptor. With these
commands, you can call the computer
and initialize the encryptor by phone
before sensitive information is transmitted either way (leaving the encryptor attached protects you from the
malicious crackers who auto-dial
search for unattended auto-answer
computers). This procedure is also applicable for use on LANs or multiterminal systems.
The two commands are ATN=PROM
+xxxxx and ATN=USER+xxxxx ,
where xxxxx are any five characters
used to offset the key already loaded
in the remote data encryptor. (The
reason for the offset will be explained
later.) Both commands reset the key
to a known point in case the key generators in the transmitting and receiving encryptors have gotten out of
sync. ATN=USER+xxxxx will reset to
the manual key that was previously
entered through the normal prompting after a power-on reset.
Unfortunately, if a power failure had
occurred (without some sort of uninterruptible power source). the key
would be lost. and the remote encryptor would have no way of reinitializing without a manually entered key.
ATN=PROM+xxxxx takes care of this
situation by using a key stored in the
110
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encryptor's EPROM to reinitialize
with .
Because it is a bad practice to use
the same key over and over, however.
the five extra characters are sent to
scramble the fixed key. This defeats
any attempts of an attacker using the
most-probable-word method to discover the key. Even though these five
characters are sent in plaintext. their
effect on the unknown key cannot be
predicted. The most-probable-word
method can be used only if the attacker knows what part of the key was
used to encrypt a given part of a
message, and that part of the key
must be used often. Both of these
commands initialize the transmit and
receive side of both encryptors, and
encryption or decryption is started
immediately after the fifth scrambling
character is processed.
IN CONCWSION

I'll have to admit that I didn't know
much about data encryption before
attempting this project. Since most of
you probably share this lack of knowledge, I included more background
materials than I might ordinarily present with a project. I trust that I
neither bored you nor made you into
a paranoid computer user. It's just
that forewarned is forearmed.
One additional observation about
using the encryptor. While it was designed to facilitate direct use through
a modem, the telephone lines are
sometimes not up to the task. Dropping or adding a character destroys
the synchronization necessary between the encryptor and decryptor,
and most modems do not include error checking. Rather than restarting
after sending fixed character blocks
using the intelligent (ATN=) command
set. it is much easier to preencrypt the
entire file using the loopback mode.
Then, using XMODEM or any good
error-checking communication program , send the whole file to the receiving system. This situation does
not occur in directly connected computers, LANs, or any communication
system with block transmission and
error checking.
Finally. after describing the encryptor to a longtime engineering friend ,
I was informed of an unconsidered

application . His job was to design
animated graphics simulations of various research projects so that management has some clue as to what their
big-bucks scientists are up to. Unfortunately, to most people these simulations looked and ran like the greatest
video games, and he was always trying to track down who had swiped his
software for a demo.
The solution was to create a hardware key to his software. He did this
by connecting a data-encryptor set in
the loopback mode to the serial port
on his computer and partially encrypting the graphics software to the cipher
key stored in EPROM. As his program
initialized, it had to send the encrypted block out to be deCiphered
correctly before there were any graphics routines to execute. This didn't inhibit the demonstrations but required
that they be only at his computer,
where he could keep track of his software, or wherever he carried his little
black encryptor. Too bad. I used to
have such a good time running
around demonstrating his stuff!
CIRCUIT CELLAR FEEDBACK

This month's feedback begins on
page 58.
NEXT M ONTH

Steve presents his new and improved
serial EPROM programmer.
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GLOSSARY
CAESAR CIPHER: The simplest encryption scheme. where the encrypted
character is displaced from the plaintext character by a fixed amount:
Plaintext:
ABCDEFGHI/KLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Ciphertext:
DEFGHI/KLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABC
Plaintext: THE QUICK BROWN FOX
Ciphertext: WKH TXLFN EURZK IRA
This cipher is easily broken using frequency analysis.
DES: This stands for data-encryption
standard. a system in which a 64-bit
block of data (eight characters) is transformed into an encrypted block of 64
bits using a standard algorithm controlled by a 56-bit key. Because the
value of each bit in the output block
is dependent on every bit in the input
block. it is called a block cipher.
FREQUENCY ANALYSIS: 'Jabulating the
occurrences of each letter in the
ciphertext. It is assumed that the most
frequently occurring letter is a plaintext
"e." the next most frequently occurring
letter is a "t." etc. Cryptograms in the
Sunday paper are easily broken using
frequency analysis.

The following items are avai lable from
CCI
p.o. Box 428
Tolland. CT 06084
I. Data encryptor/decryptor blank PC board
and programmed 2764 EPROM containing
encryption algorithm and serial i/O software.
..... .. . .. .. ...... . S79. two for SI50
2. Data encryptor/decryptor PC board kit.
Includes all board-mounted components.
programmed EPROM. and microprocessor.
less power-supply module and case .. S99.
two for SI95
3. 115-V ACl60-Hz power-supply module for
above .. . .... .......... .. ... . . . . . S9
4. 5- by 5!4- by I V2 -inch enclosure with blank
end plates .... ........... .. ... . S9.7 5
The data encryptor is available in low quantities only in kit form. It is available assembled and tested with right-angle toggle and
DIP switches only in volume OEM quantities
(telex : 643331) . Price and delivery informa-

KASINSKY SOLUTION: A method of
determining the number of alphabets
used in a polyalphabetic cipher.
MONOALPHABETIC CIPHER: A simple
substitution in which each letter of
plaintext has a unique letter in the
ciphertext.
Plaintext:
ABCDEFGHI/KLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Ciphertext:
EXUGRQFBPIAKCZHINODLMSVWYT
Plaintext: THE QUICK BROWN FOX
Ciphertext: LBR NMPUA XOHVZ QHW
This cipher is easily broken using frequency analysis.
POLYALPHABETIC CIPHER: A system in
which several monoalphabetic ciphers
are used together in a cycle. This example has a short cycle of 3:
Plaintext:
ABCDEFGHI/KLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Ciphertext I:
EXUGRQFBPIAKCZHINODLMSVWYT
Ciphertext 2:
LWKCVIAXMBNFEUDSTGOPRYIQZH
Ciphertext 3:
IPIOAKHQBLGNMRCFEWSYVUTZXD
Plaintext: THE QUICK BROWN FOX
Ciphertext: LXA NRBUN PODTZ JCW

tion available on request.
All payments should be made in U.S.
dollars by check. money order. MasterCard.
or Visa. Surface delivery (U.S. and Canada
only) : add S5 for U.s" SIO for Canada. For
delivery to Europe via U.S. air mai/. add S20.
Three-day air freight delivery: add S8 for U.S.
(UPS Blue). S25 for Canada (Purolator overnight). S45 for Europe (Federal Express). or
S60 (Federal Express) for Asia and elsewhere
in the world. Shipping costs are the same for
one or two units. Connecticut residents add
7.5 percent sales tax .
Most of the individual encryptor components. including the 8031. are available
from JDR Microdevices. 1224 South Bascom
Ave . San Jose. CA 95128. (800) 538-5000.
There is an on-line Circuit Cellar bulletin
board system that supports past and present projects. You are invited to call and exchange ideas and comments with other Circuit Cellar supporters. The 300/1200/24CJO-bps

Frequency analysis can be used to
decipher this. but a separate tabulation
must be kept for each alphabet. In this
example. three tables would have to be
kept. With even a few lines of text. it
could be broken. Before tabulation can
begin. the attacker must know how
many alphabets are being used. If a
message is encrypted with as many'
alphabets as there are characters in the
message. and the arrangements of the
letters in each is truly random. the
message will prove to be impossible
to break.
PsEUDORANDOM SEQUENCE GENERATOR: Any hardware or software that
generates a very long sequence of bits.
The sequence will eventually start over
and repeat. This is why it is a pseudorandom sequencer and not a random
sequencer. In addition. while the sequence appears to be random, it will
always be the same if it is started with
the same seed.
VERNAM CIPHER: A method where a
continuous stream of key bits is combined, using an exclusive-OR function,
with the message bits for encryption.
Each bit in the output stream is dependent on only I bit in the input stream
and I bit in the key.

BBS is on-line 24 hours a day at (203)
871-1988.
Editor's Note: Steve often refers to previous
Circuit Cellar articles. Most of these past articles are available in book form from BYTE
Books. McGraw-Hill Book Company. P.O. Box
400. Hightstown. NI 08250.
Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume I covers articles
in BYTE from September 1977 through
November 1978. Volume 1\ covers December
1978 through June 1980. Volume III covers July
1980 through December 1981. Volume IV
covers January 1982 through June 1983.
Volume V covers July 1983 through December
1984 . •
To be included on the Circuit Cellar mailing list and receive periodic project updates and support materials. please circle 100 on the Reader Service inquiry
card at the back of the magazine.
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CALCULATING CRCs
BY BITS AND BYTES
BY GREG MORSE

Use the XO R function to implement modulo 2 division
when calculating cyclic redundancy checks
Recently I needed to implement the XMODEM
cyclic redundancy check
(CRC) option on my
XCom9 modem program. Despite the many
programs available for
calcu lating CRCs. I had some difficulty
understanding the math behind the calculations. The details became clear after much
research and experimentation.
The starting point for all CRCs is fancy
linear algebra. The CRC is defined in term s
of message polynomials. generator polynomials. and so on. As Perez. Wismer. and
Becker state in "Byte-wise CRC Calculations"
(IEEE Micro . June 1983).
In a system employing CRC the message being transmitted is considered to be a binary
polynomial M(X). It is first multiplied by X k
and then divided (modulo 2) by an arbitrary
generator polynomial C(X) of degree k
which results in a quotient O(X) and a
remainder ...
It sounds confusing. but if you can understand how to apply the math . yo u can
design more efficient programs and spot
many erroneous ones.
THE "MATH-NESS" TO THE METHOD

The design of the polynomial C(X) is extremely complex. You need to pick one that

produces CRCs that are good at detecting
errors. Fortunately. many C(X)s exist
already. Table I conta ins the two most common C(X)s in an 8-bit-byte environment.
Let's calcu late the CRC for the letter T.
OlOl 0100 in binary. M(X) is the message
as it is transmitted. You transmit a character's least significant bit (LSB) first. so M(X)
becomes oOloloio. Then you divide
modulo 2 as shown in figure I. (Modulo 2
means you use the XOR instruction instead
of the normal add and subtract.) Work it
through according to the process shown in
figure 2. Note that the CRC result is given
in reverse order. that is. most sign ificant bit
(MSB) on the right. LSB on the left.
BIT·ORIENTED ALGORITHMS

Using the long-division approach. if you had
only a single zero bit to send. you would
get the result shoirn in figure 3. If you had
two bits to send. a zero and then a one. long
division would produce the result shown in
figure 4 . The first remainder in figure 4 is
the same as the first remainder in figure 3
except that its LSB has been XORed with
(continued)

Greg Morse (10871 Roseland Gate. Richmond. Be.
Canada V7 A 2 RI) is an engineer with the British
Columbia Telephone Company. He has 20 years'
experience with computers and 10 with data communications. Greg has B.A.Se. and M .A.Sc. degrees
in electrical engineering.
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Table I: The two most common C(X)s (generator polynomials) in an 8-bit-byte
environment. You can code the C(X) as a 17 -bit binary, or hexadecimal. number.
The ones and zeros represent the coefficients of the different powers of X in the

polynomial.

the second data bit. This similarity will
always be true because of the way the
M(X) polynomia l is built.
This observation leads to the following bit-by-bit algorithm for calculating
the eRC:

CRC-16 (Bisynchronous)

X'· + XIS + X' + 1 = 1 1000 0000 0000 0101
CRC-CCITT (SOLC, X.25, XMOO EM)
X'· + X12 + X' + 1 = 1 0001 0000 0010 0001

I

1 0001

0000 0010 0001

I

CCITT polynomial

I 0010 1010 I I0000 0000 0000 0000 ,

I I

I

I

letter T
LSB MSB

16 extra zeros

Figure I : The initial modulo 2 division used to calculate the eRe for the letter T.
Note that the letter is given LSB first; in other words, it is reversed.

(quotient, ignored)

0010 1000

1 000 1 0000 0010 000 1 1 0010 1010 0000 0000 0000 0000
0
1st remainde r .....

.010 1010 0000 0000 00

a
.10 1010 0000 0000 000
10 00 10 0000 0100 001

Thus, you can calculate the eRe a
bit at a time, for any number of bits,
with almost no extra calcu lation overhead. In summary, the steps involved
in the long-division method are

. 0 1000 0000 0100 0010
0
remainder after 4 bits

1000 0000 0100 0010 0
1000 1000 0001 0000
. 000 1000 010 1 00 10 10

a
.00 1000 0101

0010 100

a
. 0 1000 0101
0

0010 1000

1000 0101

0010 1000

CRC for the letter T
LSB

--.J

L MSB

Figure 2: The entire lonq-division calculation process used to derive the eRe for
the letter T. The apparent subtractions in this process eire XO Rs; therefore, there are
no "borrows." A " ." represents a zero that has no furth er part in the calculation,
and " 0 " represents a zero that was "brought down" from the dividend line.
Therefore, the line 00 1000 0 10 1 00 10 100 represents a remainder of 00 1000
010 1 0010 10. Note that the eRe is given with the LSB on the left . Thus, the
eRe for the letter T = 0 54 is (MSB first) 000 1 0100 10 10 000 1, or 14A I

hexadecimal.

I . Write down the first data bit (zero
or one) to be transm itted.
2. Write down 16 zeros to its right.
3. Divide the 17-bit number by the
17 -bit eRe polynomia l using
XOR instead of subtraction.
Make a note of the remainder,
which is the eRe.
4. Get the next data bit.
5. XO R this bit with the LSB (leftmost bit) of the eRe in step 3.
6. Append a zero to the right-hand
end of the result in step 5.
7. Divide the 17-bit number from
step 6 by the 17-bit eRe pol ynomial. Use XOR instead of subtraction. The remainder is the
eRe.
8. Repeat steps 4 through 7 until
there are no more data bits.
(You can replace steps I through
3 with a single step to initialize
the eRe to zeros.)

1. The message bits are written
down in the order in which th ey
are transmitted, from left to
right. that is, LSB on the left.
2. Sixteen zeros are appended to
the right-hand end of the binary
number formed in step I.
3. The generating polynomial is
written down MSB first. th at is,
on the left.
4. The division is done modulo 2,
that is, using XO R instead of
normal subtraction .
5. The eRe is the remainder after
all data bits have been processed. The LSB is on the left.
Figure 5 translates these steps into a
flowchart.
H ARDWA RE IMPLEMENTATIONS
One disadvantage of the fl owch art in
figure 5 is that it requires a 17-bit reglcontinued)
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Math CAD
The Engineer's Scratch Pad
a

1 0001 0000 0010 0001 10 0000 0000 0000 0000

a

151 remainder

LSB

Figure 3: The long-division

FOURIER RECONSTRUCTION: SQUARE WAUl

0000 0000 0000 0000

->

~

L

N := 49 j:= 9 " N '" 49 points
S := 1 - 2·~(j - 29) '" step
j .
function
Reconstruct
function, using
first two terMs
i: = 1,3 , ,3
of Fourier series

MSB

eRe calculation fo r a single zero bit.
01

1 0001

0000 0010 0001 I 01

0000 0000 0000 0000

a
151 remainder

2nd remainder

1.5

. 1 0000 0000 0000 0000
1 0001 0000 0010 0001

->

0001

->

Figure 4: The long-division

R.,S .
J

0000 0010 0001

-1. 5

XO R LSB of eRe with
current data bit and
store resul t in eRC

Shift eRe left. Delete
LSB. eRe now 16 bits.
l

Append a zero to RHS of
eRC eRe now 17 bits.

=

9

\ ]
=

j

N

A powerful computation and
documentation tool for your
IBM-PC.

XO R eRe with
polynomia l II7-bit XORI

zero?

r

eRe calculation for the two bits 01.

Set 16-bit eRe to ze ro.

Left
bit of eRe

J

=

No

A>

more
data
bits?

Yes

No

Yes
eRe now contains 16-bit
resuIt. LSB on the left.

With MathCAD you simply and interactively create, edit and di splay formula s on the screen the way you are
used to writing them. Equations are
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R1
XOR 0= 1 I
X16= 1 0
New eRe

R2 R3

R4 R5

R6

R7 R8 R9 R10R11 R12 R13 R14 R15 0

0

0

X12

0

0

.0

RO R1

R2

R3

R4 R5

R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 R11 R12 R13 R14 R15

R2 R3 R4

R5 R6

R7 R8 R9 R10 R11 R12 R13 R14 R15 0

0

0

0

0

0

RO R1

R2

R3

R4 R5

0

0

0

X5

0

0

0

0

Figure 6: The division process if Q = I.

XOR 0=0
0

I R1
0

New eRe

Figure 7: The division process if Q =

0=(0 XOR
RO)
XOR
X16

I

New eRe

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 R11 R12 R13 R14 R15

o.

R1

R2 R3

R4 R5

R6

R7

R8 R9 R10 R11 R12 R13 R14 R15

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

R2 R3 R4

R5

R6

R7 R8 R9 R10 R11 R12 R13 R14 R15

RO R1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Figure 8: The division process regardless of the value of Q.

eRe

o

•

data bit

Figure 9: The process shown in figure 8 translated into a hardware circuit using shift registers and XOR gates. (The boxes
are stages to a shift register; the shift register is only 16 stages long.) Note that the XOR gate going into R15 is superfluous.
since Q XOR 0 is always Q. Note also that in the long-division method. the calculations are done before "bringing down" the
next zero bit. Similarly here. the XORs are performed before the shift.

eRe

..

0
da ta bit

Figure 10: The reverse drawing of figure 9; the LSB is on the right instead of on the left.
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ister. However, after the division is
complete, the left bit will always be a
zero. Either it was a zero to begin
with, or if it was a one, it was XORed
with the X 16 bit of the polynomial.
which is also a one, producing a zero.
Thus, you can XOR with only the 16
LSBs of the polynomial. In the case
of the CRC-CCITT polynomial. X 16 +
X l2 + XS + I (I 0001 000000100001
in binary or I 1021 in hexadecimal).
you can XOR with 0 1021.
Let the bits of the CRC register be
RO, R1 , up to R15; let the data bits be
DO up to 07; let the polynomial bits
be XO up to X15; and define Q = 0
XOR RO, that is, set Q equal to the
current data bit. 0 , XORed with RO .
In every case, the LSB is bit O.
Then, if Q = I, the division process
looks like that in figure 6. If Q = 0
XOR RO is zero, then the division
reduces to that in figure 7. But when
Q = I. the new R15 is always I. and
you XOR R4 and R11 with X12 and
X5, which are I . If Q = 0, then the
new R15 is zero and you XOR R4 and
R11 (and all other Rns) with zero.
You can combine the two cases as
shown in figure 8. 1l.!rning that process into a circuit using shift registers
and XOR gates (see figure 9) is
straightforward. You can also draw the
circuit so that the LSB (RO) is on the
right (see figure 10). Both diagrams
are convenient depending on the kind
of software algorithm to be derived.
Note that in hardware the XOR is
done before the shift because of the
way flip-flops work. The important
point is that the new R10 = (old R11)
XOR (old RO) XOR (new data bit) .
BIT-8Y-BIT SOFTWARE
ALGORITHMS

When you do the calculations in software, you don't have to do the XOR
before the shift. The important thing
in software is to avoid having to deal
with 17 -bit values that don't fit into a
variable. A software routine also
doesn't need to use the Q = 0 XOR
RO result to drive a gate. You can program the polynomial directly into the
code as a constant.
You can now derive a software routine based on figure 10 (or figure 9,
in which the order of storing the bits
of the CRC is reversed). If you assume

that the CRC result is kept in a 16-bit
integer with R15 (the MSB of the CRC)
in the high (leftmost) bit position, then
if Q = I, you first shift the previous
CRC to the right as in figure II. In
terms of a high-level language, you
shift the CRC right by one, discarding
the LSB, and XOR with 0 8408. By

testing Q first and then doing the shift
before the XOR, you avoid the need
for a 17 -bit register. Because of the
way in which the CRC is stored in the
variable, the XOR is done with 0 8408
rather than 0 1021 , as you might
expect. This follows directly from the
(continued)

a R15 R14 R13 R12 Rll Rla R9
and then XOR with:
1
a
a
a
a
a
a
to get the new CRC:
R15 R14 R13 R12 Rll Rla R9
L

R8

R8

R7

R6

R5

a

a

a

a

R7

R6

R5

R4

R4

R3

R3

R2

Rl

a

a

a

R2

Rl

Ra

Note new Rla = old Rll XOR 1

Figure II: The diagram for a software routil1e based 011 the hardware circuit il1 figure 10.
Whel1 Q = I the l1ew CRC becomes the previous CRC shifted right by ol1e bit positiol1
al1d XORed with G(X).

Listing I: CCITT.C. the CCITT routil1e for calculatil1g CRCs

il1

C source code.

/* Straightforward, non-optimized CRC-CCITT routine
*/
/* Assumes l6-bit integer variables
*/
/* MSB of integer is MSB of CRC result
*/
#define POLY 0x8408
/*
POLY = 1021 in bit rev order*/
BLKCRC(bufptr, crcres, count)
unsigned char *bufptr;
unsigned int *crcres, count;

i

i nt i;
*crcres = 0;
/* for SOLC use 0xFFFF */
for (i=l; i<=count; ++i, bufptr++) /* do for whole BLK*/
bytecrc(bufptr, crcres)
/* do CRC for 1 char
*/
return (*crcres);
/* end BLKCRC */

bytecrc(bufptr, crcres)
unsigned char *bufptr;
unsigned int *crcres;

i

unsigned int j,ch,Q;
ch = (unsigned int) *bufptr;
/*
for (j=l; j<=8; j++) i
/*
Q=(*crcres&0x0001)A(ch&0x0001)
if ( Q == 0x0001) i
/*
*crcres= *crcres»l.;
/*
*crcres= *crcresAPOLY;
/*

l

else
*crcres= *crcres»l;
ch = ch »1;

get char, to int fmt*/
do each bit LSB 1st */
/* Q=R0 XOR 0
*/
Q is one
*/
shift right one
*/
XOR with number
*/

/* Q is zero
/* just shift no XOR
/* move next data bit
/* into position
/* end FOR - data bits al I done */
return (*crcres);
/* end bytecrc */

*/
*/
*/
*/
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diagram shown in figure 10. Generally
speaking. if you process data LSB first.
you' can store the CRC with its MSB in
the MSB position of the integer variable.
Listing I contains the implementation of a CRC calculation based on the
CCITT polynomial. CCITT.C provides
lots of intermediate results. for clarity rather than performance. This program implements the CClTT/IBM FCS
calculation in a standard way with one
exception: initializing the CRe. IEditor's
note: CClnc. XMODEM.C. SDLC.ASM.
and XMODEM.ASM for OS9 are avail-

able in several formats: see tfle insert card after
page 368.1
The purpose. however. is to implement the de facto XMODEM standard. I found no published XMODEM
CRC specification as such. What has
been published is a C program.

XMODEM.C. that does the calculations (see listing 2). Apart from using
the CCITT polynomial. this program
is not CCITT standard in that data is
processed MSB first. rather than LSB
first. and the CRC is initialized to zeros
rather than to ones.

a bit at the beginning of the block and
inserts the same bit at the end of the
block (the last bit of the CRC) will not
affect the CRe. For these reasons the
CRCs used by IBM in the SDLC protocol and CCITT in the X.25 and
HDLC protocols specify the following:

CHOICES IN CRC CALCULATION
AND TRANSMISSION

I. All bits of a block are protected
by the CRe.
2. The data is sent LSB first. The
CRC is calculated on bits as they
are sent.
3. The CRC is initialized to all ones.
This allows detection of any
missed or inserted zero bits at
the beginning of a block.
(Missed or inserted ones are still
detected.)
4. The one's complement of the

A CRC calculated by these methods
has some very desirable error-detection properties. but it is not perfect.
For example. you can add or delete
any number of zero bits to or from the
beginning of the block without affecting the CRe. (The remainder stays
zero no matter how many zero bits
start the block .) Furthermore. since
the CRC is a cyclic code. any error.
such as a clock slippage. that deletes

(continued)

Listing 2: XMODEM.C. tfle XMODEM routine for calculating CRCs in C source code.

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

Sample bit-oriented CRC routine
Adapted from YMODEM protocol reference

*/
*/

Calculate CRC on a block of data.
Ptr points to block of characters, count gives size of buffer.
This program returns the CRC with the LSB of the CRC in the
high bit of the result integer.
XMODEM deviates from the CClTT standard in that it does not use
the LSB of the data 1st, nor does it initial ize the CRC to al I
ones as specified by the standard.

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

int ealcre(ptr, count)
char *ptr;
int count;

t

unsigned int ere;
int
i;
ere = €I;
whi Ie (--count >= e)
i = (int) *ptr++;
i = i

«

cre = ere

8;
A

i;

for (i =e ; i <8; ++ i )
if (ere k 0x8000) I
ere
(ere« 1);
cre = ere

A

ex1e21;

t /* endif */
else
ere = crc « 1;
J /* end while */
return (erc k exFFFF);
/* end calcre */
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/* note not exFFFF
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

convert data char to int
shift char to high byte
add current data to current
remainder modifies only least
sig 8 bits (high byte) of CRC
loop for each bit
test D XOR R0
discard LSB of CRC and
append zero
XOR with low 16 bits
of CClTT polynomial
because CRC is stored LSB 1st
polynomial written MSB 1st

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

/* discard LSB k append €I */
/* 16-bit result for whole block */

The single best way to tum your
PC-AT into a multi-user system.
Introducing the Wyse WY-6Q.
Now there's a perfectly compatible,
reliable, economical, Wyse way to get
multi-user mileage from your PC-AT.
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applications such as Multiplan and
WordStar.
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character sets .
The adjustable arm is optional,
and you can choose a green, white or
amber screen.
No wonder we ship more terminals
than anybody but IBM:I:
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Bit

*15

14

13

12

11

*10

9

R15 R14 R13 R12 R11 R10 R9

8

7

6

5

4

*3

2

R8

R7

R6

R5

R4

R3

R2

0
R1

RO

XMOOEM.C implements the CRC as
follows:

Figure 12: The contents of the shift register at the beginning of b~tewise SOle

calculations.

Bit

*15

14

13

12

11

*10

9

8

Shift 1 DO R15 R14 R13 R12 R11 R10 R9
RO
DO
RO

7

6

5

4

*3

2

R8

R7

R6

R5

R4
DO
RO

R3

o
R2

R1

Figure 13: The contents of the shift register after the first shift. Note that all
entries in a column are XORed together.

Bit

*1514

Shift 1 TO

13

12

11

*10

9

8

R15 R14 R13 R12 R11 R10 R9
TO

7

6

5

4

*3

2

R8

R7

R6

R5

R4
TO

R3

o
R2

R1

Figure 14: The same as figure 13 but with the abbreviation TO for DO XOR RD.

Bit

*15

14

13

12

Shift 4 T3

T2

T1

TO

11

*10

9

8

7

6

5

R15 R14 R13 R12 R11 R10 R9

TI

~

n TO

4

*3

2

R8

R7

R6

TI

~

o
R5

R4

n TO

Figure 15: The contents of the shift register after three more right shifts. TO
represents DO XOR RO, T1 represents 01 XOR R1, and so on.

*15

14

13

12

11

*10

Shift 5 T4

T3

T2

T1

TO

R15 R14 R13 R12 R11 R10 R9
T4 T3 T2 T1
TO
TO

Bit

TO

9

8

7

6

5

4

*3

2

R8
T4
TO

R7
T3

*3

2

0
R6
T2

R5
T1

Figure 16: The contents of the shift register after the fifth shift.

Bit

*15

14

13

12

11

Shift 8 T7
T3

T6

T5
T1

T4
TO

TI

~

*10

9

8

~

T1
T6
T2

TO
T5
T1

T7
T3

7

6

5

4

R15 R14 R13 R12 R11 R10 R9
T4 13 T2 T1
TO
TO
17 T6 T5
T3 T2 T1

Figure 17: The contents of the shift register after the eighth shift.
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CRC is transmitted rather than
the CRC itself. This allows detection of slippage-type errors.
5. The CRC is sent LSB first.
6. The polynomial used is X 16 +
X 12 + XS + 1.

0
R8
T4
TO

I. Only data bits are included. The
header character and two blocknumber bytes are not included.
2. The data is sent LSB first. The
CRC is calculated on the data
MSB first.
3. The CRC is initialized to zeros.
4. The CRC is not complemented
before transmission.
5. The order of transmission is high
byte of CRC then low byte. Since
UARTs transmit LSB first. this is
equivalent to LSB of high byte
through MSB of high byte, then
LSB of low byte through MSB of
low byte.
6. The polynomial used is X 16 +
X 12 + X s + I.
The CCITT method is easily implemented in a chip using shift registers
and XOR gates, while the XMOOEM
method is not easily realized in hardware. To check an incoming data
block, you have two options. You can
calculate the CRC on all the protected
bits only, omitting the CRC bits, and
compare the calculated value to the
received value. Or you can calculate
the CRC on all the protected bits and
the CRC itself and then compare the
result to a known constant. If the first
method is adopted in the CCITT case,
the one's complement of the calculated value must be compared to the
received CRe. In the XMOOEM case,
the comparison is direct. If the second
method is adopted, in the XMODEM
case the known constant is zero, while
in the CCITT case it is 0 FOB8 . (The
high bit is on the left. i.e., I.) No one'scomplementing is required.
BYTE-ORIENTED SOFTWARE
IMPLEMENTATIONS

The next step is to derive routines to
calculate the CRC a whole byte at a
time rather than bit by bit. This approach was first proposed by Perez,
Wismer, and Becker. The motivation
is that an 8-bit microprocessor is not
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limited to single-bit XORs but can do
them 8 bits at a time. The basic approach is to work from the hardware
diagram (figure 9 or 10) and see what
the eRe register would look like after
8 bits have been calculated.
Bytewise SOle calculations. In
figure 10 you can see that you have
the contents of figure 12 in the shift
register at the beginning of calculati ons. Then you take the LSB of data.
~ O . and XOR it with RO (DO XOR RO).
After the right shift. the new R15 is DO
XOR RO . the new R10 is R11 XOR DO
XOR RO. and the new R3 is R4 XOR
DO XOR RO. (See figure 13) .
The combinations DO XOR RO, 0 1
XOR R1, 02 XOR R2. and so on. occur frequentl y, so let's abbreviate
th em as TO = DO XO R RO, T1 = 01
XOR R1 . and so on. Figure 13 can
now be rewritten as in figure 14. If you
proceed in this fashion for three more
shifts. you get figure 15 .
To do the XOR on 0 4. you must use
the content of the LSB of the shift register. which is now R4 XOR DO XO R
RO. The result is 0 4 XO R R4 XOR DO
XOR RO. or in shorter form . T4 XO R
TO. The result after the fifth shift is
shown in figure 16: after the eighth
shift. in figure 17.
The tedious part is done. Now you
want to write a program that will produce the same result when you're
working with a byte of data as you
would get from the shift register after
eight shifts. The emphasis in thi s
routine will be on speed If you make
it too general-purpose. a different
cho ice of polynomial will lead to a
completely different program . Also.
for speed. it makes sense to code the
routine in assembly language.
When working with 8-bit microcomputers. it is convenient to define the
8-bit quantities found in table 2. If you
study figure 17. you will see that the
co mbination

Bit

*15

14

13

12

11

*10

9

8

Line #
1
2
U7
3
4

U6

U5

U4

T3

T2
U7

T1
U6

TO
U5

7

6

4

5

*3

2

0

R1 5 R14 R1 3 R12 R11 R10 R9
U4

T3

T2

T1

TO
U7

U6

R8

U4

U5

Figure 18: The same as figure 17 but using the abbreviations given in table 2.
Line I is CRCHi moved into CRCLo: line 2 is the high nybble of U and the low
nybble of T: line 3 is the line 2 byte shifted left by 3 bits; and line 4 is U shifted
right by 4 bits.

Thb le 2: Some convenient abbreviations for various 8-bit quantities used in eRe
calculations in an 8-bit microcomputer environment.
CRCHi
CRCLo
Data
T
U

=
=

R15
R7
07
T7
U7

R13
R5
05
T5
U5

R14
R6
06
T6
U6

R12
R4
04
T4
U4

R10
R2
02
T2
0

R11
R3
03
T3
0

Table 3: Some test cases provided for comparison

R9
R1
01
T1
0

R8
RO
DO
TO
0

if you want to write

your own routine.
Text

SDLC

CRC

T

1B26
44BE
OF9 1

14A1
70 80
70 C5

THE
THE .QU iCK .BROWN .FOX .0123456789

15

14

13

12

11

10

R15 R14 R13 R12 R11 R10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

R9

R8

R7

R6

R5

R4

R3

R2

Figure 19: The contents of the shift register at the beginning
XMOOEM calculations.

15

14

7

6

5

4

3

2

R15 R14 R13 R12 R11 R10 R9

R8

R7

R6

R5

R4

R3

R2

07

DO

05

12

04

11

03

10

02

9

01

T7 T6 T5 T4
XOR T3 T2 T1 TO

Figure 20: The contents

occurs several times. Let's call this
term U = U7 U6 U5 U4. If you rewrite figure 17 with these substitutions. you get figure 18.
Further optimizations become apparent as you write the code. It is convenient to implement the SOLC algo-

rithm (as in the program SDLC.ASM)
because of the built-in check that calculating a eRe on a "received" block
provides: that is. the result should
always be 0 FOB8.
The innermost loop of SDLC.ASM

of the shift register after the

R1

RO

of bytewise

8

06

13

0

0
R1

RO

XOR with the data byte.

takes only 86 cycles per byte in~ I ud i ng seven overhead cycles to
check for end of buffer. If a 2-MHz
6809 were dedicated to eRe ca lculations. this would re'sult in a through(continued)
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15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

T7

T6

T5

T4

T3

T2

T1

TO

R7

R6

R5 R4

R3

R2

0
R1

RO

Figure 21: The same as figure 20 but with the abbreviations T7 for R15 XOR
07, T6 for R14 XOR 0 6, and so on.

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

T6

T5

T4 T3
T7

T2

T1

TO

R7 R6 R5

7

6

4

5

R4 R3
T7

3

2

R2 R1

0
RO

T7

Figure 22 : The contents of the shift register after processing the first data bit and

performing the left shift.

15

14

13

12

T3
T7

T2 T1 TO R7 R6 R5 R4 R3 R2
T6 T5 T4
T7 T6 T5

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

R1 RO
T4

T7

T6

4

3

2

RO T7
T3

T6

T5

3

2

0
T5

T4

Figure 23 : The contents of the shift register after four shifts.

15

14

13

10

9

8

T2
T6

T1
T5

TO R7 R6 R5
T4 T3

R4
T7

R3 R2 R1
T6 T5 T4

12

11

7

6

T7

5

0
T4

T3
T7

T7

Figure 24 : The contents of the shift register after five shifts.

15

14

R7 R6
T3 T2
T7 T6

13

12

11

R5 R4
T1 TO
T5 T4

R3

T7

T6

10

9

R2 R1
T5

T4

8

7

6

5

4

RO T7
T7 T6

T6
T5

T5 T4
T4

T3

T1

TO

T2

T3
T7

T2
T6

T1
T5

0

C ONCWSION

TO
T4

Once you arrive at the basic idea of
using the XOR function to implement
modulo 2 division, it is not difficult to
apply the eRe algorithms, only
tedious. As with so many other communications standards, the options
and the details provide most of the
difficulties and confusion. _

Figure 25 : The contents of the shift register after eight shifts.

Table 4: The same test cases as in table 3 but for XMODEM.
Text
T
THE
THE,QUICK ,BROWN ,FOX,0123456789
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XMODEM CRC
1A71
1EOA
0498

put of about 200,000 bps. A bitwise
algorithm to do the same job takes on
average 3 53 cycles per byte and could
take as many as 385. So the bytewise
algorithm is about four times faster
The test cases in table 3 are provided in case you want to write your
own routine. The column labeled
SDLe results when you initialize the
eRe with ones (this is the result
before the one's-complementing), and
the column labeled eRe results when
you initialize with zeros.
XM OD EM byte-orie nted al gorith ms. The XMODEM eRe "spec:'
such as it is, is shown in listing 2. If
you repeat the work done for SDLe
calculations (in figures 12 through J 8)
using listing 2 as a base, you will obtain the contents of the diagrams in
figures J 9 through 25. The contents
of the starting eRe are shown in figure
19. After the XOR with the data byte,
you get the result shown in figure 20.
When you abbreviate R15 XOR D7 as
T7, R14 XO R 0 6 as T6, and so on
figure 20 becomes figure 2l. Afte~
processing the fi rst data bit and the
left shift. you get the result shown in
figure 22 ; after four shifts, figure 23 ;
after five shifts, figure 24; and after
eight shifts (the final resu lt). figure 25 .
Next. you define the appropriate variables such as CRCH i, CRClo, T, and
U, and you look for factors.
An implementation of the XMODEM
eRe calculations for the 6809 is given
in the program XMODEM.ASM. The
test case results using the XMODEM
algorithm are shown in table 4.

BIBLIOGRAPH Y
Fo rsberg , Chuck, ed . "X MODEM I
YMODEM Protocol Reference:' Godz illa
BBS, (503) 621-3746.
IBM SDLe General Information Manual.
Appendix B.
McNamara, J. E. Technical Aspects of Data Communications. Bedford, MA: Digital Equipment Press, 1982 .

SYSTAT

LESS BULK
MORE STATISTICS!

How has SYSTAT become one of the largest
statistical software companie~ in only 3 years?
LESS BULK:

•Will run from floppy disks
•

Needs less memory (256K on IBM or
compatible machines, 64K on CP/M, 400K
on VAX, or 512K on Apple Macintosh)

•

Has fewer than '13 of the commands of
other manufacturers' packages

•MUlti-way ANOVA, ANOCOVA, MANOVA,
repeated measures, unbalanced designs,
post-hoc tests

•Principal components with rotations
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•Multiple and canonical discriminant analysis,
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Bayesian classification

MORE STATISTICS:

•
Full screen spreadsheet data editor

•Missing data, arrays, character variables
•Unlimited cases
•
Process rectangular, hierarchical, triangular
files and variable length records

•

Relational database management and
file concatenation

•Character, numeric, and nested sorts
•

Unlimited numeric and character
transformations

•

Interactive or batch

•
•
Subgroup processing in statistical modules
Read and write text and external files

with SELECT and BY

•

Value labels

•

RECODE statements for quick multiple codes

•

Scatterplots , contours, histograms, stemand-leaf, boxplots, bar charts, quantile,
probability plots

•

Basic statistics, frequencies , T-tests

•
Multi-way crosstabs with log-linear modeling ,
association coefficients , PRE statistics,
asymr:>totic standard errors

•

Canonical correlation

•
Cluster analysis (hierarchical, single,
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•Nonparametric statistics (sign , Runs,
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Wilcoxon, Kruskal-Wallis, Friedman two-way
ANOVA, Mann-Whitney U, KolmogorovSmirnov, Lilliefors, Kendall coefficient of
concordance)

•

Time Series (smoothing , seasonal and
nonseasonal ARIMA, ACF, PACF, Crosscorrelation function , transformations,
forecasting , Fourier analysis)

Apple Macintosh

•

Nonlinear estimation (non-linear regression ,
least absolute values regression, log it, probit,
maximum likelihood estimation, iteratively
reweighted least squares)
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logit) , Probit (probit analysis). Testat (classical and Rasch model test analysis), Report
(formatter for SYSTAT files). Transfer (dBase,
Lotus, GAUSS, STATA, SPSS direct file
transfer)
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•
Supplements include: Logit (multinomial
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VAX
SYSTAT operates on the following mach ines :
IBM-PC/XT/AT,'" Apple II ,'M Apple Macintosh : " Kaypro ,'" HP 150:" HP 9000,'" DEC
Rainbow :" VAX ,'" Alpha Micro,'" MS-DOS ,'"
CP/M '" and UNIX .'"
Single copy price:
$595 USA and Canada I $695 Foreign
Site licenses and quantity prices available

SSCP, covariance , Spearman , Gamma,
Kendall Tau, Euclidean distances

Call or write for additional information

Linear, polynomial , multiple, stepwise,
weighted regression

SYSTAT, Inc.
2902 Central Street
Evanston , IL 60201

Exte nded regression diagnostics

312 864.5670

•
•
Multivariate general linear model

•

average, complete median, centroid
linkage, k-means, cases, variables)

•
Pairwise/listwise missing value correlation,
•

CP/M

SYSTAT
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IBM PC
Read more about the extraordinary success
of SYSTAT in So You 've Got a Great Idea ,
by Steve Fiffer (Addison Wesley , 1986).

The system for statistics
Inquiry 338 for End-Users. Inquiry 339 for DEALERS ONLY.
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"Typica l MICROCAP Tmnsient Analysis"

~

How many long unproductive hours
have you spent "in line" for your simulation? Well, no more. MICROCAP and
MICROLOGIC can put you on line by
turning your PC into a productive and
cost-effective engineering workstation.
Both of these sophisticated engineering
tools provide you with quick and efficient
solutions to your simulation problems.
And here's how.

MICROCAP:

Your Analog Solution
MICROCAP is an interactive analog
circuit drawing and simulation system.
It allows you to sketch a circuit diagram
right on the CRT screen, then run an AC,
DC, or Transient analysis. While providing you with libraries for define_d
models of bipolar and MOS devices,
Opamps, transformers, diodes, and much
more, MICROCAP also includes features
not even found in SPICE.
MICROCAP II lets you be even more
productive. As an advanced version, it
employs sparse matrix techniques for
. faster simulation speed and larger net-

works. In addition, you get even more
advanced device models, worst case capabilities, temperature stepping, Fourier
analysis, and macro capability.

MICROLOGIC:

Your Digital Solution
MICROLOGIC provides you with a
similar interactive drawing and analysis
environment for digital work. Using
standard PC hardware, you can create
logic diagrams of up to 9 pages with each
containing up to 200 gates. The system
automatically creates the netlist required
for a timing simulation and will handle
networks of up to 1800 gates. It provides
you with libraries for 36 user-defined
basic gate types, 36 data channels of256
bits each, 10 user-defined clock waveforms, and up to 50 macros in each network. MICROLOGIC produces
high-resolution timing diagrams showing
selected waveforms and associated
delays, glitches, and spikeS-just like the
real thing .

'Typical MICROLOGIC Diagram "

Reviewers Love
These Solutions
Regarding MICROCAP ... "A highly
recommended analog design program"
(PC Tech Journal 3/84). "A valuable too
for circuit designers" (Personal Softwar
MagaZine 11 /83).
Regarding MICROLOGIC . .. "An efficient design system that does what it is
supposed to do at a reasonable price"
(Byte 4/84).
MICROCAP and MICROLOGIC are
available for [he Apple II (64 k) , IBM PC
(128k), and HP· 150 computers and pri ced
a[ S475 and s450 respec[ively. Demo
versio ns are available for S75.
MICROCAP II is available for [he
Macintosh, IBM PC (256k), and HP-150
systems and is priced a[ S895. Demo
versions are available for S100.
Demo prices are c redited [ 0 [he
purc hase price of [he actual system.

Now, to get on line, call or write today!

Spectrum Software
1021 S. Wolfe Road, Dept. B
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(408)738-4387
Inquiry 325

P·R·Q·G·R·A·M·M·!·N·G

BREAKING OUT
BY EDWARD BATUTIS

This routine enables a breakpoint
in the PC..DOS DE'BUG program
MOST DEBUGGERS have a "breakout" switch that allows you to jump
into the debugger regardless of what
your computer is doing. Unfortunately. the DEBUG program provided
with IBM PC-DOS does not have this
feature. 1 have designed a program
called BREAKPf (short for breakpoint)
that gives PC-DOS DEBUG this capability (see listings 1 and 2). IEditor's note:
BREAKPT.ASM and BRKPTCOM.BAS

are available in a variety of formats: see the
insert card following page 368.1
How BREAKPT WORKS
BREAKPT is a memory-resident program that you need to run just once
after booting your computer. It
searches for a specific set of keystrokes. When it finds them. the program executes the breakpoint interrupt (interrupt 3). If DEBUG is running.
BREAKPT prints out the registers.
shows the next instruction. and waits
for a command.
BREAKPT intercepts the keyboard
interrupt (interrupt 9). which is invoked every time you strike a key. The
program examines the keyboard flags
in the ROM BIOS data area. The first
flag. at segment 40H (hexadecimal).
byte 17H. shows what Shift and Control keys are currently depressed. If
the flags indicate that the Control key

and both Shift keys are depressed simultaneously, BREAKPT sets the
microprocessor's trap flag (bit 8) to I.
This initiates the execution of interrupt 3 (the breakpoint interrupt) via
interrupt 1 (single step).
For example, you install BREAKPT
by entering the command BREAKPT
at the DOS prompt. If you want to explore the inner workings of
BASICA.COM, you load DEBUG and

BASICA.COM with the command DEBUG BASICA.COM. Then you start
BASICA with the go, or g, command.
At this point, BASICA is in a' loop
waiting for a keyboard entry. If you
hold down the Control. left Shift, and
right Shift keys and then release them.
(continued)

Edward Batutis is a systems analyst for LFP
Systems Inc. (4600 Marriott Dr., Suite 400,
Raleigh, NC 27612) .

Listing I: Assembly language source code for BREAKPT

BREAKPT
Copyright 1985, Edward Batutis
Invokes the breakpoint interrupt when Ctrl-Shift-Shift
combination is pressed.
Assembled with the IBM Macro Assembler Version 1.00
cseg

segment para
public 'code'
assume cs:cseg,ds:cseg
org
100h

breakpt proc
jmp
copyr i ght

install
db
db

old_int9_vector label
old_int9_offs
dw
old_int9_seg
dw

'BREAKPT (c) Copyright 1985,'
, Edward J. Batutis',01ah
dword
?
?

(continued)
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BREAKING OUT

cal I old keyboard routine by simulating an int
pushf
call
push
push
push

es
ax
bx

mov
mov
mov
mov
and

aX,40h
eS,ax
bX,17h
al,es:[bx]
al,07h

cmp
jne

quit

;

; save registers

01,7

look at keyboard flag1 in
ROM BIOS data area
mask off everything but lowest
three bits
are Ctrl-Shlft-Shift depressed ?
no, qu I t

turn on the trap flag

pop
pop
pop

bx
ax
es

restore registers

push
pushf
pop

ax

save register
get flags into ax

or
push
popf
pop
nop
Iret

aX,0100h
ax

set trap flag on
put new flags back

ax

restore ax
wait one Instruction
debug Is Invoked at this instruction

pop
pop
pop

bx
ax
es

restore registers when
qu itt Ing

ax

quit:

done:
iret
banner

db

LABEL
BYTE
'BREAKPT installed . ',10,13 ,' $'

install:
get interrupt vector for
keyboard interrupt
mov
mov
int

01,9

cmp
je

bX,offset new_int9
no_install

are we already instal led?
yes, just exit

mov
mov

0Id_int9_offs,bx
0Id_int9_seg,es

save old keyboard interrupt
address

mov
mov
int

dX,offset banner
ah,9
21h

print banner
print string function

ah,3Sh
21h

get interrupt vector function
get Interrupt 9

set keyboard interrupt
to point to new_int 9
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New from Macmillan Software

ASYSTANTscientific software.
Flexible menu-driven

environmen~ gets'yOU Up

and runnIng - tast.

Fully integrated analysis,
graphics, and processing
functions operate directly
on large datasets.

Lets you interact visually
with your data. Just scroll,
select curve segments, and
watch your results appear.

Unique features give you
flexibility not found in most
menu-driven packages.

On-line help is always
available by typing"?".

Acquired data is immediately
available for analysis
and graphics. You never
have to shuffle programs

Gives you more power
for the price than any other
software for the IBM Pc.

A single keystroke lets you
import data from 'VlO;;d~1>WCo;;
and other data file formats .

Presen tation -quality
scientific graphics easily
output to plotters.

The PC software of choice when you
don't want to program.
Now get the power of widely acclaimed ASYST '"
Scientific Software in a stand-alone menu-driven
package: ASYSTANT Ready-tC)-Run Scientific
Software:" Easy to learn and use whatever your computer background, ASYSTANT is a fully integrated
analysis and graphics package. It's versatile, too.
Unlike other menu-driven products, ASYSTANT
gives you an extensive feature set and macro capability to tackle your toughest applications.
Built-in functions include FFT, smoothing, integration, differentiation, curve fitting, statistics, differential equations, and matrix and polynomial
operations. And all analysis functions are fully linked
to powerful graphics capabilities, including axonometric and contour plotting. ASYSTANT menudriven scientific software- just $495.
Optional data acquisition with ASYSTANT + .
Get all the features of the ASYSTANT package, plus
Inquiry 214

one-touch data acquisition, with ASYSTANT + .
No extensive prompt lists. No tedious set-up. Just
choose the "metaphor" of the collection instrument
you wish to simulate - such as XYor strip chart
recorder, data logger, or signal averager-and you're
ready to go. Only $895.
Free technical support. 60 days of free technical
support help you design, set up, and [me-tune the
perfect system. It's your guarantee of trouble-free
operation.

30-Day No-Risk Offer.
CALL 1-800-348-0033
In New York state , (2 12) 702-3241.

Macmillan Software Co.
An affiliate of Macmillan Publishing Company .
630 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017
ASYSTANT Ready-to-Run Scientific Soft ware and ASYSTare Irlldcmarks of Macmillan Software Co.
ASYSTand ASYSTANTwcrc dcvclopcd by Adaptable Laboratory Software, P.O. Box 18448, Rochester, NY 14618
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mov
mov
mov
int

ah,25h
01,9

dX,offset new_int9
21h

set interrupt function
set interrupt 9
point to new routine
terminate, but stay
partially resident
point to last byte of resident
routines+1

mov
int
no install:
int

dX,offset END_OF_RESIDENT_CODE+1
27h
20h

don't install, just exit

breakpt endp
cseg

ends
end

breakpt
,

,

Listing 2: The BASIC program that creates BREAKPT.COM.

100 'RUN THIS PROGRAM (BRKPTCOM.BAS) TO CREATE breakpt.com
110 PRINT "Creating breakpt.com"
120 OUTFILE$-"breakpt.com" ·
140 DATA '&hEB, &h74, &h90, &h42, &h52, &h45, &h41, &h4B, &h50, &:h54
150 DATA &h20, &:h28 , &h63, &h29, &:h20 , &h43, &h6F, &h70, &h79, &:h72
160 DATA &h69, &:h67 , &h68,&h74, &h20, &h31, &h39, &h38, &h35, &:h2C
170 DATA &:h20, &h45, &:h64, &h77, &h61, &h72, &h64, &h20, &:h4A, &:h2E
180 DATA &h20, &:h42 , &:h61 , &:h74 , &:h75 , &h74, &h69, &h73, &h1A, &:h00
190 DATA &:h00 , &:h00 , &:h00 , &:h9C, &h2E, &hFF, &h1E, &h31, &:h01 , &:h06
200 DATA &h50, &:h53 , &:hB8, &:h40 , &:h00 , &h8E, &:hC0, &hBB, &:h17, &:h00
210 DATA &:h26, &:h8A, &:h07 , &h24, &h07, &h3C, &h07, &h75, &:h0E, &:h5B
220 DATA &h58, &h07, &:h50 , &:h9C, &h58, &h0D, &h00, &h01, &h50, &:h9D
230 DATA &:h58 , &:h90 , &:hCF, &:h5B, &:h58 , &h07, &hCF, &h42. &h52, &:h45
240 DATA &h41, &h4B. &:h50 , &h54, &h20. &h69, &h6E, &h73. &h74, &:h61
250 DATA &h6C. &h6C. &h65. &:h64. &h2E. &h0A. &h0D, &h24. &hB4, &:h35
260 DATA &hB0, &:h09. &:hCD. &:h21. &:h81 • &hFB, &h35. &h01. &h74, &:h1D
270 DATA &h89, &:h1E, &:h31. &:h01 , &:h8C, &h06, &h33. &h01. &:hBA, &:h61
280 DATA &:h01 , &h84. &:h09 , &hCD, &:h21. &hB4, &h25, &:hB0. &h09, &:hBA
290 DATA &h35. &h01. &hCD, &h21, &hBA. &h62. &h01, &hCD, &h27, &:hCD
300 DATA &:h20
310 TOTAL- 161
320 OPEN OUTFILE$ AS #1 LEN=1
330 FIELD #1.1 AS A$
340 FOR 1-1 TO TOTAL
READ A
350
LSET A$",CHR$(A)
360
PUT 1
370
380 NEXT
390 CLOSE
400 PRINT"Done."
410 END

Table 1: An example of the register-content display produced by BREAKPT
AX = 3920 BX = 3160 CX = 0324 OX = 0078 SP = FFOA
OS=3160 ES=48CE SS=48CE CS=435E IP= 1031
435E:·1031 CF
IRET
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BP = FFEE SI = 0000 01 = OOOF
NV UP Ei PL ZR AC PE NC

Powerful Statistics, Sophisticated Graphics
In One Complete Software System
Ifl've found STATGRAPHICS to be
one of the most complete and
easy-ta-use statistics programs
that I have come across."

STATGRAPHICS from STSC is simply
the most complete and powerful statistical software available for your PC.
STATGRAPHICS integrates powerful
statistics with high-resolution color
graphics-in one single software
system-to give you an extraordinarily
powerful analytical environment.

66Verdict: [STATGRAPHICS is} a
model PC software system which
will set standards for PC statistical
(PC User Magazine)
software. "

(Whole Earth Software Catalog)

All this statistical power is even
more valuable with STATGRAPHICS'
unique interactive environment.
STATGRAPHICS is completely menudriven so you can get into your
statistical analysis work quickly and
be productive right from the start. You
can easily go bac k and forth between
your numerical and graphical analysischange variables as many times as you
want-and see the effect immediately.

If[STATGRAPHICS} is unusually
complete as software systems go
in terms of statistical capabilities."
(PC Week)

With more than 250 statistical and mathematical procedures, STATGRAPH/CS
offers you the power and precision of
mainframe software-right on your PC.
All the tools you need for comprehensive
statistical analysis: ANOVA, complete
regression analysis, experimental deSign,
quality control procedures, multivariate
techniques, nonparametric methods, and
extensive forecasting and time series
analysis, including Box-Jenkins.
.

You can also enter and access data easily.
STATGRAPHICS has a full-screen data
editor and interfaces with standard ASCII
files, Lotus® 1-2-3®and Symphony® worksheets, and dBASE®files.

STATGRAPHICS offers you a wide variety
of graphics capabilities to help you
visually anC\/yze your data-more options
and more sophistication than any other
PC statistical software. Included are
histograms, two- and three-dimensional
line and surface plots, scatter plots, time
sequence plots, quality control charts,
as well as bar and pie charts.
STATGRAPHICS supports a wide range
of graphics boards, printers, and plotters.
For the most complete, advanced statistical graphics software system available,
order STATGRAPHICS today. To order,
contact your local dealer. If they don't
have it, tell them to call STSC toll-free.
(800) 592-0050
In Maryland or Canada call (301 ) 984· 5123.

STATGRAPHICS-the best overall choice!
,J

~!

Integrated
Statistical
GraJl.~ics

Direct
Lotus & dBASE
Interfaces

Menu·
Driven

-----.

Minimum
Hardware
Required
Dual Floppy
Disk

STATGRAPHICS
SPSSfPC+'·

NO

NO

SAS ' fPC

NO

NO

Data compiled as of April 1986

NO

10 Meg
Hard Disk
20 Meg
Hard Disk

Helpline
Support

U.S.
Sug\1ested
Retail Price

$795'
$1385
$2700 + Annual '
Maintenance I
Fee
j

STSC

Inquiry 33 0

Available na tionally through Softsel and distributors
worldwide. Dealer inquiries welcome.
· Intern oti ona l p rices slightl y high er . STA TGRAPHICS ,
SAS, and dBASE ore re gistered trademarks of Stati sti ca l

Gra ph ics Co rpo ratio n, SAS In stitute In c., and Ashton -Tate ,
res pe ctively. lotu s , 1-2-3, and Sympho ny are reg iste red
trade ma rks of l o tus Deve lo pm ent Co rp . PlUS· WARE a nd
SPSS/ PC + are trade ma rk s of STSC, Inc. and SPSS Inc.,
re s pecti ve ly.

A PLUS*WARETM PRODUa

BREAKING OUT

The ultimate time savina,
input device for IBM peT

KEYPORT 60
60 Programmable
Function Keys!
Polyt e l's programmable multifunction
keypad, th e KEYPORT 60, is your key
to one-finger push

'!able 2: Tl1e meanings of tl1e various bits in tl1e keyboard flags .
Segment

Offset

40H

17H

40H

18H

softw~ar.:e;..
. ..........~

*
*

Every key full y programmable
Label the keys 50 you never forget
which key does what

*

Ideal for entering repetitive
commands with a single tOllch.

*

No need to memorize hard-to·
remember command sequences.

*
*

Includes ready·to-go templates for
DOS, WordStar, Lotus 1-2-3, and BASIC.
Runs on IBM PC. XT, AT, and
compatibles

* Connects to game port -

leaves your

other ports free.

* Does not interfere with normal
*

operation of regular keyboard.
60·day money back guaranteeno risk to you.

*(add* $6
* *shipping
Price-$139 * * * *
for each Ke yport)
-

SPECIAL OFFER Game port included!
A $45 value!

To order, call Polytel at

1-800-245-6655
In California, call 1-408-730-1347
Or send $145 check or money order to '
Polytel Computer Products Corp.
1250 Oakr:nead Parkway, Suite 310
Sunnyvale, California 94086

In the UK and Scandinavia, contact
Electrone ltd,
Haywood House, High Stre et
Pinner, Middlesex HAS sQA
Tel 01-429-2433

: VISAj

~. II~

VISA', MasterCard & American Express
cheerfully accept ed!
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Bit Meaning
0 Right Shift depressed
1 Left Shift depressed
2 Ctrl depressed
3 Alt depressed
4 Scroll Lock toggled
5 Num Lock toggled
6 Caps Lock toggled
7 Ins active
0 No meaning
1 No meaning
2 No meaning
3 Suspend key toggled
4 Scroll Lock depressed
5 Num Lock depressed
6 Caps Lock depressed
7 Ins depressed

you will see a display that resembles
the one in table I .
The instruction displayed at the end
of the table, IRET, is the last instruction in the BREAKPT routine itself.
The contents of the registers will vary
depending on exactly where the program is when you press Control-ShiftShift and depending on where
DEBUG is loaded in memory.
If you use the DEBUG trace command, 1. you will see the instruction
immediately following the one you interrupted. If you use the go command, g, you will return to BASICA.
To explore a particular feature of
BASICA. you can write a program that
puts the interpreter in a loop and then
break out of it with Control-Shift-Shift.
For example, breaking out during the
program
10 a=1.0*1.0:goto 10
will probably put you somewhere in
(or near) the floating-point multiplication routine.
You can also use BREAKPT if you
are debugging a program and it gets
away from you. For example, if you set
a DEBUG breakpoint in the wrong
place, or if the program does something unexpected and does not execute the breakpoint you've set. you
can often save yourself by pressing
Control-Shift-Shift.
You must be careful not to press
Control-Shift-Shift when DEBUG is not

loaded. Also, DEBUG is not very good
at debugging programs that make a
lot of calls to DOS because DEBUG
itself uses DOS. If DEBUG is called
during certain DOS interrupts, you
normally won't be able to return to
the original calling program. It's also
important to keep in mind that the
breakpoint interrupt won't execute if
the interrupts within DEBUG are disabled. DEBUG will be invoked when
they become enabled. For this
reason , you don't always break out
where you think you should.
MODIFICATIONS

The default condition when DEBUG
starts up is for the interrupts to be
turned off. If you want to turn them
on before starting the program you
want to debug, enter the following
DEBUG commands: r f then ei. If you
want to change the keystrokes that invoke BREAKPT, see table 2, which
contains a list of the meanings of each
bit in the keyboard flags.
You can alter BREAKPT quickly and
easily by using the assemble command in DEBUG or by altering and assembling the source code using the
IBM Macro Assembler. You mask the
bits that you don't want to check
using the and instruction, and then
you test to see if the proper bits are
turned on with the cmp (compare) instruction. (BREAKPT is compatible
with SideKick if loaded after it.) •

MS·DOS, PC· DOS, CP/M-86, XENIX,
8086/80x86 ROM

MACINTOSH, AMIGA, XENIX,
CP/M-68K, 68k ROM

Manx Aztec C86

Manx Aztec C68k

';4 compiler that has many strengths . . quite valuable

"Library handling is very f/€).ible ... documentation is
excellent ... the shell a pleasure to work in . .. blows
away the competition for pure compile speed .. . an ex·
celll!l.t effort."
Computer Language review, April 1985
Aztec C68k is the most widely used commercial C com·
piler for the Macintosh. Its quality, performance, and
completeness place Manx Aztec C68k in a position be·
yond comparison. It is available in several upgradable
versions.
Creates Clickable Applications
Optimized C
Macro Assembler
Mouse Enhanced SHELL
Overlay Linker
Easy Access to Mac Toolbox
Resource Compiler
UNIX Library Functions
Debuggers
Thrminal Emulator (Source)
Clear Detailed Documentation
Librarian
C·Stuff Library
Source Editor
UniTools (vi,make,diff,grep) ·c
MacRarn Disk ·c
Library Source ·c
One Ye.ar of Updates ·c

for serious work"
Computer Language review, February 1985
Great Code: Manx Aztec C86 generates fast e.xecuting
compact code. The benchmark results below are from a
study conducted by Manx. The Dhrystone benchmark
(CACM 10/84 27:10 p1018) measures performance for a
systems software instruction mix. The results are with·
out register variables. With register variables, Manx,
Microsoft, and Mark Williams run proportionately faster,
Lattice and Computer Innovations show no improve·
ment.

Dhrystone Benchmark
Manx Aztec CB6 -3.3
Microsoft C 3.0
Optimized C86 2.20J
Mark Williams 2.0
Lattice 2.14

Execution
Time

Code
Size

Compile!
Link Time

34 secs
34 secs
53 secs
56 secs
89 secs

5,760
7,146
11,009
12,980
20,404

93 secs
119 secs
172 secs
113 secs
117 secs

Great Features: Manx Aztec C86 is bundled with a powerful
array of well documented productivity tools, library routines
and features.
Symbolic Debugger
Optimized C compiler
LN86 Overlay Linker
AS86 Macro Assembler
80186/80286 Support
Librarian
Profiler
8087/80287 Sensing Lib
DOS, Screen, & Graphics Lib
Extensive UNIX Library
Large Memory f.lodel
Intel Object Option
Z (vi) Source Editor ·c
CP/M·86 Library ·c
ROM Support Package ·c
INTEL HEX Utility ·c
Library Source Code ·c
Mcxed memory models ·c
MAKE, DIFF. and GREP ·c Source Debugger ·c
One year of updates ·c
CP/M·86 Library ·c
Manx offers two commercial development systems,
Aztec CB6·c and Aztec CB6·d. Items marked ·c are
special features of the Aztec CB6·c system.

Aztec C86-c Commercial System
Aztec C86-d Developer's System
Aztec C86-p Personal System
Aztec C86-a Apprentice System

5499
5299
5199
549

All systems are upgradabIe by paying the difference
in price plus SIO.
Third Party Software: There are a number of high qual.
ity support packages for Manx Aztec C86 for screen
management, graphics, database management, and soft·
ware development.

C·tree $395
Greenleaf $185
PHACI' 5250
PC-lint 598
HAW 5250
Amber Windows 559
PRE-C 5395
Windows for C 5195
WindScreen 5149 FirSfime 5295
SunScreen 599 C Util Lib 5185
PANEL 5295
Plink-86 5395

Manx Cross Development Systems

Items marked ·c are available only in the Manx Aztec
C86·c system. Other features are in both the Aztec C86·d
and Aztec C86·c systems.

Aztec C68k·c Commercial System
Aztec C68d·d Developer's System
Aztec C68k.p Personal System
C·tree database (source)
AMlGA, CP/M-68k, 68k UNIX

5499
5299
5199
5399

call

Apple n, Commodore,
65xx, 65C02 ROM
Manx Aztec C65
"The AZTEC C system is one of the finest software
packages I have seen"
NIBBLE review, July 1984
A vast amount of business, consumer, and educational
software is implemented in Manx Aztec C65. The quality
and comprehensiveness of this system is competitive
with 16 bit C systems. The system includes a full optim·
ized C compiler, 6502 assembler, linkage editor, UNIX
library, screen and graphics libraries, shell, and much
more. The Apple II version runs under DOS 3.3, and
ProDOS, Cross versions are available.
The Aztec C65·cll28 Commodore system runs under
the Cl28 CP/M environment and generates programs for
the C64, Cl28, and CP/M environments. Call for prices
and availability of Apprentice, Personal and Developer
versions for the Commodore 64 and 128 machines.

Aztec C65-c ProDOS & DOS 3.3 5399
Aztec C65·d Apple DOS 3.3
5199
Aztec C65-p Apple Personal system 599
Aztec C65-a for learning C
$49
Aztec C65-c/128 C64, C128, CP/M 5399
Distribution of Manx Aztec C
In the USA, Manx Software Systems is the sole and e.x·
c1usive distributor of Aztec C. An), telephone or mail
order sales other than through Manx are unauthorized.

Cross developed programs are edited, compiled, assem·
bled, and linked on one machine (the HOST) and trans·
ferred to another machine (the TARGET) for e.xecution.
This method is useful where the target machine is slower
or more limited than the HOST, Manx cross compilers
are used heavily to develop software for business,
consumer, scientific, industrial, research, and education·
al applications.
HOSTS: VAX UNIX (53000), PDP·ll UNIX (52000), MS·
DOS ($750), CPIM ($750), MACINTOSH ($750),
CP/M·68k (S750), XENIX (5750).
TARGETS: MS·DOS, CP/M·86, Macintosh, CP/M·68k,
CP/M·80, TRS·80 3 & 4, Apple II, Commodore C64,
8086/80x86 ROM, 68xxx ROM, 8080/8085/Z80 ROM ,
65xx ROM.
The first TARGET is included in the price of the HOST
system. Additional TARGETS are $300 to $500 (non
VAX) or S1000 (VAX).
Call Manx for information on cross development to the
68000, 65816, Amiga, C128, CP/M·68K. VRTX, and
others.

CP/M, Radio Shack,
8080/8085/Z80 ROM
Manx Aztec CD
"I've had a lot of experience with different C compilers,
but the Aztec C80 Compiler alld Professional Develop·
ment System is the best I've seen."
80·Micro, December, 1984, John B. Harrell III

Aztec C D·c (CP/M & ROM)
Aztec C D·d (CP/M)
C·tree database (source)
Aztec C80·c (TRS-80 3 & 4)
Aztec C80·d (TRS-80 3 & 4)

5349
5199
5399
5299
5199

How 10 Become an Aztec C User
To become an Aztec C user call 1·800·221·0440 or call
1·800·832·9273 (800:rEC WARE). In NJ or outside the
USA call 201·530·7997. Orders can also be tele.xed to
4995812.
Payment can be by check, COD, American Express,
VISA, Master Card, or Net 30 to qualified customers.
Orders can also be mailed to Manx Software Systems,
Box 55, Shrewsbury, NJ 0770l.
How 10 Get More Information
To get more information on Manx Aztec C and related
products, call 1·800·221·0440, or 201·530· 7997, or write
to Manx Software Systems.
30 Day Guarantee
Any Manx Aztec C development system can be return·
ed within 30 days for a refund if it fails to meet your
needs. The only restrictions are that the original pur·
chase must be directly from Manx, shipped within the
USA, and the package must be in resalable condition.
Returned items must be received by Manx within 30
days. A small restocking fee may be required.
Discounts
There are special discounts available to professors,
students, and consultants. A discount is also available on
a "trade in" basis for users of competing systems. Call for
information.
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The best bet.
H you're betting your
future on a 32-bit microprocessor-based system,
you'd rather bet a winner.
Today, the clear winner is
the MC68020 microprocessor.
It's faster. It's fully supported
in hardware and software.
It's backed by what others have
called, "The strongest support
team in the business:' And,
we're delivering production
quantities. Now.
In fact, last year Motorola
shipped over 50,000 units
and this year we expect to ship
more than a quarter of a
million MC68020s.
Software support. Now.
When you choose the
MC68020, you get the largest
body of software available for
32-bit microprocessor-based
machines. Operating systems.
Languages. Tools and utilities.
Host independent development
systems. And, of course, applications. In fact, 80% of the
microprocessor-based system
designs running UNIX®OSs are
based on M68000 Family chips.
The fastest just got faster.
At 25 MHz, the latest version of the MC68020 and its
earlier 20 MHz version remain

The MC68020
the fastest general-purpose
processors on the market today.
And fully compatible. But
speed alone isn't the answer.
And for the generation beyond
the MC68020, we're committed to higher performance
devices while maintaining the
M68000 Family software base.
Chips, boards or boxes.
Motorola is with you at
every level. As the worlds
leader in VMEbus products,
supplying MC68020-based
VMEmodule'· and VMEsystem'·
products, we can work with
your development team at virtually every level, including
technical training.

Betting the winner.
Theres a lot of 32-bit
talk in the press. Sampling
quantities, blue sky and
vaporware are fine, but
maybe you'd rather not bet
your company on them.
When youTe planning to
build the kind of leading-edge
systems that win in the marketplace, Motorola offers you
speed to market, aggressive
pricing and the strength of a
fully-realized 32-bit environment.
If you're an executive
evaluating microprocessors,
software and support, call us
at 1-800-521-6274. We'll arrange
a one-an-one managementlevel meeting. Fast. And we'll
show you why a better microprocessor, coupled with hereand-now volume production,
software and support, adds
up to a winning combination.
UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T
Concurrent DOS and GEMDOS is
a trademark of Digital Research Inc.
VERSAdos is a registered trademark
of Motorola Inc.
VRTX is a registered trademark of Hunter
& Ready, Inc.
RTUX is a trademark of Emerge Systems
ADA is a trademark of the Department
of Defense
VMEmodule and VMEsystem are
trademarks of Motorola Inc.
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MOTOROLA

Microprocessor Development
Dreams Come True!
On-Line Help menus,
Command Glossary,
and Word List.

Pop-up Mode
Selection panel
called by soft key.

Windows can be used
to view source files,
previous traces,
and more.

Disassembly of code
in memory can be
compared with trace in
adjacent window.

Symbol translation
or source code - - -_ __
line display.

Symbolic debug
register display.

Screen displays scroll off
into history buffer can be viewed later.

Context sensitive
prompt line.

1------

NEW UniLab Ir FOUR INSTRUMENTS IN ONE!
M

:

Here are all the development
tools you ever dreamed of integrated
into one PC-controlled system:
• An Advanced 48-Channel Bus
State Analyzer
• An 8/ 16-Bit Universal Emulator
• A Built-In EPROM Programmer
• An Input Stimulus Generator
The synergy of these instruments that" were designed together
to work together saves you time and
money. All UniLab II commands
and menus are seamlessly integrated
into a single, super-efficient working
environment.

p-------------------------ACTION COUPON

Send me info on U niLab II and
your No-Risk lO-Day Evaluation!
Name: _ _ __

_ _ _ Title: _ __

Company: _ __

_

_

_ _ _ __

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City: _ _ _ __
State/ ZIP: _ __

_ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ __

Tel.: _ _ _ _ __ __

_

_

Ext.

UniLab IITM
Universal Development Laboratory

e!!!:2! ~~ld:xRIo:f"'

_.

I~··-~·· -

1r_. . _-- -1 i-;'---"-' -:

-- - - - - -...-Orion Instruments, Inc.

~~-~
~--~-.
-~----

An ·Integrated Software
Environment, tOO!
Imagine being able to split your
screen and look at real-time program
traces and the source code that produced them at the same time! Then
go to the On-Line Help or pop-up
Mode Panels instantly.
If you see something on a trace
that doesn't look like last time, you
can hold it in one window while
you scroll back through your previous displays.
If you set a breakpoint and
single-step you can then go back to
using the analyzer without missing
a beat. You can even execute a DOS
batch file from UniLab to edit, assemble, and link, then automatically
load the new program and symbol
table. UniLab uses the full power of
the Pc.

Find bugs fast with
Hardware-assisted
Debugging
The traditional way to look for
bugs is to single-step through suspect parts of the code until you catch
it in the act. This requires a lot of
guessing and wasted time.
With UniLab's built-in analyzer
you eliminate the guesswork. Just describe the bug symptom as a trigger,
and let the UniLab hardware search

for it as your program runs in real
time. UniLab will show you a trace
of the program steps leading up to
the symptom, almost like magic.

A friendly user interface
UniLab lets you use commands
or menus - or a mixture of both. An
on-line manual, soft-key help screens,
a glossary of commands and their
parameters, with full-screen writeups
are also at the ready.

Reconfigure for any 8 or
16-bit processor in seconds
Thanks to our unique approach
to emulation, changes between processor types require only cable and
diskette changes. At last count, we
specifically support over 120 microprocessors.
Bonus! The built-in EPROM
Programmer and Stimulus Generator are simply icing on the cake.

Affordable capability
How much does all this superior
capability cost? A lot less than our
less able competitors, and probably
a lot less than you expect. Our products are sold with a Money Back
Guarantee, and our crack team of
Applications Engineers is standing by
if you need help. Get the full story
on the amazing UniLab II and how it
can liberate your development projects, today.

~---~-~

~---~-,.

702 Marshall Street
Redwood City, California 94063
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BY STEPHEN
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PE RRY

KEYED FILE
ACCESS
IN BASIC

These routines
provide efficient access
to data files
or both beginning and
experienced BASIC programmers. maintaining data
on disk files can be a challenging aspect of programming. For
beginners. it's often a question of how
to do it; for the more experienced. it's
a matter of how to do it most efficient-

F

ILLUSTR ATED BY PHILIPPE WEISBECKER

Iy. Either way. programmers are
limited by the file operations available
in BASIC.
Most versions of BASIC provide two
methods for accessing records on a
disk file: sequential and random . With
sequential access. you locate a record
by reading from the beginning of the
file until you retrieve the desired
record; updating a record requires
you to rewrite the entire file. Random
access allows you to jump around in
the file. directly reading or writing at
any location. The record to be located
is designated by its relative file position with a GET or PUT statem ent
These access methods are adequate for the simple file-handlin g examples in most BASIC manuals but
are of limited use in interactive programs that must respond promptly to
user requests. For example. an accounting program that maintains
customer records should respond
quickly to a query for information
about any customer. 'TYpically. this requires searching the file for a record
with the name or customer code supplied by the user. Clearl y. searchin g
sequentially takes too long for all but
the shortest files. and random access
often provides no way to locate a
record by a field value. Thus th e need
for another access method-one th at
will find a record by its field value.
Accessing records by field values.
called "keyed access." has long been
available in high-level languages.
(continued/

Stephen C. Perry (3413 Malibu Dr . Raleigh.
N C 27607) is a manager of information
systems at Cotton Inc. He specializes in applying microcomputers to office and management use. His interests are database management systems and local-area networks.
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Using such routines as ISAM (indexed
sequential access method). programs
can read. write. delete. or update
records by one or more key values.
The programmer is relieved of coding
the underlying search routine and
maintaining data and fi le structures.
This article describes a set of subroutines you can use in BASIC programs to provide keyed access. The
routines enable you to randomly add.
delete. update. and retrieve records
based on a single. unique key value.
The routines also provide sequ~ntial
access to records based on ascending or descending key value.
Before examining the routines and
how to use them. let's review the
general concept and requirements of
a file management system.
FILE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The purpose of any file management
system is to give you Simple and fast
access to records in a file. Ideally. the
system should be set up as a "black
box" that conceals from you the
detailed steps needed to carry out file
maintenance operations. Let's examine this box and see how file 'access
is accomplished.
Logically any file management system can be defined by its file structure. its data structure. and its method
of searching. The file structure deter-

PT%O

II

mines how records are actually stored
on a disk. including the contents and
format of data files. and any indexes
required for keyed access. The data
structure reflects how overhead information for accessing data is maintained in the program. that is. the arrays or list structures containing
pointers and key values. The search
method is based on the algorithm
used to access the data structure.
Usually the method of searching
determines the data structure.
Numerous techniques are available
for implementing these essential features. To choose from them you must
evaluate the data to be handled. The
type of data. the quantity of data. and
how the data will be accessed must
all be considered.
'TYpe of data: The data can be represented by records of fixed or variable length having no key fields. a
single key. or multiple keys. The keys
may be unique to each record. or
records with duplicate keys may be
allowed.
Quantity of data : A file holding
thousands of records usually demands
a more elaborate structure and access
method than one with a few hundred
records. The concern with larger files
is to minimize the number of disk accesses required to search for a record.
This is not as important for smaller

KESf)

PT%f)

KESf)

246861977
300324354
222342564

II

246861977
300324354

3
9

222342564

4

12

287345673

4

12

287345673

5
6
7

5
10
13

233344323
263467332
329833325

6

5
10
13

8
9
10

i

9
10

6

II

2
8

II

12

342874294
222774393
243234445
113654345
232345432

233344323
263467332
333333333
342874294

2
7

222774393
243234445
113654345
232345432

13
14

0
0

~~!

6

I

/~

256

12

13
14

Pointer to deleted record

253
254

-

Number of deleted records

255

-

Number of active records

256

Figure I: The SKAM vectors before a
new record is inserted.
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243234544

/
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255
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m
8
0

243234544

0

-

0

-

Pointer to deleted record

Number of deleted records

13

-

Number of active records

Figure 2: The SKAM vectors after a
new record has been added . Note the
changes in the PT% vector.

files. since it is possible to keep an index and set of keys in memory for the
entire file.
Processing requirements: Four
basic operations are required on most
files-record addition. deletion. modification. and retrieval. What varies is
how frequently. and on how much
data. each operation must be performed.
Now. having examined the important features of file management in
general. let's look at my file management routines.
SKAM

My routines are designed to handle
files of approximately a thousand
fixed-length records with a single
unique key. I refer to this collection of
routines as SKAM (single-keyed access method).
A data file and an index file make
up the file structure of SKAM. The
data file is Simply a random file containing the records entered by the
user. Normally. records are stored
physically in the same order in which
they are entered; the only exception
is when space from deleted records
is used. Opening and defining the format of the data file is the responsibility of the programmer and is described later.
The index file contains pointers to
the data file that permit access to the
records in ascending and descending
key order. The programmer need only
provide a name for this file. Internally.
SKAM assigns the index file as logical
file I . It stores 64 pointers in each
physical record .
Besides the pointers for ordering.
three other types of information are
kept in the index file: the last pointer
in the last record contains the number
of active records in the data file: the
pointer preceding this one contains
the number of deleted records in the
data file; and a last-inifirst-out stack of
pointers to the deleted records precedes these last two values.
Corresponding to the data file and
index file are two vectors (see figure
I) used by the BASIC routines to hold
record keys and addresses. KE$ contains the key values ordered by actual
physical location. and PT% contains
a sorted list of pointers that address

KEYED FILE ACCESS

records by ascending key value. Vector PT% contains the exact contents
of the index file. with the deleted and
active record information stored in its
last locations.
To understand the logic of this data
structure. let's look at what happens
when a record is added to a file.
Figure 1 shows the original structure
containing 12 records. Figure 2 shows
it after a record with the key value
333333333 has been added. Note the
changes:
• Location 7 in KE$. which held a
deleted key value. now holds the new
key. The physical record has been
stored as the seventh record in the
data file.
• The total number of deleted
records. in PT%(255) has been decremented by 1.
• The total number of active records.
in PT%(256) has been .incremented
by 1.
• A pointer addressing the new
record (location 7) has been inserted
in location 12 of PT%. This indicates
that the new key is logicall y twelfth in
key sequence.
To delete a record. this process is
reversed. A pointer is deleted from
PT%. and the totals of deleted and
active records are appropriately updated. The physical space of the
deleted record is made available for
reuse by placing a pointer to it in
PT% .
It is important to realize that these
changes to PT% do not immediately
affect the index file: all changes occur
only in main memory. As a result. this
vector must be written back to the index file after all operations have been
completed .
To locate records by key value, a
binary search is performed using the
vector PT%. First. the pointer at the
midpoint of the vector is selected. The
key it points to in KE$ is then compared with a search key. If no match
is found . the pointer search area is
halved and the midpoint of the new
range is selected. This process continues until a match or no match is
confirmed.
By searching for keys in main memory. it is not necessary to access the
disk for each comparison. Only when

Table 1: The SKAM routines arranged by function. To invoke an operation. set
11% to the required value. Depending upon the operation. other variables will
also have to be set. The return code. RC%. indicates the result of the operation.
11%

Operation

F1$

Set Up Data
Structure

Name of
index file

A$

NX%

RC%

o-

Successful
1 - Index name
or MX% not
defined

o-

2

Add Record

Key value

Successful
1 - Key exists
2 - File is full

3

Rewrite
Record

Key of record
to rewrite

o-

4

Delete
Record

Key of record
to delete

o-

5

Read Record
by Key

Key value

6

Read
Relative
Record

7

Store Index

8

Display File
Statistics

a match is found must the actual
record be read or written to disk. This
works because a matching key found
in the nth location of KE$ has its corresponding record at the nth record
position in the data file.
USING THE

SKAM ROUTINES

The eight operations shown in table
I are available for your BASIC programs. To use them. set variable 11%
to the value of a desired operation.
set any required parameters. and
issue a GOSUB command to pass
program control to the entry point of
the SKAM subroutines. The desired
operation. determined by 11 %. will be
performed and a return code sent
back in variable RC%. If this value is
O. the operation was successful: other
values identify specific errors.
Let's look at the details of these
eight operations.
1. Set Up Data Structure reads the
pointers from the index file into the
vector PT% and reads the keys from

Successful
1 - Key does
not exist

Successful
1 - Key does
not exist

Relative
position of
record

o - Successful

Relative
location

o - Successful

1 - Key does
not exist
1 - Invalid
location

o - Successful
o - Successful

the data file into KE$. This routine
must be called before the other operations can be used. If F1$ or MX% is
not defined, a code of 1 is returned .
Parameters: 11%= I. F1$=name of
index file. MX%=maximum number
of records.
2. Add Record stores a new record in
the data file. The index is automatica lly updated to locate the record in
proper key sequence. If a record with
the key already exists. the operation
will fail.
Parameters: 11%=2. A$=key of
record to be stored.
3. Rewrite Record writes a record back
over itself. This allows a program to
update a record by reading it. changing a field. and then rewriting the
altered record in its old location .
Parameters: 11%=3. A$=key of
record to be rewritten.
4. Delete Record deletes a record having the specified key. Internally. the
record is logically-not physically(continued)
SEPTEMBER 1986 • BY T E
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Listing I: A simple BASIC program for maintaining employee records illustrates
the use of SKAM routines.
1

,---------------------------------------------------------

3

----------------------------- ----------------------- ----

2
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SAMPLE PROGRAM USING KEYED ACCESS ROUTINES

5 UA$-"A"
' . . DRIVE CONTAINING DATA
16 OPEN "R",#2,UA$+":DATA.Et.lP",84 ' .. OPEN DATA FILE
17 FIELD #2, 9 AS KY$, 20 AS Nt.l$, 6 AS BD$, 1 AS SX$, 3 AS JC$, 20 AS Al$, 20 AS
A2$, 5 AS ZP$
18 '
19
KY$ - ZIP CODE (KEY) JC$ - JOB CODE
20
Nt.l$ - NAME
Al$ - STREET ADDR .
21
BD$ - BIRTH DATE
A2$ - CITY-STATE
22
SX$ - SEX
ZP$ - ZIP CODE
23
25 t.lX~-150: Fl$-"PTR.Et.lP"
, .. INDEX FILE NAME
30 II~-l : GOSUB 2000
, .. INITIALIZE DATA STRUCTURE
31 '
32 INPUT "OPERATION (D , A,L,S,LA,U,Q)";Q$
33 IF Q$-"D " THEN GOSUB 150 : GOTO 32
DELETE
34 IF Q$-"L" THEN GOSUB 180 : GO TO 32
LIST INDIVIDUAL DATA
35 IF Q$-"A" THEN GOSUB 100 : GO TO 32
ADD
36 IF Q$-"S" THEN II~8 : GOSUB 2000 : GO TO 32
DISPLAY STATISTICS
37 IF Q$-"LA"THEN GOSUB 200: GO TO 32
LIST ALL RECORDS
38 IF Q$-"U" THEN GOSUB 250 : GO TO 32
UPDATE RECORD
40 IF Q$<>"Q" THEN 32
50 CLOSE : END
97 '
98 '***** ADD RECORD
99 '
100 INPUT "SS#" ;A$ : IF A$-"END" THEN 120 ELSE IF LEN(A$)<>9 THEN 100
101 II~-5:GOSUB 2000: IF RC~<>0 THEN LSET KY$-A$: GOTO 102 ELSE PRINT"* * ERROR
- KEY ALREADY EX I STS": GOTO 100
102 INPUT" NAME" ; F$: LSET Nt.l$-F$
105 INPUT "BIRTH DATE" ;F$ : LSET BD$-F$
107 INPUT "SEX";F$: LSET SX$-F$
109 INPUT "JOB CODE";F$: LSET JC$-F$
110 INPUT "STREET";F$: LSET Al$-F$
111 INPUT "CITY-STATE" ;F$: LSET A2$-F$
112 INPUT "ZIP CODE" ;F$: LSET ZP$-F$
115 II~-2: GOSUB 2000
' . . ADD RECORD
116 IF RC~0 THEN 100 ELSE PRINT"** ERROR - RECORD CANNOT BE STORED": GO TO 100
120 II~-7: GOSUB 2000
' . . STORE POINTERS
122 RETURN
147
148 ' ***** DELETE RECORD
1'49
150 sa-0
151 INPUT "CODE TO DELETE" ;A$: IF A$-"END" THEN 156
152 II~-4: GOSUB 2000
154 IF RC~-0 THEN sa-l ELSE PRINT "** ERROR - KEY DOES NOT EXIST"
155 GOTO 151
156 IF ST~l THEN II~-7: GOSUB 2000
' RESTORE POINTERS IF RECORD DELETED
158 RETURN
177 '

RESEARCH CORPORATION
8620 Roosevelt Ave . • Visalia, CA 93291
209/ 651-1203
TELEX 5106012830 (INTEGRAND UD)
EZLlNK 62926572
We accept BankAmericard/VISA
and MasterCard
140
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178 ' ***** LIST INDIVIDUAL RECORD
179 '
180 INPUT "SOCIAL SECURITY NUt.lBER" ;A$: IF A$-"END" THEN 190
182 II~-5: GOSUB 2000: IF RC~<>0 THEN PRINT"**ERROR - KEY DOES NOT EXIST": GOTO
180
183 PRINT
184 PRINT "
NAME : "; Nt.l$
185 PRINT" JOB CODE: ";JC$
186 PRINT "BIRTH DATE: ";lEFT$(BD$,2);"/";t.lID$(BD$,3 , 2);"/" ;RIGHT$(BD$ ,2)
187 PRINT
ADDRESS : ";Al$
188 PRINT TAB(13);A2$:PRINT
189 GOTO 180
190 RETURN
197 '
198 ' ••••• LIST RANGE OF RECORDS
199 '
200 N X~· 0 : II~- 6: K~-0
202 NX~- NX~+l : GOSUB 2000
204 IF RC~<>0 THEN 210
205 PRINT KY$,Nt.l$
206 K~~K~+l: IF K~<10 THEN 202 ELSE INPUT ">" ;Q$ , . . PAUSE
207 IF Q$<>"END" THEN K~-0 : GOTO 202
210 RETURN
247 '
248 ' ••••• UPDATE RECORD
249
250 INPUT "SS/f";A$ : IF A$-" END" THEN 270
252 11~-5 : GOSUB 2000
' .. FETCH RECORD TO BE UPDATED
254 IF RC~· l THEN PRINT "•• ERROR - RECORD DOES NOT EXIST":GOTO 250
255 PRINT "NAME: /";Nt.l$;"/" ; : INPUT F$ : IF LEN(F$)<>0 THEN LSET Nt.l$-F$
(col1til1ued)

$2000?
That's Too Darned High!
Why should a CAD package cost more than a Word
Processor? It shouldn't! Lots of people ask how we can
offer a CAD system as good as ProDesign II at a price as
low as $299 . It's easy. A PC Software Package does not
cost $2000 to manufacture. It doesn't even cost $200. It
makes us ask the questions, "Why do comparable CAD
packages cost $2000 and more?" " What makes a CAD
package cost more than a Word Processor?"
ProDesign II doesn't. ProDesign II is the complete
CAD package you get for $299 . With ProDesign II, you
get such advanced features as Auto Dimensioning, Area
Fill, Fillets, Mirroring, Isometrics, Curve Fitting , Object
Snap, Attributes, Drawing Merge, and many, many more.
Features once available only for $2000 or more. Features
you get at no extra charge with ProDesign II.
But there is another, very important reason you
should get ProDesign II . ProDesign II is very unique
among CAD packages. It is easy to learn and use. When
we call ProDesign II " The Easy To Use CAD System",
we 're not joking. You will be productive with ProDesign II
in an hour or two instead of a week or two.
What else does ProDesign II offer? Compatibility.
Compatibility with over 100 printers. Compatibility with

over 50 plotters. Compatibility with most graphics adapters, digitizing tablets, and mice. Compatibility with most
display adapters. Compatibility with any software that can
produce H P plotter commands. Compatibility with mainframe CAD systems (IGES). All at no extra charge! (You
can also get an AutoCAD Interchange Utility for $99 that
converts drawings to or from the AutoCAD format.)
What additional hardware do you need? None! An
IBM PC compatible and 512K RAM are all you need.
ProDesign II produces high resolution drawings on your
dot matrix printer - better than .005" resolution on an
I BM/ Epson compatible printer. And you don't have to get
a mouse or digitizing tablet. ProDesign II is designed for
easy and efficient keyboard use. You won't even need a
math coprocessor, although it is supported. From a small
drawing on a dot matrix printer to an E-Size drawing on a
large plotter, ProDesign II is the one to use!

PRODESIGN II -

Inquiry 2 1

ProDesign II - Affordable, Compatible, and Usable!
Where do you get it? See your local dealer or contact:
American Small Business Computers, Inc.
118 South Mill Street
Pryor, OK 74361
918/825-4844

ONLY $299!
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257 PRINT "BIRTH DATE : I" ;B'D$;"I"; : INPUT F$ : IF LEN(F$)<>0 THEN LSET BD$=F$
258 PRINT "SEX: I" ; SX$ ; "I" ;: INPUT F$ : IF LEN(F$)<>0 THEN LSET SX$-F$
260 PRINT "JOB CODE: I" ;JC$ ; "I "; : INPUT F$ : IF LEN(F$)<>0 THEN LSET JC$=F$
262 PRINT "STREET: I" ;Al$; "I";: INPUT F$: IF LEN(F$)<>0 THEN LSET Al$-F$
263 PRINT "CITY-STATE : 1";A2$;"I";: INPUT F$: IF LEN(F$)<>0 THEN LSET A2$=F$
265 PRINT "ZIP CODE : I" ; ZP$; "I " ;: INPUT F$: IF LEN(F$)<>0 THEN LSET ZP$=F$
266 111-3: GOSUB 2000
' .. RESTORE UPDATED RECORD
268 PRINT " " : GOTO 250
270 RETURN
1995 '
1996 ---------- - - -------- --- -------------------------------------------1997 ' - FILE MANAGEMENT SUBROUTINES (IIX , MXX , Fl$,A$,PTX,PT$, NXX,RCX) 1998 ' ------------------------- -----------------------------------------1999 '
2000 RCI-0 : IF IIX<1 OR IIX>8 THEN Rei-I: RETURN
2001 IF 111-1 THEN 2006 : ' ELSE STORE VARIABLES 'USED BY SUBROUTINES
2004 ZZX(I)-JX: ZZX(2)-JJX: ZZX(3)-KX:ZZX(4)-LOX: ZZX(5)-HIX : ZZX(6)-ZX
2005 '
2006 ON IIX GOSUB 2035 , 2080 , 2090 , 2100,2150,2200,2250,2280
2007 '
2008 IF IIX- l THEN 2010 : 'ELSE RESTORE VARIABLES USED BY SUBROUTINES
200 9 JX-ZZX(I): JJI-ZZX(2) : KX- ZZX(3): LOI-ZZX(4): HII-ZZX(5) : ZX- ZZX(6)
2010 RETURN
2034 REM --- (1) SUBROUTINE (MXX,Fl$) --- INPUT POINTERS AND KEYS
2035 IF MXX<1 THEN RCI-l: RETURN
2037 MRI- ( INT«MXX+2)/64)+I) *64
2038 DIM PT$(64),PTX(MRX) ,KE$(MXX) ,ZZX(8)
2040 OPEN "R" ,ll , UA$+" : "+Fl $ ,128 'INDEX FILE
2042 FOR JI-l TO 64 : FIELD 11 , (JX- l)*2 AS DU$ , 2 AS PT$(JX}: NEXT JX
2050 K1-0 : IF LOF(I)-0 THEN 2062
2051 FOR JI-l TO INT(MRX/64}
2052 GET I,JX ' .. INPUT RECORD CONTAINING 64 POINTERS
2054 FOR JJI-l TO 64: KI-KX+l : PTX(K%)-CVI(PT$(JJX»: NEXT JJX
2055 NEXT JX
2056 '
2057 IF PTX(MRX) - 0 THEN 2062
2058 FOR J%-1 TO PTX(MRX)+PTX(MRX-l)
2059 GET 2, JX : KE$(JX) - KY$
2060 NEXT JX
2062 RETURN
2079 REM --- (2) SUBROUTINE (MRX,A$, RCX) -- ADD RECORD TO FILE
2080 GOSUB 2500 : IF KX>0 THEN RCI-l : GOTO 2088
2083 GOSUB 2520 : IF Z%>MRX-l THEN RCI-2 : GOTO 2088
2085 KX- -KX :GOSUB 2540
' . . INSERT POINTER . PTX(KX)-ZX
2086 KE$(ZX)- A$
2087 PUT 2, ZX ' .. STORE NEW RECORD
2088 RETURN
2089 REM -- (3) SUBROUTINE --- REWRITE RECORD
2090 GOSUB 2500 : IF KX<0 THEN Rei-I : GOTO 2098
2092 PUT 2,PTX(K%) ' .. STORE RECORD
2098 RETURN
2099 REM --- (4) SUBROUTINE (MRX,A$ , RCX) --- DELETE A RECORD
2100 GOSUB 2500 : IF KX<0 THEN RCI-l : GOTO 2110
2102 ZI-PTX(KX) : IF KI-PTX(MRX) THEN 2107
2104 FOR JI-KX TO PTX(MRX)-I : PTX(JX)-PTX(JX+l) : NEXT JX
2107 JJI-PTX(MRX-l)
2108 PTX(PTX(MRX»-0 : PTX(MRX)-PTX(MRX)-I : PTX(MRX-l)-JJX+l : PTX(MRX-2-JJ%)=Z%
2110 RETURN
2149 REM --- (5) SUBROUTINE (MRX , A$,NXX , RCX) --- READ RECORD BY KEY
2150 GOSUB 2500: IF KX<0 THEN RCI-l: GOTO 2155
2152 GET 2 , PTX( KX)
' .. INPUT RECORD
2153 NXX- KX
2155 RETURN
2199 REM --- (6) SUBROUTINE (MRX,NXX , RCX) --- READ RECORD BY SEQUENCE
2200 IF NXX<0 OR NXX>PTX(MRX) THEN RCI-l : GOTO 2205
2203 GET 2 , PTX(NXX)
2205 RETURN
2249 REM --- (7) SUBROUTINE (MRX) --- RESTORE POINTERS
2250 Kl-0 : ZI-INT«PTX(MRX)-1)/64)+1
2252 FOR JI-l TO ZX
2253 FOR JJI-l TO 64 : KI-KX+l : LSET PT$(JJX)-MKI$(PTX(KX» : NEXT JJX : PUT I,J %
2254 NEXT J%
2255 KX-INT(MR%/64): IF ZI-KX THEN 2259
'
2257 KX-( KX-l) *64 : FOR JI-l TO 64: LSET PT$(JX)-MKI$(PTX(JX+K%» :NEXT J% :PUT 1,
INT(MR%/64)
2259 RETURN
2279 REM --- (8) SUBROUTINE -- DISPLAY FILE STATISTICS
2280 PRINT " " : IF PTX(MRX)-0 THEN PRINT ".. NO RECORDS IN FILE" : GOTO 2298
2282 PRINT"
.. FILE STATISTICS .. ": PRINT" "
2283 PRINT" 1. RECORDS I N FILE: "; PT%(MRX)
2284 PRINT" 2 . DELETED RECORDS : " ;PT%(MRX-l)
2285 PRINT" 3 . LOWEST KEY : " ;KE$(PT%(I»
2286 PRINT " 4, HIGHEST KEY : ";KE$(PTX(PT%(MR%»)
2287 PRINT " "
2290 RETURN
2498 '
2499 REM --- SUBROUTINE (MRX,A$, K%) -- BINARY SEARCH
2500 IF PTX(MR%)-0 THEN KX- -l: RETURN
2502 LOI-0 : HI%- PTX(MRX)+1
2504 M%- INT«LO%+HIX)/2)
2505 IF A$- KE$(PTX(MX» THEN KI-MX : GOTO 2510
(continued)
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Lanquaqes'"
Atari STT. AmigaT"e QC

2506
2508
2510
2518
2519
2520
2522
2524
25313
2538
2539
2540
2542
2544
2545
2548
25513
2997
2998
2999
3000
30131
3002
3004
3006
3008
3009
3010
31312
3014
3015
3016
3018
3020
3022
3025

IF A$>KE$(PT%(M%» THEN LO%-M%: ELSE HI%-M%
IF LO%+l <> HI% THEN 25134 ELSE K%--HI%
RETURN
'
REM -- SUBROUTINE (MR%,PT%,Z%) -- LOCATE FREE RECORD IN DATA FILE
IF PT%(MR%-1)-0 THEN Z%-PT%(MR%)+l: GOrO 2530
J%-PT%(MR%) : JJ%-PT%(MR%-l)
Z%-PT%(MR%-l-JJ%): PT%(MR%-l) - PT%(MR%-l)-l : PT%(MR%-l-JJ%)=B
RETURN
'
REM -- SUBROUTINE (MR%,K%,Z%) -- INSERT POINTER INTO POINTER VECTOR
IF K%-PT%(MR%)+l THEN 2548
FOR J%aPT%(MR%)+l TO K%+l STEP -1
PT%(J%)-PT%(J%-l)
NEXT J%
PT%(K%)-Z%: PT%(MR%)-PT%(MR%)+l
RETURN
' -------------------------------------------------------------------' PROGRAM TO INITIALIZE INDEX FILE
' ------------------------------------------------------------------PRINT" ":PRINT TAB(5);"" INITIALIZE INDEX FILE u": PRINT " "
INPUT "> DRIVE TO CONTAIN DATA";UA$
INPUT "> FILE NAME";F$
INPUT "> MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RECORDS FILE WILL HOLD";MX%
MR%-(INT«MX%+2)/64)+1)*64
DIM PT$(64)
,--------------------------- OPEN FILE AND SET POINTERS TO 0
OPEN "R" ,11 ,UA$+": "+F$, 128
FOR J%-l TO 64: FIELD 11,(J%-1)*2 AS DU$,2 AS PT$(J%):NEXT J%
ZR$-MKI$(B): FOR J%-l TO 64 : LSET PT$(J%)-ZR$: NEXT J%
,-------------------------- STORE BLOCKS OF ZERO POINTERS
FOR J%-l TO MR%/64
PUT 1, J%
NEXT J%
PRINT" ": PRINT"
HHTIALIZATION COMPLETE ON DRIVE";UA$
END

LATTICE® C
The well known LATTICE® C compiler, full featured
portable implementation.

MCC

T
"

PASCAL

An ISO/ANSI standard Pascal. A fast Single pass compiler, ideal for commercial, educational and personal
use.

MCC

T
"

ASSEMBLER

A professional standard macro assembler with many
powerful features.

CAMBRIDGE LISP
LISP interpreter/compiler providing a complete LIS P
development environment.

BCPL
A powerful compiler offering the convenience of a high
level language with the flexibility of an assembler.

APL
Keyword and symbolic versions of this important
language from MicroAPL.

MCC

T
"

BASIC

68000 BASIC
MetaComCo.

interpreters

and

compilers

from

MENU + T"

deleted: A pointer is set up indicating
that the space can now be used for
storing a new record.
Parameters: 11%=4. A$=key of
record to delete.
5. Read Record by Key allows the
record with the specified key to be
read from the data file. This routine
also returns the relative key sequence
of the record in the variable NX%.
This means. for example. that if the
key value is the lowest in the file. NX%
is set to 1.
Parameters: 11%= 5. A$=key of
record to read. NX%=key sequence.
6. Read Relative Record reads the nth
record-based on key sequence-in
the file. For instance. if you want to
read the record with the lowest key.
set NX% to I and call this routine.
Conversely. to read the record with
the highest key value. set NX% to the
number of records in the file before
calling.
Parameters: 11%=6. NX%=relative
position of record to be read.
7. Store Index writes the values of the
vector PT% back into the index file
and must be called after records have
been added or deleted. If these operations occur and the program ends
without ca lling this routine. all your
changes wi ll be lost.

Parameters: 11%=7.
8. Display File Statistics prints the
following file information on the
screen:

1. RECORDS IN FILE:
2. DELETED RECORDS:
3. LOWEST KEY:
4. HIGHEST KEY:
Parameters: 11%=8.

A SAMPLE PROGRAM
To illustrate the use of these SKAM
routines. let's consider a simple program for maintaining employee
records (see listing I). It uses a social
security number as the key field for
each record. IEditor's note: Listing I. which

runs on IBM PC-compatible machines using
BASIC. is available in a variety of formats;
see the insert card fol.lowing page 368. 1
The listing consists of three sections: (1) lines 1- 270 are the sample
program ; (2) the SKAM routines are
in lines 2000- 2550; and (3) a short
program to build and initialize the index file begins at line 3000. Referring
to tables 2 and 3. let's look at the
most important features of the code.
Any program using the SKAM routines must take care of some overhead:

An easy to use program environment with pull-down
menus . Menu + comes free with Atari software.
Upgrades ready for registered users.

TOOLKIT
Provides useful tools and utilities. From the people who
wrote AmigaDOS.

Product
Lattice C
Pascal
Assembler
Lisp
BCPL
APL Key.
APL Sym.
MENU+
TOOLKIT

Atari
ST

T"

$149.95
$99.95
$79.95
$199.95
TBA
$149.95
$245.00
$29.95
TBA

Commodore T"
Amiga

Sinclair
QL

$149.95
$99.95
$199.95
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
$49 .95

T"

$129.95
$99.95
$49.95
$79.95
$79.95
$129.95
$129.95

• = available from Commodore
t = available from Atari
Cambridge LISP is available for CP/ M-68Ktm
QL Lisp includes interpreter only

The Quality Source for 68000 Software
5353 #E Scotts Valley Dr .. Scotts Valley, CA 95066
Contact your local dealer or call:

Tel: US 800·AKA·META
Cal 800·GET·META, Eur (UK) 44·272-428781
Telex (UK) 444874 METACO G ~ ~.
Add 6.5% tax if CA resident.
L , rs:x7
Lattice is a regislered Irademark of Lattice Inc .
Amlga and AmigaDOS is a Irademark of Commodore·Amiga Inc.
Alari ST is a regislered Irademark of Alari Inc.
CP/M-68K Is a Irademark 01 Digilal Research Inc .
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Table 2: Description of the employee record-keeping program by BASIC code

numbers.
Lines

Description

16, 17

The data file is opened and its format defined. This file must be
opened as logical file 2, and the variable used for the key (social
security number in this case) must be KY$.
MX% is set to the maximum number of records to be contained in
the data file, and F1$ is assigned the name of the index file. This
information must be the same as that used in the index-fileinitialization program.
A call is made to the file management routines to set up the data
structure. The subroutines will allocate the vectors PT% and KE$
and read pointers and keys into them.
The subroutines in the sample program that direct the file
maintenance operations on the employee file. By calling the
appropriate SKAM routines, they provide an example of how to
add, delete, and list records.

25

30
100-270

• The data file must be opened as
logical file 2 (line 16).
• Variable KY$ must be defined as
the key (line 17).
• Variables MX% and F1$ must be set
to the maximum number of records
in the file and the index filename. respectively.
• The SKAM routines must be called
with 11% set to J in order to initialize
the data structure .(line 30).
Four variables. KE$~ PT%. PT$. and
ZZ%. must be reserved for use by the
file management routines. To minimize the number of reserved variables. the routines store all other
locally used variables in vector ZZ%
when the code is entered (line 2004)
and restore them upon exit (line
2009) .

Table 3: Description of the SKAM subroutines and index-file-initialization
program by BASIC code numbers.
Lines

Description

2000-2010

The control section of the file management routines that stores
locally used variables and calls the desired routine.
Subroutine to input pointers from the index file and store them' in
vector PT% and to read keys from the data file and store them in
KE$.
Subroutine to add a new record to the data file. It calls routines to
insert the new pointer and locate a free space in the data file. The
new record is stored in this location .
Subroutine to rewrite a record to the data file.
Subroutine to delete a record. The pointer to the record to be
deleted is located and moved to the section in PT% containing
pointers to deleted space.
Subroutine to retrieve a record with key value in A$.
Subroutine to retrieve a record based on its position in ascending
key sequence. NX% contains the relative position .
Subroutine to write pointers in PT% back to the index file.
Subroutine to display certain file statistics.
Binary search routine. Using the pointers in PT%, the vector KE$ is
searched to find a key matching A$. If a match is found , K% is set
to the location in PT% pointing to the matched key; if no match ,
K% is set to the negative value of the location in PT% where it
would be inserted.
Subroutine to locate the next free physical record in the data file. If
any records have been deleted, it uses the space from the last one
deleted; if there are no deleted records, the next position at the
end of the file is used.
Inserts a pointer to a new record in PT%. The pointer is placed at
PT%(K%) , and all pointers above it are shifted up one position .
The program to create and initialize the index file. The size of the
file is determined by the number of records the data file is to
contain. For each 64 data records, one block of pointers is
allocated in the index file. Additionally, there must be space at the
end of this file for keeping count of the number of deleted and
active records.

2035-2062
2080-2088
2090-2098
2100-2110
2150-2155
2200-2205
2250-2259
2280-2290
2500-2510

2520-2530

2540-2550
3000-3025
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The file management section
stresses a modular. eaSily understood
design The sample program invokes
this section by setting 11% to the
number of the desired operation and
executing GOSUB 2000. In line 2006
the controlling section passes control
to the required subroutine. A return
code in variable RC% indicates the
status of the operation.
Prior to using the SKAM routines.
you must run the short initialization
program shown at line 3000. This program asks for the filename and
number of records to be contained in
the data file. It then creates the index
file and initializes the pointers. Note
that if you give the name of an existing index file, the program will write
over the old index.
CONCWSION

For programs requiring Single-keyed
access to a file. I have found these
routines to be an effective, timesaving
approach to file 1/0. I maintain the
code in a software library and append
it to programs needing keyed access,
such as payroll. general ledger, and
membership programs. At less than
100 lines of code, I think the routines
offer one of the easier ways to begin
accessing records by key values.

IEditor's note: The keyed-access filing
routines presented here are in BASIC. For a
similar treatment of this method implemented
in Pascal. see Bruce Webster's "A Simple FileIndexing Scheme" in the June BYTE.I •

LOWEST PRICE

GUARANTEE

Lease or Purchase Systems
From Logicsoft
A Logiclease of any system entitles you to
FREE installation and 90-day service contract
at your place of business! High tech
without high cost.
Outstanding flexibility
ONLY LOGICSOFT
Plus poss}ble
OFFERS ON-SITE

~i~~t~~j~~~ft a call- INSTALLATION &SERVICE

we'll process your
ON ALL LEASED AND
lease application
PURCHASED SYSTEMS
in 24 hours!
A purchase of any system entitles you to
installation for only $99, and FREE service
for 90 days at your place of business!

National Computer
Maintenance
Now... trained installers and
expert service technicians
dispatched from each of our
96 authorized service centers
in most metropolitan areas
throughout the United States,
ready to respond within an
average of 4 hours.

5DFT'

--=
- --- -To order or receive technical assistance, call our National Hotline:

1·800·645·3491

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....

Customer Service: 1-800-431 -9037
NY STATE: 1-800-235-6442 (516) 249-8440
FAX # 5 16-249-5289
110 Bi-County Blvd" Dept. 543
EUROPE: 020-83 48 64
Farmingdale, NY 11735
Tele x: 10759 Logic NL
CANADA: 416-283-2354
Mail orders to :
Domestic/lnt'l Telex
LOGICSO FT EUROPE BV
286905 SoftUR
pb 9460, 1006 AL Amsterdam, Holland

BY JAMES FELDMAN

REAL TIME
UNDER REAL
PASCAL
Two ways to interface
a machine language
routine to Pascal
ome critics of Pascal have
complained about its inability to communicate with
machine language or
assembly language routines. If you
need to do real-time or real-world programming in a Pascal environment
then access to the real machine is
essential. Many Pascals have extensions that do allow such un-Pascal-Iike
goings-on. For example. Apple. Microsoft. and DEC Pascals all provide tools
that let you get at the guts of your
machine. With such tools. it is not all
that difficult to gain access to the real
machine if you understand how variables and data are transferred from
one procedure to another within a
Pascal environment.
Let's say that you want to do some
signal processing on data coming in
from the outside to an Apple II. For
example. you might want to analyze
an audio signal to see what its power
spectrum is. The data is available
through a machine-specific devicean analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
board. To find out what the power
spectrum is. you have to gather the
data and analyze and display the
results. One numerical tool for analyzing and displaying these results is a
fast Fourier transform. which is an
efficient algorithm for finding the

S

Fourier series that best characterizes
a finite sample of a waveform. If you
were writing the FFT program. you
would most certainly want to do it in
a high-level language. For this particular application. you might also
have some filtering to do. so you
would have to perform still other procedures for signal conditioning. You
might want to see the results of such
analysis as a graph. so you would use
graphing routines. Note that you can
perform all these functions using
Pascal procedures. In other words. the
signal is to come from the outside
world. but everything else is to be
done in the computationally comfortable higher-level language.
To feed the FFT routine. you want
a set of 256 equally spaced samples
of a real signal. You probably want to
be able to control both the spacing
and the source of the signal. and you
want that frame of points available for
direct processing in Pascal. If it is
given that V1 is the name of the array
to contain the 256 samples. CHANNEL is an integer that indicates where
you would like your signal to come
from . DELAY is another integer that
specifies how long it is between
samples. and FRAME is the name of
your assembly language routine. then

there are two ways you might proceed
in constructing the interface between
Pascal and assembly language. One
way is to define the procedure
FRAME with parameters CHANNE L
and DELAY transferred by value and
V1 transferred by address. You would
call the assembly language routine as
follows:
FRAME (CHANNEL, DELAY, V1);

(For an explanation of the terms
"transfer by value" and "transfer by
address." see the text box "The Communication Problem" on page 146.)
The other way is to make all variables
global so that both Pascal and assembly language can access them directly by name. The call to the assembly
language routine would simply be
FRAME without any parameters.
Figure 1 shows the relationship between the several segments of the
(continued)
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THE COMMUNICATION PROBLEM

T

here are two '!Jays for a Pascal
procedure to communicate with
other routines: through a "transfer by
address" or a "transfer by va lue: ' The
difference between these calls is
similar to the difference between giving
someone an original document and
giving him or her a photocopy. For

example. in the procedure definition
PROCEDURE EXAM PLE(X,Y:
INTEGER; VAR U,V:INTEGER)
the values of X and Yare transferred
by value to the procedure and. therefore. any change that EXAMPLE makes
in them is not returned to the calling

routine. However. having the keyword
VAR precede the variables U and V
causes the address of the variables to
be transferred; it does not cause the
variables to be copied. Any change
that the procedure EXAM PLE makes
in U and V wi ll change corresponding
variables in the calling routine.

Listing A: This program demonstrates the difference between transfer b~ data and transfer b~ address.

PROGRAM TRANSFER;
TYPE Q = ARRAY [0 .. 19] OF INTEGER;
VAR

N: INTEGER;
J,K : Q;

PROCEDURE CHANGE(P:Q; VAR L:Q);
VAR N

INTEGER;

BEGIN
FOR N := 1 TO 10 DO
FOR N := 1 TO 10 DO
WRITE( 'P) ');'
FOR N := 0 TO 19 DO
WRITELN;
WRITE('L) ' );
FOR N := 0 TO 19 DO
WRITELN; WRITELN;
WRITE('J) ');
FOR N := 0 TO 19 DO
WRITELN;

P[N] := 2;
L[N] := 2;
WRITE(P[N]:3);
WRITE(L[N]:3);
WRITE(J[N] :3 );

program. The Pascal user is unaware
of the stack. and so is the programmer who shares global variables between the assembly language routine
and Pascal. However. in the procedure

WRITE( 'K) ');
FOR N : = 0 TO 19 DO WRITE(K[N]:3);
WRITELN;
END;
BEGIN I MAIN J
FOR N := 0 TO 19
FOR N := 0 TO 19
WR ITE ( , J ) ' );
FOR N := 0 TO 19
WRITELN;
WRITE( 'K ) ');
FOR N := 0 TO 19
WRITELN: WRITELN;
CHANGE ( J , K) ;
WRITELN; WRITELN;
WR ITE ( , J ) ');
FOR N := 0 TO 19
WRITELN;
WRITE( 'K) ' );
FOR N := 0 TO 19
END. '

that passes variables through the call.
a copy of CHANNEL and DELAY and
the address of the first byte in the array (V1) are pushed onto the stack just
prior to the transfer of control to

ASSEMBLY

DO J[N] := 0;
DO K[N] := 3;
DO WRITE(J[N]:3);
DO WRITE(K[N]:3);

DO WRITE(J[N]:3);
DO WRITE(K[N]:3);

FRAME. FRAME begins by pulling
these three integers off the stack.
I will first describe in detail the solution to the problem that passes parameters to the assembly language
procedure on the stack. Then I will
look at a side-by-side comparison of
this method and the one that uses
global variables.

IEditor's note: The programs of listings 1.
2. and 3 are not meant to be run as such.
since the~ require some specific hardware. but
they are good illustrations of the techniques
involved in interfacing machine language with
Pascal. You can appl~ these techniques to ~our
own problems. I
Figure I : The data-transfer routes. Direct use of global variables is shown. as well as a

transfer of data through the procedure call that employs the stack as the transfer agent.
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THE UN-PASCAL PROCEDURE

The assembly language program written in Apple II TLA (The Last Assem-
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This becomes a critical distinction
when you are using structured data
such as arrays or records. If data is
transferred by value. the whole
structure is copied over into a new area
of memory. It doesn't take long to run
out of memory this way. nor is it a
good way to have a fast program. On
the other hand. if you transmit the
address of the structured data. it takes
but one word (2 bytes) to know all
about it. even if "it" is a huge.
structured variable. All you transmit is
the address of the first byte of the
array.
Listing A and its accompanying
output in figure A give a complete (if
silly) demonstration of how the two
types of transfer affect the "current"
value of a variable. It is done with
structured variables to show the details
of that operation.
The first pair of rows in figure A are
the original values of J and K. respectively. J is all Os and K is all 3s.
Then PROCEDURE CHANGE is
called. It gets J as a transfer by value
and K as a transfer by address. These
become P and L in the procedure.
Values I to lOin P and L are changed.
These two data vectors are then
printed. Both have changed. Next. the
global variables J and K are printed
from the procedure. showing their

bier) is shown in listing I. It is not
meant to be a superb lesson in assembly language programming. but
rather an illustration of the transfer of
data between Pascal and assembly
language. Remember that the call to
this program is FRAME (CHANNEL,
DELAY, V1).
At the moment of transfer to
FRAM E. the stack will contain. in
order. four 2-byte integers: the return
address. the address of the first byte
in V1. the value of DELAY. and the
value of CHANNEL.
FRAME will first copy the four integers from the stack to local storage.
Next it must set up for gathering data
by entering the loop once to prime
the ADC. Then FRAME will have to
put the 256 values of data from the

The results of this program appear on the screen as:

J)
K)

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

P)
L)

0
3

2
2

2
2

2
2

2
2

2
2

2
2

2
2

2
2

2
2

2
2

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

J)
K)

0
3

0
2

0
2

0
2

0

2

0
2

0
2

0
2

0
2

0
2

0
2

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

J)
K)

0
3

0
2

0
2

0
2

0
2

0
2

0
2

0
2

0
2

0
2

0
2

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

0
3

Figure A:

The output from the program in listing A.

current values. Note that J is still all Os
but K has now changed. In other
words. CHANGE was able to act
directly on K (and on J's clone. Pl. but
it has no connection with J at all.
The last two lines are simply the final
version of J and K written o'ut by the
main program. Note that J still retains
its original values; K. of course. has
been altered.
The observant reader will note that
CHANGE did have access to J (and K)
through the medium of global variables. After all. it printed them . Global
variables also represent a transfer-byaddress technique that differs only

ADC into the appropriate locations in
the Pascal data space and in standard
integer format; data comes from the
ADC as single bytes (XX) but must go
to the P-machine as words (OOXX).
Finally. FRAME must return control to
the calling routine.
The central point in this illustration
is the connection to variables in the
Pascal data space. Thro words of data
are transferred directly through the
stack as well as two addresses. Each
of these words is pulled in turn from
the stack and stored at a local address. Then 256 bytes of data are
gathered in TM P and transferred as
words to the Pascal data space. (The
data-collection and transfer functions
are separated to make the loop
faster.)

slightly in structure from what happened between K and L. With global
variables. you have a public blackboard
on which any routine can write and
from which any routine can read. To
use such a public facility. all usersreaders and writers alike-must be
constrained to using the blackboard in
a prescribed manner. That means that
every user must call the variables by
the same name. that every user must
know when another user is changing
the data. and that if one user needs to
fix the current value. a private copy of
the public data must be made before
some other user changes it.

If you want to follow the assembly
language program in detail. the
follOWing comments should be helpful. To span the full 256-word array.
the local data pile is divided into two
groups of 128 bytes. In the Pascal data
space the address for the first 128
words runs from VX to VX+FF (hexadecimal) in steps of 2; for the second
group of 128 words. addresses range
from VQ=VX+IOO (hexadecimal) to
VQ+FF (hexadecimal). Note that VO
is generated at the top of the program . Using indexing after acquiring
an indirect address (post-indexed indirect). the 6502 processor. with its
I-byte index register. can span a block
of 128 words. As illustrated in figure
2. the 256 bytes of data in TMP must
(continued)
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Listing I: Tlie assembly language routine FRAME used to illustrate tlie

passage of parameters tlirougli tlie call statement from Pascal.
,

0

________________ _

. MACRO PULL
;pul Is a word off of the stack
;and stores it in location specified
;as in PULL RETURN.
PLA
STA %1
PLA
STA %1+1

;%1 means first argument of PULL
; the high- order byte of the word

. ENOM

Global variables
provide a public
blackboard on which
the current status
of each variable
is always available.

,
"------------------------------------------------,
"-------------------------------------------------

. PROC FRAME,3
;t he "3" means three words (6 bytes) of
; parameters (plus return address) wi I I
;be on the stack. LINKER wi I I check
;agreement

,
"-------------------------------------------------

;FRAME GRABBER takes 256 8-bit data points and
;stores them in an array af bytes labeled TMP.
;After the data is grabbed, it is transferred
;to V1. The delay between adjacent points is
;given by
;
t = 26.64 + 5*OELAY in microseconds.
;OELAY «256) and CHANNEL «16) are in the procedure
;cal I as FRAME(CHANNEL,OELAY,VX).

STOP
CHANNEL
DELAY
RETURN
VX
VQ

.EQU
.EQU
.EQU
.EQU
. EQU
.EQU

;Each of these sets aside 1 word of
2 ;storage on page 0 (54 bytes
4 ;are avai lable).
6
8
elA ;space for (VX+1e10 hexadecimal)
eI

PULL RETURN
PULL VX
PULL DELAY
PULL CHANNEL

LOA
STA
CLC
LOA
ADC
STA

VX
VQ

;note that the order is the
;reverse of the call's parameter list .
;at this point the transfer of
;parameters through the stack is
;complete .
;set contents of VQ
;to the address of
;VX + 100 hexadecimal

VX+1
#1
VQ+1

LOX #elFF
STX STOP
LOY
JMP
LOOP LOY
STY
START LOY
LOA

;MACRO call pulls return address
;off the stack and puts it in RETURN.

CHANNEL
START
#0
STOP
CHANNEL
0Cel00,Y

;start with -1 (or 255) in index to
;throw first datum away.
;put 255 in STOP just for first pass
;to al low reading of 257 values.
;set end point after first passage
;to get the full 256 point list.
;assumes slot 5.
(continued)

become 256 words (512 bytes) in the
Pascal data space. A byte is taken
from TMP and put into the low-order
(LO) byte of the appropriate element
of the integer array in the Pascal data
space. Then 00 (hexadecimal) is put
in the corresponding high-order (HO)
byte. After that is done for the 256
samples. all that remains is to push
the return address back onto the
stack and execute a return from subroutine (RTS).
A macro is used for the repetitive
task of pulling 2-byte integers off the
stack. Note that locations must be set
up to receive that data. 1have chosen
to put them into page 0 to make the
code block as small as possible.
The first step is to cycle the ADC
once to get meaningful data into the
ADC data register. The data that is
received on the first LDA is garbage
and should be ignored. It is put into
location TMP+FF (hexadecimal).
which will be written over when the
256th good pOint is taken . The second step is to change STOP to let the
standard loop slide over 0 as the loop
is entered for the first time. This resetting of STOP is done every time
around the loop to keep the loop
length identical. Note that the first
good piece of data (from the second
call to the ADC) goes into location
TMP+O and that a total of 256 equally
spaced. good data points will be
taken. the last going into TMP+FF
(hexadecimal).
THE GLOBAL ALTERNATIVE

As 1mentioned before. you have the
option of using global variables. While
this method is not generally recom(continued)
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1bisIs e~
IBMsSize
IsNot
111111

•

The 11100 PLUS has other things
the IBM doesn't Like serial, parallel and
CRT ports that are built-in standards.
Not add-on extras. And a high resolution
LCD display screen that tilts to many
convenient viewing an~les. Not just a few.
Of course, the Toshiba 11100
PLUS does have a few things in common
with the IBM portable. Like complete
IBM compatibility: And two built-in 720K
3.5" disk drives. It's just that it has these
things in a smaller, lighter, faster, more
portable, more affordable package.
To find out about the 11100 PLUS,
call 1-800-457-7777 for the name of your
Toshiba dealer.
.
And see why being smaller than
\ IBM is going to make us one of the biggest names in PCs.

111111

1. IBM PC Convertible is a registered Ir.ldemark of lnternational Business Machines Corporation.

When it comes to a portable computer, smaller is better. That's one reason the
new dual disk drive Toshiba 11100 PLUS
has it allover the IBM PC Convertible~
But our portable PC is not only
smaller than the IBM, it's lighter. And more
powerful. Our 80C86 microprocessor lets
you zip through work at up to twice the
speed. And our maximum memory capacity is 640K of RAM. Theirs is only 512K.

TOSHIBA
Toshiba America, Inc., lnfonnation Systems Division

Inquiry 354
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STA TMP,X
INX
LDY DELAY
INNER DEY
BNE
CPX
BNE
LDY
LDX
LDA
STA
AGAIN LDA
STA
LDA
STA
INX
INY
LDA
STA
STA
INY
CPX
BNE
LDA
PHA
LDA
PHA
RTS
TMP

;delay loop runs 1 or more times.
;0 would give 256 cycles .

INNER
STOP
LOOP
#0
#0
#80
STOP
TMP,X
(VX),Y
TMP+80,X
(VO),Y

;Set up to load results into V1.
;80 hexadecimal or 128 decimal
;take a byte from the beginning
;put it LO at beginning of array
;take a byte from the middle.
;put it in LO at middle of array.
;counting by bytes in TMP
;high order byte is 0
;with this 8-bit ADC.

#0

~VX~, Y
VO ,Y

;counting by integers (2 bytes).
STOP
AGAIN
RETURN+1

;Set up for return.

RETURN
;return address is back on stack
;back to the call ing routine.

.BLOCK 256,0

;this is just a block of bytes
;for temporary storage of data .

. END

TMP

PASCAL

BO.
(00)

.I

I

BO

_BI

BI-~I
IB2
(00)
•

B2

•

(00)

/ --B254
/' /'

.

B254~

(00)

B255 •

I

/

//

/~ B255

/

//

/

(00)

Figure 2: The relationship between
bytes in the array TMP and words in
Pascal data space.
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mended. the global-variable alternative works well enough. The difference between using a global variable and transferring variables
through the procedure call is significant. even if the transfer process is by
address in both cases. Probably the
most important difference is that. with
transfers through the call. neither the
caller nor the person being called
has any idea of what the other uses
as the name of the variables. The
caller says. "Load your 256 points
starting HERE." HERE is an address.
It can be a different address each time
the person being called is accessed.
That makes the two procedures essentially independent of each other.
The only thing that must be common
is the agreed-upon transfer statement-the interface. For Pascal. the interface is th e list of parameters
passed in the call and the set of global
variables defined for that program
segment. If no global variables are

employed. the procedure or function
is almost independent of its surroundings.
However. there is a hidden dependence that shows up only if the called
routine calls yet another routine and
then another. and so on. If the subsequent routine has access to the same
data. the first routine must know what
the second and any subsequent routines do to that variable to know that
it hasn't been altered in mid-computation. If you are not the only programmer or if the program is large. it can
be exceedingly difficult to know if any
other routine is mucking about in the
data that you thought was secure.
Global variables do have two redeeming virtues. First. they provide a
public blackboard on which the current status of each of the variables is
always available without any overhead
in computation or memory use. Second. they are easier to deal with at the
assembly language level since they
can be accessed with direct addressing (by name). If you use the transfer
through the stack technique in the
calling sequence. these variables must
be accessed using indirect addressing. Indirect addreSSing is not difficult
in itself. but it slows the machine
down slightly and sometimes puts the
burden of complex address computation directly on the programmer.
A side-by-side comparison of the
two techniques is given in listing 2.
Global data is directly accessible by
name from the assembly language
program through the .PUBLIC
declaration. Note that the right side
uses post-indexed indirect addreSSing
(i.e .. the full 2-byte address is fetched
from page 0 and then indexed). while
the left uses indeXing of an absolute
address provided by the LINKER (i.e..
the LINKER installs the appropriate
2-byte address directly into the instruction) . The two sets of code look
similar and. apart from an extra
machine cycle for the indirect instruction. they do the same thing in the
same number of instructions. However. note the additional instructions
on the right that generate the address
of the I28th word of V1 (or. more
properly for the column on the right.
whatever array was passed in the call).
(continued)
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Inquiry 44 for End·Users.
Inquiry 45 for DEALERS ONLY

C&PASCAL
PROGRAMMERS
Listing 2: A side-by-side comparison of the two methods for interfacing
assembly language to Pascal. On the left is the method that uses Vi as a
global array. On the right is the method that passes parameters through the
call. as in FRAME (CHANNEL, DELAY, Vi). Notice the extra lines of
code required on the right to set up variables for indirect addressing.

.PUBLIC V1,CHANNEL,OELAY

VX .EQU
VQ .EQU

8
1e

Pu II VX
LOA
STA
CLC
LOA
AOC
STA

LOY #e
LOX #e
LOA #8e
STA STOP
AGAIN LOA TMP,X
STA V1,Y
LOA TMP+8e,X
STA V1+1ee,Y
INX
INY
LOA #e
STAV1,Y
STA V1+1ee,Y
INY
CPX STOP
BNE AGAIN

LOY
LOX
LOA
STA
AGAIN LOA
STA
LOA
STA
INX
INY
LOA
STA
STA
INY
CPX
BNE

VX
VQ
VX+1
#1
VQ+1

#e
#e
#8e
STOP
TMP,X
(Vx), Y
TMP+8e,X
(VQ),Y
#e
(VX),Y
(VQ), Y
STOP
AGAIN

Blaise Computing provides a broad range of pro·
gramming tools for Pascal and C programmers,
with libraries designed for serious software
development. You get carefully crafted code
that can be easily modified to grow with your
changing needs. Our packages are shipped com·
plete with comprehensive manuals, sample pro·
grams and source code.

CTOOLS PLUS
$ 175 .00

NEW! Full spectrum of general· purpose utility
functions; windows that can be stacked, removed, and accept user input; interrupt service routines for resident applications; screen
handling including EGA 43-line text mode support and direct screen access; string functions;
and DOS file handling.

PASCAL TOOLS/TOOLS 2
$175.00

Expanded string and screen handling; graphics
routines; easy creation of program interfaces;
memory management; general program control; and DOS file support.

VIEW MANAGER
$275. 00

Complete screen management; paint data entry
screens; screens can be managed by' your application program; block mode data entry or fieldby-field control. Specify C or IBM/MS-Pascal.

ASYNCH MANAGER,
$175 .00

Full featured asynchronous communications
library providing interrupt driven support for
the COM ports; I/O buffers up to 64K; XON/
XOFF protocol; baud rates up to 9600; modem
control and XMODEM file transfer. Specify C or
IBM/MS-Pascal.

Turbo POWER TOOLS PLUS
$99.95

NEW! Expanded string support; extended
screen and window management including EGA
support; pop-up menus; memory management;
execute any program from within Turbo Pascal;
interrupt service routine support allowing you
to write memory resident programs; schedulable intervention code.

Turbo ASYNCH PLUS'
$99.95

Listing 3: The Pascal program that uses the version of the assembly
language routine FRAME that passes parameters on the stack.

PROGRAM GRABBER;
USES NUMBER; { I ibrary that contains a
numerical entry routine, INTIN
TYPE INTRAY

= ARRAY [e .. 255] OF INTEGER;

VAR L,M,N,K,OELAY,CHANNEL : INTEGER;
V2,V1 INTRAY;
VOLTS: ARRAY [e .. 255] OF REAL;
A : REAL;
PRINTFILE : TEXT;

Complete asynchronous communications
library providing interrupt driven support for
the COM ports; I/O buffers up to 64K; XON/
XOFF protocol; and baud rates up to 9600.

RUNOFF
$49.95

NEW! Text formatter written especially for programmers; flexible printer control; user-defined
variables; index generation; and general macro
facili ty. Crafted in Turbo Pascal.

EXEC
$95'.00
Program chaining executive. Chain one program from another even if the programs are in
different languages. Shared data areas can be
specified.

ORDER TOLL-FREE 800-227-80871
..IIIII~

~~==~~=~~-----------

BLAISE COMPUTING INC.

2560 Ninth Street. Suite 316 Berkeley. CA 94710 (415) 540-5441

Inquiry 8 1
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MACINKERTM
Re-ink Any Fabric Ribbon

Automatically for less
than 5 cents.
Dedicated Units

Start at

Universal Cartridge
MACINKER
Universal Spool
MACINKER

S54.95
S68.50
S66.95

Lubricated, Dot Matrix Ink $3.00,
bottle available in black/brownl
redl green I yellow I purple I
orange/gold and silver.
Over 50,000 MAC INKER(s) in the field .
Over 7500 printers supported.

lVIERCURY MODEM
Really 100% Hayes' Comp&tible.
.300/ 1200 baud.
• audio monitor I front panel lights.
.18 months warranty.

PROCEDURE FRAME(DELAY,CHANNEL : INTEGER;
VAR VX : INTRAY); EXTERNAL ;
PROCEDURE DUMP;

VAR K, M,N : INTEGER;
BEGIN
WRITELN(PRINTFILE);
FOR K := 0 TO 15 DO BEGIN
FOR M := 0 TO 15 DO BEGIN
N : = K * 16 + M;
WR ITE (PRINTF I LE, VOL TS [N] : 5: 2,' ');
END;
END ;
WRITELN(PRINTFILE);
WRITELN(PRINTFILE);
WRITELN(PRINTFILE);
END;
BEGIN {main!
REWRITE(PRINTFILE , 'PRINTER : '); {open and output file!
WRITELN(CHR(12));
{clear screen ; get DELAY and CHANNEL}
REPEAT
GOTOXY(0,5) ;
WRITELN('Enter delay as integer (1 .. 256) in steps of ' );
WRITE('5 microseconds from minimum of 26 mi croseconds: ');
DELAY := INTIN;
IF (DELAY<0) OR (DELAY>255) THEN
WRITE('DELAY OUT OF RANGE ' );
UNTIL "(DELAY>-l) AND (DELAY < 256);
WRITE(CHR(12));

· Hayes is a trademark of Hayes Microproducts.

DATA SWITCHES

All types, all lines switched, all metal,
heavy duty switch, elegant design, best
value for money.

2 Ports Parallel or Serial
4 Ports Parallel or Serial
2 Computers/2 Printers
Parallel or Serial

S 7500
S150 00
$15000

We have cables too . Please inquire or
s pecify at time of order.

Order Toll Free.

Call or write for free brochure.

1-800-547-3303
In Oregon 503 -297-2321 (24 hours line)

Cllmpuler
Friends®
641 5 SW Canyon Ct., # 10, Portland, OR 97221,
telex 4949559
Dealer inquiries welcome.
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{prints out the data!

{erases error message!

REPEAT
GOTOXY(0 ,5);
WRITE( ' Enter channel number 0 . . 15): ' );
CHANNEL := INTIN;
IF (CHANNEL <0) OR (CHANNEL>15) THEN
WRITE( ' CHANNEL out of range. Reenter . ');
UNTIL (CHANNEL>-l) AND (CHANNEL < 16);
A:= 1.25 .5 ;
WRITELN(CHR(12));
{clears screen!
GOTOXY(0, 5) ;
WRITELN('FRAME GRABBER STARTING') ;
WRITELN ;
FRAME(CHANNEL , DELAY,V1) ; {the first cal
WRITELN(CHR(12));
{clears screen!

I

to FRAME . }

REPEAT
GOTOXY(0,5) ;
WRITELN('Enter delay as integ e r (1..256) in steps of');
WRITEC'5 microse conds from minimum of 26 microsec onds : ' );
DELAY := INTIN ; {DELAY is 5 microseconds!
IF (DELAY<0) OR (DELAY>255) THEN
WRITE('DELAY out of .range');
UNTIL (DELAY>-l) AND (DELAY<256);
WRITE(CHR(1 2)) ; {erases error message!
GOTOXY(0,5) ;
WRITELN('FRAME GRABBER STARTING');
WRITELN;
FRAME(CHANNEL,DELAY,V2);
WRITELN('Converting data to REAL . • );
FOR N:= 0 TO 255 DO BEGIN
(continued)

EnerGraphics 2.0 simply outperforms the
competition. Whether you 're making charts for
a presentation, analyzing data, making maps,
flow charts or creating almost any type of
graphic, you'll find the capability with
EnerGraphics 2. o.
Ene.rGraphics 2.0
is easy to use too, because a
mouse has been added. Now with mere
pushes of a button, stunning charts and drawings
are easily created. Help screens are also available,
plus, new documentation with a quick-tip book that
makes EnerGraphics 2.0 a breeze to use.
So, if you want this kind of
performance and capability which can be
used by anyone, the simple choice
is EnerGraphics 2.0.

ENERTRONICS
Enertronics Research, Inc. • #5 Station Plaza • 1910 Pine Street . St. Louis, MO 63103 • (314) 421-2 771
Inq uiry 120
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VOL TS[N] := V1 [N];
lconvert to REALl
VOLTS[N] := A*VOLTS[N]-5; lchange to voltsl
END;
DUMP;
FOR N : = 0 TO 255 DO BEGIN
VOLTS[N] := V2[N];
lconvert to REALI
VOLTS[N] := A*VOLTS[N]-5;
lchange to volts
END ;
CLOSE(PRINTFILE;
END.

'-'-'-'-::-LJ....."+LJ.....LJ.....LJ.....LJ.....L.ifLJ.....I-:"-LJ.....LJ.....J....J...jf-J-'-'-LJ.....L--L-J'-'-f--W

x 10 - 3

On the left. you need only write V1 +
100 (hexadecimal) to have that address of the 128th word of V1.
Let me stress that in assembly language no reference is made in any of
this data manipulation to data structure. Any structure that is there must
be handled by the programmer. You
have to know exactly how the data will
be arranged, and if you do it wrong
the opportunities for disaster are
boundless.
For example, structured arrays of integers are arranged sequentially in
memory. Each integer is distributed
over two bytes with the low-order part
of the integer in the byte at the lower
address. This means the ill byte of
integer #2 is the third byte from the
start of the list. The .PU BUe statement or the transfer of address
through the stack provides you with
access to the LO byte in the array bein g re fe re need, w heth er th e arra y is
an array of I or 100. After that. the
counting is all yours.
THE PASCAL PART

Figure 3: The grapft of tfte data taken from tfte ADC witft DELAY
(ftexadecimal) .

=

6

X 10- 3

To complete the example, listing 3 is
a simple Pascal program that uses the
assembly language routine in listing
I. The program simply gathers two
blocks of data and prints them out. Its
purpose is to show how the call is
made, that it actually works, and that
the transfer by address through the
stack does enable you to apply
FRAME to any array you might want.
Had I used a global variable array, I
would have had to use the data I obtained from each call to FRAME
before calling FRAME again. Figure 3
shows the sinusoid plotted from the
data taken on a 60-Hz signal using
GRABBER with DELAY = 6 (hexadecimal). Figure 4 shows the sine
curve with DELAY = 20 (hexadecimal).
CONCWSION

Figure 4: The grapft of tfte data taken from tfte ADC witft DELAY
(ftexadecimal) .
15 4
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This application shows that for those
rare circumstances in a high-level program where you must descend into
the depths to achieve timing, communications, or any other operation
where machine language is sine qua
non, the makers of many Pascals have
made it possible for you to do just
that. _

We've taken the work
out of doing Windows.
Microsoft®Windows is becoming the most
popular operating environment for PC systems.
It's not surprising. Windows provides the
foundation for an exciting new generation of
applications that users are demanding. In addition, Windows handles many of the details
involved in a software project allowing you to
spend more time enhancing your application.
That's why a growing number of corporate and
independent software developers are building
Windows applications.
The Microsoft Windows Software Development Kit is your key to this extraordinary new
environment. It's packed with full reference
documentation, libraries, utilities and sample
programs. Together with our C Compiler or
Macro Assembler, it's a comprehensive package
that lets you make the most of your application.

Software with a new view.
Giving your applications the Windows
treatment begins with a new look. The rich
graphical environment allows you to rethink how
you want your program to be presented on screen.
It lets you mix text and graphics. You can incorporate multiple fonts in a variety of sizes, faces and
styles. And it provides the basic building blocks
that make it easy to create drop-down menus,
dialog boxes, scroll bars, icons and more.
These features not only simplify your application design, but also provide the familiar interface
that makes your software easier to learn and use.

Easing the data shuffle.
Of course, there's more to Windows than
just looks. Now, different applications can work
together. In concert.
The Windows Clipboard provides support
for users to cut and paste information between
your applications and others. Or you can use
messages to establish "hot links" to transfer
data automatically.

Upgrading made easy.
Windows' device independent design allows
you to build your application today and take
advantage of new technology as it becomes available. When new graphics cards, printers and
pointing devices appear they can be used with
your software, without modifying your code.
Simply by installing the new driver.

Your window of opportunity.
The Microsoft Windows Software Development Kit is your fastest route to better applications. And with it, we also offer DIAL, our on-line
technical support service to help you with the
tough questions, and development courses that
cover everything from using the dialog editor
to memory management.
Find out how you can get your Microsoft
Windows Software Development Kit. Pick up the
phone and call (800) 426-9400. In Washington
State and Alaska, call (206) 882-8088. In Canada,
call (416) 673-7638. And we'll open the door
to Windows.
The Microsoft Windows
Software Development Kit includes:
• Dialog editor.
• Icon editor.
• Font editor.
• Resource compiler.
• Linker.
• MAKE (program maintenance utility).
• Symbolic debugger.
• Heap analysis utility.
• Sample programs.
• Windows libraries.
• Programmer's reference.
• Programmer's utility guide.
System requirements:
• SI2K memory, DOS 2.0 or higher.
• Two double sided disk drives~
• Graphics adapter card.
'''hard disk recommended

MicrosoftWindows Software Development Kit
The High Performance Software.
Mic roso ft is

<I

registered tradema rk of Microsoft Corporation .
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efastestC
Your search for execution speed is over.
The new Microsoft®C Compiler Version 4.0
is here. With blazing performance. We've
added common sub~expression elimination
to our optimizer that produces code that
rips through the benchmarks faster than
ever before.
'~ .. the Microsoft performance in the benchmarks

for program execution is the best of the lot overall:'
-'- William Hunt, PC Techloumal, January, 1986:"

But speed isn't the only edge you get with
Microsoft C. Other advantages include a vari~
ety of memory models like our new HUGE
model that breaks the 64K limit on single
data items. Plus our NEAR, FAR and HUGE
pointers, which provide you greater flexibility.
All this allows you to fine tune your program
to be as small and fast as possible.
"Excellent execution times, the fastest register
sieve, and the best documentation in this review
. .. Microsoft Corporation has produced a
tremendously useful compiler." - Christopher
Skelly, Computer Language, February, 1986.

No more debugging hassles.
Introducing CodeView. Free.
Now; for a limited time, we'll give you an
unprecedented programming tool when you
buy Microsoft C , free . New Microsoft Code~
View™ offers the most powerful tool yet in

the war on C bugs. Forget the hex dumps.
Now you can view and work with programs
at any level you want. Use the program
source, the disassembled object code, or
Microsoft C Compiler Version 4.00
Microsoft C Compiler
• Produces fast executables and optimized code including elimination
of common sub-expressions.
NEW!
• Implements register variables.
• Small, Medium and Large Memory model libraries.
• Compact and HUGE memory model libraries.
NEW!
• Can mix models with NEAR, FAR and the new HUGE pointers.
• Transport source and object code between MS-DOS" and XENIX"
operating systems.
• library routines implement most of UNIX'" System V C library.
• Start-up source code to help create ROMabie code.
NEW!
• Full proposed ANSI C library support (except clock).
NEW!
• Large number of third party support libraries available .
• Choose from three math libraries and generate in-line 8087/80287
instructions or floating point calls:
- floating point emulator (utilizes 8087/80287 if installed).
- 8087/80287 coprocessor support.
- alternate math package - extra speed without an 8087/ 80287.
• link your C routines with Microsoft FORTRAN (version 3.3 or
higher), Microsoft Pascal (version 3.3 or higher) or Microsoft
Macro Assembler.
• Microsoft Windows support and MS-DOS 3.1 networking support.
• Supports MS-DOS pathnames and input/output redirection.

Microsoft Program Maintenance Utility. NEW!
• Rebuilds your applications after your source files have changed.
• Supports macro definitions and inference rules .

Other Utilities
• Library Manager.
• Object Code Linker.
• EXE File Compression Utility.
• EXE File Header Utility.

C Benchmarks

Sieve of
Eratosthenes
(register)
Copy Block

In seconds

Microsoft
C 4.0

Lattice
C 3.0

82.9
86.9

231.7

151.4

Computer
Innovation
C 2.3

Aztec
C863.2

W izard
C 30

172.3
199.0

88.0
123.8

91.9
189.5

Run on an IBM PC XT with 512K memory

Microsoft CodeView
Window-oriented source-level debugger. NEW!
• Watch the values of your local and global variables and expressions
as you debug.
• Set conditional breakpoints on variables, expressions or memory;
trace and single step.
• Watch CPU registers and flags as you execute.
• Effectively uses up to four windows.
• Debug using your original source code, the resulting disassembly
or both intermingled.
\
'
• Use drop-down menus to execute CodeView commands.
• Access the on-line help to lead you through CodeView's options
and settings.
• Easily debug graphics-oriented programs since program output is
kept separate from debugger output.
• Keyboard or optional mouse support.
• Enter in familiar SYMDEB or DEBUG commands.
*Reprimed (tom PC Tech Journal, January 1986, copyright 1986, Ziff-Dav is Publishing.

you've ever seen.
both at the same time. Open a window to
view CPU registers and fl~gs. Watch local
and global
. variables
. as well. All while your
program IS runnmg.
CodeView gives you complete controL
Trace execution a line at a time-using
source or assembly code. Or set conditional
breakpoints on variables, memory or expressions. CodeView supports the familiar
SYMDEB command syntax, as you'd expect.
Commands are also available through dropdown menus. Combine the new windoworiented interface with our on-line help and
debugging has never been easier. Or quicker.

Take the $5 CodeView tour.
You may find it hard to believe our debugger can do all we've claimed. So we're offering
test drives. Five bucks will put you behind
the wheel of a Microsoft C demo disk with
CodeView.tSee for yourself how fast debugging can get.
For more information about the CodeView demo disk, the new Microsoft C
Compiler, a list of third party library support or the name of your nearest Microsoft
dealer, call (800) 426-9400. In Washington
State and Alaska, (206) 882-8088. In Canada
call (416) 673-7638.

Microsoft®C Compiler
The High Performance Software
Microsoft , MS~ D OS and XEN IX arc registered trademarks and CodcViL'W is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. UN IX is a
trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories. IBM is a registered tradema rk of IOIcrnar iona l Business Machines Corporation. tOffer expires 12/31/86.

~eworth
For years BASIC has been everyone's first
language. Aridrfor almost as long, they've been
tempted by other languages. Lured by promises
of more speed, more power.
,
We have a solution. A new language that's a
substantial improvement over BASICA. Faster.
More structured. Finally, a compelling reason to
leave BASIC.
Introducing Microsoft's QuickBASIC
Compiler, Version 2.0.
At last, you can have the latest programming
techniques, combined with the sohd foundation
of BASIC. Our new compiler is as compatible
with BASICA as you can get. At the same time
it offers the extra speed and power you've been
looking for.

Run faster with compiled code.
If there's one thing you've asked for, it's speed.
And Microsoft®QuickBASIC simply blazes.
Old BASICA programs will run up to ten times
quicker once they've been compiled. Sometimes
even faster.

Everything you need. Built-in.
Making programs run faster is only part of the
story, though. The new Microsoft QuickBASIC
Compiler includes a full~screen editor, built~in.
So now you can make the jump from writing to
RUNning in no time flat. Edit your program,
compile it, and run it. Faster than any other
BASIC compiler around. All without leaving
our on~line help and prompts.

leaving BASIC foe
On the rare chance your program doesn't run
100% the first time out, we've got another surprise for you. The Microsoft QuickBASIC
debugger. Our full-screen tracing lets you debug
your programs while watching the source code
execute. A line at a time, or with breakpoints.
As easy as can be.
Our compiler is also smart enough to save you
time. First, by finding any errors in one pass.
Second, by putting your editor's cursor on the
problem. Automatically. So you don't have to get
lost in a maze of error codes and line-numbers.

The BASIC virtues. And more.
Speaking of line numbers, let's not. Because
line numbers are strictly optional. And Microsoft
QuickBASIC lets you use alphanumeric labels
as well. Now you can GOTO ErrorCheck instead
of line number 6815.
Or you could stop using GOTOs altogether.
There are a variety of options that could make
the GOTO an endangered species. Features like
multi-line IF-THEN blocks. And named subprograms. Now your BASIC programs can be
as structured and organized as you want.
We've only just begun to talk about the
virtues of Microsoft QuickBASIC. There are
dozens of enhancements to your favorite
language. Things like larger arrays. Local and
global variables. Reusable modules that let you
create libraries of your most often-used routines.
All explained in a revised manual that includes
a complete language reference.

Making your quick escape.
If all these features follow your BASIC
instincts, then zip on down to your nearest
Microsoft dealer.That's where you'll discover the
best surprise of all. The price. Only $99 for the
best reason to leave BASIC.
For the name of your nearest Microsoft dealer,
call (800) 426-9400. In Washington State and
Alaska, (206) 882-8088. In Canada, call (416)
673-7638.

Microsoft®QuickBASIC
The High Performance Software

1M

Microsoft is a registered trademark and The High Performance Software is a trademark of
Microsoft Corporation, IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Ma chines Corporation.

Microsoft QuickBASIC Compiler Version 2.0
for mM" PC and Compatible Computers.
BASICA Compatibility
• Sound statements including SOUND and PLAY
• Graphics statements including WINDOW, VIEW, DRAW,
GET, PUT, LINE, CIRCLE, LOCATE and SCREEN.
• Support of EGA extended graphics modes. NEW!
• BASICA structures are supported including WHILElWEND,
IFrrHENIELSE, FORINEXT, GOSUBIRETURN , and
event handling.
Microsoft
Results of Sieve Benchmark BASICA 3.1 QuickBASIC 2.0
Seconds per iteration
78
0.52
Complete Programming Environment
• Built-in Editor that places the cursor on found errors automatically. NEW!
• Compile entirely in memory at speeds up to 6000 lines per
minute. NEW!
• Link routines once when starting a programming session and
no need to link again when changing programs. NEW!
• Built-in debugger with single-step, animate, and trace modes.
NEW'
• Create stand-alone programs.
Alphanumeric Labels
• Can be used to make your programs more readable. Line
numbers are not required but are supported for BASICA
compatibility.
Structured Programming Support
• Block IF/THENIELSE/END IF eliminates the need for
GOTO statements. NEW!
• Subprograms can be called by name and passed parameters.
Both local and global variables are supported.
Modular Programming Support
• Separate compilation allows you to create compiled BASIC
libraries to use and re-use your programs.
• A library of routines to access DOS and BIOS interrupts is
supplied. NEW!
Large Program Support
• Code can use up to available memory.
• Numeric arrays, each up to 64K bytes,
can use up to available memory.
NEW!
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THE APPLE MACIN1DSH GAVE US all a glimpse, back in February of 1984,
of a glittering new future for personal computers. Many people had seen similar
technology in the high-end workstations made by companies like Xerox,
Apollo, and Sun. But these workstations were priced outside the range of the
traditional personal computer; we drooled over them but didn't expect to be
able to own one-until the Macintosh came along.
Soon after the Macintosh created a new wave of excitement in the personal
computer world, Atari and Commodore began showing prototype machines
that offered similar capabilities but with more power and at lower cost. Suddenly, it seemed that a new trend in personal computers was developing.
Inspection of the new machines, and many of the workstations they emulated,
revealed a common component-a Motorola MC68000-series microprocessor.
Closer investigation showed that the MC68000 had the horsepower and the
easy programmability that lent itself to the creation of workstation-like
machines. These machines had lots of memory, addressed linearly, and handled bit-mapped graphics with ease.
Many people began to see the MC68000 as an alternative to the Intel
iAPX86-series microprocessor that powered the IBM PC-class machines. 1bday,
there are avid MC68000 camps and equally avid Intel iAPX86 programmer
cadres.
Sparked by all the interest in the new Commodore Amiga, the Atari ST series,
and the Macintosh, BYTE began work on an extensive examination of the
MC68000. Originally planning for a separate issue of the magazine, we put
together a series of articles exploring the MC68000 and many of the machines
it powers. Those articles make up this month's theme section and the continuing coverage of the MC68000 that will appear in our Features section over
the next several months.
The coverage in the following pages includes a comparison of the entire
MC68000 series by Motorola's 1bm Johnson. There are, in fact. five different
MC68000s, and Johnson explains what each is designed to do and, most important. how compatible they all are with each other.
In other articles, Mike Morton passes along some of the assembly language
techniques he's acquired while helping to write software such as Lotus's Jazz
for the Macintosh. Adam Webber shares some similar observations about the
Macintosh and Amiga system software gleaned from his work in porting the
True BASIC language to those two machines. A group of Hewlett-Packard
engineers explains why the MC68000 is particularly well suited to the UNIX
operating system. Mike Rothman explains the many faces of GEM and the
other system software on the Atari ST. And Elaine Ditton and Richard Ditton
look at writing animation software for the Amiga, the MC68000-based machine
with the most raw computing power but also the rawest system software of
the new wunderkind computers.
Follow-on articles in subsequent issues will include articles on debugging
in an MC68000 environment. more assembly language programming techniques, and more advanced tutorials on the Atari ST. Amiga, Macintosh, and
other MC68000 machines.
-G. Michael Vase, Senior Technical Editor, Themes
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Amiga under $2,000.
Anybody else
up to $20,000.
This "painting" was created on the
Amiga™computer using Electronic
Arts' Deluxe Paint™software. No
PC, anywhere, can create this kind
of graphic dazzle for the price of
an Amiga.
But there's more to the Amiga
than whiz bang graphics. It's also a
top-of-the-line PC ready to solve
problems, business and personal.
The incredible power that brings
Tut back to life can also make
gigantic spreadsheets sit up and
beg, can make eloquent the wordiest of word-processing tasks, and
thanks to the Amiga's unique multitasking capabilities, it can do

word processing and spreadsheet
analysis and graphics and more
simultaneously.
No other PC past, present or in
the near future has done it, is doing
it or is likely to do it.
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68000 TRICKS
AND TRAPS
BY MIKE MORTON

Some assembly language programming guidelines
THE ERA OF HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGES has not made
assembly language coding a dead art. even on modern
microprocessors designed for executing compiled highlevel code. Although personal computers are approaching
the power of mainframes. the way to get the most out of
any processor is to know when to use assembly language.
The popular Motorola MC68000 processor is a good example; it has a fairly regular instruction set and instructions to support features of such languages as Pascal and
C. Yet the instruction set is not perfectly orthogonal-warts
in the design and implementation make the architecture
interesting for hand-coded assembly programs.
The continuing usefulness of assembly language. even
on this processor. is apparent in recent industry products.
The Macintosh ROM. for instance. is written entirely in
assembly language. yielding considerable savings in memory and speed.
In this article I'll survey some of the subtleties of the
68000 to help you avoid its pitfalls and exploit its oddities for better speed or memory use. I assume that you
have some experience using the 68000; if not. see the
bibliography at the end of this article.
TRAPS FOR THE BEGINNER

Most of the 68000's "traps" have a reason behind them ;
unintuitive aspects of the processor may actually be more
useful. easier to implement. or correct in the view of the
68000 designers.
One trap is memory alignment. Although the 68000 supports byte. word. and long-word operations. word and
long-word operands must be aligned on word boundaries
(even addresses). This is because memory is grouped in

words (2 bytes) and accessed via a 16-bit bus. Instructions
must be word-aligned also. but assemblers and linkers normally do this for you.
Another trap is stack direction. The 68000 stack "grows"
toward low memory. This means that to allocate stack
space you should subtract from the stack pointer:
SUB #size,SP. 1b deallocate space (or to discard previously pushed values). add to the stack pointer. Equally confusing. when allocating local storage with the LINK instruction. you must specify a negative displacement to be added to the stack pointer.
The stack pointer (SP) must stay word-aligned. If you
push or pop a byte through the SP. the processor will
move a word to or from the stack. placing the relevant
byte in the high-order half of that word. Only the SP
behaves this way; other address registers act the way you'd
expect. This may seem an anomaly in an orthogonal architecture. but the SP must stay word-aligned so that words
and long words are pushed to even addresses.
Shift and rotate instructions can operate on the byte.
word. or long-word part of a data register. but shifts of
memory operands can be only word size. Data registers
can be shifted by up to 32 bits if the shift count is specified
in another register or by up to 8 bits if the shift count is
a constant given in the instruction. Memory can be shifted
by only 1 bit.
The syntax of two"Operand instructions may be reversed
from other machines you're used to. For instance. the
(continued)

Mike Morton received his B.A. in mathematics from Dartmouth College. He is currently a senior software engineer for l..iJtus Development Corporation (161 First St.. Cambridge. MA 02142).
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TRICKS AND TRAPS

68000 instruction MOVEW 00,01 is equivalent to lOAD
01, DO on some other machines: that is. the contents of
the DO register are moved into 01. On the 68000. the destination register-the one affected by the instruction-is
always second: The operand order for CMP instructions
is also reversed from some older machines: therefore you
would read CMP 00,01 as "compare DI to DO. " (But
beware: Some assemblers reverse the order of the
operands from Motorola's standard: UNIX assemblers
often do this.)
The 68000 provides the comparison operations shown
in table I. This includes not only all six possible relationships between two numbers. but also whether numbers
are compared as signed or unsigned quantities. (Comparing the word values 0006 and FFFE hexadecimal depends
on how the numbers are interpreted. If they're signed
numbers. 6 is greater than -2 . But if they're addresses.
they're unsigned. and 0006 is a lower address than FFFE.)
The confusing thing is that the expected unsigned equivalents of BlT and BGE are not BHS (branch on higher
or same) and BlO (branch on lower) . Instead. Motorola
uses BCS and BCC. respectively. The processor is perfectly orthogonal. providing for all types of comparisons. But
the mnemonics are asymmetrical on the unsigned side
(unless you use a nonstandard assembler or define your
own macros).
(The distinction between signed and unsigned comparisons comes up rarely. since they are the same unless
one of the values involved has the high-order bit Ithe sign
bitl set. However. when the distinction is significant. it can
lead to trouble. An operating system's disk allocator may
sort disk blocks using a BGT instruction. After some years.
a site tries to configure a system with more than 231 bytes
of disk storage. Everything grinds to a halt because BGT
compares 80000010 hexadecimal to 7FFFFFFO hexadecimal and incorrectly finds the latter address to be greater.
A BHI instruction would have compared and sorted the
addresses correctly.)
A note on using the condition codes: After a TST instruction. the overflow (V) condition code is cleared. This
means that after TST. BlT is equivalent to BMI. and BGE
is the same as BPL. Stylistically. BMI and BPl make more

Table I: This table shows which branch instructions will

result in a branch taken when testing for a given relationship of 01 to DO after a CMP 00,01 instruction.
Relationship

01
01
01
01
01
01

164

< DO
< = DO

=

DO
DO
> DO
> = DO

*

Signed

Unsigned

BLT
BLE
BEQ
BNE
BGT
BGE

BCS (branch on Carry Set)
BLS
BEQ
BNE
BHI
BCC (branch on Carry Clear)
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sense after a TST unless the value being tested is the difference of two other values.
TRAPS FOR EXPERTS

Some quirks of the 68000 are less intuitive and regularly
catch seasoned programmers. Some of these aspects of
the implementation suggest design difficulties and tradeoffs in the processor: others reflect the designers' ideas
on what constitutes good .programming.
Addresses and data are different. Most assemblers
quietly assemble MOVE #O,An as a MOVEA (move to an
address register) instruction without nagging the programmer about the distinction between MOVE and MOVEA.
But the 68000 treats data and address values very
differently.
Address operations (MOVEA. AOOA. etc.) are never
byte-size.
Word values are sign-extended to 32 bits before being
used in address operations. Thus. AOOA.W 01 ,A2 extends
the low-order word of 01 before adding it to A2. In the
68000. there is no such thing as a \6-bit address. so a
word-size value is converted to 32 bits before being used
in address operations.
Address operations never set condition codes: most
data operations do. This is useful in subroutines that return
information in the condition codes:
TSTW DO

;
;
MOVE .L (SP) + ,AD ;
ADDW #params,SP ;
;
JMP (AD)
;
;

Set condition codes to
return to caller.
Pop return address into AD.
Deallocate < params> bytes
of parameters.
Return with condition codes
still set.

(Note that the MOVE and ADD are translated into MOVEA
and AOOA by the assembler.) The condition codes set by
the TSTW are unaffected by the remainder of the exit
sequence.
Another trap concerns loop operations. A loop ending
with a OSee instruction (such as OBEQ) loops until the
condition ee is true: this instruction can be thought of as
"decrement and branch back if condition false." This is
confusing since. if you were to write out several instructions to replace a OBEQ. they would contain a BNE to
jump back to the top of the loop. not a BEQ.
If the condition being tested for is not detected (or if
you're using OBRA). the loop will stop when the counter
reaches - 1. not O. If you want the loop always to be executed Once. you should enter it at the top with the count
already decremented by 1. For example. to search for the
first null (zero) byte in a table of N bytes pointed to by AI:
MOVEW#N-1,DO
LOOP
TS1B (A1)+
DBEQ DO.LOOP

;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

Start the loop counter
one too low.
Come here to test
another byte.
Is A1's byte zero?
(Advance after testing)
If not zero AND DO is
still > =0, loop back.

(continued)

TRICKS AND TRAPS

This loop will execute at most N times. It corresponds to
Pascal 's "repeat . .. until" construct. For the equivalent of
"while ... do, " which doesn't necessarily enter the loop:
MOVEW #N ,OO
BRA LOOPSTART
LOOP
TS1B (A1) +
LOOPSTART
OBEO OO,LOOP

; Start the loop counter normally.
; Don't fudge ~O ; jump to
; the loop end first.
; This is the loop head.
; Is A1's byte zero?
; (Advance after testing)
; Enter here to check count
; before looping.
; If not zero AN 0 DO is
; still > = 0, loop back.

If you're using OBee, don't forget to initialize the condition codes so the OBee doesn't fall through when you
jump to it. In the code above, the MOVEW #N, 00
"primes" for the loop.
Also remember that the data register used to control
the loop is decremented as a word quantity. If it's possible to have more than 2 16 iterations, you have to nest two
OBee loops. For example, to checksum a list of bytes
whose length is specified in the long word DO:
MOVEO #0, 0 3 ; Initialize checksum .
MOVEW 00,01
; Low word of loop length in 01.
MOVE.L, 00,02
; Get high word of loop length
SWAP 02
; in 02 to use for outer loop.
BRA.S START
; Enter at the end of the loop.
LOOP: AOO.B (A1) + ,03 ; Add the next byte into sum .
START: OBRA 01, LOOP
; Inner loop: Loop on low word of
~O.

OBRA 02,LOOP

; Outer loop: Loop on high word.

dex by 4 to convert from long words to bytes:
MULU #4,00
MOVE .L 0(A1 ,00.L),01

;
;
;
;

Turn the array index into
a byte offset.
Pick up the long-word
array element in 01 .

The EOR instruction must have a data register for the
source, except for the immediate form of the instruction,
EORI.
CODING FOR SPEED: PRINCIPLES

The secret of efficient code on the 68000 can be described
using one word: "registers." Suppose, for example, that
you have two 32-bit variables. If you keep them in registers, the time to add one to the other with AOO.L 00,01
is 8 clock periods. If they're in memory pointed to by address registers, the time to add them with MOVE.L (AO) ,00
and AOD.L 00,(A1) is 32 clock periods, four times slower!
The moral of the story is simple: Work hard to keep frequently used quantities in registers.
You can learn this important rule and others by studying instruction timing information (such as the tables in
the M68000 16/32-oit Microprocessor Programmer's Reference
Manual) . Times are given in clock periods, which I'll call
cycles; a 10-MHz processor executes 10 cycles per microsecond. In general. the tables give the base time for each
instruction . Most base times must have additional times
added in for the operands. For instance, the time to execute ANOW 00,(A1)+ is 8 cycles for a word-size ANDto-memory and 4 more cycles for the (A1)+ destination
operand. (The source operand is "free" because it's a
register.) Thus, the entire instruction takes 12 cycles, or
1.2 p,sec on a 10-MHz processor.
When you're trying to save a few cycles in a crucial loop,
timing tables can be useful as more than just a reference.
They provide a concise summary of the architecture-sort
of a shopping list of the instructions available and the cost
of each . When you're trying to avoid preconceived notions of which instructions are sUited to solving a problem,
this summary can remind you of alternatives and encourage lateral drift in your thinking.

Small adjustments to the stack pointer can be done with
AOOQ (or SUBQ) #n ,SP, but these instructions can
change it by at most 8 bytes. The fastest way to change
it by more than 8 bytes is with LEA n(SP),SP.
The 68000 does not allow you to execute a MOVE instruction with a destination relative to the program counter
(PC) . In the view of the 68000 designers, code should not
patch itself. If you must change a table in the middle of
code, you must point to it with an instruction like LEA
TABLE(PC),An and then alter it through An . (Selfmodifying code is especially bad for 68000 programs that
CODING FOR SPEED: BASIC RULES
may someday run on the 68020, because the 68020's in- The MOVEQ, AOOQ, and SUBQ instructions are great.
struction cache normally assumes that code is pure.)
For instance, it's faster to zero all 32 bits of a data register
For no apparent reason, the CLR instruction always
by using MOVEQ #O,On than it is to use CLR.L On .
reads from an operand before clearing it. But unlike BCLR, Remember that these instructions are limited to small
CLR doesn't set the condition codes. Never use CLR to
numbers: MOVEQ can load values from ':"128 to 127 inwrite a zero to a memory-mapped device address if the . to a data register; AOOQ (SUBQ) can add (subtract) only
device will be affected by the read . The See instruction
values from 1 to 8 to (from) its destination .
and MOVEs from the status register also read before
OBee is especially efficient; use it whenever you can.
writing but are less likely to cause problems.
(But beware the traps described above.)
Not all assemblers automatically produce "short"
Don't confuse the EXG and SWAP commands. EXG exchanges the 32-bit contents of two registers. SWAP swaps
branches (branches with 8-bit displacements). Check the
output of your assembler to see if it emits a short branch
the 16-bit halves of a single data register.
When indexing into an array, remember to multiply the
whenever possible. If not. you may have to use BRA.S,
index register by the "stride" (bytes per element) of the
BSR .S, and Bee.S in your source code instead of BRA
array. For instance, if DO holds an index into an array of
BSR , and Bee.
(continued)
long words pointed to by AI. you must multiply the in166
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Because a taken short branch is slower than an untaken
one, try to avoid taking most branches. For instance, if you
have a loop searching for a null, the simple way to search
is with
LOOP

TSIB (A3) +
BNE.S LOOP

;
;
;
;
;

Here to search for the
next null.
Check next byte; advance
the search pointer.
Loop back if not found.

It takes only a bit more space to "unroll" one or more
iterations of the loop:
LOOP

TSIB (A3)+
BEQ.S FOUND
TSIB (A3)+
BNE.S LOOP
FOUND

; Here to search for the
; next null.
; Check next byte; advance
; the search pointer.
; If zero, exit the loop.
; Not zero: check another
; byte and advance.
; If still not found,
; loop back.
; Come here when A1 points
; one past the null byte.

If the character tested generally isn't zero. the BEQ.S
usually goes untaken and is faster. You can unroll any
number of iterations, adding TSTB/BEQ.S pairs until the
extra space consumed is no longer worth the diminishing increase in speed (or the branches become long
branches) .
Addressing with (An) + is faster than with - (An). If you
have the choice of which direction to go in a search or
other loop through memory, move upward. (Note that this
is not true for the destination operand of a MOVE
instruction .)
Because (An) addressing is faster than x(An), access to
the first element of a data structure is faster than to the
others. (This is also useful with Pascal records, C structures, etc.)
The MOVEM instruction is a very efficient way to stack
or unstack a large number of registers. But if you have
to push only two registers, or pop three, MOVEM is no
faster than moving them one at a time.
Don't assume that long operations are always slower
than word-size ones. For instance, word address operationscan be slower than long ones because of the time
to sign-extend a word value.
As with other machines, never multiply or divide by a
power of 2 when you can shift instead. Although shifts
are time-consuming, they're always faster than a multiplication or division. So, you can use the ASL (arithmetic shift
left) instruction to multiply by a power of 2 and use ASR
(arithmetic shift right) to divide by a power of 2. (Be careful
here-the right shift is not the same as a division if the
contents of the register are negative. For example, - 1
divided by 2 should be zero, but - 1 shifted right by 1
bit is - 1, rounded incorrectly.) Don't forget that the multiplication instructions produce a long-word result from a
word operand; shifting doesn't.
To mUltiply by 2, add a register to itself instead of shift168
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ing: ADD On, On. In fact. if you are multiplying a word
operand by 4, you can do it faster with two ADD instructions than with a single shift by 2 bits.
Similarly, in doing extended-precision arithmetic. you
can replace the common operation ROXL #1 ,Dn with
ADDX Dn,Dn and save 2 or 4 cycles, depending on
whether the operands are words or longs.
You can compute certain multiplications faster with shifts
even if they're not powers of 2. For instance, to multiply
DO by 17, add DO to 16 times DO:
MOVE 00,01
LSL #4,00
ADD 01,00

;
;
;
;

Copy DO to 01.
Compute 16 x DO in ~O.
Add original value in to
compute 17 x DO.

Computing products this way is still faster than the 40-plus
cycles for a multiply instruction.
The cost of maintaining the stack can be lessened if arguments are deleted after the call by the caller, not the subroutine. (Most C compilers use this stack protocol.) If the
stack doesn't have to be cleaned up after every call. you
can allow debris from several calls in a row to accumulate
as long as it's easy to keep track of how much there is.
Typically, you can let it pile up until you reach a branch,
then unstack it all with an ADDQ (or LEA if there's more
than 8 bytes to remove) .
Finally, don't ignore the 68000's "higher-level " instructions. Even at the assembler level. instructions such as
PEA LINK, UNLK, and CHK can be very useful.
CODING FOR SPEED: SOME COOKBOOK EXAMPLES

Here are a variety of things you can do to save time when
you're scraping for cycles. Some are useful in many applications; others are very specialized. The more obscure
ones are examples of the kinds of tricks that the 68000
can do.
Remember that timings will not be the same on the
68000's relatives (the 68008, 68010, 68020, etc.). If you're
working on one of these processors, recompute the timings or, when you're not sure which of two approaches
is faster, measure the speed of both. Timings for the 68020
will be especially hard to compute because of its sophisticated prefetch and instruction caching.
You should also know that not all computers run the processor at the advertised speed. For instance, the Macintosh's 68000 runs at 7.8 MHz, but it can't always operate
at this speed because the screen is memory-mapped and
"steals" some memory cycles. Thus, the effective speed
of the Macintosh is about 6 MHz, but only memory cycles
are slowed down-CPU cycles are unaffected. So operations done mostly within the CPU (such as multiply, divide,
and long register shifts) run at nearly full speed. The lesson
in all this is that timings are hard to compute or intuit
you may want to time various pieces of code for yourself
to see which is faster.
It is said that one doesn't really know how to use a tool
until one knows three ways to abuse it. Here are some
of my favorite ways to abuse the 68000.
(continued)
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Fast subroutine calls. Although JSR and RTS provide
a simple subroutine call-and-return. the cost of pushing
the return address on the stack is significant. For a very
frequently called subroutine. you can change the call to
store the return in an address register as in
LEA RETURN,AO
JMP routine
RETURN

Dn ,NOTZERO instead of combining TSTW Dn with BNE
NOTZERO.
If you want to do an N-way branch depending on a value.
you'll usually want to index into a jump table and transfer
to the appropriate address. A "case" statement is typically
implemented this way. But if you have a very small number
of values and want to handle the lower values more quickly. a series of DBRAs can do th is conveniently. For example, if you want to branch based on a register that contains 0, I. or 2,

; Return address goes in AO.
; Jump to the subroutine.
; AO points to this spot.

Then to return. just JMP (AD). By avoiding use of memory.
this saves 8 cycles. (Note that the LEA instruction references the label RETURN with PC-relative addressing.)
Also. if you end a subroutine with
JSR lastsub
RTS

DBRA DO,N OTO

;Decrement; jump if it wasn't
; zero.
< handle zero case>
NOTO
; Come here if not zero.
; DO has been decremented.
; Decrement; jump if original
DBRA DO,NOT1
; DO wasn't one.
< handle one case>
NOT1
; Not one. DO has been
; decremented twice.
; Decrement; if not originally
DBRA DO,ERROR
; two, error.
< handle two case>

; Call one last subroutine
; and return .

and lastsub doesn't alter the stack. you can save a whopping 24 cycles by using "tail recursion" to replace the two
instructions with a single
JMP lastsub

; "Call" lastsub and
; it'll return for us.

Finally, if you call a subroutine and then branch somewhere else, you can avoid extra jumping around. For
instance.
JSR sub
JMP next

Checking for membership in a small set. If you want
to see if a number is in a set of several numbers, you can
create a bit mask corresponding to the set. For instance.
if the set is {O, 1.3,5 } , the mask has those bits set and the
bit map is 0010101 I (2B hexadecimal) . You can test for
membership in this set with

; Make a call
; and go somewhere else.

can be made slightly faster with
PEA next
JMP sub

; Push a fake return address
; and "call ."
; sub will RTS to next for us.

BTST DO,#$2 B

; Is DO in {0,1 ,3,5}?

If your set is composed of more than eight elements you
have to move the mask into a data register first.
Quick comparisons. To check the value of a data register with CMPL #xxx,Dn takes 14 cycles. If the value be-

(All of the above work for BSR and BRA as well as JSR
and JMP.)
Quick test for zero. If you want to test whether a register
is zero and don't mind trashing the value. use DBRA

(continued)
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ing tested for is small enough to fit in a MQVEO, it's
shorter and faster to put the value in a temporary register:
; Set up value to look for
; and do the comparison.

MOVEO #xxx,OO
CMP.L OO,On

If the value xxx is between -8 and 8, and you don't mind
altering the data register, you can just use SUBO #xxx,Dn
(or ADDO, as appropriate) instead of a CMP. Then you
can use a conditional branch just as you would after a
CMP. This works for word or long-word comparisons.
Picking up an unaligned word. The straightforward approach is to load 1 byte, shift it into position, and load
the second byte. The faster way (28 cycles instead of 38)
is to exploit the stack pointer's odd behavior when byte
quantities are pushed on the stack:
MOVE .B (AO)+ ,-(SP);
;
MOVEW (SP)+,OO
;
;
MOVE.B (AO) ,OO
;

First byte to high half of
new word on stack.
Pop that new word to ~O .
First byte in place.
Second byte in place.

Clearing address registers. MOVE.L #O,An takes 12
cycles, while SUB.L An,An takes only 8 and is shorter.
(CLR doesn't work with address registers.)
Avoiding long shifts and rotates. The time the 68000
takes to shift a register is proportional to the distance being shifted: 2 additional cycles for every bit. Thus, never
rotate a long word more than 16 bits in either direction
or a word more than 8 bits. (Remember that to shift by
more than 8 bits, you have to put the shift count into a
data register. In the examples that follow, the bit count
is not a constant; the value is bracketed to show this.)

LSR .L <x>,On =
ANOW #mask,On
SWAP On
ROL.L <16-x>,On

; Remove bottom x bits.
; Rotate right by 16 bits,
; Undo to x-bit right rotate.

Fast sign-extend. While there are instructions to signextend bytes into words or words into long words, what
if you have a signed 12-bit field (from unpacking a record
or reading a OAC}? The standard way to sign-extend this
to a full 16-bit word is with
LSLW #16-12,On ; Shift so 12-bit field is left-justified.
ASRW #16-12,On ; Shift it back down sign-extended.

If you know that the bits outside the 12-bit field are zero,
you can do this without shifting. In general. if you want
to Sign-extend an N-bit field to 16 bits, define "mask" to
be _(2(N-I)}-a mask with the bottom N+ 1 bits clear. Then
the sign extension can be done using a temporary register:
MOVEW #mask,OO
AOOW OO,On
EORW OO,On

;
;
;
;

Build mask with high N+1 bits set.
Negative: top bits=O.
Positive: top bits=1.
Flip so top bits are correct.

This is always at least as fast as the shifting method, which
gets slower as N increases. Sign-extending to a long word
is faster this way if N is 3 or more.
Loading large constants, 1b move certain values into the
upper half of a data register, you might code MOVE,L
#OOxxOOOO, Dn. It's faster to replace this single instruction
with two:
MOVEO #xx, On
SWAP On

; Move value to lower half
; and clear upper half.
; Swap-put things in position.

ROL.L <16+x>,On = ROR.L <16- x >,On
ROLW <8+x>,On = RORW <8-x>,On

Clearing the upper half of a data register. Instead of doing this with AND.L #$FFFF,Dn, it's quicker to use

In shifting 16 bits or more, the first 16 bits of the shift can
be done with a SWAP to save 26 cycles in each of these
cases:

SWAP On
CLRW On
SWAP On

LSR .L <16+x>,On
CLRW On
SWAP On
LSRW < x >,On

=
; Clear bits that swap up
; and LSR.L #16,On .
; Now finish the shift.

CONCWSIONS

ASR.L <16+x>,On
SWAP On
EXTL On
ASRW < x > , On

=
; Slide down 16 bits.
; Sign-extend to a long word.
; Finish up, sign-extended.

LSL.L <16+x>,On
LSLW < x > On
SWAP On
CLRW On

=
; Shift x bits in low half.
; Shift 16 more bits.
; Throwaway bottom half.

And some long-word operations of less than 16 bits can
be optimized with SWAP. Long shifts between II and 15
bits can be speeded up with
LSL.L <x>,On =
SWAP On
ROR .L <16-x>,On
ANOW #mask,On
172

; Rotate left by 16 bits.
; Undo to x-bit left rotate.
; Remove bottom x bit~.
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; Swap high and low halves.
; Clear high half while it's low.
; Put things back in place.

Esoteric coding techniques continue to be important in
pushing processors to their limits. A machine such as
68000, which is oriented toward executing compiled highlevel languages, can still be appropriate for tight handcrafted solutions. A programmer who needs the utmost
in performance can exploit quirks in an instruction set to
great advantage. _
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The most
significant
development in
monochrome graphics
sincetlie
Hercules
Graphics Card.

Announcing
the Hercules Graphics Card Plus.
Four years ago, the Hercules'"
Graphics Card brought high resolution monochrome graphics to the
IBM®PC for the fIrst time. And revolutionized the world of personal
computers.
Now, it's happening again.
Because now there's the Hercules
Graphics Card Plus. A giant step
forward in technology that creates a
whole new standard for graphics
hardware and a world of potential for
software.
Three modes are
better than two.
Until now, graphics cards have had

only two modes to work with: text
and graphics.
Text mode is very fast, but it's
limited to 256 pre-programmed
characters.
Graphics mode, on the other hand,
lets your software create as many
characters as you want. But for text
processing, graphics mode can be
slow, painfully slow.
Enter a new, third mode.
Called RamFont:"
Two years in development,
RamFont gives you the best of both
worlds. It blends the blinding speed of
text with the fleXibility of graphics.

The heart of the Graphics
Card Plus: the Vn 2 microchip,
He:rcules' next generation
video processor that makes the
RamFont mode possible.
174
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Enough flexibility to blow the
can get the big picture.
doors off the 256-character limit of
RamFont integrated packages
text mode.
will mix true text and graphics and
Because RamFont can handle an
turn your PC's screen into a fast-lane
version of the Macintosh's:"
astonishing 3072 different characters
of various widths and heights.
And if you
Instead of 256 canned,
happen to be one of
unchangeable ones.
those geniuses who's
The future
fluent in five languages, you'll be
according to RamFont.
With all these characters and
able to type a letter
fonts to work with, software
in all of them.
will never be the same again.
Simultaneously.
RamFont word processors,
A Herculean feat.
for example, will put italics,
How did we manage
boldface, and scientific
The Hercules Printer Cableto combine the radicharacters right on the screen a $40 value, free with each
cal new RamFont on
with standard text. So you can Graphics Card Plus.
the same card with
see what you're about to print.
Hercules' legendary sharp text and
RamFont spreadsheets will use
high resolution 720x348 graphics and
smaller characters to display larger
still be 100% compatible with the
amounts of information. So you
original Hercules Graphics Card?
It wasn't easy.
In fact, it took two years and all
of the sophisticated CAD tools at our
disposal to create our exclusive Vll2
microchip:t<
This totally new generation of
video processor is at the heart of
every Hercules Graphics Card Plus.
It's also at the heart of a revolution
in software that's beginning right now.
Turn the page and you'll see what
we mean.
*Patent appliedj01:

Another Hercules
innovation: the new
LPTfl2. It's a parallel
printer port on a chip.

Inquiry 154 for End·Users. Inquiry 155 for DEALERS ONLY.
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Lot'US 1-2-3 &l. 2 in the RamFont mode of the Graphics Card Pl'US: fast scrolling,
a 90-column by 38-row screen and a pop-up graphics window.

Software will never be the same again..
The trouble with most new hardware introductions is that there isn't
any software available to introduce
them to.
Not so with the new Hercules
Graphics Card Plus.
It runs everything the original
Hercules Graphics Card runs.
Better yet, it comes complete
with the software you need to start
using the revolutionary new RamFont
mode right now with some of the
world's favorite programs.
Lotus blossoms.

Of course, if you want to talk about
the world's favorite programs, you
have to start with Lotus®1-2-3~
You won't recognize Release 2.
176
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Because now you can put nearly twice
as much information on your screen,
scrolling right and left and up and
down at speeds you'll remember-nostalgically from the days of Version lA.
Another thing you won't recognize
is that cute little graphics window.
You can thank RamFont for that.
Now that RamFont is with us,
you can pop up a graphics window any
time you're in the mood and still keep
your 1-2-3 spreadsheet in the
background.
And you can do the same with
Symphony;"of course.
Or, if your tastes tend toward
AshtonThte®'s Framework'" II, you'll
be pleased to hear that you can really

The Graphics Card Plus in RamFant mode
showing multiple fonts created using FontMan;wa
Hercules program that comes free with each Card.

Ashton-Tate's Framework II with italics and
boldface and speed in the RamFont mode of the
new Hercules Graphics Card Plus.

The programmable RamFant is so flexible,
Symphony can mix true text and graphics.

Microsoft Word in RamFont mode: italics, boldface
and small caps-plus speed and lots ofit, at last.

burn rubber with its word processor.
The revealed Word.
Speaking of word processors, remember a couple of pages ago how we said
they would be forever changed? Well,
the change has already begun.
For example, the Hercules
Graphics Card Plus with RamFont
makes Microsoft®Word a whole new
program.
Suddenly the italics, boldface,
superscripts and subscripts scroll
superfast. Which means you don't
have to twiddle your thumbs waiting
for the screen to catch up with your
fmgers.
More to come.
AB time goes by, more and more
major programs will take advantage
Inquiry 156 for End-Users. Inquiry 15 7 for DEALERS ONLY.

of the extraordinary capabilities of
RamFont.
Which gives you two choices.
You can buy a Hercules Graphics
Card Plus and look forward to getting
your socks knocked off.
Or you can buy another card and
watch while technology leaves you
and your socks behind.
1b help you make up your mind,
we've prepared a little surprise for
you on the next page.
Just make sure you're sitting down.
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Shocked?
We thought you'd be.
Imagine, the new Hercules Graphics Card Plus with
the power of RamFont plus everything that made the
original Hercules Graphics Card the monochrome standard.
At about half the old price.
Now that's progress.
Call 1-800-532-0600 ext. 202 (in Canada call 1-800-323-0601
ext. 200) for the name of an Authorized Hercules Dealer near
you and we'1l rush you a free info kit.

Hercules~

We're strong on graphics.
Address: 2550 Nint h St., Berkeley, CA 94710 Ph: 415 540-6000 Telex: 754063
Trademarks/Owners: IBMlIBM; Macintosh/Apple; Lotus, 1-2-3, Symphony/Lotus; MicrosoftlMicr osoft; Framework IIIAshton-Tate; Hercules, RamFont, FontManlHercules.
178
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Inquiry 158 for End-Users. Inquiry 159 for DEALERS ONLY.
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UNIX AND
THE MC68000
BY ANDREW L. ROOD, ROBERT

C.

CLINE, AND JON A. BREWSTER

A software perspective on the MC68000 CPU
architecture and UNIX compatibility
THE MOWROLA MC68000 CPU
architecture is well suited to UNIX
implementation; its linear. 32-bit
addressing simplifies the system programmer's task by allowing direct access to the entire memory address
space at all times. The 68000's dualstate architecture also maps conveniently into the UNIX user and kernel
modes. The CPU TRAP instruction
provides a disciplined way to move
from user to supervisor state during
a kernel call. and the RTE (return
from exception) instruction simplifies
the return from supervisor to user
state.
The MC68000 architecture provides
a powerful yet simple interrupt organization that includes seven levels of
interrupt priority. The multiple priority levels are used in UNIX implementations to help organize the kernel
device-driver code in an environment
comprised of high-speed mass
storage devices and low-speed user
rio devices (terminals) .
rio devices are used in a memorymapped manner rather than having a
set of I/O-specific instructions. This
allows the UNIX implementer to write
device drivers in a high-level language.
manipulating 1/0 devices as though

they were memory-resident data
structures.

MC68000 ARCHITECTURE
OVERVIEW
In this article. we use the programmer's model rather than the hardware
implementation when discussing the
MC68000 CPU architecture. The
MC68000 is a general-register processor; the CPU incorporates a number of internal registers that can be
loaded from main memory. manipulated. and stored in main memory.
This is different from a single-accumulator CPU such as the Intel 80286.
where most operations happen in one
register (the accumulator). or a stackoriented machine such as the HewlettPackard 3000. where all operations
occur on the stack. (See figure 1 for
a description of the registers.)
Actually. the program counter. stack
pointers. and status registers are not
considered general registers. The remaining registers are broken into two
types. address registers and data registers. Each type has a set of dedicated instructions that enrich its
general capability. For example. data
registers can handle byte (8-bit). word
(I6-bit). and long word (32-bit) data.

The address registers can be used as
software stack pointers and are intended for address calculations.
There are two distinct CPU stack
registers (see figure 1). one for each
state. and a small set of privileged instructions whose operation is statedependent. If a user program attempts to execute a privileged instruction. a trap will occur so that the
(continued)
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kernel can arbitrate the violation. The
CPU architecture provides vectored
interrupts and seven levels of interrupt priority. (Note that access to the
interrupt-level mask is a privileged
facility.) The MC68000 architecture
provides no I/O instructions. I/O is
presumed to be performed in a memory-mapped manner using the normal
LOAD and STORE instructions.
A QUICK UNIX SUMMARY

The UNIX system is a multitasking
operating system designed for software development. It has ' become
popular because of its simplicity of
design and the ease with which it can
be ported to a variety of machine architectures. The simplicity and portability are due mostly to the fact that
90 percent of the system's code is
written in the high-level language C.
UNIX is a process-oriented system.
The management of processes in the
UNIX system is fairly simple. Each runnable process (program) is placed in
a list. These processes are ordered by
a priority system. Each process shares
the CPU via a time-slicing, roundrobin, scheduling algorithm where the
process with the highest priority gets
to use the CPU first. The time slicing
is normally governed by a periodic interrupt that occurs each time a system
clock ticks.
The UNIX system is oriented around
two states of operation: operating system, or kernel. state, and user state.

31

14 15

All driver activity, process management activity, and low-level file management activity occur in the kernel
state. Processes normally run in the
user state. Each time a kernel intrinsic (operating system request) is called
by a process, a state transition
changes the user state to the kernel
state. When the intrinsic has finished,
the state is changed back to the user
state. This provides some insulation
of user processes from the system
internals.
The memory management primitives in the UNIX system make no assumptions about the sophistication of
memory management hardware available to them. UNIX systems have
been implemented with no memory
management and with sophisticated,
paged, segmented systems. Even a
memory protection scheme can be
dispensed with if the system being designed is to be just an applications
engine.
Due to the multiprocessing nature
of a UNIX operating system, some
sort of memory protection is recommended if you intend to do software
development on the machine. This is
to prevent experimental software
from writing over memory occupied
by its neighboring processes and
destroying them. It is entirely up to
the implementer to say how much
memory management power is required. Such a decision boils down to
the trade-off between price, perfor-

8 7
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Figure I: The MC68000 CPU register model.
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mance, and design schedule.
The I/O system of UNIX is designed
around two generic device models:
the block device and the character
device. Block devices are those, such
as disk and tape devices, that treat
data in blocks. Character devices are
those, such as data terminals, that
handle data one character at a time.
Strict conventions exist in the system
as to how devices of each type are to
be accessed. Such a well-defined interface makes driver writing easier.
Because driver writing makes up the
bulk of the work for most operating
system ports, the device model of the
UNIX operating system makes porting
less trying than with many other less
organized systems.
LINEAR ADDRESS SPACE

The MC68000 family of processors
has a large linear address space in
which each memory address is 32 bits
long. This allows up to 4 gigabytes of
memory to be directly addressed.
Since only 24 address lines are
brought out of the MC68000 and
MC68010 processors, only 16 megabytes are accessible in those
members of the family. (The MC68020
presents all 32 bits of address.) This
linear addressing scheme sharply
contrasts with segmented addressing
schemes, which have a small local address range and a way to relocate the
local address range within a larger
global addressing range.
Linear addressing may be the single
most important feature of the
MC68000 processor family. It greatly
simplifies the task of implementing an
operating system and makes large,
complex working sets of segment
pointers for managing process images
unnecessary. (It is also the single biggest difference between the MC68000
and the Intel 80286 CPUs.)
Theoretically, a system with the address reach of a segmented architecture is as powerful as the MC68000
with its large linear reach. However,
it is easier for programmers to use the
linear addressing scheme (a programmer in this context is an assembly language programmer or a compiler
writer).
The reasons to write in assembly
(continued)
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Put RUNICRKTM in your PC today
and run 50,000 programs that
you couldn't run yesterday!
RUN/CPM V-20 / 30 CP/ M Emulator
RUN/CPM is a revolutionary new product which combines
software and hardware to allow your PC \0 run 1,000's of programs written for the CP/MBO operating system. For years,
popular 8 bit computers such as "Kaypro ". "Osborne", and
" Morrow" have relied on this vast library of high quality, inexpensIve software, which can now be accessed by your PC.
A simple replacement 01 your PC 's 8088 or 8086
microprocessor with a dual 8/ 16 bit N.E.C. V·20 or V-30
microprocessor creates a system capable of running both
CP/M80. and MS-QOS/PC-DOS sollware. In addi tion to adding 8 Oil CP/M compatibility, your PC's overa ll performance
will improve by up to 30% as a result 01 the speedup
characteristics of the V·20 and V-30 microprocessors . Running CP/ M software directly from CP/M disks is easy thanks
to RUN / CPM 's disk emulation featu re. which will allow your
PC 's floppy drives to directly READ, WRITE , and FORMAT
over 175 dille rent CP/M disk formats! You will also be able
to run CP/M programs in full color. from a hard disk or RAM
disk, and you can even run MS-DOS background programs
such as Borland's "Sidekick" on top of CP/M programsL
Add pop-up windows. terminal emulation. and help screens
and it is easy to see why RUN / CPM is fast becoming the defacto standard in CP/M emulation soHware .

REA O/ CPM CP/ M Disk Emulation
REAO/CPM adds CP/M disk compatibility to your PC, XT. or
AT. Now your PC can directly READ , WRITE. and FORMAT
over 175 different CP/M disks using DOS commands such as
" COPY ," "TYPE," " OIR" OIc . REAO/CPM supportsa varie·
ty 01 disk drives Including 51J~ If, 3V2 and with lhe proper
disk controller even supports 8 " disk drives. REAO/CPM is
the solulion to your disk compatibility problems.
If ,

Run CP/M®Z80 for
the incredible price of

" It's an excellent
program backed by
a knowledgeable
company, "

ROBERT ATHEY
Micro Times
", , , the mQst
powerful of all the
emulators reviewed,"

TED DRUDE
Computer Shopper

-------------,
I WANT TO ORDER!
To order by phone,
or for a dealer nearest you,

CALL (800) 637-7226
Technical Info call (305) 823-8088
Copies

ProauCI

Price

_RUNICPM requ iresY·20/30

$99 .95

_

$199 .95

RUNICPM l80 (Board 5mt12)

_RUN/CPMl80H(Board9mhz)

$499.95

_READ/CPM

$49.95

_V·2D8mhz·Reptaces8088up $24 .95
108Mhz
_Y·205mhz · ReplmsBOBBup $14 .95
105Mhz
_ Y·30amhl · Rep13ces80B6up $29.95
to8Mhz
_Y·30IOmhz·Reptaces8086up $49.95
1010 Mhz (NEW)
_
MICRUN80 (UDI)requlresv-20/30$450.00

The RUN /CPM l-80 co-processor gives you
all 01 Ihe incredible feature s of RUN/CPM,
plus the advantage of the full l-80 instruction
_MICRUN805MHll80Board
$595.00
set at a price you can afford. Never before has
_
MICRUN80 9 MHl lao Board
$995.00
it been easier to add l-80 compatibility to your
_
MICRUN86(UOI)
$450.00
PC, XT, or AT. The RUN/CPM l80 coprocessor board comes complete with 64K of
88
memory, a 5M hz clock, and of course the inAdd $5.00 shipping charge per order except lor V·20/JO
credible RUN /C PM emulation software. Plug
chips which Include shipping . Inlernalionalorders
add $10.00
this card into one of your PC's slots and within
minutes you will be running the most powerful
P~ymen' . VISA Me MOp.jEV ORDER C.O.O. · Ada 53 (loHars
CP/M software available, including the most
popular assemblers, compilers, debuggers,
CrediICardExpiralion _ _ _ ' _ _
and wide variety of application programs such
Card"
as word processors and spreadsheets, Our
ISIS-II emulation option will even allow you to
run " Intel " development languages on your
Name _ __ _ _ __ __ _ __
PC, or AT. If you want to step up to the
Address _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
ultimate in high speed l80 processing, then
City _ _ _ _ _ S,ale _ _ _ __
check out our RUN/CPM l80-H full size coZip _ _ _ Tel. _ _ _ I _ __
processor available for only $499.95. Running
in excess of 9mhz with 128 K memory on
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ON
board , this co-processor virtually blows away
All PRODUCTS. SOFTWARE IS NOT
COPY PROTECTED.
the competition! Both the RUN/CPM l80 &
l80- H co- processo rs c:oo:m~e:",~w~it~h~t~h~e~.JL_ _
RUN/CPM emulator
software and are backed
Micro Interfaces Corpora Ion
by our 30 day
t Miami Florida 33015
money back guarantee.
6824 fI,W , 169th str~~06004680 MICRO IflTER CO
(305) 823-8088 - Telex
.
VAR Dealers, Inquiries InVited
M
OE,
'
""'1[ 01:1

$199.95

TOlal

__

-::--:-:=:::----l
r

• Requires V-2D or V-3D microprocessor

------ --~

RUN/CPM IS a registered trademark 01 Micro Interfaces Corporation ; Sidekick is a registered trademark of Borland lnlernaOonal: Kaypro is a registered trademark of the Kaypro Corporalion: Intel is a registered trademark 01 the Intel
Corporation: CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research ; laO is a registered trademark of the Zilog Corporation ; ISIS·I[ & ISIS'11I are registered trademarks 01 the Intel Corporation.

RUN INTEL SOFTWARE ON IB M PC's

Transform an IBM PC , XT, AT, or compatible into a totally integrated Intel Micro Development System, capable of running 8 bit ISIS-II , and 16 bit ISIS-II (UDI) software while
remaining 100% MS-DOS compatible. MICRUN 80 and MICRUN 86 are Universal Development Interfaces which will allow you to increase your development capabilities with
faster, more reliable and affordable PC based work stations. The MICRUN80 (UDI) utili zes the N.E.C. V-20/30 microprocessor to execute 8 bit Intel software on a PC , or XT, 2
to 3 times faster then an Intel MDSI For ultra fast execution speed, our l80 co-processor version of MICRUN 80 runs in excess of 9 Mhz and is PC "AT" compatible. The
MICRUN86 (UDI) is the perfect solution for running 16 bit ISIS-III software on PC 's or XT's, and AT's and does not require any additional hardware . Both MICRUN80, and
MICRUN86 come complete with a lu ll featured communication program for transferring Intel software to your PC or choose our 8" compatibility option, which will allow you to
connect an 8" disk drive to your PC and directly access single density 8" Intel format disks . Micro Interfaces Corporation has brought the power of Intel development to the
PC, and in doing so provided you with an affordable alternative to the high cost of Intel development. To order, or obtain more information call the toll free number listed above
or refer to the order coupon.
fnquiry 229 for RUN ICPM. Inquiry 230 for Intel on PCs.
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language are varied, but it often
comes down to speed, space optimization, and minimal complexity. Keeping the compiler writer's job easy has
paid off in two ways: first. high-quality
compilers were available early in the
MC68000 life cycle: second, the compilers have been of high enough quality to reduce the amount of assembly
language programming.
One drawback of linear addressing
is that the code density of the actual
machine instructions may suffer from
the presence of many long addresses
(the top byte of which is nearly always
0). This problem is alleviated somewhat by short (l6-bit) relative addressing modes. However, UNIX implementations prefer separate instruction and
data areas, and, consequently, the
relative addressing modes are used
infrequently.
Address space management becomes easy with a large, linear address space. The compiler needs to
be concerned with only three spaces:
code, data, and stack. Also, the operating system can quickly allocate and
deallocate any number of easily accessible memory fragments. Very
large processes such as those for expert systems can be designed easily
because you don't have to be concerned about the overhead involved
in passing control between routines

in different code segments.
The same can be said for the use
of large data structures. UNIX includes many application programs
whose memory image exceeds I
megabyte and that use individual data
structures several hundred kilobytes
in size. There is also a class of recursive programs that are heavy stack
users. A machine such as the 80286
with a 64K-byte stack limit can be a
real disadvantage in this type of
application.
Another nice feature of a large address space is that parts of it can be
easily reserved for other functions. An
example is mapping I/O device interfaces into memory. Many megabytes
of address space may be allocated for
I/O without impacting other needs.
(Segmented-architecture machines
typically provide a separate I/O address space to keep the intersegment
communication to a minimum.) Figure
2 shows an example of address
allocation.
DUAL PROCESSOR STATES
The MC68000 is a dual-state processor. The processor has two stack
registers, one used while in the supervisor state and the other used while
in the user state. When an instruction
is executed that changes the CPU
state, the stack is automatically
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Figure 2: A typical MC68000 address allocation scheme.

changed as well. The CPU provides
status lines coming off-chip to allow
support chips (such , as an external
memory management unit) to determine the current CPU state.
The state of the CPU can be determined by reading the supervisor state
bit in the CPU status register. There
is a small set of privileged instructions, including STOP RESET RTE.
MOVE to SR, AND, EOR, OR, and
MOVE (word) IMMEDIATE to SR, that
operate differently in user state than
in supervisor state. In user state they
cause a privilege violation and associated CPU fault. In supervisor state
they modify the CPU as indicated.
Note that any instruction that explicitly sets the supervisor portion of the
status register (SR) is a privileged instruction.
Interrupts are dispatched in supervisor state even if the CPU was processing in user state when the interrupt occurred.
UNIX USE OF DUAL STATES
In UNIX a process is a user task that
has resources allocated to it. including
main memory, CPU time, I/O processing, and space in system tables. It is
by time-slicing processes that UNIX
performs multitasking.
Figure 3 shows a memory-oriented
picture of a process. Normal processes have a kernel and user side,
each of which contains code, data,
and stack. Process 0, the original process, acts as the scheduler in the system. Process 0 is unique in that it has
no user side, only a kernel side.
A zombie process is a process that
has no user side and no kernel side:
in fact. a zombie process has no memory allocated to it at all. It is simply
an entry in the process table waiting
to be deallocated .
UNIX kernel code normally executes in the supervisor state of the
CPU, and the UNIX user code normally executes in the user state of the
cpu. In the UNIX framework there is
a distinguished user called the superuser. The concept of a superuser
should not be confused with the
supervisor or kernel portion of a process. A superuser process is a normal
process from the CPU perspective,
(continued)
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operating systems than UNIX this
four-state CPU can provide a good implementation vehicle. In the UNIX environment it is not immediately clear
that four CPU states are required or
even useful.

but one that is distinguished by the
superuser process identification
number (pid). The pid is checked by
the operating system during certain
critical operations. for example.
mounting new file-system devices.
Only superuser processes are allowed to perform these operations.
Any process (even those belonging to
the superuser) has both a kernel side.
which executes in the supervisor state
of the CPU. and a user side. which executes in the CPU 's user state.
In contrast to the dual privilege
levels associated with UNIX. the
80286 processor provides four levels
of privilege. each protected from the
levels above it. For more sophisticated
,

TRAP DISCIPLINE

The TRAP instruction can be used to
implement kernel calls and the associated state change from user to
supervisor. A matching RTE instruction is used to return to the user state.
The register environment can be used
to pass information to the kernel. such
as the type of kernel call being made.
(The registers must be saved explicitly by the kernel as desired.)
.-

~

.......
kernel
global data

user data
kernel side
of process

kernel
shared code

user code
user side
u_area

of process

user stack

(u_area
contains
saved CPU
state for
sleeping
process. etc.)

,

Figure 3: A

per-process
kernel stack

graphic description of a process. showing user and kernel elements.

ThE USER VIEW
OF A KERNEL CALL USING

TRAP

; Syscall(callno,arg1,arg2)
Perform the kernel call indicated by call no.
Send arg1 and arg2 (typically pointers) to the
kernel as part of the call.
Syscall move. I 4(sp),dO
move.I 8(sp),d1
move.I 12(sp),d2
trap

#1

rts

;
;
;
;

Get the kernel call number.
Get the first argument (arg1) .
Get the second argument from
the stack.

; Trap to supervisor state.

The kernel call is a frequently used
operation. but typically a costly one.
Overhead involved in trapping to the
kernel includes TRAP and RTE instructions. register state save and
restore. kernel call decode and
dispatch. and kernel call implementation . See the text boxes "The User
View of a Kernel Call Using TRAP. "
below. and "The Kernel View of a
Kernel Call " on page 186.
The 80286 processor implements a
more complex state-transition mechanism using call gates to allow procedures to transfer control to the
same or more privileged levels. This
scheme is more complex than the
MC68000 implementation of CPU
state transition. and it is exactly this
added complexity that makes UNIX
implementation with the 80286 more
difficult.

UNIX

CONTEXT SHIFTING

Context shifting in the UNIX system
is the operation of putting the currently executing process to sleep and
resuming the execution of some other
process. Because of the process
orientation of UNIX. and its timesliCing algorithms for scheduling. context shifting is frequently performed.
Context shifting occurs either at the
end of a kernel call or in response to
some interrupt during user state processing (e.g.. the heartbeat interrupt
from the system clock) . Context-shift
overhead includes saving the currently executing process state. selecting a
new process to run . and restoring the
state of the new process. (See the text
boxes "CPU State Save in a Context
Shift" on page 188 and "CPU State
Resume in a Context Shift" on page
190.)
The 80286 provides a complex task
environment that allows high-performance context shifting between
tasks. As with the privilege architecture of the 80286. the task separation
mechanism is more powerful than is
required in a UNIX implementation.
KERNEL VIEW OF CONTEXT
SHIFTING

The kernel view of context shifting involves two functions: sleep and switch
(see figure 4) . Sleep is a function that.
(co"ti"u ed)
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more you need a CM-100. Whether
you're a student or professional,
it's the one piece of hardware that
will make designing your software
easier. For more information, call
1 (800) 553-3338 X34.
Apple and IBM are trademarks of the Apple and IBM Corporations.
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I

Keeps on growing•••

New disks recently added to our library
of user-supported and public domain
software for the PC:

THE KERNEL VIEW
OF A KERNEL CALL

D

I

#471 Present VS.1 Make your own slide shows
for business or home using your color monitor,
D #477 Name Grem/Break Down/Fone Word
Do anagrams. find what words your phone number
makes,
D #480 PC·Outilne Outline and organize
information, much like Thinktank,
D #481 Stili River Shell Makes DOS easy to use,
D #483 Mall Master Keeps track of multiple lists,
sorts and prints by city, state. zip and name,
D #485 Icon Maker and FJ(·Matrlx Makes
graphics characters like the MAC for your screen
and you can paint them on your EPSON printer,
D #487 Reflex PoInt An action game modeled after
the ROBOTECH cartoon series,
D #492 NutrIent Tracks your diet and its caloriel
nutrient value,
D #494,495,496 The World DIgitIzed Find over
100.000 different locations in the world and display
them on screen,
D #498 DOS-e·Matlc Load different programs and
manipulate them with single keystrokes,
D #499 PROCOMM Communications with
XMODEM, KERMIT, ASCII protocols, supports IBM·
3101. OECVT5211000, ADM·3 and ANSI.
D #501 & 502 Saleseye Tracks prospects. leads
and memos and prints letters with that information,
D #503 Reliance Mailing Ust Keeps track of
multiple lists. sorts and prints by specific groupgood for custom mailing ,
D #506 Bibliography of Buslne •• EthIcs and
Moral Values The regularly updated master
bibliography for those doing papers and research
involving business ethics,
D #507 PC·Sprint Software and instruction on how
to cheaply speed up your system 2- 3 times,
D #508 & 509 Statistics Tools Factor experiments,
"FORGET· IT" plots, simultaneous confidence
intervals, randomization tests. expected mean
squares,
D #510 Visible PASCAL Complier Learn to
program PASCAL and watch the internal functions
of PASCAL as it runs,
D #511 Turbo Spritel8nd Animation Create,
maintain and animate your own images in TURBO
PASCAl.

; trap
The address of this routine is placed in memory at the
address of vector 33 (the TRAP 1 vector) ; that is, at
memory location 132 decimal. When the TRAP #1 instruction
is executed , the CPU generates an internal exception and
automatically transfers to this routine in supervisor
state, The user return address and status register are
saved on the supervisor stack,

I

On entry it is presumed that the registers contain :
dO . , , the kernel call number
d1 , . . first argument to the kernel call
d2 . .. second argument to the kernel call
Typically the arguments are pointers into the user's data
space.
trap

RECENT DISK UPDATES

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

o
o

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

# 5 PC· File Ver. 4
# 78 PC·Wrlte Ver, 2,6/1
#124 Extended Batch Ver, 2,04a
#199 PC·Calc Ver, 3
#212.334 RBBS·PC (2 disks) Ver, 3,7
#388 100 Letters Ver, 1.1
#393 Checkbook Ver, 2
#395 Home Inventory Ver, 2
#397 Checkbook Program Ver, 3,31
#402 IBM 370 Cross Assembler Ver, 1.1
#403 Computer Tutor Ver, 4,2
#417 ADA Prolog Ver, 1.90
#449 Gags Vers, 1.06
#468 CPA Ledger Ver, 1.1
350·page directory (disks 1·30R) ,
' $8,95
Printed Supplement(disks 301·454) , , , , , , , '$3,95
1 yr, PC·SIG Membership ($35 foreign)
,, $20
Includes printed directory. supplement, bimonthly
magazine

,
;
;
;
;

movem .1 #OxFFFE, - (sp)
usp,aO
move.I
move.I aO, - (sp)
move.I
move.I
move.I

dO, - (sp)
d1 , - (sp)
d2, - (sp)

jsr

C-trap

; Save registers dO-d7 and aO-a6.
; Save the user stack pointer.

;
;
;
;
;

Push the incoming parameters so
a high-level language routine
can access them using standard
compiler parameter passing
techniques.

; Call a C handler to perform
; the desired kernel call.

After the kernel call, this process may be context-shifted
out. We have saved the user stack pointer with the register
set so that we can do a complete restore later after some
other user process has run.

add.1

#12,sp

; Strip the parameters off
; the stack.

move. I

(sp) + ,aO

; Get the saved user stack
; pointer.

Any 5 Disks plus 1·Year Membership $39

move.I

aO,usp

Restore user stack pointer.

Disks are $6 each, Add $4 postage and handling ($10
foreign)- CA residents add state sales tax,

movem ,1 + (sp),#Ox7FFF

, Restore registers a6-aO and
; d7-dO,

rte

;
;
;
;

SPECIAL

Total Enclosed $ _ by 0 Check 0 VISA 0 MC
Card No,_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Exp, date_ _ _ Phone _ _ _ _ _ __
Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ _ Zip _ _
To order. call: 800·245·6717
In CA: 800·222·2996
For technical questions or
local orders: (408) 730·9291
1030·0 East Duane Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
213

Return from exception back
to the user, restori ng the
CPU status and returning
to user state of the CPU,
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by Michael Fischer

by William H. Murray, III
and Chris H. Pappas
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Osborne's Assembly Language
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interrupts, subroutines, and more.
Well-organized , complete and
illustrated.
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design of Intel's newly acclaimed
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when called, returns after some interval. during which other processes may
have executed. Switch is the function
that actually performs the selection of
a new process and transfers control

to that process.
The kernel also provides a wakeup
function . Wakeup is used to make a
process (which has been sleeping,
waiting for some external event) ready

CPU STATE SAVE
IN A CONTEXT SHIFT
; save(save-area)
The function save() saves the CPU register state
in preparation for a later resume call . Registers
and user stack pointer are saved in save-area[17] .
This save call returns 0, indicating it is the first
return from save. When resume simulates the second
return from save, it will return 1.
The save-area will look like:
user stack ptr

[16] = usp
[15] = a7
[14] = a6

saved registers
a7,a6,a5, .. . ,a1 ,aD
d7,d6,d5, ... ,d1 ,dO

[1]

< - - - save-area [0]

save

move.w #Ox2700,sr

; Go to high-priority supervisor
; state to prevent interrupts during
; this function call . This also clears
; the rest of the status bits.

move. I

; Get address of register save-area.

4(sp),aO

movem.1 #OxFFFF,(aO) +

; Save all registers.

move.I

usp,a1

; Get user stack pointer.

move. I

a1,(aO)

; Save the user stack pointer.

= d1
= dO

UNIX

,
; Note that a1, aO, and dO are used as working registers here although
; they are also saved with the rest of the registers.

#OxO,dO

move.w #Ox2000,sr

;
;
;
;

FORK PARADIGM

In UNIX all processes are created by
making copies of existing processes,
except. of course, the first process,
which is handcrafted by the kernel
during system boot-up. This process
then splits in two using a fork( ) operation. Each child of this first process
in turn can divide as many times as
needed to create processes to perform all tasks desired.
1b perform a new task, a child process may overlay itself with a new
program image using an exec kernel
call. Figure 6 shows the fork operation
pictorially and demonstrates why the
term fork was chosen for this operation .

; At this point other processing may occur, for example, the saving
; of other types of process description information, especially
; the stack image that contains the return address for this call.

move.1

to run. This is typically after the event
has occurred.
Figure 4 shows sleep in a context
switch. Sleep calls switch, which in
turn performs two operations; it saves
the current process's state and then
selects the next process to run and
runs it. Switch uses two critical functions to perform this: save and
resume. Save is a function that. when
called once, returns twice. Resume is
a function that never returns. Resume
actually transfers to some other save,
acting as the second return for that
save call.
Figure 5 shows an example of control flow from process A to process
B and back again to process A. The
execution of a sleep call in process
A eventually calls switch, which calls
save. The save call first returns a 0
value. This call also saves the state of
process A for later resumption. Control after the first return from the save
call continues into a resume call. This
transfers control to process B. Later,
process B will itself execute a resume
call that transfers control back to process A. This resume (from 8) acts as
the second return of the save call in
process A. This time the save returns
the value I , which causes switch to
return to the sleep call. which returns
to the user process.
Save's primary responsibility is to
save the CPU state so that it can be
included as part of the saved process
image. The image can later be resumed.

The return value for this save
call is O. For this example the
return value is presumed to be in
dO upon return from function call.

; Go to low-priority supervisor
; state and enable interrupts.

rts

(continued)
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cmx®Micro-20

68020

Single-Board Computer

CPU STATE RESUME
IN A CONTEXT SHIFT

Mainframe CPU Performance
on a 5.75" x 8.8" Board
(benchmark resu lt s available on request)

,
; resume(save-area, . ... )
Resume the process whose saved CPU state is at save-area.
resume move.w #Ox2700,sr

move.I

4(sp),aO

; Go to high-priority supervisor
; state so you don1 get interrupted
; during this state transition.
; Get the pointer to the CPU saved
; state.

; Here you may access other parameters, such as memory management
; information about how to map the new process.
; Before resuming the new process, its image must be appropriately
; restored (and possibly mapped using an MMU).

MHz Version
$2565-00 Quantity12.5Discounts
Available

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

32-Blt MC68020 Processor (12.5 or 16.67 Mhz)
MC688Bl Floating-point coprocessor (optional)
2 Megabytes 01 32-blt wide, high-speed RAM
4 RS-232 Serial I/ O Ports (expandable to 20)
B-bit Parallel I/O Port ('Centronics' compatible)
Time-ol-Day Clock w/baltery backup
16-blt I/O Expansion Bus
Up to 256 Kbytes 01 32-blt wide EPROM
Floppy Disk Controller lor two 5", " drives
SASI Intelligent Peripheral Interface (SCSI subset)
Mounts directly on a 5".' Disk Drive

movem.1 (aO) + ,#OxFFFF ; Restore all CPU registers.
; This includes a7, the
; supervisor stack pointer that
; still points to the return
; address of the original call.
move. I

(aO),a1

; Get the user stack pointer,

move.I

a1,usp

; Restore the user stack pointer.

move.I

#Ox1,dO

; Get a 1 as the return value for
; the upcoming simulated return
; to save().

move,w #Ox2000,sr

; Go to low-priority supervisor
; state, that .is, reenable
; interrupts.

rts

; Return using the return address
; copy from the original call
; to save.

Software
Included:
• GMX Version 01 Motorola's 020Bug Debugger
with up/download, breakpoint, trace , singlestep, and assembler/disassembler capabilities
• Comprehensive Hardware Diagnostics

Optional:
UNIXTM·like Multi·userIMu/ti-tasking
Disk Operating Systems

• OS-9/6BOOOTM (Real-time and PROMable)
• UnlFLEXTM
Programming Languages and Application
Software

• BASIC, C. PASCAL, FORTRAN, COBOL, and
ASSEMBLER
• Spreadsheet, Data Base Management, and
Word Processing

c:mxlnc

1337 West 37th Place
Chicago, IL 60609
(312) 927-5510. TWX 910-221-4055

State-ol-the-Art Computers
Since 1975
190
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The programmer's view of the fork
call is that of a function, fork( ), which,
when called once, returns twice. (See
the text box "A Programmer's View of
Fork( )" on page 196). It returns once
in the calling process with the pid of
the new process created. It returns a
second time in a new process that is
an exact copy of the original except
that the new process has a different
pid number and the fork call returns
the value O.
During the context shift operation
the kernel function save is used to

save the process state and prepare a
second flow of control to be used in
the new process. Rather than terminating in a resume call. the first
return from the save continues as the
control flow in the parent process.
(See the text box ''A Kernel View of
Fork()" on page 198.)
INTERRUPT HANDLING AND

UNIX
The MC68000 processor provides a
great deal of flexibility for the system
(continued)
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designer in handling interrupts. As propriate location in memory or vecwith most processors. all interrupts . tor is used to fetch the starting adcan be handled in a vectored fashion. dress of the appropriate interrupt
This is where each interrupt. internal handler. and control is transferred to
and external. is associated with a loca- it (this is also how things work on the
tion in memory (the vector address) Intel 80286 processor) . Figure 7
that holds the address of the handling shows how vectored interrupts access
interrupt handlers.
routine for that particular interrupt.
But this is all the 80286 really offers:
When an interrupt occurs. the apthe MC68000 offers a seven-level precessor priority scheme for selectively masking interrupts. Each interruptsleep()
(
ing device is assigned a priority level.
When the processor is set to a parswitch( )
ticular priority level. all interrupts at
that level and below are held off. This
allows higher-level. more critical interrupts to supersede the handling of
switch( )
lower-level. less critical interrupts. The
(
tntel 80286 allows only for the turnif (save(proc) == 1)
ing on and off of all interrupts simulreturn
taneously. which is much less flexible.
This selective masking of interrupts
< select new process>
is very useful to the UNIX system.
Consider a low-priority event. the
resume(new process)
}
scheduling event triggered by a
periodic interrupt from the system
clock. While the scheduling of a proFigure 4: Sleep in a context switch.
cess must occur in the multiprocessSleep calls switch. which saves the
ing UNIX system. it is not crucial that
current process state and then selects the
it
be done at a precise moment. Any
next process to run and runs it.
time the scheduling process is taking

Process A executing
sleep( )
- - > switch()
-..: > save(A) . .. [saves the CPU state of process Al

< - - returns ... [on first return save() returns 01
< select process B>
resume B --------- > Process B executing
sleep()
-- > switch()

place. another interrupt can be handled without harm to the overall operation of the system.
Consider also a high-priority event.
the disk interrupt indicating that a sector on the disk has been located. If
this interrupt is not serviced immediately. the disk will rotate beyond
the desired sector and time will be
lost waiting for it to come around
again. Such delays could impact system performance greatly. This is especially true with UNIX because it is
traditionally a disk-based system. It is
easy to see that you would want the
disk interrupt to supersede the handling of process-scheduling chores.
On the MC68000 this is easily accomplished by making the disk interrupt a higher priority than the clock
interrupt. This allows the disk interrupt to supersede the scheduling precess and ensure that it is serviced
immediately to prevent any disk performance loss.
On processors where interrupts cannot be selectively masked by priority. the disk interrupt would have to be
held off while the scheduling interrupt
is handled. Unless external interrupt
priority hardware was provided. the
disk sector would be missed and system performance would suffer. From
the preceding example you can see
the advantages of the MC68000 interrupt system for UNIX implementations.
You can also see that it is not necessarily just an advantage for a UNIX
system. The situation described in the
example could arise in many systems
today. The MC68000 interrupt architecture provides the flexibility
necessary to build an efficient interrupt control system.

\ '

C LANGUAGE COMPATIBILITY
-- > save(B)
< -- returns 0

< select process A >
< - - - - - - - - - - - - - resume(A)
< -- returns ... [on second return (from a resume) 1
[save() returns 1

< -- returns
Process A continues execution

Figure 5: Context shift control flow.

1

UNIX. the MC68000. and C are all well
suited for each other. C itself is a good
systems programming language. In
fact. 90 percent of the UNIX operating
system and most of the user programs
for UNIX are written in C. Since the
MC68000 allows for a very efficient C
compiler. this in turn provides an efficient UNIX implementation.
The compiler writer's task is made
easy by the MC68000. The portable
(continued)
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INTRODUCING FUJITSU'S DX FAMIlY OF PRINTERS

lAKING PC PRODUCTIVITY

TO NEW-HEIGHTS' '

Choose the 80-column DX2100, or the 136column DX2200. For sheer print volume, these Fujitsu
printers can't be topped . At 110 lines per minute, their
throughput is almost double that of most major
competitors.
The built-in bi-direttional tractor speeds paper
handling too. Just flick a switch to go from continuous
forms to single-sheet feeding, without removing
cumbersome pptional tractors or tractor paper.
Tne well-designed operator panel gives you fast,
convenient control of all pr.inter functions, and enables
you to identify error conditions quickly.
"'DX printers won't distract you from your work
either-thanks to thej t qt;! iet operation at less than 55 dBA

r

And in addition to fast spread sheets, Fujitsu 's
DX printers produce near-Iefter-quality print and excellent
graphics. They'll grdw with your needs, too. Upgrading
to color, or changing your system 'interface, is as easy as
pJugging in a new module.
You can put these 'fine printers to work for a lot
less than you might expect. And' if costs next to nothing
to keep fhem working. Tbey.come .with a superb reliability
rating of 6000 hours MTBF, and a full o'n e-year warrqnty.
For more information about the new Fujitsu DX
family of printers, call, Fujitsu America , Peripheral Products
Division , at (800) 626-4686. Get the personal priot.ers
that really produce.

WE'RE DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGY FOR YOU.

FUJITSU
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C compiler was designed for a register
machine with two types of generalpurpose registers. Setting up the data
and address registers as these two
types works very well. The MC68000's
nearly orthogonal instruction set
helps keep code generation straightforward. (An orthogonal instruction
set is one in which any registers can

be used with any instructions and with
any addressing modes.)
The result of having a CPU that supports an efficient compiler is a code
density (number of assembly instructions per C statement) that is good
enough for libraries, system work, and
even I/O drivers. The C programmer
does see the CPU peeking through

now and then even though C is a highlevel language. For example, proper
use of the register statement requires
CPU knowledge.
C on the MC68000 also allows for
efficient pointer/integer arithmetic.
This is due to the 32-bit linear address
space. An integer and a pointer are
both 32-bit quantities.

Control Flow View of Fork

The MC68000 has some weaknesses
with regard to UNIX implementation,
primarily the omission of features that
are typically implemented separately from the CPU using other VLSI support or discrete implementations. One
point in favor of the MC68000 is that
its architecture generally does not
prohibit or impede external implementation of missing features.
The most glaring omission in the
MC68000 family is memory management. The MC68000 philosophy is to
do nothing for memory management
rather than do a partial job. The
MC68000 CPU generates 32-bit logical addresses. If these are to be
translated into physical addresses, offprocessor hardware to perform the
translation must be provided. (Memory management typically consists of
address translation and address
bounds checking.)
First. consider address translation.
Address translation involves a distinction between logical addresses (namespace addresses used in a program)
and physical addresses. those that are
presented to the main memory. Figure
8 demonstrates this logical/physical
distinction using a system block
diagram. Address translation allows
several processes to use an identical
logical address space while using
completely separate portions of
physical address space. This permits
several copies of the same process to
coexist in one physical memory.
Because UNIX uses the fork
paradigm to duplicate user processes
and implement mUltitasking, some
form of memory management is highly desirable, and here there is an advantage to the MC68000 philosophy.
Since there is no memory management on board the MC68000, UNIX
implementers are forced to choose

MISSING FEATURES
Programmer's View

I

main()

parent
process

{

fork()

parent
process

child
process

(fork
returns
child id)

(fork
returns 0)

Figure 6: The programmer's view of a fork( ) call.
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Figure 7: Vectored interrupts.
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AVOCET
INTRODUCES
CRO
ASSEMBLERS.

New AVMAC ™Macro crossassemblers, combined with
our simulators, emulators
and EPROM programmers,
turn your PC or VAX into a
complete development
system.
AVMAC is fast. Its transparent
buffering scheme provides the
speed of memory-based assembly without restricting file size.
And, AVMAC has one of the most
comprehensive macro facilities
available.
AVMAC is loaded with features that make your development job easier.You get source
code flexibility; AVMAC supports
over 1000 relocatable segments.
AVLlNK™ linker and AVLlB™
librarian support modular programming with full control over
segment combination and placement. AVREF™ generates crossreferences by line and
procedure. And, AVMAC gives
you informative, plain English
error messages .
Inquiry 32

AVMAC offers superior compatibility with manufacturers'
assembly languages. And it's
designed to work hand-in-hand
with AVSIMTM, Avocet's software
simulator/debugger.
Every company talks about
service. But at Avocet we're
committed to satisfying customer
requests for in-stock items in 2-3
working days. And that's a fact!
For easy access, call our 800
number for ordering, product
information and technical assistance . We're also interested in
your ideas on how we can better
serve your needs.
AVMAC Macro Cross-assemblers
MSDOS '", PCDOS '" ............... $349
XMAC68K . . . . .. . .... . ....... . ... $595
VAX '" /UNIX '" ....
. ........ $995

Target Microprocessor
Families Supported:
6804
6805
6809
1802 / 1805
8048 /8041
8051

6502 /65C02
6800/01,6301
NEC 7500
8085
COP400
F8 /3870

Z8
Z80
68H11
HD64180
68020
68000 /68010

NEW!

TMS32010

TMS32020

In addition to AVMAC,
Avocet provides everything
you need to develop microprocessor software.
AVSIMfull-screenSimulatorl
Debuggers make software
simulation practical. Test your
code in a crashproof, interactive environment, without additional hardware. Price $299,

TRICE™ self-powered
In-circuit Emulators recognize 34 different commands;

set break points, single-step,
trace and more. Priced from '
$498 ,

AVPROM™ Programmers
work with any PC. Program
over 37 different devices,
including EPROMs through
27512, CMOS and E2PROMS,
and MPU/EPROM combos,
using fast, "adaptive" algorithms , From $429. Gang programmers from $979,
To find out more about Avocet
software development tools,
call us toll-free:

1-800-448-8500
(In the U,S, except Alaska,)
VISA and Mastercard
accepted . Most popular disk
formats now available-please
specify. Software shipment by
second-day air within the continental U.S, included . Special
handling and other shipping
additional; call for exact quotes.
OEM INQUIRIES INVITED. Avocet Systems Inc., P.O , Box 490B16, Rockport, Maine 04856,
(207) 236-9055. Telex: 467210
AVOCETCI.

Avocn Y
SYSTEMS *NC:
'" signifies manufacturer's trademark
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their own style of memory management hardware and can select the
trade-off between performance. price.
and design schedule that is best for
their target market.
MC68000 UNIX implementations
on the market range in memory management unit complexity from no extra hardware to an MMU providing

A

segmentation and paging. Memory
management also involves memory
protection. often implemented by
bounds registers that are compared
to user logical addresses. Memory
protection allows several processes to
coexist in the same physical memory
without overwriting each other or
reading each other's data.

PROGRAMMER'S VIEW
OF FORK( )

main()

{
f*
* Simple fork example program.

*'

int child-pid;

/* ...

*'

= fork();
if (child-pid == 0)
child-pid

{

,*
* This is executing in the' child process.

*f
printf(" Hi from the child process. \ n");

,** At this point the child process may

Memory protection is highly desirable in a multiuser environment to
protect users from each other. Although the MC68000 itself does not
provide any form of memory protection. it does incorporate VLSI MMUs.
the MC68451 and the MC6885I. The
MC684 5I MMU provides memory
translation in a segmented fashion
and memory protection associated
with each segment. The MC68851
provides address translation and
bounds checking in a paged
environment.
The 80286 provides two modes of
addressing: Real Address Mode and
Protected Virtual Address Mode.
When operating in Real Address
Mode. the CPU issues logical addresses. as does the MC68000. When
operating in Protected Virtual Address Mode the 80286 performs
memory translation and bounds and
privilege checking on board the CPU.
It is possible to use this virtual address mode to implement process
separation in UNIX. This area is one
in which the 80286 architecture
makes implementation of UNIX easy.
in that the implementer is not required to add external memory management hardware.

* overlay itself with another command

* using an exec cali; the fork-exec sequence
* is the "normal" way to start a new program .
*
* Here the new program '1actorize" is called
* to overlay the child process image.

*'

u

execv('1actorize ,argv);

}
if (child-id

{

>

0)

,** This is executing in the parent process.
*f
printf(" Hello from the parent process. \ nUl ;
printf(U My child's id is %d \ n" ,child-pid);

if (child-pid = = - 1)

{
/*
* This is executing in the parent process,
* but the fork( ) failed, so there is no
* child process.

*'

printf(U FORK FAILED! Awk! \ nUl;

}
I
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INTERRUPrIBILITY
The 68000 CPU is not restartable for
all instructions. If the execution of a
given instruction causes a fault (e.g..
because of an MMU bounds violation). that instruction cannot necessarily be restarted transparently.
'Transparently here implies that the
restart occurs in such a manner that
the interrupted process cannot detect
that the interrupt and restart have
occurred.
Some MC68000 instructions can be
aborted in such a manner that the internal CPU status cannot be recovered
and restored. Such instructions cannot be restarted transparently. In a
paged memory environment a CPU
exception is typically generated by an
MMU when a desired page is not in
main memory. If the CPU cannot be
restarted following the abortion of
any instruction, the CPU cannot be
used reliably in a paged memory environment.
(continued)

How to put Ferrari speed and
Mack Truck capacity into a PC
without
available
slots.

Install the Dream Board
in place of your
multifunction card.
Chugging along in an overloaded,
underpowered PC without room
to expand? Need the increased
power and memory of an ATlM
without sacrifiCing your current
software library or DP budget?

Problem solved:
The lJnivalion Dream Board!

• PJusa full-featured multifunction
card with serial and parallel
ports, clock/calendar, RAM Disk,
Print Spooler, Disk Cache, and
a speed selection switch that
maintains 100% PC software
compatibility.

All in ONE SLOT

Act
Whllethe
Dream Board
lsfreshln
yourmlnd!

D
..

You need the power and the slots.
The Dream Board is the answer!
Call Univation today. Representatives are waiting to answer your
questions and fill your order. Stop
traveling in the slow lane. Move
into the passing lane today!

• A PC accelerator board that
That's the dream come true. If
triples the speed of your PC,
your PC, XT, CompaqrM Portable,
• Plus an EMS RAM board with up .
or 100% compatible is full, simply
to 2 megabytes of high-speed
replace your single application
RAM for your most complex
multifunction card with the
Outside California Call:
Lotus rM spreadsheets and CAD
Dream Board. You'll retain all
operations,
your multifunction features while
adding incredible speed and
power. With slots to spare!
Planning to buy a new PC? The
Dream Board is the ideal multifunction board. It provides the
speed and power of an AT at a
~ System Solutions for Business
fraction of the cost.

(800) 221-5842

-

I
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,UN/VAT/ON
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Milpitas, CA 95035
(408)263-1200
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A

KERNEL VIEW OF FORK( )

/*
* Newproc is the internal, kernel form of the fork()
* system call. Newproc creates a duplicate of the
* calling process and introduces it to the system.
*/
newproc( )

{
1* ... */
/*
* The new process memory image is duplicated. A new
\ * entry in the procedure table is allocated and it is
* filled with information about this new process.
*/
/* ... */.

if (save(save-area) == 1)
{
/*
* When save returns with the value 1 (after a
* corresponding call to resume) this copy of the
* process continues execution. The two processes
* are duplicates of each other, but traditionally
* this process is the parent process. This
* process is the one that originally called
* fork() and is the one to which the kernel
• will return the process number of the child.
*/
.
/* ... */
return(1);

}

.

/.
* This flow of control will become the child process.
* At this point any additional processing that is
• necessary to make the child ready to run is performed.
* The kernel will return a 0 value to the fork( )
* call for this flow of control.
*/
/* . .. */
return(O);

}

Bounds checking can also be used
to detect user stack underflow and
allow stack growth and process
restart. The user memory bounds are
set to the end of the user's stack.
When an underflow occurs. the MMU
generates a bounds violation. The exception handler for the bounds violation can allocate more memory for
stack. remap the process. and restart
the process. If the CPU cannot be
restarted. the process cannot be
guaranteed to recover properly after
the stack region is expanded by the
kernel.
The MC68010 and MC68020 do
allow restart of any instruction. On
MC68000 UNIX implementations it is
possible to implement automatic
stack growth using software conventions. A simple test is performed in
the preamble to every procedure call
to see if sufficient stack is available.
This can be accomplished by touching
the deepest possible region of use on
the stack. using a dummy TS18 instruction. If the test fails. causing a
CPU exception and kernel allocation
of more stack. the process can be
restarted at the instruction after the
dummy TS18 instruction. Since this
is a software convention. all programs
wishing automatic stack expansion
must conform to the convention to
operate properly.
The text box "Recovery and Restart
After a Bus Exception" on page 200
shows a typical bus error exception
handler that calls a high-level language routine to implement user
stack expansion and process remapping.
COPROCESSORS

logical address bus

physical address bus

68000 CPU

1/0 using
logical
addresses

Figure 8: Address translation .

1/0 using
physical
addresses

The MC68000 family allows for multiple CPU environments. In the UNIX
environment there is the possibility
for much parallel processing if multiple processors are available. The
MC68000 bus operates asynchronously. This aids in configuring buses
with a multimaster capability that support multiple CPUs using the same
memory and peripherals. Many types
of coprocessors are common to UNIX
implementations. including floatingpoint coprocessors. graphics coprocessors. and DMA (direct memory ac(continued)
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With the mM System 136 PC,
you can run xour business
from here.
~ ~

This surprisingly small IBM Systeml36 PC
has the power to keep any size business
moving. At a surprisingly small price.
I
Connect the Systeml36 PC to your IBM
<~
Personal Computer, and you have the power
to build your fortune without spending one.
And you also have a system that1; part of the Systeml36
-IBM1; most popular mUlti-user computer family. Which
gives any business access to the broad range of Systeml36
software as well as PC software.
The basic Systeml36 Pc, a processor and a personal
computer, easily operates as a standalone system in a small
.
Or ties a department in a larger organization
together by connecting a combination of IBM PCS,
Systeml36 terminals or compatible printers. So you can
share information and resources.
And yet, with all that power, the Systeml36 PC
processor is so small, it fits under your desk, on top, or
next to it. Wherever you put it, you can run a successful
business from the best position.
For a free brochure on the IBM System/36 PC, or for
information on product availability from participating
Authorized IBM PC Dealers, Value Added Dealers or IBM
Product Centers, call 1800 IBM-24M, ext. l04/LD. Or
marke~ repres~ntati~e. ~d be sure to ask ·
tU":O~"& Credit Corporation financmg. ===-:-:. -=. ==®
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RECOVERY AND RESTART
AFTER A Bus EXCEPTION
; The address of this routine is placed in ROM at the bus address
; vector location: vector number 2, memory address 8. Control
; transfers to this location at bus error time.
; Typically an MMU will cause a bus error when a bounds violation
; occurs (e.g., during stack underflow or page fault) .
,
; At entry the stack will look like this:
; sp + 14
; sp+ 12

Program
Counter

Restore during process restart

Status Register

Restore during process restart

Instruction
Register

Examine; verify stack underflow

; sp+ 10

Access Address

Examine; verify stack underflow
and determine how much memory
to allocate

; sp+2
Function Code ; lIN bit; R/W bit
'; sp->
bus-fault

movem.1 #OxFFFE , - (sp)

jsr

C-bus-handler

,
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

A high-level language routine can examine the access address
and instruction register to determine the reason for the
fault. If the instruction being executed was a TS18
instruction and the access address is "slightly" below
the stack, this may represent a stack underflow that
requires stack expansion and process remapping .
If this was not an implicit stack expansion request,
the user process should be sent a signal indicating that
the bus error occurred .

;
;
;
;
;

Here the PC should be decremented and the aborted instruction
restarted . Since the proper status cannot be assured on a
68000 CPU, the restart is not attempted. On the presumption
that the bad instruction was a dummy TS18, bus-fault simply
restores what status it can and returns to the user.
movem.1 (sp) + ,#Ox7FFF

; Restore the registers.

addq.1

; Strip fcode, access address,
; and instruction register
; off the stack.

rte

200

; Save dO-d7 and aO-a6.
; These will also be
; available to C-bus-handler.
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cess) processors. Because UNIX is a
multitasking system with multiple processes executing at any time, the
operating system easily manages
multiprocessor environments.
For example, the operating system
may initiate a disk transfer on behalf
of a process, start the operation on
a DMA coprocessor, put that process
to sleep, and continue executing
another process. Similarly, processes
may be put to sleep while graphics
coprocessors operate on a user's terminal. The MC68000 family includes
the MC68881 floating-point coprocessor, which can be used effectively
in a UNIX environment.
SUMMARY
The MC68000 architecture provides
a powerful yet simple programmer's
model that makes UNIX implementation easy. The difficult programmer's
model is a primary weakness of the
typical segmented architectures in use
in today's UNIX microcomputers, and
in overcoming that. the MC68000
became a good choice for UNIX implementation. There are also other
good choices, such as those UNIX
products on the market that use
segmented architectures and others
that use stack architectures. Still. a
majority of implementations use the
MC68000 family.
The MC68000 has many architectural features that help UNIX implementation, including a large linear address space, dual-state processor, and
a seven-level interrupt priori ty
scheme. The processor architecture is
conducive to using the C programming language, which is the primary
development language for UNIX. Further. the MC68000 is a general-register processor that makes UNIX implementation easy because UNIX was
originally developed on machines
with similar architectures.
The weak side of the MC68000 architecture involves the omission of
helpful features, in particular on-board
memory management. This desirable
feature represents the main advantage
of the 80286, but when all factors are
taken into account. it is apparent that
the architecture of the Motorola
MC68000 CPU processor is very well
suited to UNIX implementation. _
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But why talk more about it?
Visit your nearest dealer and
see a graphic demonstration
of the new NEC MultiSync
monitor's capabilities. Then
draw your own conclusions.
For information dial

1-800-447-4700
NEC HOME ELECTRONICS (U.S.A.) Inc.
Personal Computer Division
1401 Estes Avenue
Elk Grove Village , IL 60007
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Call for latest prices.
• Limited Warranty

PC'S LIMITED 2868™
High Performance, Competitive Price
PC Magazine "Editor's Choice" Feb. 2;, 1986
Includes: 80286-based system unit , 1024Kon mother board,
1.2 Meg Floppy Drive, Combined Floppy and Hard Disk Controller Card , AT Style Keyboard, 192W
Power Supply, 2 Serials and I Parallel Port, and Clock/Calendar with Banery Backup.
Runs all Major Software written for the IBM PC"', PC XI"', and PC AT"'. (Processor): Intel 80286 running at 8MHZ. (Expansion Slots): 8. Same Bus Configuration as IBM PC AT"'.
One Year warranty'

$795

PC'S LIMITED TURBO PCTM

High Performance, Competitive Price
Includes: System Unit , 640K on Mother Board, 360K Floppy Drive, AT Keyboard, l30W Power
Supply.
Runs all major soft ware wrinen for the IBM PC"', PC /XT"', 40% fas ter. without
modifications. Processor: 16-bit 8088-2 , 4.77 or 6.66 MHZ Clock Speed. Expansion Slots: 8; 7 are
available in above configuration.
One Year Warrant )'.'

./

,~- - . - ... . ., ~\..

~

- -

" 'C'S LIMITED 20 MEG HARD DISK ON A CARD

TANDON HARD DISK
WESTERN DIGITAL
CONTROLLER

5409
• 3 y," Tandon Hard Disk
• Soflware included
• Easy 10 inslall
• One Year Warr.lnl y

In"rn,1

FLOPPY DISK DRIVE

S409

2U MB Hard Di sk System for PC"

Includes Tandon Hard Disk. Western Di~ilal Cumrolll'r. Cabks, ~hnua l. Sufi ware, and Mounting
Hardware. Boots from Hard disk Ou r Hard Disk S),slcms :In: compatible with the Illest versions of

.he following compu"", IBM PC. IBM XT. AT&T 6.100. Compaq DeskplO. Tandy 1000. Tand)"
1100. PCs limi"d Turho Pc. t"ding Edg' PC (Blllh Models). Sperr)" Pc. W)"" pc. ITT Pc. and

300/1200 BAUD HAYES
COMPATIBLE MODEM

must othe r Comp:llibles.

PLEASESPEC IFY YOURCO)IPUTER TYPE WilEN ORDER ING.

Internal $159 Fits in Shari Slo'
External $179

Ont" \rJf \I:'arrJnlY'

Mil subishi Electronics Half-Height. DS /DD
Al so 3rail abk for ATTY in gray.

PC'S LIMITED
SIX FUNCTION CARD
w/OK

899

w/,lB1K

PC'S LIMITED MINI 1/0

599

q 49

• Serial pon
• P:nallrl pUrl

• Upgr.H.lablc 10 38-iK
• Clock /Calt:ndar

• B3cks up S Mcgs per minuu:
• Runs undt'r MS DOS or

PC DOS
• Pulst' Soft wne Included

- - - -- - -

5129
• 12" fl:u and compacl screen
• TILsignaJinpul
• Buill·in swivel and till base
·Inm.nt :lcrionsyslcm
• Low disfOrtion

l:

.

,

~t.'l-..,.-:::
:

_~.

I

h"

• Soft"':J.n:
• FilS in short 5101

Twu\car\l:'arr:mty'

-----_.¥--

MONO·II

• ( lurk

• Includes Softw:m:
• Parall el Purl
• Serial POri
• (iame POri

=
_

= ""I11III.

SEAGATE, 20, 30 and 40 MEG
HIGH SPEED 40 MS ACCESS
TIME HARD DRIVES FOR AT"
211 .111'(;

5579
5819

.I11,11EG

PC'S LIMITED
PC-576 RAM
BOARDWIOK

5699

569

·iIlMEG
Uses Lincar Voice Coil Acti\';t({Jr. Heads park 3uIOmalicali r
:11 power down . Includes Seagate Full Height Hml Dbk .
C:J hlt', and Mounting Rails. Bum s from Hard Di sk.
One Year Warranty'

C'S LIMITED
RGB·1 MONITOR

• Exp:mdahll' to 576K
• Supports 6,iK or 2S6K RAMS
• Fits in Short SIt)(

PC'S LIMITED AT MULTIFUNCTION CARD- - - -_ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

5459
• J I:\IM dill pilch

5199

• R(;8 input
• Il·inch ~rrt't' n
• (90)(240 rt'~() I Uli o n

S99
Solve Your Puwcr Problem.
Direct l}' replaces Power Supply in PC"'.
Full)' XT'" cump:ltihlc.
OntYearWarranty.'

t ' &It

.

• 16 culurs

XT'" POWER 130W

)

WIOK

~~.

-

~

..

~
:
.... ~ ~.. ~

- :Ill
i!:

I

J

- ~ :':"'0..., :.,,)1:,J

Pigg)" Back Board S;9 w 10K
• Expandahle 10 3 MEG (I,; on Board / I.Son Piggr Hack Board) ' SupportS
64 or 2)6K RAM S . Parallel Pun' Se rial Po rt (2ml serial option )

UNIVERSAL
GRAPHICS CARD II

5199
• Full), compalibl, wi.h mM CGA. PI, mronics COLORPLUS.
IBM Monochrome, and Hercules compatible gn.phics modes,
• Includes Parallel POrt aoo fit s in a "short " slot.

.TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
WARRANTY
For wamnt )' se rvice; onc rcar lim iled warn.nt)' on PC's Limited products. Contact Technical SuppOrt for a Return Authorization
Number (R MA). Returns must be accompanied b)' ),our RMA , the invoicc, and a brief explanation. During the warrant)' period. PC's
Limited will repair or repl ace items at our option.

30·DAY TOTAL SATlS'ACTION GUARANTEE
An)' ile:m boughl rrom PC's limile:d rna)' bt' rrlurne:d wilh in .\0 da)'s rrom Ihe: date: il was shippc:d for a fu ll refund of your purcha~ priee:. Relume:d
ite:ms muS! be: as·ne:w. nUl modlfkd or damage:d. with all Vo'2rr:lnt)· C2ruS. manuals. and packaging int2ct. Relurned ilems muSI be: shipped prrpaid
and insured, and musl be:ar a PC's limited Credit Relurn AUlhoriution (eRA) on Ihe: shipping bbe:t. Call PC's Limile:d Customer Suppon De:pmmem
for CRA . No credit iu ue:d arte:r ,~O days rrom date: of shipme:m .

CONSUMER TIP

\l;rhcn shopping for PC produclS. 3sk oll r compc:titors about /btlr refund potieks.
Imd . IB~l. He:rculc:). Plammnil'). SUllale:. We:ste:rn Di~il:l1. AT&T. Cumpaq . land),. Ludinll EUlle. Sperr)'. \llr)c. and ITT 3rC regisle:reu
tnde:marks of thdr respe:clh'c companb. JBM PC. IBM XT. IBM AT, are tnde:marks of JBM Corpor:llion. lc~ding Edge: PC. Spc:rr)' PC. \l1).SC: PC,
Compaq Deskpro. AT&T 6.~OO . Tand ), 1000 and Tand)' 1200 are I12de:marks of Ihdr respc:cth'e: compan lu.
Some: quant;tiu may Dr limite:d . PC's l.imile:d sd ls e:quipme:nt cwilkd 10 be: compliant wilh FCC Class 8 )tandards. All prien are subject to change
without notice:.
~lil s uhi shi .

Inquiry 268
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A POWERFUL PAIR
I

Having trouble sleeping nights, can't
understand why those sheep keep
appearing night after night after night! Well
stop worrying! Weve got the solution!

The 'Tape Back-up, in addition to Streaming Back-up, can be used as a Random
Access Device that allows file by file
back~up and restore operations.

Introducing the BIG MACK TWIN PACK™,
the POWERFUL PAIR that ends those
sleepless nights worrying about Head
Crashes and Data Security. THE
BIG MACK TWIN PACK™
contains a 20MB HARD
DISK for your MACIN1DSH
PLUS as well as a power~
ful 20MB CASSETTE TAPE
BACK-UP for all those files
that somehow vanish from
your disk. By utilizing the
STATE OF THE ART SCSI
INTERFACE, the BIG MACK TWIN
PACKT~ allows for High Performance
Transfer Rates to your MACIN1DSH PLUS.

So stop counting sheep and start counting
on the reliability of a POWERFUL PAIR
of STATE OF THE ART Data Storage
Devices . . .THE BIG MACK
TWIN PACK™.

THE RIGHT PRODUCT AT THE RIGHT TIME
For Info rmatio n on the Dealer Nearest You, Please Contact:

~atestern =~=omputer
1778 1 MITCHELL. IRVINE. CALIFORNIA 92714
(714) 553- 16 11 • FAX (714) 553 -02 36
TELEX 756731 ANSWER BACK : WESTERN COMP.
Prices llnd

A~'ailabjJj t !l

Sub;eCf to Change Wi/nout Noliee.

Maci,,/osfr PIllS is a Registered 1rademark of Apple Cort/plder Corp.
Big Mack TWill Pak is a Trademark of Westem ComplIler Corp.

BIG MACK TWIN PACK

I BIG MACK I

ITWINPACKi
Inquiry 371 for End-Users, Inquiry 372 for DEALERS ONLY,

6·8·0·0·0 M·A·C·H·I·N·E·S

A COMPARISON
OF MC68000 FAMILY
PROCESSORS
I

BY TIiOMAS

L.

JOHNSON

look at the architecture
and hardware and software compatibility
A

SINCE ITS 1979 introduction, the
Motorola MC68000 microprocessor
family has grown to five members: the
original 16-bit MC68000 ; the
MC68008, an 8-bit data bus version
of the MC68000; the MC6801O, a virtual memory/virtual machine version;
the MC680l2, an extended address
version of the MC68010; and the
MC68020, a full 32 -bit virtual memory/virtual machine microprocessor
(see figure 1).
Each family member includes architectural enhancements that offer certain advantages, in terms of software,
hardware, and system design. However, the extent of software and hardware compatibility between the family
members varies.
FAMILY OVERVIEW

The major external differences are in
the number of address, data, and
various control lines (see table I).
The MC68000 famil y uses a threewire function code that transmits to
the system the processing state of the
processor on a bus-cycle-by-bus-cycle
basis. This allows the designer to
maintain in the system hardware the

memory privilege distinctions maintained within the processor. For the
MC68000 and MC68008 these function codes can indicate either supervisor mode or user mode, program
accesses or data accesses, and interrupt acknowledge bus cycles. The
MC68010 and MC68012 use the same
encodings on the function code pins
but change the name of the interrupt
acknowledge space to "CPU space."
A CPU space access indicates either
interrupt acknowledge or breakpoint
acknowledge. The MC68020 expands
CPU space accesses to include coprocessor communicatio ns and accesspermission-level checking, wh ich can
be used in sophisticated memory
management schemes to implement
ring protection architectures. All encodings are done in an upwardly compatible manner, such that systems that
recognize an interrupt acknowledge
on an MC68000 will work properly
even when an MC68020 is inserted in
the system . (See figure 2.)

resources available for any of the processors in the family. Thus, once a
model has been assimilated, no retraining is needed when changing
from one fa(llily member to any other.
The base architecture for the user incorporates eight totally undedicated
32-bit data registers, which can be accessed as bytes, words, or long words
(32-bit values) and used for either the
source or destination of any operation that will allow the use of a data
register (i.e" all arithmetic, logical. and
data movement operations). Users
also have at their command eight
32 -bit address registers that can be
accessed as either 16-bit or 32-bit entities. Only one of these registers may
be considered dedicated-A 7 is the
implicit user stack pointer for subroutine calls and so forth .
Rounding out the user model is an
8-bit condition code register and a full
32-bit program counter. The condition
code register contains not only the
"normal" condition bits for arithmetic

USER PROGRAMMING MODEL

Thomas L. Johnson is a staff engineer at
Motorola Inc. (6501 William Cannon West ,
Austin, TX 78735-8598).

(continued)

To the user programmer, there is absolutely no difference in the on-chip
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and logical operations (zero, carry,
overflow, negative), but also a bit for
extended-precision operations (extended) .
The inclusion of 32-bit structures
foreshadowed the design of the full
32-bit MC68020-setting the stage for
upward compatibility of user-level
code in the future processors.

the necessity of loading and reloading
stack pointer registers. Thble 2 encapsulates all of the resources available
to the supervisory-level program on
the various processors.
Progressing from the MC68000 to
the MC68020, more instructions are
available to manipulate the additional
supervisory resources, and each
model is a proper subset of the next
higher processor. Thus, code that manipulates the condition code register
on the MC68008 (the 8-bit version of
the MC68000) will execute intact on
any other of the processors.
This form of "supersetting" the resources on newer family members ensures upward compatibil ity and is
maintained within the family for the
supervisor and user programming
models, the instructions (to the bit
level), the address modes, and all data
types.

S UPERVISORY PROGRAMMING
MODEL

A look at the supervisory-level programming model (figure 3) finally
reveals the differences in functionality of the family members. Whereas
the user-level program has access
only to user-level resources, the
supervisory-level program has access
not only to the complete user-level
model. but also to the full supervisory-level programming model for
that processor. Note that the supervisor stack pOinters are also referred
to as A 7. An automatic context switch
concerning these stack pOinters occurs as flow changes from supervisory
to user level and back again without

ADDITIONAL SUPERVISORYLEVEL RESOURCES

The vector base register (VBR). introduced on the MC68010, allows a

supervisory-level program to relocate
the 1K-byte exception vector table to
anywhere in the physical address map
of the processor. This exception vector table is used in the MC68000
family to route specific exceptions to
the appropriate handler within the
supervisory code space. The vector
table consists of 256 four-byte entries,
each of which may be used to point
to the entry address of its specific
handler. Of these 256 vector entries,
37 to 39 vectors (depending on the
processor) are dedicated to handling
predefined exceptions such as bus errors, TRAP instructions, and so forth .
An additional 26 vectors have been
reserved for future expansion of functionality, and 192 vector entries can
be defined by the user.
The alternate function code registers (SFC and DFC) allow the supervisor to retrieve and modify data in
any address map (user or supervisor,
program or data) . On all family members, the function code outputs are
driven automatically based on the
(continued)

Relative Performance
1.0
1979

MC68000
8 MHz

2.0

MC68008
8 MHz

1983

I

I
MC68010
12.5 MHz
MC68012
12.5 MHz

1984

I
I
MC68020
12.5 MHz

1985

1986

Figure I: The MC68000 family genealogy.
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5.0

4.0

I

MC68000
12.5 MHz
1982

3.0

I
MC68020
16.67 MHz

I

MC68020
20 MHz

I

In our commitment to low-cost animation,
we've developed an ultra-high-speed color
graphics board to provide the performance of
expensive dedicated graphics systems on an
inexpensive, user-friendly IBM PC. This
board's 400-million bits-per-second color-fill
rate offers animation speeds never before
available on a PC plug-in board (the X-1 is 10
times as fest as any other PC graphics card
we've seen). The low-cost, high-performance
X-1 raphics Board opens up eJllirely new
applications for microcomputer-based
graphics.

Our 3D Graphics software, the graphic
drivers behind Jet and Microsoft Flight

Simulator, opens up new worlds of 3D and 20
animation The pr09ram arks with both the
IBM Color/Graphics Adapter and the X-1
Graphics Board, so you can update your
hardware at any time and mal tain software
compatibility.
Specs; The X- I Graphics Board Is available lor
$2990. and requires an IBM PC or PC-com'
patible computar With minimum 128K RAM.
PC·OOS or MS-OOS Version 2.0 or newer.
and an X·1 compatible AGB display monitor.
The 3D Graphics software Is available for
$995. and requires an IBM PC or PC-campallble computer With minimum 2S6K RAM ,
PC-DOS or MS-DOS Version 2.0 or newer,
an Bitner an IBM Color!Graphlcs Adapter or
the X·l Graphics Board.

See your dealer lor df;ltails and a special hardware!
softWare demonstration. or call SubLQGIC directly lOr
more Inlormatlon.
IBM is II registered tredemark of International Business
Machin Corp.

@M[Q)LDGIC
Corporation
713 EdgabrOOil p,l~
Champaign IL IIt820
(211) 3SII-84112ToJex: 2OIIIlI5
Ordtlr Llne, (800) 637-4983
fel1:eplllll1\OOfo,AIa . . ilIldHiI .....J
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address register-CAAR) allow the
supervisor to control the on-chip instruction cache memory (64 four-byte
entries) for that device. The cache
powers up as disabled. and the supervisor. at its discretion. may choose to
enable it at some later time. Additionally. the supervisor can selectively invalidate cache entries.
The MC68020 status register contains an additional bit for control of
the hardware tracing mechanism built
into all the family members. The
MC68000. MC68008. MC68010. and
MC68012 can trace any given instruction or sequence of instructions when

type and location of the memory bus
cycle. and these outputs may be used
to enforce hardware protection in the
memory subsystem . Because the
MC68000 and MC68008 are not virtual machine processors. they have no
need to override this hardware-enforced protection. but the MC6801O.
MC68012 . and MC68020 processors
require this ability. The alternate function code registers allow these newer
processors to perform that function
to control the virtual environment.
The two cache control registers introduced in the MC68020 (the cache
control register-CACR. and the cache
Thble I : A pin-out comparison.
MC68000

MC68008

Address lines
24
20/22
. 1Mb/4Mb
Virtual address range
16Mb
Data lines
16
8
Bus protocol
async
async
4
Clock cycles/bus cycle
4
2
1
Number of data strobes
Number of transfer
acknowledges
1 (DTACK) 1 (DTACK)
Function code lines
3
3
Bus arbitration lines
2/3
3

MC68010

MC68012

MC68020

24
16Mb
16
async
4
2

31
2Gb
16
async
4
2

32
4Gb
32
async
3
1

1 (DTACK)
3
3

1 (DTACK)
3
3

2 (DTACK)

3
3

Interrupt acknowledge: MC680001008
31

20

19

--------l.~1

16 15

tooIf'tl----

1111

4 3

--.~I

1 0

Level

1

0

1

Breakpoint acknowledge: MC68010/012
31

f't~---

20
0

---.~I

19

16

0000

15

1-.01.

1---

5 4
0

--'.~I

2 1 0
bkpt

1

00

1

Access control: MC68020
31

20

19

""'I...:f---- 0 ------'.~I

16 15
0001

7 6

F---- 0 =--"FI

0
MMU Reg

Coprocessor communications: MC68020
31

20

19

16 15 13 12

5 4

0

""'...Ir-;=-=-=--=--=--=--o--=--=--=--=--=--=-~-.~I-0-0-10-"-1C-P-ID--r~--O-~---r-C-p-IF-Re-g--'

the supervisor enables the tracing
mechanism . The MC68020 can also
trace only on a program change of
flow instruction. such as branch or
jump.
The only other added supervisory
resource is the master stack pointer
(MSP). also new on the MC68020.
which allows the separation of taskrelated and non-task-related exception stacking. In use. the MC68020
powers up and loads the interrupt
stack pointer as the active supervisory
stack pointer. This is the equivalent to
the power-up sequence of any other
family member in which the single
supervisory stack pointer is loaded.
At some later time. the operating system may choose to enable the master
stack pointer by enabling the MSP bit
in the status register (the stack pointer
select bit) . From that point on (until
disabled). all common program exceptions. including TRAPs and divideby-zero. that occur will cause state information to be saved on the master
stack until an interrupt occurs.
Since interrupts are asynchronous
events that will normally have no
bearing on the task currently executing in a multitasking environment. it
is desirable to separate the interrupt-related information from the taskrelated information. This is accomplished by first stacking the taskrelated information from the current
task on the master stack and then performing an automatic switch to the interrupt stack pOinter for use during interrupt handling away from the interrupted task. Here. a "dummy" stack
frame is stored on the interrupt stack
so that at the completion of interrupt
processing. a single RTE (return from
exception) instruction will automatically cause a switch back to the
master stack pointer. for reloading the
previously saved task state and resumption of that task. The benefit is
that the supervisor need not provide
stack space for interrupts that may occur during normal task execution and
may be unrelated to the currently executing task.
INSTRUCTION SETS

Figure 2: CPU space address bus encodings (FCO-2

Ill).

On the MC68020. the RTE instruction
can perform a large number of dis(continued)
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..The computer below '
gives you $6000 perlormance.

ThecomputerabOVB .
. gives you a $2995 price.
Introducing .

'

. the TeleC'\T-286:" .

No matter how you look at it,
now you can have all the power
. and speed of the IBM AT-for the
price of a comparably"equipped
IBM XT. With the newTeleCAT286, from TeleVideo.
It starts you offwith everything you need. Including IBM
AT compatibility 512K RAM.
A 20MB hard disk A 1.2MB
floppy. Plus an Intel 80286 CPU

that runs at either 6 or 8MHz
clock speed. All standard,
But we didn't just stop at
performance. We've also designed'
a complete set of ergonomic
features into the TeleCAT-286 . .
Like a high resolution 640 x 400
monitor. Sculptured keycaps
, On a high quality keyboard. Even
LEDs rig!:)t on top of the three
critical locking keys, where they
won't get covered up by overlays.
Best of all, you get all this in a

size 28%,smaller than the IBM AT:
The new TeleCAT-286.
Want to learn more aboutit? Call
us at 1~800-TELECAT, Dept. 1141
and we'll tell you the nearest
place you can find one.
Then check out the computer
with performance qbove your expectations-at a price below them. ·

.• TeleVideo®
Se.ttle for·more.

TeleVidepSystems, Inc. 1170 Morse Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94Q88-3568 (408) 745-7760
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc.

Inquiry 345

© 1986 TeleVideo Systems, Inc.

MC68000FAMILY

crete functions (check for dummy
frame, change stack pointers, reload
state); however. this is the same instruction used on the MC68000,
MC68008, MC68010, and MC68012.
The function performed by the RTE
will relate to the resources and functionality available on the respective
processors. Thus, for the MC68000
and MC68008 to return from interrupt
processing or normal exception han-

dling, this instruction simply restores
the status register and program
counter of the suspended task from
the supervisory stack pointer, whereas on the MC68010 and MC68012 it
also checks the stack format and can
reload the more substantial amount
of information for the saved internal
state. On all processors, the RTE instruction performs whatever is necessary to return from an exception.

MC6BOOO/OOB
31

16
Interrupt

o

15

st~ck

pointer

A7'

Status register

SR

MC6B01O/012
Vector base register

VBR

Master stack pointer

A7"

Cache address register

CAAR

Cache control register

CACR

MC6B020

Figure 3:

The supervisory programming model.

Status register
Hardware trace bits
Supervisor state bit
Interrupt mask bits
Stack pointer select
Stack pointers
Interrupt stack
Master stack
Vector base register
Cache control registers
Alternate function codes

yes

ADDRESS MODES
As with the instruction sets, the address modes are also upwardly compatible from one family member to
another. All address modes on
MC68000 family processors can be
generally divided into four main categories: data, if an address mode may
refer to data operands; memory, if the
address mode may be used to refer
to operands in memory; control. if the
processor needs absolutely no knowledge of the size of the operand prior
to calculation of the effective address;
and alterable, if the mode may refer to
writable operands (see table 4). Since
it is possible to refer to an alterable
data operand in memory, it follows
that any given mode may be classified
in more than one category.
The address modes in table 4 are
exactly the same for the MC68000,
MC68008, MC68010, MC68012 , and
MC68020 microprocessors. These
modes provide a substantial amount
of flexibility and power. For instance,
the (An) + and - (An) modes allow
for the maintenance of up to eight
stacks per task, a particularly attractive capability in th~ artificial intelligence arena. 1b these modes, the
MC68020 adds one more mode:
memory indirect. The memory indirect mode has a large number of
variations and can best be illustrated
by the syntactical expressions

([bd,An],Xn.size*scale,od) and

Table 2: A comparison of supervisory resources.
MC6BOOO/OOB

The instruction set of the base architecture, that of the MC68000, consists
of a set of user-available instructions
and a set of privileged instructions for
control of sensitive system resources.
The later family MPUs enhanced this
instruction set (see table 3) .

MC6B010/012

MC6B020

yes

2
yes

3

3

3

no

no

yes

yes
no
no
no
no

yes
no
yes
no
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

([bd,An,Xn,size* scalej,ad)
In these new modes, bd and ad refer
to optional sign-extended 8-, 16-, or
32-bit base and outer displacements;
An, to an optional base address
register (AO-A 7); Xn, to an optional
index register (DO-D7 or AO-A 7); size,
how much of the index register is to
be used (16 or 32 bits); and scale, to
a scaling factor for the index register
(I. 2, 4, or 8).
(continued)
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\Nhat's New at

"The Source" of the
electro-mechanical components
for the hobbyist.

AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS?

DUAL3~" DISK DRIVE EXPANSION MODULES
e warehouse 60,000
items at American
Design Components - expensive, often hard-to-find
components for sale at a
fraction of their original
IBM PC Jr.
APPLE
IBM PC/XT
cost!
Side-by-side mounting (PC Jr.
Side-by-side mounting with disk
Stacked mounting, replaces oldYou'll find every part you mounts on top). With floppy disk storage space in front . Floppy disk fashioned 5 % disk drives. Condrive controller board. Contains:
controller board capable of hand- tains: 2 Tabor TC-500 3 Y. " disk
need - either brand new,
2 Tabor TC-500 3 Y. " disk drives _ ling four disk drives. Contains: 2
drives . Total cap _ 500K bytes unor removed from equipment Total cap. 500K bytes unformatted' Tabor TC-500 3 Y. " disk drives. formatted . * Plugs right into your
Total cap. 500K bytes unformatted' controller.
(RFE\ in excellent condition. Item #8B25
$199.00 Item #BB26
$199.00 Item #8827
$169.00
But quantities are limited.
·Total capacity IBM unformatted with special software .
••
Each
unit
supplied
with
two
3
%
"
flexible
diskettes.
Order from this ad, or visit
our retail showroom and find 5 ~" DISK DRIVES
MPI 525 (lBM® Compatiblal
5 ~ " FULL HEIGHT
exactly what you need from 96 TPI, DS/QUAD DENSITY
DISK DRIVE
the thousands of items on
display.

W

If

IBM FORMAT COMPATIBLE
3~" DISK
DRIVE

drivette .
Single-sided,
quad density.
Capacity:
Unformatted- 250/ 500K bytes'
Formatted-164K bytes_
80 track / 140 TPI, based on 16
sectors. Will work with any 5 % H
disk controller.
$79.95
Item #8824
'Total cap. 500K bytes with
special software .

115 CFM
MUFFIN®
FAN

Open Mon. - Sat., 9-5

THERE'S NO RISK.
W,th our full SO-day warranty ,
any purchase can be returned for
any reason for full credIt or refund.

19" X-Y
COLOR
DISPLAY

*

FULL HT
Tandon #TM1 01-4

HT
Tandon #TM55-4
Item #1904 $79.50 ea.

Double sided /double density, full
height drive. 48 T.P.I " 80 tracks.
ea. Item #7928
$ 79.95

,~

__=="-:--==c::.:;

115 VAC/ 60 Hz" 21W_, 28A"
3100 RPM; 5-blade model, alu minum housing. Can be mounted
for blowing Dr exhaust.
Dim.: 4 11/ta"sq. x 1%Hdeep.

Item #1901 $129.00
2 for $150.00 Item #5345
2 for $150.00
$5.95
STEP UP- DOWN
STEPPING MOTORS for ROBOTICS Shaft 1'/. " L 12/24 VDC
x 3/. " d18 .
AUTO-TRANSFORMER Precision
1" THIN
MUFFIN3.5 KVA
steppers with
increments from
TYPE
1 to 7.5 degrees.
FAN

Originally designed for use in Atari coi noperated games. Contains 3-gun color
tube. focus and brightness controls. Requires external X-V inputs, 250-0-24V
t rans former for power. May be used for
oscilloscopes, reprogrammed for game
use , or modified with the use of external
vertical and horizontal oscillators to a
rastor scan display or TV monitor for
computer use. IIBM compatible.) Transformer supplied.

$99.00 New
ADAM COMPUTER KIT!
Item #5449

(L6SS print6T &

SPECIAL!

wlo

csbin6t)

Speeds up to
5,000 steps.

Price
5431 · 1
Ideal for boosting low line voltage, or for use in converting 115
to 230V and 230 to 115V.
Dim.: 7"H x 6"Wx 5Y,' deep .
Mfr. - Hyde #3575
Item #8006

17

5271

1.8

1.8

150

5275

1.8

1.8

72

$69.00 New

PM
4~
PM
2~

N.A . Phillips
$S.95 ea .
A82310-M2
2/$14.95
Superior Electric
2 $34.50 ea.
M091 -FD-6009
2/$59.50
Superior Electric
2 $19.95 ea.
M061 -FF-6201 B
2 / $37.50

500 VA
MICRO-COMPUTER
REGULATOR

55 / 100 CFM, 8W. Can be
mounted for blowing or exhaust.
5 plastic blades with feathered
edges, aluminum housing. Brushless, ball-bearing type.
Dimen. : 4" /t 15" sq. x 1" deep
Mfr - Centaur CUDC24K4-601

'19.95

Item #8541

PUMPS- COMPRESSORS-BLOWERS- MOTORS- POTENTIOMETERS- COUNTERS
TIMERS-RELAYS-VOLTAGE REGULATORS-POWER SUPPLIES
ADAM COMPUTER
TAPE DRIVE

Build it yourself from subassemblies. No
wiring necessary (just plugs together).
Hook-up diagram included . Includes:
Keyboard. 1 cassette digital data drive, 2
game controllers. power supply. all
memory boards. and one cassette. Is
capable of running CP/ M , has built-in
word processor.
Item #7410
$99.00 (complete)

RFE

48-KEY KEYBOARD

. . ,_.- • ............. __ ..,....-i
Serial format . Search 80lPS Read /Write 201PS . 12V motor,
5V logic. 8 & 9 pin connector
cables. Originally designed for
the Adam .
Dim: 5 " W x 3¥' " H x 4 " deep

Complete,' less top cover plate .
Friction feed . Takes standard
paper 8 % .. x 11
(Customer
returns ; tested - operational.)
If.

$69.50

Item #8B39

Item #6641

$9.95 New

AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS, 62 JOSEPH STREET, MOONACHlE, N.J. 07074
MINIMUM
ORDER
YESI Please send me the following items :
0 My check or money order is enclosed.
Item

No.

(Protect Your

How
Many?

0
Dascriptlon

Price

Total

Charge my credit card.
0 Master Card

0 Visa

$15 .

D Ame x

8yte-96

Card No.

Equipment)

Exp. Date
Signature
Telephone : Area Code
Total
Shipping & handling, we ship UPS unless
otherwise specified. Add $3 plus 10% total.
$3 plus P.O _ cost . Charge only.
Sales Ta x (N .J . residents only.
please add 6 % of total)
ORDER TOTAL
Item #8007

. 00

New

orders, call TOLL-FREE

Number

Name
Address
City
State

Zip

All inquiries and free catalog requests call 201-939-2710.

800-524-0809, In New Jersey, 201-939-2710.
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Because the memory indirect mode
allows any of the base displacement.
base address register, index register,
and outer displacement to be optional. and allows the index register
to be added to the address calculation either before or after the first address access (pre- and post-indexing).
any conceivable combination of these
modes is allowed. This includes displaced memory indirect ([bdj,od).
data register indirect (On); and reg-

ister doubly indirect ([Rnj).
The addition of these new modes,
however, in no way impacts the compatibility of the earlier modes. Any
address mode legal for the MC68000,
MC68008, MC68010, and MC68012
operates exactly the same on the
MC68020.
VIRTUAL OPERATION

Due to the internal architecture of the
processors, there are three basic ma-

Thble 3: A comparison of instruction sets.

Data movement
Arithmetic/logical
Binary-coded decimal
Single operand
Shift and rotate
Bit manipulations
Bit-field manipulations
Branches (16 conditions)
Exception-related
Control
Coerocessor generic instructions '
Total

MC68000/008

MC68010/012

7
17
5

9

9

17
5

18
7

MC68020

9

9

9

8

8

8

4

4

4

0
3
5
12
0

0
3
7
13
0

8
3
8
20
7

70

75

101

Thble 4: The base architecture address modes.
Mode

S!'ntax

Data

Data register direct
Address register direct
Address register indirect
Address register indirect with
post-increment
Address register indirect with
pre-decrement
Address register indirect with
displacement
Address register indirect with
index
Absolute short
Absolute long
PC relative with displacement
PC relative with index
Immediate

On
An
(An)
(An) +

•

-(An)

•

d(An)

•

d(An ,Rx)

•

xxxW
xxx. L
d(PC)
d(PC,Rx)
#xxx

•
•
•
•

Memor!,

Control

Alterable

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

On refers to any of the eight 32-bit data registers, 00-07.
An refers to any of the eight 32-bit address registers, AD-A?
Rx refers to any 32-bit register, 00-07 or AO-A?
d refers to an 8- or 16-bit sign-extended displacement.
+, - refer to the automatic post-incrementing/pre-decrementing of the specified address register by 1, 2, or 4 depending on the size of the target operand (1, 2,
or 4 bytes).

chines: the MC680001008 architecture, the MC680 10/0 12 architecture,
and the MC68020 architecture. In a
nutshell. any user-level code written
.to execute on the MC680001008 will
execute unchanged on any of the
other processors, and any user-\e\Je\
code written to execute on the
MC680101012 will execute unchanged
on the MC68020. This upward compatibility applies even to the binary
level. The major difference between
the processors insofar as exception
processing is concerned is in the state
frame information that is stored as a
result of an exception in support of
virtual memory and virtual machine
operation.
Virtual memory is a technique that
allows all tasks executing on a processor to behave as if each had at its
disposal the entire addreSSing range
of the processor, regardless of the
amount of physical memory present
in the system. Virtual machine is a
technique in which all processor and
system resources required by a task
appear to be present. even if not implemented. 1b support the virtual
memory capability, any given instruction must be "abortable" and in some
manner "restartable."
For example, suppose that task A is
executing a 32-bit memory-to-memory MOVE instruction and the physical piece of memory required for the
destination operand is not currently
available. The fetch of both the instruction and the source operand are
successfully accomplished, but when
the write to the destination is attempted, the memory manager indicates a "not-resident" fault by
means of a bus error or fault line to
the processor. The processor must
then save the state of task A find an
empty piece of memory (possibly by
swapping a currently resident piece to
a disk). load the target piece of memory from the disk, restore task A and
allow the MOVE instruction either to
restart or complete. So, from the time
of the fault until the completion of the
MOVE instruction, task A was not executing but has no indication of this
fact.
Although all MC68000 family processors have the "abort" capability
(continued)
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DISKETTES
MAXELL
5', . SS DD
5', . DSDD

11 99
1599

SUNK YOUNG
SKC 5',," SSDD
SKC 5'·... · OS DO

a

VERBATIM
~, .,' SSDD
5'." OS DO

DISK NOTCHERS . . S7.95!!

11 99 ~
13 .99 ~

MODEMS

BONUS

5'., SSDD
5',' DSDD

,

9 99
1399

599
899

US ROBOTICS

Passwo rd 1200M
Password 1200F
Password 300M
Password 300F
Courier 2400

189
229
139
139
395

HAYES

Smarlmodem
Smarlmodem
Smartmodem
Smarlmodem

300 .
1200
1200B
2400

ANCHOR
Volksmodem
Volksmodem 12

COMPUSERVE .. 18.95

133
377
347
598

55
179

MISCELLANEOUS
DRIVES
QUADRAM

DUST COVERS

PC-AT 2 pc
PC-XT 2 pc ..

10.99
10 .99

JOYSTICK

Tac 10 (Ap/Pc)

STB
EGA Plus

.329'

Gold quadboard
Silver quad board
Quadboard
22.95

399
229
199
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via the bus error (BERR) input of the
processors, the MC68000 and
MC68008 are not virtual memory processors and therefore do not have all
the features necessary to support virtual memory. Specifically, insufficient
internal processor state information is
available on receipt of a bus fault to
allow recovery of the faulted instruction. The other family members
(MC68010, MC680l2, and MC68020).

however, save sufficient state information to allow complete restoration of
the faulted instruction. The faulted instruction should be recovered by one
of two methods: instruction restart. in
which the processor is "backed up"
to the start of the instruction thi;lt
caused the fault. or instruction continuation , in which the faulted instruction is
allowed to complete execution from
the point of the fault. The choice of

IF YOU STILL
'
USE PAPER FORMS
TRY
FORMMANAGER II!
Nlme Jann Sr""n

DIIC

Addrus !1!Board Way

l1li

Oly SanF,ancrsco
SHue CA
ZIP 9.,11
Ducnp l ron

122·333·33

Gillgel

233·3)·33

WhllII Ihll

10
,

100
<0

'00000
<000

1().4000

MEET FORMMANAGER II. It can
help automate your paper office.
More than a data manager, FormManager II lets you generate forms
and organize them easily. You simply
layout your forms on the screen and
fill in the data. FormManager II can
calculate the tax due, total amount or
even set up conditional calculations.
More than 26 mathematical functions
are included.
FormManager II can print on preprinted fonns or just print on any
plain paper. With a laser printer, you
can even use different fonts on the
same page.

HERE ARE SOME HIGHLIGHTS:
• Generate or use dBase IIFMdata files .
• Layout forms on the screen with
Forms Editor.
• Use the cursor keys to move from field
to field.
• Fill in data easily with error checking.
• Print on pre-printed forms.
• Print on any plain paper with lines
and boxes.
• Sort, search and modify any data
records easily.
• 'Do complex calculation or even
conditional statements.
• Report writer summarizes all your
records.

SPECIAL LIMITED TIME OFFER ONLY

$99

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Attention, MS FORTRAN, PASCAL, C Programmers,
Forms Designer programming tool can save you time and effort producing
professional screen forms. Don't struggle with the formatted I/O for screen
data entry. Just use our Forms Editor to layout the forms and call our
library routines to do the job.
Comes with Forms Editor, runtime library, sample programs a nd library
source code for PASCAL and C.
Only $275.

To Order Call
408-262-1054

dBnae III is a t rade mark of As hton-Tate . Inc.
Form Ma nnger a nd Forms Des igner nrc tr ade marks of HIT Suftwure. I nc.
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BIT Software, Inc.
P.O . Box 360619
Milpitas, CA 95035
Inquiry 41

method may seem to be a matter of
computer science dogma, but actually
it is of practical importance. The
advanced address modes on the
MC68000 family and the desire to
protect the user from "processor
thrashing" caused the designers of
the MC68000 family to choose the instruction continuation method.
INSTRUCTION CONTINUATION

Processor thrashing can be a very debilitating problem for virtual memory
systems. The example used above can
also be used to illustrate this problem.
In the example, it was assumed that
the op code and source operand
fetches occurred without incident. but
a fault was taken on the operand
write. Since most memory replacement algorithms look for unmodified
segments to be swapped out (because these segments don't need to
be written to a disk prior to releasing
the memory space), a good candidate
can be the page containing the source
operand. If this segment is chosen to
be swapped with the destination
page, then when the instruction is
restarted (rather than continued). the
instruction will once again fault-this
time for the fetch of the source
operand. Thrashing has now begun,
with the source and destination areas
continually being swapped with one
another (since no writes to memory
will ever occur). and the instruction
will never complete. Some replacement algorithms also factor the "age"
of an area into the selection process,
so the thrashing will normally be
limited to two restarts. However, most
operating systems will dispatch a new
task while waiting for the disk subsystem to fill the requested area, and
therefore the newly filled area will be
"aged" somewhat by the time it finally
gets used. Instruction continuation,
utilized by the MC68010, MC68012 ,
and MC68020, completely alleviates
this problem because once an area
has been successfully accessed, it is
never needed again by that instruction.
Due to the virtual requirements and
the need to accomplish this virtuality
without massive operating system
code, the MC68010, MC68012 , and
MC68020 have larger stack frames

MC68000 FAMILY

associated with the bus error exceptions (see figure 4). On the MC680001
008 processors. very little information
must be saved for bus errors because
the MPUs accommodate system faults
rather than virtual faults . The
MC680 10/0 12 /020 processors. on the
other hand. save more internal information in support of instruction continuation. These variances in stack
frames are buried in the exception
handlers operating in the supervisory
mode of an operating system. Only
those exception handlers that deal
with the maintenance of the supervisory stack or expect values at
specific offsets on the supervisory

stack are affected by the stack differences.
Thus. any exception handler code
that is written to execute on one processor will require only minor or no
changes to execute on another family
member processor. These software
changes are a normal part of upgrading a system. since memory management systems are typically upgraded from one system to the nextparticularly when going from a nonvirtual memory environment to a virtual memory environment. However.
the specific type of memory management implemented has no bearing on
the compatibility. since the processor .

Special Status Word

t--

Access Address

-

t--

(continued)

MC68020 '

Program Counter

Status Register

-

Program Counter

Vector Offset Word

Status Register
Program Counter

Bus INTERFACE
All members of the MC68000 family
use the same simple asynchronous
PHYSICAL

Status Register

Instruction Register

-

itself is not affected by the memory
management scheme chosen.

MC68010/012

MC68000/008

Lower Address

The instruction
continuation method
protects the user from
processor thrashing.

Vector Offset Word

Special Status Word

-

-

Fault Address

Internal Register
Special Status Word

-

Instruction Pipe Stage C

Unused (Reserved)

Instruction Pipe Stage B
Data Output Buffer
Unused (Reserved)

r-- Data Cycle Fault Address Internal State
(6 words)

Data Input Buffer
Unused (Reserved)

t--

Stage B Address

-

Instruction Input Buffer
Internal State
(2 words)

Internal State
(16 words)

r--

-

Data Output Buffer

-

Data Input Buffer

-

Internal Registers
(20 words)

Figure 4:

Bus error stack frames.
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Transform your Apple 11,11+ or Apple lie
into a powerful 32-bit supermicro. Simply
plug in a P~Q 68000 coprocessor and
P~Q highspeed RAM card; ProOOS and
DOS acceleration and utility software is
included .

thePDO
Super-32 System
The Highest Performance
Apple,II 68000 Coprocessor
Boosts Apple
II ~rformance
.
,',',

"

P~Q's ApplJsOft a~celeratior;' is com pat-

iblewith most off-the-shelfProOOS and
DOS Basic software,such as BPI General
Accounting. P~Q's lightning-.f ast disk
emulation results in dramatic performance improvements with Appleworks
and other popular programs. ProOOS
applications can use P~Q's time and
date functions. And P~Q's printer
buffering allOWs printing to occur while
the Apple is free to perform another task.

. Hosts Advanced 32:bit Software
In.addition tq enhancing standard Apple
software, the' PDQ System alsoprovldes
access to a multitude of 680pD-specific
applications; Optional applications include CP/M 68K with C, the UCSO 68000
PASCAL System, 68000 FORTH,
FORTRAN and LISP, and many others.
POO'S 68000 Macroassembler/Editoris
an integrated 68000 development system .

In Use Worldwide
ETC has been shipping advanced 68000
products for the Apple II since 1983. No
other company offers a more complete,
proven family of 6~OOO J)r9duqtS.

Products ~/th Integh~y"

r'

• 15 day money back guarantee
• 5 year parts warranty, 1. year labor
• P~Q RAM cards include POQBASIC,
software
POQRAM and POQSPOOL
.
.

-----------------------_...._-$449• .

PDQ 10Mhz 68000 CoprOcessor

PDQ 256K RAM Card option.
PDQ lMEG RAM Card option
PDQ 2MEG RAM Card option
PDQ MacroassemblerlEdltor •

$169.
$399.
$729;
$ 99.
POQBASIC+ 68000 COlTlpll!!r
$ 79.
UCSD 68000 PASCAL SYstem
$ 99.
CP/M 68K with C languilge~. . . . $290.
treQuires 256K minimUrnPD9,I'nemory)

Order your PoO Super-32Sy~temtoday
by calling En.hance,m~nt,.ElchI101()gy , or
send your check ormoney,order to
Enhancement Technology Corporation
P.O. Box 1267
Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201

(413) 445-4219

Advanced 68000 coprocessors
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The MC68010/012
implemented the loop
mode and support for
program breakpoints.
bus interface to the outside world. On
an asynchronous bus. the processor
starts the bus cycle. and the external
world controls the length of this cycle. Because of this, each portion of
the memory subsystem (including
memory-mapped peripherals) can respond to the bus cycle in its own optimum amount of time. The basic signals for the MC68000 data transfer
bus are address strobe (AS), which indicates valid addresses; data strobe
(DS). which indicates valid data during a write cycle; and data transfer
acknowledge (DTACK). which is the
external handshake signal used to
cause the termination of a bus cycle.
These signals are present in one form
or another on all of the processors
(see table 5) .
The MC68000/0 I % 12 processors
use two data strobes (upper and lower
data strobes. UDS/LDS). which act as
byte selects to the memory subsystem. whereas the MC68008/020 processors use only a single data strobe.
The MC68008. with its 8-bit data bus,
doesn't need byte selects and requires only a single data strobe. The
MC68020. due to the presence of the
encoded operand size pins (SIZO/I)
also requires only a single pin . The
operand size pins communicate to
the external world the size of the
operand remaining to be transferred
by the MC68020's internal bus controller. Because of the hardware convention employed. these operand size

pins may be combined with the loworder two address bits to generate the
needed byte selects. The MC68020
dynamic bus sizing feature. which is
enabled by encoding the data transfer acknowledge signals (DSACKO/I).
allows the memory port size to
change from 8 to 16 to 32 bits on a
bus-cycle-by-bus-cycle basis (with one
undefined-reserved encoding) . Also.
the MC68020 supports operand misalignment to the byte level.
The major difference in the external
bus cycles is that the MC68000/008/
010/012 execute a minimum bus cycle in four clock cycles. while the
MC68020 executes its minimum cycle
in only three clock cycles (see figures
5 and 6). Because of the asynchronous nature of the bus. it is a simple matter to mount an MC68020 on
an adapter board that is plug-compatible with any other of the MPUs,
and the MC68020 can be plugged
into an MC68000 . MC68008 .
MC6801O, or MC68012 socket and
can operate the bus of an existing system. Thus, hardware compati'oHity is
maintained within the family. and any
peripheral device that works with an
MC68000 also works with any of the
other family members.
SPECIFIC FAMILY
ENHANCEMENTS

Aside from the MC68010 architecture's support of virtual memory and
virtual machines. the MC68010/012
also implemented a form of caching
called "loop mode" to assist in the execution of repetitive functions such as
block moves and string operations.
This loop mode allows certain code
sequences to be latched in the processor's internal pipeline, thus allowing two-clock-cycle accesses of the
instructions-a 50 percent savingswhile at the same time freeing band-

Thble 5: Transfer bus signals.
Signal Name
Function
Address strobe
Data strobe
Data transfer acknowledge
Operand size

MC68000
AS
UDS/LDS
DTACK
n/a

MC68008
AS
OS
DTACK
n/a

MC680101012
AS
UOS/LDS
DTACK
n/a

MC68020
AS
OS
DSACKO/1
SIZO/1

MC68000 FAMILY

width on the external data transfer
bus. The sequences are composed of
a 2-byte instruction, such as MOVE or
ADD, wh ich is followed immediately
by a decrement and branch on condition (DBcc) instruction back to the
2-byte instruction. When the processor recognizes this sequence, it
simply 'recycles the instructions and
performs only data accesses to the
outside world until the loop is
terminated.
In addition to the loop mode, the
MC68010/012 implemented special
support for program breakpoints.
Here, the recognition of a breakpoint
bit pattern (one of eight specific illegal
instruction encodings) causes the processor to execute a specific CPU
space bus cycle during the exception
processing for the illegal bit pattern
to indicate that a breakpoint has been
reached.
The MC68020 takes both of these
features (loop mode and breakpoints)
one step farther. The MC68020 has an
on-chip 256-byte instruction cache,
which increases overall processor performance from 49 percent to 80 percent. depending on the locality of
reference exhibited by the code being executed. Code showing the greatest locality of reference (e.g., short
loops) will show the greatest performance improvement by turning on
the cache, while code that exhibits
less (or no) locality of reference (long
loops or in-line code) will show less
(or no) performance increase. The
cache is implemented on the
MC68020 as a direct-mapped 64-entry by 32-bit cache. The supervisory
programmer has control over this new
resource by means of the cache control register.
The MC68020 enhancements to the
MC68010 breakpoint function not
only cause the processor to run the
breakpoint acknowledge bus cycle
just as before but also allow external
hardware to supply a 16-bit instruction op code to be executed in place
of taking the illegal instruction trap.
This means that the MPU can execute
the breakpoint a fixed number of
times, substituting the replacement
op code each time through the loop
until the count expires and the breakpoint halts the loop.
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Figure 5: The READ bus cycle for the MC68000, MC68008, MC680l0,
and MC68012.
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The READ bus cycle for the MC68020.

The MC68020 is the first processor
in the family to offer inherent support
for coprocessors. This coprocessor interface allows any coprocessor developed for the MC68020 also to be
used on any other of the family members. This is accomplished by making
the maintenance of the coprocessor
interface reliant on standard read/
write bus cycles. Because the interface
is generic in nature, new processor
designs will not require reworking

existing coprocessors, and new coprocessor designs will not require
reworking existing processors. In fact.
the coprocessor interface gives users
of the microprocessor an opportunity
to develop their own custom coprocessors.
The extensibility offered by the coprocessor interface is one of the most
powerful features of the MC68000
family architecture. Both the pro(continued)
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The MC68020
includes microcode
support for access
permission levels.
cessor and coprocessor share in the
maintenance of the interface, with
each performing those chores for
which it is best suited: The processor
feeds commands to the coprocessor,
transfers data, and calculates effective
addresses, and the coprocessor performs its own specialized functions,
be that floating-point mathematics,
robotics control. Fourier transforms,
graphics functions, or anything else.
While the MC68020 offers implicit
microcode support for the coprocessor interface, emulation of the interface protocol allows coprocessors
developed specifically for the

MC68020 to be used as memorymapped coprocessors (as opposed to
CPU-mapped) on the MC68000 and
MC68008 or as either memory- mapped or CPU -mapped coprocessors on the MC68010 and MC68012.
The MC68020 also includes microcode support for access permission
levels, allOWing an operating system
(in conjunction with external hardware) to support much finer granularity of permission levels than just user
versus supervisory. This feature can
support up to 256 levels of permission. A new memory management
device, the MC68851. provides the
hardware to support eight simultaneous breakpoints (with loop counts
up to 256) and up to eight levels of
access permission.
In addition, the MC68020 has full
32 -bit AWs and a 32-bit barrel shifter
for improved performance on arithmetic. logical. and bit-field instructions. A restructured instruction pipeline with an intelligent. decoupled bus

controller allows a high degree of concurrency in instruction execution with
external bus activity.
CONCWSIONS

In the final analysis, the name of the
game is compatibility. And the bottom line of compatibility between
members of the MC68000 family
shows that. for user code, all family
members are 100 percent upwardly
compatible for object code, while
supervisory-level code only requires
changes in supervisory-level exception handlers that use specific information on the supervisory stacks.
Hardware compatibility is also good.
In fact. an MC68010 can be directly
inserted into an MC68000 socket. and
an MC68020 could also be used with
the appropriate adapter board.
The MC68000 family provides not
only high performance in a commercial microprocessor, but also compatibility, protecting the user's software investment. •

This is all it takes to get IBM} Apple,Tandy,
Macintosh and Cotnpaq talking to each other.
And it's simple arid inexpensive.
office can create its own high
micros and peripherals, in the
speed, error-free GridNet™.. .
same network. Freely sharing
instantly! There's no need to
data, with complete connectivity
purchase special system software. and effective compatibility.
And there's none of the expense
The cost? As much as 60%
and inconvenience of installing
below that of speCially-wired
additional wiring. Because a
systems.
GridNetTM utilizes your existing
Find out just how easy it is
electrical grid as a highly-effective to increase your office's productivity. See your local dealer, or
Now a powerful GridNetTM data transmission medium.
And
a
GridNet™
will
supcontact
"The Great CommunicaLocal Computer Communications Network is as close as your port IBM pc, Xl AT, and all IBM tor" for mQre information.
nearest electrical outlet.
,~
.Io-hoI..Io-hoI..H
compatibles, Apple and Macintosh,
Hewlett-Packard, Tandy, AT&T,
~
I
~
Thanks to GridComms
Epson, NEe. , ,all the most popular LJ....1...L...L,;~~+-::'-::!:::~~~~...L.J.....LJ
Communicators, virtually any
'M GAEAT CDM.NCA1tJI
For information call 203-790-9077. p.o. Box 2779, Danbury, Connecticut 06813-2779

III' III •

Trade marks: IBM. Pc. XT, AT/lmcrnational Busincss Machines Corp.- ApplcJApplc Cl1 mpWl' r Inc. _ MacimoshIMci ntosh L:t bor3lOry Inc. - Tandy/Tandy Corp.- Compaq/Compaq Compulf:r Corp.
Hcwlcn-Packa rdl HewJett -Packard Cn. - Epson/Epson Amcneil 1m: - ATNT/AmL'rlcan Telephone anc.l Telegraph Co.- NEO NEC Home- Elcctronic.:s (U.S.A. ) Inc.:.
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OUR PLUG-IN CARD
GilES YOU
PLUG-IN
CONTROL.
PC\.l!l4BB allows your IBM PC/XT/AT or com-

patible to controllEEE-488 instruments.

WHAT ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE
DO I HAVE TO BUY?
None. PC<Q4BB supports all popular programming languages
including interpreted and
compiled BASIC, TBASIC T~
Microsoft0 Pascal, Turbo™
Pascal, C, and FORTRAN.
You can use Tektronix®
Standard Codes and
Formats and
HPcontroller "t"t",,,,,,,.
PC<X>4BB also runs
IEEE-488 software '
application prog

IS
You just plug it in. PC\.l!l4BB is totally self-contai
with all software packaged in read only memory.
Documentation includes a complete tutorial and
programming reference, plus more than thirty
application programs.

'S THE BOTTOM LINE?
That's the best part. PC\.l!l4BB costs just $395
including software support for all popular programming languages, extensive applications
library, and the programming and refer" ence manual. Order today by calling
(617) 273-1818 or Telex 247316.
r'

WILL IT WORK WITH ALL
MY INSTRUMENTS?
You bet! More than 500 companies,
including every major instrument
manufacturer in the U.S. and
Europe, are currently using
PC\.l!l4BB .
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Capital Equipment Corporation
10 Evergreen Ave .. Burlington, MA 01803 .
(617)273-1818 , Telex 247316.
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POWER

LUNCH.

Cae

Compute,. and CommunlcaUons

introducing the new power in Af,.cIass personal computers. The NEC
Advanced Persow Computer IV.
You're very serious about personal computers. You'd rather work
through lunch than sit in some lazy cafe.
You're a Power User. And the NEC APC fVrM is the one machine that
won't leave you power hungry.
It's built for compatibility and speed, with your choice of 6 MHz or
8MHz processing speeds at the flick of a switch.
It's built for looks, with an incredible 800 x 560 screen resolution.

And it's built for power, with 5 versatile internal storage slots to accommodate two 1.2 MB floppies, two 40 MB hard disks, and a tape back up
allowing you the flexibility to tailor the APC IV to your storage requirements.
Plus, the APC IV has the power ofNEC behind it. The $10 billion leader in
computers and communications. So you never have to worry about support.
The new NEC APC IV Because sooner or later, you're going to have to
take it to the limit. For more information, call NEC at 1-800-343-4419
(in MA 617-264-8635). NEC Information Systems, Inc., Dept. 1610, 1414
Massachusetts Avenue, Boxborough, MA 01719.
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Actually, we give you two things free .
Our source code. And your freedom.
Just buy part or all of our excellent integrated
business accounting system, the SBT Database
Accounting Library.
Well give you our source code absolutely free.
Which, in tum, gives you the freedom to
customize our software to fit your business needs.
Say, for instance, you want to change the
way a management report is formatted. Our free
source code enables you to change it.
What's more, the change will be quick and
simple because our software is written in easy-touse dBASE .
In fact, the entire SBT Database Accounting
Library runs with dBASE III or dBASE II, * so you
get the power and flexibility of those best-selling
programs. Plus the freedom to use any computer
that runs dBASE.
'
The SBT Database Accounting Library.
Great software and freedom . All in the same box.

Call today for our demo disk and brochure.
(415) 331-9900.
THE SBT DATABASE ACCOUNTING LIBRARY.
dProfessional
Time & Billing
$395
Sales Order processing
dOrder
$195
Billing/ Inventory Control
dInvoice
$195
Accounts Receivable
dStatement
$ 95
Purchase Order
dPurchase
$195
dPayable
Accounts Payable
$295
dPayroll
Payroll / Labor
$395
dLedger
General Ledger / Finance
$395
dAssets
Asset/Depreciation
$295
dProject
Project / Job Accounting
$395
dProperty
Tenant/Unit Management
$395
dBackup
Menu / Backup
$ 65
MultiNet versions additional $200 per module

~

Three Harbor Drive
~ Sausalito, CA94965
O!.I:I~ I:mlil . (415) 331-9900
Call today for the name of the SBT consultant
in your area.

Free source code
in every box.

Compiled and Multi·User versions also available. dBASE III and dBASE II are registered trad emarks of Ashton·Tate, Inc. Copyright 1985, SBT Corporation.
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ATARI ST
SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT
BY MICHAEL ROTHMAN

A survey of the TOS operating system
that comes with the Atari ST
THE ATARI ST is one of several
recently introduced microcomputers
that use the Motorola MC68000
microprocessor. In this article I'll
describe the organization of the STs
operating system, called TOS, and
show some ways the 68000 influences
it. TOS is approximately 200K bytes.
Its organization is somewhat confusing because it has three parts that partially overlap in functionality. The two
main parts, GEM (Graphics Environment Manager) and XBIOS (Extended
BIOS), were originally designed independently and have somewhat differen t purposes. GEM, a complete
operating system developed by Digital
Research, is meant to support applications that are portable to other machines (at this writing, GEM has also
been implemented on the IBM PC
and compatibles).
The Atari-written XBlOS is meant to
support ST-specific capabilities not accessible through GEM. For example,
the STs sound chip can be accessed
only through the XBIOS. But in some
cases, the differences between GEM
functions and XBIOS functions are
subtle. (For example, GEM and the

XBIOS each have a function to read
or write sectors to devices. The XBIOS
function assumes the actual ST disk
and is knowledgeable about its
physical characteristics; the GEM
function supports a number of
devices that are logically but not
physically similar.)
The third part of TOS, the Atariwritten Line A Handler, overlaps
almost entirely with the graphics routines of GEM-indeed, GEM graphics
routines call the Line A Handler to do
their work. The Line A Handler will let
programmers write faster graphics
routines than with GEM.
I've organized this article around
the various parts of TOS, which means
that you will sometimes encounter
similar functionality discussed in two
different places. (See figure I.)

GEM
Most people probably identify GEM
with the icons, menus, and windows
of the GEM user interface, called the
Desktop. The Desktop, however, is not
technicall y part of the operating sys-.
tem . It is an application, automatically invoked by the operating system

after the system boots.
GEM includes the GEM disk operating system (GEM DOS) , the GEM Virtual Device Interface (the VDI-a
powerful set of graphics routines), and
the GEM Application Environment
Services (the AES-a selection of speciallibraries designed to support the
distinctive GEM user interface).

GEM DOS
GEMDOS contains the basic input/
output system (BIOS), a disk file
handler, and a number of functions to
support peripheral devices, memory
allocation, and the system clock. The
BIOS handles low-level character I/O
to five different devices: the printer.
an auxiliary device (the R&232C port),
the console, a MIDI port for use with
music synthesizers, and the keyboard.
The routines read or write a single
character to these devices or return
status information .
(continued)

Michael Rothman is the manager of software
development at Spinnaker Software (I Kendall Square, Cambridge, MA 02139). He
has been programming tools for microcomputers since 1979.
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The BIOS contains a single routine
to read and write to appropriate
devices on a sector basis (i.e., floppies,
hard disks, networks) . 'TWo routines
detect whether media in such devices
have changed and return a map of the
devices actually present.
Another routine returns a pointer to
the BIOS parameter block (BPB) for a
particular drive. The BPB is a block on
the disk containing certain disk parameters, such as the number of bytes
per sector or the number of directory
entries. It is loaded into RAM when
the disk is first accessed. The ST BPB
is software-compatible with an MSDOS BPB, right down to the 16-bit
quantities in the BPB, which are written in low-byte, high-byte order-8086
style! (The 68000 orders quantities
with the high byte in the lowest memory address.) Using the 8086's ordering of the 16-bit quantities in the BPB
was presumably done to make porting GEM DOS from the 8086 to the
68000 easier.
Finally, the BIOS contains a routine
to set the 68000's exception vectors
in the low end of memory, a routine
that returns the system timer value,
and a routine to set or get the state
of Shift and Control keys on the keyboard and the mouse buttons.
THE FILE HANDLER

GEMDOS supports a hierarchical file
system similar to that of MS-DOS. The
file-handling functions are
• Create, open, read, write, seek in,
close file.
• Get. set file attributes.

• Create, delete, get. or set a subdirectory.
• Get disk free space.
• Directory search, file rename.
THE REST OF GEMDOS

The remaining GEMDOS functions let
you
• Handle character I/O on the standard input and output.
• Check the status of a peripheral
device.
• Get and set time and date.
• 'Terminate an application.
• Allocate or deallocate a memory
block.
THE VIRTUAL DEVICE INTERFACE

GEM's graphics routines, known collectively as the VDl. proVide a systematic way to handle a large number
of graphics primitives in a deviceindependent fashion .
Graphics primitives are drawn by
software that is tuned to the particular
hardware at hand. The software does
not simply move a prestored block of
pixel data into memory; instead, it
takes a mathematically described notion, like a circle with a diameter x,
and calculates what pixels to change.
Thus, if the lower-level software is
properly written, closely equivalent
results can be produced on different
devices.
A wide variety of primitives have
been defined in the VDI. and you can
instruct the software to draw them
with various attributes by using the
portable VDI routines (the portable
portion is sometimes called the

lOS cons i sts of:
GEM consists of:
GEMDOS consists of:
BIOS
Disk File Handler
Various System Functions
Virtual Device Interface (VOl)
Application Environment Services (AES)
XBIOS
Line A Handler
Figure I : Organization of TOS. GEM is an operating system in its own rignt,
written by Digital Researcn and implemented across other machines sucn as IBM PCs
and compatibles. Tne XBIOS and Line A Handler parts of TOS were written
specifically for tne Atari ST and provide faster and in some cases the only access
to the capabilities of tne ST.
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Graphics Device Operating System, or
GDOS). A number of device drivers
have been written to support the
primitives across several devices.
The VDI routines can "think" in
either raster coordinates (RC) or normalized device coordinates (NDC) .
The raster coordinate system corresponds to the actual target's screen
resolution. Thus, if you are working on
the ST in its highest resolution , 640
by 400, you can call the VDI routines
to place and size objects in terms of
this resolution. Alternatively, you can
use normalized device coordinates,
which are always 0 to 32,767 in both
directions, and the software will adjust for the particular device. The
trade-off for the additional portability is that the software must do a transform on the object being drawn. The
NDC space origin also differs from RC
space in that it starts in the lower left
corner rather than in the upper left
corner of the device.
WRITING AN ApPLICATION USING
THE VOl

The first step in using the VOl is to
specify the devices for graphics output. An application must always calJ
the Open Workstation routine for
each graphics device that the VDI
routines will subsequently manipulate. This function takes an array containing the user's requested defaults
for graphics characteristics such as
line style, color, character size, fill
color, and so on. It is here the
developer also specifies the choice of
NDC or RC coordinates.
In addition to a device identifier
(handle). the routine passes back two
large arrays (combined into one in the
C language binding) that tell you the
device's characteristics (e.g., the
number of colors it supports and the
size of its pixels in microns) and what
VDI functions and attributes it
supports.
For convenience, the VOl also provides the ability to open virtual screen
workstations so that you can maintain
several different sets of default characteristics for the screen device. Each
of these workstations is attached to
the real screen: Just change which one
you specify in your subsequent VDI
(continued)

MASTER THE NEW ELECTRONICS WITH McGRAW-HILL'S

The fast, easy and low cost way to
meet the challenges of today's
electronic innovations. A unique
learning series that's as innovative as
the circuitry it explains, as
fascinating as the experiments you
build and explore.
From digital logic to the latest
32-bit microprocessor, the McGrawHiJI Contemporary Electronics Series
puts you into the electronic picture
one easy step at a time. Fifteen
unique Concept Modules, sent to you
one every 4-6 weeks, give you a
handle on subjects like optoelectronics, robotics, integrated circuits,
lasers, fiber optics and more.
Each Concept Module goes
right to the heart of the matter.
You waste no time on extraneous
material or outdated history. It's a
fast, efficient, and lively learning
experience .. . a non-traditional
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subject matter.
Unique Interactive Instruction
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routine. and the defaults will change
appropriately.
The VDI functions themselves are
too numerous to describe in detail.
but most of them can be considered
under three headings: graphics primitives. attribute functions. and text
functions.
GRAPHICS PRIMITIVES

You can draw graphics primitives.
such as a square. a polyline. or a
rounded rectangle. after specifying
the appropriate attributes for each.
Size and endpoints are defined in the
chosen coordinate system and passed
to the routine. Several of the primitives have their own routines. but
most of them are grouped under the
Generalized Drawing Primitive function. Primitives can be grouped to
form more complex objects. and sophisticated graphics can thus be built.
The primitives supported on the ST
are

Polyline: Draws straight lines connecting endpoints defined in an array
passed to the routine.
Polymarker: Only the endpoints are
drawn. and several different graphics
(markers) are available to represent
those points.
Text: Note for novice programmers:
isn't it nice to know you have been
using a graphics primitive all along?
Filled area: The area is a complex
polygon. again specified in an input
array.
Contour fill: A seed fill.
Generalized Drawing Primitive: The GDP
is a single entry point for the following primitives: bar. circle. arc. pie.
ellipse. elliptical arc. elliptical pie.
rounded rectangle. and filled rounded
rectangle. If you are programming in
C with the Atari-supplied developer's
package. these are bound as separate
functions.
lustified text : Can be justified left or
right.
ATTRIBUTE FUNCTIONS

The attribute functions of the VDI manipulate characteristics of the graphics
primitives. The developer can set
color for both fills and lines. The
polyline width is variable. as are the
type of line (e.g .. dashes or dots can
226
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be substituted for a solid line) and the
end type (arrow. squared. or
rounded). The polymarker function.
which essentially lets you draw a
connect-the-dots figure. is supported
by an attribute function to change the
type of "dot" or marker.
One of the most important attributes that can be set is the writing
mode. This determines the relationship of a new image to the raster area
it overlays. When you draw a new
graphic. whatever the method. you
can think of it as a mask of I s and Os
laid over the display. Each corresponding pixel on the device will be
affected. In the simplest case (the
replace mode). each pixel under a I
on the mask is set to the currently
selected color for that type of primitive. and each pixel under a 0 is set
to the current background color. But
the developer can also choose one of
three other modes. In transparent
mode. only the pixels under Is are
changed. In reverse transparent. only the pixels under Os are changed.
And in XOR mode the mask value is
exciusive-ORed with the value on the
display. (lWelve additional modes are
available through the Line A Handler.
described below.)
All the attribute functions take effect
for all subsequent relevant graphic
operations. until the developer
changes the attributes once again .
TEXT FUNCTIONS

The VDI provides two ways to handle
text. One is an Alpha mode with its
own set of functions. which on the ST
implements an 80-column by 25-row
text mode (in high and medium resolution) . Alpha mode is not compatible with most of the other VDI functions; that is. you cannot display other
graphics with text in this mode.
Much more interesting is text handling within the normal graphics
mode. where text and graphics can be
completely intermixed. The VDI supports two basic text output functions
(regular and justified) and a sophisticated set of attributes. including multiple fonts (two are built into the ST.
more have been developed by third
parties) The developer can change
the character height absolutely (in
terms of the chosen graphics coor-

dinate system) or in "pOints." the system used in print shops. The baseline
of the character can be set at various
angles (thus allowing rotated characters-on the ST. only multiples of 90degree rotation are supported) And
the characters can be thickened.
skewed. underlined. outlined. or
shadowed. In addition. text attributes
include the standard VDI characteristics such as color and write mode.
THE GEM ApPLICATION
ENVIRONMENT SERVICES

The AES is an umbrella name for
several libraries of routines. most of
which implement various data abstractions for the developer. That is.
some of these "services" gather together functionality available elsewhere in GEM to express useful concepts. such as windows or events.
But the AES also includes the part
of GEM that manages the interaction
between application and certain system capabilities that run concurrently. As a developer. you rarely need to
think about this limited multitasking.
precisely because it is limited and
exists mainly to service system needs.
Those needs are the desk accessories
and the Screen Manager.
GEM supports several desk accessories: tasks that are selected by the
user from drop-down menus. each of
which occupies its own window. It also
supports the Screen Manager. an application that runs concurrently with
whatever else is going on and monitors user interaction with the menus
and window borders.
The AES functions also comprise an
event library. a window manager.
several libraries for managing certain
graphic data structures. a scrap
library. a shell library. and a resource
library.
THE EVENT LIBRARY

Macintosh developers will be familiar
with the concept of an event manager.
On that machine. the ideal program
is seen as a loop. During each pass
through the loop. the Mac waits for
anyone of several "events" specified
by the developer. usually keyboard
activity or mouse movement/selection . responds appropriately. and
(continued)

With one flayes TransetlOOO·

you candothfee ·

Think

at once.

Communicate

You can keep working
with your computer.

While receiving electronic
messages from your modem.

to 1986 Hayes Microcomputer Prod ucts, Inc.

We call it triple tasking':" Transet
1000 helps your productivit~ by
allowing you to perform three
separate computer tasks. Simultaneously. No more waiting for
one task to be completed before
you can begin another. And no
more wasted time!
Transet 1000 keeps working for
you-even when your computer
is turned off. Because it has its
own independent memory, Transet
1000 can serve as an electronic
mailbox. Your files and incoming
messages received through your
modem remain stored overnight,

Print

While your printer is
printing another fob.

*Manufacturer' s estimated retail price.

or whenever you're away from the
office. When you return, you can
print out your mail without turning your PC on. Or, read it on
your PC screen and print out only
selected messages. You can even
read your mail from any remote
PC or terminal with a modem.
Before now, you would have had
to buy several add-on devices to do
®

Say yes to the future
Inquiry 152

all this. And that could be costly.
But no more. Transet 1000 does
it all-for a surprisingly low price.
It costs only $399'" for the 128K
model, which stores up to 90 pages.
And only $549'" for the 512K version,
with up to 360 pages of storage.
So wait no more. If you need this
flexibility in your operation, you
should have a Transet 1000. See
your authorized Hayes dealer for a
demonstration. Or contact Hayes
for information at 404-441-1617.
Hayes Microcomputer Products,
Inc., P.O. Box 105203, Atlanta,
Georgia 30348.
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then goes to the top of the loop.
Although GEM is much less radically tied to a particular programming
style. the event library has a similar
function on the ST. At any point in
your program. you can specify an
event or events you are interested in
waiting for. and the multitasking dispatcher will suspend your application
until one of those events occurs. The
events included could be a simple
keystroke or perhaps the straying of
the mouse cursor into and out of a
rectangle defined by your application.
Giving your program the information it needs to do its part is the job
of the message events. To wait for certain events. you call a routine specific
to the event in question. For more
complex events. particularly those
concerning user interaction with
screen windows. you call a routine
that waits for a "message" from the
AES. A message is a multibyte code
that is placed in a buffer whose address you pass to the routine. Pre-

defined system messages tell you. for
example. that the user has taken an
action that necessitates redrawing
part of one of your windows. (For example. the user has moved a window
that was partially covering a second
window. The second window is now
more exposed. and the newly exposed area should be redrawn.)

side a window's frame while GEM
handles the drawing and updating of
the frame itself. including. for example. the scroll bars. the title bar. etc.
IEditor's note: A program that illustrates a

THE WINDOW LIBRARY

LIBRARIES TO SUPPORT THE
USER INTERFACE

To quote the GEM documentation. "A
window is an area with clearly defined
boundaries." Anyone who has worked
with the Macintosh or one of the user
interfaces that mimic it will be comfortable with the GEM window concepts. which (as of this writing) included the familiar title bar. close box.
scroll bars. and size box. The creation.
care. and feeding of windows is handled by the routines in the window
library. In general. the GEM division
of responsibility for the user interface
is that the developer is expected to
handle and update the work area in-

fair amount of window work is available. along
with the two listings printed in this article. in
a variety of formats. See the insert card following page 368 for details.I

The AES contains a number of routines concerned with manipulating
various graphic data structures that
your application can use for a standard user interface. For example. the
File Selector Library provides a standard dialog box that lists the files on
a disk device and allows you to select
one. The Graphics Library is concerned mainly with drawing boxes on
the screen. For example. it will draw
an expanding box outline that your
application can use to make a window
or other rectangular object appear to

A Personal Language
When it comes to problem solving, the
APL*PLUS System is the undisputed leader.
That's because the APL*PLUS System
works with you . It goes far beyond what
application software like Lotus®ordBASE®
cou ld possibly ever offer. And, it won't tie
you down with the details of standard
programming languages.
The APL*PLUS System is a personal
language, with productivity features that
help you concentrate on getting answers,
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rather than struggle with intricate calculations and modeling.
With it you can manipu late tab les of
numbers as easily as single numbers and
get quick results from your computer using
short, simple statements.
When you've reached the limits of
other packages, move up to the APL*PLUS
System. It's a powerful and flexible too l
that grows with you as your needs become
more sophisticated. With over 200 built-in

applications-like graphics, report
formatting and communications-you
have all the tools at your fingertips to
quickly and easily solve those seemingly
impossible problems.
Best of all, the APL*PLUS System
interfaces well with software packages
you're already using-like databases,
spreadsheets, and graphics packages.
The APL*PLUS System also makes it
easy to link those packages that aren 't
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grow quickly out of some other object. This is what the Desktop does
when you click on a disk icon and it
" grows" into the disk's file window.
The Object Library is a macro facility that lets you create complicated
graphic structures and link them in a
single "object tree." For example, say
you want to display a small rectangular box within a somewhat larger
box on the screen and you also want
to place text in the smaller box. You
can do all this by calling the appropriate VOl graphics primitives. But alternatively, you can use the Object
Library of the AES, which will let you
define the whole thing in a well-documented tree structure. This has the
advantage that the entire tree can be
repeat~dly drawn and reused in the
application with only a single call each
time. Furthermore, you can specify
that only certain: levels within the tree
will be drawn.
The routines in the library support
the construction of the tree and the

reordering or deleting of its nodes.
The library also offers various kinds
of user interaction with on-screen objects, such as a routine that will tell
you what object is currently under the
mouse cursor and another one that
lets you edit text in an object.
The Form Library uses object trees
to implement more sophisticated user
interactions. A form is an object tree
designed for user input. A good predefined example of an object tree is
the simple form that appears on the
Desktop if the user decides to format
a disk. The form is a box containing
text that asks the user to confirm the
format request and two small boxes
containing the words O.K. and Cancel.
(Boxes of this sort that contain
mutually exclusive options are called
"radio buttons.")
To use a form, the program calls the
basic form routine, with an index of
the desired object tree as argument.
The AES takes over until the user
selects an object that the developer

has defined as an "exit object" (such
as the O.K. or Cancel boxes in our example). Until that time, the AES
handles the user's input. which can be
of three types: the radio buttons,
"check boxes" -boxes containing options that are not mutually exclusive,
or text. On exit from the form routine,
the application can examine the form
to see what changes have taken place.
THE RESOURCE LIBRARY

Applications can share objects and
object trees between applications or
keep them conveniently modular
through use of the Resource Library.
For developers, Atari provides the
Resource Construction Set. which
allows on-screen construction of objects and other types of resources.
THE SCRAP LIBRARY

The Scrap Library allows developers
to share certain kinds of data among
applications. It supports the AES im(continued)
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The APL*PLUS®Sysfem and You.
currently talking with each other.
With all this problem·solving power,
it's no wonder STSC's APL*PLUS System
is the personal choice of so many business
professionals-financial planners,
business analysts, actuaries, scientists,
mathematicians, engineers, statisticians,
and consultants. EspeCially since the
APL*PLUS System is available on a full
range of computers from desktops to
mainframes.

Put the power, speed, and flexibility
of the APL*PLUS System to work for
you. See your local dealer today to get
your APL*PLUS System. If they don't
have it, refer them to STSC or call STSC
toll·free, (800) 592-0050.
In Maryland or Canada, (301) 984-5123.

Available nationally through Softsel, Micro Central , and
distributors worldwide. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Problem·Solving at the Speed of Thought

s~sc

STSC, Inc.
2115 East Jefferson SI.
RockVille, MD 20852

APL*PLUS is a service mark and trademark of STSC,
Inc. PLUS*WARE is a trademark of STSC, Inc. Lotus
and dBASE are registered trademarks of Lotus Devel·
opment Corporation and Ashton·Tate, respectively.

A PLUS*WARETM PRODUCT
© 1986 STSC, Inc.
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Listing I : This is a routine to format a floppy disk on the ST If the fo rmattin g
is successful. the routine will return a O.

/* #define DEBUG 1 */
#include <osbind . h>
#def
#def
#def
#def
#def
#def
#def
#def
#def
#def
#def

ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne

/ * C bindings for OS routines

HITRACK 79
SECTORS 9
MAGIC 0x87654321L
VIRGIN 0xE5E5
ILEAVE 1
DISKTYPE 2
NOLOAD 0
RANDOM 0x1000000L
BOOTSECT 1
TRACK0 0
SIDE0 0

extern void errprint();
format(devno)
int devno;

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

Highest numbered track
Sectors per track
Required by Flopfmt()
Pattern to write to sectors
Interleave factor
Single side, 80 track
No loader code
Protobt makes a random
Side 0, sector 1
Track for boot sector
Format side 0

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

/* error notification routine */
/* device holding media to format */

1

/* Automatic variables */

/* count tracks */

register int i;
/* buffer for track, protoboot */
register char *buf;
/* success in format? */
register int succ, totsucc
0;
/* doesn't do anything */
long f i I Ie r ;

1

#ifdef DEBUG
errprint(0, "insuff memory for format");
#endif
return(-1);
/* Format each track. VIRGIN is the value to write to the
newly formatted track. This particular value (0xE5E5) is
suggested in the documentation, but many values are
possible. Flopfmt is XBIOS. */
for (i=HITRACK; i>=0; i--)
succ = Flopfmt(buf, fi I ler, devno, SECTORS,
i, SIDE0, I LEAVE , MAGIC, VIRGIN);
totsucc += succ;

/* Release memory.

THE SHELL LIBRARY

The Shell Library contains routines to
allow th e chaining of applications.
THE EXTENDED BIOS

The XBIOS provides more direct access to the STs hardware than anything in GEM (which. after all. has to
be portable) . The XBIOS provides
functions to read. write. verify. and format the floppy disks on a sector basis.
Unlike the BIOS read/write function .
these are not device-independent but
are designed for the floppy disk
drives only. They work for single- or
double-sided drives. The format routine gives the caller specific information on bad sectors. Listing 1 is a
routine to format an entire disk.
SCREEN PARAMETERS

/* Code */
/* Allocate memory for track. The ST formats one track at
a time and requires sufficient RAM to verify that track in
memory . Malloc is a GEMDOS cal I. */
buf = Mal loc(8192L);
if (buf == 0L)

l

plementation of several standard data
types. If you use these. your application can exchange information with
oth er applications through a cut-andpaste mechanism .

GEMDOS */

Mfree(buf);
/* For the purposes of this routine, I won ' t accept any bad
sectors. But, if there were any, the i r numbers wou I d have
been left in the buffer after each track was formatted .
Alternatively, I could have retried or recorded the bad
sectors if I were developing my own fi Ie system. */
(col1tinued)

The XBIOS also handles various video
screen parameters. The ST screen
memory occupies 32K bytes in memory. Initially. the physical screen base
address is set to the top 32 K bytes of
memory. but the XBIOS has a routine
to set that base on any 256-byte
boundary. You can also set a logical
base that the GEM and Line A graphics routines will use as their understanding of where the screen memory
begins. Other routines let you set the
screen resolution to one of three
va lues:
640 by 400 pixels. monochrome
640 by 200 pixels. 4 colors
320 by 200 pixels. 16 colors
TOS knows what kind of monitor is attached to the system and will refuse
to set the monochrome resolution if
the color monitor is attached. or vice
versa.
Two other XBIOS rou tines let you
set the STs palette. The palette has
16 entries. Three bits of information
are stored for each entry for each of
the three primary colors. red. green .
and blue. Therefore. the lowest and
highest values for each palette entry
are (in octal) 0 and 777. In other
(continued)
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Explore AlaR your PC
Smalltalk/V transforms your PC intD a versatile AI workstatiDn
Only Smalltalk/V lets
you experience the thrill
of a responsive AI workS\a\\()\\ whUe learning
artificial in telligence
techniques and using
them to create
practical applications.

"Smalltalk/V is the
highest performance
object-oriented
programming system
available for PCs."

"Smalltalk/V
gives me the feel of an
AI workstation on
my PC. "

-Dr. Piero Scaruffi
Chief Scientist
Olivetti ArtifiCial Intelligence Center

-Darryll Rubin,
Technical Editor,
AI Expert
Magazine

Smalltalk/V Features

• High-performance
object-oriented programming
Watching someone use an AI
• Integrates object-based and rule-based
workstation is a vision of what the
programming with object-oriented Prolog
computer was meant to be. Fingers dance
"We found Smalltalk/V excellent
• A user-extensible, open-ended environment
across the keys as windows dilate, shift, overlap,
for developing advanced decision• A responsive graphical user interface
and disappear on the bit-mapped display. Ideas
• Supports exploratory programming and
support
tools
based
on
decision
spring to life as program fragments execute, are
prototyping
analysis and AI techniques."
modified, expanded, combined and tried again in
• Class hierarchy with inheritance creates highly
a creative arabesque of text and graphics. The
-Dr. Samuel Holtzman,
re-useable code
interface vanishes, man and machine are one.
Professor, Stanford University
• Smalltalk source code included, with browser
Smalltalk/V brings that experience to
windows for easy access and modification
Smalltalk/V is pure object-oriented programming
your IBM-PC.
• A huge toolkit of classes and objects for
- a powerful tool for designing frame/scriptbuilding a variety of applications
based knowlege representations, inference
"We use Small talk
• Object-swapping creates virtual memory on
engines, expert systems, simulation environments,
hard or RAM disk
as our primary language
intelligent interfaces, network control software,
• Bit-mapped graphics with bit and form editors
for teaching artificial intelligence."
communications interfaces, and much more.
• A sophisticated source-level debugger
-Dr. John Pugh
• Automatic change log for easy recovery
Director, School of Computer Science
Methods, our character-based Smalltalk, is now
from errors
Carleton University
available for $79. It has all of the features of
• Powerful directory/file browser system for
Smalltalk/V except graphics, rules, source-level
organizing DOS files
Of the three main AI languages, Smalltalk, LISP,
debugger, and object-swapping. However, it
• Optional communications interface to
and Prolog, only Smalltalk was intended for
supports color, includes the communication
Unix™ and other systems
individual use on a personal computer. Only
package, and does not require a mouse.
Smalltalk was designed to provide a match
• Access to other languages and DOS functions
between human and computer models of
• DOS command shell
BYTE and BlX are trademarks of McGraw-lIiII, In c. IBM , IBM-PC, and
• Detailed owner's manual designed for both
reality. Only Smalltalk is easy to learn , easy to
raM PC-AT are trademarks of International Business Machines
beginners and advanced programmers
Corporation. Unix is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
read, and easy to use.
_________________________________________
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YES! 1 want to turn my PC into an AI workstation . Send me .

o
o
o

Smalltalk/V .

I enclose

.$99

o

Co mmunications ror Smalltal k/V .. .$49

0

Check

0

NOT COPY PROTECTED, &O-DAY MO NEY· BACK GUARANTEE
ON· lINE USER-SUPPORT CONFERENCE ON BYTE'S BIXTM

Money Order

Credit card information

D

MC

D

VISA

Meth ods (including
Communications)

Shipping and Handling
Col residents add applicable
saies la., .
TOTAL .
Shipping and Handling
U.S., Ca nada: and I\ l exico ..
Elsewhere .

. .. . .$79
Numhcr: _ __ __

.$

_ _ _ _ _ Expiralioll_

Signature _ __ __ _ __ _ _ __ __
. ILS_

_

_ __

. . . .. ,..$_ _ _ __

Nam e: _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Stree t Address: _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City/State/ Zip: _ _ __

_

_ _ _ _ _ _ __

. . . $ 500

S15.00

Phone: _ _ __

Smalltalk/V requires DOS and 51 2K RAM on IBM PCS (including AT) or
"compatibles," a Microsoft or compatible mouse , and a CGA, EGA , Hercules,
or AT&T HI·Res graphic controller.

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

digitalk inC.
5200 West Century Boulevard
Los Angeles , CA 90045
(213) 645-1082

1

.
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800-222-8324

if (totsucc != 0)

t

#ifdef DEBUG
errprint(totsucc. "format failed");
#endif
return(-1);

30 Meg

ate

$595

Other Specials
20
20
30
20
65

Meg
Meg
Meg
Meg
Meg

Hardcard (uses 1 slot) ....
Seagate for "AT" ..........
for "AT" ... ...............
Tape (Teac) w/con!. & soft
Tape (3m) w / con!. & soft ..

$599
$549
$548
$595
$695

MONITORS
SAMSUNG
Amber TTL 12"
.
Green TTL 12" .....
Amber
Composite 12" ....
Green Composite ..

MITSUBA
510A TTL Amber ... $99
wlTili & Swivel Stand
160A Composite
12" ..... . .......... $99
Amber wlTilt &
Swivel Stand

$89
$85
$79
$79

brother. :t::ttttttt;t.;;t±±:tl:tl
M1509 NEW

The second
parameter is a serial number for the disk. The value r
have chosen asks the XBrOS to generate a random number.
XBIOS */
Protobt(buf.RANDOM.DISKTYPE.NOLOAD);
/* Write out the boot buffer to track 0. side 0. Last
parameter is how many sectors to write. */
succ =
Flopwr(buf.fi I ler.SIDENO.BOOTSECT.TRACK0.SIDE0.1);
/* Throwaway memory *!
Mfree(buf) ;

~!IM~~!!!I
+-++++++t-HH-H-H-I

• LO-800 .
. $545
• LO-1 000 ...... $765
• LO-1500 ...... $999
Accessories Availablp

Epson Products
•
•
•
•
•

LX-80 . . ...... $220
FX-80+ .
. $259
FX-85 .. . .. $ Call
JX-80 ........ $349
FX-286 .
. . $ Call

Okidata

Panasonic

.182.
. .... $29!:l
• 192 ..
. $399
.193 ..
.$599
.84
... $699
.2410 ........ $ Call

• KXP 1080.
$199
• KXP 1091 ... $239

Computers (IBM Compatibles)
Sase

Mon o Color

IDS PC-XT 8088
.. '$595' , 795 '
IDS Turbo 8 Mghz
2 Drives MS-Dos .
$649 •• 895 .
IDS AT
1 1.2 Meg Floppy / M .S. Dos & 1495 1695
Leading Edge ......... . Call for Lowest
AT & T 6300.
. ... Call for Lowest
Epson Equity I. II. III .... Call for Lowest

Everex Products
Everex 1200 Modem .
Everex Edge Card .'
(Mono-Graphics-Color)
Everex Mini Magic Card
(W /38 4k 1/ 2 slot)
Everex Magic Multi-function
(Six Pac Clone)

, 995
1095
1895
Price
Price
Price
. $149
.$199
. $129
.. $99

CARDS & ACCESSORIES for IBM
• Mono/ Printer $95.00
• Color/Printer $99.00
• Mono/Graphics/

• RS-232 ... .. . $59.00
• RS-232/Clock $69.00
• Parallel ..... $59.00

1-800-222-8324
COMPUTERS
INTERNATIONAL
$99.00

6619 U.S. 1 Miami, FL 33143
IN FLORIDA CALL (305) 667-5936
In Chicago: Suite 240
343 West Erie, Chicago, Illinois 60610
232

= Malloc(512L);

return (succ);

EPSON

Printer

buf

/* Prototype a boot sector in that buffer.

/* Return success or fai lure */

• M-1109....
$195
• HR-15XL ..... $360
HR-25 ...
. . $680
$499
•• HR-35
.
. ..
• Twinriter-5 Dual
Head. .
. $ Call

/* Now we need to put a boot sector on the disk. */
/* AI locate a 512-byte buffer */
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words, your 16 colors can be selected
from a total of 512.
SOUND

Four routines in the XB10S manipulate the ST's sound chip, which is the
Yamaha Programmable Sound Generator (PSG) YM2149. The sound chip
has two general-purpose I/O ports,
which the BIOS uses for both floppy
selection and some serial port functions; two of the routines are concerned solely with setting bits in one
of these ports.
The chip has three sound channels
and 16 registers. The third routine lets
you set the registers to select
• The frequency for each channel.
• The volume for each channel.
• Either white noise or pure tone for
each channel. or a combination.
• One of 16 envelope shapes
• The frequency with which the
envelope is applied to the basic
sound waveform .
The last two points are of some interest: Although the PSG cannot manipulate the components of a sound
envelope directly (i.e. , the attack,
decay, sustain, and release values),
the ability to switch between different
preset envelope shapes and manipulate their frequency gives you the
ability to produce unusual sounds.

The final sound routine, dosound( ),
gives you access to a mini control language for the sound chip that is implemented in the 10S software. By developing a list of commands, you can
set any register on the chip, specify
a sequence of tones, volume changes,
envelopes, or any of the other parameters available through the chip. The
dosound( ) routine sets a pointer to
an area of RAM where you have
placed such a list of sound commands. The software takes over and
runs your commands at 50-Hz intervals (actually every fourth instance of
a 200-Hz interrupt that is set up off
the 68901 timer chip and used by 10S
for a number of functions). One of the
commands allows you to specify how
many ticks should go by until the next
command is executed.
THE LINE A ROUTINES

The Line A Handler is not part of
GEM but the result of Atari's realization that it could provide faster access
to some of the routines that support
the GEM VDl. These routines are assumed to be used from the assembly
language level. They are known collectively as the Line A Handler
because access is through the
68000's unimplemented instruction
exception handling. The 68000 recog(continued)

Howl work
three times
faster without
rrusm a
• •

•

accounting, finance , and other business professionals . And the only company offering a full
line of turbos. They've even got a super highperformance PCturbo 286e with five times the
speed of the Pc. Nice to know, in case the work
really piles up .

ORDER YOUR TINYTURBO TODAY.
IT WILL PAY
FOR ITSELF IN FOUR WEEKS .

I

always considered myself a 'power' PC user.
But waiting for the system to load -and
recalculate spreadsheets, post accounts , and sort
databases, was holding me back.
Then I installed Orchid 's TinyTurbo 286
high-performance accelerator. It's tiny in size:
just a half slot card . And tiny in price. But
there's nothing tiny about the performance: now
my programs run three to four times fa ster than
before. So I get AT performance without the
AT price And without the downtim e o f transferring my files to a new system.
I count on my PC every day So I was glad
to learn that TinyTurbo 286 is mad e by Orchidthe leading manufacturer of turbo products for

IBM XT
12 sec/ acct
(2.3 hours)
Sort 10,000 reco rd s 25.4 minutes
Spreadsheet reca lc. 44 seconds
Intege r calculation 10 minutes

TinyTu rbo 286 and PCru rbo 286e are trademarks of Orch id Technology.

3. 5 sec/ acct

(0 .7 hours)
14 .9 minutes
14 seconds
3 minutes

I used to panic when my boss asked me to
work up some additional reports an hour before
a big meeting. Now I just smile
and say, "no sweat:'

1in~1furbo 286
IBM is a registered trademark of International BU Siness Machmes Co rp

W ITH TINYTURBO

Post 700 accounts

ORCHID

You SAY TURBO,
You MEAN ORCHID.

WHEN

47790 Westinghouse Drive, Fremont, CA 94 536
(415) 490-8586 TELEX 709289
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Th'~ · ~~.HM\lC'oomt,~rhas

become the standard which other
BASICs are evaluated. BetterBASIC is
completely compatible with GW-BASIC and
PC-BASICA when running on IBM PC's and true
clones. You can load and run your existing BASIC
programs in BetterBASIC. It uses standard MicroSoft
syntax and gives you more than 150 additional statements such as XREF, DEFINE WINDOW, MAKE MODULE, and PROCEDURE. In benchmark comparisons,
BetterBASIC is five times faster than interpreted BASIC. There is optional 8087/80287 math chip support,
and an optional Runtime System to create stand-alone

EXE. files. BetterBASIC is not
copy protected. '!echnical support is
provided for all registered users.
See for yourself why Dick Aarons of PC Magazine
said "BetterBASIC may be the best of all BASIC programming worlds" and selected BetterBASIC as
"Editor's Choice" (Oct. 29, 1985).
BetterBASIC
8087/80287 Math Chip Support
Runtime System
Sample Disk with Thtorial

Ask your dealer or call to order:

1·800·225·5800
In Canada, call 416-469-5244

Summit Software Technology, Inc;"
106 Access Rd. Norwood, MA 02062
Bel1£rBASCC is a registered trademark oCSummit Software
Technology. Inc. IBM PC. XT, AT are registered trademarks
of International Business Machines Corp. Microsoft is a
registered trademark oCMicrosoft Corp. Thndy is a registered
trademark or Thndy Corp.
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nizes op codes beginning with the bits
1010 (hexadecimal A) as unimplemented instructions and jumps
through a special exception vector.
which in the ST points to these
routines.
Because they were not originally intended for public access. use of these
routines is not as easy or as consistent as is the case with the other entry points. Basic usage involves setting
some of the values in a large data
structure and then kicking off the Line
A exception handler by defining a
word op code whose first 4 bits are
1010 and whose last 4 bits specify
which routine is desired.
The Line A routines give you faster
access to graphics using the VOl and
a few additional features. including a
sprite facility and the ability to apply
additional logical changes to raster
objects while copying them from one
place to another. You can mix and
match Line A Handler and VOl routines. but this can be a little tricky.

since your Line A variables may be affected by your VOl calls.
There are 16 Line A routines:

o
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15

Initialization
Put Pixel
Get Pixel
Line
Horizontal Line
Filled Rectangle
Line-by-Line Filled Polygon
BitBlt
TextBlt
Show Mouse
Hide Mouse
Transform Mouse
Undraw Sprite
Oraw Sprite
Copy Raster Form
Seedfill

About half of the Line A routines
are concerned with graphics primitives similar to those in the VOL The
mouse manipulation functions are
fairly bpring and obvious. (Transform
Mouse sounds neater than it is-it just

changes the cursor representing the
mouse position.) Let's take a closer
look at the other routines.
BIT BLTING (ROUTINES
7 AND 14)

Raster operations involve a rectangular area of the raster. or video
screen image. You often want to put
a rectangular image (a bit-mapped object) on the screen and define the relationship it will have with the image
that is already there "under" the rectangle being placed on the screen. For
example. you may wish to say that
certain pixels in the object are to be
treated as transparent: Whatever is
"below" them on the screen will not
be changed and will therefore "show
through" the new rectangle.
Additionally. you would like to be
able to set the new rectangle down at
an arbitrary coordinate on the screen.
Unfortunately. many schemes for
representing an image in memory are
(continued)

STAY LONGER IN
EUROPE ON THE
MONEY YOU SAVE
TOURING EUROPE
IN YOUR NEW
MERCEDES-BENZ.
Plan to make European delivery of a
new Mercedes-Benz part of your 1986
European vacation plans . Select any
1986 gasoline or diesel model; pick it
up at the factory European Delivery
Center-and embark on a deluxe driving vacation. Avoiding costly rentals
while saving on the price of your new
Mercedes-Benz. Send coupon for a free
European Delivery brochure today.
"' Subj ec t tu availabilit y.

Send coupon to:
MHAU86·5
Mercedes-Benz of North America. Inc.
Marketing Communications.Division
One Mercedes Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645

m
'CJ

Name ________________________
Address _______________________
City _________________________
State _______________ Zip _____
© 1986 Mercedes·Benzof N.A .. lnc .. Montvale. NJ.
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Listing 2: This trap handler is the sort you might use if you were programming
the ST in 68000 assembly language or were using a high-level language and
needed to write a binding for access to a BIOS, XBIOS, or GEMDOS function.

The functions assume the C calling conventions; that is, if there are any
parameters, they are assumed to have been pushed onto the stack in reverse order
and to be no smaller than a word. The number of the routine itself must be
pushed last, just before the trap call. If you are developing using the C provided
in Atari's developer's kit. this process will be transparent, since a set of bindings
is available that makes TOS calls look just like ordinary C function calls.
At entry, any arguments for the function have been pushed
on the stack in reverse order, C-style. Then the
function number was pushed. Finally this routine was
cal led, so as you enter, the return address of the caller
is on top of the stack.

convenient and you can have as
many as you want. The Line A sprites
are two-color (foreground /background) . They are 16 pixels wide and
16 lines high. A sprite can be plotted
onto the screen relative to anyone of
its pixels. When you call Draw Sprite,
you specify a buffer to save the screen
area covered by the sprite; when you
undraw, the routine can restore the
screen. Nothing to write home about.
but nice nonetheless.
WHAT Do You USE?

What is the place of the varied pieces
of TOS in a typical application? Well.
retsv: ds.1
some memory for a long variable
if you are willing to stick to GEM, you
can access most of the ST's power.
traprtn:
Save the return address,
move. I (a7)+, retsv
And you have the advantage of probecause the OS functions don't
gramming for a consistent virtual
expect it.
machine with a well-documented
Trap to the BIOS function. (BIOS
trap
/113
, graphics model and a well-known user
is available through trap 13,
interface. Also, you will have an apXBIOS through 14, GEMDOS through
trap 1.)
plication that is portable to other sysmove. I retsv, -(a7)
Put the return address back on
tems supporting GEM. The non-GEM
stack.
pieces give you more direct access to
rts
Return to caller.
the ST hardware. And in some cases
(such as sound). they give you the
only access.
often constructed for the hardware's
is part of. This may be the actual
There are no restrictions on the deconvenience. The ST's screen mem- screen memory if the bit-mapped ob- veloper who wants to mix and match.
ory, for example, consists of a word's ject is currently on the screen. But it The VDI and AES functions on the ST
can also be a virtual screen of any size are accessed through libraries of glue
worth of one plane of information,
(word-aligned in the x dimension) up routines that you link with your applifollowed by a word of the next plane,
to that of a real screen . Probably the cation. Entry to the BIOS, XBIOS, and
and so forth, until 16 pixels for each
plane have been defined. Then you
most common bit-bit operation GEMDOS routines is actually achieved
copies from a source memory form through the 68000's trap handlers
start again with the first plane.
To simplify the job of manipulating
with a virtual screen just big enough (see listing 2) . If you develop in C.
to hold the bit-mapped object. to a bindings are available so that access
the screen memory on the ST. a bit
destination memory form pointing at to any TOS routine is simply a funcbIter (bit-mapped block transfer) is
provided. A bit biter can be software
the real screen. But for arcade-style tion call.
I have enjoyed software developapplications in particular, many more
or firmware or both to support logical
complicated arrangements can be ment on the Atari ST. I suspect my
raster operations. On the ST. in the
imagined: for example, bIting from pleasure has something to do with the
VDI and the Line A routines, a moderately complex data structure known
various game objects to an entire vir- ST's peculiar combination of operatas a memory form lets you define a tual screen being prepared for display. ing system routines. There are just
And you can bit from one part of the enough traditional concepts to stave
raster and a rectangle within the raster
off the programmer's fear of coming
so that the biter can manipulate it.
screen to another.
The Line A BitBlt is sophisticated. obsolescence and just enough excitOne item in the form is a pointer to
There are 16 logical operations you ing new concepts to challenge
the actual image data. The rest of the
can apply between the source and creativity. Development has a clean,
fields specify things like the number
destination. If you define a pattern, modular feel to it. The abstractions
of planes and the size of the rectangle. You need two of these mem- you can perform a logical AND of the available in the operating system, parpattern with the source and combine ticularly in GEM, are clear and conory forms for your bit-biting operasistent. These abstractions don't force
the result with the destination.
tions : one for the source raster and
you in any particular direction; if what
one for the destination.
you really want is to make the ST look
SPRITES (ROUTINES 12 AND 13)
An intriguing aspect of the memory
These sprites are not spectacular, and like an old-fashioned, user-hostile maform is the specification of the total
they're not in hardware. But they are chine, you can do it. •
raster representation that your object
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New GPS Series: Tek sets
the pace with SmartCursors™
and push-button ease.
Work faster, smarter, with two new
general purpose scopes from
Tektronix. The four-channe l, 100 MHz
2246 and 2245 set the new, fast pace for
measurements at the bench or in th e
field. They're easy to use and afford, by
desig n.

On top: the 2246 with exclusive
integrated push-button measurements. Measu rements are accessed
through easy, pop-up menus and implemented at the touch of a button. Measu re peak volts, peak-to-peak, ± peak,
dc volts and gated volts with new handsoff convenience and on-screen readout
of values .
SmartCursors ™ track voltmeter measu rements in the 2246 and visually indicate where ground and trigger levels are
located. Or use cursors in the manual
mode for immed iate , effortl ess measurement of waveform parameters.

Both scopes build on performance
you haven't seen at the bandwidth or
prices. Lab grade features include
sweep speeds to 2 ns/div Vertical sensitivity of 2 mV/div at full bandwidth for

Features

2246

2245

Bandwidth

100 MH z

100 MH z

4

4

Scale Factor Readout

Yes

Yes

SmartCursors T.

Yes

No

Volts Cursors

Yes

No

Time Cursors

Yes

No

Vo ltmeter

Yes

No

Vertical Sensitivity

2 mV/div

2 mV/div

Max. Sweep Speed

2 ns/div

2 ns/div

2%

2%

No. of Channels

VertiHor Accuracy

Auto Level, Auto , Norm , TV Fi eld , TV Lin e,
Sin gle Sweep

Trigger Modes
Trigger Level Readout
Weight

Yes

No

6.1 kg

6. 1 kg

3-year on parts and labor including CRT

Warranty

low-level signal captu re. Plus trigger
sensitivity to 0.25 div at 50 MHz, to 0.5
divat 150 MHz.
Accuracy is excellent 2% at verti cal,
2% at horizontal. And four-channel
capabil ity includes two channels
optimized for log ic signals.

Best of all, high performance
comes with unmatched
convenience. You can
see it and feel it
-in the

responsive controls and simple frontpanel design, in exten sive on-screen
scale factor readouts , and in
si mplified trigger operation that includes
Tek's Auto Level mode for automatic triggering on any signal.

Contact the Tektronix office or
sales representative nearest you for
complete details. Eac h scope is
backed by Tek's three-year warranty,
plus excellent documentation, training
programs and outstanding service support-worldwide.

Featuring four channels, flexible triggering,
extensive CRT readouts
and push-button ease
of use, the new Tek
2246 (left) and 2245
(above) bring high-quality, low-cost analysis to
diverse applications in
digital design, field se rvice and manufacturing.

1ektronix®
COMMITTED TO EXCElLENCE

Copyright c 19S6, Te ktronix, Inc. All rights reserved. TTA-469
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HOW FAST CAN
THE 80386 MAKE YOUR
WORKSTATION GO?

Faster than any other
32-bit microprocessor can.
In technical terms that's
4 MIPS. 4 MegaWhetstones.
With 4 Gigabytes.
Fast enough to have a
sudden and lethal i111pact
on your competition.
To achieve its blazing
speed, the 80386 has sixstage pipelining, which

allows the standard 16 MHz
part to deliver over 6100
Dhlystones per second.
That's nearly four ti111es
the Dhrystone performance of a VAX* 11/ 780, or
4 VAX MIPS.
And with the 80386
you don't sacrifice all that
performance for demandpaged virtualmel11ory.
Because of its on-chip
paging unit and transparent
paging cache, the 80386
can do a full virtual to
physical address translation
without d1e perfof111ance
penalty of non-pipelined,
off-chip designs. Giving
you 4 MIPS of deliverable
UNIX** performance.
Of course, to achieve
perfof111ance like that, you
need a bus that's faster
than a speeding bullet.
Like our 2 clock bus that
provides a 32 Megabytes
per second transfer rate.
That's the highest
performance of any l11icroprocessor bus.
So what more could
advanced system deSigners
ask for?
Blistering 4 MegaWhetstones per second
performance for superb
graphics and nU111ber
crunching. Only the 80386
uniquely teams with
Weitek's 1167 floating point
coprocessor to deliver
the highest numerics
'VAX is a registcredtTacicmark o f Digital ECJuipment Corp.
"UN IX is a trademark o f i'iJ'&T Bell Laborato ri es.
© 1986 Intel Corporation
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performance on the
market.
And of course all this
C0111es in a 64 Terabyte
vinual address space with
a 4 Gigabyte linear address
space.
DblJ'Slones Per SecOi ld
SUN3/ 180

3850 l
IN I H 386 §

6133 1
1-'iIX 11/ 780
1662l
NTI'C

i880l

o

7000 2000 3000 4000 5000

6000

7000

Relative 5,.')!slem IfJl:/orma llce

Whetstones Per Second
SUN 3/180 t

>'6l
IN7 BL 386*

4.0

II,1X II/ 780
ul
I( J'/JC

@
o

I Million

2 Million

.:; Million

4 Million

Nelaliue Syslem [JeJ.1ormCl JICe

§lntel386 MULTIBUS' / 16 Ml-lz Starter Kit.
t Witb Weitek /J 64, 1165 jloatillg poillt cbip set.
Wi/b Weitek 1167jloatillg poinl coprocessOl:
Source: Refer 10 Intel 80386 Bencbmark Report

*

Finally, for your silver
bullet, add to all this $6
billion wOlth of DOS software. And watch how
fast it runs on your 4 MIPS,
4 MegaWhetstones UNIX
machine.
To find out l11ore, attend
one of our 80386 Seminars.
Call your local Intel sales
office for details.
Or call (800) 548-4725
for complete technical
information.
Get all the ammunition
you need to make your
next system a success.
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Announcing BYTE's
New Subscriber Benefits
Program
Yaur BYTE subscription brings
you a complete diet of the latest in
microcomputer technology every
30 days. The kind of broad-based
objective coverage you've read in
this issue. In addition, your
subscription carries a wealth of
other benefits. Check the check
list:

Card. Your feedback helps us
keep up to date on your
information needs.

lEi Customer Service: If you have
a problem with, or a question
about, your subscription, you
may phone us during regular
business hours (Eastern time)
at our toll-free number: 800258-5485. You can also use
Customer Service to obtain
back issues and editorial indicies.

DISCOUNTS

I£j 13

issues instead of 12 if you
send payment with subscription
order.

BONUSES

I!i Annual Separate Issues: In

I£j One-year

subscription at $21
(50% ,off cover price).

Il:l Two-year subscription at $38.
I£j Three-year

subscription at $55.

I!l One-year GROUP subscription
for ten or more at $17.50 each.
(Call or write for details.)

SERVICES

III BIX: BYTE's Information
Exchange puts you on-line 24
hours a day with your peers
via computer conferencing and
electronic mail. All you need to
sign up is a microcomputer, a
modem and telecomm software.

rn Reader
Service: For information
on products advertised in .
BYTE, circle the numbers on
the Reader Service Card
enclosed in each issue that
correspond to the numbers for
the advertisers you select. Drop
it in the mail and we'll get
your inquiries to the advertisers.

IE TIPS: BYTE's Telephone
Inquiry System is available to
subscribers who need fast
response. After obtaining your

Subscriber I.D. Card (see TIPS
information adjacent to 'Reader
Service cards), dial TIPS and
enter your inquiries. You'll save
as much as ten days over the
response to Reader Service
Cards.

III Disks and Downloads:
Listings of programs that
accompany BYTE articles are
now available free on the
BYTEnet bulletin board; and
on disk or in quarterly printed
supplements (see reply cards in
this issue).

Il:l Microform: BYTE is available
in microform from University
Microfilm International in the
U.S. and Europe.

I!i BYTE's BOMB: BYTE's
Ongoing Monitor Box is your
direct line to the editor's desk.
Each month, you can rate the
articles via the Reader Service

addition to BYTE's 12 monthly
issues, subscribers also receive
our annual IBM PC issue free
of charge, as well as any other
annual issues BYTE may
produce.

!£) BYTE Deck:

Subscribers
receive five BYTE postcard
deck mailings each year-a
direct response system for you
to obtain information on
advertised products through
return mail.

To be on the leading edge of
microcomputer technology and
receive all the aforementioned
benefits, make a career decision
today-complete and mail in a
subscription card or, call toll-free
weekdays, 8:30am to 4:30pm
E.S.T.: 800-258-5485.

And. .. welcome to
BYTE country!

I3~TE
THE SMALL SYSTEMS JOURNAL
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AMIGA
ANIMATION
BY ELAINE A. DITTON AND RICHARD A. DITTON

Bringing graphics to life on the Amiga
COMPUTER ANIMATION is the process of displaying a series of images
on a video screen. The images can be
displayed in the same spot on the
screen for static animation or moved
about the screen for dynamic animation. Animation in general consumes
a large portion of a system's available
processing power and memory space.
Usually, though, trade-offs can be
made between the amount of memory space and the amount of processing power required.
The Commodore Amiga has specific hardware that makes the task of
animation consume less CPU processing. The sprite DMA (direct memory
access) channels allow a relatively
small image to be moved and altered
by changing just a few locations in
memory. The Slitter is a high-speed
hardware device used for copying or
merging image data and drawing
lines. Because the colors in the Amiga
are stored in registers, a special form
of animation called color animation
is possible.
\n this article we will briefly discuss
the various aspects of animation on
the Amiga and the facil ities provided
in the Amiga ROM Kernel to generate
graphic images. In conclusion , we will

describe our methods of programming animation on the Amiga .
THE DISPLAY

The first thing that must be specified
is the background on which the animation will take place. This is done by
defining a View structure, which describes the characteristics of the display (see figure I). The View consists
of one or more ViewPorts, each with
specified height. width, display mode,
image data, colors, and position on
the screen. ViewPorts must be vertically stacked and separated by at
least one blank line. The width should
be specified as either 320 or 640
pixels. 'TWo or more ViewPorts of different horizontal resolution can exist
on the screen at the same time. The
ViewPort points via Raslnfo to the BitMap structure, which in turn points to
the actual bit planes of image data
(figure 2). The number of bit planes
determines the maximum number of
colors. The ViewPort also points to the
ColorMap, which is interpreted depending on the mode.
SPRITE ANIMATION

Sprites are hardware "objects" that
are independent of the background

display. The Amiga can have eight
sprites, each 16 pixels wide and any
number of lines high (figure 3). Even
though there are only eight sprites,
each one can be reused after its horizontal endpoint has been reached on
the screen. Each sprite can have 3
colors plus transparent. or you can attach two sprites to have 15 colors plus
transparent.
A sprite is displayed on the screen
by specifying its x,y coordinates and
a pointer to the memory area that describes the formed image. To animate
a sprite you only have to change
either of the coordinates or the
pointer to the image data. Since you
only have to change a few bytes to
move or alter the image, sprite animation takes very little CPU processing.
The Amiga ROM Kernel provides
several routines for manipulating the
hardware sprites. GetSprite allocates
a hardware sprite for exclusive use o f
the requesting task. ChangeSprite
(continued)

Elaine A. Ditton and Richard A. Ditton
(Free-Radical Software, \ 323 South Yale
Ave., Arlington Heights, IL 60005) are president and vice president of Free-Radical. Software, a company specializing in consumer software and computer graphics consulting.
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fast
solutionn
todiskll
ibnnatn

problems
Diskmaker® translates disks

quickly.
If you work with many different
computers and disk formats , one
Diskmaker® will pay for itself by rapidly converting hundreds of different
formats.
Diskmaker® transfers are fast ,
disk-to-disk; no modems or other
special software necessary. Does not
ti e~ up expensive computer systems to
convert disks.
Diskmaker® handles all common
disk sizes: 8", 50.". and 3Yz". Transfers can be made among PC DOS,
MSDOS, CPIM, UNIX, word processing and phototypesetting systems.
Ongoing support features several
software updates each year to stay
abreast of new systems as they are
introduced.
Diskmaker® comes complete with
drives, software and extensive manual (requires only monitor and keyboard). Six months warranty.
For more information, write:
New Generation Systems, Inc.,
9510A Lee Highway, Fairfax, VA 22031.
Telex 75041 7 NEW GEN SYS. Or call
(703) 471-5598 ~
New
~
GeNeRaTION
SYSTeMS

AMIGA ANIMATION

stance, if you XOR an area of the
screen with a pattern, the pattern appears on the screen with a different
color from the background (figure 4).
The original background can be restored by XORing in the same position with the same pattern. This
method is fast because no data is actually being moved. The Amiga drawing mode COMPLEMENT supports
this idea. It is limited because all the
bit planes are complemented so that
the resulting color is always determined by the background color. You
can obtain more color control if you
selectively XOR bit planes. Unless you
choose the colors in the registers
carefully, the overlapped portion of
XOR images will be a different color
than either of the images.
The method most often used to animate complex background images is
to move the actual blocks of data. This
method takes up the most CPU time,
but the Amiga assists with the hardware Slitter. The Slitter uses up to four
DMA channels to move data 4 to 10
times faster than · the 68000 microprocessor.
The routines BltBitMap and ClipBlit
copy rectangular areas from one sec-

changes the pointer to the image bit
map of a reserved sprite. MoveSprite
modifies the x,y coordinates of the
sprite. FreeSprite returns a reserved
sprite to the system .
To use the hardware sprites in the
animation system , the Amiga ROM
Kernel defines a structure known as
the VSprite (for "virtual sprite" ). Information about the sprite such as color
data, collision detection, and double
buffering is contained in the VSprite
structure.
Sprites are extremely easy to animate but have limitations that you
must consider. A limited number of
sprites are available, and each sprite
is of limited size. Therefore, if you
have to animate a large area , sprites
will not be appropriate. An individual
sprite can have only 3 colors and attached sprites can have 15 colors,
whereas the background display can
have up to 32 colors. The SPRITES
mode bit in the ViewPort structure
must be set if you are using VSprites
or hardware sprites.
BACKGROUND ANIMATION

The Simplest type of background animation uses the XOR trick. For in-

Raster (Bit Map)

View

blank line

\1'---

V;'_WPort_2_ - - - - '

Figure I: The View structure, which defines the display characteristics of the Amiga,
consists of one or more ViewPorts, which must be separated by at least one blank line.
The values RxOffset and RyOffset determine which portion of the background bit
map is displayed in a ViewPort
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FORTH
tion of chip memory to another. BltBitMap takes bit maps as arguments
and will blit only specified bit planes.
ClipBlit works with the RastPort structure and within the multitasking system. It will not destroy data of another
task's overlapping window. Both routines use minterms. 8-bit values that
determine how the source rectangle

is moved into the destination area.
If you want the object to do more
than just animate in a stationary position. you must save the background
underneath the object so that it can
be restored. If more than one object
is moving across another. the data
moves must be processed in last-in/
(continued)

pointers to
Copper lists
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I

MVP-FORTH
SOFTWARE

ViewPort

View

The computer
language for

I

depth

rows

V/ ~

I

Bit plane 0

I

Bit plane 1

I
Bit plane 2

Figure 2: The ViewPort structure contains pointers to the ColorMap. which
tells the system which colors to use in the ViewPort. and to Raslnfo. which
tells the sljstem where the BitMap is located. The BitMap structure contains
pointers to from one to six bit planes representinq from 2 to 64 colors. respectively.

a word processor and
calculator system for IBM.
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If you set the ViewPort to DualPlayfield mode. you will have two independently controllable playfields.
one with a higher priority than the
other. Each playfield Can have up to
seven colors plus transparent. A moving background outside an airplane
window is the type of effect possible
with this technique.

first-out order. 'TWo moving and overlapping objects would be processed
in this order: (a) save background I.
(b) place object 1. (c) save background
2. (d) place object 2. (e) restore background 2. (f) restore background 1.
If the animation object is not rectangular and you want the background to move behind the actual
shape of the object. you can accomplish this by using the Slitter. First. the
Blitter will OR all the bit planes of the
object together to form a mask describing the shape of the object. Any
of the colors can be chosen as the
background color to be ignored in the
mask. The Blitter will then AND the
mask with each bit plane of the object to create an image of the object
with a background of zero. It then inverts the mask and ANDs it with the
background bit planes. creating an
object-shaped hole. Now the Blitter
will OR the object into the background in the hole. This procedure
can be written as
D = AB

+

THE AMIGA ANIMATION SYSTEM

AC

where A is the object mask. B is the
object. C is the background. and D is
the new animation frame. That is. the
new frame is replaced with the object
wherever the object mask is true. and
with the background wherever the object mask is not true.
To implement this "cookie-cutter"
operation. object and background
data addresses are loaded into the
Slitter source data registers BLTxDAT
(where x equals A. B. or C. as above)
and the minterm resulting from the
above equation is placed in the
BLTCONO hardware register. The
same thing can be accomplished by
dividing the operation into two parts
and using the BltBitMap function.
which will take two sources at a time.
When the Amiga changes an image
in memory. it does so by altering one
bit plane at a time. Because of the
finite period of time it takes to modify
each bit plane. a moving object will
tend to have its bit planes separate
across the screen. Another problem
occurs if the program starts drawing
new information where the video
beam is passing. This results in a
screen consisting partly of old
material and partly of new. If the two
244
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Color animation is a special form of
animation with fairly limited applications. By changing the Amiga color
registers in a regular sequence. a
properly formed image will appear to
flow on the screen. This effect is well
suited to animating a flowing river or
billowing smoke. Since color animation uses very little processing power
or memory. it can provide for simple
effects without utilizing many
resources.
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Figure 3: Hardware sprites. graphic
objects that can move independentllj of the
background displalj. malj be up to 16 bits
wide. anlj number of bits high. and up to
three colors plus transptirtent.
frames are very different. it can look
quite bad. The solution to both problems is to double-buffer the screen .
That is. the system displays one memory space while drawing in another
memory area. The pointers to the two
areas are switched when the drawing
has been totally completed. and the
screen retains visual integrity. This
method uses twice the amount of
screen memory. so double-buffering
a screen with four bit planes will use
an additional 32K of chip memory.
Another way the Amiga facilitates
animation is by supporting horizontal and vertical scrolling. If you simply change the RxOffset and RyOffset of the ViewPort structure (see
figure I). the screen will display a different portion of the background
data. No memory is moved. so the
scrolling is fast and smooth. One quirk
of the scrolling. however. is that it disables hardware sprites 6 and 7.

The Amiga ROM Kernel graphics animation system classifies sprites
(VSprites) and background (or Blitter)
objects (Bobs) as graphics elements
(GELs). The graphics animation routines automatically handle some of
the topics just discussed. If your animation sequence needs both Bobs
and VSprites. and if you need to utilize
most of the features of this system. it
might simplify your job. However. this
system does add a lot of overhead.
and you may find you have more control if you write your own applicationspecific routines.
A Bob is an extension of the information contained in the VSprite structure (height. collision-hand ling information. position. and pointers to the
data) . The Bob structure handles' the
information unique to the background
such as drawing sequence. image
mask. save and restore background
information. and double buffering.
You can determine the order of drawing for each Bob or allow the system
to draw them in lj. x positional order.
The system will first draw the Bob with
the lowest lj value. If two Bobs have
the same lj value. then the Bob W\t'n
the lowest x va lue is drawn first. Objects drawn later overlap objects
drawn earlier.
In order to have the system auto-

AMIGA ANIMATION

matically save the background to be
restored after moving the Bob to a
new location. you must set the SAVEBACK bit in the variable sprFlag of
the VSprite structure and set the variable SaveBuffer to the address of a
memory location. 1b "cookie-cut" the
Bob into the background. set the
OVERLAY bit and define the ImageShadow mask. To double-buffer. a
Bob pointer is set in the Bob structure to a structure called DBufPacket.
This structure contains information
that helps keep track of the background in the current drawing buffer
for correct restoration. If any of the
Bobs are double-buffered. all the
Bobs must be double-buffered.
Four variables describe the boundaries of a rectangle that will clip the
Bob. If the GEL has passed completely outside the clipping region . the
GELGONE flag will be set. If this GEL
is no longer needed. you may delete
it from the GEL list to speed up the

E,

::,::
;::.;

,:,:,
;:::;

overall processing. The SAVEBOB bit
can be set to tell the system not to
erase the old image of the Bob. which
gives a "paintbrush" effect as the Bob
moves. Once all of the GELs are
moved or changed. they must be
sorted with the routine SortGList and
finally displayed with the routine
DrawGList. DrawGList makes up a
Copper instruction list.
The Amiga supports a set of structures and routines that will animate
Bobs. The AnimOb (animation object)
is the top-level data structure that
organizes the AnimComps (animation
components) and contains the registration point in the display relative to
which of its component Bobs are
drawn. The AnimComp is a component of the animation that contains
the actual imagery. such as an arm.
leg. or other part of the complete object. The AnimOb structure contains
the initial position of the object. its
velocity and acceleration in the x and

,:,:,
::;:;

;:::,
;:;:;

y directions. a pointer to the first of
a linked list of AnimComps. and a
pointer to a special animation routine.
The AnimComp contains a pointer to
the next AnimComp in the sequence
and a timer to tell the system when
to switch. After the two structures are
set up. calling the Animate function
sets the animation in motion.
The Amiga animation software supports sequenced drawing and motion
control. which can be used separately and together. In sequenced drawing. each view is a modification of the
preceding view. This is particularly
useful with an animation that is
cyclical in nature. like walking. One
step in a walking sequence would be
a sequenced drawing. To make the
object look like it's moving. each new
view is positioned farther from a common reference point. After the animation has completed one cycle. the
AnimOb must be moved a certain
(continued)

;:;:;
:::;:

;:;:;

XOR

Figure 4: One form of background animation on the Amiga involves using a pattern to XOR an area of the background. The

pattern will appear on the screen with a different color than the background.
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AMIGA ANIMATION
GLOSSARY
ANI MOB: A data structure that brings
many AnimComps together in a whole
object.
ANIMCOMP: An expansion of a Bob to
allow the Bob to function as part of an
AnimOb.
BIT MAP: A structure that contains
pointers to bit planes and defines the
width and depth of the bit-plane data.
BIT PLANE: An area of memory that
defines the color of the pixels displayed on the screen. Each bit plane
multiplies the number of possible
colors in the display by 2. If one bit
plane is used for a display. only two
colors are possible. If two bit planes
are used. four colors are possible. A
maximum of five bit planes can be
used in a low-resolution display and
four bit planes in a high-resolution
display
BLiTTER: A specialized hardware device
that performs high-speed data copying
and line drawing. The Blitter can perform up to 256 logic operations on
three data sources while copying to a
destination.
BOB: A Blitter object that is a software
version of the hardware sprite. Bobs
are not restricted to the size or color
limitations of a sprite.
CHIP MEMORY: The lower 512K bytes
of memory on the Amiga . which can
be directly accessed by the custom
chips.
COLOR MAP: A list of the red. green.
and blue values that are attached to a
ViewPort and loaded into the Amiga
color registers when that ViewPort is
being displayed.
COPPER: One of the Amiga's custom
coprocessor chips. it controls the entire graphics system. The Copper can
alter the registers. reposition sprites.
change the color palette. update the
audio channels. and control the Blitter.
The Copper frees the 68000 to execute
program logic rather than updating the
display screen. The Copper has only
three commands: WAIT until the beam
reaches a speCific screen position.
MOVE a value into a register. and SKIP
the next instruction if the beam is past
a specified screen position.
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GEL: A graphic element that can be
manipulated by the graphic animation
routines in the Amiga ROM Kernel.
VSprites. Bobs. AnimComps. and
AnimObs are all GELs.
IFF: Interchange Format File. the standard format for data written to files on
the Amiga. This standard allows for
data to be easily exchanged among development tools and products.
MINTERM: An 8-bit value that determines the logic operati ons to be performed by the Blitter during a data
transfer operation .
RASTPORT: A data structure that contains information needed for manipulating the graphics display with the
Amiga ROM Kernel routines. The drawing pen colors. drawing mode. area fill
pattern. text attributes. font. pen position. and line pattern are stored in the
RastPort.
SPR ITE: A hardware graphics object
that is defined and manipulated independently of the background display. The Amiga has eight sprites that
are 16 pixels wide by any number of
lines high. Each sprite can have 4
colors. or two sprites can be attached
for a 16-color sprite. Scrolling the
background or displaying more than
320 pixels per line in low resoluti on or
640 pixels per line in high resolution
causes the last two sprites to be
unusable.
VIEW: A structure that defines an entire screen display. The View contains
a pointer to a list of ViewPorts and the
x and y offsets for this screen.
VIEWPORT: A structu re that defines a
horizontal section of the display
screen. Multiple ViewPorts can be displayed on a single screen if there is at
least one blank line between ViewPorts.
Each ViewPort contains a unique color
map. display mode. width. height. x offset. and y offset for its portion of the
display screen. A scrolling background
can be created by changing the x and
y offsets contained in the ViewPort
structure.
VSPRITE: A virtual sprite. the method
o f describing the actua l hardware
sprites for use in the Amiga an imation
system.

distance to keep the apparent motion
smooth . This distance is contained in
the AnimOb structure.
Motion-control animation specifies
objects that have independently controllable velocities and accelerations.
The velOCity and acceleration values
are treated as 16-bit fixed-point binary
fractions that have the form
vvvvvvvvvv.ffffff. The slowest possible
speed is one pixel every 64 fra mes.
Each call to Animate causes the acceleration values to be added to the
velocities.
The drawing precedence for
AnimObs objects is determined by
the precedence of the Bobs that
make them up. The animation system
automatically updates the precedence in the Bob structures for each
frame to reflect the order of the first
sequence. If more than one An imOb
is on the screen. one complete object
can have precedence over another by
linking the last Bob of the first
AnimOb to the first Bob of the second AnimOb. In this way. you can
make one object appear to pass in
front of another.
Both the AnimOb and AnimComp
structures can have pointers to usersupplied routines that are called every
time Animate() is called and can
cause any change in the animatio n sequence.
TIMING
To animate an object on t he Amiga
without flicker. you have to u nderstand how the image is formed on the
screen . The entire screen is redisplayed 60 times a second. The time
period between the drawing of the
last line of the previous screen and
the first line of the next screen is
called the vertical blank. During the
vertical blank period on the Amiga .
the sprites. Copper. and bit-plane
pointers are initialized for the next
display screen. The screen is then
generated from top to bottom. left to
right.
Flicker is caused when a d isplay
area is being altered at the same time
the area is being written to the screen .
To avoid this. your animation routines
must complete all updates before the
beam reaches the d isplay area or
after the beam has left the display
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area. The current beam position can
be determined by calling the routine
VBeamPos.
Under the multitasking system of
the Amiga. each task is given 4/60
second to execute before the task is
preempted to execute the next task
of the same priority. This can play
havoc with any attempt to perform
smooth animation. since your animation routines may not be executed in
a regular time frame. One method of
getting around this problem is to increase the priority of your animation
task to a high level or use the Forbid( )
function to defeat the multitasking
system and allow the animation to execute exclusively in the Amiga.
Another method is to attach a subroutine onto the vertical blank interrupt chain. This increments a counter.
which can then be checked to determine the number of frames that have
been displayed since the last animation update. The animation routines
can then use this value to correctly
position the animation objects.
MEMORY USAGE
In one of our applications we have a
scrolling background that is four
screens wide and five bit planes deep.
requiring a total of 160K bytes. We use
six sprites to form one moving image.
Each animation step uses approximately I K byte. If the moving image
has 40 steps. just the image and background data wou ld consume 200K
bytes of memory.
As you can see. it is practically imperative to add the additional 2561<byte memory expansion to the internal 256K on the Amiga to accommodate the operating system and any
significant piece of animation. Currentl y. only the lower 512 K bytes of
memory are available to the custom
chip hardware. If additional RAM is
added via the 68000 bus. accessing
image data from there will be slower
than acceSSing data stored in the
lower 512 K bytes because all image
and sound data must still be transferred to the lower 512 K bytes to be
used.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We would like to briefly describe how
we have developed animation on the

The mechanics of
creating animated
graphics are difficult,
and good animation
results only when artist
and programmer take
the system to its limits
to produce visual effects.
Amiga. We are using the Lattice IBMPC-to-Amiga cross-compiler and the
Metacomco assembler and linker to
develop our programs. We wrote our
own PC-to-Amiga parallel transfer program because we found the one supplied with the Amiga developer's kit
to be too slow. Developing large programs on the Amiga itself wi ll be difficult until additional RAM and a good
hard disk are available. Adequate
debuggers for the Amiga are only
now becoming commercial ly available.
The art for our animation was drawn
using Deluxe Paint by Electronic Arts.
Once again. we wrote our own routines to extract the data from the IFF
file generated by Deluxe Paint and
convert it directly into an assembly
file. Then we used the structures and
function s described earlier to program the animations.
CONCWSION
The mechanics of creating animated
graphics can be difficult enough. and
the result is only as good as what you
see in the end. If a car wheel in an
animated sequence is rotating too fast
for the speed of the background passing by. the animation will not reflect
what you intended it to reflect. Good
animation is created by both artist
and programmer taking the system
to its limits to produce visual effects.
In this regard . the possibilities for
animation on the Amiga are very
exciting. _
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AMIGA VS.
MACINTOSH
BY ADAM BROOKS WEBBER

A

programmer's comparison of the system calls
on two 68000 ..based machines

I HELPED IMPLEMENT the True
BASIC language system on the Macintosh. The project has been completed
for some time now and we've all recovered our perspective and good
humor. but at the time I felt that if [
saw that smiling "Welcome to Macintosh" message one more time I would
scream. It was in this frame of mind.
on my way to see the Amiga fot the
first time. that [ wrote out a list entitled
"Why [ Hate the Macintosh."
That incident led to this article. I
have now completed the same project
on the Amiga and have many gripes
about that machine. too. In this article [ compare the system software.of
the two machines.
Implementing a language system is
a good way to get to know a machine.
True BAS[C is not just a compiler and
interpreter, it's a screen editor, a
graphics program, and a number
cruncher. It makes sounds, it prints, it
manipulates files-in short. it uses
most of a system's software. My comparison of the Macintosh and the
Am\%a \s necessarily limited, but [
have tried to choose areas that are of
general interest and that are represen-

tative of the differences between the
two machines. These are the user interface, graphics primitives, printers
and other devices, multitasking, and
memory management.
THE USER INTERFACE

The user interface of a system is usually examined from the user's point of
view. You ask, "[s it intuitive? Is it
powerful? Is it forgiving of error?" as
you consider how to communicate
with a program. [ am interested in another point of view: What does a program have to do to communicate with
the user? For some machines, communicating with the user means
reading characters from the keyboard
and writing text to the screen. Adding
windows, menus, and mouse operations makes things more complicated.
Just how complicated is shown by
the Macintosh user interface software,
which determines the structure of
every Mac program more or less completely. The program must have a
main loop that is executed as often
as possible, usually 60 times a second. (One rule of thumb: The quality
of system software is inversely propor-

tional to the number of things a program must do "as often as possible.")
The main loop checks for events like
keystrokes, mouse clicks, and disk insertions and responds to them.
Responding to an event is usually a
lot of work because the Mac's user interface software provides little
assistance. Figure I shows, in pseudocode, a simple example of what a program must do to allow a window with
a scroll bar to change in size-something that most Mac programs have
to deal with. The system software
does offer significant help in two
areas of user interface: text editing
and file access. 1extEdit is a subsystem that provides a mechanism for
displaying and editing text in a window. (True BASIC doesn't use 1extEdit.
but only because we have our own internal string-handling procedures.) For
(continued)
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file access, the system software provides the Standard File Dialog, which
gives a graphic display of the contents
of a disk and allows you to choose a
file. It's an excellent tool and almost
all Mac programs (including True
BASIC) use it.
Intuition, the Amiga user-interface
software, supports two different
mechanisms for communicating with
the user. The console device is the
simpler of the two. From your point
of view the console device looks like
a no-frills window, but from the program's side it looks like a terminal. The
program gets a sequence of characters as input and sends off a sequence
of characters as output. Mouse clicks
and other nontextual input come
through the console device as special
ANSI-defined character sequences.
The console device is a very easy way
for text-only applications to communicate with the user. It is especially
useful for prompt-based applications

like those typical of UNIX and the IBM

Pc.
The Amiga's other. more powerful
user interface mechanism is the Intuition Direct Communication Port. or
lDCMP. The Amiga Executive allows
tasks to communicate with each other
through message ports; an lDCMP is
a message port that has a program at
one end and Intuition at the other
end. Events are communicated to the
program through the port. This is a
very flexible scheme: The program
can poll the lDCMP, or it can arrange
to run only when there is some event
for it to work on, or it can spawn a
separate task to handle events. And
the events themselves are much more
straightforward to handle-figure I
shows in pseudocode what an Amiga
program using an lDCMP must do to
allow a window with a scroll bar to
change in size. The program can get
more control of the resizing process
if it wants to, but for most programs

Amiga

Macintosh

Anyth ing happen?
Yes, your window is a new size.

Anything happen?
Yes, the mouse button was pressed.

Fine.

Where was it pressed?
In the resizing box.
If the window isn't frontmost, make it frontmost.
OK.
Otherwise, what size does the user want?
This size.
Hide the scroll bar.
OK.
Change window sizes.
OK.
Change scroll bar to the location and size
I've calculated.

OK
Redraw the scroll bar.
OK.
Remember to redraw the part of ihe window
whose size I've calculated .
OK.

Figure I: Comparisons (in pseudocode) of a program's actions and the operating
system's responses to a user event for both the Amiga and. Macintosh. The user
attempts to resize a window that contains a scroll bar.
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(including True BASIC) it works almost
automatically.
In future revisions of Intuition I'd like
to see something like the Mac's TextEdit for displaying and editing text in
a non-console-device window and
some kind of file interface like the
Standard File Dialog. But in spite of
these deficiencies, I prefer the Amiga
user interface. It is more flexible and
usually requires less work on the part
of the program.
GRAPHICS PRIMITIVES

The Amiga has more in the way of
graphics special effects than the
Macintosh. It has color, many different
screen depths and resolutions, and
special-purpose animation hardware.
I suppose there's no comparison
when it comes to games, simulations,
art programs, and that crowd. But for
a language system what I really want
is a complete, logical set of basic
graphics primitives. I want the system
software to handle straightforward
drawing on the screen. In this area the
Macintosh system software excels.
The Mac knows how to draw rectangles, rounded rectangles, polygons, ellipses and arcs, and general
closed figures. These basic objects
can be outlined, filled in with any
black-and-white pattern, or inverted
(turning black pixels in the area to
white and vice versa). The Mac can
also draw lines and write text in
software-definable fonts. The Macintosh graphics subsystem, called
OuickDraw, supports a mechanism for
recording graphics operations in a
compact way and then playing them
back.
The Macintosh doesn't support
flood-fill. Flood-fill is what the "paint
can" does in MacPaint: Starting at
some point. the program colors in the
screen, stopping at whatever boundary lines it comes across. True BASiC
and several other programs accomplish this with custom software. (Note:
The new 128K ROMs from Apple do
support flood-fill.) Another weakness
is the ellipse-drawing algorithm used
by the Mac: An ellipse that is substantially longer on one axis than on the
other is drawn unconnected, with frequent perforations. Thi s means that
such an ellipse cannot be flood-
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filled-it leaks! Plenty of published
ellipse-drawing algorithms don't have
this undesirable property.
The Amiga's graphics primitives are
less well developed than the Mac's.
The Amiga knows how to draw rectangles and polygons. Objects can be
outlined. filled with any multicolored
pattern, or inverted. Sometimes the
machine can perform a combination
of these operations, like outlining with
one color and filling with another, in
one pass. The Amiga does support
flood-fill . It draws lines and supports
software-definable fonts. However, it
does not draw ellipses or any other
curved figures at all .
Figure 2 summarizes the graphics
primitives of the two systems. The
Amiga graphics software strongly reflects the Amiga graphics hardware.
The hardware helps the system draw
lines and rectangles, so lines and rectangles are well represented: other
figures are not.
Another example of this kind of
hardware-oriented design is the software interface to the blitter. The
Amiga's blitter is a custom chip that
does bit-aligned data manipulation .
One of its many duties is moving
screen images around. The strictest
hardware limitation is imposed on the
blitter: It can access only the lowest
512K bytes of memory. That's fine,
that's what hardware is all about; but
the software that uses this hardware
should relax that restriction. It
doesn't. One of the things you might
want to do with a lot of memory is to
store lots of images in it. This is possible on the Amiga , but you have to
copy those images down into the
lowest 5 12K of memory before any of
the graphics routines will touch them.
For these reasons I prefer the Macintosh graphics primitives, They're
well chosen , and they have natural interfaces. The Amiga graphics software
is very powerful. in its idiomatic way,
and it cooperates well with the hardware. Is it too much to ask that it
cooperate with the programmer too?
DEVICES

A printer is the programmer's bane.
Printers are so similar on the outside
that it seems ridiculous not to support
a large variety of them-but they're all

annoyingly different on the inside.
Both the Amiga and the Macintosh try
to get around the problem of printing
by offering device independence. This
means that the system software deals
with the problem by offering a single
device interface, regardless of what is
connected to the computer.
To a program running on the Macintosh, the printer looks like a video
screen. The program draws onto this
screen just as if it were the video display, and the system software takes
care of translating those operations
into something the printer will understand. This makes good sense, but in
practice it doesn't work out well at all .
The different Apple printers (and
there are really only two) accept different subsets of the graphics primit ives, so an operation that prints on
the Imagewriter may produce no effect on the LaserWriter. The program
is substantially involved in setting up,
adjusting, paginating, and disposing
of the special printer "screen." All this
overhead is acceptable for a program
that is printing complicated graphics,
but for an ordinary text-only printing
program like True BASIC. it's a lot of
work.
An especially odd aspect of printing
on the Macintosh is printing "in the
background." Programs can allow you
to do other things while the printer is
busy. To do this, the program gives the
Printing Manager (the software to
handle printing operations) a procedure that it can call as often as pos-

0

0
draw

fill

invert

C)

sible. The program calls the Printing
Manager, and the Printing Manager
calls the program over and over to
lend it processor time, and then when
printing is done the Printing Manager
returns to the program . This is
ridiculous, but it's the Mac's lack of
multitasking that is at fault. not the
printing software-and multitasking is
discussed in more detail below.
The Amiga offers several ways to
use the printer. One is specifically designed for programs that print text
only. Using this method, the program
deals with the printer as if it were a
file. The printer can be opened, written to, and closed just like a part of
the file system . Special fonts and
other features of the printer can be
activated by the Amiga's printing software, which generates the required
control sequences for the specified
printer. Programs that need even
more control over printing can access
the printer driver directly. For printing
graphics, the program passes the
printer driver the same image used by
the graphics primitives, rather like the
Mac's scheme but a bit less automatic. IEditor's note: The Amiga uses

printer-specific drivers that perform the conversion from generic primitives to hardwarespecific control sequences. You select the driver
that fits your printer from a variety of printer
drivers supplied with the system disk.1
For other devices, like the serial
port. the Amiga uses the same twolevel scheme: The device can be
(continued)
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Consistent, high..level
access to a variety
of devices is a
strong point of the
Amiga that has almost
no counterpart
in the Macintosh.
opened as a file for simple access, or
it can be manipulated directly for
more complicated operations. The
Amiga's parallel port and RAM disk
device also use this method. Consistent. high-level access to a variety of
devices is a strong point of the Amiga
that has almost no counterpart in the
Macintosh. For example, the Mac's
serial port is accessed only through
a low-level driver. (Actually. it's accessed through two low-level drivers,
one in ROM and one in RAM: but the
latter seems hardly more than a debugged version of the former.)
MULTITASKING
A multitasking system is one that runs
several independent programs at
once, giving each the impression that
it is the one and only. The Macintosh
system software does not support
multitasking. Given this, how do the
Mac's desk accessories appear to
operate as independent programs?
Desk accessories are parasitic. They
depend on the currently running
"host" program for almost everything.
The program must call the ROM routine SystemThsk as often as possible,
which in turn calls the various desk ac. cessories so that they can perform
whatever periodic things they do. The
program must also notice that certain
events (keystrokes, mouse clicks, and
menu selections) belong to a desk accessory and must pass those events
along to it.
This arrangement makes the application responsible for starting up
desk accessories. A program that
allows the use of desk accessories
252
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must find out which ones are available, create a menu listing them, and
start up any desk accessory selected
by the user. This means that desk accessories interact badly with the rest
of the system and waste more programmer time than anything else [ can
think of on the Mac. Every program
on the Mac becomes a frantic conspirator in the multitasking cover-up.
Well. almost every program-some
just give up on desk accessories, and
others (like MacPaint) sharply restrict
their use.
The only thing worse than supporting a desk accessory is being one.
Desk accessories are hard to write
because they're constructed so differently from the host programs they
depend on. They're written as device
drivers-which means, among other
things, that they are table-driven, that
they have to be small (about 8K bytes
at the most), and that they have to be
very careful not to alter the environment they work in .
One thing a multitasking system
does is to mediate between programs
that want to use the same device at .
the same time. [f one program is
using, say, the printer, another program will be told that the printer cannot be used right now. No such orderliness exists on the Macintosh. The
Control Panel is a desk accessory that
allows you to change (among other
things) the volume of the Macintosh's
sound. [f a program is using the
Sound Driver to make sound at the
same time that the Control Panel is
trying to change the sound volume,
they often end up in a permanent battle for control.
The Amiga supports true multitasking. This is visible to the user, who
sees that several programs can be run
at once, but it can be nearly invisible
to the program. There are no "desk
accessories" on the Amiga because
almost any program can run concurrently with any other. The program
should practice moderation and not.
for example, count to a million just to
let some time go by. But even a
greedy program li ke that could
operate as one of several tasks,
because the system software ensures
that every task gets processor time.
The system also mediates device ac-

cess, so that problems cannot be
caused by having two programs acCidentally access a device at the same
time. The only thing a, program really
needs to be polite about is memory
usage, because any program could
take up all available memory if it
wanted to. A multitasking system
really needs a more sophisticated
plan for memory management than
this, and, as you'll see, [ have one in
mind.
The Macintosh should have had
multitasking. [ can't stress enough
what a big contribution it makes to
the elegant design of system software.
The Amiga has an excellent multitasking system, and [ think it will have
twice the product life of the Macintosh because of it.
MEMORY MANAGEMENT
The architecture of the 68000 processor requires a stack, which is an
area of memory used for subroutine
addresses and other last-in/first-out
data, Since the Mac and the Amiga
both use the 68000, both have stacks:
but the multitasking Amiga needs a
separate stack for each task, and this
results in a memory arrangement very
different from that of the Macintosh.
The Macintosh has one stack, which
grows from the top of memory down
to a preset limit. [t has two heaps, the
system heap and the application
heap. (Heaps are areas of memory for
blocks that. unlike stack blocks, need
not be freed in any particular o'rder.)
The system heap is small and cannot
grow: it is used mostly by system
software and is preserved across runs
of a program. The application heap
can grow up to a preset limit (the
same limit toward which the stack is
growing, from the other side). The
application heap is reinitialized
each time a program is run , so programs need not remember to deallocate blocks when they are shutting
down.
Many'heap blocks on the Macintosh
float: that is, the system software may
decide to move a data block without
consulting the program that a\\ocated
that block. Often it will move all
allocated blocks to one end of the
heap so that all free memory is in a
(continued)
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continuous piece at the other. This
helps reduce fragmentation and so
conserves memory. Figure 3 shows a
sample Macintosh memory layout.
One problem with the Mac's memory management scheme is the preset
limit that divides the stack from the
heap. The program has to decide
where that limit is going to be-once
set, it cannot easily be altered. For
many programs it is difficult, if not un-

natural. to set such a permanent
fence. True BASIC can't tell what kind
of memory demands the user is going to make: Running a BASIC program that uses big strings would use
a lot of heap memory, but running
one that's heavily recursive would use
a lot of stack. Another problem is the
complexity introduced by the floating
blocks. Naturally, there's a way for programs to find the current location of
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16M

non-RAM addresses:
ROM , devices, etc.

,

system ROM
4M

~

~

extra RAM
would go here

reserved
~

512K

expansion slot decoding

main sound buffer
reserved
main screen buffer
8250 ports
special-purpose chips

application
global space

not used
stack

10M

~T------T

t_

~t_____ __

,

application heap

~

expansion
memory:
heaps and
stacks only

,
~

system heap

system globals

dispatch table
2M
not used

system globals

512K
special chip memory
heaps, stacks, graphics

trap vectors

o

o
Macintosh memory layout (Plus)

Amiga memory layout

Figure 3: A comparison of the Amiga and Macintosh memory maps.

a floating block, but the current location isn't current for very long and it's
easy to make mistakes.
The most irritating problem with the
Mac's memory management is that
the stack can easily grow down past
the limit and wipe out part of the
heap. The system software uses some
unspecified amount of stack space in
addition to the amount used by the
program. This makes it doubly difficult to determine when the stack is
growing too low. There is virtually no
way to guarantee that the stack won't
overwrite the heap, and most programs merely try to make it as unlikely
as possible.
The Amiga's memory management
places everything at fixed locations in
one heap: Data blocks do not float.
Some memory is not accessible to the
custom hardware, so programs need
to explicitly request chip-accessible
memory (that is, available to the
graphics chips) if they want it. Each
task has a stack, which is usually
rather small (less than 8K bytes), and
each task has to cope with the same
problem of noticing when the stack is
full. The operating system does not
use the task's stack at interrupt time,
which makes it somewhat easier to
avoid stack disasters.
One drawback of the Amiga's memory management is that a program
must remember exactly what heap
blocks it allocated and must deallocate them before shutting down.
If it doesn't, the memory cannot be
reused until the system is reinitialized
(as by turning the machine off and
then back on). The small. fixed maximum size for task stacks is also a
nuisance. Most annoying is that other
tasks may have allocated immovable
blocks at any location in the heap, so
a program cannot count on finding
large continuous pieces of memory
free. This is part of the reason why
task stacks are usually so small-they
have to be small enough so the program can be pretty sure of being able
to allocate one.
Considering the design constraints
of the Amiga, I don't see how the
memory management software could
have been much better. It's simple
and fast. unlike the Mac's memory
(continued)
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PRINTER SHARING
AND PRINT BUFFERING
ALL IN ONE VERSATILE UNIT
Print Master from BayTech
is an intelligent printer
controller that connects
between your computers and
printers. It allows you to share
one printer automatically,
contend for multiple printers
automatically, or switch
between several printers by
sending a simple code. Plus,
Print Master's built-in buffer
spools data until your printer
can receive it.
A VERY FLEXIBLE
PRINTER SHARER

You configure Print Master's
ports for any combination of
printers and computers by
answering questions from the
easy-to-follow menus. For
example, with the ten-port
Print Master, nine computers
can share one printer, eight
computers can share two
printers, seven computers
can share three printers, and
so on , to one computer which
can share nine printers. You
can also menu-select these
features : the baud rate, word
size, stop bits, parity, and
XON/OFF handshaking; the
disconnect time-out; and form
feeds . Ports may be
configured individually to
translate for printers and
computers using different
configurations. All
changes you make are
saved in nonvolatile memory.

/

PRINT MASTER'S BUFFER
KEEPS YOU WORKING

Since Print Master can
accept data faster than your
printer, you can dump a print
job into Print Master's 512K
buffer and then go on to
another project. All connected
users can send data to this
common pool buffer, and
they can be doing it at the
same time, even if no printer
is available. Data is stored in
the buffer until it can be sent
on a first-in-firstout basis to

the selected printer. If you
need more memory, Print
Master is optionally available
with one megabyte buffer.
CONTROL PRINT OUTPUT
FROM YOUR COMPUTER

If several users are sharing
one printer, printer sharing is
completely automatic. There
are no codes to send. You
simply perform your normal
print operation. If you are
sharing several identical
printers, connection
is also

automatic. Again, you perform
your normal print operation
and are connected to the
next available printer on a
first-come-first-serve basis.
Print Master will send data to
all printers simultaneously to
keep your printers running at
full capacity.
If you are sharing several
different printers , such as a
letter printer, a laser-jet and a
plotter, you do your normal
print routine but insert a short
printer select code (which
you can define yourself) as
the first characters of your
data. The data is then routed
to the selected printer. It's
that easy.
CHOOSE SERIAL
OR PARALLEL MODELS

706A (6 parallel ports), $795.
706C (6 serial ports), $795.
7060 (4 parallel/2 serial), $795.
7080 (6 parallel/2 serial), $895.
708C (8 serial ports), $895.
710C (10 serial ports), $995.
Additional 500K buffer, $249.
Want more details? Call or
write BayTech at P.O. Box
387, Bay Saint Louis, MS
39520. Telex 910-333-1618.
Phone 601-467-8231 or

800-523-2702

Inquiry 39
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· Inquiry 297

AMIGA VS. MACINTOSH

management software. which. though
it reduces memory fragmentation. is
complex and slow. What I'd like to see
in future machines is some memory
management hardware. Mainframes
have had the benefit of virtual memory
systems for the last 20 years. and it's
time this technology made it to micros.
When people think of virtual memory
systems they often think of paging. the
automatic use of disk space as an extension of RAM. But with memory so
inexpensive, who wants to page to a
floppy disk? The real benefits of memory management hardware are segmentation and access control.
Segmentation means that memory
is grouped into logical areas, not
physical ones. There might be a segment for the stack and a segment for
the heap. Hardware would take care
of mapping these continuous logical
areas into possibly noncontiguous
pieces of RAM and would prevent
them from ever running into each
other. Access control means that the
segments can be restricted for certain
kinds of operations: A segment containing scratch space could be examined and altered but not executed,
whi le a segment containing instructions could be examined and executed but not altered. Memory management hardware like this may never
become an absolute necessity for
single-user systems, but it would certainly make software development
easier and more fun . I'd like to see it
in future machines from Apple and
Commodore.
CONCWSION

Both of the 68000-based machines
have excellent system software in
places, but the Amiga is the wi nner
in five of my six areas of comparison .
The Amiga software is a bit thin : For
example, it could use a more complete set of graphics primitives. But
the Amiga's shortcomings are minor
in comparison with some of the Macintosh's deep-rooted problems The
Macintosh lacks multitasking but tries
to fake it. and it insi sts on a complicated user interface but leaves
much of the work up to the application. These are serious drawbacks.
and it is difficult to imagine elegant
repairs for them. _
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INTRODUCING
OPEN ACCESS®

IITM

THE FULLY INTEGRATED BUSINESS SYSTEM
WITH THE WORLD AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

Open Access II
Comparison Chart

Q)
<..)

CL

NETWORK VERSION
AVAILABLE

Open Access II is a
new, super-program which
can perform virtually every
managerial and business
task you 'll ever need with
performance and ease-ofuse unheard of in the
industry.
Open Access II
combines an extremely
powerful relational database and superior
spreadsheet with data
communications , word
processing , 3-dimensional
graphics, and time
management. Information is
conveniently changed from
module to module.
Open Access II 's
Database features an
effective and flexible report
generator and user
definable screens.
"Programmer," our new
Database language,
features simple interacting
English-like commands
to produce your customized
applications.
Open Access II 's
Spreadsheet offers a unique
combination of business
problem solving capabilities;
including goal-seeking, and
an advanced table look-up
command. Professional
business presentations
are easily produced by
the enhanced graphic
capabil ities.
Open Access II 's
improved Word Processor
can merge data from
Spreadsheet or Database
easi ly to produce reports ,
mail merge and graphic
presentations.

Open Access II 's data
commun ications provides
you with the capabilities to
handle any of your micro
computer communications
needs. All of Open Access
II 's modules work together
and data is easily
communicated to the rest of
the world.

BEST OF ALL,
THE PRICE

$ 595.

U.S. Version Only

Open Access II 's super
program is also available in
the network version. Ask for
details. Call (619) 450-1526
in Californ ia, or (800)
521-35 11 if outside California for your nearest
authorized dealer or
distributor and expand your
business base with Open
Access II, the fully
integrated business system.

SPI
SOfTWARE PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL

10240 Sorrento Valley Road
San Diego, California 92121
(619) 450-1526
For Your Authorized Dealer
In California

(800) 621-7490
Outside California

(800) 521-3511
.

19S6SotlwillePfOlluclslnlernillion,J. lnc. AlIllg~ls,eser;ed.

OJ)fnAtCeSSI5iregls!!redlridemar~ofSo!lwartProdutl s fnlernlllorlll.lnt.
OpenAccesslits a Uld~mllko r So' l wlleProducl sl nlerlli lionil.lnc.

In quiry 320 for End-Users.
Inqu iry 321 for DEALERS ONLY.

LOlusl.BandSymol'lOnylreregislered tr,dem'lksollo lusDeyelOpmenl Ccwp.
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THE FRANKLIN ACE 2200 is an Apple lIelllc clone. but Albert S, Woodhull
reports that the system differs from other members of the Apple family. The
two disk drives are integrated and the keyboard is detached. He has found
the system to be well built and highly compatible, but two expansion slots
may not satisfy all users.
The Leading Edge Model D PC is an IBM PC clone with a long list of standard features. Stan Miastkowski reports that the computer is a very good value,
with the lack of a higher processor speed being its main deficiency.
According to Wayne Rash Jr., the Xerox 6060 is virtually identical to the AT&T
PC 6300. He was very pleased with the system's quiet and quick operation,
although you should consider seriously his comments about obtaining affordable support.
Apart from a defective cover catch, Bob Swearengin enjoyed working with
the C Itoh TriPrinter, The price is not cheap, but the 9-wire print head can
produce a variety of typefaces, the output is fast. and the overall print quality
is very good .
Jonathan Angel takes a brief look at one of many memory-expansion boards
for IBM PC compatibles. The Thrner Hall Card adds 2 56K bytes of memory,
a c1ocklcalendar, and software to let you set up a print spooler or a RAM
disk. Even if you are considering a similar board, his discussion on installation should interest you,
Namir Clement Shammas reviews Thrbo Prolog, a language that may do for
Prolog what Borland's first language did for Pascal. He enjoyed the language's
environment. its very fast compiler, and its support for screen and window
management. but he has important reservations concerning its nonstandard
implementation.
Software Carousel is a virtual memory manager that lets you load up to
10 applications at the same time. Mark Haas suggests that the $49.95 package
has some minor limitations, but you might appreciate the fact that you can
use any available main storage memory to hold inactive partitions,
Rusel DeMaria looks at Paradox 1.1, a relational database that combines
a powerful script language, keystroke macros, and a complex relational data
structure. The result is a powerful database well worth a look.
Finally, Ricardo Birmele examines the latest version of WordPerfect. which
includes a wide variety of improvements and new features, Users of word processo rs will have little to criticize here.
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USE THE BRAINS YOUR APPLE
WASN'T BORN WITH.
Right at your fingertips
in CompuServe's Apple®
Forums.
Join the CompuServe Apple II and III
Forum to swap everything from tall tales
to short cuts with other users, and explore
thousands of classic programs stockpiled
since 1979.
Swap programs and files with fellow
Mac owners in our Macintosh" Users
Forum. Questions? You'll get answers
from the experts here!
Visit the Macintosh Developers
Forum. Get updates to the "Inside
Macintosh Software Supplement:' Interact
with the Mac "team" in Cupertino.
The Apple User Groups Forum,
supported by Apple Computer, unites
officers of Apple user groups-"ambassadors" for hundreds of thousands of Appleactive enthusiasts worldwide.
Easy access to free software. .

• Download First-rate, non-commerclGl, usersupported software and utility programs.
• Take advantage of CompuServe's

inexpensive weeknight and weekend rates
(when Forums are most active, and standard
online charges are just IOC a minute).
• Go online in most major metropolitan areas
with a local phone call.
• And receive a $25.00 Introductory Usage
Credit with purchase of your CompuServe
Subscription Kit.

articles from leading user group newsletters
nationwide and other Apple-related
publications.
• Other CompuServe Forums-supporting Jazz ,. and other LOTU~ products.
Microsoff®, MicroPro~ Borland Internationar Ashton- Tat~ and other software.
Also Pascal, Basic, C, Forth , Assembly and
other programming languages.

Information you simply can't find

All you need is your Apple computer
and a modern .•. or almost any other
personal computer.
To buy your Subscription Kit, see your
nearest computer dealer. Suggested retail
price is $39.95. To receive our free brochure, or to order direct, call BOO-B4B-B199
(in Ohio, call 614-457-OB02). If you're already a CompuServe subscriber; type GO
MAUG (Micronetworked Apple Users
Group) at any ! prompt to see what you've
been missing.

anywhere else.

Use the Forum Message Board to send
and receive electronic messages, and pose
specific questions to Apple owners.
Join on~ing, real-time discussions
in a Forum Conference-with Apple
luminaries like Bill Atkinson, Doug Clapp,
Dan Cochran, Jean-Louis Gassee, Mark
Pelczarski, John Sculley and Steve
Wozniak.
Search Forum Data libraries for free
software, user tips, transcripts of previous
CompuServe online conferences
and more.
Enjoy other useful services like:
• Popular Computer Magazineselectronic editions, for your reading pleasure.
Including Apples Online, which reprints

ContpuServe®
Information Services. P.O. Box 20212
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd., Columbus, Ohio 43220

800·848·8199
In Ohio, Call 614·457·0802
An H&R Block Company
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his month I intended to provide
a quick look at the best and
brightest products from the 1986 National Computer Conference in Las
Vegas, but the show was disappointing. Attendance was down, and very
few new microcomputer products
were shown. However, I vowed that I'd
never return from a show cynically
proclaiming that there was nothing
th ere.
Therefore, I'm happy that Alloy (100
Pennsylvania Ave., Framingham, MA
01701. (617) 875-6100) showed its BiTurbo board, a dual-tasking accelerator fo r IBM PCs and compatibles. The plug-in card has an 8-MHz
V20 processor, I megabyte of RAM,
and a dedicated serial port. Bundled
software allows you use the board to
perform two separate tasks simultaneously. The software also provides
disk cach ing.
Alloy recommends that you have
640K bytes of RAM in your system,
although the board will operate with
less memory. Note, however, that DOS
3.1 and the Bi.:rt.Irbo operating system
take up approximately 142K bytes of
yo ur system's RAM, and you must
have both a hard disk and DOS 3.0
or later. The software supports monochrome and CGA but not EGA A
review of the board is now being written and should appear in BYTE this
winter.
We hoped to find evidence of new
products for the Amiga and the Atari
ST at NCe. but the best source was
the pile of packages waiting back at
the office. For the Amiga, Byte by
Byte Corporation (3736 Bee Cave Rd ..
Suite 3, Austi n, TX 78746, (512)
328-2983) has just released Infominder, a powerful and innovative
database manager. With it you can
store, organize, and access text and
graphic information. A display utility
lets you view the content of files, in-

c1uding standard AmigaDOS text files
and IFF format graphics. Byte by Byte
claims that the database functions
best with files that are prepared with
it.
Byte by Byte has also just released
its expansion chassis for the Amiga.
For $1795, you obtain I megabyte of
reserve memory (in addition to the 8
megabytes of RAM accessible
through the expansion port). a battery-powered clock and calendar, and
5 DMA expansion slots. The chassis,
which also will support up to three
half-height devices including a hard
disk, has a 200-watt power supply and
will autoconfigure under Kickstartl
Workbench 1.2. The unit. which includes a 20-megabyte hard disk, will
sell for $3195 .
For the Atari ST. Batteries Included
(30 Mural St.. Richmond Hill. Ontario,
Canada L4B IB5 , (416) 881-9816) has
released Time Link, a time management system, and Thunder, a Borland
Lightning-like spelling checker. Time
Link, which is also available for the
Macintosh , lets you organize timerelated information . The information
you enter into the database is
stamped with a time, allowing you to
organize and structure your time or
simply keep track of any time-based
information. More advanced aspects
of the utility allow you to compi le information in separate categories over
a period of time. You could, for example, use the tool to keep track of
regular expenses.
We first saw Thunder at COMDEX
in Atlanta , but it has now been released. Dubbed "The Writer's Assistant. " Thunder provides a real-time
spelling checker and a macro facility
very much like PRD+ that uses abbreviations to speed up you r typing.
It also includes several writi ng tools
for analyzing yo ur prose and counting your words.

Finally, some reviews business. We
are, as always, concerned with providing you with the best reviews in the
business. And, of course, we want to
provide as many reviews as possible.
We have therefore organized a large
number of comparative reviews of
IBM PC and PC AT clones, PC AT multifunction boards, modems, printers,
expansion boards, and, when possible, languages. You will begin seeing more of these comparative
reviews in the next few issues, and I
certainly want to hear what your reactions are.
We obviously have no desire to
sacrifice our comprehensiveness or
our user perspective, and I think that
we have done well. We will be able to
review far more products than ever
before, and all of you who have
walked the aisles at the larger computer shows know how important that
can be.
However, our readers are the best
judges. If you can, write me a quick
note (clo BYTE, One Phoenix Mill
Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458) to let
me know how you feel about the
direction of the Reviews section. After
all. we are trying to serve you.
As for more immediate concerns,
we are organizing a comparative
review that will pit the new IBM PC
Convertible against the Zenith Z-180,
the Bondwell 8, and the Toshiba
TlIOO Plus. The review should be very
exciting, especially since all of these
machines are currently competing for
government contracts. There will also
be a Product Description of the IBM
PC Convertible in our special IBM
issue this fall . In addition, we are
preparing comparative reviews of
18-p in dot-matri x printers, EGA
boards, three new BASICs for th e
Macintosh, and much more.

-Jon Edwards
Senior Teclinical Editor, Reviews
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TITAN UP YOUR ACT
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Model No. MPC-2100A
• PC / AT COMPATIBLE
. 80286 CP U , OPTIONAL 80287
• SOFTWA RE SELECTABLE
6- OR 8 MHz CPU SPEEDS
·640 KB RAM ON BOARD.
EXPANDABLE TO 1MB
• ONE 1.2 MB FLOPPY DRIVE
• SIX FULL SLOTS AND TWO
HALF SLOTS
• PSA BIOS
• MS- DOS 3.2 & GW BASIC
• 84 KEY AT - S TYLE KEYBOARD
·192 WATT POWER SUPPLY
• FCC CLASS " B"

MITAC'S
~nM~~
~TI"'AN
-=---=-;;;;::= -=-.~

COMPLETE EGA AT SYSTE M
FOR ONLY A N ADDITI ONAL

5269
_

....

1M EGA

ENHANCED GRAPHICS SYSTE
PUTS ON A DAZZLING DISPLA
If all you want out of a computer is a fancy typewriter / calculator, this
ad was not written for you - but if you see the computer as the powerful
a id to creative thinking th at it is, read on:
- because Mitac's CompuTitanl Enhanced Graphics System will take you and
your colleagues out of the dreary monochrome wasteland into a sp lendid world
of clear , precise , bri lliant color and give you all the speed and storage capacity you need to shape mountains of data-and your ideas- into a creation
all yo ur own.
Here in the same package are combined Mitac's PC I AT compatib le CompuTitan and the M.E.G.A. (Mitac Enhanced Gra phics Adapter). Together
they provide the perfect complement to the EGA -compatible display of your
choice -and TRW will provide speedy and reliable service for a ll Mitac prod ucts through out North America! Call the toll-free number below for the address of th e Mitac distributor in your area.

••• . E.G.A.

• IBM EGA COMPATIBLE
- EMULATES THE FEATURES O F
THE IBM COLOR GRAPHICS
ADAPTER, ENHANCED COLOR
GRAPHICS ADAPTER AND
MONOCHROME D ISPLAY ADAPTER
• 256 KB RAM BUFFER
• LIGHT PEN INTERFAcE
- PARALLEL PR INTER PORT
• FCC CLASS "B"

• MODEL NO . MBC-EGA / M -SP
FEATURES EN H ANCED EGA CARD
W ITH H ERCULES GRAPHICS
ABILITY AND AN RS ·232C SERIAL
PORT -$34 5.

RlitBC

When reliability is a d ecisive fa ctor

Mitac Inc. No . 585 Ming Sheng E. Rd., Taipei. Taiwan. ROC. TEL: (02) 501-8231: TLX : 20261 MECTAC . 11 942 TAIAUTO; FAX: 886-2-50 1-4265.
America n Mitac C orp . 3385 Viso Ct .. San la Clara. CA. 95054 . TEL : (408) 988-0258. 988-7508: TOLL FREE : 1-(800) 32 1-8344 TLX : 910-338-220 1 MECTEL; FAX : 408-980·9742 .

IBM PC/ AT and EGA are registered trademarks of International Bu siness Machin es Corporation .
Hercules is a registe red trademark of Hercules Co mpul e r Techno logy .
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MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corp .

Inquiry 19

THE FRANKLIN
BY ALBERT

Although the Franklin ACE
2200 is an Apple IIe/IIc clone.
its package is different from
that of any member of the
Apple II family. The two disk
drives are integrated into the
main unit. and the keyboard
is detached. Franklin supplies
its own disk operating system. and the internal firmware. including Franklin
BASIC. is different from that
of an Apple II. However. the
ACE 2200 is designed to be
a work-alike of an Apple lIe
or Ilc. with a 65SC02 microprocessor. built-in 128K-byte
memory. graphics at low.
high. and double-high resolution. expandability with standard Apple II peripheral
cards. and the ability to run
most programs written for
the Apple II family.

S.

ACE 2200

WOODHULL

An inexpensive Apple II
clone with a detachable keyboard
and integrated disk drives

THE KEYBOARD

PHYSICAL
CHARACTERISTICS

The ACE 2200 is a well-built
system. The two half-height 5!;.i-inch
floppy disk drives have indicator lights
to show activity and readlwrite status.
The front panel has five indicator
lights labeled Power. Diag. Disk Error.
obI Hi Res. and cpu. I particularly like
the ~isk Error light: it flickers when
disk errors are detected. This provides
a useful early warning that a floppy
disk is getting unreliable.
All the standard interfaces (keyboard. printer. game controller. and
monitor) are attached by connectors
to the backpanel. and there are cutouts for mounting additional connectors. From the rear panel. you can access a volume control for the built-in
speaker. This is a nice idea. particularly for a family computer that might be
used for playing games with sound effects. Also on the rear panel are four

When I opened the
cabinet. I was surprised to
see that there are over I 10 integrated circuits on the main
board. Recently the trend
has been to rely on small
numbers of specialized
chips. but Franklin does not
take this path with the ACE
2200. This means that if a
malfunction can be identified. a long wait to obtain a
part available only from the
manufacturer is unlikely. On
the other hand. however.
most of the integrated circuits. except for RAM. ROM.
the microprocessor. and a
few other specialized chips.
are soldered directly to the
board. Thus. a local service
person will not find it easy to
locate a malfunction by systematically swapping chips.

option switches for selecting an alternate character set and several other
configuration options. The rear panel
does not provide AC power outlets for
the monitor or the printer.
You access the inside of the computer by removing two small screws
from the rear panel and sliding the
cover forward . The front panel and
the disk drives remain attached to the
cover. and several cables connect the
drive assembly and front panel to the
motherboard. This makes it difficult to
open the machine. This problem may
not bother many users. but for those
who do a lot of work that requires
switching interface cards. it may
become annoying. Apple's easy access to the peripheral slots would
have been a welcome feature in the
ACE 2200.

Although I am not a skilled
touch typist. the Franklin's
keyboard seemed adequate to me.
The two least-used punctuation keys.
the backslash (\) and single left
quote ( , ) keys. are located outside of
their usual placement area. but otherwise the layout is standard. and the
keys are full-size. The keyboard is connected to the main unit by a coiled
cable that can easily be stretched out
to five feet or more. It is very lightweight. and you can easily operate it
with it resting on your lap.
At boot-up. the keyboard is in Caps
(co~ti~ued)

Albert S. Woodhull (School of Natural
Science. Hampshire College. Amherst. MA
01002) received his bachelor's degree from
MIT and his Ph .D. from the University of
Washington. He is currently an associate professor of computer studies and biology at
Hampshire College.
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REVIEW: FRANKLIN ACE 2200

SYSTEM FEATURES
Franklin ACE 2200

200

Company
Franklin Computer Corporation
Route 73 and Haddonfield Rd.
Pennsauken, NJ 08110
(609) 488-0600
Size
Main unit: 15 3;4 by 13112 by 4 inches
Components
Processor: 65SC02 8-bit processor; 1.023
MHz clock speed
Memory: 128K bytes of RAM; 24K bytes
of ROM
Display: Apple-compatible 40- or
80-column by 24-line text display; low-,
high-, and double-high-resolution
graphics; standard composite video
output; provisions for RF modulator to
allow use of standard television set
Keyboard: 90 keys, including full
uppercase and lowercase alphabetic;
numeric keypad; 12 function keys; openand closed-F (equivalent to Apple's openand closed-Apple keys)
Disk storage: Two 51/4-inch half-height
floppy disks, format and capacity identical
to Apple II ; disks can be formatted for 40
tracks for about 15 percent more
capacity, but Apple compatibility is lost
Expansion: Two internal connectors
provided for standard Apple peripheral
cards; expansion connector provided for
an external expansion chassis, which has
four additional slots
1/0 interfaces: Composite video output,
keyboard, game controller, serial printer
interfaces standard; mounting holes for
seven additional connectors provided

DISK STORAGE (K BYTES)

MEMORY SIZE (K BYTES)
400

600

800

1000

:=::SI2B

256/640

~ - 64/I"B

DISK ACCESS IN BASIC (IN SECONDS)
WRITE

READ

BASIC PERFORMANCE (IN SECONDS)
SIEVE

CALCULATIONS

SYSTEM UTILITIES (IN SECONDS)
40K FORMAT/DISK COPY

40K FILE COpy

SPREADSHEET (IN SECONDS)
LOAD

Software
Franklin BASIC in ROM, Franklin DOS 2
version 5.0, several utility programs

RECALCULATE

1-_"'_*_-jl__
-

FRANKLIN ACE 2200 _

IBM PC _
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APPLE liE

Documentation
User's reference manual, 150 pages
Technical reference manual (not supplied
with the review model)
Price
$999

In the Disk Access in BASIC graph, a 64K-byte sequential text file
was written to a blank floppy disk and then read . (For the program
listings, see BYTE's Inside the IBM PCs, Fall 1985, page 195.) In the
BASIC Performance graph, the Sieve column shows how long it takes
to run one iteration of the Sieve of Eratosthenes prime-number benchmark. [Editor's note: This program had to be adjusted to run on the
ACE 2200-see text.) The Calculations column shows how long it
takes to do 10,000 multiplication and 10,000 division operations using
single-precision numbers. The System Utilities graphs show how long
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it takes to format and copy a disk (adjusted time for 40K bytes of
disk data) and to transfer a 40K-byte file using the system utilities.
[Editor's note: The Disk Access and System Utilities benchmarks were
performed using Apple's ProDOS. The ACE 2200 is supplied with
Franklin's DOS 2 version 50, an Apple DOS 3.3 clone with improved
disk I/D. As a sample comparison, an Apple I/e performing the Write
benchmark in Apple DOS 3.3 required 180 seconds, while the' ACE
2200 running Franklin DOS 2 ran the benchmark in 125 seconds.)
The IBM PC was tested with PC-DOS 2.0.

REVIEW: FRANKLIN ACE 2200

LDck mode, which is signaled by a
status light. Initially, the numericmode light is off, indicating that the
numeric keypad is functioning as a
cursor control pad. In addition to the
usual cursor movements, this keypad
provides several other screenoriented commands and single-keystroke execution of BASIC RUN and
LIST commands. The c1osed-F and
open-F keys duplicate the functions of
the Apple's c1osed- and open-Apple
keys. There are also 12 function keys,
which will be examined later along
with Franklin BASIC, since a special
BASIC command is the only documented way to set them up.
THE MONITOR

The ACE 2200 that I reviewed came
equipped with a green-phosphor
Franklin monitor. The computer generates a standard composite video
signal. so any other composite input
monitor or a standard television with
an RF modulator would work with the
system. The ACE 2200 monitor's
housing matches the main cabinet.
and it tilts and swivels over a wide
range. The resolution is excellent-the
specifications indicate that it has a
22 -MHz video bandwidth. I did have
some trouble adjusting the contrast
and brightness. After I adjusted the
vertical size so that Apple LDgo
graphics produced a true circle, the
dots making up the characters fused
horizontally but not vertically, giving
them an unpleasant beaded appearance. I decided to decrease the
vertical size when I used text.
The extremely short cable supplied
with the monitor was a nuisance
because of my frequent need to open
the cabinet. The monitor cable, like all
the cables supplied, has large ferrite
cores on each end to suppress RF interference, but I decided to risk using
another longer cable I had. Since I .
have cable television, I had no problems with interference.
EXPANDABILITY

The ACE 2200's expansion capabilities lie somewhere between those of
its two Apple competitors. The Apple
lIe has an internal bus with seven connectors available for various peripherals, and it requires interface cards

for the disk drive, printer, and serial
communications. The Apple IIc has
no peripheral card slots, but the interfaces for the disk drives, printer. and
serial communications are built in. In
the ACE 2200, the disk controller and
the parallel printer interfaces are built
in, and two additional peripheral card
slots are available. One of these slots
functions as slot 2 and is intended for
use with a serial communications interface. The other slot can be
jumpered to be addressed as either
slot 4 or slot 7.
.
The ACE 2200 also allows an expansion chassis to be attached by a connector, which is accessible by removing a small cover on the right-hand
side of the cabinet. This provides slots
for four additional peripheral cards.
(My review machine was not provided
with an expansion chassis.)
I tested the ACE 2200 with several
of the peripheral cards I normally use
in my Apple. I used an Advanced
LDgic Systems CP/M Card and a Synetix Flashcard RAM disk extensively
with no trouble. I wrote most of this
review on the ACE 2200 with MINCE,
a CP/M word-processing program .
While testing a Microsoft Softcard,
I noticed an unusual flickering of
some of the dots on the video display.
This effect disappeared after the system had been running for a while. It
also vanished during disk accesses,
when the 6502 microprocessor is handling I/O and the Z80 is inactive. The
'Taurus 8 large-format floppy disk controller I normally use with my Apple
also worked well with the ACE 2200
under CP/M with either of the Z80 coprocessors.
I had one major hardware compatibility problem: An Apple Co-op Big
Board (a I-megabyte RAM disk)
would not work properly in the ACE
2200. The system would not boot
properly when the Big Board was in
place, and the screen display was
torn , as if there was a serious disruption of the video sync timing.
The problems with the Big Board
and the Softcard indicate that the
ACE 2200's internal timing and video
signal generation are significantly different from that of the Apple II +,
which works well with both cards. Purchasers of the ACE 2200 who intend

to use a coprocessor or an extended
memory card should make sure that
they have chosen compatible cards.
FIRMWARE AND SOFTWARE

From my observations of the cabinet's
insides, I found that the ACE 2200 has
a total of 24K bytes of firmware in
ROM. This includes a machine language monitor that is called in the
same way as the Apple's machine language monitor (by a CALL-I 51 from
BASIC) . There is absolutely no mention of the monitor commands in the
user's reference manual. The commands to examine, alter, and move
memory contents seem to work exactly as they do in the Apple II series,
but other commands, including the
one used to disassemble 6502 code,
are missing.
One aspect of the firmware that
didn't work properly was the graphics
screen dump. I have a Star Micronics
Gemini-IO printer, which is one of four
printers for which a screen dump
command is supplied. However, trying to dump the screen pattern generated by Franklin's diagnostics program did not work.
FRANKLIN BASIC
Franklin BASIC is also supplied as part
of the firmware. Franklin claims that
its BASIC is compatible with Applesoft BASIC, but it has one documented extension and one documented omission. I found a few other
differences, two of which may be
serious problems.
The extension is the FKEY command, which allows you to set each
of the 12 function keys to generate a
unique string when pressed. The only limitation is that the total number
of characters in the strings for all the
function keys must be less than 233.
A program containing FKEY statements will hang up on an Apple, but
portability of this function is not really
a necessity. since you would use it
primarily in the Hello program that
executes at boot-up.
The documented omission of Franklin BASIC is that it does not recognize
commands related to cassette tape
storage (the ACE 2200 has no tape interface). Since the days of cassette
(continued)
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storage are now long gone, I don't
think these commands will be missed.
One feature that the manual doesn't
describe is that you can enter BASIC
programs using either uppercase or
lowercase keys. When you list the program, you see the BASIC keywords in
lowercase, and the other parts of your
program are displayed as they are
entered. I particularly like this feature
because it adds clarity to the listings.
BASIC programs originally written on
an Apple are also listed in this manner. There is a potential pitfall, however. if you want to write a program
on the ACE 2200 that will also run on
an Apple. In Franklin BASIC, variable
names are saved in the form in which
they are entered; thus, a and A are
distinct variables. The Apple cannot
recognize lowercase variable names,
however. A program with lowercase
variables can be listed and edited on
an Apple, but it won't run. For Apple
compatibility, you must enter variable
names in uppercase.
A more serious problem occurred
when I attempted to run a program
I had written that lists text files to the
console or printer. The program refused to run on the ACE 2200 when
the 80-column display was active. As
the screen scrolled, the text near the
top became blanked out and eventually the program crashed. ASCII
blanks seem to be written into the
Franklin BASIC program memory. I
was able to list only the first line of
the BASIC program, and many commands would not work until I rebooted. This problem did not occur
when I used the ACE 2200's 40-column display mode, however.
This program uses no undocumented tricks of Applesoft BASIC, but
it does output dummy characters to
the display to get around the Apple
quirk in which the first character sent
to the output following a get command is not displayed. This bug is well
known and likely to be encountered
in commercially available Apple programs, and a good Apple clone
should be able to handle it.
I ran into a problem with Franklin
BASIC while testing it with the Sieve
of Eratosthenes benchmark. The standard BYTE Sieve program uses a
7000-element array. On the Apple 11+
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with Apple DOS 3.3 , this uses almost
all available memory. On the ACE
2200, the problem isn't just that the
machine has less memory available
for the array; Franklin BASIC incorrectly executed the DIM statement without issuing an "Out of Memory" error message. Editing the program to
decrease the array size to 6000 elements resulted in a correct run. Running with the array size at 8000 was,
of course, not possible, but in this
case, the machine properly reported
"Out of Memory."
Clearly, there are two serious problems here. Since ACE 2200 owners
will depend on software written for
the Apple, they may be disappointed
by programs that use all available
memory. Moreover. it is unacceptable
for a machine to fail to detect overallocation of storage when running a
high-level language.
DISK OPERATING SYSTEM

Franklin Corporation supplies its
Franklin DOS 2 version 5.0 with the
ACE 2200, along with several utility
programs for disk and file copying,
hardware diagnosis, and disk verification. I didn't find any problems with
the DOS, and it seems to be able to
read and write text files conSiderably
faster than Apple DOS. The Franklin
DOS recognizes the hyphen H as a
smart run command (as in Apple's
ProDOS), which allows you to run an
executable file by typing a dash
before its name. This will work
whether the file is a machine language
or BASIC program, or an EXEC file.
Franklin DOS 2 also supports formatting and using 40-tra.ck disks,
which provides about 15 percent
more storage capacity on a disk than
the Apple standard. Several DOS utility programs also provide a menu option, which implies that double-sided
disks are supported. However, this
isn't mentioned in the documentation,
and I'm not sure whether Franklin
plans to sell machines with doublesided drives in the future.
The problems with memory allocation that I observed while running the
Sieve of Eratosthenes benchmark are
apparently not in the DOS but in
BASIC itself. since the problems occurred whether I booted with Franklin

DOS 2 or with Apple DOS 3.3 (see
page 264 for details). This means, of
course, that a ROM update will be
needed to correct the problem .
SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITY

I was able to successfully boot and
run five different Apple operating systems: Apple DOS 3.3, ProDOS, Pascal.
and two versions of CP/M. In addition,
I tested some Apple games on the
ACE 2200. Many of these are copyprotected, which usually involves
some kind of nonstandard disk interface. In every case, I found that a disk
that would boot on my Apple 11+
would also boot satisfactorily on the
ACE 2200.
I had one failure running a commercial program, however. Spinnaker's
Snooper Troops booted properly, but
crashed early with an "Out of Memory" error message. This seems to be
an example of a program that needs
all the memory an Apple can provide.
The ACE 2200 documentation says
that Apple Integer BASIC is not supported, but I found that an Apple
DOS disk, which loads Integer BASIC
into RAM at boot time, worked properly, and some Integer BASIC programs also ran properly. An exception
was the public domain TED 11+ 6502
editor/assembler program, which is an
Integer BASIC program that contains
an embedded machine language portion. The program did not list or assemble files correctly.
DOCUMENTATION

A I 50-page user's reference manual
was supplied with the review machine.
I found this manual useful and accurate, but I wanted much more detail.
Everything I needed to know to set up
and configure the ACE 2200 was
there, and many of the machine's advanced features were covered . However. there were major gaps, including
the complete lack of mention of the
machine language monitor commands. No mention is made of how
to configure the programmable function keys to work under CP/M. It is an
exaggeration to call this book a reference manual.
The manual does suggest that
Apple reference manuals should be
consulted for additional information.

REVIEW:
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This is valid advice, but it raises some
questions about what one should expect from a manufacturer.
The user's reference manual refers
to a companion technical reference
manuaL but the latter was not supplied with my machine. Even though
every user may not need the technical
details that such a manual would contain, most users will end up with some
problems that they need to ask an expert about. My experience has been
that when technical information is not
part of the package that the purchaser
receives, it is often not available to the
dealers or service people either.
CONCWSIONS
Although there is a definable niche
for the Franklin ACE 2200 between
Apple's IIc and lIe, it is a narrow one.
Even though the IIc is not supposed
to be expandable, additional memory
and Z80 coprocessors are available as
piggyback boards that plug into an
existing chip socket on the main circuit board. Experienced users will
surely advise those who are attracted
by the ACE 2200's cost advantages
over the Apple lIe that two expansion
slots may not be adequate,
The Franklin ACE 2200 does have
some appeal. Physically, it is a nice
package. I like the detachable keyboard and the single cabinet with integrated disk drives. Franklin's DOS is
a significant improvement over
Apple's painfully slow DOS 3.3 for
reading and writing text files, Standard operating systems, . such as
Apple's ProDOS and Pascal and (with
a coprocessor) Digital Research's
CP/M, are all usable as well.
On balance, however, I don't think
I would buy an ACE 220Q for myself.
Problems that could affect every user
are burned into ROM-the flawed
Franklin BASIC cannot be replaced
simply by booting a different disk. I
also find the Franklin Monitor program inadequate. In addition, I found
that the RAM disk that I use to increase the performance of my Apple
wou ld not work in the ACE 2200.
Users who could carefully define their
software and hardware needs might
find a combination including the ACE
2200 and selected peripherals suitable for their work, however. •

Inquiry 115

Attention all FX80, FXIOO, JX, RX, & MX owners:

You already O-WD half of
a great Printe~ •
D"I"

inquiries
welcome.

Now for S79.95 you can own
the rest. You see, today's new dot
matrix printers offer a lot more,
Like an NLQ mode that makes
their letters print almost as sharp
as a daisy wheel. And font switching at the touch of a button in over
160 styles. But now, a Dots-Perfect

upgrade kit will make your printer
work like the new models in mihutes- at a fraction of their cost.
And FX, JX and MX models will
print the IBM character set, too,
So, call now and use your Visa,
MasterCard, or AmerEx. Don't
replace your printer, upgrade it!

1-800-368-7737

g

In California: 1-800-831-9772
Sampleof
lellerwith
Dots·Perfect

(Dots-Perfect)

Sample of
leller w ithout
Dots·Perfect

g
.,

£D resselhaus
837 E. Alosta Ave., Glendora, CA 91740 Tel: (818) 914-5831

An upgrade kit for EPSON FX, JX, RX, & MX printers

POWERFUL INCIRCUIT EMULATION,
Priced Within Your Budget. THAT'S NICE!TM
Get '5% of "hat you let from the Bia GU,.,
lor 10% of the cost
You set full-speed, real-time
execution. Operates up to 10
MHz with 16 hardware break-

At $1795,00· NICE 68000 offers the
best emulator price/perfoima1l.ce.

overIaY~RA~M:''''~~''',':;2E;;~

bistogramming
PQittts,
8K bytesand
of up and down
loading of S-record files.
Designed for system
development, trouble·
shooting, debugging or
testing in the lab, field,
or at home, NICE 68000
simply plugs into the
target liP socket and any
RS-232 terminal or terminal
emulator.

Send check, mo~ order, or
VISA/MASTERCARD to NICE,
215 Fourier Ave,
Fremont, CA 94539;
COOs accepted,
'Other NICE emulators are awUabJc for the

ZSO. 8088, 8085 and NSC800 starting at
'550,00,

Inquiry 254

SOO·NICOLET (800 642-6538) or
415490-8300 (in California).

~Nicolet
NICS II. uaderilark of Nicolet. Z!IO III trademark of ZlI""ln• .'
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CLEO Software

a division of Phone 1. Inc.
1639 North Alpine Road
Rockford. IL 61107
TELEX 703639
CLEO Is a registered trademark of CLEO Software.
SVNCmodem and 3780Plus are trademarks of CLEO Software.

Inquiry 66

THE LEADING EDGE
MODEL 0 PC
BY STAN MIASTKOWSKI

An inexpensive, well..built
IBM PC clone with a long list
of standard features

The Leading Edge Model D
PC is the closest thing to a
" plug in and run" IBM PC
clone that I have seen. Standard features include a
monochrome (amber or
green) monitor. two 5\!,I-inch
floppy disk drives. 256K
bytes of RAM. serial and
parallel ports. monochrome
and RGB display adapters.
and a clock/calendar. The
basic Model D retails for
$1495 and comes with an impressive 15-month warranty.
A printer is the only addition
you will need to make the
Model D into a complete system. although you can also
add a RAM upgrade to 640K
bytes. an 8087 arithmetic
coprocessor. and a 20-megabyte hard disk drive. You can
also purchase the Model D
with a 14-inch 640- by
200-pixel RGB monitor in
place of the monochrome
monitor.
The Model D has many useful features. The system unit and the monitor both come wit h extra-long
(IO-foot) AC power cables. The power
supply's fan is extremely quiet. The
power and reset switches are on the
front of the system unit. and the
monitor's power. brightness. and contrast controls are on the front of the
monitor. The system unit even has a
depression in which the monitor sits
comfortably
INSIDE THE SYSTEM UNIT

Despite the small footprint of the
Model D (a full five inches narrower
than the IBM PC). you still have plenty
of room for expansion. because the

parallel and serial ports and display
adapters are built into the motherboard. The Model D power supply is
rated at 130 watts. which is enough
power for the system and most additional boards. There are four fulllength expansion slots available.
enough for most environments. As
you might expect in a system th is
compact. the components on the
motherboard are closely packed.
The system unit cover slides forward
off the machine after you remove five
screws. The motherboard. which contains all memory and circuitry for
ports. completely covers the bottom
of the case. The disk drives and power
supply sit on a shelf mounted above

the board. To gain access to
the entire motherboard. you
must unplug the disk drive
cables and power supply
connectors. remove four
screws from the front of the
shelf and five from the back.
and then lift out the power
supply and disk drive assembly. The entire process takes
about three minutes. The
only potential problem is
that you must keep track of
three differently sized screws.
The position of the
4.77-MHz 8088 processor (in
the middle of the motherboard just in front of the four
expansion slot connectors)
made it impossible for me to
use an 80286 expansion
card. The connector that replaces the 8088 just wouldn't
reach . no matter which slot
I used. The motherboard
also has an empty ROM
socket next to the BIOS
ROM. You can install up to
32 K bytes of ROM.
In addition to a 6-pin connector for
a light pen. there are several configuration jumpers on the motherboard. They enable and disable the
monitor controller. set the interrupt
level of the clock. enable and disable
the 1/0 controllers. and set the installed RAM and ROM size.
The standard 256K bytes of RAM
comes on eaSily accessible memory
chips on the front of the mother(continued)

Stan Miastkowski (po. Box 548. Peterborough. NH 03458) is a freelance writer.
northeast bureau chief for Newsbytes. and
editor in chief of the McGraw-Hili Microcomputer Handbook .
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SYSTEM FEATURES
Leading Edge Model D. PC

DISK STORAGE (K BYTES)

MEMORY SIZE (K BYTES)
400

200

BOO

600

BOO

1000

1200

1600

2000

Company
Leading Edge Hardware Products Inc.
225 Turnpike SI.
Canton, MA 02021
(800) 343-6833

Size
5V2 by 14 by 15V2 inches; 43 pounds

2561640

2561640

1-- 64rB
DISK ACCESS IN BASIC (IN SECONDS)
WRITE

READ

Components
Processor: 4.77-MHz 8088
Memory: 256K bytes, expandable to
640K bytes
Mass storCige: Two double-sided 360Kbyte 5V4-inch floppy disk drives
Display: 12-inch green- or amberphosphor monochrome display standard;
dual-mode display adapter
Keyboard: IBM PC compatible; 83-key
layout
Expansion: Four 62-pin, full-length IBM
PC-compatible slots
1/0 interfaces: Parallel printer; RS-232C;
clock/calendar

Software

BASIC PERFORMANCE (IN SECONDS)
SIEVE

CALCULATIONS

SYSTEM UTILITIES (IN SECONDS)
40K FORMAT/D ISK COPY

40K FILE COPY

MS-DOS 3.1; GW-BASIC; diagnostics disk;
demonstration disk; Leading Edge word
processor

Options
20-megabyte hard disk drive; 14-inch
RGB monitor; 384K-byte memory
upgrade; 8087 numeric coprocessor

SPREADSHEET (IN SECONDS)
LOAD

RECALCULATE

Documentation
Operator's guide
Guide to MS-DOS
Guide to GW-BASIC

Price
Basic configuration: $1495
With RGB color monitor: $1895
With 20-megabyte hard disk and
monochrome monitor: $1895
With 20-megabyte hard disk and RGB
color monitor: $2295

_

The Men;JOry Size graph shows the standard and optional memory
available for the computers under comparison. The Disk Storage
graph shows the highest capacity for a single floppy disk drive and
the maxi mum standard capacity for each system. The graphs for
Disk Access in BASIC show how long it takes to write and then read
a 64K-byte sequential text file to a blank floppy disk. (For the program listings, see BYTE's Inside the IBM PCs , Fall 1985, page 195.)
The Sieve graph shows how long it takes to run one iteration of the
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Sieve of Eratosthenes prime-number benchmark. The Calculations
graph shows how long it takes to do 10,000 multiplication and 10,000
division operations using single-precision numbers. The System Utilities graphs show how long it takes to format and copy a 40K-byte
file using the system utilities. The Spreadsheet graphs show how
long it takes to load and recalculate a 25- by 25-cell spreadsheet
in which each cell equals 1.001 times the cell to its left. The spreadsheet used was Microsoft's Multiplan .

WePutMore
InBusiness

neElse.

And during its long life it will give
High Resolution 24-Pin you letter quality printing at 100 CPS, drafts
Printer Sales, 1982 -1985 at 288 CPS and picture-perfect dot-addressable graphics.
The P351 emulates Qume Sprint 115
and IBM Graphics~ and most major software
packages utilize its expanded command set
Plus, you can add over 40 downloadable type
fonts on both disks and plug-in cartridges.
The P351 is compatible with the
IBM PC7family and goes about doing its job
in the quietest manner 'possible.
If you need color graphics capability,
there's the new P351C. The 24-pin printhead
we pioneered and perfected produces highresolution presentation graphics on paper for
reports and on transparencies for projection.
The P351C will also create multicolor
b Sal'il of 24 -pin dot matrix printers have increased
suostantla y over the past several years. Dot matrix
transparencies for all software compatible
ters account for over 60 per cent of the total printer
r::tustIJ:
with the IBM Color Printer8 and can output
sales. TOSHIBA has the largest pcrcenta c of
all the mdustry's 24-pin print head printer sales. g
graphics from Microsoft Chart:
So when it comes time to select a
There are more Toshiba 24-pin dot
printer for your office, why not consider the
matrix printers installed in maior coiGora- Toshiba P351 or the new P351C. They're
both good for business.
tions, as well as in medium and smal comFor the name of the Toshiba dealer
panies, than any other brand:
nearest you, call 1-800-457-7777.
More than Epson:
More
NEC
~
'Installed base figures from Dataques!. l. Epson is a registered trademark of Epson Corporation. 2. NEC
3M
thanthan
FUJ"ts
4
isa registered trademark of NipJlOn Electric Corporation. 3. Brotherisa registered tradem ark of Brother
ore
an
ro
er.
ore
1
U
lntemational Corporation. 4. FUj itsu is a registered trademark of Fujitsu America. Inc. 5. Qume II is a
M th B th •
•
registered trademark of Qume Corporation. 6.7. 8. IBM GraJlhics.IBM PC and IBM Color Printer
That's becauseToshiba gives you more. ~~~~~t'iJ:;;~~~~~";t~g~al Business Machines Corporation. 9. Microsoft Chart is a registered
Our P351's
printhead, for in- ,
__""",_ "
4-'~ " ~
stance,
lasts
up to 1;a-_
-~=:;:~=~lIiiiiil [liii~:::::~iiin
two
times
longer
than anyone else's.
roJITSU

TOSHIBA

N! e

;I

are

,

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
Inquiry 355

Toshiba America, Inc., Infonnation Systems Division
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board. There are four rows of 64K-bit
chips. two rows of which are in
sockets. To upgrade the system to
640K bytes. you need only remove
the 64K-bit chips from the sockets.
replace them with 256K-bit RAM
chips. and change a jumper. The
operator's guide ' includes complete
and clear instructions for the change.
DISPLAY OPTIONS

The connectors for the monochrome
monitor. color monitor. R5-232C serial
port. and parallel ports are clearly
marked on the rear panel of the
Model D. Between the monochrome
and color jacks is a Single-throw switch
used to select either port. eliminating
setup problems. You can circumvent
the switch in software by using the
familiar MODE command or the
Model D MS-DOS's COLOR or
MONO commands.
The monochrome adapter is Hercules-compatible: you can therefore
display graphics on the monitor in
varying shades of green or amber.
Resolution is 720 by 348 pixels. The
display has a nonglare surface and
can tilt up and down. Both text and
graphics characters are crisp and of
high quality.

door closed after you insert a disk.
The switches are not absolutely necessary. especially since you don't have
to throw the switches to use the
drives. but they do keep a disk from
being inadvertently removed at an inopportune time.
The optional 20-megabyte hard disk
drive replaces the 10-megabyte drive
available with early model Ds. with no
additional cost for the extra 10 megabytes. This drive replaces the second
floppy disk drive. The hard disk controller uses one of the four expansion
slots. If you want a hard disk but also
want to keep your second floppy disk
drive. you might consider one of the
increasingly popular hard-disk-onexpansion-card systems.
KEYBOARD

The 83-key QWERTY keyboard has an
IBM Selectric layout with large Return
and Shift keys (see photo I) . The keyboard feel is excellent. better than
many of the more expensive keyboards. However. there are no sounds
when you hit a key. The keyboard itself weighs enough to keep it firmly
planted on the typing surface. and it
co mes with a 6-foot coiled cord .
SOFTWARE

DISK DRIVES

The standard Model D comes with
two double-sided 360K-byte 5 ~-inch
floppy disk drives. mounted one over
the other. A mechanical switch on the
front of each drive locks the drive

The Model D comes with M5-DOS 3.1.
GW-BASIC a demonstration disk. a
diagnostics disk. and the Leading
Edge word processor.
The demonstration disk is an adjunct to the operator's manual and

uses the monochrome card's graphics
to walk beginners through the features and capabilities of the Model D.
The diagnostics disk has twelve
standard tests that you can run indiVidually or all together. The tests are
well designed and include copious
status messages that tell you how
long the tests will take and how they
are progressing.
To test compatibility. I ran a number
of commonly used applications. including WordStar. MultiMate. PFS:Access. and a few games. I experienced
no difficulties. To test the Model D's
hardware compatibility. I used a
modem board and an extended
graphics adapter. and I replaced the
floppy disk controller. Everything
worked flawlessly. When I needed to
change jumpers. the instructions in
the operator's manual were easy to
understand.
DOCUMENTATION

Three manuals come with the Model
D: an operator's guide. a gUide to MSDOS. and a guide to GW-BASIC
Although the IIO-page operator's
gUide isn't expensively produced. it's
one of the best introductory texts I've
seen . The manual gives excellent instructions on setting up and getting
started. There's a substantial section
on possible problems and their cures.
as well as a short introduction to MSDOS and subdirectories. The book
finishes up with clear. well-illustrated
instructions on installing additional
memory and a hard disk. The ,other
manuals are also of high quality.
Although there is no technical
manual for the Model D. more detailed information is easy to obtain.
There is a toll-free support number.
and the technical support people are
knowledgeable and helpful.
SUMMARY

Photo I: The Model D's 83-key QWERTY keyboard.
272
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The Leading Edge Model D PC is a
thoughtfully designed and well-built
IBM PC clone. Its long list of standard
features makes it stand out from the
pack. The lack of a higher processor
speed (see page 270) is perhaps its
greatest shortcoming. However. at
nearly half the cost of a comparably
equipped IBM PC the Model D is a
superb value. _

ANYONE CAN BUILD
ACLONE, BUT•••
ONLY PANASONIC®
GIVES YOU A
BUSINESS PARTNER:
Introducing the desktop computers that can make your life easier:
the panasonic Business Partner and Panasonic Business Partner 286.
Call 1-800-PIC-8086 for the dealer nearest you.
You'll agree: THE EASIER, THE BETTER.

%

7

Panasonic
Automation~
Office
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For $295 you can draw

yo~. Th~'Y!1nnan~2!!~!~n~12!.1S.

Low-cost, high perfonnance computeraided design & drafting (CAD) software is
finally available for use on your PC.
There's never been a professional CAD
package so complete at such a low cost.
DraflX I from Foresight Resources.
Only 5295
Powerful, full-featured second
generation CAD software_
DraflX I offers all of the capabilities
you expect to find in packages costing
S2 ,000 or more.
This is not simply a souped-up paint
package. DraflX I is a breakthrough in
design that organizes sophisticated CAD
functions into smooth , fast operations.
AU of the drawing, designing and editing
functions that designers demand from a
serious CAD tool are included in Drafix 1.

A breakthrough in screen design
and visual user interface_
DraflX I features the best organized
screen design ever devised. Very simply,
it displays all the infonnation you need,
all of the time.
The entire menu hierarchy is displayed
constantly. There's no need to memorize
commands or search for menus.
Snap-mode options are continually
shown on the left screen border and can
be selected "on the fly " by either pointer
device or a single keystroke. Roll-down
screens provide quick access to the virtually unlimited drawing, display and
editing options.
And it's all controlled by a versatile
three-button mouse, or digitizer, with onscreen prompts so each button fu nction is
clearly defined.
AutoCAD compatible for easy
expansion,
If you or someone in your company
already uses AutoCAD, Drafix I offers an
inexpensive way to add 10 your capability.

The optional Drafix 1/AutoCAD file exchange utility pennits transfer of drawings between Drafix I and AutoCAD.
It's the perfect, low-cost alternative
for increasing your drafting and design
capacity.
Unbelievable low bundle prices,
To get you up and running we offer
Iwo special hardware bundles - all the
equipment you need at prices you won't
believe.
Get DraflX I with your choice of
Torrington's Manager Mouse or the
IDGIMOUSE" C7 for just 539500
Or get DraflX I with the SummaSketch
12" x 12" digitizer tablet with stylus
for just 5650.00.
Order today, Take advantage of our
30-day, money back guarantee,
We're so certain you'll like the perfomlance and versatility of Drafix I you 're
welcome to try it risk free for 30 days. If
you're not completely satisfied, return it
to us for a full refu nd.
Find out just how good CAD software
can be. For only S295.00 .
Use our toll-free number and any
major credit card to order your copy
of Drafix I today.
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Order Now! Call Toll-Free!

1-800-231-8574,

Ext. 150
o Drafix I CAD Package
o Drafix I with Mouse
o
o

Torrington
LOGIMOUSE _
Drafix I with SummaSketch tablet $650
AutoCAD File Exchange Utility $ 95

Dealer inquiries welcome
Check, money order, Visa
and MasterCard accepted

FORESIGHT

RESOURC ES CORP. -

932 Massachusetts
Lawrence, KS 66044
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THE XEROX

6060

BY WAYNE RASH JR.

fast--running machine
with an Intel 8086 microprocessor
and a 16-bit data path

The Xerox 6060. which is virtually identical to the AT&T
PC 6300 (see the review by
Bob Troiano in the December 1985 BYTE). provides
quiet. unobtrusive. and very
fast operation . The machine
is based on an Intel 8086
microprocessor running at 8
MHz. The 8086 uses a 16-bit
data path. allowing faster
operation than the 8-bit data
path in the IBM Pc. For some
applications. the Xerox 6060
is nearly three times as fast
as the IBM Pc. The 6060's
main problem is its very costly support.
Besides the exterior color.
the biggest difference between the 6060 and the
AT&T PC 6300 is the monitor.
Like other Xerox computers.
the 6060 's monochrome
screen is black and white.
Green and amber apparently are not available. There is
also a noticeable difference
in the software supplied with the
Xerox 6060. Along with MS-DOS. you
get a menu-oriented user interface that
performs most MS-DOS functions.
THE SYSTEM UNIT

The Xerox 6060 system unit is about
two-thirds the size of the IBM Pc. My
review unit contained a half-height
10-megabyte hard disk drive and a
360K-byte floppy disk drive. Both
drives are very quiet. My floppy disk
drive had a strong ejection spring. In
many cases it ejected the floppy disk
to the keyboard and sometimes to the
fl oor.
A pilot light and a reset switch are
directly beneath the disk drives. If you
have one of those programs that turns
your screen off after a few minutes,
it's nice to be able to tell at a glance

A

whether the machine is really off or
if the screen is just blank.
The rear of the Xerox 6060 contains
the power switch, the communications ports, the keyboard connector,
and the monitor connector. The housing for the cooling fan protrudes
slightly over the main unit. The
parallel and serial connectors are next
to each other near the bottom. Both
connectors are DB-25s. The monitor
connects to a third DB-2 5 located on
the rear of an expansion board. Four
screws allow you to remove both the
top and bottom of the machine.
Like the AT&T PC 6300, the Xerox
6060 has its motherboard beneath
the bottom panel. You must remove
the bottom of the computer to
change switch settings or to add a
math coprocessor. As unlikely as it

seems. this is more convenient than the access to the
inside of many other machines. Once the bottom is
off, you have clear, unobstructed access to the entire
motherboard. Most of the
circuitry is soldered in place
rather than socketed, so you
won't be able to do much
with the motherboard other
than change the switch settings.
The backplane contains
seven expansion slots that
will accept most IBM PC--compatible expansion boards.
Two slots also have an additional connector that allows
use of the full 16-bit data
path from the 8086 microprocessor. The additional
connectors are arranged and
located differently from
those on the IBM PC AT.
eliminating any chance of
using PC AT expansion cards
in the 6060.
The disk controller and an optional
memory-expansion card each take
one of the seven slots. At the far left
edge of the case is the graphics card ,
into which the monitor is plugged.
THE KEYBOARD

The Xerox 6060 keyboard is identical
to that of the AT&T PC 6300. The rear
of the keyboard can be raised and
lowered to three different angles. The
keys are arranged like those on the
IBM Pc. although the Caps Lock and
Num Lock keys have LEOs to indicate
when they are active. The touch of the
lcontinued)

Wayne Rash Jr. is a member of the professional staff of American Management Systems Inc. (1777 North Kent St .. Arlington,
VA 22209), where he consults with the
federal government on microcomputers.
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Xerox has extensively
modiffed some MS"DOS
system utilities.
keys is quite light. At the rear of the
keyboard isa connector for the
mouse.
THE MOUSE

The two-button optical mouse works
with Screen mate. the MS-DOS shell
(see description below). The left button indicates a selection; the right button confirms acceptance. You slide
the mouse on a piece of gray cardboard that comes supplied with it. An
optical sensor on the mouse's underside determines direction using the
dots created by the cardboard's halftone. The mouse is very sensitive to
movement. and I obtained better
results by using Washington Post want
ads instead of the gray cardboard.
THE MONITOR

I found the screen of the Xerox 6060.
which is black with white letters. tiring to use for long periods. I talked
to people who had used this screen
all day. and they complained of headaches. I would recommend that you
consider buying the color monitor
from Xerox or the monochrome
monitor and card from AT&T
Because the monitor receives its
power through the same DB-25 connector that provides the video signal.
you will probably have difficulty using
a third-party monitor. The characters
are not the same as the IBM character
set. but they do not seem as strikingly clear as those used by AT&T A
monitor stand allows you to tilt and
swivel the screen .
USING THE XEROX

6060

The complete installation process for
the hard disk-equipped review machine took about 20 minutes. It takes
almost no training to start and run the
computer. I was able to use the system before I looked at the documentation. When you turn on the system.
it performs a number of self-diagnostic tests and reports on their out276
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come. The Xerox logo then appears
for a few seconds. followed by the
Screen mate main menu. You can use
function keys or the mouse to control
the menu functions.
The Xerox 6060 is so fast that you
may change some of the ways you use
your software. For example. you may
want to slow down Framework menus
so you won't miss the animation of
the windows.
I used all my IBM PC application
software in the 6060 without incident.
although many programs ran faster
than they do on other machines. In
some cases there are special installation programs for the AT&T PC 6300.
If this is the case. use these special
programs. since the PC 6300 is essentially identical to the 6060.
Despite software compatibility. the
Xerox 6060 is not totally compatible
with the IBM Pc. Since the 6060 has
a 16-bit data path. it requires special
memory-expansion boards. Thus.
third-party memory and multifunction
boards may not run properly. or they
may not have the use of all their functions. A 'Tall 'Tree JRAM-2 board. for
example. functions properly except
that it does not recognize the extra
memory. and the memory-related
software for the board will not
function .
THE SCREENMATE SHELL

With M&DOS. Xerox includes Screenmate (which is called XMATE on the
disk). a command-processing shell
that provides all the functions from a
menu. The Screen mate menu will respond to input from the keyboard or
from the mouse.
Nearly any MS-DOS command or
program can be run from within
Screen mate. but at times. such as
when copying files. it is more difficult
than simply typing the command at
the command level. The only way that
I was able to copy files while using
Screen mate was to copy one file at a
time. I was also unable to set the
system clock from within Screen mate.
despite following the directions
exactly.
Xerox has modified a few of the M&
DOS system utilities extensively. The
MODE command. for example. refers
you to the Xerox program Configur.

which allows you to set up the communications ports by using a menu.
You can even convert from codes designed for one type of printer to those
of another. While you gain some additional functions. you lose the control that the original commands give
you. I think it would have been preferable to retain the utilities in their
original form so that advanced users
would have access to them.
Eliminated are two MS-DOS commands: the ASSIGN command. which
lets you reassign disk drives. and the
GRAPHICS command. which lets you
print graphics screens using the Prt Sc
key. This last function is replaced to
some extent by the Xerox device
drivers. which translate a program's
codes to those of another printer.
Whatever the trade-offs from the
changes to the system utilities may be.
one definitely useful change is Xerox's
on-line help files. Most of the programs Xerox modified will let you get
more information about the command by pressing a key for help.
DOCUMENTATION

Xerox has rewritten the standard MSDOS documentation. The result is a
set of manuals that should be understandable to most beginners but is insufficient for more advanced users.
The Screenmate manual serves
more as a tutorial than as a reference
manual. The manual has an index. but
it is limited to a cross-reference of
Screenmate operations. Less-used
operations. such as partitioning the
hard disk. are in the appendixes.
The Screenmate manual is well written. and all operations are clearly explained. New users should have no
trouble following its procedures.
Like the Screenmate manual. the
MS-DOS manual presents explanations in the form of a tutorial. a small
disadvantage when you only need to
locate a discussion on a single command. Of course. the use of menus to
control operations lessens the need
to understand command syntax. The
index of the M&DOS manual is somewhat more complete.
The hardware and setup manual is
excellent. It explains each step clearly and completely with fine illustra(con tin ued)

REVIEW: XEROX 6060

SYSTEM FEATURES
Xerox 6060

MEMORY SIZE (K BYTES)
200

Company
Xerox Corporation
1301 Ridgeview Dr.
Lewisville, TX 75067
(214) 420-7200
Size
15 by 151/2 by 151/4 inches
Components
Processor: Intel 8086
Memory: 256K bytes, expandable to
640K bytes
Mass storage: Two half-height 360K-byte
5V4-inch floppy disk drives, or one floppy
disk drive and a 10-megabyte hard disk
drive
Display: 12-inch white phosphor, 80
characters by 25 lines; color is optional
Keyboard: 83 keys, 10 function keys;
indicator lights on Caps Lock and Num
Lock keys
Expansion: Seven slots, two of which are
16-bit
1/0 interfaces: One serial and one
parallel port
Software
MS-DOS 2.11 ; Screen mate shell (XMATE)
Documentation
MS-DOS manual, Screenmate manual ,
hardware and setup manual
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Price
Basic system with two floppy disk drives
and 256K bytes of memory: $2605
Basic system with one floppy disk drive, a
10-megabyte hard disk drive, and 256K
bytes of memory: $2810
Basic system with one floppy disk drive, a
20-megabyte hard disk drive, and 512K
bytes of memory: $3505
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The Memory Size graph shows the standard and optional memory
available for the computers under comparison . The Disk Storage
graph shows the highest capacity for a single floppy disk drive and
the maximum standard capacity for each system . The graphs for
Disk Access in BASIC show how long it takes to write and then read
a 64K-byte sequential text file to a blank floppy disk. (For the program listings, see BYTE's Inside the IBM PCs, Fall 1985, page 195.)
The Sieve graph shows how long it takes to run one iteration of the
Sieve of Eratosthenes prime-number benchmark. The Calculations

_

XEROX 6060

_

IBM PC _

APPLE liE

graph shows how long it takes to do 10,000 multiplication and 10,000
division operations using single-precision numbers. The System
Utilities graphs show how long it takes to format and copy a 40Kbyte file using the system utilities. The Spreadsheet graph shows
how long it takes to load and recalculate a 25- by 25-cell spreadsheet in which each cell equals 1.001 times the cell to its left. The
spreadsheet used was Microsoft's Multiplan. The Xerox 6060 did
not come with a copy of GW-BASIC; the tests were done with AT&T's
versi on of BASIC.
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REVIEW: XEROX 6060

The main problem with the Xerox
6060 is the cost of repair. A bad floppy disk drive will cost over $900 to
repair, according to one Xerox invoice
that I saw. The labor cost $85, and
$855 was charged for a standard
5!!.i-inch drive. In another repair job,
Xerox charged $ 53 39 to replace a
hard disk and the CPU board.

fast. and in some operations it is
almost as fast as the IBM PC AT (see
page 277 for details). The hard disk
and disk controller, which have their
own 8085 processor, are also faster
than most of the competition's. Disk
accesses from the hard disk seem to
be significantly faster than those from
an IBM PC XT or compatible.
The most notable improvements in
operation involve the tests that
measure processing speed. The
Calculations and the Sieve of
Eratosthenes benchmarks ran on the
6060 in nearly one-third the time that
they ran on the IBM Pc.
Disk format and disk copy times are
significantly slower than those for the
IBM PC because Xerox has changed
the disk format utility so that it automatically does a verification of the entire disk, whether it's desired or not.

BENCHMARKS

CONCWSIONS

Owing to its full 16-bit processor running at 8 MHz, the Xerox 6060 is very

Like the AT&T PC 6300, the Xerox
6060 is a speedy machine. It runs

tions. However, I was displeased with
the printer installation section, which
would have you believe that you can
only install a Diablo or Xerox printer,
which is not the case.
The hardware manual and both of
the software manuals are deficient in
one significant area-the proper handling of problems. The user is left entirely at the mercy of a local dealer
or Xerox representative.
SUPPORT

~~~

~,~~~~"
~
~
~r

Program generation with power,
sophistication, and especially

Style

MSDOS,

PCDOS IBM PC,
XT, AT compatibles.

Cyclic Forms !!!

Form Editor:

Program Generator:

Library Packages:

AI Techniques minimize keystrokes.
Automatic multi-dimensional array
recognition.
Automatic field naming.
Wordstar™compatible editor.
Diagonal cursor movement.
Pop-Up Windows/Menus.
Multi-File Clipboard.
Crash recovery.

Writes "C" Code.
Does IlQ1 generate reams of case
statements like other similar
products.
Generated code is ultra-efficient.
Supports all standard data types
and user-defined types,
Custom code independence - Code
that you add is isolated from other
changes.
Files feature B+ Tree index support.
Partitioned screens support scrolling,
flat, and cyclic forms, and Pop-Up
menus.

" C" source for all routines,
B+ Tree Manager features:
Optimized fan-out for each key
type.
Secondary key GETNEXT support.
User-defined ordering for keys.
Open File Cache places no limit on
the number of files open at a time.
Disk-Based Garbage Collector
handles variable length records and
multiple indexes per file.
Window/Menu manager is callcompatible with UNIX™curses
package.
Generic list processor.

Writes Programs in

"e"

Order Toll Free

~ (~I'

1-86;-;~8~~1~11

SYY.YS

1-800-624-8711 ~ " ~'

UNIX is a trademark of AT&T B e ll Laboratori es.
Wordstar is a trademark of Micropro In1. Corp.
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well. operates with most IBM software, and is generally unobtrusive.
You will have to decide if you like
the Screen mate shell. the optical
mouse, and the black-and-white
screen. Note that you can never get
away from Screen mate entirely, since
many of the system utilities retain
their menu-driven front ends. You may
be forced to work your way through
several layers of menus when all you
really want to do is issue a Simple
command, such as to change the data
rate on the serial port. It's just too bad
that Xerox eliminated some of the
standard system utilities from MSDOS.
Overall, I was pleased with the capability and speed of the Xerox 6060.
It takes the needs of the infrequent or
unskilled user into account. and it
serves this type of user better than
nearly any other machine. The biggest
question mark is service, and you
should consider this before buying
the system. _
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Generated programs use supplied
library routines and can use your
favorite commercial libraries as well.
Fitting solutions to digital problems ..•

Digifit Inc.
105 Clearwater Rd.
Belvedere, SC 29841

Inquiry 35

• Extremely easy to learn and use
• Data is interchangeable with all modules and other products
• Windows allow quick movement between tasks
• Four background, one foreground mode, Can print on two
printers or plotters and two communication devices (modem
and main-frame direct connection) all at the same time.

• Package contains: one plastic box, one illustrated reference
manual, one program disk, one sample diskette, keycaps and
user support plan

• System Requirements: IBM PC or compatibles, 512K, two 360K diskette
drives, color or mono display

• Artificial Intelligence features reduce the number of
keystrokes required to perform tasks
• Upgradable software and data to UNIX and XENIX

Multiple windows
aUowquick
movement
between tasks.
Colorful graphic
representations

What the experts say:
"I can safely say that I have yet to come across a package
which demonstrates such functionality combined with such
an innovative approach to the man-machine interface. ABLE
are to be congratulated on producing a product which
achieves a very high standard of excellence,"
-Michael D. Bowe, DATI\. GENERAL
"The best mUlti-purpose product I have evaluated. Multitasking works great. able to print. make an on·line
connection and edit a document at the same time:'
-Robert Lawrence, ITT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Inquiry 396

ABLE Int'I is a longtime, innovative supplier
of software for micro an d minicomputers.
301 Nortll Main Stree t

Pueblo. Colorado 81003 USA
Telephone 303·544·9600. Telex 650·2154286
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Whats missing from this picture?

Plenty.

I~

-

While IBM" offers only one 80286based personal computer, COMPAQ"
offers three. And no matter w hich
COMPAQ Personal Computer you
choose, each gives you more .
Three choices
For example, the COMPAQ DESKPRO
286" has speed, storage and performance that meets or exceeds the IBM
desktop. For users who need computing to go, the COMPAQ PORTABLE
286" is the most powerful portable on
the market today. And the smaller, lighter, 80286 -based COMPAQ
PORTABLE IFM combines extraordinary power and value . Both portables
are full-function . They all run at 8
MHz. And all reflect the quality, compatibility and expandability COMPAQ
is famous for.
More options
When upgrading, there's room for up
to four half-height internal storage devices in our desktop ; only three in
theirs. Our maximum 70 Megabytes of
high-performance fixed disk storage
beats their 60 . Plus , both COMPAQ
286 Computers offer an internal tape
back-up, an option that IBM simply
doesn't offer.

It simply works better.

More standard features
IBM does offer a way to connect their
desktop computer to a monitor, printer
or external modem - but only if you
pay extra . COMPAQ builds in these extras . Just as we build in shock isolation
systems to protect data. We also build
in high-resolution text and graphics so
you need only one monitor, not two.
What's more , true compatibility
makes COMPAQ Computers ideal for
connecting to mainframes, minicomputers or to networks.
The picture is clear
COMPAQ refuses to compromise .
That's why our user satisfaction is
highest in the industry. That's why
we're the world's second-leading
brand of business personal computers.
And why COMPAQ rose to FORTUNE
500 status faster than any other company in history.
For a free brochure or the location of
your nearest Authorized COMPAQ
Computer Dealer, call 1-800-231-0900
and ask for operator 22. In Canada call
(416)449-8741.
I BM · is a reg istere d t r ade m a r k and IBM Pe rso n a l
Computer-AT '" is a trade ma rk of Internationa l Business
Mach ines Corporation . «>1986 COMPAQ Com puter Corporation , a ll rights reserved.

THE KACHE BOARD
Intelligent host adapter interface for hard disk drive.

COMPATmILITY
Apple 1I+, lIe and lIe
enhanced systems. Most
SCSI hard disk drives.

KEY f'MIlJRES
Cacbe Memory-replaces
mechanical disk access
with electronic data
transfer.
Z.80 processor-Maintains
256K of "most frequently
accessed data" in real
cache memory. Automatic
save function minimizes
data loss.
DfIIA-Transfers data faster
than RAM. Cuts booting
time in half.

SUPER CHARGE
YOUR SIDER
Specific testing with Sider
hard drive resulted in not
only substantially faster
data accessing but also
improved performance of
the drive itself.

ATTENTION APPLE (( USERS:

KACHE BOARD PERFORMANCE

The Kache Board is an intelligent host
adapter interface for hard disk drives.

AVAILABLE SOON
Available soon: Kache Boards for IBM and
IBM compatible systems.

KACHE BOARD DEVELOPMENT

DIRECT FROM DEVELOPER

It took over two years of research and
development, and long hours of testing to
make this product a reality. Ohio Kache
Systems dared to go beyond RAM to bring
hard disk users a new standard in
performance - The Kache Board.

The Kache Board is available exdusively
from Ohio Kache Systems on a direct mail
basis only. for more information on the
Kache Board write for our free brochure. Or
call us toll free at:

Load

Run

Save

Time

Time

Time

SUPERIOR TO RAM
It's superior to RAM disk, thanks to the use
of cache Memory, Direct Memory Access
(DMA), and an on-board microprocessor.
When you combine these features with the
performance of hard disk drives, you're
looking at an overall 25%-30% decrease in
access time and the virtual memory environment of a minicomputer such as the VAX
OKS. Kache Hoard and the OKS logo are InIdemar1<s of Ohio
Kache Systems, Inc.
Apple Is a registered I1ademarl< of Apple Compute"" Inc.
IBMis a registered inldemark oflntemational Business
Machines, Inc,
Sider Is a trademark of fj",t CI .... Peripherals, Inc.
VAX Is a trademark of DIgital equipment Corp.

• Kache Board Performance
RAM Performance
• Apple Petfonnanee with Hard
Disk Drive
• Apple Petfonnance

1-800-338-0050
We think you'll be as excited about
this new product as we are!

CONTINUOUSLY
INCREASING PERFORMANCE
As more data files reside in cache,
Ohio Kache Systems Corp.
the performance of the Kache Board
continues to improve beyond that of
~~jjjjjj~~ 4166 Uttle York Road
Dayton, Ohio 45414-2566
RAM disk. An increasing number of disk I
513-890-3913
access requests are replaced by electronic
data transfer from "real" cache memory (see
©Ohio Kache Systems is a developer of
graph above),
computer enhancement products.
Inquiry 255
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THE C.ITOH TRIPRINTER
BY ROBERT D. SWEARENGIN

The TriPrinter by C. Itoh is a
hefty printer that produces
pica. elite. condensed. italic.
double-wide. double-high.
bold. underlined. superscript. and subscript typefaces. It can also produce
combinations of these typefaces (see the box on page
284). The printer lets you program dozens of functions
such as print quality. pitch.
and lines per inch using II
membrane buttons on the flat
front pane1. You read the
printer's current status on a
three-digit LED display. If anything goes wrong. you'll know
immediately; the machine has
several alarms. including one
that signals overheating.
All these features come
with a considerable price tag:
$1895 . The TriPrinter is not
for the casual user.

A hefty printer that

produces speedy drafts and
high-quality graphics

SETTING UP

Getting the TriPrinter out of
the box and onto a sturdy stand is the
hardest part of setting up; the unit is
22 inches wide. 16V2 inches deep. and
4V2 inches high . It weighs almost 39
pounds. After setting up. you simply
lift the lid and plug in the matching
interface and font cartridges.
The interface cartridge for the
Model 20 TriPrinter (the IBM and
Epson graphics-compatible version.
which I reviewed) has the standard
Centronics parallel interface. Serial interfaces come with the Model 10.
which is for DEC computers. and the
Model 40. designed for the Apple
Macintosh. The Model 30. which
emulates CIE and Printronix 300- and
600-line-per-minute printers. uses
both parallel and serial interfaces. The
font cartridges for all models are in
Courier. a clean and readable type-

face. No other typefaces are available.
The cartridge interface sets sell for
$75. or $245 with the optional 16Kbyte buffer.
The TriPrinter's ribbon cartridges
snap in easily. The cartridges cost $ 35
each . or $210 for six. This sounds expensive. but the bidirectional nylon
ribbons each provide I 5 million impressions.
The printer'S built-in tractor feed is
the best design I've encountered. although it makes paper a bit more difficult to load. The rear-fed paper
snaps into the bottom of the tractor
feed. goes around the platen . and
snaps again into the top. The double
grip may be an example of over-engineering. but this printer will probably
be feeding paper long after other
printers have jammed or worn out.

The mechanism works
smoothly and can accommodate paper up to 16
inches wide. You can also
feed paper from a slot on the
bottom of the printer. In this
case. the paper goes around
the platen and attaches to
only the top side of the tractor feed.
The printer performs five
self-diagnostic tests. One initializes the EEPROM to
factory-specified default
values for all functions. Another test prints a menu of
current default values. A
standard sliding-character
test. in which each line
begins one character over
from the line above it. includes graphics. A singlecharacter test repeats the letter or number you select.
and a mixed-character test includes all the type variations:
bold. underline. italics. etc.
The front panel is well designed but takes considerable time to
get accustomed to because of its
numerous programming options.
Each button represents a function and
a numeric value. For example. the
Reset (0) button returns the printer to
its previous state. The Mode (I) button readies the printer for function
changes. and the Test (2) button activates the test mode. Additional buttons change commonly used functions without requiring you to change
the Mode (I) switch: Forms (3)
changes form length. Font (4) changes
draft and letter quality. CPI (5)
changes pitch. LPI (6) changes lines
per inch. TOF (7) controls top of form.
(continued)

Robert D. Swearengin (p.o. Box 1743. North
Adams. MA 01247) is a professor of English
and journalism and a freelance author.
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REVIEW: C. ITOH TRIPRINTER

PRINT SPEED (CHARACTERS/SEC)
C. Itoh TrlPrlnter (Model 20)

QUALITY MODE

DRAFT MODE
25

Size
22 by 16V2 by 4V2 inches
39 pounds
Features
Draft and letter-quality text
IBM and Epson graphics-compatible
Highest speed: 258 cps (BYTE
benchmark)
2K-byte buffer; additional 16K bytes
optional
I/O Interfaces
Parallel or serial
Documentation
90-page spiral-bound user's manual
Price
$1895

75

100

125

I====~I===~I====I:==~I~ ~

Type
Dot-matrix impact printer
Company
CIE Terminals
2505 McCabe Way
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 660-1421

50

__*-_"_"'_"_"6

~
I====~I===~I::==I::===\:== " 6
LIST PRICE ($100)
12

18

30

24

-

1-_ q. $799

A comparison of the C. Itoh TriPrinter with
the Epson LQ-1500 printer (see the
review in the December 1984 BYTE) and
the TI Omni 800/Model 855 printer (see
the review in the January 1985 BYTE).
Each printer has a fast-draft mode and

C. ITOH TRIPRINTER
EPSON LQ-1500
TI MODEL 855

a slower high-quality mode, among
others. The Print Speed benchmark involves printing 50 rows of 80 As each
at a pitch of 10 characters per inch in
draft and quality modes. The prices
shown include a tractor-feed mechanism.

This is the C. Itoh TriPrinter,
letter quality.
This is underlined.
This is boldface.
This is italics.

This is boldface italics.
This
is
do~ble-~ide_

'This is double-high.
and LF (8) controls line feed.
This process sounds complicated
but is actually fairly simple. The
printer EEPROM stores 49 fields, each
representing a function with a menu
of options. For example, field 34 is the
print-direction function . Options on
this field menu are number 1 for bidirectional (the factory default) and
number 2 for unidirectional printing.
To change from bidirectional to
unidirectional printing. you simply
punch the Mode (I) button and enter
34. The LED always displays the
default. which in this case is I. You
then enter 2, and the display changes
accordingly. The printer sends the
change to the nonvolatile EEPROM.
and unidirectional printing becomes
the new default. This ability to change
makes the printer extremely flexible;
you can tailor any number of defaults
for a specific application. The new settings you choose remain until you initialize the EEPROM to return to the
284

original factory defaults.
All function changes from the control panel go to the EEPROM. You can
also change functions with control
codes from your computer; these
changes go only to the printer's 8K
bytes of RAM and remain in effect
until you turn the power off. The
printer reverts to EEPROM defaults at
the next power-up.
SPEED AND QUALITY

The TriPrinter is fast. although its
throughput was considerably less
than the rated maximum instantaneous speed of 350 cps (characters
per second) in draft mode and 87.5
cps in letter-quality mode. On the
standard BYTE 4000-character benchmark test. which involves printing 50
lines of 80 As, the TriPrinter's throughput at 10 pitch was 258 cps in draft
mode and 66 cps in letter-quality
mode. The speed was about the same
on a 60-column one-page American
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English first-order random approximation (see "The Art of Benchmarking
Printers" by Sergio Mello-Grand,
February 1984 BYTE).
I found the overall printing quality
to be good. The 9-wire print head can
produce a 9- by 8-pin matrix in draft
mode. a 17- by 16-pin matrix in letterquality mode, and 144 by 144 dots
per inch on graphics. Keeping in mind
that such judgments are always somewhat subjective. I'd rate the draft
quality as standard. The letter quality is quite acceptable. but not as
dense as daisy-wheel printing. I was
pleased with the graphic reproduction
of both large black designs and
smaller intricate figures with fine lines.
DOCUMENTATION

_

The TriPrinter's step-by-step installation instructions are clear and easy to
understand. and the user's manual is
packed with technical information .
The chapters on operation and pro-

REVIEW:

Inquiry 364 for End-Users.
Inquiry 365 for DEALERS ONLY

C. ITOH TRIPRINTER

Expand Your Computer's
Capability ... Instantlyl
gramming are thorough and detailed.
However. the manual is not written
for novices. and more detailed explanations would have been helpful in
several places. Also. the organization
of the manual could be improved. For
example. when you've finished installin~ the printer. you must flip over
some 20 pages to find the information about the printer's self-diagnostic tests. Furthermore. there's no
index-a serious omission.

Now You Can Send Data to as
Many as Four Peripherals at
the Touch of a Button'

~
rfO.

Via West Data Switches do away with
recabling forever. Simply connect between
your computer and printers, modems, plotters,
terminals, networks, etc. and direct data to the
peripheral you want at the touch of a button!

,.~

Our switches fit all types of computers and cable connectors. This
includes code activated switches for keyboard control. Both serial and
parallel versions are available in 2, 3, and 4 port configurations.
X Switches are also available.

PROBLEMS

A sliding aluminum catch on the left
side of the TriPrinter locks the cover
open for loading paper and making
other adjustments. The catch on my
printer got stuck several times. preventing the cover from closing properly and triggering the "cover open"
alarm. I tried to do some gentle adjustments with no success. Finally the
catch fell off. I had no problem closing the lid after this. but I had to prop
it open to change the paper. The company says it is aware of the problem
and is replacing the catches with improved ones.
The printer's noise level is acceptable: it's rated at less than 58 decibels. However. the noise itself is somewhat harsh. l'd recommend using an
acoustic cover for operating the
printer in quiet environments.

TSP-IBM '79

OS Series
12 Ports I
S42-89

f

TS Series
(3 Ports I
S72-79

eSSerle.
14 Ports)
SI05-110

Unit for postpaid delivery ChecKs. Visa or
MasterCard accepted. Arizona residents
add 7%. Dealer inquiries invited.

Peripherals

V~fI

Over 22 switch types in stock for
Apple, Macintosh, IBM PClAT/34/361
38, WANG, and compatibles. We also
offer a full line of cables and connectors. Custom orders are welcomed.
All orders shipped freight collect. Add 541

WEST,

~flC_

'"The Interface Company'"

534 North Stone Ave.
Tucson. Arizona 85705

1602,623-5716

IBM and IBM PC/AT-International Business Machines Corp. Macintosh and Apple-Apple
Computer, Inc. Wang-Wang Laboratories, Inc.

CONCWSIONS

Aside from the defective catch on the
cover. the TriPrinter is well constructed. Once you spend the time to
learn how to operate the control
panel. you can easily exercise the
printer's many options. It's hard to
think of any necessary features that
aren't already built in. ·1 liked the TriPrinter and enjoyed using it.
The price tag. however. raises a very
serious question about the TriPrinter.
particularly with its 9-wire print head.
A number of printers with denser
matrices sell for considerably less
money. although the specified printhead life of one billion dots per wire
should proVide longtime. high-volume
data-processing and graphics use.
with the letter quality as an added
bonus. If its features fit your needs.
th e TriPrinter is certainly worth comparing with other high-end printers.•
Inquiry 313
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CAD and Mouse•••

••• Manager Mouse.

TM

The serious mouse for the serious
graphics and CAD user. Remember
-all mice are not created equalTorrington's Manager Mouse is the only
mouse that can answer yes to all these questions:
• Can it sustain extended use without
maintenance?
• Can it operate on a variety of desktop
surfaces at any angle?

.Is it conveniently portable with no external
power supply, no special pads?

• Does it have a unique, patented
independent suspension
system for trouble-free
performance?
• Can it be used with Lotus 1-2-3 TM?*

Patented
Suspension
System

A mouse by any other name?
You can't be serious.

Manager Mouse can be used with these CAD programs:
AutoCAD ™
CADKEY™

CadPlan ™
CADVANCE™

drafix 1 ™
EasyCAD™

EE Designer ™
Generic CADD™

Procad™
smARTWORK™
RoboCAD-PCTM VERSACAD™

And these popular graphics programs:
Freelance ™
EnerGraphics ™ Harvard Presentation Graphics ™ * oO-IT'M
TelepaintTM
Or. HALO™
ClickArt Personal Publisher™
IPRINT'M

EGA PAINT'M

Call 1-800-982-0030 for the Manager Mouse dealer near you.
*Specify Manager Mouse with KeyFree . ™
Manager Mouse and KeyFree are registered trademarks 01 The Torrington Company;
AutoCad 01 Autodesk. Inc; CAD KEY 01 Mic ro Control Systems Inc .; CadPlan and
CADVANCE OF Calcomp; ClickArt Personal Publisher 01 TI Maker Company; DO·IT 01
Siudio Software Corp. Dr. HALO 01 Media Cybernelics. Inc. ; dralix , 01 Foresighl Resources
Corp.; EasyCAD 01 Evolution Compuling, Inc.; EE Designer of Visionics Corp.; EGA PAINT
01 RIX SoltWorks, Inc.; EnerGraphics of Enertonics Research, Inc. ; Freelance 01 Graphic
Communications Inc.; IPRINT 01 Indigo Software Ltd.; Lotu s ' ·2·301 Lolus Developmenl
Corp. , Generic CADD 01 Generic Software, Inc.; Harvard Presentation Graphics 01 Soltware
Publishing Corp.; Procad 01Procad Systems. Inc.; RoboCAD·PC 01RoboSyslems Corpor·
ation; smARTWORK 01 Wintek Corporation ; TelePaint 01 LCS Telegraphics; VERSACAD
01T + W Syslems. Inc.
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TORRINGTON
Part of worldwide Ingersoll-Rand

Inquiry 353
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THE TURNER HALL CARD
BY JONATHAN ANGEL

The IBM PC and many compatibles were designed when
256K bytes was considered
an ample amount of memory. Adding more memory to
these machines requires installing an expansion card.
Most expansion cards are
already loaded with optional
parallel and serial ports.
However, the typical IBM PC
user already has a parallel
and a serial port. Adding a
typical multifunction card
could be expensive overkill.
One solution to this problem is the Thrner Hall Card,
which expands tlie IBM PC's
memory by 2 56K bytes without adding any unwanted
extras. The card also includes
a c10cklcalendar and software to let you use the extra
memory for print spooling or
as a RAM disk.

Simple..w. install and
inexpensive memory expansion for
IBM pes and compatibles

INSTALLATION

To keep the price down ,
Thrner Hall has kept the circuitry on
this card simple. Thi s makes installation relatively easy for most users. If
you have a 2 56K-byte IBM PC XT, the
Thrner Hall Card is the simplest expansion card you could possibly install. All you have to do is remove the
PC XI's cover, fit the Thrner Hall Card
into the short expansion slot. and put
the cover back on. Your PC XT will
now have 512 K bytes of memory, a
clock. plenty of room for expansion,
and you won't have had to change any
switch settings or move any jumpers.
The only mistake you could make
during installation is to put the card
in its expansion slot backward. This
is possible because the card is so
short and doesn't have a backplane
connector. The owner's manual cauti ons against this potential problem .

If your computer is not an IBM PC
XT you will. at the very least. have to
alter DIP switches on the motherboard to let your com puter know
about the new memory you have installed. This is no more than you
would have to do with any other card.
However, some aspects of the
Thrner Hall Card make installation
complicated if your IBM PC is not
fitted with 256K bytes of memory.
Most memory-expansion boards have
a bank of DIP switches that let you
select a variety of load addresses; the
Thrner Hall Card has only a jumper
that sets its load address at either
256K or 512K bytes.
Thus. if your IBM PC does not
already have 2 56K bytes of memory,
you must add either chips or another
expansion card to bring the machine's

memory up to the first address. If your IBM PC already
has 512 K bytes of memory,
adding the Thrner Hall Card
will bring the memory up
only to the DOS limit of 640K
bytes.
For machines that already
have memory between 256K
and 512 K bytes, there are
three options. First. you can
disable some of your existing
memory to bring it down to
2 5'6K bytes. Second, you can
add RAM with another expansion card to bring it up to
512 K bytes and then install
the Thrner Hall Card. You
would then have 768K bytes
of RAM, of which only 640K
bytes could ordinarily be
used. Third, you can add the
Thrner Hall Card memory between 2 56K and 512K bytes
and set switches, if available,
on your other expansion
card to make sure its memory address starts at above
512K bytes.
Thrner Hall's documentation takes
you through all these steps with good
tables and illustrations. It also shows
you how to disable the clock on the
card if your IBM PC already has one.
SOFTWARE

The Thrner Hall Card comes with software for activating the clock, which is
a device driver (CLOCK.SYS). You do
not have to slow booting by cluttering your AUTOEXEC.BAT file with another program name. You can simply
add the line

DEVICE = CLOCK.SYS
(continued)

Jonathan Angel (678 Tennyson Ave.. Palo
Alto, CA 94 30 I) is a freelance writer and
columnist.
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1.800.528.1054

CALL TOLL FREE

qp1 HARDWARE
~ I\

Air Express Shipping

PRINT~;~etallsBelow

c~~t~:~ ~~'s~rog~~t~r .

-

~:~

•

~IBEST PRICES8~

NOW, No Charge for Bank Car~-

. . 51
.
. .. 5315
. . .... 5479
. ... .. 55 44 78 99 '
...
. 51035

~~~:~~~fcl~'~~)O) ............ 5119

!~:p~~~a;~age

MONITORS
Amdex AIi Monitors .
. .... Call
NEC All Monilors .................. Call
Princeton Graphics .
. Call
Zenith All Models .
.. Call

Rampage PC .

. ..... 5 2 3 9
. .. 5159
G er~u ~s ~olorcard .
. 55 11 47 99
rap IC ar ........ . . '"
...

EPSON
All Printer Models . . .. ..... Call
Fujitsu .
. ... . . Call
IBMProprin'er .
.. 5399
Juki

VIDEO TERMINALS
Qume OVT Green 101
... 5299
OVT Amber 101 .
. ... 5314
Wyse30 .
.. .............. 5299
50 .
.. . 5419

Above BoardPS/AT(2 11 0) .
. . 5369
Mayna rd Hardcard ....
. ..... 5549
Pa radise Modular Gn,phic 06-' .... 5239
F
pilv ePoak I
·t.. ········· .. · 5115
us e ve opme n

~i~i~~~ MSP·l0 .

. ~~~:

MSP-20 .
MSP-25 .
POr,~ambileOr 3: '5' .
02
635 .

I

I

:~~ :

... . : : :

~~; ai~~~~;~O' 3515.3530

$

P6 .

.

~~::

~~e 85 .

. ........ : : :

!i~: m~~5~-2i .

. 5429
. . 5609

P7 .

. 5100

OKIDATA
All Printer Models
..... Call
Panasonic 'OBO .
. .. ..... 5199
1091 .
. ... 5239
1092
. . .... 5309
.592 .
.. . . . .. 5425
KXP3151 ....... .. .......... . ..... 5399
STAR MICRONICS
All Printer Models ......... Call
Toshiba 32. Parallel &Seri al. . . . 5449
341 .
. .. 5769
P351 Parallel & Serial .... . .. . . . .... 5969
Laser Printer .
. .. ... Call

KEYBOARDS
Keytronics 5151 ... .............. 5159
PLOTTERS Epson Hi-BO . .... . Call

BOARDS

~:~~

~x pac~Plu s .........

~~~~Ie ~~~~~!~~;~~~(1110)

~:~:

... ~ii

~~~~

~~~~~~~~,~O&~~~:~~~~rds . : : : 5~,!r.

PC I Drive 256K
.. 51199
XT I Drive 256K .
.. 51729
XT 1 Drive 20 Meg 640K .......... 521 6 9
AT 168 .
. 52849
AT/339 .
. .. 5 4449

f!~~¥Drive .
Tos hiba T-lloo .
T-l'oo Plus .
T-31oo .

Sr. Pa rtne r Dual Drive ... . .... . . $1309
Exec. Partner Dual Drive ....... $1899

T-l1oo .

. . 5169

LANGUAGES
C Compiler (Microsoft) .
. . .. $249
Fortran Comp iler (Mic rosoft) .
. 5195
Lattice C Compil er
... 5242
Macro Assembler (Microsoft)
... . 584
Pascal Compiler (Microsoft) ......... $ 166
Quick Basic 2 .
. . .. . S55
Run C Inte rpreter .. ......... ... . . . .. 565
Tu rbo Pascal w / SOS7 & BCD .. . . ...... Call
Turbo Database Tool Box
....... . 530

WYSE

..... 5235

Wyse p c 1100-1
Wyse pc 11 00-20 .

Practical Peripherals
Practical 1200 Baud .............. 5124

Microlink 2400 .

. .. 5379

DISK DRIVES
Iomega Bernou lli 10 meg .
. .. 51249
Bernoulli 20 meg .
. ....... . .. 51649
Bernou lli 40 m eg .
. 52329

SEAGATE
20 me w/Western I/O .... 5395

COPIERS

~V'''''

m,t~Turbo ;Jc/;;

Canon

(((~(Ql)))

256 Memory, O ne 360K B rand Name
Floppy Drive · 135 Watt Power Su pply. Slide
Case , AT Style Keyboard S M Hz Clock Speed ,
(Keyboard Se le.c lab le). 8 Expansion Slots

Ca non PC-20 .
Canon PG-25 .

Lotus 1-2-3 .
Multiplan .
Spreadsheel Auditor 2.0
VP Planner .

WORD PROCESSORS
INTEGRATIVE SOFTWARE
Enable 1.1 .
.. ............... 5319
Framewo rk II
.... Call
Smart Software System ......... . .. 5379
Symphony .
. ................... Ca ll
GRAPHICS

............. 5199
.... 5185
... 5269
.. 5249

Microso ft Chari .
. .... S 164
Microsolt Seria l Mouse
.. S 119
Newsroom .
. ............. 5 31

Price
Crosstalk XVI . . .... . ..... . . . .. . ... . 592
MS Access 1.01 .
. . : ...... Call
PFS Access
..... 576
Remote .
. ...... S92
Smartcom II . . . .... .... .. .. . . .. ... . S83

SPREADSHEETS

IBM PC and 100% Compatibles

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

. . Best

....... $979
.. ... $1539

I

... Call
Prometheus All Models . . .
. .... Call
US Robotics Courier 2400 ... . ... 5379
Password 1200
.. 5180

Harvard Tota l Project Manager . .. ... 5262
Microsoft Project .
. .... 5219
Super Pro ject Plus .
. ..... . Call
Timeli ne2 .0 .
. .... S209
Compul;:;erve Starter Kit .

.... Call

SPERRY
.. ..... $1 999

Other Models . .. ... . .. . ... ... .. . Call

Signa lman Express . . .. .

Charlmaster .
Diag ram Master .
Energ raphics 2.0
In-A-Vision .
Microsoft Buss Mouse

COMMUNICATIONS

TOSHIBA

Sperry IT .

Anchor Automation

SOFTWARE
.. 528
... ..... 575
..... 528
.. 528

51649
. ..... : : : : 5 1299
... Call
. .... Ca ll

r----::-:-:::-::-::=:::':':-----..,

MODEMS

TRAINING
Flight Simulator .
PC Logo .
Typ ing In struc tor
Typi ng Tutor II I .

----

~.!:>.m,

~~~~J~rA;ra~hi~~ M~~.er .••••• •• •~!:;
Captain No Memory . .

Z-49 .............................. Call

COMPUTERS

w/ PC

Painlbrush 3.0 .

. .... 5106

PC Draw .

. 5199
Click Art Personal Publishe r .......... 5 99
PC Mousew/ Dr. Halo II ..
. .. 599
PC Pai nt w/Mouse . . . ............ S 115
PFS Graph .
. 576
Printmaster .
. ...... 529
Signmaster .............. . •..... 5132
Turbo Graphix Tool Box .
. S30

I Supercalc 4 ..... . .. Call I

Leading Edge Word Processo r .
.548
Leading Edge W/ P w/ Spell & Mail .... 572
Lightening ..
. . 555
Microsoft Wo rd 3.0 .
. . Call
Mu ltimate Advantage
..... Ca ll
PFS : Write w/ Spel1 Checker .
. .... 576
Wordslar w/Tutor .. . ............ . . 5162
Wordstar Pro Pack .
. .... . . ... . 5233

Word Perfect (Ver.4.1 )$196

Wordstar 2000 + 2.0 278
UTILITIES
COpy II PC ..
1 DIR .

.. . . 519
.... 546
Faslback
.. 586
No rton Utiliti es 3 .1
. 548
Printworks .
. 536
Sidekick .
. . S 30
Sidekick (Unprotected) .
. .. 547
Sidekick - Superkey (Bundle) ........ 585
Travelling Sidekick
.... 539
Turbo Prolog .
. .... 554
Sideways 3.1
.. 534
Superkey .
. .. 5 3 9

....... C all
. .. 5 1 08
.. ...... 582
......· .. 548

MONEY MANAGEMENT
Dollars & Sense w/ Forcast .
Tobias Managing Your Money .

. . 594
. . Ca ll

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
Clipper

.............. 5335
Cornerstone .
. 567
dBaseli .
.. .... Ca ll
dBase III Plus .
. ...... C a ll
Extended Report Wriler .
.5 7 4
Knowledgeman II .
. .5279
Nulshell2.0
........ S 59
PFS: File .
. .............. 576
PFS: Report .
567
Quickcode ............ . .......... 5138
QuickReport
.... S 138
Rellex
. . C a ll
Think Tank .
. ... 591

R:Base 5000 ...... $245
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Many other tille s available.

Inquiry 84 for MS DOS Products. In quiry 85 for all others.

Order Line: 1-800-528-1054
Order Processing: 602-224-9345
2222 E. Indian School Rd.
Phoenix, Arizona 85016
602-954-6109

Store Hours: Mon-Fri 10-5:30
Saturday 9-1
Order Line Hours: Mon-Fri 7-5:30
Saturday 9-1
Order Processing Hours: Mon-Fri 10-3

Product shipped in lactory cartons wit h manufac turer's warranty. Please add 56.00 per order for UPS ground shipping o n ord ers up to 10 Ibs. Orders 10 lbs.
and under you pay for grou nd service, receive air service at no extra cha rge. Avai lable on orders 11-30 Ibs. $ 1710r air se rvice. Prices & availability subj ect to
change wi thout notice. Send cashier's check or money order... all othe r c hecks will delay shipping two weeks.
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REVIEW: TURNER HALL CARD

Turner Hall Card
Company
Turner Hall Publishing
10201 Torre Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 253-9607

Computer
IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible with at
least 256K bytes of RAM and one vacant
expansion slot

Features
256K-byte memory expansion, clock!
calendar, and software for print spooling
and RAM disk

Documentation
28-page owner's manual with
documentation for RAM disk and print .
spooler

Price
$99.95

to your CONFIG.SYS file, and the onboard clock will be automatically activated when you tucn your computer
on . Furthermore, the clock can be permanently reset simply by using the
date and time functions in DOS; many
competing boards require their own
software to do this.
The RAM disk and print spooler
pro grams (RAMDISK.SYS and
SPOOL.COM) do not come with the
board. Instead, Thrner Hall sends
them to you after you register your
purchase. The documentation for
these programs comes as a disk file
that you must print.
RAMDISK.SYS gives you a RAM
disk that is variable in size from 64K
to 360K bytes but limited to holding
a maximum of 32 files. SPOOL.COM
gives you a print spooler that can be
as small as IK or as large as 64K
bytes. Unlike some spoolers, you can
vary its size or delete it from memory
without rerunning the program . You
can also pause it to change paper. I

found that it worked with SideKick
and SmartKey II without conflict.
CONCWSIONS

The Thrner Hall Card is reasonably
priced and supported by superior
documentation and software. The
workmanship is good, but the 256Kbyte RAM chips are soldered in place.
However, Thrner Hall will give you a
new card if anything fails during your
first year of ownership.
The only major flaw is that the
card's starting memory addresses are
set only at 2 56K or 512K bytes. This
is too limiting; other expansion cards
offer much more flexibility.
.
I would recommend the 1l.Irner HaJJ
Card particularly to computer users
who don't want to study manuals and
flip switches. For users of 256K-byte
IBM PCs, X1S, A1S, and compatibles,
it is a simple and economical way to
upgrade memory. The card would
also be useful in any machine that
lacks full-length expansion slots . •

The Toshiba T3100.
Toshiba technology improves on AT
functionality: The T3100 gives you the
power of an IBM®PC-AT "! in a lean,
IS-pound computer that looks superb on
your desk, and slips into a drawer when
you don't need it. Take it home, take it
to a meeting, take it around the worldwherever your work takes you.

"Big" system expansion options.
Like any full-function desktop system,
the T3100 grows with your computing
needs. Toshiba offers a full line of internal

Don't let its size fool you.

Try tucking this into a drawer
when you're done! Until now, you
had to be tied to your desk in a
tangle of cables and hardware to
get AT power. Toshiba's T3100,
on the other hand, puts AT performance anywhere you want.

The T3100 is less than a third the size
of the Compaq ™ Portable II, yet every
bit as powerful. It uses the same 80286
microprocessor as the AT, and is fully
IBM-compatible, so you can share data
with the other desktop computers in
your office. The T3100's 10MB internal
hard disk gives you ample storage for
sophisticated applications. A dual-voltage
power supply lets you plug in and go to
work just about anywhere in the world.
And Toshiba built in an advanced gas
plasma screen, to give you the clarity
and brightness of a CRr displaywithout the bulk.

Software, everywhere: The T3100 runs
the most popular applications written for the
IBM PC/XT and AT.

and external options, including an expansion chassis with S IBM-compatible slots,
and an internal 300/1200 bps Hayes®compatible modem.

The next generation of computing
is here. And it sure would look
great on your desk. Or away from it.
Desktop computing will never be
quite the same again, thanks to Toshiba's
advanced CMOS and proprietary gate
array LSI technology. The T3100 is
backed by our reputation for high quality
electronics, and by our nO-year commitment to technological excellence.
See where desktop AT power is
headed.

Specifications:
• IBM PC-AT compatible
• 80286 processor, running at 8MHz
or4MHz
• 640KB RAM, extendable to 2.6MB
• Built-in 10MB hard disk
• Built-in 720KB 3W' diskette drive
• MS-DOS 2.11 operating system
• High-resolution gas plasma display
• IBM Color Graphics Adapter (CGA)
compatible
• 80 x 25 character display
• 640 x 400 bit-mapped
graphics display
• RGB, parallel, serial and external
diskette drive ports
• Carrying case, MS-DOS,"!
BASIC included
• Full-sized Bl-key keyboard
• 110/220 VAC switch-selectable
power supply
• 12.2" W x 3.1" H x 14.2" D
• All this - and only 15 pounds

The T3100 is here now! Call:
Compact is as compact does: The T3100
is less than a third the size of the Compaq
Portable II. - -

More memory for
more applications.
The T3100's full 640KB RAM lets
you work with the most popular IBM
PCIXT "! and AT software: Integrated
financial and analysis programs, large
spreadsheets, lengthy documents, electronic filing and more. A built-in 720KB
diskette drive handles the new industry
standard 3W' diskettes. Each IBMcompatible pocket-sized disk holds twice
as much information as a conventional
SW' diskette! And you can easily transfer
data to and from other desktop computers using Toshiba's optional external SW'
diskette drive.
Trademarks: PC-AT, PC/XT - lmcmation.lI Business Machines Corporation;
Compaq-Compaq Computer Corporation; MS-DOS- Microwft Corporation.
Registered Trademarks: IBM -lntemational Business Machines COIlXll<ltion;

Hayes- Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.; SuperKey and SideKickBorland International. Inc.

1-800-457-7777
for your nearest
Toshiba dealer.

Now!
Includes
SideKick®
and SuperKey.®

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
TOSHIBA AMERlCA. INC.. huormation Systems Division

1II1I111111111111

A FRIEND INDEED.
Face it. Everybody needs somebody sometime. And even the best PC occasionally
needs help with faulty power.
So give your hard disc or critical-use
system LINE 2®power conditioning. And
eliminate those nagging problems that your
PC can't prevent. Like voltage sags and
surges. Brownouts. Spikes.
LINE 2 Power Conditioners are designed

specifically with your PC in mind. High
inrush currents don't affect them. Neither
do power problems. And they're amazingly
economical.
.
A LINE 2 Power Conditioner can be
your PC 's best friend. And a friend in
need is a friend indeed. Call us today at
(619) 279-0831, or contact your local
Square D distributor.
.

A Subsidiary ot Square 0 Company
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Inquiry 35 1 for End-Users.
Inquiry 352 for DEALERS ONLY.

TURBO PROLOG
BY NAMIR CLEMENT SHAMMAS

In March. Borland International entered the arena of
artificial intelligence languages by launching its
Thrbo Prolog compiler. This
review looks at version 1.0.

An easy-to-use
nonstandard implementation
of Prolog for the IBM PC

ENVIRONMENT

Thrbo Prolog provides an excellent interactive environment in five windows.
The top window is a one-line horizontal main menu that offers options
that let you edit. compile. and run a
program; set up the compile options;
perform file-related operations; alter
the window setups; and quit.
A message window informs you of
current activities. These include messages related to file I/O and compilation progress. The dialog window is
active when you run a program. It accepts input from the user and displays
results. The trace window is active
only when a program (or portions of
it) turns on the trace option. This window lets you follow the Prolog program in execution step by step. Thrbo
Prolog does not make a more advanced debugger available.
You can adjust the color. size. and
location of the windows and save the
updated configuration in a special file
for a permanent setup.
The built-in Thrbo Prolog editor is
very similar to that of Thrbo Pascal or
WordStar in non document edit mode.
Thrbo Prolog also provides a pop-up
auxiliary edit window that lets you
view or edit another Thrbo Prolog
source file. You can make nested calls
to the auxiliary edit window. and the
environment correctly recalls previous
files once you have finished editing
the current file.
COMPILER

The Thrbo Prolog compiler lets you
compile and run programs in memory
or create external program files. Com-

pilation in memory is very fast and attempts to approach the immediate interaction of a Prolog interpreter.
If the compiler detects an error.
Thrbo Prolog activates the editor window. points out the location of the offending syntax. and displays an accompanying compiler message that is
highlighted at the bottom of the window. One problem with this is that the
error message is truncated if it is
longer than the width of the editor
window (although you can adjust the
size of the window. as mentioned
above). The Thrbo Prolog manual lists
the error messages but offers no additional explanation or remedies. and
some of the compiler error messages
are unclear.
When you create compiled program
files. Thrbo Prolog offers two alternatives. If the program you are compiling is relatively small. you can
create an EXE file (executable at the
DOS prompt) from within Thrbo Prolog. This makes the compiler create
an object file and then call for the
Microsoft linker. LlNK.EXE. to produce the EXE file. Following the linking phase. you are prompted to either
run the new Prolog program or go
back to the Thrbo Prolog environment. I found that it is best to go back
to Thrbo Prolog. exit from it. and then
run the compiled program. I discovered that attempting to run programs
using extensive recursion while having Thrbo Prolog resident in memory
invariably resulted in an "insufficient
memory" run-time error. For large
programs. you should select the op-

tion to create object files. exit
from Thrbo Prolog. and
resume linking under DOS.
The Thrbo Prolog compiler
has 10 directives to fine-tune
its operation . Among these
·directives are ones that allow
you to set the size of the internal code array. include source code
from another text file. display an
analysis of your program as it is being compiled. suppress the ControlBreak or Control-C options for program interruption. suppress compiler
warnings. set up a modular software
project. and trace the program flow.
Thrbo Prolog programs can interface with programs compiled in
Pascal. C. FORTRAN. and assembly
language. This allows you to write
routines more efficiently in any of the
above languages and then call them
from a Thrbo Prolog program.

LANGUAGE
The syntax of Thrbo Prolog differs
significantly from that of standard Prolog. Being a PascallModula-2 programmer. my initial reaction was one
of delight. Thrbo Prolog is more structured and enforces data type checking. which makes the source listings
much more readable that those of
standard Prolog.
A Thrbo Prolog program is divided
into declaration sections. some of
which are optional. The first program
declaration section is the domains.
where local user-defined types and
lists are declared. The global domains
section makes data types accessible
by other program modules. The predicates section defines local predicate
names and the number and type of
arguments for each predicate.
(continued)

Namir Clement Snammas (4814 Mill Park
Court. Glen Allen. VA 23060) is a freelance
writer and programmer.
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REVIEW: TURBO PROLOG

Turbo Prolog
Type
Programming language
Company
Borland International Inc.
4585 Scotts Valley Dr.
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-8400
Format
Two 51/4-inch disks; MS-/PC-DOS format
Computer
IBM PC, two disk drives, 384K bytes of
memory, and PC-DOS version 2.0 or later
Documentation
225-page user's manual
Price
$99.95

The global predicates section declares predicates accessible by other
program modules. The optional goal
section allows you to specify a consistent goal. If you want to try a variety of goals one at a time, this section is omitted and you are prompted
for a goal at run time. Programs compiled into files must have a goal section. The database section specifies
the predicates to which facts are
added during run time.
The clauses section is the last program declaration section and contains
all the facts and rules. All the clauses
in this section must be consistent with
the declaration in the predicates section. 1l..irbo Prolog does not allow you
to define predicates that have the
same names as built-in predicates.
even if the numbers and types of
arguments are different.
1l..irbo Prolog supports the following
basic data types: characters. integers.
real numbers. strings. symbols (also
known in Prolog as atoms) . and files.
Symbols and strings can be used interchangeably. but internally they are
handled differently. There are two additional special types: regdom. which
is used with BIOS-related predicates
to access the 8088 microprocessor
registers. and dbasedom . which is
used in conjunction with the limited
dynamiC database.
294
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1l..irbo Prolog provides predicates
for data type conversion and simple
string manipulation. Standard Prolog
uses symbols or instantiated variables
for I/O redirection . making it more
flexible than 1l..irbo Prolog. 1l..irbo Prolog supports the list structures. which
are declared by using the syntax
list name = data type *
BUILT-IN PREDICATES

1l..irbo Prolog contains a wealth of
built-in predicates. many of which
come from 1l..irbo Pascal. These predicates perform math operations. reading. writing. screen handling. string
handling. and type conversion. There
are also file system. system-level. and
language predicates.
1l..irbo Prolog supports the absolute
value. square root, random-number
generator, logarithmic. and trigonometric functions. It provides the MOD
and DIV operators. as well as bit manipulation predicates to perform
AND. OR. NOT. XOR. and shifting
(left and right) operations.
The reading predicates allow the input of different data types. something
not needed in standard Prolog. The
write predicate is "overloaded. " allowing the output of multiple arguments
of different types and a formatted
output. Redirecting I/O is achieved by
using the readdevice and writedevice
predicates.
The file system predicates enable a
program to open a file for reading.
writing. and adding data. Sequential
and random access files are also supported. The file position pointer in
random access files can be taken in
reference to the beginning or the end
of a file.
1l..irbo Prolog's screen- and windowhandling predicates for text and highresolution graphics allow you to control the screen cursor and create.
remove. select. and clear windows.
High-resolution graphics come with
basic plotting and line-drawing predicates as well as turtle graphics commands.
Since 1l..irbo Prolog is a data-typed
implementation. a number of predicates are provided for type conversion. These predicates perform conversions between characters. strings.
integers. real numbers. and uppercase

and lowercase characters.
The implementers of 1l..irbo Prolog
paid attention to low-level access. The
predicates included in this category
allow a variety of tasks. such as setting and reading the system time and
date. calling the IBM PC BIOS. invoking the 1l..irbo Prolog editor. executing
a DOS command from within a 1l..irbo
Prolog program. performing port I/O.
and POKEing and PEEKing bytes or
words in the memory.
DYNAMIC DATABASE

Artificial intelligence languages. applications. and expert systems rely
heavily on databases to store and
retrieve accumulated information.
Standard Prolog is characterized by its
ability to incorporate a wide variety
of user input (clauses. rules. and facts)
into its database at run time. The absence of strict type checking and
predicate checking in standard Prolog
implementations offers superior flexibility over 1'l..irbo Prolog in this regard.
1l..irbo Prolog's attempt to offer such
a dynamic database is hampered by
both data type and predicate checking. The 1l..irbo Prolog predicates that
are involved in the dynamic database
must be specified in the database
section before program run time. This
severely limits the fleXibility that Prolog was meant to offer. The implementation deviates from the spirit of
Prolog by its lack of a genuine database. Moreover. 1l..irbo Prolog has no
garbage collection routine to reclaim
memory left vacant by retracted. or
deleted. facts.
1l..irbo Prolog does not implement a
number of standard Prolog predicates. These omissions are important
because they have done away with
some powerful Prolog features. For
example. list equality test has been
rendered very limited by 1l..irbo Prolog. and complex data (such as mixed
integers) is more difficult. and sometimes impossible. to define.
MODULAR PROGRAMMING

1l..irbo Prolog allows you to build
modular programs. For these programs you need to use the compiler's
project directive and include to include a file containing the global domains and predicates. You create a

REVIEW: TURBO PROLOG

Thble I: Benchmark tests for Turbo Prolog. Tests reflect the speed of Turbo Prolog in compiling programs and the run-time

speed of the compiled programs. Turbo Prolog seems to assign a good stack size to allow deeply nested recursion. Floating-point
operations and mathematical functions use the 8087 chip.
Test
List Reversal
Floating Point
Sieve
Math Functions

Source File EXE File
(bytes)
844
610
955
1469

46,637
46,478
46,541
49,321

Memory Compile
(seconds)

Compile and Link
(minutes:seconds)

Run Time
(minutes:seconds)

2
2
3
4

1:22
1:23
1:22
1:23

0:11
0:42
0 :03
0:06
0:16
0:28
0:19
0:18
0:24
0:03
0:16
2:14
0 :54
0:29

sqrt
In

exp
atan
sin
Factorial
Tower of Hanoi

634
598

46,313
46,229

2
2

1:20
1:21

Disk Write
Disk Read

585
448

46,184
47,915

2
2

1:21
1:23

librarian file for each modular program project. This is a simple text file
that lists all the names of the modules
involved. The compiler generates a
file containing the symbols table for
each module involved.
BENCHMARKS

I carried out a number of benchmarks
on Thrbo Prolog using an IBM PC XT
with 512 K bytes of memory. an 8087
math coprocessor chip. and a 20megabyte hard disk drive running PCDOS 3.1.
The List Reversal test reverses a list
of 50 integers 30 times. The Floating
Point test. which is similar to the standard BYTE benchmark. repeats a
series of four basic operations 5000
times. The Sieve test extracts the
prime numbers from the range of
numbers from I to 100. The process
is repeated 10 times. The Math Functions test clocks the speed of the
square root. natural logarithm. exponential. arctangent. and sine functions. Each function is evaluated 1000
times using a fixed argument. The
Factorial test evaluates the factorial of
ten 1000 times. This tests the speed
of a simple type of recursion . The
Tower of Hanoi program tests recursion and the speed of screen output.
The program accepts a variable tower
height.
The Disk Write test is the Prolog version of the standard BYTE test. It

writes 512 blocks of 128 characters to
a text file on an empty disk. The Disk
Read test is the Prolog version of the
standard BYTE test. It reads 512
blocks of 128 characters from a text
file stored on a floppy disk that contains no other files.
Thble I shows the results of the
benchmark tests. The Floating Point
and Math Functions tests. by virtue of
their speed. seem to automatically
use the 8087 coprocessor. although
the Thrbo Prolog manual does not
mention 8087 chip support. (The
manual also incorrectly lists the arctangent function as arctan instead of
atan.)
Thrbo Prolog programs running as
compiled EXE files seem to have access to a larger recursion stack than
programs running within the Thrbo
Prolog environment. Thrbo Prolog
programs enjoy fast execution speed
and larger stack size (relative to other
Prolog interpreters), which permits
deeper recursion levels.
CONCWSION

Thrbo Prolog is an implementation
with many good features : a very good
interactive environment. a fast compiler and compiled programs. support
for screen and window management.
high-resolution graphics. low-level access. and mathematical functions.
However. Thrbo Prolog has a Thrbo
Pascal flavor in its compiler and strong

Height

5
7
10

data typing that create an identity
problem for the language. Thrbo Prolog's lack of a genuine dynamic and
flexible database is its main weak
point. Strict data type checking
weakens Thrbo Prolog's ability to perform more advanced symbolic processing. The lack of many important
Prolog predicates deprives you of enjoying the unique features of standard
Prolog language. Some programs
written in the standard language syntax must be "hacked" before running
with Thrbo Prolog. while others may
prove to be unportable.
Borland International claims that
Thrbo Prolog is a large superset of the
W. F. Clocksin and C. S. Mellish definition of the language (Programming in
Prolog. 2nd edition. Springer-Yerlag.
1984). A glance through the language
reference book disproves this claim.
Thrbo Prolog has enough changes
from standard Prolog to earn it the
name of "Thrbo Paslog. " As such, 1do
not recommend it if you are seriously
considering becoming a Prolog programmer.

Editor's note: The programs used in the
benchmark tests of Turbo Prolog are available
for downloading from BYTEnet Listings (see
the insert card following page 368) . To run
them you will need an IBM PC with 384K
bytes of memory. PC-DOS 2.0 or later. and
Turbo Prolog. The programs have been
grouped together in a single file called
TBPROLOGTST. •
SEPTEMBER 1986 • B Y T E
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Princeton.
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Here are some of the reasons why
full EGA and CGA support. Princeton EGA monitors
bring you 64 brilliant colors and bright sharp images in
enhanced graphics mode, with 640 x 350 resolution.
Your EGA software never looked better. Plus our HX-12E
and HX-9E automatically switch from EGA to CGA mode,
when needed.
Compadbillty. Princeton monitors are 100% compatible
with leading personal computers like IBM®, Compaq®, and
more. No matter what system you have, there's a Princeton
monitor that's right for you .

Quall9' Image. A .28mm dot pitch (the finest dot pitch of

nonglare screen. The lines are crisp, the characters sharp,
and the colors even, so you're more productive. Controls
are located on the front, where you can reach them.

ReUablllty. Princeton monitors are designed and
manufactured to meet your most demanding needs. On ly
the finest components are used. The result: dependable
performance day in and day out.

Value. No other monitor gives you more for the money than
Princeton. Compare for yourself. Feature for feature there's
not a better value around.

all leading EGA displays), bright colors, and sharp
resolution give Princeton monitors a quality image that
cannot be beat.

Availability. Princeton monitors are as easy to get your

Easy Viewing and URonomlc Design. Princeton

Reputadon. More and more, people are making Princeton

monitors are designedTor easy use, too .. You get easy
viewing with the HX-12E's black matrix tube and etched

hands on as they are easy to use. You can find them at
computer stores around the world.
Graphic Systems their number one choice in personal
computer displays. Because people know Princeton delivers
the ultimate in compatibility, reliability, and performance.

IBM is a trademark of Intern ational Business Machine, Inc. Com paq is a trademark of Compaq Computer Corp.
Wall Street Journal is a regi stered trademark of Dow Jones. Inc.
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best choice
EGA monitors.

For the no-compromlse enhanced graphics monitors, look for the PrInceton Graphic
Systems name. PrInceton delivers everything you need In a quality EGA display, from
crisp, dear, fuD EGA support to rugged reliability. When you choose PrInceton you
choose the best.

".
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HX-9L The first IBM compatible 9" high reso-

HX- t2L The f irst IBM compatible high

lution color monitor to support EGA. Has a
.28mm dot pitch black matrix tube and etched
nonglare screen for sharp, crisp displays and
features a built-in tilVswivel stand and
green/ amber switch.

resolution color monitor to support EGA with a
.28mm dot pitch. The HX-12E builds on the
award winning features of the HX-12 and
features 640 x 350 resolution for sharp, crisp
text and colorful graphics.

rB,INCETON'
GRAPHIC
A N

IN TE LLIG E N T

SYSTEMS
SYSTEMS

COMPAN Y

601 Ewing Street, Bldg. A Prin ce ton , NJ 08540. Telex: 82 1402 PGS PRIN. (609) 683- 1660, (800) 221 - 1490, Ext. 804
Inq u ir y 276
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SOFTWARE CAROUSEL
BY MARK HAAS

to believe that you can set up
a partition to hold 640K
bytes of memory. However. it
will actually be less. DOS
itself usually takes up between 25K and 35K bytes.
Software Carousel uses
about 75 K bytes. and resident software. like SideKick. can take
up much more. What remains is the
maximum memory that you can
assign to any partition. Software
Carousel gives you some flexibility
with this. For example. you can load
memory-resident programs like SideKick and Keyworks selectively into individual partitions. freeing up memory for other partitions. You can also
make these programs available from
all partitions.

A virtual memory manager

Software Carousel. by SoftLogic Solutions. is a virtual
memory manager that allows
you to have up to 10 applications loaded and available
for use. Only one program at
a time can actually run. however. Unlike multitasking environments such as Ouarterdeck's
Desqview. Software Carousel programs that are not on-screen are in a
state of suspended animation. For instance. you can start recalculating a
large spreadsheet. switch to another
program. and then return to find the
recalculation continuing from the
point where you left it. Nothing happens to your spreadsheet while you
are away from it.

that allows you to shift between
programs instantly

USE OF MEMORY

Unlike many multitasking systems.
Software Carousel allows each program. when it is running. to use all the
available memory in your system.
Thus. you could load your spreadsheet program six times to work on
six different worksheets requiring
512K bytes of memory (assuming you
have sufficient memory to store inactive partitions) and still be able to load
and use four more programs with
equal memory requirements. Software Carousel does this by setting up
to 10 virtual compartments. called
partitions. in memory to be used by
the applications. This functionally
turns your computer into 10 computers. Each time you switch between
applications. it's like turning to another machine that is already running
that application. There is no connection between the partitions. however.
You cannot. for example. move data
from one program to another as you
can with systems like Microsoft
Windows.
The active partition is loaded into
what SoftLogic Solutions calls lower

memory. This is the main RAM addressed by DOS. which can be up to
640K bytes. Several smaller partitions
can coexist in lower memory. making
switching between them faster. Larger
partitions need to be swapped in and
out of lower memory from some
other storage area.
Software Carousel can utilize any
available main storage memory for
holding inactive partitions. On any
machine you can access up to 640K
bytes of RAM. the normal DOS limit.
With an IBM PC AT compatible. you
can have Software Carousel use up to
16 megabytes of extended memory
to hold inactive partitions. With an
IBM PC XT compatible. you can have
the software use up to 8 megabytes
of expanded memory using the Lotus!
Intel/Microsoft (LIM) standard. Any
machine can use up to 6.4 megabytes
of available hard disk space to hold
inactive partitions.
You can determine how much memory. up to the limit of available RAM.
each application will have access to.
You wouldn't want to assign 512K
bytes of memory to a BASIC partition.
for example. since anything above
64K bytes would never be used. However. you may want to have 512 K
bytes of memory assigned to a partition to run a program like Lotus 1-2-3 .
Other programs may have different
memory requirements. In general. it
is best to use as little memory as
possible for any given application .
This will improve Software Carousel's
overall performance.
The user's manual might lead you

SETTING UP

Before you can use Software Carousel. you must first install and initialize it. Because of SoftLogic Solutions' copy-protection method. you
can install Software Carousel only
three times. However. the company
will provide purchasers with a noncopy-protected disk at no charge. Installing Software Carousel onto my
hard disk was easily handled by a
batch file proVided on the master
disk. After installation. I noticed in my
root directory several additional "hidden" files that were associated with
the copy protection.
After installation you must determine how much memory you want in
each partition and where the inactive
partitions will be stored. You can
assign any amount of memory for
each partition. in 16K-byte chunks. for
up to 10 partitions. Some partitions
lcontinued)

Mark Haas (55 Franciscan Walj. Kensington .
CA 94707) is an editor and computer consultant. He is a former managing editor for
BYTE.
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REVIEW: SOFTWARE CAROUSEL

Software Carousel
Type
Virtual memory manager

Company
SoftLogic Solutions Inc.
530 Chestnut S!.
Manchester. NH 03101
(603) 627-9900

Computer
IBM PC or close compatible with 192K
bytes of RAM. one disk drive. and PCDOS or MS-DOS 2.0 or later. A hard disk
is recommended.

Price
$49.95

can be left empty. This. in turn. determines the total system memory requirement. If. for example. you chose
to have five partitions with 512K bytes.
three partitions with 384K bytes. and
two partitions with 64K bytes. your
total system memory requirement
would be 3840K bytes.
You also have to decide where you
are going to get that much memory.
If you are using an IBM PC XT compatible. you have at most only 640K
bytes of RAM. and you must get the
rest of the required memory elsewhere. You can use an AST RAMpage
card or a similar expanded memory
card. If you have another card that
does not use the LIM standard. you
can turn it into a RAM disk and use
that. Or you can use a hard disk. although this results in the poorest overall system performance. If you have an
IBM PC AT compatible. you can also
use the machine's extended RAM,
which is up to 16 megabytes. You can
assign the memory requirements to
your resources in any combination.
Finally. you can name each memory
partition, if you find this useful. You
can give the partitions any names you
like. and the names will appear as part
of the DOS prompt to remind you
where you are. Otherwise. they will
simply be numbered.
The partition sizes, the resource
allocation. and the optional partition
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names can all be saved for subsequent use in an ASCII file. which can
be modified at any time using most
text editors. You can also add commands to this file to customize other
functions of Software Carousel. such
as reassignment of command keys (to
avoid conflicts with other applications) and to automatically load applications into each partition. including mUltiple command lines. This is
similar to having an AUlDEXEC.BAT
file for each partition. Once you have
Software Carousel running. you can
change partition sizes and names.
USING SOFTWARE CAROUSEL

After Software Carousel has been set
up on your computer. you can call it
up manually by entering CAROUSEL
or automatically by including it in your
AUlDEXEC.BAT file. The software
takes about one minute to load, initialize. and load an application into
the first memory partition. By pressing a two-key combination (which you
can define), you can switch to another
partition. If you are in a partition for
the first time. you will see DOS load
again. Then. if the partition is set up
for it. the appropriate application will
load and run.
The speed at which you can move
from one partition to another
depends on how much lower memory
you have. how large the partitions are.
and what type of backup memory you
are using to hold the unused partitions. Large partitions will move more
slowly than small ones; only one
512K-byte partition can exist in lower
memory at once. while several 64Kbyte partitions will fit at once and
eliminate the need to swap partitions.
A hard disk is the slowest device for
holding unused partitions, while extended and expanded memory are
the fastest. The slowest time that I experienced was about 15 seconds to
swap a large (448K-byte) partition
from a hard disk. However, when I was
using a 256K-byte partition together
with two 64K-byte partitions, no swapping was needed. and the change
took about 2 seconds.
Soft Logic Solutions says that Software Carousel will run with most resident software. including SideKick and
Pro Key. I had no problems using Soft-

ware Carousel with a variety of commercial and public domain resident
software. If you load these programs
before running Software Carousel.
they will be available in all partitions.
On the other hand. if you load them
from a particular partition. they will be
available only in that partition.
CONCWSIONS

Software Carousel has some limitations. It will not work with programs
that boot directly without DOS (like
Flight Simulator) or that use another
DOS (like CP/M-86 or the p-System) .
Some software has limited compatibility with Software Carousel. For
instance. programs that grab the keyboard like WordVision and Smartcom
II will run in a partition, but since Software Carousel cannot receive the required key sequence to change partitions, you must first exit the program
to do so. Communications software
can be a problem, too. While you may
be able to switch partitions from
within your communications software,
you probably won't be able to change
while you are on-line without fouling
up the communications link. I was
able to do this only while the system
I was connected to was at a prompt.
If I changed partitions while data was
moving in either direction on the communications link, or if line noise
caused data to move, I could not
resume communications when I returned to that partition.
Some other types of software can
change graphic controller video
modes without informing DOS. These
programs will cause problems, too.
Finally, Software Carousel does not
work well with dual-display systems.
If you change displays while going
from one partition to another, you
may have a problem when you return
to the first display.
These limitations are minor. especially when compared to Software
Carousel's benefits. Being able to, for
instance, write in one partition , switch
to another partition to run a BASIC
benchmark, do some more writing,
switch to a third partition to use a
Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet. change again
to go on-line with BIX to get some information , and return to my word processor is a marvelous timesaver. _

LLA

Genoa nmkes your PC look better.
Outselling the rest,
because it's the best.
Genoa Systems Corporation, the bold new
leader of the PC Generation, brings you the
Spectra-EGA. Genoa is a company that is built on
technological innovation and engineering excellence.
Unlike the "Other Companies", Genoa controls
its own future through continuous research and
development.
Backed by a major multinational concern with vast
assets in the billions. GENOA IS HERE TO STAY!!
Sales Offices in California, Texas, Georgia, & New York.
Key distributors in Europe.

Genoa
We make PCs better.

Genoa Systems Corporation
73 East Trimble Rd.
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 945-9720
FAX (408) 434-0997
Inquiry 142

That's right! Now up to eight PCS, word processors,
CAD systems, or whatever can share two printers
automatically.
In addition to eight serial input ports, the
PSU -8lB gives you two output ports - one serial,
one parallel- that can operate simultaneously.
You also get lots of other convenient features,
including a pause button, clear button, memory test,
TOF, and of course, a 256K dynamically allocated buffer.
So for under $800, make your laser printer eight
times more cost effective.
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Check into our new PSU -8lB, and other low-cost
automatic printer sharing units, from the leaders
in data communications technology.
Call or write WTI today for a complete catalog.
In California, call (714) 979-0363. Telex 467741.

800·854·7226

westem

telematic inc.

2435 South Anne St, Santa Ana, California 92704
Inquiry 373 for End·Users. Inquiry 374 for DEALERS ONLY.

PARADOX

1.1

BY RUSEL DEMARIA

This relational database
has versatile features as well as
a powerful script language

Paradox. a relational database by Ansa Software.
balances contradictory features: a powerful script language (the Paradox Application Language. or PAL)
against automatic keystroke
recording of scripts; and a
complex relational data structure
against the intuitive query by example. which I will explain later. Paradox
uses 512K bytes of RAM in conjunction with virtual disk file management.
It does not take advantage of expanded RAM cards (like Intel's Above
Board). and it does not work with
memory-resident programs.
USING PARADOX

Initially Paradox seems rather familiar.
with its Lotus 1-2-3-type command
line (opened using the FlO Menu key)
and tabular format (one record per
row and one field per column). Creating a new database is also familiar.
You simply name the fields and
choose alphanumeric. -numeric. integer. dollar. or date types. Some
validity checking is automatic; for instance. numeric fields will not allow
alphabetic entries. Later you can
define additional validity checks for
maximum or minimum values. default
values. table lookups. or specific field
masks. You can also format number
and date fields in several ways.
Your first interaction with a file
(which Paradox refers to as a table)
will probably be the View option.
which puts a table on the screen.
After selecting this mode. you type
the name of the table you want to see
or press Return for a listing of available tables. You can use the cursor
keys to highlight your selection. If you
type the first letter of the desired
table name. the listing automatically
compresses to show all tables beginning with that letter. If there is only

one such table. the command executes. While you are viewing a table.
its name heads the list when you perform other commands. You can view
up to 16 overlapping tables at once.
moving from one to another using the
Up Image (F3) and Down Image (F4)
keys.
Even after entering data. you can rearrange. redefine. insert. or delete
fields and change key-field assignments. I found the edit mode to be
versatile and easy to use. although I
had to get used to the idiosyncrasies
of Alt-F5. which puts you in characteredit mode. and Ctrl-Backspace. which
clears a field for a new entry. If you
define key fields. Paradox automatically sorts according to key order. You
can also resort into a new table. If a
table has no key field. you can sort it
to virtually any depth. Paradox then
lets you choose whether to sort to a
new table or within the existing table.
Because Paradox creates temporary
files on disk during a sort. the speed
of the sort depends on the type of
disk drive you are using (see table I) .

QUERY BY EXAMPLE
Ouery by example is the most significant feature of Paradox. It allows you
to examine. modify. and filter data
from multiple tables without using
convoluted syntax-sensitive commands. Paradox performs simple
queries with astonishing ease and intuition. Selecting Ask from the main
menu and then selecting a table displays the query form for that table.
The query form is similar to the nor-

mal tabular view. Field
headings are at the top of
each column with space
beneath them for filling in
selection criteria. 1b select information from several
tables. you display a query
form for each.
Entering find. insert. or delete in the
leftmost column initiates these operations globally using the criteria you
set. The insert command will take
values from selected fields in one
table and insert them into another
(the add command is similar). The
delete command will remove a
selected set of records from a table.
Deleted records are stored in a
special table; therefore. you can back
out of the operation by inserting the
table of deleted records.
A simple query usually includes
some fields selected to be displayed
in the answer along with some selection criteria. Multiple table queries
use what Paradox calls examples.
These are temporary variables that
link tables on a common field while
expressing the relationship between
the tables that you want displayed in
the answer. An example does not
really have to correspond in length or
data type to its field. For instance. you
could use a word as an example in a
numeric field. or a number in an
alphabetic field. After the example
and other conditions of the query
have been entered. Paradox writes
and executes the program needed to
answer the query. Other database
programs require you to write the
search program. Paradox not only
writes it for you . but it also uses
heuristic goal-reduction techniques to
minimize the search time.
(continued)

Rusel DeMaria (443 Lilikoi Rd .. Haiku. HI
96708) is a freelance writer and computer
consultant.
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Paradox 1.1
l}tpe
Relational database
Company
Ansa Software
1301 Shoreway Rd ,
Belmont, CA 94002
(415) 595-4469
Format:
Three 5V4-inch disks; not copy-protected
Computer
IBM PC with at least 512K bytes of
available memory; color or monochrome
monitor; two floppy disk drives or one
floppy disk drive and one hard disk drive
Documentation
User's Guide, PAL User's Guide,
Introduction to Paradox, Quick Guides for
Lotus and dBASE users
Price
$695
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You can also create borders using
You can select multiple criteria using
AND. OR. EITHER , .. OR, or Nor single- or double-lined boxes or any
operators, You do this by using ex- ASCII character. You can move fields
amples and by placing criteria in the or entire areas within the form . create
query forms. You can also use the different video display characteristics.
powerful changeto command for and display or suppress field names,
A fairly simple definition process
altering values in a field. You can
search for literal values, wild-card lets you create a special form for
strings. or ranges, You can also use entering data into more than one
the like command to search for strings table at a time, Pressing the Do-It! (F2)
that are similar to the input criterion key posts the data in the appropriate
(useful when you aren't sure of a spell- tables. This added feature is very
ing. for instance). The OuerySave op- handy. but it is not without its limitation creates an executable PAL script tions. Although you can determine
of the current query. You can use this , where the data will go. you can't
script repeatedly either alone or determine how it will be processed.
within other PAL scripts,
For example. if you sold some prodYou can create calculated fields ucts and needed to update an invenfrom the query form. In fact. this is the tory file. you could do this only from
only way to create a permanent cal- within a PAL program (explained
culated field. (A calculated field below). not from standard Paradox.
created on an input form does not Another missing feature is automatic
become a permanent field in the table lookup. which is the ability to
table.) 1b recalculate a calculated field. complete entries by entering data in
one field. For instance. only a fairly
you must run the query again,
A whole range of calculation and convoluted PAL procedure can take a
summary commands add power to customer number and automatically
queries but further complicate the fill in the name and address. Also.
query process, The more complex unlike the Paradox norm in which
your queries become. the stronger changes in a table automatically upyour fundamental understanding of date associated files. changing a table
the uses of examples and checkmarks associated with a multientry form inand their proper placement must be. validates the form; you must redefine
For those willing to learn query byex- it.
ample thoroughly. however. Paradox
can become a powerful and multi- REPORTS
faceted tool.
The Paradox report generator is potent but. like the queries. using it
FORMS
becomes more difficult as you atIf you don't want a tabular listing of tempt to release more of its power.
your file. you press the Form 1bggle You can generate an Instant Report at
(F7) key. Paradox then displays a stan- any time. This is a simple tabular printdard form. a simple listing of all fields. out of the table you are working on.
and allows you to define up to nine You can also custom-design reports
custom forms, Each form can be up that are up to 2000 characters wide.
to I 5 screens long. You can use Paradox will separate these wide
regular. display-only. and calculated reports into separate pages for pastefields. or a special record-number up. You can even use Paradox for simfield, Display-only fields are useful for ple mail-merge and form-letter prorepeating field information on other cessing.
pages, You can choose from an imFirst-time database users may find
pressive list of mathematical. scien- the Paradox reports confusing .
tific. financial. and other functions to Paradox bands are similar to what
create calculated fields, One limita- some programs call partitions. The
tion. however. is that you cannot for- difference is that a partition simply
mat calculated fields. For instance. if defines a section of a report. while a
you are calculating a dollar amount. band actually defines a concentric
the amount will not display in dollar area. visually displayed on-screen.
format. This is an annoying drawback,
(continued)
Inquiry l SI _
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Advanced
Authorized Dealers
(Eastern U.S.)

The outer bands
of a report control all
the inner bands.
which may contain several other
bands. One advantage of the band
concept is that it allows any subdivision or partition to have its own
header and footer. A disadvantage is
that bands can become confusing
with complex reports. The report
band controls the header and footer
information for the entire report.
Other bands include the page. group.
and table bands. Thetable band is at
the center with all the others surrounding it. It defines fields and field
headers. Surrounding the table band.
the group bands control the sorting
and grouping of the data in the table
band. Since the band concept is concentric. group bands can contain up
to 16 other group bands. The outer
bands control all the inner bands.
You can create groupings for individual field values. ranges of field
values. or a particular number of
records. For instance. it would be easy
to divide a sales report by date and
subdivide it alphabetically by product.
Another band could produce a space
or other divider at regular intervals.

The sales report would contain three
group bands: one for date. one for
product. and one to control the
divider.
The lower section of a band displays
subtotals. In the example above. you
could easily subtotal sales by date.
You can also create summary fields to
count records or to give statistical
summaries of each group or of the
whole report. You can create calculated fields anywhere on the report.
Many standard reports use the
tabular setup. but you can design your
own reports to write checks. fill in
standardized forms. or do form letters. Paradox's. free-form report feature lets you create variable-width
fields so data can appear within text
without distorting the results.
Paradox does not generate multitable reports. The only way to create
a report that contains data from multi- .
pIe tables is to create a new table
from a query. Still. the query process
is fast and easy enough to be an effective alternative. unless you are
short on disk space and don't have
room for a new table.
Another problem with Paradox
forms and reports is that each associates with only one table. Although
you can borrow table structures when
creating a new table, you can't do this
when defining forms or reports. In(continued)

Table I : Benchmark results. (Times are in seconds.)
File load:
Bernoulli Box (1.38)*
Floppy disk drives (3.4)*

1.2,1.2,1.2
1.5,1.7,1.7

(1 .2)
(1 .6)

• First time file was loaded. Next three times are subsequent loads. Time in paren·
theses indicates average load time. (Paradox builds a special internal directory to
locate tables as they are used, thus optimizing later retrievals.)
Sort test (within same file):
Bernoulli Box
Floppy disk drives

25.4,25.6.25.4
82,80,80

Find last record in table:
Bernoulli Box (nonindexed)
22,23,23
Bernoulli Box (indexed)
3.6,3.5,3.6
Floppy disk drives (nonindexed) 104,104,105
(Home/End keys instantly find first and last record in present table.)

(25.5)
(81)

Aardwolf Microsystems
217 East 85th , Suite 102
New York , NY 10028
212/538·7840
Advanced Information Systems, Inc.
1336 Edna S.E .
Grand Rapids, MI49507
616/243·1312
Archive Systems, Inc.
1876 N.W. 2nd Ave.
Boca Raton , FL 33431
305/393·4602
Corporate Micros, Inc.
333 West 52nd St., Suite W.04
New York. NY 10019
212/315·2853
Crest Systems, Inc.
2101 Magnolia Ave., Suite 208
Birmingham, AL 35205
205/328·4882
Fast Forward, Inc.
129 Adams Street
Louisville, KY 40206
502/589·0301
ICS Software
PO.C. 359015
Brooklyn, NY 11235
718/743·4050
INACOMP Computer Centers
700 Remmington Road
Schaumburg , IL 60195
312/519·1900
Micro City Computers
110 West 31st Street
New York. NY 10001
212/563·6110
Mitech Corporation
#1 Perimeter Park Soulh, Suite 335·S
Birmingham, AL 35243·
205/967·0605
Modular Management Systems, Inc.
451 Bloomfield Ave.
Caldwell, NJ 07006
201/228·3838
National AI Lab, Inc.
1800 Century Blvd ., Suite 770
Atlanta , GA 30345
404/633·3900
Network Data Systems, Inc.
3419 Pierson Place
Flushing , MI48433
313/732·6340
PC Connection , Inl'l. Inc.
8709 S.w 132 Street
Miami. FL 33176
305/235·8966
PRISM Computer & Consulting
Services, Inc.
2100 Riverchase Center, Suite 420
Birmingham, AL 35244
205/988·5111
Don Sivitz & Associates
435 Dayton Street
Cincinnati . OH 45214
513/421-1105
Southeastern Systems, Inc.
619 East Price Ave. , Suile #12
Gastonia, NC 28054
704/866·8048
TENMASTSOFTWARESYSTEMS
1015 Richmond Road
Lexington . KY 40502
606/268·0995
TRIMARC Systems. Inc.
11716 Parklawn Drive
Rockville. MD 20852
301/231·4991
Upen Computer Systems
4701 N.W. 72nd Avenue
Miami. FL33166
305/594·2980

(23)
(3 .6)
(104)

THE
SOFTWARE
LINK, INC.
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THE ApPLICATION GENERATOR
AND RUNTIME MODULE

P

aradox is already an excellent
database. but Ansa continues to
improve and augment it. The newest
additions to Paradox are the Application Generator (ApGen) and the Runtime module.
ApGen is an elaborate PAL script designed to create well-structured code.
The whole program is menu-driven and
easy to follow. Using ApGen. you can
create Paradox menus and submenus
up to 10 levels deep with up to I 5
selections per menu and 15 tables per
application. By chOOSing combinations
of tables and scripts. you can design
sophisticated Paradox environments.
The resulting scripts are not only efficiently coded for you. but many standard error-trapping routines are automatically included. For instance. whenever you design a report to go to a
printer. code is automatically included
to warn the user if the printer is not
ready to print.
There are a few limitations to ApGen.
Its applications contain many individual files. including scripts. databases. and forms. all of which must be
in the same subdirectory as the ApGen
files. The manual recommends that you

stead. you must make a macro script
out of the definition process itself.

PAL
PAL (the Paradox Application language) is a powerful programing language that contains a full set of
mathematical. statistical. transcendental. and financial functions. It is easy
to create a PAL script with the fullscreen editor provided with Paradox.
In addition to having a syntax that
should be sufficiently familiar to
dBASE and R:base programmers. PAL
offers sophisticated menu generation.
password protection. definable procedures and procedure libraries. and
an array structure that can capture entire Paradox records. even when the
data types are inconsistent. PAL also
has a debug mode that is activated
automatically when a script fails to
run properly.
1 found that I had to program with
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use a separate subdirectory for each
application. Although ApGen automatically creates a script to copy the application to a different disk or directory.
file management would have been
easier if ApGen had been able to consolidate some of these files.
Although you can use PAL to modify
any script you create with ApGen.
these modifications will be lost if you
use ApGen to modify the application.
In addition. you can't use the table
view from within ApGen. although you
can add scripts or hard-coded routines
that do. When editing records in multitable environments. the tables must
contain key fields. Finally. you must
have at least 1.8 megabytes of available
memory on a hard disk to install
ApGen. and at least 640K bytes of
RAM to run it.
ApGen is easy to use; you create and
select tables just as you would with
Paradox . You can design reports and
forms or borrow them from existing examples. You can also create selection
criteria using familiar query forms and
design customized help screens.
ApGen runs much slower than Paradox. perhaps because it is a PAL script

PAL to accomplish some of my goals
with Paradox. but most users will not
need to do much programming. If you
want to use PAL. you can record keystroke macros and then read them into your PAL script. This saves having
to learn the whole language. and examining recorded macros can help
you to understand the PAL syntax.
SUMMARY

Paradox has several other strong
points. including an incremental Undo
feature; exit to DOS (DOS shell); fast
import and export to and from ASCII.
Lotus 1-2-3 . Symphony. dBASE II and
Ill. pfs:File. and DIF formats; keystroke
macros; and convenient date. arithmetic. and string handling.
For the most part. Paradox lives up
to Ansa's claims of easy-to-use power.
although it can become difficult as its
operations become more complex.
Paradox rivals programs like dBASE

and not a compiled program . Despite
its sluggish responses. the program is
useful. especially for nonprogrammers
who would never be able to put together a sophisticated application without this kind of help. Systems developers will find that ApGen saves them
a lot of time when coding applications.
and it creates an excellent framework
from which they can further customize
their efforts.
After you fin ish creating an application. you can use Paradox Runtime to
run it. even without Paradox installed.
Ansa will supply this run-time package
for only $9.95 .
There are very few limitations to the
Paradox Runtime package. Basically. it
can run any Paradox script or application. Typing PDOXRUN <filename>
is all that is necessary to run an application. The Runtime files are quite
large and fill the better part of two floppy disks; therefore. Runtime would be
most useful in a hard disk environment.
However. Runtime will run Paradox
scripts and applications but not the
main body of the Paradox program.
About all that is missing now is a
Paradox compiler.

and R:base and may even be more
suitable for many database projects.
Within its self-imposed limitations.
Paradox offers tremendous power.
and a little dabbling with PAL can produce wonderful results. With the addition of Ansa's $9.95 Runtime
module. Paradox can become a program for turnkey system design at a
reasonable cost (see the text box
"The Application Generator and Runtime Module" above).
Learning Paradox is not an effortless
process. but the manuals are informative and the help screens are adequate. Especially pleasing are the
short manuals that are included to get
Lotus 1-2-3 users and dBASE users up
to speed quickly.
I was impressed with the versatility
and forgiving nature of the program.
For intense but intuitive relational
data processing. Paradox performs
very well indeed. _

,. . that supports all data types
and the latest features like bit fields , enumerations, struCtUre assignment,
and passing/returning struCtUres.
,: '
that loads separately compiled files, searches libraries, and
builds an executable program.
'
• .
(including the
standard C functions and the computer specific functions that provide direct
access to [he ope rating system and BIOS).
your programs for minimal space or
.
,
"
maximum speed.

Operators are standing by ... Please use this Number for ORDERS ONLY!

CALL TOLL fREE FOR RUSH ORDER DELIVERY I

1-800-523-9520~~'

For 7ecbnical Support Please call 1-214-783-6001

MIX Software, [nco / 2116 E. Arapaho / Suite 363 ! Richardson, Texas 75081
Or contact our Worldwide Distributors direct in:
Canada: SarJguay Software 1-416-923- 1500 Switzerland: OMB Communication CH-1-825·53·29
Australia: Techtlow
047-586924
France:
InfolTech
1-43-44-06-48

Ipllt Sc.eeD Text Edit••
95
anlnc~~~~:

s.8
t.

AT ONLY
O ur high powered
edito r is great for editing high level languages. It works just
like Micropro's
Wordstar,f!l' but
macros allow you to
create your own custom edito r, and the
split-screen feature lets
you edit two files at
the same time.

RUSH REPLY ORDER FORM!
Please check method of payment:
D Check D Money OrderD MasterCardNlSA
PmOs_CPtM,""'''

Your Card #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I':'"-""""~=,="-_

The MSDOS/PCDOS veadon
Is loaded with special features:

Expires _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Shipping Charges: (No charge fo r ASM
Utility)
In the U.S.A.: Add $5.00 per Order.
In CANADA: Add $10.00 pe r Order.
OVERSEAS: Add $10.00 per Text Editor.
Add $20.00 pe r C Compiler. Add $30.00
fo r combined C Compile r and Text Editor.
Operating System: (Check one)
D CPIM Z80 D MSOOS/PCOOS
Specify Yo ur Computer Name _ _ _ __

...

• Execute any DOS command or RUN otne r
programs from the e dito r.
• Quickly edit fi les as large as 300,000
characters.
• Compi le MIX C programs d irectly from
me mory. The editor auto matically positions
the cursor to the fi rst e rror in
program.

Specify Disk Format _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
NAME __________________________

Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
$29.95 $ _ __

AI~ I!!!~!I! 81

Value AT ONLY
Call assembblly~~~~~}~ ~)utines
fromyou rCp
works with M
:~
bier. Macros make it easy!
as if
-you were calling a C function, and you can
even call C functions from assembly language. Lots of useful assembly language
functions are included as examples.
Inquiry 12

Te lepho ne NC ( _ _ _ ) _ _ _ _ __

Quantity PRICE

$39.95 $ ____
C and Text Editor
(Special)
ASM Utiliry

I

$54.95 $_ __
_ _ _ $10.00 $_ _ _

Texas Residents Add 6.1 25%
Sales TAX

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
coun
o
t x

J

..J

ZIP

2116 East Arapaho
1$
Suite 363
softwa re
Richardson, Texas, 75081
Shipping Charges (See at Right)
$= == ::;
Ask about our Volume Discounts!
TOTAL OF YOUR ORDER: $'----_--' Call 1-214-783-6001
B

:====:
;::1
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QNX: With any other as, your personal computer is asleep at the switch.
If real-time performance is the key
to the next generation of small
systems. task-switching is the key
to real-time performance.
QNX task-switching has been
measured using standard Intel
benchmarks. Here are the results:
Task
Switches/
Sec

computer

Processor

QN X TM

IBMAT

8Mhz80286

2800

QNX TM

IBM PC

5Mhz8088

787
203

OS

XENI XTM

Intel-286

5Mhz80286

UNIXlM

CODATA

8Mhz68000

187

XENI XTM

ALTOS

5Mhz8086

96

UNIX TM

FORTUNE

6Mhz68000

95

The margin by which QNX outperforms UNIX-based systems is
not accidental. QNX architecture is
unique among multi-tasking small
computer operating systems
because it is modular. not monolithic. On the PC. this distinction is
decisive: UNIX system overhead
and processing demands sap any
computer smaller than an AT.
Because QNX was developed
specifically for smaller computers.
not "kJuged" from an as written for
larger computers. its structural
advant ages are apparent. QNX was
the first multi-tasking. multi-user
OSforthe IBM PC (1982) . the first
again for the AT (1984) and the first
networking as for the PC and the
AT (1984) . For the forseeable future.

QNX will remain the only real-time
multi-user. multi-tasking as for
the PC. the AT and compatibles.
As a networking as. only QNX
provides integrated performance
at the fundamental level of intertask communications. The tasks
need not be on the same machine:
the messaging is network-wide.
A task responsible for handling an
AID converter on one machine can
provide data and accept requests
from tasks on any other machine.
For this reason only QNX can

implement true distributed
processing. distributed file systems
and distributed devices. with no
need for a central file server.
Since QNX is modular. programmers
can easily adapt and enhance the
as itself by adding their own
system task. PC-DOS 2.1 or 3.1
can run as one of QNX's many tasks.
eM

With over 20.000 QNX systems
installed worldwide. QNX is the
undisputed standard for real-time
microprocessor applications.

Multi-User

10 serial terminals per PC. AT.

CCompiler

Standard Kernighan and Ritchie.

Multi-Tasking

40(64) lasksper PC (AT) .

Flexibility

Networking

2.5 Megabiltoken ring.
255 PC's and/or AT's per network.
10.000 tasks per network.
thousands of users per network.

Single PC. networked PC·s.
Single PC with terminals.
Networked PC's with terminals.
No central servers. Full sharing of
disks. devices and CPU·s.

RealTim e

2800 task switches /sec (AT).

PC-DOS

PC-DOS runs as a QNX task.

Message
Passing

Fast intertask communication between

Cost

From US $450.
Runlim e pricing available.

tasks on any machine.

For further information or a free demonstration diskette.
please telephone (613) 726-1893_

The only mUlti-user, multi-taSking
networking operating system
~
for the IBM PC, AT
and compatibles.
By Quantum.
XE NfX Isa registered trademark of ttl£! Microsoft Corpora t ion. Unix isa registered t rademark of AT&T Bell L.ab s. IBM PC. AT. XTand PC DOSaretradcmarksoflBM Corp.

Quantum Software Systems Ltd .. Moodie Drive High Tech Park. 215 Stafford Road. Unit 104. Ottawa. Ontario. Canada K2H 9C1
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WORDPERFECT

4.1

BY RICARDO BIRMELE

word processor
with a thesaurus, a dictionary,
and many editing tools

This latest version of WordPerfect from WordPerfect
Corporation is an improvement over version 3.0, which
I reviewed in the December
1984 BYTE. While it retains
many of the useful features
of its previous versions, v.brdPerfect 4 .1 has many new and impressive features.
IMPROVED FEATURES

A number of WordPerfect's old features have been improved. The block
command highlights the text contained within a block to be moved;
remembering what is included within
the block is no longer necessary.
Previous versions of WordPerfect let
you work on two documents at a time
and move text between them, but
they required you to go through
menus. Now switching between two
documents is accomplished by pressing a dedicated key, making the operation much faster.
Now you also have the choice of
having two documents appear on two
different screens, or as two windows
on one screen.
If you need to switch to another program, you can do so by exiting to
DOS from within WordPerfect. You
can then run the other program, leave
it. and return to your place in WordPerfect by typing EXIT.
Footnotes can still occupy the traditional bottom of the page, or you can
put them at the end of a document.
Notes can be up to 16,000 lines (approximately 300 pages) long. They
can be numbered in sequence (with
WordPerfect keeping track of the
numbers as you insert or delete other
notes) or marked by asterisks or
number signs.
WordPerfect protects you from your
errors better than before. For instance,
a big help in error protection is the

A

Undelete feature. A group of characters that you erase before moving the
cursor is saved to a buffer. From there
the characters can be recalled with
two keystrokes. This also provides a
shortcut for cutting and pasting small
amounts of text.
Directory listings are still alphabetized, but WordPerfect now has a
number of added features. For instance, you can look at a file's contents without having to actually load
the file. You can also search through
the files within the directory for a
word or word pattern.
An undocumented feature of the
directory is the ability to batch-print
or batch-delete. If you have a number
of files that you want deleted or
printed, you simply move the cursor
to highlight the name of each file and
press the asterisk key. Then you enter
a command to either delete or print.
and WordPerfect will do it all at once.

goes to the second list which
contains less common words
that are also in the main
spelling file. Finally. the dictionarychecks with the third
list. which contains words
that you have entered in the
dictionary yourself.
One of the most difficult errors to
find in a document on a computer
screen is the same word inadvertently typed twice. WordPerfect's dictionary looks for this kind of error
while it checks for correct spelling.
If the dictionary finds a misspelled
word, you can have it automatically
corrected by selecting it from a list of
numbered words on your screen. You
can also use the dictionary to look up
words that you are not sure of by pattern matching (for instance, checking
all words beginning with ind) or by
phonetiC spelling. WordPerfect also includes a utility, SPELL.EXE, which
allows you to easily manipulate any
part of the dictionary.
After the dictionary is finished
proofing your text it tells you how
many words the document contains.
If you simply want a quick word count
while you are still writing, one keystroke when you are in WordPerfect's
dictionary mode will give it to you.

SPELLING DICTIONARY

WordPerfect's spelling dictionary now
has 100,000 words (without taking up
more disk space than the smaller old
dictionary). and it has room for you
to add about 10,000 words of your
own. The dictionary includes some
common legal and medical terms,
which will be a bonus for some business users.
The dictionary works by comparing
the document on your screen with
three lists of correctly spelled words.
The first list contains common words
that are in the main spelling file. If a
word is not found there. the dictionary

EDITING TOOLS

WordPerfect has an outlining facility
that you can use as an outline processor. It will also automatically
number paragraphs or whole sections
of text.
One error that many beginners
make is not saving their work. WordPerfect 4 .1 helps out by automatically
saving your work into a special file if
you choose. You can set up this facili(continued)

Ricardo Birmele (po. Box 1166. Bothell,
WA 98041) is president of The Cantilever
Group.
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REVIEW: WORDPERFECT 4.1

WordPerfect 4.1
lYpe
Word processor
Company
WordPerfect Corporation
266 West Center SI.
Orem, UT 84057
(800) 321-4566
Format
Five 51!4-inch disks
Computer
IBM PC, XI, or AT with at least 256K
bytes of memory; color or monochrome
monitor; two floppy disk drives or one
floppy disk drive and one hard disk drive
Documentation
User's manual
Price
$495

ty as a default or when you first start
the program.
WordPerfect lets you create tables
of contents and indexes almost automatically. You simply indicate that you
want a particular word or phrase from
the text included in them. wordPerfect will also keep track of individual items to be incorporated into
the table of contents or index while
you modify a document's text.
1\\'0 other useful editing tools are
the new Redline and Strikeout features. With Strikeout. you can mark
text that you may want to delete later
by having a dash overwritten on each
letter. Redline text-text that is added,
but you aren't sure you want to keep
in-is marked by a vertical bar to its
left. Both Strikeout and Redline text
can be deleted automatically before
a final printout.
WordPerfect also has a thesaurus
that will look up a word you specify
and provide you with choices for its
replacement. You can also scroll
through successive lists of words until
you find the word you want.
MERGE FACILITY

WordPerfect 4.l's merge facility is second to none. It will do the usual merging of mailing lists and boilerplate letters, but it also allows input from the
console during a merge. In addition,
WordPerfect can pick up the date
from your computer's system calendar and insert it automatically into
your text.
ADDITIONAL FEATURES

WordPerfect's programmers have
gone out of their way to make word

WordPerfect 4.1

WordStar 3.3

Microsoft Word 3.0

12.8
4.2
15.6
75.7
8.7
12.8

9.5
4.2
26.7
48.6
12.5
25.3

24.3
5.7
30.0'
90.1
18.2
85.7

'average time using MS-DOS 3.1
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DOCUMENTATION

WordPerfect 4. I's documentation is
divided logically into step-by-step
tutorial and reference chapters. The
more involved functions, like mail
merge, math functions (which are
much like a spreadsheet). and special
features, are discussed in separate
chapters. Each of the program's commands is clearly explained with an illustration color-coded to the keyboard template.
CONCWSION

Thble I: Benchmark results (in seconds) .

Program load
toad 4000-word file
Save 4000-word file
Cursor through file
4000-word search
400 replacements

processing simple by anticipating the
way users work. For example, when
you press F3-Help, you have two
choices: You can press any function
key to get an explanation of what
that key does, or you can press any
letter key to get an alphabetical index.
This index lists WordPerfect's features,
the key that executes each feature,
and the name that WordPerfect calls
each key. Because Help is so easy to
use, this program becomes almost
second nature very quickly.
WordPerfect 4.1 has a new version
of the PRINTER.EXE utility, which lets
you drive almost any printer. If your
printer doesn't appear on the list. you
can define it in exhaustive detail by
going through a simple fill-in-theblanks process. You can use any of the
194 already defined printer patterns,
or you can modify the installation of
any included printer. The process is
very easy to complete,
A Convert utility allows you to
transform WordStar files to ASCII files.
This utility also lets you interface data
between WordPerfect and database
programs. I used it to insert data
generated from a Reflex database into
a text file with no difficulty.

Usually, updates to established programs are simple bug fixes or rehashes of the previous versions. This
is not the case with WordPerfect 4.1.
It retains all the good points of its
earlier versions, especially things like
its clean screens and fast response to
keyboard input (see the benchmark
results in table I). In addition, WordPerfect's capabilities have been increased. It will do anything you can
reasonably require a word processor
to do.•
Inquiry 227 __

.Whatif..
YOU COULD SAVE A BIG

FIFTY DOLLARS ON THE NEW

aUIETJET PLUS PRINTER?

H your old printer is beginning
to sound like an industrial Chain
saw, you should wve a listen to the
new QuietJet Plus printer from
Hewlett-Packard. It gives you quiet
operation and superb printing quality at a very affordable price. And
for a limited time, you can get a $50
rebate on any QuietJet Plus you buy.
Just visit your HP dealer for a
QuietJet Plus demonstration. You'll
see its near letter perfect printing
quality. And how its wide carriage
lets you print a wide range of documents, from shori memos to long
spreadsheets. You'll hear-or
almost hear-how incredibly quiet
it is. So quiet that you can carry on
a normal telephone conversation
without being disturbed.
The QuietJet Plus represents the
kind of business computing innovations you've come to expect from
the com£any that never stops
asking, 'What if ... ?"
So if your printer is breaking the
sound barner, just call 1800 367-4772,
Dept. 276C for the Hewlett-Packard
dealer nearest you.

- ' ,..-

-.

Offer expi res 9/30/86. Rebate avai labl e when submitted with proof of purchase and offi cial form available at parti cipating dealers and from HP sa les reps. Void where taxed, restricted or forbi dden by law.
1986 Hewlett -Packa rd Company
PG 603 8T9

©
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EXPEROPS5
"ExperOPS5 " by William Jacobs (July) references the OPS5+ product and indicates
that it is owned by Artelligence Inc. This
is incorrect. OPS5+ is the exclusive property of Computer Thought Corporation.
GLENN CARTER

Plano, TX
Computer Thought (/721 West Plano
Parkway, Suite 125, Plano, TX 75075)
now owns OPS5 + following a legal settlement with Artelligence Inc. Version 3.0
sells for $1850.
Jon Edwards
Senior Technical Editor, Revie~s

PANASONIC EXEC, PARTNER
Having purchased a Panasonic Exec. Partner. I was quite interested in the review
(April). My impression of the machine
roughly parallels Rich Malloy's. However.
I have a few observations to add.
The Exec. Partner is a "quickie" design
by Panasonic to put its plasma display
technology to consumer use. The system
ROM and BIOS seem to be taken directly
from the Sr. Partner. and the motherboard
looks very similar to the one inside the Sr.
Partner as well. Since the 8086 is in a
socket. I tried for a performance upgrade
with a NEC V30 chip. However, it didn't
work. I continuall y got a PIT (programmable interface timer) fault message with
more than one chip. I heard there is a
"mystery" component on the motherboard that needs to be changed, but I was
unable to find the needed information,
and I had my 8086 reinstall ed.
I agree with the author that the internal
printer is of marginal use. Still, from a conven ience point of view, no one can argue
with having a printer built into a machine.
If the printer could be induced to use
regular bond o r tractor-feed paper, it
would be much more useful. '
If a printer that uses normal paper cannot be adapted to the machine, Panasonic
should get rid of it. Then there would be
room for three full-length IBM expansion
slots or six half-size cards. With all the halfsize expansion cards that are emerging,
there would be plenty of room for customizing the machine.
The long memory check on power-up is

annoying, but I think it could be bypassed
with a proper setting o n the motherboard
DIP switch. I find that Peter Norton's SI
utility gives some strange readings every
now and then . This may be related to the
difficulties the author had running SideKick. However. I have experienced no such
problems with SideKick.
The annoying habits of the display are
more of a system ROM problem than a
hardware problem. However, Panasonic
has demonstrated a full-color version of
its plasma screen. Add an EGA chip set
and you have a very impressive machine.
CHARLES KUHLMAN

Berlin, West Germany

AT&T UNIX PC
As a current user and programmer of a
UNIX PC I noticed a few mistakes in the
review o f the ATF7T UNIX PC by Alastair
J. W. Mayer (May). The article is based o n
the o ld UNIX operating system (version
2.0). which is slower than the current version 3.0 (if you have 2.0, An;.T will give you
a free upgrade to 3.0). An example o f the
higher speed of the current version is the
resizi ng of windows, which the author
stated took 2 seconds with 2.0. It now
takes under I second with 3.0.
The motherboard is available with 512K
bytes or I o r 2 megabytes of RAM. A
memory-expansion card with up to 2
megabytes o f RAM can be added, which
brings the system up to 4 megabytes. Currently, 20-megabyte, 40-megabyte, and
67-megabyte hard disk drives are available. A point worth noting is th at all hard
disk drive and floppy disk drive accesses
are done through direct memory access:
thus, the microprocessor will not be
slowed down.
The UNIX PC can read MS-DOS files as
stated in the review. but it can also run
most MS-DOS appl ications with the use
of the DOS-73 expansion card. This card
contains an Intel 8086 processor as well
as the ability to support the 8087 math
coprocesso r. The card also allows you to
maintain full multiprocessing.
The author said there was a need for a
graphics package to create device-independent graphics. This is already available
with an industry-standard GSS-Toolkit.
A point that was not mentioned was that

the PC is well suited for a multiu ser env ironment. AT&T recommends that five
users can be added, although up to nine
can be connected.
Additional software is available that was
not listed in the review, including dBASE
III. Multiplan, WordStar 2000, Smart. Fileit. 3270 SNA Emulator. GSS-Chart. FORTRAN , COBOL, BASIC and more.
DOUGLAS

J.

GARDNER

Adelphi, MD
Editor's note: For information on upgrading from version 2.0 to version 3.0, call
the AT&T UNIX PC software upgrade coordinator at (900) 432-6600.

ITT XTRA XP
I found the review of the ITT XTRA XP by
John D. Unger (July) very well done and
informative, although there is one statement that I hope you can expand upo n.
The sentence states, "The ITT XTRA XP
is essentially a hardware upgrade o f the
IBM PC, XT." Is this correct. or should it
say "hardware upgrade of the lIT XTRA?"
What are the hardware differences between the ITT XTRA and the XTRA XP?
ROBERT A. MARGADONNA
Sea Bright, NJ

The main difference between the ITT
XTRA and the ITT XTRA XP is their central processors. The XTRA XP uses an
80286 CPU the same processor as the
IBM PC AT, whereas the ITT XTRA uses
an 8088 CPU like the IBM PC and PC XT
However, the rest of the XP is designed
to be compatible with the IBM PC or PC
XT rather than with the PC AT. The 80286
enables the XP to run IBM PC or XT software faster than the ITT XTRA and the
IBM PC or PC XT The net result is that
both the XTRA and the XTRA XP are
compatible with the IBM PC XT, but
because of its CPU and memory design ,
the XP can run programs much faster
than the standard ITT XTRA.
-John D. Unger
REVIEW FEEDBACK is a column of readers' letters. We welcome responses that support or challenge
BYTE reviews. Send letters to Review Feedback,
BYTE, One Phoenix Mill l.Line, Peterborough,
NH 03458. Name and address must be on all
letters.
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Smart.
Power and
friendliness for
custom
applications.

The difference is power
If there's one thing

Data Base Manager. Software Digest
ranked Smart as the
Both are full-feadBase users have
tured, multiuser data Most Powerful
learned - the hard
among allIS leading
way - it's that
bases. But Smart is
there's a huge differ- much easier to learn, relational data bases.
easier to use, and
ence between power
Smart also topped
easier to program.
and usable power.
dBase III Plus ill tests
Which, in a nutNot to mention faster of speed, versatility,
error handling, and
shell, is the difference and more functional.
between dBase III
That's not just our ease of learning.
Plus and The Smart
Custom applicaopinion. In March,

The difference is more
than power.
Smart

dBase

Data
Base

Plus

Yes

No

• Nested Menus
• Custom Reports

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

• Automatic
Protection
AgainstlAN
"Deadly Embrace"

Yes

No

• Built-In
Communications

Yes

No

• Not Copy
Protected

Yes

No

$ 495

$ 695

1,290

1,690
3,680

• Reviseable
Applications
• Multi-table
Access

UstPrices:
single-uwr
4user-lAN
10user-lAN

3,060

III

Ask for a Smart Demo-Pack.

Now for jus~ $19.95,
you can expenence
the complete Smart
System on your singleuser PC or LAN workstations.
The Demo-Pack
includes all of Smart's
powerful features, along
with a complete set of
disk tutorials. To order,
just call toll-free 800438-7627 and ask for
Dept. BD (in Canada or
Kansas call 913-492-3800).
Once you see the difference, you'll get Smart.

tions are painless
with Smart. Its builtin programming language relies on simpIe English commands.
A powerful
"Remember" feature
lets anyone, even
non-programmers,
reduce long-winded
routines to a single
keystroke.
Smart also includes
built-in asynchronous
communications, cus-

tom menus, password
protection, and a timesaving "Browse" mode.
There are two
ways you could make
Smart more p.owerful
than it already is: (1)
by adding it to any
number of workstations on a local area
network, and; (2) ~
integrating it with The

Smart Spreadsheet,
and Smart Word
Processor.

The Smart Data Base Manager
© 1986 Innovative Software, Inc.
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COMPUTING AT CHAOS MANOR:

A Busy DAY
blJ JerrlJ Pournelle .... . . . . ... .. . .. .. 321
ACCORDING TO WEBSTER:
Two FINE PRODUCTS

by Bruce Webster . ..... . . .. . . . . .. ... 335
BYTE

JAPAN:

PERSPECTIVES ON HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE

blJ William M. Raike . . .. . .. . ... .. ... 351
BYTE U.K.:
TURBOCHARGING MANDELBROT

blJ Dick Poul1tail1 ... . . ..... . . ...... 359
ApPLICATIONS ONLY:
SING YE MACPRAISES

blJ Ezra Shapiro .. .. ........ .. . .... 367

IN HIS POEM "EPITHALAMION ," Edmund Spenser includes the folloWing
line: "Ah! when will this long weary day have end." Jerry Pournelle was probably ready to utter this on the day he describes in his article, a day that was
typical of his heavily traveled month. In between his peregrinations, he did
have a day at home. Of course, you say, a day to rest and see his family. No
such luck. Numerous things to accomplish made for an exhausting day-but
he did get everything done. This column also covers what Jerry found of interest at the Spring COMDEX in Atlanta.
The title of According to Webster refers to Bruce's two products of the month:
1llrbo Prolog from Borland International and LightspeedC from Think 'Technologies. Bruce is impressed with 1l.Jrbo Prolog, a development system for
the IBM PC and compatible machines. He believes it is Borland's best product since Thrbo Pascal. LightspeedC. a development environment for the Macintosh, goes a long way toward making C Bruce's language of choice on the
Mac. Bruce also reviews the predictions he made last January (probably
because most of them have proven to be correct) .
Bill Raike begins his column by mentioning some computer applications he
has found in unlikely places-a noodle shop? He then goes on to describe
two interesting products he saw at the annual Microcomputer Show in Tokyo.
The Vectra-D Dual-Mode Workstation is from Yokogawa Hewlett-Packard. The
company has combined two computers into one, letting you use both English
and Japanese modes. The second product is Yamaha's Piano Player, a piano
and computer rolled into one.
This month's BYTE U.K. is a continuation of Dick Pountain's last column, which
was in July. There, he touched briefly on the topic of dynamic load balanCing,
a programming technique that can be used to optimize performance in parallel
computing systems. This month, Dick goes deeper into this technique. 1b illustrate it. he looks at a graphics demonstration program written in Occam.
This program draws views of the Mandelbrot set.
Ezra Shapiro has not been a fan of the Macintosh-for many reasons. However, he admits that he is being won over to th~ machine because of the excellent software that is appearing. In almost every application category, Ezra
finds at least one first-rate Mac product. He is not sure whether More from
Living Videotext is an outline processor or an operating system, but he does
find it a spectacular piece of software. FullPaint. a program from Ann Arbor
Softworks, is a lot like MacPaint. But it is also loaded with significant enhancements that make it a richer and more useful program.
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1110 W. Kaibab

Flagstaff, AZ 86001
1elephone 601·779·334
Telex 705609 FLAGEl'i

CO·M·PU·T-ING

~~'_A_'O_'S_M_'A_'N_'_O_'R_ _ _ _ __

A Busy DAY
BY JERRY POURNELLE

It has been a day. I'll explain.
I was on the road most of
last month, and this one
wasn't much different. Some
time ago I accepted an engagement to speak at the
U.S. Navy's Micro Convention-more on that laterand every year I go to the annual
meeting of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science.
When Tom Clancy, author of the successful Hunt for Red October, heard I was
going to be out his way, he arranged
for me to go with him to the Navy's
flight center at Patuxent River in
Maryland, where we got to climb
around in the latest aircraft. I wouldn't
have missed that for worlds, but it
used up two more days.
The Navy Micro Convention was in
Virginia Beach. That isn't quite the
end of the earth, but on a clear day
you can probably see the end of the
world from there. Returning involved
flying with Agony Airlines out of Norfolk. I had two days at home, then we
were off to Philadelphia for the AAAS.
While I was here I worked on the final
edit of I..£gacy of Heorot and left it for
Larry Niven to finish. I also worked all
night on the final report of the Citizen's Advisory Council on National
Space Policy, since it had to be in
Washington before the first of June.
I came back to find galley proofs of
the new release of The Mercenary, most
but not all of Heorot done, a zillion BIX
messages about the Council report.
an Atari I040ST. the usual four tons
of software, and 28 telephone messages. One was from our editors at
Simon and Schuster: they wanted the
final manuscript of Heorot right away.
So did my agent. who was traveling
to England and had a really good offer for British rights, only he'd have to
take a manuscript with him . Another
was from Ken Sheldon, my long-

A long day is

script that has to be printed
and ready for Federal Express in one day.
First thing, then, was to fire
up the Golem, our big CompuPro 286/z80 machine. The
Golem has 2 megabytes of
M-Orive/H RAM disk memory; more than enough to hold all of
Heorot as well as The Word Plus complete with dictionaries. Since a good
part of a spelling program's activity involves long searches through files, a
RAM disk speeds things up something wonderful.
The Word Plus allows you to use
multiple dictionaries: the main dictionary, an update dictionary, and a
special dictionary that can be dedicated to this particular manuscript.
The update dictionary is needed
because you can't add words to the
program's main word list; that's encoded to allow very fast searching.
The special dictionary is great
because I can fill it with stuff unique
to this book: character names, slang
expressions, and stuff like that.
When I was ready to begin, I turned
on Big Kat. the Kaypro 286i. While the
Golem was working on the text files,
I used Big Kat to connect to BIX and
clean up some of my BIX mail. Of
course, this was clearly the wrong day
to quit using Crosstalk; that is, I'd intended to check out Mirror. the Crosstalk clone program, but I sure wasn't
about to do that in the middle of a
crisis.
It all worked quite well. Heorot is
organized into 34 chapters of about
20K bytes each. It took The Word Plus
a little more than a minute to read a
chapter, make a list of unique words,

representative of what Jerry's
month was like
suffering BYTE editor, who really
would like to know when he'd get this
column (already two weeks late).
Heorot existed-more or less-on
disk, but what was needed was paper
copies. Some day, I hope, that won't
be necessary. I ought to be able to
deliver books on disk or by telephone.
Alas, not yet: I'd have to print the
book out. and now.
It was clearly time to use every bit
of computer power available.
SPELLING, ANYONE?

It wasn't easy, but I got everything
done in one day.
First things first: our manuscript had
never been through a spelling
checker. You might think that with
three authors-larry Niven , Jerry
Pournelle, and Steven Barnes-all
working with computers to produce
this book, there wouldn't be many
errors. One of the great things about
writing with little computers is that
you can not only write faster, you can
write better, since it's so very much
easier to make changes. Given the
rush, surely we could leave the rest
to copy editors?
I suppose we cou ld have, but Larry
and I have had sad experiences with
copy editors who not only didn't catch
the real mistakes but decided they
could write better sentences than we
can. We have developed the theory
that the fewer genuine errors, the less
incentive for the copy editor to make
needless changes; which means that
everything goes through the spelling
checker. even if it's a 565-page manu-

(continued)

Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psychology
and is a science fiction writer who also earns
a comfortable living writing about computers
present and future.
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CHAOS MANOR

I didn't have the

foggiest notion of
what to do next.
I'd never had
trouble with the
Printer Optimizer.
sort them, and check them against the
three dictionaries in use. During that
minute I could answer a BIX mail inquiry or read a couple of items in a
conference. Then I'd turn back to the
Golem and deal with the spelling
situation.
The early chapters took more attention, of course, since I started with a
blank special dictionary. I had to build
it up, adding character and place
names and slang. Even so, I found I
could get a chapter done in five
minutes, one of which I'd spent on
BIX.
Once I had ten chapters done it was
time to print.
CRITICAL JOB DETECTOR

When we designed my new offices,
we included a small soundproofed
room with its own air conditioning. I
was tired of being in the same room
with a machine gun; the printers
would lurk in their own special place.
It would be inconvenient to have
printers at a distance, but it sure
would be quieter.
By the time we were actually building, though, I had the HP Laser/et
printer; and it's so quiet that there's
no need to put it elsewhere. It does
generate a bit of heat. but fans take
care of that.
The Laser/et is normally connected
to Big Kat and to Zeke ll, the ancient
CompuPro Z80 I write all my books
on. Actually, neither machine is connected to the printer: they both connect to the Printer Optimizer, which
is a box full of memory that connects
to Big Kat by a parallel port and to
Zeke [[ by a serial port. It's very handy:
whichever computer is sending, the
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Optimizer catches what's being sent
and puts it off into the Laser/et. The
Optimizer can also translate various
print formats into stuff the Laser/et
understands; if you have a Laser/et.
you probably ought to have an
Optimizer.
However, the Optimizer, like most
electronic equipment. is apparently
furnished with a "critical job detector." I say this because I've had that
Optimizer for more than a year now
and never had one iota of trouble with
it; but today was different.
My plan was to connect the Golem
to the Optimizer. This is simple
enough : I just get an RS-232C cable
(I buy mine from Inmac, a pricey but
reliable mail-order supply house) and
run it across the floor. The Golem isn't
normally connected to any printer.
Once a month I roll the NEC Spinwriter out to write checks because the
Laser/et doesn't take tractor feed, but
normally the Golem's jobs don't include printing. If I really need for him
to produce hard copy, it's easy
enough to string the cable; both Zeke
[[ and the Golem talk to the Optimizer
at 9600 baud with the same handshaking protocols and such, so I just
unplug Zeke's cable and plug in the
Golem's.
Having connected the cable, it was
time for a test: the Golem runs under
Concurrent CP/M. Do a Control-P and
type a couple of characters to be sure
things worked rightAnd the Optimizer began to squeal.
The first rule is Don't Panic. Machines know when you're scared. It's
that "critical job detector" circuit.
Work carefully ...
Maybe I'd connected something up
wrong. Better test it; but first. go over
to Big Kat and do a "print screen" just
to be sure the Optimizer and the
Laser/et are working.
More squeals. The Optimizer just
wasn't going to accept input.
I didn't have the foggiest notion of
what to do next. I'd never had trouble with the Optimizer. Of course, I'd
never had such a critical job before.
"Usually," I told myself, "usually it's
a cable." Check all cables. No luck, of
course. Next. look at everything very
calmly and carefully-aha. Normally
the Optimizer's little LED display

blinks to tell you whether it wants to
print serial or parallel (it can be connected to two different printers as well
as two computers) . It wasn't blinking.
It wasn't doing anything.
Hmm. Time to open it up and look
inside. That's easy enough . Now push
down all boards and tap all chips. No
luck. Then I noticed: the Optimizer
has a small lithium battery. This lets
it remember what it's supposed to do
even when you've turned off the
power. The Optimizer seemed to have
forgotten something. Could that be it?
If that battery is dead I'm in real trouble, but suppose the contacts to it are
corroded? Worth a try, anyway. I
rotated the battery in its holder. then
reprogrammed the Optimizer.
Voila! Suddenly everything worked
fine, Screen dump came through,
Connect the Golem, do a Control-P;
works fine.
The moral of the story is that if
you're very, very careful and stay very.
very calm , you can defeat the critical
job detector.
AN ORGY OF PRINTING

From there on things were easy. I had
one more glitch: I'd never put a version of WRITE configured for the HP
Laser/et onto the Golem. Attempting
to print to a LaserJet with a program
that thinks it's talking to an NEC Spinwriter will produce interesting results:
it fills the Laser/et with form feeds, so
that even if you halt input into the
printer you'll get a dozen or so sheets
of paper with one or two lines of garbage. The only way I've found to stop
things when they get that far is to turn
the LaserJet off, which usually results
in a paper jam. Fortunately, paper
jams are easy to clear.
Installing a new version of WRITE
took less than five minutes. After that
it was a piece of cake. At eight pages
a minute the Laser/et can print a
chapter about as fast as I can check
the spelling, so after I sent over the
ten chapters I'd already done, things
went very smoothly. You do have to
keep the Laser/et's paper tray filled ,
and that has to be done at its convenience: if you try to add paper while
it's printing, you get a paper jam. The
good news is that the Laser/et remem(continued)
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bers which page it messed up in the pens in Atlanta. Every year I say I'm
paper jam and does that page again not going, but I always do, lest I fall
once you have the paper tray filled even further behind. Of course, keeping up in this crazy business is imand the jam cleared.
By this time I'd caught up with most possible, just as it's impossible to see
of the BIX mail. and the special dic- everything at a COMDEX. I hope I
tionary for Heorot was doing a lot of didn't miss anything important. but I
the work. so that I could check a probably did.
From what I did see, four products
chapter's spelling in four minutes or
so, meaning that I could now relax a stood out. First. Sayette 'Technology
bit. I thought of firing up Zeke II and (an Eastman Kodak company) has a
wonderful gadget called the Sayette
beginning this column, but I didn't.
What I did manage was to get one System 10. It's a transparent gizmo
copy of Heorot done in time for Federal about the size of a loose-leaf noteExpress to come get it. The spelling book. You lay it on top of your Viewcheck was worth it. too: there were 6 Graph overhead projector and run
to 10 errors per chapter. including in- cables to your IBM PCompatible comconsistent spelling of character puter. Now anything that appears on
names, and once a character ap- the PC screen will get projected onto
parently . changed sex without an the ViewGraph screen.
There are limits. No color, to start.
operation, or would have if The Word
On the other hand, it will translate
Plus hadn't caught it.
So. That's done. Now to do the . color output into 16 shades of monochrome, so this isn't a severe
column.
handicap.
Many places, such as the civil engiWORD PROBLEMS
Of all the spelling checkers I've used, neering department at the U.S. Air
I like The Word Plus best; but it does Force Academy. have developed
have some problems. For one thing, really nifty software that can be used
it doesn't know any plurals, and it to demonstrate engineering and
doesn't know the full conjugations of science principles. Up to now, projecmost verbs: it knows "analyze" but not tors that could handle computer out"analyzes" and "dog" but not "dogs." put have been very costly, so most
By now I've put most of those into the schools couldn't afford one. Students
update dictionary. but it can be an- either have to huddle around' a computer screen or take the instructor's
noying while you're building it.
There are also bugs in the dictio- word for what's happening. The new
nary. The worst one is that any word Eastman projector will change all that.
that contains the root "cen" will be At present it sells for less than a thoureported as wrong; somehow Oasis sand dollars. 1expect that price to fall .
got "cei" in there as the root. so The I also expect to see some kind of
Word Plus believes "ceitered" is cor- adapter for the Macintosh, after which
rect but not "centered." I've found a this thing is going to have a real imcouple of other odd anomalies like pact on education.
that. Once in a while, too, The Word
Plus wants to run two dictionary AT&T PC 6300 PLUS
words together, which makes no My second pick of the show is the
AT&T PC 6300 Plus.
sense.
I don't know what to do about AT&T.
For all that. The Word Plus is fast.
It can find suggested words qUickly, The company has really great techand it's very responsive to user con- nological capabilities. 1freely confess
trol. I wish Oasis would update the to being a Bell Labs fan . Moreover,
main dictionary, but whether that hap- AT&T is one of the few companies
pens or not. The Word Plus is the with both the finances and the techspelling-check program I recommend. nical resources to be real competition
to IBM, something this industry sorely needs.
SPRING COMDEX
With all that going for them, AT&T
The Spring Computer Dealers Exposition, better known as COMDEX, hap- needs only one hit in the small com324
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puter market. The company may have
it with the 6300 Plus, which is a 98
percent PC AT-compatible box that
happens to be faster than an AT and
also happens to speak UNIX. More
than that. the 6300 Plus can run one
job under MS-DOS and simultaneously do UNIX tasks. It's also a rather
handsome piece of equipment. with
a sensible design, unlike the AT&T PC
7300 (now called the UNIX PC), which
takes an acre of desk space and has
a keyboard cable coiled so tightly it
can drag the desk to your chair.
The 6300 Plus I saw had terrific
graphics. 'Text on the color screen was
large, clear, and as steady as anything
I've seen in monochrome.
In a word, I was impressed.
The AT&T people said they'd get me
a 6300 Plus, and I confess I'm rather
eager. Certainly it could take the place
of Big Kat. and it could possibly
become the main machine here.
That's the plus side.
On the minus side, AT&T could take
marketing lessons from just about
anybody, including some companies
in Chapter 11. That isn't just in the
computer field, either. As I was writing
this, I got what must have been my
tenth call from AT&T urging me to
choose them as my long-distance carrier. The only problem is that I already
chose them. Both by mail and every
time they called before. I'm afraid 1
screamed at the poor chap on the
phone. 1 also told him that the next
time AT&T calls me, I'm going to
change to anyone but them. Think that
will work?
AT&T does believe in telephones.
They believe so much that they don't
put addresses on their press releases.
They do give phone numbers, of
course, both office and what they say
is the home number of their press officer. Calling that after business hours
gets an answering machine. I wonder:
do they figure people will call for an
address? And do they need the
business?
ATARI

ST

My third pick of the show was the
Atari ST; the software base for this
machine continues to grow, and it's
now quite clear not only that Atari will
sell a lot of them but that the third-
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party support base is growing.
For example, Mind Mine Computer
Center has kits to upgrade the 520ST
to a full megabyte and also to install
a permanent battery-backed c1ock/
calendar. Installing the calendar requires pulling a chip and inserting it
into a piggyback board. The instructions are clear. and anyone but a certified klutz could do it. The memory
expansion is a bit more difficult and
requires soldering. Mind Mine warns
that it's no job for a novice. I agree,
but the instructions are very clear, and
it's a lot easier to use their kit than to
expand the 520ST by piggybacking
chips, as many have done. With those
provisos, I recommend both boards
and look forward to Mind Mine's
future efforts.
Another Atari product I have no
trouble recommending is Zoomracks
from Ouickview Systems. Zoomracks
was written by Paul Heckel. the author
of Elements of Friendly Software Design
(Warner Books, 1984). which was my
book of the month a year or so ago.
It's a kind of database program that's '
the simplest thing in the world to use.
Remember a few years ago when the
Execuscan Scan Card systems were all
the management rage? I sure do; I
bought several of them and even gave
a few as presents. Alas, like most such
organization schemes, the paperwork
was too much, and my leatherbound
Execuscan systems languish on bookshelves. Zoom racks, though, is very
like Execuscan except that it's computerized, meaning that it's very simple to set up racks of "cards," label
the racks, and put whatever you like
on the cards. It really works on the
Atari. There's a version for the IBM
Pc. too; it's a bit slow, but fast enough
on an AT. With that reservation, very
much recommended. You'll hear
more about Zoomracks in the future.
More Atari software: a ton of stuff
from Antic Software, ranging from
some of the most absurd joke programs to Maps and Legends, which
has lots of maps and map-drawing
tools. Antic speCializes in low-cost
software that comes without manuals.
Alas, they've also set things up so that
most of their help files have to be
printed out. and I don't have a printer
(continued)

Tailor Program Editing to Your Style
• A high-level. readable Macro
Programming Language - allows
customization for programming
languages ... Complete. unlimited
variables, etc.
• Edit multiple files of unlimited size
(2 Meg is OK)
• Multiple Windows on screen with
different or same file, fragments, etc.
• A bona-fide UNDO stack (up to 300)
of all operations; deletions, reading
files. search, translate. more.
Reconfigurable keyboard

Only $195
Call 800-821-2492

Adjustable line length - up to 512.
Keystroke macros - for common
typing sequences
Suspend BRIEF to execute, exit to
DOS - run another program (like a
compiler, dir, XREF. DlFF. or
DEBUG) then resume BRIEF
session
Compiler-specific support like auto

indent, syntax check. compile within BRIEF

Recent Survey Data
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88% of survey respondents were more
productive with BRIEF 'than other
editors.
50% were more productive with BRIEF
than their previous editor in 5 hours
or less.
72% were performing all operations in 2
hours.

Norwell. MA 02061
617·659· 1571

For PC. AT, compatibles or Tandy 2000.
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Answer: 1040ST™
Question: Which computer is the first in
the world to give ~ou I Megabyte of
power for under $1,000?
The 1040ST isa major breakthrough in personal computers. Indeed, it's the world's first computer with an originallist price that represents less than $1 per kilobyte.
To give you an idea of what an extraordinary accomplishment that is, let's look at the price-per-kilobyte figures for
some well-known competitors.
The Macintosh,TM for example, comes in at over $4 per
kilobyte, the Amiga ™ is over $5 per kilobyte and the PC ArM is a whopping $9.
In contrast, the 1040ST comes in at
an incredible 98 cents per kilobyte and a
total price of just $999 95 for the complete system: CPU, disk drive and
high-resolution monochrome
monitor.
ATARI and 1040ST are trademarks of Atari Corp.
Amiga is a trademark of Commodore-Amiga. Inc.
AT is a trademark of International Business Machines. Inc.
M.aCin.tOSh.iS
a tr.adem.ark.licen.sedt.OAP.Ple
c.omp.uter,.lnc.
© 1986 Atari Corp.
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assigned to the Atari just now. On the
other hand, much of their stuff is
self-explanatory.
I cou ld go on, but surely the point
is clear: Atari ST software pours forth
like a flood. The Atari is here to stay
and delivers more computer power
for the buck than anything else that
I know of.
AMIGA

My top pick of Spring COMDEX was
the Amiga.
The Amiga did have some problems. For instance, when Ken Sheldon
and I approached the Atari booth,
they practically ran out to grab us; I
stood in the Amiga booth for 15
minutes before anyone spoke to me.
Atari software was demonstrated by
hackers; most of the Amiga software
was demonstrated by clerical employees from Commodore headquarters.
None of that really mattered. What
was important was that the Amiga
booth was jammed. I could feel the
excitement. It reminded me of the
early days of microcomputers. Moreover. once I got past the clerks and
secretaries, there were plenty of real
hackers.
Mike Lehman, who originally wrote
Pascal MT+ and was later a vice president of Digital Research, has started
a new company called Maxisoft. The
product is MaxiPlan, a combination
spreadsheet and database with chart
capability. MaxiPlan knows how to do
a lot of statistical calculations. It will
make databases and charts, and it will
talk to you through the Amiga's
speech synthesizer. You'll spend a
while on the manual-this thing is
powerful. and the instructions can be
complicated-but it's worth the investment. Highly recommended.
TDI Software has Modula-2 compilers for both the Atari and Amiga
machines. The Atari version is a new
release that fixes some problems with
the original. Both versions work and
should make it simpler to transport
programs from Atari to Amiga . Longtime readers know I'm a Modula-2
fan; this is a reasonable implementation, and TDI is working to make it
better. The chief problem is the documentation : TDI needs to give more
and better examples of just how to
326
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write and compile simple programs.
Pournelle's law of software documentation: You can't have too many examples. I wish TDI would learn it.
The Amiga is known for its graphics;
one of the best graphics programs is
Deluxe Paint by Electronic Arts. Alas,
they use an obnoxious copy-protection scheme. That's its only real fault
otherwise, Deluxe Paint is glorious.
There's just very little you can't do
with it. You can color-cycle portions
of your drawing, so that waterfalls
have running water; zoom in for fine
details; and suchlike. It's a lot of fun.
EA also has various games, some interesting, some boring.
Mindscape is another company that
has developed some interesting
Amiga software. The Halley Project is
a spaceflight game that's part arcade
but largely strategic; it helps to know
something about planetary astronomy.
Activision has a whole bunch of
Amiga software, including Music
Studio, which I haven't much got into
but which looks wonderful. and a
series of illustrated text adventure
games, including Hacker. which some
say is the most difficult adventure of
that type ever written.
In other words, there's a great deal
of Amiga software: business, games,
educational. programming tools. That.
however, wasn't the real hit.
What was really impressive was the
Amiga Sidecar, a box that turns an
Amiga into a 99 percent PCompatible.
Moreover. since the Amiga is a multitasking machine, they were able to run
PC software as just one job. It was
eerie to watch Flight Simulator running as if on a PC and still see the
famous Amiga bouncing ball in the
background and a word-processing
program running in the foreground.
The Sidecar has both 8088 and 8087
chips and is supposed to sell for significantly less than a thousand dollars.
An Amiga plus Sidecar plus hard disk
would be one of the most powerful
combinations around, and I had no
problem designating that the number
one pick of Spring COMDEX.
PROBLEMS

One problem I've had with the Amiga
is that while I kept hearing about all
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the new software for it. I never got
any. Commodore's people sent catalogs, while the Atari people sent software. At COMDEX, Bob Pariseau, vice
president for software development
and one of the original Amiga development team, promised to fix all that.
He also arranged to get me a Sidecar
as soon as it was available. I left COMDEX convinced that the Amiga was
likely to be the product of the year.
1Wo weeks later, Commodore laid
off nearly 200 people, including Bob
Pariseau. There were 55 Amiga people in the West Coast office; 20 were
let go. Moreover, many who didn't
leave immediately were put on notice;
others, seeing the handwriting on the
wall. quietly began sending out their
resumes. The rumor I hear is that the
investment bankers want Commodore
to reduce their payroll by 50 percent;
given Commodore's financial situation, the company is in no pOSition to
argue.
The question, then, is whether Commodore has-and can keep-enough
high-tech people to support the
Amiga properly. Commodore says
they can. So do Amiga enthusiasts.
Me, I don't know. The situation is
made vastly more complicated
because many of those laid off were
required to sign, as a condition for
getting a few more severance benefits,
a particularly severe-I would say
obnoxious-nondisclosure agreement. the first term of which is that
the agreement itself is secret. This has
made it very difficult to get a decent
picture of what has really happened
at Commodore, and as I write this in
early June I don't think anyone knows.
So. I like the Amiga, and I was much
impressed by the enthusiasm of the
Amiga people at COMDEX. Of
course, even then the Commodore
top brass must have known that many
of those enthusiasts wouldn't be with
the company two weeks later. By the
time you read this, we may know the
end of the story. I can't say I'm very
fond of Commodore's management.
but I do wish the Amiga well. It's a
heck of a machine.
NAVY MICRO

The Navy Micro Convention at Virginia Beach was quite an interesting af-

fair. The exhibitions tended to be
dominated by Zenith, which is hardly
surprising since Zenith is furnishing
the armed services with most of their
personal computers. Indeed, the demand for the new Zenith 2-248 PC AT
clone is so great that I can't get one.
Real Soon Now, they tell me.
One absolutely fascinating product
at the Navy Micro exhibition was from
Eastern Computer. I don't even know
the product's name: I have a brochure,
but it's all in Chinese.
What Eastern makes is a board for
the IBM Pc. XT, or AT that. coupled
with their 24-pin printer, will let your
machine write Chinese-using an ordinary PC keyboard.
You enter Chinese into the machine
by keystrokes or phonetically. That is,
I watched James Cheng of Eastern
Computer type in
TKNL YFEMBNKG
which resulted in Chinese characters
appearing on the PC (monochrome)

screen. He could also have typed in
"Zheng Su-timg," which is phonetic
for the same result: his name.
Clearly this system isn't much use
unless you know Chinese; but if you
have ever seen a Chinese mechanical
typewriter, with its great number of
keys and different platen wheels,
you'd appreciate just how revolutionary Eastern's board is. With traditional
Chinese typewriters, really fast typists
are lucky to do about 10 words a
minute; Cheng tells me that with his
system they get up to 40 or 50 words
a minute.
If you're thinking of publishing in
Chinese, you'll want to give Eastern a
call.

How's

THAT?

I met Wayne Rash at the Navy Micro
show. Wayne works for American
Management Systems and also does
reviews for BYTE and other computer
magazines. I'd corresponded with him
(continued)

Answer: lO40ST™
Question: Which computer was
specially designed for people
who hate to wait?
Let's face it, any time you spend waiting on a computer
is time wasted. That's why Atari ®built the 10405T with a
sizzling clock speed of 8 MHz.
And with 1024K bytes of Random Access Memory, the 5T'M
gives you an incredible combination of power and speed.
(The PC AT,TM for example, has 512K of memory.)
50 you'll spend time working on your 51 ins.tead of
waiting on it.
In addition, the 10405T costs an
amazingly low $999 95 , which makes it the
first computer in the world to deliver 1
Megabyte of memory for under $1,000.
(The PC AT costs about $4,500.)
50 if you haven't checked
out the 5T yet. what are you
waiting for?
ATARI . ST, and 1040ST are Irademarks of Alari Corp .
Ais
Ta.Ir.adem.arkO.f
lnle.rnalio.nalB.U
Sine.ss
M.aChin.es
, In.c
.
© 1986 Alari Corp.
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If
Resolution Is
ANumbers Game ...
So Be It.
From 480 dots x 200 lines up to 720 dots x 480 lines
fH scanning from 15.75 to over 25.00 KHz.
F or over a decade, NANAO has
been producing the finest
monochrome and color monitors for OEM's worldwide. Now
our high resolution monitors
are available right from the
source-factory direct. The
quality, selection, and prices
are beyond compare. But
please do.

• 30 different models
• Broad range of features
• Monitors to fit almost every
computer and configuration
(including the IBM PC/AT
and AT&T 6300)
• Designed, built, sold and
serviced by NANAO

NAN/lO.
NANAO USA Corporation
373 G. Vintage Park Drive Foster City, CA 94404 (415) 341-7055
Dealers and VAD/VAR Inquiries Welcome
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on BIX, but until I got to Virginia
Beach I'd never met him.
I'm glad I did. He has some fascinating stories. One of the best concerns
the HP Integral.
The Integral came with a single floppy disk and was, supposed to do
UNIX-which came on several disks.
Needless to say, that setup didn't
work very well. You could, however,
get an external hard disk for the
machine. Wayne got one. Now the
problem was to format it. HP had furnished a format program, but it didn't
seem to work. Finally he called HP.
It took a while, but eventually he
found someone who knew how to do
it. It seems you were supposed to
start the format program, and as soon
as it began to run, quickly disconnect
the data cable. After that the lobotomized hard disk would happily format
itself.
I don't see very many HP Integrals
any more. I think I can guess why.

don't want to index. You can also go
through the list with a text editor and
eliminate words by hand; and to make
life simpler, Tonkin provides you with
a file of common words you're unlikely ever to want indexed. From there
you proceed step by step, until you
have an index .
It won't be what I consider a professional index, with sublevels, and
phrases, and suchlike; but it has its
uses. Back when we were doing computer books (something I've just
about given up). I'd have been extremely happy with My Index as the
starting point for a full index; it would
have saved days of work.
My Index works best with Tonkin's
MyWord! text editor. which itself is
about as much bang for the buck as
you're likely to find in a wordprocessing program. Like all TNT.
software, MyWord! and My Index have
ridiculously low prices compared to
the competition. If yo u run CP/M,
TRSDOS, or PC-DOS, you definitely

ought to have the TN T. catalog;
there's an awful lot of good stuff in
there.
FONTASY

ProSoft has once again improved
their already excellent Fontasy desktop publishing program for PCs. I'm
running their demo on Big Kat as I
write this, and it's impressive. Fontasy
has a whole bunch of fonts, 60 small
pictures like file cabinets and little
shapes; and it works with a variety of
printers, including the Epsons, HP's
Laserjet and Think/et. and most other
standards.
It does kerning-that is, tucks small
letters in under the wing of large
ones-proportional spacing, and all
the other stuff you'd expect. In addition to the 28 fonts that come with
Fontasy, some 300 more, and 400 pictures, are available separately. At
$69.95 for the basic program, Fontasy
is quite a bargain. If you're thinking
(continued)

T.N.T.
A couple of weeks ago, someone on
BIX came up with the notion that a
bunch of hackers should work together on BIX to design a program.
There followed considerable discussion as to what that program should
be. Eventually someone suggested an
indexing program, which generated
more discussion on what features
such a program might have.
Before they could settle the details,
Bruce Tonkin of TNT. Software leaped
in . First he gave a long list of features
an index program ought to have. Then
he announced that he would write it.
A week later he announced that he
had written it.
"It" turned out to be My Index, a
whole series of programs that. working together, produce an index. The
only requirements are that you're running PC-DOS and that your text editor/
word processor be able to "print to
disk," so that the index program can
figure out what page things are on by
counting form feeds. Once you have
that you can get started with the indexing.
The first program in My Index
makes a list of unique words in the
document. A second program will
then remove common words you

Answer: lO40ST™
Question: Which computer builds
in multiple features instead
of hidden costs?
It seems that a lot of our competitors design stripped down
computers, and then charge extra for every feature and upgrade
you add,
Atari ® doesn't do that, because we believe the features and
level of performance you want should be built in to begin with,
That's why the 1040ST gives you a full Megabyte of memory.
While the competition only gives you the chance to spend big
dollars trying to improve their memories.
Another trick they use is to make sure their
interfaces don't meet industry standards,
so you're locked into their system. In contrast, the ST'M uses standard interfaces across
the board, such as the RS-232C port for
serial modem communications and
the parallel interface for an industry
standard printer.
Of course, the ST's best builtin isthe price, which is an incredible $99995 !
p
AT.ARI'.ST
' a.nd1o.4osT.are.lrad.emar.ksof.Alar.i
c o.r ._
© 1986 Alari Corp.
..
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of publishing a newsletter. you could
do a lot worse.
REPORTS PWS

One of the people I met at Spring
COMDEX was Sue Currier, president
of Softsync. She'd arranged to meet
me in the press lounge at an ungodly
hour in order to tell me about Reports
Plus, a program intended to rival
Borland's Reflex.

She began talking about the program . It will take SuperCalc3 , Lotus
1-2-3, R:base, dBASE, or other files
and transform them in interesting
ways to generate and format reports.
It would sell for $99 and is all menudriven to make it simple to use. No
programming required .
It all sounded good, but then came
the fatal question. "Copy-protected?"
I asked her. thinking that I would just

NEW!
For Your IBM

THE Intelligent
Grammar and Style Checker
RightWriter is a new tool to help you produce lean, powerful BUSINESS
WRITING. RightWriter uses advanced artificial intelligence technology
to flag errors in GRAMMAR, STYLE, USAGE, and PUNCTUATION.
RightWriter is the first office automation package aimed at
producing better writing,
not more writing _
• Messages are Inserted
directly into text to point
out possible errors and
problem areas.
• Easy to Use - only one
command to leam, your
word processor does the
rest.
• Works with Leading
Word Processors including WordStar®,
Volkswriter®, PFS:write®,
MultiMate®, and others.
• Readability Index measures the reading
grade level of the document using the D.O.o.
standard Flesch-Kincaid
formula .
• Uncommon Word Ust
- lists misspelled, slang ,
and uncommon words.
• Recommends - never
decides. RightWriter is a
writing aid. The final
decision is always left
to you.

get it on the record.
"Uh, well-we're thinking about it."
she said.
There followed I 5 minutes of conversation. It turned out that the review
copy she'd brought to hand me was
indeed copy-protected with one of
those crazy schemes that let you install it on your hard disk.
"Not me," I said. "You won't get that
stuff within miles of my hard disk."
The upshot was that I refused the
copy and told her to get back to me
if they decided to remove the protection scheme. Three weeks went by.
Then came a box from Softsync: a
copy of Reports Plus and a letter explaining that they'd decided to put the
program out unprotected. It also explained that the program, called twenty/twenty in Britain, had won some
competitions against Reflex and
Paradox over there.
What with running around to Navy
Micro and AAAS, I haven't had a lot
of opportunity to work with Reports
Plus; but what I have seen I like a lot.
I've already used it to reformat some
expense reports I put up with SuperCalc3 , and it's certainly easy enough
to use. It comes with both demonstration and tutorial disks, and so far I
haven't found any glitches. I've
become somewhat used to Reflex,
but I had no trouble adapting to the
Reports Plus method.
All in all. Reports Plus is a formidable rival to Reflex.
AT-STYLE KEYBOARD

. RightWriter is an 'd
is long overdue. " I ea whose lime
"R'

.

Phil Wiswell - PC

I

IghtWriter is an ex
Magazine
eye,opening softw cellent. low·cost.
are package ... "
"T.h
Inside Word Ma
e docume t ·
.
nagement
best I have se~nalwn IS among the
Jim Pile, Soft Sector

•

Available from your local dealer or:
DECISIONWARE, INC_/RightSoft Division
2033 Wood SI. • Suite 218
Sarasota, FL 33577
Phone Orders Call : (813) 952-9211
Add $4 for shipping and handling.
VISA & MASTERCARD accepted

30 Day Money Back Guarantee

R1ghtWrlter Is • tnldernarl< of DecJsJonWa ... , Inc" WordStar Is • tradernarl< of
MlcroPro International Corporation. MultlMate Is • tnldemarl< of MultlMate
International. PFS:write Is • trademarl< or Soltwa... PubHshlng Corporation.
Volkswriter Is • tnldernarl< or uretree ~, Inc.

A lot of people hate the IBM PC keyboard. Certainly I do, and I've said so
often enough.
I have it on good authority that the
designer of the IBM PC AT's keyboard
was given explicit instructions to
"make it so that d**n Pournelle won't
trash it in his column." They succeeded, too: the PC AT's keyboard is
pretty good_
Robert Solomon at Data Desk International thought so too, and he
brought out an AT-style keyboard for
the PC called the Model 8700. There's
also a version available for AT compatibles.
It's a good keyboard. Good feel: the
keys have tactile feedback. No mush
(continued)
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·
If you think
youcan·tafforciaU .tem.
wvegota $160 surpnse. .
• Dynamic disk buffer allocation provides
RAM disk performance for systems with
large memory configu ration .

Turn your PC into a
multi-user system.

on virtually all PC-AT clones.
Convert your IBM PC-AT
(or compatible) into a multiuser/tasking UNIX work
station-at absolutely the best
price anywhere, any time.
Based on the AT&T-certified
UNIX System V/286, the
MICROPORT SYSTEM V/AT
is designed for use in virtually any computer environment, from office automation
to software development.

• Binary compatible
with the AT&T 6300
Plus UNIX System.

Super softwaredevelopment
environment

Over 200 utilities
come standard.
Grep, awk, sort, split, cut, paste, vi and
ed (and many more) now let you search
and modify files, make use of electronic
mail, emulate terminals, calculate electronically, convert data and publish.
SYSTEM V/AT is more than a look-alike.
It was derived from AT&T's own UNIX
System V release 2 iAPX286. It thereby
contains standard System V features the
competitors don't support, such as the
powerful symbolic debugger, sdb, the
shell-layering job-control facil ity and the
F77 Fortran compiler, as well as programming tools such as ctrace, cflow, and bs.
Also standard is File System Hardening
which greatly reduces data loss in a power
failure.

standard System V software-development
tool. The F77 Fortran compiler. And the
AT&T Portable C compiler for the 286. Both
C and Fortran compilers generate 287 instructions directly- for systems not containing 287 math coprocessors, a kernelresident IEEE-compatible 287 emulator is
provided. The large-model code produced
by the compiler is among the densest and
fastest currently available.

MICROPORT SYSTEMS, INC.
4200 Scotts Valley Drive
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
40S/43S-UNIX or SOO/PC2-UNI X (outside CAl

I-

• Record and File Locking

I

• Provides utilities to transfer files to-andfrom DOS file systems.

I SYSTEM VIAl

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

I
J
I
I

TELEPHONE:_

I

I
I
I
I
I
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0 RUNTIME SYSTEM Includes the SYSTEM V/AT operation
system and over 200 utilities. lor two users.
QUANT: - - - $160.00
0 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM The complete
Software Generation System tor 286 development.
QUAN T: _ _ _ $169.00
0 TEXT PREPARATION SYSTEM Includes nroll. troll. spell
and other programs.
QUANl _ _ _ $169.00
0 THE COMPLETE SYSTEM Contains all three packages
indicated above.
QUANl _ _ _ $439.00

I o
I
I

I
UNIX and DWe are tradema rks 01 AT&T
IBM and IBM PC·AT are trademarks 01 IBM CORPORAT ION .
SYSTEM VlAT 1$ a tradem ark 01 M1CROPORT SYSTEMS, INC.

90 DA Y MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

To order: Complete the information below. Your
attractively-packaged and fully-documented order will be
shipped within two weeks.

• Multiple Virtual consoles allow up to
four virtual windows of operation .

• Requires only one hard-disk partition,
and allows DOS to reside on the same
hard disk.

The price is even better than you
thought. Order right away and we'll return
one silver dollar just as rapidly, with your
product shipment. (If you'd like a little more
time we'll apply that dollar to the cost of a
brochure-which we'll send right away
too.)

dollar change.

• Console driver providing ANSI terminal
interface for monochrome, CGA,
Hercules and EGA cards.

• Supports all standard IBM drive types
and most non-standard hard-disk
drives.

MICROPORT offers SYSTEM V/AT at a
fraction of the price of the competitors
simply because we build on the generic
System V/286 product from AT&T This entire utility package from the certified
release has been copied directly to
SYSTEM V/AT-without so much as a
recompile. Not only does this mean that
MICROPORT can offer SYSTEM V/AT at a
remarkable low price, it also guarantees a
level of quality present in few (if any) other
UNIX-system implementations. (And , since
our staff was part of the group that implemented the standard System V/286
port for Intel , MICROPORT can offer comprehensive support for the system, as
welL)

And a dollar change

We've provided everything: Make,
yacc, lex, sccs, cflow, ctrace plus every

Want some more features?

• Supports the 286's 16 megabyte virtual
address space and fully utilizes its other
advance features.

So, how do we do it?

I
I
I

I

I

OPTtONAL three to eight· user upgrade.
QUANT: _ __

$99.00

ADORESS,_

_ __

_ __

CITY _ __ __

_ __ __

_
~

_ _ __
_

_

_ __

_ __

_ ____
_ __

STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ Zlp·_ _ _ __

_

COUNTRY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

o

VISA 0 MASTERCARD 0 BANK DR AFT 0 CHECK

CARD NUMBER _ _ _ _ _ _ EXP DATE _ _

o

Send a brochu re only and keep me on your mailing list.
please.

Subtotal:
(CA residents add 6.5% tax per copy): _ _
Shipping and handling charges (In the USA.
$14.00; In Canada. $18.00; and In Europe. $110 ..
TOTAL DUE: _ _

M

CROPORT
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TURBO PROGRAMMERS-

... CUTS DEBUGGING FRUSTRATION.
TDebugPLus is a new, interactive symbolic debugger that integrates with Turbo Pascat to tet you.
• Examine and change variables at runtime
using symbolic names - including records,
pointers, arrays, and local variables;
• Trace and set breakpoints using procedure
names or source statements;
• View source code while debugging;
• Use Turbo Pascal editor and DDS DEBUG
commands.
TDebug PLus also includes a special MAP file
generation mode lully compalible with external
debuggers such as Periscope, Atron , Symdeb, and
others - even on programs written with Turbo
EXTENDER.
An expanded, supported version 01 the acclaimed
public domain program TDEBUG, the TDebugPLUS
pack;jge includes one DSDD disk, complete source
code, a relerence card, and an aD-page printed
manual. 256K of memory required. Simplify
debugging I $60 COMPLETE.

TURBO EXTENDERTM
Turbo EXTENDER provides you the fol/owing
powerful/oo/s /0 break the 64K barrier:
• Large Code Model allows programs /0 use all
640K wi/hout overlays or chaining, while
allowing you to convert existing programs wilh
minimal effort; makes EXE files;
• Make Facility offers separate compilation
etiminating Ihe need for you to recompite
unchanged modules;
• Large Dala Arrays automatically manages
dala arrays up to 30 megabytes as well as any
arrays in expanded memory (EMS) ;
• Additional Turbo EXTENDER tools include
Overlay Analyst, Disk Cache, Pascal Encryptor,
Shell File Generator, and File Browser.
The Turbo EXTENDER package includes two DSDD
disks , comptete source code, and a ISO-page
printed manual. Order now! $85 COMPLETE.

TURBOPOWER UTILlTlESTM
"II you own Turbo Pascal, you shoutd own
TurboPower Programmers Utilities, thaI's all there
is 10 iI. "
Bruce Webster, BYTE Magazine
TurboPower Utilities offers nine powerful programs: Program Struclure Analyzer, Execution
Timer, Execution Profifer, Pretty Printer, Command
Repeater, Pattern Replacer, Difference Finder, File
Finder, and Super Directory.
The TurboPower Utilities package includes Ihree
DSDD disks, reference card, and manual. $95 with
source code; $55 executabfe only.
ORDER DIRECT TODAY/
• MC/VISA Call Toll Free 7 days a week,
800-538-8157 x830 (US)
800-672-3470 x830 (CA)
• Limited Time Offer/ Buy two or more
TurboPower products and save 15%1
• Salislaction Guaranteed or your money back
within 30 days.
For Brochures, Dealer or other Inlormation,
PO, COD - call or write:
-~~A

I.

478 W. Hamillon #796
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 378-3672
".' M-F 9AM-5PM PST

;IV

The above TurboPower producls lequire TUIbo Pascal 3.0
(slandard, 8087, 01 BCD) and PC-DOS 2.X 01 3.X, and
run on Ihe IBM PC I XT I AT and compafibles .
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at all. It has a Selectric layout. There's
a two-year warranty, To make the deal
even better, it comes with Borland International's SuperKey keyboard enhancer bundled in .
This is about as good a keyboard
deal as you're likely to find, provided
that you're willing to put up with having your numeric keypad double as
your arrow keys through the use of
Num Lock. That. of course, is what
IBM decreed, so Data Desk didn't
have much choice if they wanted to
copy the PC AT keyboard; and of
course it does save weight.
Alas, I find it something of a royal
pain, and after using the Data Desk
keyboard for a month or so, I went
back to my big Enigma Research keyboard, The Enigma does not have as
good a feel as the Data Desk, and if
I get to where I'm writing books on
a PCompatible, I'll probably switch
back to the Data Desk; but for BIXing and game playing and spelling
checking and all the other stuff except
writing for hours on end, the Enigma
is just one whack of a lot more convenient. In any event. I have absolutely no hesitation in recommending the
Model 8700.
ORCHIDS

Last minute department: Orchid 'Technology keeps coming up with more
and better stuff to keep your PC from
becoming an anvil. Now they have a
286 upgrade for your IBM PC XT. It
won't work on your older Pc. Actually, it will. but you'll need to upgrade
the power supply; kits for doing that
are advertised all over the place, so
that shouldn't be difficult.
With the Orchid PCturbo 286e, your
XT will run programs around twice as
fast as will a normal PC AT, which
makes it about five times as fast as a
normal Pc. Orchid also makes the
ECCELL, a memory board that not
only finds memory errors but corrects
them, (The name is an acronym for
error correction.)
I'll have more about Orchid's new
stuff in a later column. We've been
using the pCturbo 186 board for two
years now without glitches; I've no
reason to believe we won't have as
good an experience with the pCturbo
286e as soon as I get a new power

supply into Lucy Van Pelt. our (quite
old) IBM Pc.
WINDING DOWN

Barry Workman tells me he's selling
lots of copies of FTL Modula for
CP/M; and by the time you read this,
he expects to have an IBM PC version.
Meanwhile, Tony Pietsch says he'll
have WRITE for the PC done very
soon; and another associate is trying
to port WRITE onto the Atari ST. It all
sounds good to me.
The~mecl~emoo~~TIme~~

dit from Michnon Inc. Michnon
makes a lot of software for the Atari
ST. Time Bandit on the ST is the best
arcade-type computer game I have
ever seen, either on a home computer
or in an actual arcade. It has some II
dungeons, each with four levels. I
haven't begun to master the silly game.
I haven't quit trying, either. Watch out.
Starship Excalibur, here I come! Full
speed ahead, and damn the Watch
nibbles .. .
The book of the month has to be
the report of the Citizen's Advisory
Council on National Space Policy. It
has to be, because it has taken up just
about every spare moment I have.
The Council consists of some 50
aerospace experts and meets irregularly at Larry Niven's house. I'm
chairman, in part because they figure
they can stick me with writing the final
report. which indeed got done at 6
a.m. on the morning we left for Philadelphia and the AAAS meeting.
This year's Council meeting was different: long before we had the actual
meeting, we got many of the issues
settled through conferences on BIX.
G. Harry Stine, who's collaborating
with me to turn the Council report
into a book (America : A Spacejaring Nation Again ; Baen Books, late 1986), will
probably do an article on how we
used BIX before and after the
meeting. We learned a lot. including
some of the strengths and weaknesses of electronic conferencing.
More on that another time; but I
guarantee you we'd not have accomplished half what we did if it hadn't
been for BIX.
The computer book of the month
has no author: it's Programmers at Work,
First Series from Microsoft Press (19 86,
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ITEMS DISCUSSED
AMIGA SIDECAR .......... Price not
announced
Commodore Business Machines Inc.
1200 Wilson Dr.
West Chester. PA 19380
(215) 431-9100
AT&T PC 6300 PLUS . Starts at $4755
AT&T Technology Systems
Computer Systems Center
4513 Western Ave.
Lisle. IL 60532
(800) 247-1212
CHINESE CHARACTER
GENERATOR . ....... . .. .... $495
Eastern Computer
600 Lynnhaven Parkway
Virginia Beach. VA 23452
(804) 340-2496
DELUXE PAINT ..... .... ... . $99.95
Electronic Arts
27 5 5 Campus Dr.
San Mateo. CA 94403
(415) 571-7171
FaNTASY VERSION 2 ........ $69.95
ProSoft
7298 Bellaire Ave .. Box 560
North Hollywood. CA 91603
(818) 765-4444
MAPS AND LEGENDS ........ $34 .95
Antic Software
524 Second st.
San Francisco. CA 94107
(415) 957-0886
MAXI PLAN . .......... .. ... . $ 150
Maxisoft
2817 Sloat Rd.
Pebble Beach. CA 93953
(408) 625-4104
MODEL 8700 KEYBOARD
for PC compatibles ..... . . $99.95
for PCjr . .. ......... . ... $119.95

$14.95). and it consists of interviews
with a whole bunch of hackers. including Dan Bricklin (VisiCalc). Andy Herzfield (Macintosh OS) . Bill Gates (Microsoft BASIC). Wayne Ratliff (Vulcan.
which became dBASE 1/) . and many
others. Quite readable and provides
good insight into the varieties of

Data Desk International
7650 Haskell Ave.. Suite A
Van Nuys. CA 91406
(818) 780-1673
MODEL 9000 KEYBOARD ...... $350
Enigma Research
4534 Vista Del Monte. No. 104
Sherman Oaks. CA 91403
(818) 784-0343
MODULA-2 COMPILER
(Atari ST) .......... . ..... $79.95
developer's version ...... $149.95
MODULA-2 COMPILER (Amiga) $89.95
developer's version ...... $149.95
TDI Software
10410 Markison Rd.
Dallas. TX 75238
(214) 340-4942
MUSIC STUDIO ..... .. '.' ... $59 .95
HACKER . ............. . ... $44.95
Activision
p.o. Box 72 8 7
Mountain View. CA 94039
(415) 960-0410
My INDEX .... Price not announced
MvWORD! .. ...... . .......... $35
T.N .T. Software
34069 Hainesville Rd.
Round Lake. IL 60073
(312) 223-8595
PCTURBO 286E ...... . ... . .. $1195
ECCELL (IBM PC AT) $595 to $1660
Orchid Technology
47790 Westinghouse Dr.
Fremont. CA 94539
(415) 490-8586
PRINTER OPTIMIZER .. .. ...... $369
Applied Creative Technology
2156 West Northwest Highway
Dallas. TX 75220
(214) 358-4800

hacker mentality.
I am now out of space. which is just
as well because I'm also out of time :
it's 2 a.m .. and this has to be at BYTE
by dawn. (1'11 use BIX to send it.) Of
course. it first must go through the
spelling checker.
As I sa id. it's been quite a day.•

REPORTS PLUS ... .. .. . ....... $99
Softsync Jnc.
162 Madison Ave.
New York. NY 10016
(212) 685-2080

SAYETTE SYSTEM 10 .... ..... $1200
Sayette 'Technology
1133 Mt. Tead Blvd.
Rochester. NY 14606
(716) 458-0177

THE HALLEY PROJECT . . ..... $44 .9 5
Mindscape
3444 Dundee Rd.
Northbrook. IL 60062
(800) 221-9884

THE WORD PLUS ........ ..... $150
Oasis Systems
2765 Reynard Ave.
San Diego. CA 92103
(619) 453-5711

TIME BANDIT ..... ... ...... $39.95
MichTron Jnc.
576 South 'Telegraph
Pontiac. MJ 48053
(313) 334-5700

UPGRADE KIT ... ......... $199.95
CLOCK/CALENDAR KIT .. . . ... $49.95
Mind Mine Computer Center
13256 Northeast 20th St.. Suite 4
Bellevue. WA 98055
(206) 641-6138
ZoOMRACJ(S
for Atari ST or IBM PC . . .. $79 .9 5
Quickview Systems
146 Main St.. Suite 404
Los Altos. CA 94022
(415) 965-0327

Jerry Pournelle welcomes readers' comments
and opinions. Send a self-addressed. stamped
envelope to Jerry Pournelle. c/o BYTE. One
Phoenix Mill lime. Peterborough. NH
03458 . please put your address on the letter as well as on the envelope. Due to the high
volume of letters. Jerry cannot guarantee a personal reply.
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A MEGABYTE FOR DOS!
tran, or Microsoft Fortran. Software reviewers consistently cite MicroWay
software and 8087 expertise as the
best in the industry! Our customers frequently write to thank us for recommending the correct software and
hardware to meet their specific needs.
They also thank us for our same-day
shipping! In addition to our own products which support the 8087 and
80287, we stock the largest supply of
specialized software available. For
more information call us at

MicroWay is the worlds leading retailer of 8087s and high performance PC
upgrades. We stock a complete selection of 8087s that run from 5 to 12
MHz. All of our coprocessors are
shipped with a diagnostic disk and the
best warranty in the business - one
year! We also offer daughterboards for
socketless computers (NEC PC) and
287Turbo which increases the clock
speed of the 80287 from 4 to 10 MHz.
Our NUMBER SMASHER/ECM'· runs
at 12 MHz with a megabyte of RAM
and achieves a throughput of.1 megaflops with 87BASIC/INLlNE, Intel For-

617-746-7341

NUMBER SMASHER/ECM'·
THE FASTEST ACCELERATOR
CARD AVAILABLE
gives you 12 MHz speed in two modes:
704K or one megabyte of "Extended
Conventional Memory." MEGASWITCH
MMU and MegaDOS software make it
possible to run DOS applications with
upto 1015Kusing PC compilers, AutoCAD and Lotus 1-2-3. Does not require EMS software. Totally compatible. Priced from $599 with 512K to
$1199 for complete package. Optional 8087-12 . . . $295

Micro

Way®
SPEED UP YOUR AT
OR AT COMPATIBLE
WITH 287TURBO 10 MHz
N

8087 Support
For the IBM PC, PC XT, PC AT and Compatibles.

A2 0-160

N

N
M icroWay's Data Acquisition Board
performs 160,000 12 bit Analog to Digital conversions per second! Includes software drivers The
fastest 12 bit A to D board available. For the IBM
PC XT and compatibles . . ..... .. .... . .... $1295

MegaPage The only Intel-Lotus EMS'board
whicn comes with two megabytes of coo~running,
low power drain CMOS RAM installed Includes
RAM disk, print spooler, disk cache, and EMS dri\l'"
ers For the IBM PC, XT & compatibles .... $549

87SFL'·

MegaPageAT/ECC'· EMS card forthe PC
AT and compatibles includes Error Correction Circuitry. With ECC, 11 RAM chips cover 256 K so the
user never encounters RAM errors Wrth 1 megabyte
CMOS $799; with 3 megabytes CMOS $1295.
Optional serial/parallel daughterboard .... . $95.

MicroWay's Scientific Function library contains 170 scientific and engineering functions. Callable from most 8087 compatible compilers ... First Language $250; Additional $100.

MATRIXPAK'"

manages a MEGABYTE!
Written in assembly language, our runtime package accurately manipulates large matrices at very
fast speeds. Includes matrix inversion and the
. solution of simultaneous linear equations. Cal~
able from RM or MS Fortran, MS Assembler, or
87BASIC/INLlNE .............. .. ... . . each $99

87FFT

N

Written in assembly language, performs Forward and Inverse FFTs on real and complex arrays which occupy up to 512 Kbytes of
RAM. Also does convolutions, auto correlations,
hamming, complex vector multiplication, and complex to radial conversions. Callable from most
8087 compatible compilers . .. .......... . . $200

87FFT-2

N

performs two-dimensional FFTs.
Ideal for image proceSSing Requires 87FFT $1 00

N

FASTBREAK employs the 8087 to increase the speed of Lotus 1-2-3 Version 1A or
1A* by up to 36:1 ..... .. ...... . . . .. ... .. .. . $79
N

87 VerifyNFor users who have to be absolutely
sure of their results! This background task periodically performs an 8087 accuracy and stress
test .... ...... .. ... ... .... ... ... .... .. ...... $49
Microsoft Fortran V 3.31 ...... . .... . . . . . . . $209
IBM Professional Fortran ..... . ... . ... . ... $565
Ryan-McFarland Fortran V 2.0 . . .. . . .. .... $399
NAG Fortran Library . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. ..... . $300
Grafmatic for Fortran or Pascal. .. ... . • .. .. $125
MultiHalo Graphics (1 language) .. ... , .. .. $189
LABTECH NOTEBOOK .... ... . . . .. ... .... $745
UnkelScope .. . . ..... ...... .. .. .... . . ..... $549
INTEL ABOVE BOARD . . . .. .. . ... . . •... . . CALL
JRAM, AST, MAyNARD ..... .. ..... .. ... . . CALL

PO Box 79
IVII'r-TO
,-",
Kingston. Mass.
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DFixer Our disk utility which thoroughly
checks PC or AT hard disks for bad sectors and
updates the MS DOS file allocation table accordingly. Solves the AT hard disk problem! . . . $149

8087 UPGRADES
All MicroWay8087s include a one year warranty,
complete MicroWay Test Program and accurate
installation instructions.

8087 5 MHz .... .... ........ $109
For the IBM pc, XT and compatibles.

8087-28 MHz ............ $149
For Wang, AT&T, DeskPro, NEC, Leading Edge.

80287-35 MHz ...... .. .. $179
For the IBM pc AT and 286 compatibles.

80287-6 6 MHz...... .. .. $229
For 8 MHz AT compatibles.

OOptimizerN

80287-88 MHz .... .... .$295

N
DCache Our disk caching software speeds

NEC V20, V30.............. .. $16, $30
64K RAM Set 150ns.. ........... ... $10
256K RAM Set 150ns.... .... .... .. $29
256K RAM Set 120ns.. ...... ... .. . $39
128K RAM Set PC AT...... .... .. .. $49
N
287Turbo 10 MHz If you own an AT,

Optimizes the way your hard
disk or floppy stores its files. Speeds up accesses
by recombining fragmented files. ........... $49
up your I/O by storing repetitively used tracks in
memory. The amount of memory used can be
selected in 64 Kbyte banks ... . ....... . .... $49

87MACRO/DEBUG

N

Contains all the
pieces needed for writing 8087/80287 assembly
code & MicroWay's 87DEBUG debugger. $199

OBJ ~ASMN A multipass object module translator and disassembler. Produces assembly language listings which include public symbols, external symbols and labels commented with cross
references. Ideal for patching object modules for
which source is not available.. . ... .. . .. .. . $200

N
87 BASIC includes patches to the IBM BASIC

or MS Quick BASIC Compiler for USER TRAN&
PARENT 8087 support Provides super fast performance for all numeric operations including trigonometrics, transcendentals, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division ...... each $150

87 BASIC/I N LI N EN

converts the output of
the IBM BASIC Compiler into optimized 8087
in line code which executes upto seven times faster than 87 BASIC. Supports separately compiled
inline subroutines which are located in their own
segments and can contain up to 64 Kbytes of
code. This allows programs greater than 128K!
Requires the IBM BASIC Compiler Version 1 and
a Macro Assembler. Includes 87BASIC . .. $200

MICROWAY UOI runs RTOS or RMX compilers under DOS ..... . ............. . ..... $300

For the 8 MHz 80286 accelerator cards.

Deskpro 286 or AT compatible, this is the card you
need to get reasonable numeric performance. It
plugs into your 80287 socket and includes a specially driven 10 MHz 80287. The card comes in
three configurations. The I BM AT version includes
a hardware RESET button . ... ... .. . .. .... $450
287Turbo 8 MHz ... ... ... ....... ... $369
87/88Turbo'· is astubby card which includes
a clock calendar and a speed controller which
changes the speed of your motherboard from 4.77
to 7.4 MHz. Its use requires your pc to have a
socketed 8284. Typical speed increase is 1.6 to
2.0. The card overcomes slow hardware by slowing up only when such devices are accessed and
running at full speed otherwise .. ... ... ... $149
Optional 8087-2 ... ..... ..... ... . ......... $149
286TurboCache'· This new MicroWay accelerator uses 8 K of cache memory and 80286/
80287 processors to provide an average speed
increase of 3:1 for most programs. Call lor
specifications and benchmarks .... . ..... . $595

Call for our complete catalog of
software which supports the 8087.
In London, please phone 223-7762
Inquiry 242

_______________A_.C_. _C_
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FINE PRODUCTS
BY BRUCE WEBSTER

It's now mid-Mayas I write
this; wonder of wonders, I'm
going to get this column in
on time. It should make the
folks back at Peterborough
happy; I know it's a relief for
me. Maybe I can make a
habit of it.
There have been a few columns in which I haven't picked
a product of the month; this is the first time I've picked
two: 'TUrbo Prolog (from Borland International) and LightspeedC (from Think 1echnologies). Both deserve it. and
I considered sliding one back a month to avoid "diluting"
the honor. But I felt that both also deserved timely
coverage (or at least as timely as anything with a threemonth lead time can be), so here they are.

Turbo Prolog
from Borland and LightspeedC
from Think

STANDARD DISCLAIMER

Since I am about to say some nice things about a product from Borland International. I thought I would once
again make it clear that I have had business dealings with
Borland in the past. I wrote most of 'TUrbo 'TUtor back in
1984, and I contributed to the rewrite of Thrbo 'TUtor early
last summer. In both cases, I was paid a lump sum for my
work in lieu of any royalties, so there was and is no ongoing financial connection with Borland. If you feel that
somehow invalidates or makes suspect what I've written
below, fine. Frankly, I feel a little silly even mentioning this.
However. over the last several months I've had people accuse me of a suspicious bias for or against (a) Apple, (b)
AtarL (c) Commodore, (d) all of the above, so 1 thought
I'd make everything clear right from the start. And for
those of you who are curious, the answer is (e) none of
the above.
PRODUCT OF THE MONTH: TURBO PROLOG

When I first got my hands on 'TUrbo Pascal a few years
back, it excited me as few software products had. With
all its quirks, bugs, and rough edges, it represented a real
breakthrough in computer software and set Borland on
the path to becoming a major power in the microcomputer software industry. Borland has come out with many
products since then-perhaps too many-and none have
excited or impressed me as much as 'TUrbo Pascal did,
though most have been successful. And even though I
have copies of just about everything Borland has put out.
'TUrbo Pascal has been the only product I've used for any
length of time.
Well. I can now say "Borland's done it again! " and reall y

mean it. As I'm sure most of
you are aware (wouldn't you
like to get just a percentage
point or two of Borland's ad
budget?), Borland has released Thrbo Prolog, a Prolog
development system for the
IBM PC and compatibles.
IEditor's note: See a review of Thrbo Prolog on page 293.1 It requires 384K bytes of memory, can actually be run on a
one-floppy-drive system (and works nicely on a two-drive
system), and runs under MS-DOS/PC-DOS 2.0 or later. It
is an actual compiler. capable of producing stand-alone
applications (.EXE files) . It comes with two disks: one contains the actual Prolog system; the other has more than
60 example programs. Much of the manual. which is over
200 pages, is dedicated to a Prolog tutorial. 'TUrbo Prolog
is not copy-protected and sells for the amazing price of
$100 (less a nickel) .
What's so interesting about Prolog in the first place?
Well. it's a nonprocedural language that allows (requires)
you to specify a set of rules, data, and relationships, then
tries to find answers to goals that you give it. It is so different from procedural languages (Pascal. C, FORTRAN ,
BASIC, etc.) that it takes a radical shift in thinking to move
over to it. I freely admit that I haven't made the shift yet.
even though I've worked through the first six chapters,
following the tutorial and keying in all example programs.
Of course, the fact that I was using C on the Macintosh
and FORTH on the Amiga during the same time period
might have had something to do with the cognitive
dissonance I've had to deal with.
Listing I shows a simple 'TUrbo Prolog program. The domains section defines any data types specific to the program itself. The predicates section defines any relationships between domains. The clauses section gives actual
implementations of predicates. These can be facts, like the
various assertions of likes, or they can be rules, like the
definition of the predicate friends.
For example, given the program in listing 1, you could
specify a few different goals. If you asked for the goal
likes(X,reading), the program will find names X such that
likes(X,reading) is true; in this case, the values returned
for X are eva and george. You could ask for the goal
likes(eva,X), which would return the solutions reading and
biking. For a different approach , you could ask likes
(continued)

Bruce Webster, a consulting editor for BYTE, is reached clo BYTE,
Po. Box 1910, Orem, UT 84057, or on BIX as bwebster.
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debuts in one
month.
There's a be tter way to program coming
in October.
It's like an advanced research system .
Instead of data structures and procedures . it
uses active obj ects. But it produces finished.
useful programs. Not experiments.
It's easy to optimize.
"II!!!I!!!II!'-!!IIII
and it has a n ew way to re
claim unused memory. As
a result. it runs so fast on
microcomputers. it's good
even for real -time control.
And it's built around
Microsoft®Windows. which
help when you write your
programs.And when other
people use them.
It's called ACTOR:"and it will perform like
nothing you've ever seen. To find out more
about it. just call.

The'WhitewaterGroup®
906 University Place. Evanston . IL 6020 I
(3 12) 491-2370

Uttle BOard™/186 ••••

$495

High Performance, Low Cost PC·DOS Engine

~

~~
~ ~~~
• Three times the COMPUTING POWER of a PC
• Data and File Compatible with IBIY\ PC, runs
"Ms.DOS generic" programs
• 8 MHz 80186 CPU, DMA., Counter/TImers,
512K RANI,zero wait states,
16-128K EPROM
• Mini/Micro Floppy Controller (1-4 Drives,
Single/ Double DenSity, 1-2 sided,
40/80 track)
• 2 RS232C Serial Ports (5()'38, 400 baud ),
1 Centronics Printer Port
• Only 5.75 x 7.75 inches, mounts directly to
a 5-1/4" disk drive

• Power Requirement : +5VDC at 1.25Aj

+12VDC at .OSA; On board -12V converter

• SCSI/PLUS'" multi-master I/O expansion bus
• Software Included:
• PC-DOS compatible ROM-BIOS boots

DOS 2.x and 3.x
• Hard Disk support

NEW OPTIONS AVAILABLE
• EXPANSION/186 with:
• 512K additional RAM
• 2 Sync/ Async RS232/ 422 serial ports
• Battery backed Real Time Clock
• 8087 Math Co-Processor
• Buffered I/O Bus

• SCSI/lOP for STO BUS
• PROTO /186: prototyplnl adapter
• CONCURRENT DOS: Multlt.. ldn&/
Multl-ul« (2/4) Operatlnl Sy.tem
IBM.'!J, IBM Corp.; 80186®, Intel, Corp.

COMPUTERS . INCORPORATED

67 East Evelyn Ave . • Mountain View, CA 94041 • (415) 962-0230. TELEX 4940302

Listing I : A simple Thrbo Prolog program .

domains
person. hobby
symbol
predicates
likes(person.hobby)
friends(person.person)
clauses
I ikes(gregg.gerbi Is).
I ikes(eva.biking).
likes(george.reading) .
I ikes(eva.reading).
I ikes(ezra.driving).
likes(phi I.flying) .
friends(X.Y) if
I ikes(X.Z) and I ikes(Y.Z) and X <> Y.

(phil,flying), which wou ld return the solution TRUE; likewise. the goal likes(gregg,driving) would return FALSE.
Similar goals can be specified for the predicate friends.
The goal friends(eva,X) will return the solution george.
When you boot up 11lrbo Prolog, you first notice the user
interface. It's a multiwindow, keyboard-controlled, menudriven system that works smoothly and well. Your environment consists of five windows. The top one, the menu bar.
is fixed and unchangeable. [t lists your main commandsRun, Compile, Edit. Options, Files, Setup. and QUit-which
you can execute by typing the first letter of each command
or by using arrow-key selection. Three of the commands
(Options. Files. and Setup) have pop-down menus that let
you select options by the first letter or by arrow commands. Some commands (like Load File) will open up
other windows (like when you need to enter a filename).
You can always travel back up the chain of windows by
pressing the Escape key.
All the action takes place in the other four windows. The
wi ndow names-editor, dialog. messages. and trace-may
clue you as to their function. You actually enter and modify
your Prolog programs in the editor window. You interact
with your running Prolog program in the dialog window;
that is. all program input and output take place here. You
can see which clauses are being invoked in the messages
window. while the trace window gives you a more detailed
step-by-step evaluation of your program's execution if you
have the trace function enabled. You can resize and relocate all four windows using the arrow keys. then save
your custom setup.
.
The editor window accepts both a WordStar subset of
commands (Control-X. Control-S. etc.) and comma nds
from the functi on keys and arrow keys. The window automatically does horizontal and vertical scrolling as needed
while you type or move through your text. A Help key (FI)
brings up a pop-up window from which you can get a description of the basic set of editing commands.
When you have entered your program, you hit the
Escape key to get out of the editor window. then you type
"C" (for Compile) or "R" (for Run) . In both cases. the pro(continued)
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The BCC52
Computer/ Controller
Eases contro l upsets
when used as:

Indications for use:

Dosage: Take either a single board or an entire

When a single controller
board or a complete development and acquisition
system is needed.

system to provide control relief.

Active Ingredients:
Intel 8052 8-bit processor,
8K floating point ROM resident control BASIC, 3 onboard parallel 1/0 ports,
Serial terminal port (auto baud rate select), Serial
printer port, Socketed for 48K bytes RAM and
EPROM, 2 interrupts, Expandable to 64K bytes
each of data and program memory, On-board
intelligent 2764/27128 EPROM programmer.

Micromint, Inc.

CAUTION:
This product has proven to be habit forming .

Now available without prescription
from Micromint for only

S152*
' 100 quantity OEM price

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-635-3355
In Co nn ecti cut call 1 871 6170

~
~~

~

~~

25 Terrace Drive,

Vernon , Connecticut 06066

TELEX: 643331

AT LAST: Professional
Typesetting Capability
For PC Users
With PC TEXTM - the best-selling full
implementation of Professor Don Knuth's
revolutionary typesetting program TEX.
FINEST Typeset Quality Printing From:
dot matrix
laser
phototypesetter
n
00

1

a~n

al

~i

1

00

)

•

e-X2

dx

-00

a mn

WIDEST Range Of Output Device Drivers:
•
•
•
•

Epson FX, LQ
• HP LaserJet*
Toshiba
• Apple LaserWriter
Corona LP-300*
• APS-5 phototypesetter
Screen preview , with EGA or Hercules card

MOST COMPLETE Product Offering:
PC T£X (not copy protected) includes the following:
• Our specially written POTEK Manual , which enables you to start using T£X right away.
• Custom "macro packages" that provide formats
for letters, manuals, technical documents, etc.
• The 1I\T£X document preparation system, a fullfeatured macro package for preparing articles,
books, reports, etc., and 1I\T£X User's Manual.
• A,MS-T£X, developed by the Amer. Math. Society
for professional mathematical typesetting.
Site licenses, volume discounts, and interfaces to
PC Paintbrush, PC Palette, FancyFont and Fontrix
are also available.

PRICED FROM ONLY $249.00!
(Printer drivers and interfaces addition al.)

Laser printer,
fonts & software
from $2995.00

For IBM PC / XT, AT or compatible, DOS 2.0 or higher, and
512K RAM . Hard disk required for printer drivers and fonts.
*HP LaserJet and Corona require additional interface boards.

For more information call or write:

Personal

'lEX,

Inc.

20 Sunnyside, Suite H, Mill Valley, CA 94941 (415) 388-8853
This ad , with space for the photograph , produced by PC 1E;X.
Typeset on the Epson FX80, the Corona LP-300 laser printer,
and the Autologic APS-5 phototypesetter.
'lEX is a t.rademark of t.he American Mathem at ica l Society. M a nuf ac ture rs ' pr o duct names are trademarks of indi v idual manufactur e r s .
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gram is then compiled; in the latter case. it is also executed. If an error is found during compilation. the editor
window becomes active. the cursor is placed at the offending location. and an error message is displayed across
the bottom of the window. The error message vanishes
as soon as you hit any key; unfortunately. the message
is often wider than the editor window. and any attempt
to scroll the text over to make the message visible results
in the message's departure.
When the program compiles correctly and is executed.
control passes to the dialog window. Any program output shows up here; likewise. any input takes place in this
window. If you have defined a goal (or goals) within your
program. running it initiates an attempt to solve those
goals. If you have no defined goal (as is the case with the
program in listing I). the program asks you for one; you
can then type in an appropriate goal. for instance.
likes(phil,X). If you make an error in the goal. the cursor
is positioned at the offending spot and an error message
appears at the bottom. much like compiler errors in the
editor window. And like the editor window. the dialog window is often too narrow for the error message to be
readable. and the message disappears as soon as you type ,
anything.
One of the nicest features of 1llrbo Prolog is that you
can bounce directly between the dialog and editor windows. Pressing F9 will take you from the dialog window
into the editor; FlO will take you out of the editor window. incrementally compile any changes made. and (if successful) take you to the dialog window. Incremental compilation is a key to the speed of the 1llrbo Prolog interface. In effect. 1llrbo Prolog remembers most of what it
has compiled. When you change a clause. it usually has
to recompile only that one clause. This makes for quick
development. allowing you to tryout different ideas and
add different rules.
Some strong points of 1llrbo Prolog are the trace and
debug features. which let you single-step through your programs. seeing just what clause is being evaluated at any
moment and what values your program is using at that
point. You can even turn tracing off and on again within
your program. so that you don't have to step through sections that you've already debugged.
Another asset is the long list of predefined predicates
that not only make for a full Prolog implementation but
also give you easy access to screen 110. graphics. system
calls. arithmetic functions. and string handling. Furthermore. 1llrbo Prolog has the capability of calling external
predicates written in assembly language. C. or Pascal. Note
that you can't call routines written in version 3.0 of 1llrbo
Pascal: however. version 4.0 (due out sometime in the
future) will produce linkable code files that can be called.
The manual is generally well written. more so than many
of the Borland documents. The style is clear and readable.
and it is well organized. I have only two complaints. First.
more examples would have helped. especially in the early
chapters. Prolog is such a different language from the ones
I and many other programmers have used. that it would
help a lot to see the best approaches to different problems

NEW!
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(like loops). Also, the exercises given in the book are probably easy for a Prolog programmer with any experience,
but they can prove to be tough for someone (like me)
who's just learning Prolog and has no good idea of where
to start.
I had done a little Prolog programming before receiving Thrbo Prolog, using Chalcedony Software's PROLOGV Plus interpreter. But I'm not qualified to judge how good
the implementation is, so I showed it to two instructorsDr. Dan Olsen and Gary Stokes-at Brigham Young University who have worked with Prolog. They were impressed
with the implementation itself. especially its speed and
completeness, and also with the development environment. They said it was superior to the Prolog systems
they've been using (including an implementation on a
VAX-lll7 80 minicomputer), and they are looking at switching to Thrbo Prolog for class use. Stokes also took a program that he was unable to debug on the VAX and got
it quickly running using the trace features of Thrbo Prolog.
Their main complaint about Thrbo Prolog involves the
limitations on having a program expand its own clauses
(or rules). You can add facts, like the assertion
likes(eva,reading); you cannot. however, define new rules
or expand on old ones. This, I suspect. stems from the
compiled nature of Thrbo Prolog programs. An interpreter
has an easier time accepting new rules, since it is maintaining the source code somewhere in memory, to which
the program can add new definitions. For stand-alone
Thrbo Prolog programs to do the same, they would have
to somehow include the compiler (or a subset thereof)
in the code file, which would greatly increase memory and
disk requirements.
The biggest question about Thrbo Prolog is how much
demand there is for it out there. My first inclination is that
there wouldn't be much, especially since the folks most
likely to buy it-do-it-yourself programmers-are going to
be firmly entrenched in procedural thinking and will have
difficulty switching over to the appropriate mind-set. On
the other hand, the demand for Pascal compilers was
grossly underestimated at the time Thrbo Pascal hit the
market or, more accurately, the positive qualities of Thrbo
Pascal radically enlarged the market. The same may be
true of Thrbo Prolog; given its performance, quality, and
low price, it may well create a much larger market than
might otherwise exist.
The other big question in my mind concerns the problems that Thrbo Prolog is best suited to solve. I don't have
a good feeling for the type of problems that Thrbo Prolog addresses and the ways in which it might solve them
better than, say, Thrbo Pascal. This is probably due more
to my own ignorance (which, as always, I'm trying to
eliminate)' than anything, but it will remain a question until
I know enough to answer it myself.
Even with those questions, Thrbo Prolog may be as significant a leap in software design as Thrbo Pascal represented three years ago. I am not sure that the height of
that leap is obvious, for a number of reasons. First. there
are few Prolog programmers in the microcomputer world,
(continued)

for Turbo

Pascal Programmers
turboMAGIC™ turns your ideas into state-of-the-a rt programs.
Your productivity increased, or your money back!
Let your imagination run wild! It 's easy wit h turboMAG/C Input form s.
Report forms. Help windows. Pop-up menus. pull-down menu systems.
And morel turboMAG/Cwill turn 15 minutes of you r time into co de that
would take you hundreds of hours to write. Whether you're a professional
or just a beginner, you need turboMAG/C
It's POWERFULI

It 's FLEXIBLE I

It's FASTI

It'sMAGICI

MAG/Cscreens. A revoluti ona ry breakthrough! Screens update
automatically to show relationships among fields. Dependent
values change and unneeded fields disappear before your eyes.
You get easy-to-read screens.
MAG/Cwindows. For truly flashy programs I Pop-up window s at the
touch of a key. And when necessary you' ll scroll w ithin framed
windows for help or data entry.
MAG/Ch e/p. Everywhere! Get automatic bottom-line help and a
help window for each field of input forms. And you'll have a
help w indow for each option of a menu . You have more than
200K of context-sensitive help in turboMAG/C!
MAG/Ckeylines. A class act! At the touch of a key the bottom line
changes to remind you of you r fu ll, customized fun ctio n-key
setup.

All this magic and more is in turboMAG/C Put it in yo ur programs
tool turboMAG/C makes it easy. Here's how:
Full-Featured Editor - WordStar-like. Absolutely the best!
Arrows

•

Block

•

repeat - color - box (automatic turns / intersections)
reformat - color - move - copy - read - w rite

Centers

•

current page - line - text in a box

Colors

•

menu se lection - all systems supported - no flicker

GraphiCS

•

menu selection of extended ascii characters

Printing

•

custom ized graphics characte r translation - fonts

Flexibility - never before seen in a code generator!
• Up to 66 lines in a fo rm.
• Full WordStar-like editing for input forms.
• Your form image stored either in a typed constant or in a picture
file. turboMAG/C can even combine seve ral picture fi les into one.
• Field types galore: numeric (bounds checking) - date (valid it y
check) - character (you can specify the lega l input set) - string (fill
character, case conversion, justification, and a picture facility that
lets you add your ow n format eleme nts) - boolea n - male/ female yes / no - dollar amount - social security - telephone - zip code.
numeric with automatic increment - menu (your options appear at
th e tap of a key). You want more typesl turboMAG/C lets you add
your own.
Free Bonus! We'll give you an impressive screen / printer installer for th e

programs you crea te with turboMAG/C And we'll also send you some
valuable demo programs FREE!
Wouldn't you like some magi cl Order turboMAG/C today. Only $99.00.
You have nothing to lose with our 30-day full money-back gua rantee.
CALL NOW! 1-B00-225-3165 (Outs ide Alabama, orders only) o r 205-3427026 (V ISA & MC welcome, no PO, no COD)
Requires : Turbo Pasca l 3.0 and an IBM PC / XTI AT or co mpatible 256k RAM minimum
NOI copy protected.

~ Sop hist icated Softwa re Inc.
..."../ 6586 Old She ll Road
Mobile, AL 36608 (205) 342·7026
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BAR CODE READER

,I
': r:;;;UI'1

THE BCR-1000 BAR CODE READER DELIVERS
UNPARALLELED PERFORMANCE AT A BREAKTHROUGH PRICE
• IBM-PC/XT/AT and
Compatibles
• Compatible With
All Keyboard Styles
• Stainless Steel Wand
• Reads All Major Bar
Code Symbologies
• Network Compatibility
• Auto-Discriminates
Between Codes
• Non-Contact
Scanner Option

I

.II

• Extremely High First
Read Rate
• User-Friendly MenuDriven Support Software
• Superb Companent
Reliability
• Scans Over 160 10-Digit
Codes in One Minute
• Five Foat Extension Cord
For Wand
• Attractive Quantity Pricing
• Two-Year Service Warranty

SEAGULL SCIENTIFIC SYSTEMS
601 University Avenue. Suite 150
Sacramento. CA 95825
(916) 485-7320

DeSlnet C
now with 32-Bit Pointer Option

css .. ... ...... ..

.. .still $109

The ed itors' choice for fast compilation and execution. The
price/performance winner in all major C benchmarks since
1983. Includes Compiler, Assembler, Binder, Librarian ,
Execution Profiler and Full Screen Editor. Supports both disk
and memory resident Overlays. Contains both 8087 and
Software fl oating point support. Full STDIO library.

Large Case Option ..

........ $50

Makes a great C Compiler even better. Adds 32-Bit Pointers to
C88 so you can utilize all of your Pc. Groups scalar and static
data for fast access. Supports the D88 debugger.

......... ........... $50

D88 .

Gain most of the benefits of an interpreter while losing none of
the run-time speed of the C88 compiler. Display C source and
variable contents during execution. Set breakpoints by function
name or line number. Examine and set variables by name using
C express ions.
order direct from:

C Ware Corporation
505 W. Olive, Suite 767, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 U.S.A.
(408) 720-9696 - Telex: 358185
We accept VISA, MasterCard & American Express
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at least compared to the number of Pascal programmers
who were around when Thrbo Pascal came out. so there
aren't nearly as many people who can appreciate what
Borland has done. Second, Thrbo Pascal has spoiled us,
both with respect to what we generally expect from compilers and what we specifically expect from Borland. Third,
Prolog is such a different language from what most of us
grunt-work programmers are using that it's hard to compare its capabilities to those of the languages (C, Pascal.
BASIC, etc.) we've been using. I suspect it will be a few
years before we can evaluate just what Borland has released here: a curiosity or a milestone.
My recommendation: If you're at all interested in artificial intelligence. databases. expert systems. or new ways
of thinking about programming. by all means plunk down
your $100 and buy a copy of Thrbo Prolog. I plan to keep
using it.
PRODUCT OF THE MONTH: LIGHTSPEEDC
I mentioned LightspeedC in my column last month. and
it certainly deserves more coverage. For those of you unfamiliar with it. LightspeedC is a C compiler-or. more accurately, a C development environment-for the Macintosh . It produces native 68000 code and stand-alone applications, including desk accessories. It requires 512 K
bytes of memory and 800K bytes of storage (RAM disk,
floppy disk. hard disk. or any combination thereof) . The
manual claims that you could get by with a single 400Kbyte disk drive, but save yourself a lot of grief and make
sure you have at least 800K bytes (two single-sided floppies, one double-sided floppy, etc.) . It comes with three
Single-sided disks; one has the actual system, one has examples. and one has utilities and libraries. As for the
manual. it's about 400 pages long. is large and readable,
and can occasionally be convinced to stay open. though
it helps to hold it down with other books. disk drives, rocks.
etc. The product is not copy-protected and sells for the
reasonable price of $175 .
In LightspeedC, the basic development unit is called the
project. A given project. represented on the desktop by
a LightspeedC icon, is a collection of C source files. object code libraries, and other projects. You can add files
to a project, remove them from the project. and group
them into segments. (Before you ask. no. you can't add
a project to itself. When you ask to add files to a project.
the file-selection box is smart enough to screen out that
project as well as all files already added to the project.)
You can also set the project to one of four types: application (the default). desk accessory, device driver, and code
resource. By using the project approach. LightspeedC performs a lot of bookkeeping and other project management
for you. eliminating the tedium of tracking lots of different
files.
When you start up LightspeedC, either directly or by
double-clicking on a project icon. you come up in a standard Mac environment: desktop, menus (seven ' in all). and
a window listing the files that comprise the current project. You can then double-click on any of the source filenames and go into the editor to make additions and
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changes. If you're creating a new source file for your project. you can open up a new (untitled) file, edit it. save it
out under some name, then add that file to the project.
The editor itself is a simple, clean, Mac-style editor: not
too many features, but I haven't found any bugs yet. either.
I started opening up files for editing to see how many I
could have open at the same time. Once I got 12 open,
I started moving and resizing windows, then I closed them
all. No problems. Also, the editor is not a separate "mode"
from the compiler and linker; you can have editing windows open at all times.
So far, so good, but nothing terribly spectacular or innovative. That comes when you decide to compile and
run your program. The first time through, LightspeedC
compiles each of the source code modules. The compiler
is fast. especially if you're running off a hard disk or a RAM
disk. On my system (512K Mac. old ROMs, Mac Bottom 20megabyte hard disk), it took just 40 seconds to compile
some 3000 lines in four separate source code files. This
included the time to open and close each file and to save
the object code out to disk.
If an error is encountered during compilation, that file
is brought up in an editing window (if it's not already
there), the cursor is positioned at the start of the line with
the error in it. and a window is brought up at the top of
the screen describing the bug. You must acknowledge the
error by clicking in that window, and you can then correct the error and restart the compilation. The error
messages are sometimes maddeningly vague ("Syntax
error" seems to be a favorite catcha ll); on the other hand,
I've always managed to figure out just what the error is,
and I'm still a relative neophyte when it comes to C
LightspeedC starts to show its strengths when you have
to recompi le your program. It knows which files you have
modified and which you haven't and recompiles accordingly. But wait! It's even smarter than that. If you edit a
file not listed in the project window-like an ".h" include
file-it will recompile only the source files that include that
file. And if you edit a fi le not used by the project. none
of the source fi les are recompiled. Someone-I assume
it was Michael Kahl. principal author of LightspeedC-did
an outstanding job of making the recompilation algorithm
very intelligent. At the same time, you are not locked in
by that algorithm . At any time, you can force a recompilation of any or all source code files. You can also force
it to reload any library files from the disk. It then performs
an incredibly fast link, based, I suspect. on linkage information being held in memory and updated during the
compilations. If that isn't successful. it pops up an error
window (" Link fai led") at the top of the screen and also
brings up a text window with the unresolved references.
Again, you can use that informati on to track down your
problems, correct them, and start a recompilation.
Once your program compiles and links, you can execute
it without ever leaving LightspeedC Your program takes
over the computer, but when it exits (providing it hasn't
crashed the system). it returns control back to LightspeedC not the Finder. At this point. you can create a
(continu ed)

"This two volume set is a must for anyone serious
about programming the Mac. They contain information not found anywhere else, and cover the real-life
problems of a software developer."
David Smith, Publisher
MacTutor

It's all here - t ips, techni ques, strategies, advanc ed
topics, These books explore mac plus ROMS, print
manager, speech drivers, clipboard, and much more,

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF MACINTOSH
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING
Vol. I, 608 pages, $25.95; Vol. II, 416 pages, $22. 95,

For your two volum e set contact your local
books tore or call 312-7 29-3000.
Scott, Foresman & Co.,
Professional Publishing Grou p
1900 E, La ke Ave" Glenview, IL 60025

HARMONY COMPUTERS
2357 CONEY ISLAND AVE., (BET. AVES, T & U) BKLYN, NY 11223
800-VIDE084 or 800-441-1144 or 718-627-1000

.
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~ ,

. ~ t9
J

Bralllel HA 15XL
B/olliel HR35 (Comrme e,l)
Citizen MSP 10
Epson LX80
Epson L0800
Epson LO 1000
Epson FX 85
Epson 286
IBM Proprlnter
Juk16100
NEC 3550
NEC 8850
NEC P6
NEC P7

26'

"9

'159

66.
329
.179

379
329
69.
1029
4"9

$211.95

STAR NX-10

IBM (268)

$ 2 19.00

$1449.00

Okldata 192
Okldata 193
Okldata 292 wl tNTFC
OKldata 293 w,INTFC
Pal1;)sonlC KXP 1091
PanasonlC KX P 1092
PanasonlC KX P 3131
Panasol1lc KXP 3151
PanasOl\!C KXP 1080
PanasonlC KX P 1592
Pana 1595
Star NX·IO
Slar SG· 15

31'

Slar SO 10

' \54

Star SO 15
SI;1I SR 10
Slar SA 15
SR 10 SR 15 Sheeiteed
Slar SB 10
Star NB 15
Silver Reed E ~p 550
Silver Reed E~p 800
Toshiba 1340
Toshiba 341
Toshiba 351
Toshiba 32 1

'6'
603

".'"
23·1

36•
"7
409

559
219
33 1

264
3B6
'118
539
99
·:89

109.
27.
619
3·:9

639
949
.13·'

619

ATA RI
29 12
3499
3999

21.

'99

1459
.139

379
19·\

>3.

19.
10.
10.
109
9.
29.

130 XE
65 XE
1027 Printer
1050 Dflve
Alarl WilIer ~
Comre)!. Prin ter
520 ST COlOr System
520 ST B & W System
ST 520 Keybo.1lCl
ST 520 Drive
ST 520 B & W Moniior
ST 520 COlor MOMo!

,,.
'"

36.

2E Enhanced WI 128K
& Apple Olive
Drive

'"

174

'09
29

'119

569
669
329

MONITORS
"9
B9
9·1
"6
37

••

75'
629
359
16'

17,1

329
349

3'3
>23
549
·:89

"3
25.
13.

AP PL E
,.9

>5.

AT & T
256K 2·360K
640K 1·360K 1·20MB

Amaek 300 Grean
Am deK 300 Amber
310 Amb er
ColO/ 600
Color 722
Pllncelon HX 12
PMcelon HX 12E
Pllnceton Ma. 12E
SRI2
Scan Doubler
Ta~an 220
NEC Muilisync

"3

'"

' 39

36'1
.154
39':
':79
1.:8

529
'5'
" 9
509

COMPAQ

MODEMS
Ha)-es 1200
Hayes 1200B w,Smarlcom
Hayes 300
Hayes 2·100
Hayes 2400B w Smancom
Mlcromo{lern2E
PromeHllas t200
Promelhras 1200B

SEAGATE
Ham Dnves
10 Meg . Wiconlrolier
20 Meg wlconlroller
30 Meg AT
.to Meg. AT
20 Meg wlconlroller

PANASON IC 1091

$ 2 6 9.95

" PRINTER SPECIALS"
'79
3••

IBM
AT Unenhanced
AT Enllonced IBM
AT Enhanced IBM 30 Meg
IBM MOI\lter
IBM PC Ne drives
PC XT 268
PC XT Clone
IBM Pro Prmler
AST $1)( Pack 384K
Helcules Color
He/cules Monochrome
Color Cilrd
Mulllhmciion Card
IBM F.H
IBM 112H
Tecm.11 GraphiCS Mastel
8087 ClliP
80287 Chip
Evere)!. Gr,'phICs Eage
Evere. Eage
Ever e~ GraphiCS Pacer
JoysticK lor IBM

Commodore 128

1·1 99
1899

POI table 256K 2·360K
Compaq Drives
Portable 256K 1·360K
1·20MB Hard
Deskpro 640K 1·360K
1·20MB Hara

1499
1999
1999

COMMODO RE
Commodore 128
1571 Olive
Commodore 6·\
1541 Disk Dflve
1802 Monitor
1902A Monllor
MSP 1000 Plillter
Comfe~ Pr,nter

270
'3D

1.19

17'
16.

'"
'"
>09

Commodore Amlga 256K DOS
I.~ou se. Am'ga color monitor
$999

Items relieci 4 ~o casll or check discount. For your pro tection we chec k lOt stolen cred it cards.
MIC & VI SA weicoille . Personal checks cause ,j week delay. SI11PPlllg & Handling charge e~ h a
Price and availability sublect !ocnange wl!l1oul nOlice
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IBM PC AT performance!
PCjr price!
* AMPRO
Little Board/186
- 8Mhz 16 Bit 80186 CPU
- 512K RAM-No Wait-States
- 2 Serial Ports 50-38.4K Baud
- Parallel Printer Port
- 4 Drive Mini/MicroFloppy Controller
- SCSI Bus Hard Disk Interface
- DOS Compatible ROM-BIOS
- Boots PC DOS 2.x, 3.x
- Computer Board Assembled and Tested with
Tech Manual and DOS utilities .. .$489
DRI Concurrent DOS 4.1 Multi-User O/S ... $395
Expansion Board for 512K (1 Mb total) 8087-1 Socket,
Real-Time Clock, 8530 SCC 2 Channel RS232/422, Buffered
Expansion Bus and more ... from $149
AM PRO Little Board (Z80) Same as 80186 board but
Z80A CPU, 64K RAM, 16K EPROM, CPIM 2.2 & ZCPR3 and
manuals ... $239 ($279 w/SCSI)
Enclosures wlPower Supply ... from $99
MinilMicro Floppy Drives ... call for current price
XEBEC or SEAGATE SCSI Drives-Low power 112 Ht Drive
w/built-in Controller 10/20Mb ... $449/$599
Terminals: WYSE, aUME, KIMTRON . .. from $395
Power supplies, cables, connectors in stock

*
*
*
•
•
•
•
•

Complete technical support. Complete systems available. Write or call for
more information . Most orders shipped same day.
VISA, MasterCard, Money Order, C.O.D. Checks allow two weeks.
Purchase orders and bids welcome. Prices F.O.B. Buffalo Grove, Ilo
IBM PC AT, PCjr, PC DOS are trademarks ollnlernalional Business Mach ines Corporation .
Concurrent OOS is a trademark 01 Digital Research, Inc. Xebec Owl is a trademark of Xebec. Inc.

DIIKI PLI1
INC

356 Lexington Drive
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089·2312
tlx: 650 249 2139 MCI UW
(312) 537-7888

Expansion Chassis/ Sub·System

No. of
Slot
0
3
5
12
0
0
5
0
0
8

Space for
'h Height Drive
1
3
3
2
2
1
2
2
2
4

Power SupplV
(WaHs)

Dimension '
Dx WxH(cm)

Price

50
100
100
100
45
50
100
45
60
135

30 x 15x6.5
42 x 25x 16
39x30x15
40 x39 x1 4
39 x 18 x 15
26.5 x 18 x 13.5
38.5 dO x 13.5
39.5x 18 x 13.5
38.5 x 49 x 9
43 x 49 x14

$139
$299
$239
$289
$149
$169
$299
$149
$249
$239

- Exira space for a sland alone controller
EXT and RCV Adapters (inlerface Computers 8< Chassis) ... $149

ORDER TOLL FREE: (800) 826-0267
In California Call (415) 651-3355
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
SOURCE ELECTRONICS CORP.

45277 Fremont Blvd., Unit 6
Fremont. CA 94538
Fax: (415) 791·0935
Telex: 279366
342
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appears when you make a
change

to a working project.

stand-alone code file by selecting the appropriate menu
option; it takes only a few seconds for the executable file
to be created. You can also use a project to create a library
file, which can then be used in other projects.
The real beauty of LightspeedC appears when you want
to make a change to a working project. You edit the appropriate source file and then select the Run option in
the project menu (or type Cmd-R). That one source code
file is recompiled (usually in a matter of seconds) . all
necessary relinking is done, all the windows are closed
(saving any files currently being edited). and the updated
program is launched. For example, I changed one line in
the largest of the four modules in my program. then typed
Cmd-R. Total elapsed time until the program was running
and waiting for my commands: 20 seconds.
How good is the code produced by LightspeedC? I can't
say with great accuracy, since I haven't run any benchmarks through it yet. What programs I have run would indicate that the code speed is generally comparable to the
other Mac C compilers (Consulair. Aztec. Megamax) ; but
I still plan to run some tests and report on them when
I can. Code files seem to be fairly small. too.
What are some of the features and extensions that LightspeedC offers? Well. for starters. irs a superset of Kernighan and Ritchie's C. including structures. enumerated
data types, and bit fields. Data type sizes are as follows:
char
short
int
long
float
short double
double

Specification
Model
No.
M·IM·2
M·3
M·4
M·5
M·6
M·7
M·8
M·9
M·10

The real beauty of LightspeedC

Inquiry 391 for End-Users.
Inquiry 392 for DEALERS ONLY.

8 bits
16 bits
16 bits
32 bits
32 bits
64 bits
80 bits (full IEEE)

LightspeedC supports the Mac operating system and
Toolbox routines, though it apparently doesn't support
AppleIalk (as of this writing). It has about 200 other predefined functions in other libraries (math, uni x, stdio,
strings, etc.) to provide compatibility with other C systems
In-line assembly language is not supported; however, a
utility is provided to convert Macintosh Development System (MDS) object files to libraries acceptable to LightspeedC. LightspeedC also provides a plain-va nilla I/O interface (using stdio,h) that turns the Mac into a standard
terminal; if you include the uni x library, you get simple
cursor control and graphics functions. In ei ther case. the
QuickDraw procedures appear to still work in "terminal "
mode. LightspeedC supports resource files (and includes
a copy of RMaker) . It also comes with the Macsbug debugger and instructions on how to use it. And it even has
lcontillUea)

Aztec C ... The Best C
Frees the genius in you'"

You've got a great idea ...
... you're ready to write your programs.
You don't want to be sidetracked by all the paperwork. With Manx Aztec C and the ingenious make
function , your creative processes won 't get bogged
down in program administration and housekeeping.
Manx Aztec C has the most sophisticated, hardworking program administrator available to you. Once
you 've described your project, adding new features or
enhancements is simple. You never have to concern
yourself with the repetitive, tedious task of rebuilding your systems.
The development process moves quickly. Compiles, assemblies, link edits . . . all finish in record
time.
Manx Aztec C is the fastest, most efficient C development system in the industry. Benchmarks show
it . . . reviews commend it ... users praise it.
You're ready to test the program. You're ahead of
schedule. The Manx Aztec C Source Level Debugger
shows you the exact C language statement giving you
a problem. You fix the problem quickly ... you 're
still ahead of schedule.
You 've got some time for fine tuning.
The Manx Aztec C Profiler examines
your program, tells you where the slow
spots are and validates your test procedure. A few changes and it's exactly
what you wanted.
You 've made it!
Aztec C is available for MS-DOS / PC
DOS. Call for details on Macintosh,
Amiga,AppJe II, CP/ M-80,
CP / M-86, TRS-80, ROM and others.
To order, or, for information

Call Today

1-800-221-0440
In NJ or outside the USA call
(201) 542-2121
3D-day satisfaction guarantee. Special Discounts
are available to professors, students, independent
developers, and on a "trade-in " basis. Site licenses.

Manx Software Systems
One Industrial Way
Eatontown , NJ 07724
MS IS a registered TM of Microsoft , Inc .. CP/ M TM DRI , HALO TM Media qybernetics . P A N~L T M
Roundhill Computer Syste ms, LId .. PH ACT TM PHACT Asso,c .. PR E-C. PI,mk·aS TM P h ~enlx, db
Vista TM Raima Corp .. C· l erp. PC- lint. TM Gimpe l Software. C·free TM Fal rco,m , Inc. , Wlnd~ws lor
C TM Creative Solutlons. Apple II. Macintos h TM Appl e, Inc .. TRS· BO TM RadiO Sh ack. Amlga TM
Commodore Inl'l.
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" .. . a superb linker, a profiler, an assembler,
and a set of development utilities are only the beginning of this package . . . performed admirably
on the benchmarks, with short compile times and
the best link times in this review ... includes the
most professional make utility ... documentation
is clear and complete. There is no doubt that this
is a valuable and powerful programming enComputer Languages Feb. '86
vironment."
" ... execution times are very good, close to the
best on most tests ... " PC Tech Journal Jan. '86
" Easily one of the fastest compilers overall . ..
library provides a lot of flexibility .. . generates
Dr. Dobbs Journal Aug. '85
small .EXE files."
C'Prime (Compiler, Assembler, Linker)
Aztec C 86-d Developer's System
Aztec C 86-c Commercial System
PC ROM (8086, 68000, 8080, or 6502)

$ 99.
$299.
$499.
$750.

Third Party Software for Aztec C: HALO , PHACT, C-tree,
PRE-C. Windows for C, PC-lint, PANEL, Greenleaf, db Vista,
C-terp, Plink-86, FirsTime, C Util Lib,
and others.

210 Years Ago Boston Was
The Starting Place Of An
Important Revolution ...
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If I had to own just one
C compiler for the Mac-indeed,

just one compiler-it would
probably be LightspeedC.

.. .In 1986 it's tbe site of an
important evolution.
Interactive Video and Optical Storage Systems have
gone through the revolutionary stage of new technology development.
The incredible potential for software, database, and
problem solving applications awaits only a spark
from your mind! Come see the industry's leading
companies display over 100 applications that expand the characteristics, capabilities, and capacities
of computers to create entire new markets. Come
learn what it takes to program and work with this
new exciting, laser-read media. Be an early part of
the evolution of the revolution at LaserActive '86.
• Seven concurrent conferences covering everything
from beginning with optical storage systems to applying their use to the needs of major vertical markets.
• A special conference sponsored by Howard Sams'
Books will cover programming for this new media.
Don't miss the new Howard Sams' book, CD-J and
Interactive Videodisc Technical Reference Guide.

For Immediate Information:
Call:

305/768-2778
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Write:

POB 3415
Indialantic, FL 32903
for Howard Sams' book only.

a profiling utility to help you see where your program is
spending most of its time.
The single greatest weakness with LightspeedC isn't the
product itself, it's how big and poorly organized the
manual is. It's difficult to dig out the information that you
need and that is usually (but not always) there. More than
half the manual is devoted to documenting the 200-plus
library functions (a few per page, listed in alphabetical
order) as well as the calling sequences for the Mac routines
(listed according to the manager groupings of Inside Macintosh). The irony is that the ordering for both sets of routines
probably should have been the other way around. If you
are a programmer, you probably already know the name
of the Mac routine and just want to find the calling sequence: the manual forces you to find out what manager
it's in. If you're looking for a particular C library function,
you probably know what you want the function to do, but
not necessarily what its name is, especially if you're not
a whizbang C programmer. Given the penchant for cryptic C function names (quick! guess what the following functions do: ato!. cputs, getuid, iscsymf, sbrk, stci_d,
strrpbrk, ttyn, vsprintf), you may have to resort to thumbing through some 162 pages of function descriptions to
find the one you need.
For an experienced Mac C programmer, this and other
organizational problems are probably no more than an
annoyance. However, for an experienced programmer who
is not particularly familiar with either C (like me) or the
Mac. it's frustrating: for someone familiar with neither,
especially if said person isn't an experienced programmer,
it would probably be a nightmare. Which is really a shame,
since LightspeedC strikes me as an excellent environment
for learning C and programming on the Mac.
Those of you familiar with my column know that I am
not enamored of C. but LightspeedC goes a long way
toward making it my language of choice on the Macintosh (and, of course, LightspeedC my compiler of chOice).
despite the Pascal/C interface problems that confront all
C compilers on the Mac. If I had to own just one C compiler for the Mac-indeed, just one compiler-it would
probably be LightspeedC. Until someone comes out with
a comparab le Pascal development system.
PREDICTION UPDATE

In my January 1986 column (which was actually written
in September 1985). I made a series of predictions about
how the microcomputer industry would develop during
the com ing year. Much to my surprise (and delight). most
(col1 til1ued)

If your computer has 3.6/1 drives, it has a little bit of Sony Because Sony
invented the 3.6/1 drive technology that has take n floppy disk memory all the
way to two megabytes.
So nobody knows better than Sony how important high standards are for
producing 3.6/1 floppy disks. But then, Sony inve nted those, too, as well as the
most demanding methods for making 3. 6/1 disks.
Such as the Sony Vivax1'M magnetic medium, with the high coercive force
necessary to suppress the "noise" that can cause disk error. And the Sony
DDL1'Mbinder system for incredibly even dispersion of magnetic particles
the disk surface. Then theres Sonys burnishing expertise that eliminates
microscopic projections as small as ]/1,000,OOOth of a millimeter.
But the best reason to trust only Sony is your irreplaceable data.
be storing six times the information on a disk that's one-third
5.25/1 floppy Thats why we recommend only one floppy
The Sony
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/PCSlngle
New Q uark ®
~~~:uter
~~ ~~;$495.8"

Q"o""d"="""o~lIobl.

_

of those predictions have been coming true within the past
month or two or at least appear to be headed in that direction. 1b wit:

• IBM PC® compatible single board
computer mounts to 51/4" drive
.
• Includes Floppy Disk & Color Graphics
CRT Controllers plus more
Also includes: Legal BIOS' Boots PCDOS®2.1 • Printer
Port. 2 Serial Ports. 256K RAM • Clock Speed at 4.77 MHz'
Alphanumerics and Graphics Modes for Color Video
Controller. Standard IBM®Keyboard Port.
Options include: 512K RAM • Piggyback I/O channel
OEM Expansion Board. XT - Compatible Hard Disk SCSI
Interface' Real Time Clock with battery-back-up • Clock
speed of 9.5 MHz (Twice as fast as a PC)
The Megatel Quark/PC is for OEM and end user
applications that require PC compatibility in a compact
single board computer. The Quark/PC BIQS will run most
IBM PC®soHware including Flight Simulator and Lotus®. To
meet your specifications a set of options let you add
memory, speed and an XT-compatible hard disk interface.
Not only does it quickly mount to a 5'14 " drive, it also comes
with floppy disk and CRT color graphics controllers - all for ·
iust $495.
To order or enquire call us today. Dealer enquiries welcome. Megalel Computer
Technologies (416) 745·7214150 Turbine Drive Weston, Ontario M9l2S2
Telex: 065-27453 U.S.Address: 1051 Clinton St., Bulfalo, NY. 14206 Distributors: NCS
ElectronicsVarese, Italy' SES Electronics Nordlingen, Germany· Perdix
Microtronics BigginHill, U.K.' Microcompuling Ghenl, Belgium' Asp
Microcomputers Melbourne.Auslralia.
Quark is a leglsle red tra d em ark 01F. a nd K. MFG. CO LTD IBM, IBM PC a nd peDOS ole re g iste red
Iladema/luotinternatio na l Business Mach ines Corp lolus Is a le g islere d trad ema rk at Lotus
Develop menl Corp. MSOOS is a le g isl ared trod e mark 01 M lc rosoll Co rp.

.....----- megatel - - -......

• Eliminate Confusion
• Reduce Training Time
• Increase Productivity
Need Custom Key tops?
Call us at 602634-7515

li~9~
o.
P.
Box 201, Dept. BY,
Cornville, AZ 86325

,--------.._...

KEYTOPS-Kits to support most software, including :

I _PC to 5251 $21.95 _ DisplayWrite 3 $21.95 I
I _PC to 5520 $29.95 _ WordPerfect 4.1 $29.95 I
Touchdown ,. key expanders enlarge small . cril ical I
I KEY EXPANDERS keys
(Return . Shift . Backspace . etc.) on Ihe IBM
__
FULL KIT $21-95 PC and look-alikes to full-size . AT-slyle keys. Full I
I _ MINI KIT $10.95 kit has 12 separate expanders . Mini-Kit: Enter/ Rei.
both shifts . backspace. All kits support LED where I
I 0 Black 0 Gray
needed . Must specify keyboard .
I
I
I ~:~c:ty Keyboard Make / Model:
I_II
Language conversions available!

I
I
L

0

Send me FREE INFORMATION

I .... III

Address

Cily.SL Zip

0 VISA

0 MC #

Exp. _

_

_

---------------Visa or MC orders:602 634-7515
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Inquiry 162 for End-Users.
Inquiry 163 for DEALERS ONLY

• The Apple lIelllc is losing ground to the Amiga and the
Atari ST (though not nearly as fast as I thought it would) ;
in response, Apple is working on the IIx (which may be
out by the time you read this) and will probably cut prices
on the lIe and IIc to well below the $600 level. especially
as Christmas approaches.
• Apple has committed itself (in its annual report, no less)
to an open-architecture Mac. Apple has made no official
statements on what the open Mac will have, but the grapevine indicates slots, a 68020 processor, faster disk drives,
more memory, a larger display, and possibly even color.
And, I suspect. a fan.
• John Scully told analysts that all future Macintosh products would be capable of running both UNIX and MS-DOS.
Also, at least one third-party vendor should be shipping
UNIX System V for the Macintosh around the time this
column sees print.
_
• Analysts are generally pleased with Scully's commitment
to MS-DOS and UNIX (and with Apple's direction in
general), especially since (according to said analysts) it
gives Apple a better shot at getting into corporate markets.
Apple stock now stands (this is mid-May, remember) at
around $32/share, up substantially from last fall and more
than double its low value during the last year.
• Commodore showed (at COMDEX/Atlanta) the Sidecar.
an MS-DOS box with an 8088 processor. an IBM PC-compatible BIOS, expansion slots, and 5 ~-inch disk drives.
(Atari is also developing an MS-DOS box for the ST. but
I didn't predict that.)
• In addition to Apple's open commitment to UNIX,
sources at both Atari and Commodore have indicated that
future products will include UNIX-based systems, or at
least systems with UNIX (or a look-alike) as an option .
• The 68000 family is having a good year, though the
leading edge of the market already seems to be shifting
away from the 68000 to the 68020 (bypaSSing the 68010
completely). Motorola is apparently selling all the 68020s
it can make (and then some). And anyone not making an
IBM PC compatible appears to be choosing the 68000
(with the exception of the IIx, which apparently will use
the 65816) .
• IBM announced (finally!) the PC Convertible, its laptop
computer. which does, indeed, look to be decently designed; the surprise is that the pricing and marketing appear to be better than average, though I wonder how hard
IBM will actually push the machine. The only other announcements have been slight improvements (along with
price cuts) on the XT and AT, mostly to catch up with the
clone makers. And speaking of the clone makers .. .
• During the last week or so, articles in the Wall Street Journal. Newsweek, and elsewhere have focused on the cheap,
well-built IBM PC compatibles that are flooding the MSDOS market and are threatening to (as a group) pass IBM
unit sales by the end of this year or early in 1987. It has
reached the point where the name "IBM" on the front
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ITEMS DISCUSSED
LIGHTSPEEDC

... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• • •...

5 I7 5

Think Technologies Inc.
420 Bedford St.
Lexington. MA 02173
(617) 863-5593
ltJRBO PROLOG

. . . . . . . • • ••.. . .. .... . ..

599.95

Borland International
4585 Scotts Yalley Rd.
Scotts Ya II ey. CA 95066
(800) 255-8008 (outside California)
(800) 742-1133 (in California)

panel is seen as a liability in some market segments
because it usually means higher prices and lower performance.
Okay. so where did I mostly go wrong? Well. the ST and
Amiga have not been runaway successes. though both appear to be selling better than competitors and detractors
wish to believe. And I'm not sure there's been the "big
upswing" in the home market that I predicted. On the
other hand. this is only May; that surge may hit at
Christmas. That (together with production problems) has
probably held down sales of the Amiga and the ST given
the lack of reliable sales figures from either firm. though.
it's hard to judge. The open Mac appears to be slower
coming to market than I thought it would be and may not
even show up until early next year. But it is coming.
The big question right now is the ultimate impact of the
layoffs at Commodore. which included some key people
at the Commodore-Amiga (LDs Gatos) facility. This could
be an honest-to-goodness belt-tightening move. such as
Apple made back in 1985 (to good effect) . Or it could
signal serious trouble at Commodore. By the time you
read this. you should have a better idea of which it is. My
guess? I think Commodore and the Amiga will still be
around come September.

Real-Time Multitasking Executive
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No royalties
Source code included
Fault free operation
Ideal for process control
Timing control provided
Low interrupt overhead
Inter-task messages

Options:
• Resource Manager
• Buffer Manager
• Integer Math Library
• Language Interfaces:
C
Pascal
PUM Fortran
• DOS Rle Access:
CP/M-80
IBM PC DOS
.JI~

=tr:

AMX is 1M of KADAK Products Ltd.
CP/M-80 isTM of Digital Research Corp.
IBM, PC DOS are 1M 01 IBM Corp.

AMX for 8080
$ 800 US
8086
950
6809
950
68000
1600
Manual (specify processor) 75

KADAK Products Ltd.

(604) 734-2796
Telex: 04-55670
206-1847 W. Broadway, Vancouver, B.C., Canada
V6J 1Y5

IN THE QUEUE

Well. it looks like next month may be Round 3 of the 68000
wars. I now have for a few brief weeks a Prodigy 4 from
Levco. which I mentioned a few columns ago under the
name Super Mac 20. From the outside. it looks like a
regular Mac; on the inside. it's got a 16-megahertz 68020
processor. a 68881 floating-point coprocessor. 4 megabytes of RAM. and a 20-megabyte hard disk (running on
an SCSI interface). I also hope to line up Computer System Associates' 68020/68881 expansion board for the
Amiga. as well as General Computer's HD-2000 upgrade
for the Macintosh. And Apple wants to swap the plainvanilla 512 K Mac that they've been lending me for a Mac
Plus. I've got some software products I want to get to as
well. including Multi-FORTH. Aztec C. and TD! Modula-2
for the Amiga . But. as always. I'm making no promises.
Until then. I'll see you on the bit stream. -

CONCORD Technology Ltd.
47 W. Broadway. Van .• B.C. Canada V5Y 1P1
Ph. (604)879·3555
or
879·7419
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TO ORDE
CAll TOll FREE

1-800-233-8950
DEPARTMENT A109
TELEX 5106017898
OR MAIL YOUR ORDER TO:

COMPUTER MAIL ORDER
Department A109
477 E. Third Street
Williamsport, PA 17701

["+,;"1 ~
V~ E3
\:,.::lc:; 9
..
-

__

..

."
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POLICY Inquiry 82
Add 3% (Minimum $7.00) shipping and handling . Larger shipments may require additional
charges. Personal and company checks require
3 weeks tG clear. For faster delivery use yo ur
credit card or send cashier's check or bank
money order. Pennsylvania resident s add 6%
sales tax. All prices are subject to change and
all items are subject to availability. Defective software will be replaced with the same item only.
Hardware will be repaired or replaced at our
discretion within the the terms and limits of the
manufacturer's warranty. We cannot guarantee
compatibility. All sales are final and returned
shipm ents are subject to a restocking fee .

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-221-4283
CANADIAN ORDERS
1-800-268-3974
Ontario/Ou ebec

1-416-828-0866
In Toronto

1-800-268-4559
Other Provinces

TELEX: 06-218960
2505 Dunwin Drive ,
Mississauga , Ontario
Canada L5L 1T1
All prices shown are for U.S.A. orders. Call the
Canadian Office for Canadian prices.

THE CMO ADVANTAGE
'" Next day shipping on all in-stock items.
'" Orders from outside Pennsylvania save
state sales tax.
'" Th ere is no limit and no deposit on C.O.D.
orders.
'" There is no extra charge for using your
Visa or MasterCard and yo ur card is not

65XE (64K) .. .... .......... ....... $89.99
130XE (128K) ................... $129.00
520ST (512K) ................... $369.00
520ST Monochrome System
• 520S T with modulator
disk drive
• mouse
LOW, LOW
logo
SYSTEM PRICE
• Basic
00
• Neochrome
Sampler
• monochrome monitor

$549

520ST Color System
520ST with modulator
• disk drive
mouse
LOW, LOW
SYSTEM PRICE
logo
• Basic
00
Neochrome
Sampler
• co lor monitor

$769

800XL 64K ..
. ...... .... .. . $69.99
1010 Reco rder .......................... $49.99
1050 Disk Drive .............. ....... $129.00
1020 Printer .............................. $29.99
1027 Letter Quality Print er ...... $ 11 9.00
M301 Direct Connect M odem .. . $39.99

'" Educational discounts available to

PC-8401 LS ..
.. .... $699.00
PC -8231 Disk Drive ................. $599 .00
PC -822 1A Thermal Print ers ..... $149.00
PC-8281 A Data Recorder .......... $99.99
SPECIAL
• NEC 820 1 Computer

~~oR~~u~a~~~~~

'" FREE CATALOG MEMBERSHIP

.....

S37900

SHARP
PC-1350 ...................... .... . ...... $lA9 .00
PC-1261 ...................... .. ......... $149 .00
PC -1500A ............ ........... ........ $169.00
PC-1250A .......... .................. .... $89 .99
CE -125 Printer/Cassette .......... $129.00
CE- 150 Color Printer Cassette.$149.00
CE- 161 16K RAM ..................... $129.00
PC -7000 PC Compatible ............. CALL

C64 Package
• C 1541
• C64

AS.-

• Taxan 220 .................... $499.00
C128 Package
• C 128
• C 1571
• NAP8562 Monitor ........ $779.00
C128 Computer ...............$269.00
C1571 (Disk Drive
for C 128) ...................... $249.00
C1902 (RGO 13" Monitor
for C 128 ............................CALL
C1670 (Modem for C128)$179.00
C 1530 Datase tt e..
. ......... $39 .99
C1660 Auto Modem ..
.. ...... $59.99
Xetec SuperGraphi x 8K ............ $69.99
Micro R&D t 28/64 Interface ...... $54.99
C128 Universal Monitor Cable .... $9.99

F/in-

a.:a

Reach 1200 Baud Half Card ... $399.00
DIGITAL DEVICES
AT300 - 300 Baud (Atari) ...
...$99 .99
EVEREX
1200 Baud Internal (IBM/PC) .. $149.00

(DHayes
Smartmodem 300.... .
.. ......... $139.00
Sm artmodem 1200
..... $389.00
Smartmodem 1200B .............. $359 .00
Smartmodem 2400 .................. $589.00
Micro modem Ife............ .......... $149.00
Smart Com II .. .. ...................... $89.99
Chronograph ...... ............... .. $199.00
Transet 1000 .......................... $309.00

KENSINGTON
Mas ter Pi ece ..
... $99.99
Master Piece + ...................... $119.00

KEYTRONICS
K85150/K B51511KB5151Jr .......... CALL
KB 5152B/KB5153/K B51 49Jr ..... CALL

MEMORY CHIPS
4164 RAM Chips ................. (e a.) $1 .99
128 RAM Chips..
..(ea.) $4.99
256 RAM Chips.. .. ........... (ea.) $3 .99

• Polaroid
Palette ..

....... $1399.00
.................. ... $229.00

&111

SUPRA

DRIVES

GENERIC

...... ... $10.99

5'/," DS/DD fl oppy disks
(Box of 10) ....

. .. .. $25.99

maxEIi
SS/DD (10) ....................... $18.99
DS/DD (10)..
. .. $29.99
MD-1 SS/SD (10) .............. $11.99
MD-2 DS/DD (10)....
..$16.99
MD-2-HD for AT (10).. .. .$29.99

DATA SHIELD
300 Wa tt Backup ................ .... $379.00
500 Watt Backup ........... ........ $589.00
Turbo 350 Watt Backup .......... S449.00
P125 Power Director
..... $99 .99
P150 Power Director wfModem$ 11 9.00
585 Surge Protector ......... ......... $69.99
5100 Surge Pro tect or .... . ........... $79.99

~@

Quadmodem II
30011200.. .
.. .. $299.00
30011200/2400 ....................... $499.00

DISKETTES
5'1, DSIDD ..

3'1,"
3'1,"
5'1,
5'1."
5'/."

PRACTICAL PHERIPHERALS
1200 Internal ........................... $139.00
1200 Extern al .................. .. .. .. .. $169 .00
1200 Multifunction Modem ..... $269.00

We stock the full line of
HP calculator products

CURTIS
Side Moun t SS- 1 ...................... $19.99
Side Mou nt AT SS-2 . .. .... .. .. ...... $3 4.99
Universa l Stand SS-3 ................ $19.99
Diamond SP-1 ........................... $29.99
Emerald SP-2 ...................... ..... $39 .99
Sapphire SPF-l .... .... ................ $49.99
Ruby SPF-2.. .
.. ................ .. . $59 .99
Unive rsal Printer Stand ............. $14.99
Static Mal..
............ ............. $29 .99

Smart Cat Plus..
.. ... $299.00
J-Ca\..
.............................. $99 .99
Novation 2400 ......................... $499.00

MPP-l064 AD/AA (C-64) ........... $69.99
1200 AT (Atari 8 Bit) ................ $ 149 .oo
1200 ST (520 30011200 Baud).$149.00

AMARAY
80 Column Printer Stand ....... .. .$14.99

HEWLETT

PACKARD
4 1CV .. ........... .. ...... ................. $139.00
................. $199 .00
41CX ..
.. .... $49.99
HP ll C
.. .................. ..$75.99
HP 12C ..
HP 15C ........................... ......... $75.99
HP 16C...
. ............. ..$89.99
HPIL Module ..
.... $98.99
HPIL Cassette or Printer ......... $359 .99
Card Reader .......................... .$143.99
Extended Functi on Module ..... $63.99
........ $63.99
Time Module ..

ACCESSORIES

qualified institutions. (See the toll free
educational phone number above.)

• 512K
• 2 ~ 3 1fz" OS Disk Ori ves
• Amiga RGB Monitor .. $1599.00

Volks modem ..
.. ....... $59 .99
Volksmodem 300/1200
...... $139 .00
Signalman Express..
.. .. $209 .00
Lighlning 2400 Baud ............... $329.00
Expressi (PC Halfcard) ............ $149 .00
6480 (64/128) 300/1200 Baud .$129.00
520 1200 BPS (A tari ST) .... ... $139.00
Li ghtening Half Card (PC) ....... $349.00
Omega 80 (Amiga) .................. $139.00

PORTABLE COMPUTERS

'" We accept purchase orders from qualified
corporations. Subject to approval.

COMMODORE
Amlga Package

NEe

charged until we ship
'" No waiting period for cashier's checks.

AP PLE lie.. . ........................... CALL
APP LE Ilc..
. .................... CALL
IIc LCD Display .................... $249.00

SONY
MD1-5 '1." SS/S D (10) ................. $9.99
MD2-5 '1." DS/DD (10) ............... $13.99
MD2HD-5'1." High Density (10).$28.99
MFD1 -3W ' SSfDD (10) .............. $18.99
MFD2-3W' DS/DD (10) ............. $29.99

I'J Verbatim.
5'14" SSIDD .............................. $12.99
5'14" DS/DD ............................ $24.99
.. .... $24 .99
Disk Analyzer ..

IOMEGA
A210 H 10 ' + 10 .................... $ 1995.00
A220H 20 + 20 ........ .. ...... ... $2499.00
Save on 10 & 20 Carts ............... CALL
TALLGRASS
25. 35, 50. 80 meg (PC)
...................................... from $1299.00
IRWIN
Tl10 Tape Back-up ................. $449 .00
EVEREX
60 Meg Internal Backup System$799 .00
20 Meg Streamer ........ ............. $699.00
MOUNTAIN
Hard Drives..
... CALL
Hard Card 20 MB .. ................. $699.00
Hard Card 30 MB..
.. ........... $999.00
Tape Back-Up
.................... CA LL
PRIAM
40. 60 MB Inner Space .............. CALL
Shared Data..
..CALL
Shared Space ........................... CALL
RACORE
1500 Expansion Chassis ......... $379.00
1500 Chassis wlDMA ............. $429 .00
2101 256K Memory .. .. ............ $179.00
2103 512K Memory ................. $199 .00
CMS
10 Meg wi th co ntro ller ............ $369.00
20 Meg wit h contro ller .. .......... $469.00
Rambo-AT ........................ ...... $229.00

50 Disk Tub 5'1,' ....................... $9.99
30 Disk Tub 3'12" ....................... $9 .99
100 Di sk Tub 5'14 " wllock ......... $19.99

ALLIED TECHNOLOGY
Apple 11.11 + .lIe ih height
.$ 109.00
INDUS
Atari GT
........ S189.00
C-64 1128 GT .......................... S189 .00
MSD
SOl C-64 Single ..................... $2 19.00
SD2 C-64 Dual. ....................... $469.00

INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS
.. .... $2.49

TANDON
320K 5'/." (PC) ......................... $99.00

DISK HOLDERS
AMARAY

TEAC

ANSA SOFTWARE
.... ............. ....... ..... $499.00
ASHTON-TATE
Framework II .............................. CALL
dBase III Plus .................... .. .. .. .... CA LL
BATTERIES INCLUDED
Isgur Portfolio .. .. ...... .. .. ........ .. $159.00

Paradox

BORLAND
Lightening .... ... .......... ...... ...... .. .. $59.99
Sidekick (unprotected) .............. $57.99
Reflex .. .... .. .... ... ....... ... .. ..... ....... $59.99
Travelling Sidekick ...... .. .... .... .... $44.99
Turbo Prolog .... ............ .. .. ...... .. .$64 .99
CEN T RAL POINT
Copy II PC·Backup .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... $29.99
PC Option Board ..... . ...... .. ....... $84.99
DECISION RESOURCES
Chart master ..
. .. .... $229.00
Signmaster .. ...... ..... .............. ...$159.00
Diagram Master ...................... $209.00
Map Master .... ...... ................... $259.00
FIFTH GENERATION
Fast Back ...... ......................... $89.99
FUNK SOFTWARE
Sideways ..
.. $44.99
HARVARD SOFTWARE INC.
Totat Projec t Manager .. . ......... $269.00
Presentation Graphics ............. $239.00
IMSI
PC MouselDr. Halo .............. $ 119.00
LlFETREE
VOlkswriter III ..
.. ........ $ 149.00
LIVING VIDEOTEXT
Think Tank ........ .. .. .... .. .. ...... .... 5109.00
Ready ..
.. .. $64.99
LOTUS
Symphony ..
.. .. ...... .CALL
1-2-3 Version 2..
. ... CALL
MECA SOFTWARE
Managing Your Money 2.0 .... .... $99.99
Manage Your Market..
.. .. $89.99
MICROPRO
WordStar 2000.. .. .... ........ ..... $239 .00
WordStar 2000 + .
.. .. $289.00
WordStar Pro. w/G L Demo .... .. $189.oo
MICRORIM SOFTWARE
R:Base 5000 ..
.. .. ...... .. .. $359.00
.. .. .... .. .... ... $129 .00
Clout 2.0 ..
R:Base System V.. .... ..... .. .... $469.00
MICROSOFT
Flight Simulator.. .
.. .......... $34 .99
MultiPtan ..
.. .. $129.00
Word 3.0 ..
.. ............. $279.00
. .... .... .......... .... .. 5139.00
Mouse ...
MICROSTUF
. ......... $89.99
Crosstalk XVI..
Crosstalk Mark IV ... ............ ... $149 .00
Remote ..
.. .. 589.99
MULTIMATE
Multi Mat e Word Proc.. .. .......... CALL
Advantage .. .
.. .... $269.00
NOUNEMON
. ........ .. 569.99
Intuil. ..
NORTON
.. .. $57.99
Norton Utilities 3.1 ... .
ONE STEP
GolI's Best Pinehurst..

Canon
A40,A50,A55 .................. Irom $239.00
LBp-8A l Laser ...... .. .... .. ........ $1999 .00

~CITIZEN
MSP-l0
MSP-15
MSP-20
MSp-25
MSP-35

C.ITOH

Proal ..
. ........ $59 .99
Fil e/Graph ..
.. .. .. ...... (ea.) $84 .99
Report ..
.. ...... .. ........ $74.99
Write/Prool Combo ................. $84.99
THE SOFTWARE GROUP
Enable ..
.. .... ..... $349.00

SATELLITE SYSTEMS
Word Perlect 4.1..
..... $2 19.00
SORCIMIIUS
Accounting
AP/AR/GUINV/OE ...... (ea.) $299.00
SuperCalc til ..
.. .......... .. .$2 19.00
EasyWrit er II System .. ... ....... $239.00
Super Project..
.... $2 19.00
SuperCalc 4 ..... .... ...... ...... .... .. $329.00
SUBLOGIC
.... .. ......... $37.99
Jet.. .

.. . .. ..... $299 .00
. ..... $299.00
.. ...... .. CALL

Prowriter 1550P ..
Starwri ter 10-30 ..
3500 Tri Printer ...

corona
.... $2199.00

Lazer Lp- 300 ..

~iter
2000 ......... ........................... .... $699.00

EPSON
Homewriter 10, LX-80 .. .. .. ........... CALL
FX-85, FX-286, RX- l 00 .. .. ........ .. CALL
DX-l0 , DX-20, DX-35 .. . .......... .CALL
SQ-2000. Hi-80, HS-80, AP-80 .. .. CA LL
LQ-800. LQ-l 000 .... :........ .. ......... CAl.L

a.JUKI·
6000
6100
6200
6300
6500
5510

.... ..... CALL
Leiter Qual it y..
.... CALL
Leiter Quality .. .
.. ....... CALL
Leiter Quality ..
.. ...... ... CALL
Leiter Quality ..
.. CA LL
Leiter Qu ality .. .
..... CALL
Dot Matri x Color .. .

LEGEND
880 Dot Matri x 100 cps ....... .. . $179.00
1080 Dot Matrix 100 cps .. . .... . $259 .00
1380 Dot Matrix 130 cps ...... .. .$289.00
1385 Dot Matrix 165 cps .... ..... 5339 .00

NEC
3000 Series ............................. $779.00
8000 Series..
..S I099 .00
ELF 360....
.. ..... .... .. .. .. .. ... 5399.00
...CALL
P560, P660. P760 ..

OI(I[}I\TA
182, 183, 192, 193.2410,84 ... ... CALL
Okimate 10 (Specily C64/Atari)$ 189.oo
Okimate 20(IB M). 282. 283 ... .... .CALL
...... . $299 .00
Okidata 93 ..

Panasonic

KX1080 ..
.................. $199.00
.. $239.00
KX 1091 ...
........ $359 .00
KX1092
KX1592..
.. ....... $469.00
KX1595 .. . ...... ........ .. ...... .. .. ... $659.00

~.
Quadjet..
Quad Laser LS-l000..

.. .. 5199.00
.. ......... CALL

~ SiL:l£ER-REED
500 Leiter Quality .......... .. .. ..... $239.00
550 Leiter Quality ........... .. .. .. $299 .00
800 Leiter Quality .................. $699.00

5§lC@jp
SG-l0C (C64 Interl ace) .... .... .. ..... CALL
SB/SD/NX/NUSR Series ...... .. .. .. .CA LL
Powertype Leiter Qualit y .. .......... CALL

Thxas Instruments
T1850 ..
Tf855 .. .
TI8 65 .. .

~4i:::.4C::'I.........

$839.00
IRMA 3270 ....
IRMA Prinl .............................. $999. 00
IRMA Smart Alec ............... .. . $779.00
~VERE)fEdge Card..
.. $259.00
Graphics Edge ........................ $2 19.00
Magic Card II .. .. .................. ... $159.00
Magic Card I ............................ $99.99
EGA Video .............................. $299. 00

IBM PC SYSTEMS

Confillured to your apec"lcetiona.

Call for Best Price!
IBM-PC, IBM-XT, IBM-AT

AT&T 6300 ..

corona
PPC400 Dual Portabl e
PPCXT 10 meg Portable
PC40022 Dual Desktop ..
PC400·HD2 10 meg

~~¥:~~a
KP-2000 Portable ..
.. . ... CALL
Kaypro PC ................................ .. CALL

IPCIlJ'aJ

Ii rJ{C lJ LE:-;

DIABLO
D25 Daisywheel. .... .... .. .......... $549.00
635 Daisywheel .. .. .. .. .... .. ....... $1099.00
.. .. .... ....... CALL
D80lF Daisywheel ..

..... .S34.99

PFS: IBM

(80 col.) .... .. .. ... ........ .. $279.00
(132 col.) .......... ...... ... $4 19.00
(80 co l.) .. ........ .. ......... $349.00
(132 col.) ...... ...... .. .. .. . $499.00
(LQ)..
. ..... .. ...... $449.00

Ram Vantage .. ......................... $349.00
Rampage·PC.. .
.. ................. $299 .00
.. ...... $2 19.00
Six Pack Premium ..
Six Pack Plus ........................ $169.00
flO Plus II. .
.. ................ $139.00
Advantage-AT...
.. $369.00
Preview Mono .. .............. ......... $299.00
.. ...... $379.00
PC Net Cards..
525 1/ 11 On·line
........ $669.00
5251/12 Remote...
.. ...... $579.00
5251111 Plu s..... .. ................. $7 19.00

.............. .. ...... $529.00
.......... $639.00
. ..... $799.00

TOSHIBA
.. .. ...... .. .. ... $489.00
............... $749.00

Graphics..
Color..

.. ...... .................... $199.00
. ................... . ... $159. 00

mtlssoci3leS
IDEA 525 1 .......

iNTEL ........... $549.00

PCNC8087 5MHz... .
PCNC8087-2 8 MHz.. .
PCNC80287 6 MH z AT.. .. ....... CALL
... FOR
PCNC802878 8 MHz AT..
1010 PC·Above Board ..
..· .. YOUR
1110 PS·Above Board ..
PC
20 10 AT·Above Board ..
2110 AT·Above Board · PS ....

MYLEX

The Chairman

IBM CLONE

640K MB-256 installed, 150 Walt Power
Supply, XT Keyboard, 360K Fl oppy, 20
Meg Hard Drive..
.. ..... $999.00

~)=SPE~Y
Sperry·AT
Sperry·IT.. .............. as low as $2699.00
Call lor Specilic Configuration!
All Models .................................... CALL

~

PC-138 Series, PC-148 Series, PC-158
Series, PC-160 Series, PC-171 Series,
AT-200 Series ..
.. .......... CALL

PARADISE

Color/Mono Card .. .
Mulli Display Card
High Res Mono ..
Autoswitch EG A ..
Modular Graphics Card ..

PERSYST
Bob Board ....
.. ........ $359.00
QUADRAM
Quadport·A T..
...... $119.00
Liberty·AT (128K) .................... $349.00
Th e Gold Quadboard .............. $449.00
The Silver Quadboard... .. ..... $239.00
Expanded Ouadboard ............ .$159.00
Liberty..
.. ... $309.00
Q uadSprint ..
.. ........... $499.00
.. .... .. $399.00
Quad U nk..
QuadColor ..
.. ...... $199.00
. .... $399. 00
Quadboard·AT..
8600 E.G.A. ca rd .................... $399 .00
STB
.. ................. $329.00
EGA Plu s .. .
TECMAR
Captain· 64
.... ................... $199.00
Graphics Masler ..................... $469.00
VIDEO-7
..................... $349.00
EGA ..

INTERFACES
ASr
. ... $139.00

Multi flO (Apple II) ..

DIGITAL DEVICES
.. .... $39.99
Ape Face (Atari) ..
..$49.99
U· Print A (At ari) .. .
........ .. .. $69.99
U·A 16/Buller (Atari ) ..
.. .$39.99
U·Cali Interface (Atari) ..
.. ........ $44.99
U·Pri nt C (C64) ..
....... $69.99
P-16 Print Buller ..
. ....... $79.99
U·Print 16 App te IIc ..

MICRO R&D
Apple IIc Parallel...
Kaypro 2000 Parallel..
C64/ 128 ..

...$49.99
.. ... $49.99

.. .................. $54.99

.Orange micro
G rappl er
Grappler
Grappler
Grappler

CD (C64) .................... $89.99
Pl us (lie, IIc) .............. .$89.99
C (lIc).. .
. ........ $89.99
16K (li e, II +) ............ $139.00

.

Video 300A Amber
Vid eo 310A Amber TTL ..
410 TIL Amber or Green
Color 600 Hi·Res. RGB .
Color 722 Dual Mode
Color 725
Color 730

MAGNAVOX
515 RGB/Composite ..
613 TTL Green
623 TIL Amber ..

NEC
JB1280G TIL Green ..
JB1285A TIL Amb~r ...
JC 1401 Multi Sync RGB ..

rn,INCETON
MAX-12 Amber .. .
HX-12 12" RGB
H X- 12E Enhanced ...
SR-12 Hi·Res ..
SR-12P Professional ..

Q~fi
8400 Quadchrome I..
8420 Amberchrome ..
8460 Quadchrome Enh anced

115
116
121
122
220
620
630
640

12" Green ..
12" Ambe r ....
TIL Green ..
TTL Amber ..
14" Color CompOSite
640x200 RGB ..
640x200 RGB .. .
720x400 RGB .. .

• •PflACnCAL
.1'£RII'fERIU.S

Graphicard..
.. .. $69.99
Seriall Card ............................... $99.99
.$ 169.00
Micro buller 11+ 64K

~

Microlazer.. .

.. .. Irom $139.00

ZVM
ZVM
ZVM
ZVM
ZVM

1220 Amber ..
1230 Green
1240 IBM Amber
1330 RGB ..
1360 RGB .

THE FIRST PROFESSIONAL
'C·COMPILER FOR UND.,~

00 'I\P:~
~C:£
':,,(.1\0"

DR, JACK PURDUM
Get the proven product from the man
who wrote the books on "C".
C Programming Guide
After reading the 1st edition, Jerry Pournelle (BYTE
Magazine) said: "I recommend this book ... Read it
before trying to tackle Kernighan and
Ritchie." The second edition expands this best seller and walks
you through the Clanguage in an
easy-to-understand manner.
Many of the error messages include references to this book
making it a perfect companion to Ec0-C88 for those
just starting out with C.

IOTHIIGII
THIS PRICE
RAIGEEVEN
COMES CLOSE.

"Ecosoft's Eco-C is going to turn some
major heads."
"Eco-C is the first compiler reviewed that
SeH·Study Guide
Que Corp.) Designed for has clearly begun implementing the
Con their own. The coming ANSI standard. Eco-C supports
with questions-answers prototyping."
to illustrate many of the
traps, and techniques of the "Eco-C performed well on all the benchAlthough written to marks, generating code that was quite
comlpternent the Guide, it may comparable to that of compilers 10 times
used with any introductory as costly."
text on C.
from:
Christopher Skelly
$17
Computer Language,
C Programmer's Library
Feb., 1986
(Punlum, Leslie, Stegemoller, Que
Corp.) This best seller is an inter- "The driver program is another strength:
mediate text designed to teach you it compiles and links a list of files and
how to write library functions in a provides a simple MAKE capability."
generalized fashion. The book
covers many advanced Ctopics "This compiler does handle syntax errors
and contains many useful ad- much better than average-no avato your library including lanche of spurious messages here."
complete ISAM file handler.
from:
$22
William Hunt
PC Tech Journal,
Jan., 1986
CED Program Editor
CED now supports on-line function help. If you've "Eco-C88 is a high-quality package...
forgotten how to use astandard library fun~tion, just comparable to systems costing much more."
type in the name of the function and CED gives you
a brief summary, includingfunction arguments. CED "Eco-CB8 is one of the fastest ... "
is afull screen editor with auto-flagging of source code "It is convenient to use, works well, and
errors, multiple windows, macros, and is fully con- produces acceptably compact and fast
figurable to suit your needs. You can edit, compile, programs."
link, and execute DOS commands from within the
from:
editor. Perfect lor use with Eco-C88. For IBM PC, AT
Dr. David Clark
and look-alikes.
$29.95
Byte, Jan., 1986
C Source for Standard Library
Contains all of the source code for the library func- Minimum System Requirements:
tions that are distributed with Ec0-C88, excluding the To use Eco·C88 Release 3.0, you must
transcendentals and lunctions written in assembler. have:
I. An IBM PC. XT. or AT-compatible
$10 ($20 if not with order)
computer with monitor.
Developer's Library
(
2. 256K or more memory.
Contains all the source code fortfiestandard library, 3. Two 360K disk drives. or a hard disk.
including transcendental and assembler functions. 4. i~ ~s~~~;n~~lror later to include
Available with compiler purchase only.
Eco-CBB. mini-make. memliles and CEO
$25 ($50 if not with order) are trademarks 01 Ecosolt Inc.

$20

1----------------1
Ecosoft Inc.
6413 N_ College Ave_
Indianapolis, IN 46220

(to111!
.. aU\\.1-\" f

•

IBM is a trademark of International
Business Machin es.

UNIX is a trademark 01 Bell Labs.
MSDOS and MASM are trademarks 01
Microsoft.
Inquiry 11 6

8087 and 80287 Support. If you have
one of these math chips, your programs
will take immediate advantage of it. 11
you don't have one, the code automatically switches to software floating point.
Full Screen Editor. The CEO editor is a
full screen editor with multiple windows,
macro commands, on-line function help,
plus a full set of editing commands. (Requires a true IBM PC compatible.) You
can edit, compile, link, and execute programs from the editor which greatly
reduces development time.
Includes a cc and mini-makeThl • The
UNIX-like cc makes compiling programs a snap. You can run cc from
within tbe CED editor.
ASM or OB.) Output. You can select
assembler or relocatable output from the
compiler. Both are MASM compatible
and ready for use with the MSOOS
linker to produce EXE files.

Full-fea lured Ccompiler. Supports all
Cfeatu res, data types (except bit fields),
and ope rators.
Newlan guage Enhancements. You
also ge t prototyping, enum and void
data typ es, plus structure passing and
assignm ent.
Tiered Error Checking. All syntax errors are automatically flagged, but you
can sele ct the level of "link-like" semantic erro r checking you want.
Compl ete Standard Library. Over 200
function s, many of which are System V
compat ible for greater source code
portabi Iity.
Screen and Memory Functions. Now
you can write programs that use color,
cursor addressing, even ones that let you
design your own graphics functions. You
also ge t memfiles'" that allow you to access me mory outside the normal data
segmen t as a file.

Eco-C88
sieve

12

fib
deref
matrix

43

14
22

",\.P,

Lattice
11

58
13
29

Computer
Mark
Inn. C86 Microsoft Williams
13
11
\'1.

46

27

109
10
28

II

29

Computer Language, Feb., 1985, p. 79. Reproduced with permiSSion.

Orders only:

1.80095
• 2·047 2

1---------------------_

1

I ORDER FORM CUP & MAIL TO: Ecosoft Inc., 64t3N.College Ave., Indianapolis, IN4622C
I 0 CCompiler $59.95 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I 0 CProgramming Guide $20.00 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I 0 CSelf-Study Guide$17.00 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I 0 CProgrammer's library $22.00 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I 0 CED Program Editor $29.95 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o CSource for Standard Library $10.00 ($20.00 if not with order) _ _ _ _ __

o Developer's Library $25.00 ($50.00 if not with order) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SHIPPING
$4.00
TOTALpND. RES, ADD 5% TAX) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
o CHECK
PAYMENT:
0 VISA
0 MC
o AE
CARD • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ EXPIR. DATE _ _ _ __
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ __
ZIP _ _ _ _ _ PHONE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ECOSOF

- ----
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PERSPECTIVES ON HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE
BY WILLIAM

M. RAIKE

Advanced hardware-why hasn't software managed
to catch up?

This is the season of the annual Microcomputer Show in
Tokyo. and with it came
several interesting new computer products. Surprisingly.
while NEC and. to a lesser
extent. Fujitsu often dominate the show. this year
neither company introduced new
computers. The most interesting new
computer. the Vectra-D. came from
YHP. Hewlett-Packard's Japanese company. Yamaha displayed a fascinating
gadget. a piano and computer rolled
into one. But even when I'm not going to computer shows. I'm still on the
lookout for other computer applications in less likely spots.
HIGH-TECH FLAVOR

It's hard to paint a meaningful picture
of modern-day Japan in words. When
I visit the U.S.. most people there
seem to imagine Japan as either a
high-tech wonderland or as a semimystical land of peaceful meditation.
martial arts. and traditional handicrafts. Sometimes. all the realities
overlap in amusing. if somewhat jarring. ways.
For instance. one way many Japanese briefly escape the crowded conditions of most Tokyo offices and
businesses is to stop in .at the local
coffee shop in midafternoon. These
tiny shops. called kissaten . are found
everywhere. and they provide a place
to meet clients. relax with coworkers.
or just duck out of the office to read
a book or magazine over a quiet cup
of coffee. The proprietor of one such
nook in the Shibuya district of Tokyo
decided to attract customers by offering a new service: word processing.
He installed several personal computers on a large central table. and

customers are encouraged to use
them . gratis. for whatever purpose
they choose while sipping coffee and
nibbling cakes. According to the
manager. the idea seems to have
worked: people often come in just to
find out how a word processor works
and return when they discover how
easy it is to operate one. And so far.
no one has spilled coffee over the
keyboard or smeared pastry on the
screen!
But one nearby noodle shop. confronted with competition from its
neighbor. may have had the last word
when it decided to give itself a "new
media" edge. It decided to take advantage of rapidly dropping prices by
buying a FAX (faCSimile) machine:
now I can send in my order for traditional Japanese soba or udon noodles
directly from my home FAX machine!
PERSPECTIVE ON SOFTWARE

Just last month I was lamenting the
lack of hardware and/or software that
would allow IBM Personal Computers
and their work-alikes to process
lapanese-Ianguage text. Despite the
fact that a number of Japanese computer manufacturers have developed
IBM PC AT-compatible computers for
the U.S. market. the number of IBM
PC-compatible machines sold in
Japan is minuscule compared to the
sales of the NEC PC-9801 series. for
example. IBM Japan Ltd. offers its
Model 5550 and 5540 workstations.

which are popular office
computers in many banks
and large corporations here.
(Recently the company announced upgraded models
based on the 80286 microprocessor. the same chip
used in the PC AT) But these
computers aren't directed toward the
personal computer market. they aren't
PC-compatible. and they carry substantially higher price tags than most
personal computers.
The reason for so few IBM PC and
PC AT machines and work-alikes being sold here is no mystery. I've
pointed out several times in this column that you can't expect to sell large
numbers of computers in Japan if
those computers can't handle the
Japanese language. Hardware produced by the leading personal computer manufacturers (NEe. Fujitsu.
Oki. Sanyo. Sharp. Hitachi. and others)
is very powerful and has undergone
a long and arduous winnowing process in the fiercely competitive Japanese market. Demands include extensive and sophisticated Japanese-language processing features that are
built into the hardware. as well as
more familiar hardware features like
fast microprocessors. massive onboard RAM. large floppy disk and
hard disk capacities. and extensive
interfacing capability.
However. .. about software. Now it's
true that hundreds upon hundreds of
(continued)

William M. Raike. who has a Ph.D. in applied mathematics from Northwestern University. went to Japan in 1980 looking for 64Kbit RAMs. He has been there ever since as
a technical translator and a software developer.
He can be contacted c/o BYTE. One Phoenix
Mill ume. Peterborough. NH 03458 .
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Computer users
are becoming more
demanding in
terms of what
they want their
so~ware to do.
Japanese-language application software packages are available for Japanese personal computers. These include word processors, spreadsheets,
database managers, graphics programs, business and accounting programs, integrated software packages,
communications programs, and so
on, not to mention games. That's over
and above the large amount of imported generic MS-DOS and CP/M

software (including many compi lers,
interpreters, assemblers, utilities, and
other software development packages) that runs perfectly well on Japanese personal computers. But all that
software is merely a drop in the
bucket compared to the enormous
number of packages you can choose
from if you have a Pc. a PC AT. or a
work-alike.
The growth in the level of sophistication of the new software products
developed for computers that obey
the de facto IBM standard is mindboggling. And I say that from the
viewpoint of having used and developed software for more than 25 years!
The increasing power and range of
available software has an explosive
positive-feedback effect. with users
becoming more demanding in terms
of what they want software to do.
Also, the number of people buying
and using the software is dramatically expanding.
Japanese software, in comparison,

hasn't yet shown this growth curve.
Japanese-language software products
have not approached the circ ulation
(numbers of copies in use) of products like WordStar, LDtus 1-2-3 , Smartcom, SideKick, or ProKey. Except for
word-processing software, Japaneselanguage versions of Multip lan,
SuperCalc, and dBASE \I are among
the most popular application packages. This doesn't necessarily discredit the creativity of the Japanese
software industry; rather, a large part
of the reason for the low circu lation
is simply the low volume of mutually
compatible computers, like those
found in the IBM PC family.
Regu lar BYTE Japan readers know
that my latest in a series of Japanese
computers is the Fuj itsu FM- 16{:l and
that I'm very happy with it. But I don't
heavily use its Japanese-language features, and I can't help feeling occasional twinges of regret at not having
access to the flood of useful software
(continued)

$595 under DOS $1390 under XENIX $2790 under UNIX
Superior compiler diagnostics help you minimize
recompilation and locate errors precisely. It's fully
documented and backed by professional support services.
YOU WON'T FIND A MORE COMPLETE PACKAGE -

Includes a full 68020 ma c ro assemb ler, type-checking linker,
and all the utilities yo u need to p ut your p rogram in ROM .

Software Development Systems, Inc.
3110 Woodcreek Drive, Downers Grove, IL 60515
Call today (312) 971-8170
In England call Unite, Ltd " (0903)205233
Prices subject to change without notice.
Call for host machine availability.

UNIX is a trademark of AT&T.
XENIX is a trademark of Microsoft.
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Train for the Fastest Growing Job Skill in America

Only NRI teaches you to service and
repair all computers as you build
your
own
16-bit
IBM-compatible
•
mIcro
Now that computers are firmly
established in offices-and in homes,
too-the demand for trained computer service technicians surges forward. The Department of Labor
estimates that computer service jobs will actually double
in the next ten years-a
faster growth rate than
any other occupation.

Total systems
training
No computer stands
alone . . . it's part of a
total system. And if
you want to learn to
service and repair computers, you have to understand computer systems. Only NRI
includes a powerful computer system
as part of your training, centered
around the IBM-compatible Sanyo
550 Series computer.
As part of your training, you'll
build this highly rated, I6-bit IBM
compatible computer system,
assemble Sanyo's "intelligent"
keyboard, install the power supply
and disk drive, interface the high-'
resolution monitor and dot matrix
printer, even expand the memory
from I28K to 256K RAM. It's
confidence-building, real-world
experience that includes training in
programming, circuit design, and
peripheral maintenance.

No experience necessaryNRI builds it in
Even if you've never had any previous
training in electronics, you can
succeed with NRI training. You'll start
with the basics, then rapidly build on
them to master such concepts as
digital logic, microprocessor design,
and computer memory. You'll build
and test advanced electronic circuits
using the exclusive NRI Discovery
Lab®, professional digital muitimeter,
and logic probe. Like your computer
system, they're all yours to keep as
part of your training. You even get
over $1,000 worth of software,
including the popular WordStar
and CalcStar.
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Your NRltotal systems training includes ali of this· NRI Discovery Lab~ to design
and modify circuits· Four·function digital multimeter wit~ aU,dio cassette traini~g
. II'
•
11
• Digital logic probe for visual examination of computer CirCUitS· Sanyo 550 Senes computer with intelligent
keyboard and 360K double·density, double·sided disk drive • High·~esolut!on monochrome monitor· RAM exp~nsion
module to give you powerful 256K memory. 120 CPS dot matnx pnnter with near·leller·quallty mode· EasyWnter I,
WordStar, CalcStar bundled software. Reference manuals, schematics, and bite·sized lessons.

Send for
100-page
free catalog
Send the post-paid
reply card today for
NRl's IOO-page full
color catalog, with
all the facts about
computer training.
Read detailed
descriptions of each
lesson, each experiment you
perform. See each piece of
. hands-on equipment you'll
work with and keep. And
check out NRI training in other
high-tech fields such as Robotics,
Data Communications, TV /
Audio/ Video Servicing, and more.
Mail the postage-paid card today,
a nd see how NRI can prepare you for
advancement and new careers in the
exciting world of electronics. If the
card has been used, write to NRI
Schools, 3939 Wisconsin Ave.,
Washington, D.C. 20016.

NRI is the only home study
school that trains you as
you assemble a top·brand
microcomputer. After
building your own logic
probe, you'll assemble the
"intelligent" keyboard . . .
. . . then install
the computer
power supply,
checking all
the circuits
and connec·
tions with
NRI's Digital
Multimeter.
From there,
you 'll move on
to install the
disk drive and
monitor.

McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Cen ler

3939 Wiscollsin Avenue, NW
Washington , DC 20016

We'll Give You Tomorrow_

.' ~
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that works only on the PC the PC AT.
or fully compatible machines. In last
month's column. I suggested that
someone ought to develop an add-on
board for the IBM PC to give it Japanese-language processing ability.
Besides opening a wedge in the Japanese market for the IBM PC and its
clones. it might give me the excuse I
need to buy such a machine. And that
topic brings me to one of the high-

lights of the recent Microcomputer
Show.

A PC AT WORK-ALIKE
The Hewlett-Packard people in Japan
are called YHP. which sta nds for
Yokogawa Hewlett-Packard. Although
it's not their first venture into personal
computers here. I wouldn't be a bit
surprised if the new Vectra-D DualMode Workstation was the company's

Don't you d ~ve. the sante
hard disk backup protection
as GM, GTE, 3M, GE,
UPS, Ford, Chrysler,
Westinghouse,
Polaroid, Shell,
Johnson &
.
Johnson,
Mobil, Proctor
& Gamble, The
United Nations, Merrill Lynch, Paine Webber,
Rockwell International, Hewlett Packard, Wells
Fargo Bank & Caterpillar, Inc.?

We think so.
That's why we created DSBACKUP, a powerful hard disk software utility designed to
quickly backup and restore any or all files
from an IBM PClXT/AT or compatible
computer, non-IBM compatible
MS-DOS computers, and the
Macintosh and MacPlus.
Important companies trust
their important data to
DSBACKUP . . . shouldn't
you?

CALL NOW
10 ORDER:
1-800-231-3088
1-312-231-4540
In Illinois or Alaska

only $69.95
DESIGN SOFTWARE

1275 W. Roosevelt Rd., West Chicago, IL 60185

MS-DOS is a TM of Microsoft, Inc. Macintosh and MacPlus are TM's of Apple Computer, Inc. Fastback is a TM of Fifth Generation Systems. Wang
is a TM of Wang. Syquest is a TM of Syquest. Bernoulli Box is a TM of Iomega. DEC Rainl:x7N is a TM of Digital Equipment Corp. Victor is a TM 01 Victor.
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most successful project. What YHP
has done with the Vectra-D is to combine two computers into one.
The Vectra-D can work as an IBM PC
AT-compatible computer. With an
80286 microprocessor running at 8
megahertz (in contrast to the 6-M Hz
clock rate that IBM uses) . the VectraD can run Lotus \-2-3. SideKick. Top. View. Symphony. Flight Simulator. and
others. If you type a command at the
operating system level. though. you
can switch from "English mode" to
"Japanese mode." This turns the
Vectra-D into a computer running
under version 3.1 of the Japanese-language MS-DOS operating system. As
a convinced and enthusiastic RA M
disk user. I was happy to hear that
YHP supplies RAM disk software that
works under both English and Japanese modes. Of course. data file s
created by a program in one mode
are all available to programs operating in the other mode. As you might
expect. however. if you try to display
files containing Japanese kanji or
katakana characters while in English
mode. they appear on the screen as
garbage
The kanji ROM contains both the JIS
No. 1 and No. 2 character sets. plus
a number of additional characters.
totaling nearly 7000 characters. Kanji
characters are displayed on-screen in
a 24- by 24-dot font. which is quite
readable. You get 1024- by 768-dot
monochrome graphics in Japanese
mode. with either 640- by 200-dot or
640- by 400-dot monochrome graphics in English mode. The price you pay
for having the Japanese mode on
hand is that no color graphics are
available. though such options may be
available later. YHP wouldn't make
any promises. And if you buy a VectraD. the price includes a monochrome
(green) monitor.
I saw the Vectra-D operating in Japanese mode and running several Japanese-language programs. incl uding
the jX-Word word processor and
SuperCalc3. YHP says that the R:base
Series 5000 database manager will
also work. along with GWBASIC lattice C and a terminal emulator/communications package. In Engli sh
mode. YHP says that most popular PC
AT software will work. although tim-
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How to tackle
a 300 page monster.

If you type a
command at the
operating system
level, the Vectra ..O
switches from
Eng lish mode to
Japanese mode.

Tum your PC into a typesetter.
If you're writing a long, serious document on your IBM PC, you

ing problems could conceivably arise
as a result of the faster 8-MHz clock
rate; there's no switch for selecting
between 6-MHz and 8-MHz rates.
The Vectra-D system comes with
some impressive hardware as standard equipment. Standard memory is
640K bytes. expandable to 3.64
megabytes. One l.2-megabyte/360Kbyte floppy disk drive is standard;
there are two more internal shelves
for one more floppy disk drive and
one hard disk drive. You can order
ei', her a 20-megabyte or a 40-megabyte internal hard disk. The Vectra-D
includes seven expansion slots: two
are 8-bit bus slots. while the other five
are 8-/16-bit bus slots. Both an
RS-232C serial interface and a
Centronics-type parallel printer interface are standard equipment. along
with an RS-422 interface; that will be
a handy feature when some of the
new (and less expensive) laser printers
start appearing on the market. Not
surprisingly, the Vectra-D also incorporates an HP-1B interface. useful for
interfacing to other Hewlett-Packard
equipment. And there's a socket on
the main board for installing an 80287
numeric coprocessor.
The price for thi s kind of power and
flexibility is a lot lower than I would
have guessed. In a version that comes
with one fl oppy disk drive and one
20-megabyte hard disk drive. and incl uding the high-resolution monochrome monitor as standard equipment. the list price of the Vectra-D is
about 1.300.000 yen. (In the past. I've
always converted amounts in yen to

want it to look professional. You want MicroTEX, Designed especially for desktop publishers who require heavy duty typesetting,
MicroTEX is based on the TEX standard, with tens of thousands
of users worldwide. It easily handles documents from
smaller than 30 pages to 5000 pages or more. ~gg~~~~
No other PC typesetting software gives you as LJ.
many advanced capabilities as MicroTEX,
So if you want typesetting software
that's as serious as you are about your
writing, get MicroTEX, Call toll free
800·255·2550 to order or for more
information~ Order with a 60-day
money back guarantee.

MicroTEX'·
from Addison·Wesley
Serious typesetting for serious desktop publishers.
"Dealers, call our Dealer Hot Line: 800-447- 2226
(In MA, 800 -446-3399) , ext. 2643.

Copying diskettes will never be easier
than pushing one button.
WIllie your computer is
busy doing othe r things,
your Victory Duplicator can
be making as many as eight
copies of a diske tte at once
- producing lip to 400 copies
in an hour. DualMaster '"
mode ls can even make
multiple copies of two differe nt
dis kettes sinlUltaneously.
Just insert the diske ttes
and press one button.

Copy different fonnats,
flawless ly.
An automatic format analysis
program makes it possible
for the Victory Duplicator to

copy virtually any 5'1., 3V2
or 8-inch dis ke tte. The system
tests for quality and accuracy
at every s tage of the process.

copy protection, a CO!TU1lUnications port, a four-month
wan-anty and much more all for one low plice.

It practically services
itse lf.

Call 1-800-421-0103.

Each chive has a separate
controller to maximize uptime. Simple diagnostics to
velify drive alignme nt and
indus try standard drives
allow you to maintain your
system without waiting for
outside service.

Call today for more
information. (In l exas.
call 512-450-0801. )

V1Cro'!f
ENTERPRISES

All at an attractive price .

Technology, tnc,

Victory Duplicators offe r
fast copying, serialization,

8910 Research Blvd.. Suite B2
Austill, "has 78758

\!'1 1986 Victory En terpri ses 'JCc l lllOl o~y. Inc.

(continu ed)
Inquiry 4 14
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higher than the NEC PC-98XA. for example, which is not co mpa tib le wit h
th e PC AT
YHP sees a market for the Vectra-D
prim aril y in compan ies that want to
have access to the world o f PC AT
softwa re and hardware, including
CA D/CAM applications, and yet still
provide Japanese-language capabiliti es within a fully compatible framework- ali on a single computer. 1

their dollar equivalents But exchange
rates have fluctuated so much in recent months that I feel it will be more
useful from now on to give the yen
amount directly and to mention the
dollar/yen exchange rate only when
appropriate.) At today's dollar/yen
exchange rate of abou t 170 yen to the
dollar. the Vectra-D carries a price
tag of about $7650. That's a pretty
steep price, but not reall y much

Finally, a language that spans
the generation gap.

~)
'"

The language of solutions
There's only one reason for you to learn a new language-to do your work
better and faster. That's exactly what the Arity / Prolog development environment
will help you do. Our powerful tools, based on the general purpose programming
language Prolog, will speed up your development time significantly and allow you
to solve a whole new range of problems.
No translation required
What good is a new language if you have to translate all of your existing programs to use it? With Arity/ Prolog, you can start speaking a fifth generation
language today without giving up the languages you're comfortable with .
Our development environment for the IBM PC family and all MS-DOS compatibles gives you Arity/ Prolog, Arity/ Expert System, Arity/ SQL, and an interface
with C, Pascal, Fortran, and Assembly, so you can build right on to your existing
applications. You'll be truly multilingual-what better way to span the generation gap?
It can take you to new places
You 'll discover amazing speed, power, and flexi bility using the Arity/ Prolog
programming environment, with its one gigabyte virtual memory, for conventional applications.
And if you 're working in new territories , like expert systems, natural language,
or sophisticated database management systems, you'll be speaking the native
tongue.
Speak it Freely
Our products are not copy protected and we charge no royalties, so you can
use them in as many end-user applications as you 'd like. Why keep the language
of solutions all to yourself?

ARITY CORPORATION
358 Baker Ave., Concord, MA 01742 U.S.A.
617-371-1243

•

•

•

Yes, I'd like to be fluent in the language of solutions . Please :
_Send me information on Arity products
_Add me to your mailing list.
Name
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ __
Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
~
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YAMAHA'S PIANO PLAYER
Would yo u believe an upright piano
with a 3 Y2 -inch microfl oppy disk drive
and an LED display? Th e people at
Ya maha, who make MSX comp uters
and musical instruments, have managed to reinvent the old-fashioned
player piano, and they put in a few
new twists while they were at it. For
about 930,000 yen (less than $ 5500
today). you can buy a piano th at will
store on a microfloppy disk what you
play and at the touch of a button play
it again . But simpl y using a magnetic
disk to replace the old-fa shioned perforated paper rolls isn't all that the
new Piano Player does (that's the
name Yamaha has given this gadget) .
Yamaha has combined modern sensor and servo technology with a highquality conventional piano. Unfortunately, Yamaha was not very communicative about the details of the
sensor and servo techniques they use.
But I can verify that this intriguing instrument can accurately reproduce
the dynamics, nuances, and phrasing
of the original performance, besides
simply playing the notes. It's so good
that it's eerie.
Yamaha plans to offer a floppy disk
library of prerecorded performances
to address the home entertainment
market. although only a handful of
titles are now available. But they' ll
probably sell a good number of Piano
Players to professional musician s.
After seeing and being impressed by
the Piano Player, one prominent oboe
player sa id, " Imagine how helpful it
would be for my accompanist to
record one of our rehearsa l sessions
on disk. After he left. I could continue
to practice! "
NEXT MONTH

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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agree, and if YHP's distribution system
is up to the challenge, I see a bright
future for the Vectra-D. YHP said that
it hadn't considered marketing the
Vectra-D outside of Japan, but I think
it wou ld find a lucrative, if small .
market in American universities.

Inquiry 26

Bill covers the Compu tex Show in
Th.iwan and find s surprisi ng prices
with a focus on IBM compatibility. The
show yields more unexpected happenings, too.•

to

Six great reasons

join

I).X today

• Over 140 microcomputer-related conferences:
Join only those subjects that interest you and change
selections at any time. 'lake part when it's convenient
for you. Share information, opinions and ideas in
focused discussions with other SIX users who share
your interests. Easy commands and conference digests
help you quickly locate important information.
• Monthly conference specials:
SI X specials connect you with invited experts in leading-edge topics-CO-ROM, MIDI. OS-9 and more.
Th ey're all part of your SIX membership.
• Microbytes daily:
Get up-to-the-minute industry news and n.ew product
info rmatio n by joining Microbytes Daily and What's
New Hardware and Software.
• Public domaif1 software:
Yours for the downloading, including programs from
SYTE articles and a growing library of PO listings.
• Elearof1ic mail:
Exchange private messages with SYTE editors and
authors and other SIX users.
• Vef1dor support:
A growing number of microcomputer manufacturers
use SIX to answer your questions about their products
and how to use them for peak performance.

•

We'll
Send
You 'a
BIX User's Manual and Subscriber Agreement
as Soon as We've Processed Your Registration.
JOIN THE EXCITING WORLD
OF SIX TODAY!

What SIX Costs •• How You Pay

JOIN SIX RIGHT Now:
Set your computer's telecommunications program for
full duplex, 8-bit characters, even parity, I stop bit OR
7-bit characters, even parity, I stop using 300 or 1200
baud.
Call your 10cailYmnet number and respond as follows:

ONE.:rIME REGISTRATION FEE : $25

Tymnet Prompt

You Enter
a

Hourly
Charges:

Off-Peak
6PM-7AM

Peak
7AM-6PM

(Your Time
of Access)

Weekdays Plus
Weekends
& Holidays

Weekdays

Garble or "terminal identifier"
login:
password:
mhis login :
SIX Logo-Name:

$12
$6

After you register on-line, you 're immediately taken to
the SIX learn conference and can start using the system
right away.

SIX
Tymnet *

TOTAL

$9
$2
$ II/hr.

$IB/hr.· •

• Continental U.s. SIX is accessible via Tymnet from throughout the u.s. at charges
much less than regular long distance. Call the SIX helpline number listed below
for the Tyml1et number near you or Tymnet at 1·800-336-0149
•• User is billed for time 011 S!lstem (i.e., V2 Hr. Off-Peak wfl!lmnet = S5 .50 charge.)
SI X

and Tymnet charges billed by Visa or Mastercard only.

SIX HELPLINE
(8: 30 AM-II :30 PM Eastern Weekdays)
U.S, (except NH)-1-800-227-SYTE
Elsewhere
(603) 924-7681
Inquiry 450

byteneti < CR >
mgh <CR>
bix <CR>
new <CR>

FOREIGN ACCESS:
To access SIX from foreign countries, you must have
an account with your local Postal 'Telephone & 'Telegraph
(PTT) company. From your PTT enter 310600157878,
Then enter bix < CR > and new < CR > at the prompts.
Call or write us for PTT contact information.

IlIX
ONE PHOENIX MILL LANE
PETERBOROUGH, NH 0345B

(603) 924-9281
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THIRD GENERATION PROGRAMMERS FROM GTEK
GTEK MODEL 9000 (E)(E)PROM / MPU PROGRAMMER
If time is money , then let us save some for you . The
new model 9000, using its quick pulse algorithms. can
program a 2764 in 10 seconds . The 9000 offers
higher performance than the competition has even begun to think about. Baud rates to 57 ,600 . Supports
thru 5.12K standard, 8 meg wordwide parts with
adapter , Cypress proms, mpu's . NO personality
modules. As with our other programmers, RS232 , ASCII data formats, and flexible handsbaking make the model 9000 compatible with
Virtually any computer. Introductory price $749 .

Run CPM Software
on Your IBM
orIBM

MODEL 7228 (E)EPROM/MPU
PROGRAMMER The standard by which other
other programmers are judged. With thousands
in the field , the time proven 7228 has becdme
our most popular programmer. Intelligent al gorithms standard . Programs a 2764 in one minute . Supports devices thru 512K , mpu's. eeproms.
cmos . NO personality modules.
Price $599

MODEL 7956 GANG
(E)EPROM / MPU
PROGRAMMER
The 7956 can program eight
2764's in one minute using intelligent algorithms. Standard support
thru 512K. eeproms, cmos, mpu 's. A must
for production emvironments . Available in
stand alone only configuration for ....... $979
or with RS-232 interface for
... $1099
MODEL 7128 (E)EPROM / MPU PROGRAMMER The programmer that won't die.
Thousands manufactured since 1982. Supports thru 256K. PRICE REDUCED to $389
including free PGX communications software. a $95 value.
MODEL 705 Motorola' 68705 family programmer. Transfers object code to 28 and 40 pin
. ... $299
mpu's. Single key stroke operation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MODEL 7324 PAL PROGRAMMER The 7324 has a built-in compiler. It supports 20 and
24 pin pals by MMI , NATIONAL, and TI , including the new shared product parts 20SlO ,
20RSI0, 20RS8, 20RS4. It operates stand alone or via RS-232 with PALX communications
package . Functionally tests parts after programming and securing . External compilers are
..................
. . $1499
supported thru JEDEC and AHS object formats. . . .
MODEL 7322 Same as 7324 but no stand alone capability .... . . . .. . ..... . ...... $1249
UTILITY PACKAGES
PGMX High Speed Communications Package. For IBM pC , AT and compatibles. Bidirectional data rates to a scorching 57600 bps. Provides flexible manipulation of Intel Hex
files, both 8and 16 bitformats, and binary files. Use with model 9000 . . .
. ..... $149
PGX Utility Package. For PCDOS , CPM , TRSDOS , ISIS , MSDOS . Use with 9000.7956,
7228, 7128 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. ...... . . $95
PALX Utility Package. Provides communication, download of Pala~m source, JEDEC and
AHS object files to models 7324, 7322 , 7.316 pal programmers .. ... ... ... . .. . . . .. .. $95
CROSS ASSEMBLERS and SIMULATORS
You name the cpu, we've got the assembler. Simulators allow target software development
and testing on your computer. Versions available for PCDOS, MSDOS, CPM .. Start at $200
ERASERS-We stock both Ultra Violet
ACCESSORIES
Products and Spectronics for your selection.
CABLES-serial S30, parallel $30 ,
MODEL CHIPS TIMER LAMP PRICE
custom Call For Quote
DE4
8
N
Tube
$80
MODEL481/482/ 483 8048family
PE14T
9
Y
Tube $139
adapters .. ... . . .. .. . . ... . . . ... $98
C25
25
Y
Grid
$349
MODEL 511/ 512805lfamily adapter $174
C50
50
Y
Grid
$599
MODEL 755/756 8755 adapter .. . $135
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS? Call Us For A Quote On Custom OEM Programmers.

..............r
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CPEmulator is the only field proven emulator
which emulates the complete Z-80 instruction
set. Terminal attribute emulation is Televideo .
Lear Siegler. or the AMSI standard . CPM
. COM programs reside under PCDOS and are
executable under PCDOS as well as 8086 porgrams.
Comes complete with COPYCPM. a disk con version utility which allows transferring data
and programs to and from 54 different CPM
disk formats. Free CPM utility programs are
also included.
Need speed? CPEmulators Speed Kit includes
NEC V20 processor . (8080 opcodes only)
CPEmulator Z80 emulator . .... . ...... $199
CPEmulator 8080 emulator w/ V20 ... . $199
Both versions
$298
Call GTEK's CPM Hotline 1·601-467-9019

The Printing Solution:
Model 8014 Programmable
Printer Switch
Finally a way to have as
many parallel printers as
you need even wh en
you only have one
parallel port. With
GTEK's programmable
parallel
switch, you can
expand as you re quire . Perfect for net works.
With the spooling version ,
you can allocate available memory to fit your
requirements , get multiple copies and more .
Both use ordinary IBM type parallel printer cables, expand one port to four , and may be cascaded in Star or Daisy Chain configurations for
as many ports as desired. The desired port is
selected with a simple escape sequence . For
networks , previous selected port is saved on
Port Stack and returned to with Return Escape
Sequence . Complete with power supply .
PRICE

Model 8014 Four port programmable REDUCED
switch ....... .. ....... . .... ... $199
Model 8014-128K spool memory ... . $339
Model 8014-256K spool memory . .. . $399

Development Hardware/Software
P.o.. Box 289, Waveland, MS 39576 U.S.A.
601/467-8048; telex 315-814 (GTEK UD)
,INC.

GTEK, PALASM. CPM, MS-DOS, PC-DOS, ISIS, TRSDOS, & CPEmulator are registered trademarks.
Inquiry 149 for EPROM Programmer. Inquiry 150 for Software and Switches.
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TURBOCHARGING MANDELBROT
BY DICK POUNTAIN

In July's column I gave an update on the Inmos 'Itansputer
and also touched briefly on
the topic of dynamic load
balancing, a programming
technique that can be used
to optimize performance in
parallel computing systems.
Because the topic deserves
more space than I could give
it. this month I'll dig a little
deeper.
As yo u'll recall. one issue
when dealing with parallel
computing systems is to
achi,eve a correct balance
between communication
time and computation time.
With dynamic load balancing, an Occam program can
redirect the flow of data at
run time to keep the processors as busy as possible
and help achieve that
balance.
To illustrate this technique,
I'll look at a graphics demonstration program written in
Occam by Phil Atkin of Inmos's
Demonstration Software Group. The
program draws views of the Mandelbrot set (see photo). a gorgeous mathematical object that wins hands down
the title "Fashionable Demo Program
of the Year" and makes rotating threedimensional cubes look passe.
I won't go into the full mathematics
of the Mandelbrot set here. (Anyone
who has been on a desert island and
wants to refresh their knowledge thoroughly should see A. K. Dewdney's
"Computer Recreations" column in
the August 1985 Scientific American.)
Essentially, the Mandelbrot set is
generated by iterating a simple function on the points of the complex
plane. The points that produce a cycle
(the same va lue over and again) fall
in the set. whereas the points that

An Occam technique to
boost performance in parallel
computing systems

diverge (give ever-growing values) lie
outside it. When plotted on a computer screen in many colors (different
colors for different rates of divergence). the points outside the set can
produce pictures of great beauty. The
boundary of the set is a fractal curve
of infinite complexity (see "Fractals"
by Peter R. S¢rensen in the September 1984 BYTE). any portion of
which can be blown up to reveal ever
more astounding detail. including miniature replicas of the whole set itself.
The reason for the sudden popularity of a Mandelbrot program as a
demo is that it's hugely computationintensive but produces a pretty picture that even mathephobes can appreciate-there aren't too many programs like that around. The program
requires hundreds of floating-point

multiplications to calculate
each individual pixel and is
thus a stern test of any processor. Mandelbrot is a stern
test even for a parallel computer because we can't predict how long the calculation
of any given point will take;
the individual processors will
be kept busy for truly random periods, which makes
Simpleminded schemes for
sharing out the work load
grossly inefficient.
My own program in Thrbo
Pascal for the IBM PC takes
4 to 8 hours to draw one
Mandlebrot screen in four
colors (without the benefit of
an 8087) ; a VAX.l1!?80 takes
about an hour. Phil Atkin's
program was designed to use
several 'Itansputers to draw
Mandelbrot sets interactively; you can select an area
with the mouse and have it
blown up while you wait.
typically in 20 to 60 seconds.
1 describe the program here not
because the world is crying out for
faster Mandelbrot sets, but because
it illustrates nicely the technique of
dynamic load balancing.

THE MANDELBROT PROGRAM

The program is structured in three
main sections: the system controller,
the pixel evaluator, and the graphics
engine. The system controller takes
the x,y coordinates of slices of the
video display screen and feeds them
to the pixel evaluator; the screen is
written concurrently in horizontal
slices. The pixel evaluator performs
(continued)

Dick Pountain is a technical author and soft-

ware consultant living in London , England.
He can be contacted c/o BYTE, One phoenix
Mi11LAne, Peterborough , NH 03458 .
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Listing I : The outline program in Occam.

CHAN feedSystem. feedGraphics:

channels for
communication
between the
processes

PAR
systemController( feedSystem)
pixelEvaluator( feedSystem. feedGraphics)
graphicsEngine( feedGraphics)

Listing 2: PLACED PAR lets the three processes be run on three different

processors.
CHAN feedSystem. feedGraphics:

PLACED PAR
PROCESSOR 0
PLACE feedSystem AT I ink0out:
systemController( feedSystem)

channels for
communication
between the
processes

PROCESSOR 1
PLACE feedSystem AT link0in. feedGraphics AT 1ink0out:
pixelEvaluator( feedSystem. feedGraphics)
PROCESSOR 2
PLACE feedGraphics AT 1 ink0in:
graphlcsEnglne( feedGraphics)

Listing 3: How to map a program onto a pipeline of Transputers.

VAL 1ineSize IS 9:

a constant

[I ineSize+1]CHAN pipel ine:

channels for communication

PLACED PAR
PROCESSOR 0
PLACE pipel ine[0] AT link0out:
systemController( pipeline[0])
PLACED PAR i = 1 FOR lineSize
PROCESSOR i
PLACE pipel ine[i-1] AT 1ink0in. pipel ine[i] AT I ink1out:
pixelEvaluator( pipel ine[i]. pipel ine[i+1])
PROCESSOR I ineSize+2
PLACE pipel ine[lineSize] AT I ink0in:
graphicsEngine( pipel ine[1 ineSize])

the dirty work of computing the
points in the Mandelbrot set. and here
is where the dynamic load balancing
takes place. The pixel evaluator is, in
fact. distributed over an array of processors (10 Inmos BOOI Evaluation
Cards, each containing one 1tansputer
and 64K bytes of RAM) and works as
a pipeline. Finally, the graphics engine
(running on an Inmos BOOG I E Graphics Card) plots the points on each slice
of the screen in 256 colors at an
overall screen resolution of 256 by
256 pixels. The outline program in Occam is shown in listing I.
This program merely says the three
processes are to run in parallel and
communicate results to each other
over the two channels, and it could be
run on a single 1tansputer using
pseudoconcurrency. The three processes can, however, be run on three
different processors by using
PLACED PAR (see listing 2). which
specifies where each is to be run .
PLACE ... AT maps the logical
channel names onto the phYSical
1tansputer serial links called linkOin
and linkOout. A program might be
mapped onto a pipeline of 1tansputers as shown in listing 3. An array
of channels called pipeline replaces
the previous two channels, and the
replicator (PLACED PAR i = 1 . .. ).
which works like a FOR . .. NEXT
loop, attaches them to an array of
parallel processes that forms the
pipeline. This illustrates Occam's use
as a hardware-configuration language;
if you want to add more 1tansputers
to the system, the only change required in the program is to alter the
value of the constant lineSize. A
simplified diagram of the II-processor
system is shown in figure I.
The actual Mandelbrot demo program uses a slightly more complex
configuration, in ·which the pipeline
becomes a two-way affair with data
flowing in both directions (see figure
2). This means that both raw and processed data flow through the system
controller, with the advantage that the
system controller can now monitor
the output of the system, which is
essential for dynamic load balancing.
In the actual program, the pixel
evaluator needs four channel param(continued)
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IMPACTS JUST 80K I
HOME BASE 2.0
Free BOO-Line Support
7 days a week, 12 hours a day

Communications Program
with background processing

Background Electronic Mail
Calendar/Appointment System
Database Management System
Text Editor
Name, Address and Phone Rolodex ™
DOS Services
Cut-and-Paste
Calculator
Autodialer
ASCII Table
Appointment Alarms
Template Maker
Screen Saver
Notepad
On screen Clock
Report Generator
Programmable Hotkeys
Mailing Label Printer
Area Code Directory
Type Ahead Keyboard Buffer
Expense Reporter

$69.95

SIDEKICK
. Notepad
Autodialer
Calendar
Calculator
ASCII Table
Phone Directory
Cut-and-Paste

$84.95

TRADE IN YOUR SIDEKICK!

$20
REBATE*
for SideKick Users
limited time offer
'rebale only applies for produ cl purchased direclly from us. No dealers.

-~

TO ORDER YOUR HOMEBASE CALL NOW
24 hours a day, 7 days a week

800-523-0764
800-323-5335
in California

30 Day Money-Back Guarantee*
*call for details

Brown Bag Software
2105 So. Bascom Ave.
Suite 164
Campbell, CA 95008

SideKick is a Irademark of Borland International
Inquiry 52
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The pixel evaluator
contains three
parallel processes.
eters to reflect this two-way data of
flow.
THROUGHROUTING

The most interesting of the three main
sections is the pixel evaluator. which
does all the hard work and contains
three parallel processes itself. One is
the actual number-crunching process.
genPixels, and the other two are
tl1roughrouters. A throughrouter is a process that merely takes input data and
passes it to its outputs unchanged.
However. a throughrouter can make
an intelligent decision about where to
send the outputs. The pixelEvaluator
process contains one throughrouter
for raw screen slices and another for
evaluated pixels.
The pixel throughrouter is quite
dumb and merely permits finished
results to be passed hand to hand
along the pipeline to the system controller without being worked on by the

0

slice, without waiting for the previous
result to traverse the pipeline. The
number of slices buffered in this
fashion is a parameter that the programmer can play with to fine-tune
the system.
In Occam, pixelEvaluator at its
outermost level looks like listing 5.
The channels feedPixels, pi xelTrigger.
and pixelsOut are local to the process
and shunt data and messages between its components. PRI PAR
creates prioritized parallel processes;
the first process that follows it has
priority over the next. and so on. Lowpriority processes can only proceed
when higher-priority ones are waiting
to communicate. In this case, the effect is to give the WHILE TRUE loop
high priority (SKIP is a do-nothing
process) .
The pixel Bypass process is the
throughrouter for processed slices on
their way back to the graphics engine.
This process passes back data to the
previous processor in the line, mixing
the data neatly into the stream coming from processors that are further
down the line (see figure 3) . In Occam,
th is process reads as is shown in
listing 6.

processors they pass through. The
screen-slice throughrouter is the
smart one and actually performs load
balancing. The algorithm it uses is
very simple, although the conventional (i .e., sequential) pseudocode
shown in listing 4 cannot capture the
concurrency that's the essence of the
algorithm. This algorithm guarantees
that all the processors in the line are
kept as busy as possible, yet it need
not specify exactly which processor
will evaluate any particular screen
slice.
The systemController process first
fills up the pipeline with as many
screen slices as it can hold and thereafter supplies a new slice only when
it gets an evaluated slice back, indicating that a processor in the line
has free capacity. The controller
doesn't know (or care) which one got
the slice.
To minimize any latency in the system due to the finite time required to
communicate results back to the controller, each component process of
the pixel Evaluator pipeline actually
stores an extra screen slice in addition
to the one currently being worked on.
This means that the number cruncher
can be fed as soon as it finishes a

H H

System
Controller

2

~ H -1
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(continued)
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Figure I : A simplified diagram of the II-processor system .
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Figure 2: Actual hardware configuration used for tl1e Mandelbrot demo.
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The second part of pixel Evaluator.
the smart thruPut process, watches
both the stream of raw data and the
genPixel process and also maintains
a buffer for the extra screen slice. The
genPixel process lets thruPut know it
has finished evaluating a slice by
sending a signal on the channel pixelTrigger. In Occam, a simplified account of thruPut's action is shown in
listing 7. In the actual demo program,
a simple message protocol permits
the contents of command to be used

to control the process (including stopping it. for which no provision is made
in listing 7) . The demo program also
includes a detailed buffering mechanism.
But the main point of interest is the
PRI ALT construct. which is how
thruPut monitors two channels at
once. In an ordinary ALT whichever
channel-pixelTrigger or fromPrevis ready first gets to input into command (? command signifies an input
process). assuming that the relevant

Listing 4: Pseudocode for the load-balancing algorithm.

input a sl ice of screen
IF
my genPixels is busy
THEN pass the slice on unchanged to the next processor in
the line
ELSE send the sl ice to my genPixels
pass evaluated pixels on to pixel throughrouter

Listing 5: The pixelEvaluator process at its outermost level.

PROC plxelEvaluator( CHAN fromPrev, toPrev, fromNext, toNext)
CHAN feedPixels, plxelTrigger, pixelsOut:
PRI PAR
WHILE TRUE
PAR
pixelBypass( toPrev, fromNext, pixelsOut)
thruPut( fromPrev, toNext, feedPixels, pixelTrigger)
genPixels( feedPixels, pixelsOut, plxelTrigger)
SKIP

r

f1ag-thruputActive or pixelsActive-is
TRUE. In a PRI ALT the same thing
happens. However. in the event of a
dead heat between the channels,
pixelTrigger has higher priority and
wins the coconut. Diagrammatically,
the processes fit together as shown
in figure 4.
THE NUMBER CRUNCHER

The final component of the pi xel
evaluator, genPixels. is quite straightforward. It contains a number-crunching process called mandelbrotPixel.
which looks pretty much like ·a
Mandelbrot program would look in
Pascal (see listing 8) .
Anyone who has written a Mandelbrot program will note that the only
trick used here is to test the square
of the modulus against four to save
a square-root calculation. The processes complexMultiply and so on do
exactly what their names suggest;
they're written using Occam floatingpoint library routines (Occam can support both 32- and 64-bit reals. to the
ANSI/IEEE standard 754). The three
dots in .. . PROC represent what you
would actually see in the Occam
editor when the bodies of the PROCs
are folded away, Thinl<Iank style.
The line beginning with [complex]REAL32 demonstrates Occam's
way of defining arrays; in this case. the
arrays contain two 32 -bit reals to represent complex numbers. Occam 2
provides record types in addition to

rom my pl xe genera or

t
"mine"

buffer

'1hei rs"
to previ ou s
processor

mix

buffe r

pi xelBypass

Figure 3: The pixel Bypass process.
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arrays. but at present they can only
be used in communications over
cha nnels. as a convenient way to input or output complicated objects.
LOAD BALANCING

A most interesting aspect of the genPixel process is that it contains a PRI
PAR that does the exact reverse of the
one we saw earlier; that is. it sets the
Mandelbrot calculating process to
lowest priority:

PRI PAR
SKIP
mandelbrotPixel( etc .... )
This should surprise you: In a hugely
computation-intensive program. we
are giving lowest priority to the computational part! The point is that in a
parallel computer. computational
power is a variable; you can add more
processors to get more power. (The
speed of this program is. in fact.
directly proportional to the number
of processors that are employed;
doubling the number of processors
halves the time it takes to generate a
Mandelbrot.)
Keeping all those processors busy
(i.e.. load balancing) becomes the crux
of the problem. In this program. communication must take precedence
over computation; if we impede the
fl ow of throughrouted data. the latency time increases and the perfor-

Listing 6: Tlie pi xel Bypass process.

PROC pixelBypass( toPrev, fromNext, fromMe)
CHAN mine, theirs:
PAR
buffer( fromNext, theirs)
buffer( fromMe, mine)
mix( mine, theirs, toPrev)

Listing 7: A simplified account of thruPut's action.

PROC thruPut( CHAN fromPrev, toNext, feedPixels, pixelTrigger)
INT command:
BOOl thruputActive, pixelsActive:
SEQ
pixelsActive := FALSE
thruputActive := TRUE
WHILE thruputActive OR pixelsActive
PRI AlT
pixelsActive & pixelTrigger ? command
genPixels
needs feeding
IF
bufferEmpty
pixelsActive := FALSE
-- genPixels
-- is idle
TRUE
send buffer contents to genPixels
thruputActive & fromPrev ? command
a new sl ice
-- has arrived
IF
NOT pixelsActive
... send new sl ice to genPixels and set
pixelsActive to TRUE
bufferFul1
we can't help, pass new sl ice on toNext
TRUE
... put new sl ice in buffer

(continued)
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Figure 4: Tlie pixelEvaluator process.
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Listing 8: me mandelbrotPixel process.

PROC mandelbrotPixel( INT color, VAL INT x, y)
VAL complex IS 2:
a complex number has
two parts
VAL real
IS 0:
-- ... the real
VAL imag
IS 1:
-- ... and the imaginary
PROC complexMultiply( [complex]REAL32 result, a, b)
PROC complexAdd( [complex]REAL32 result, a, b)
PROC modulusSquared( REAL32 size, [comptex]REAL32
number)
[complex]REAL32 z, c, zsquared:

declare some complex
variables

VAL zero IS 0.0 (REAL32):
VAL four IS 4.0 (REAL32):
VAL maximum IS 256:

zero as a REAL32
constant
ditto four
maximum iterations
for divergence

INT iterations, size
SEQ
z[~eal] :=zero
z[ Imag] .- zero
c[real] := x

set z to 0+0i
c is the current
point

c[real] .- y
iterations := 1
complexAdd( z, z, c)
modulusSquared( size, z)
WHILE (Iterations < maximum) AND (size <= four)
SEQ
complexMultiply( zSquared, z, z)
complexAdd(z, zSquared, c )
z 2 + c is the
funct ion
modulusSquared( size, z)
iterations := iterations+1
IF size <= four
point in set; color
it black
. color := black
size> four
point out of set;
co Ior it
color := iterations
A

mance drops off drastically as processors wait idly for data. The use of
dynamic load balancing relieves the
programmer from worrying about the
synchronization of distributing the
data: the algorithm explained earlier
guarantees that data always gets to
the hungry processor.
One of the great debates in the
parallel processing world concerns
hardware topology. Various parties
champion their own particular shapes,
from doughnuts to hypercubes and all
the rest. With the arrival of off-theshelf computing elements like the
Transputer. it's becoming easier to

play around with different topologies
and test out the claims. But programs
like this one hint that hardware
topology might not after all be th e
most significant determinant of
performance.
Certainly much more research is
needed on load-balancing algorithms
in software. One problem is that many
current parallel machines are specialpurpose devices that are hard-wired
and programmed at microcode level.
making such investigation a real
chore. High-level languages like
Occam can take the sting out of it to
a remarkable extent. _

O'N-L'Y

SING YE MACPRAISES
BY EZRA SHAPIRO

Mac software:
the spectacular More and the
solid FullPaint

There's no room on my desk
for a Macintosh mouse; a
friend has suggested an allterrain model equipped with
giant ribbed tires as the only
way to negotiate through the
mounds of junk I collect. I
don't like the dull. echoing
thunk of the Macintosh keyboard; it
makes me worry about rousing some
angry subterranean being miles
beneath the surface of the earth's
crust. And I have about as much use
for a machine that boots up with a
cutesy, happy-face computer icon as
I have for an automobile horn that
plays "The Yellow Rose of 'Texas." But
die-hard MacSkeptic that I am, I'm being won over by the software.
Apple promised us a, blizzard of
business programs when it introduced the machine. It never materialized; all we got were scattered flurries. Those of US-including a bunch
of folks at Apple-who believed that
the only way to guarantee good software was to have lots of it were disappointed. In the mad quest for quantity, nobody mentioned quality.
But that's exactly what we've been
getting of late. I haven't seen zillions
of Mac programs, but what's been
coming in has been first-rate. In
almost every application category, I
can pick at least one Mac product that
runs rings around its MS-DOS competitors. Programmers are figuring out
the uneasy balance between friendliness and power, they're mastering the
good points-and sidestepping the
bad ones-of the Mac ROM, and
they're producing excellent software.
If this keeps up, when it comes time
for me to pick my next-generation
machine, it may well be a Macintosh.
NEW HORIZONS IN OUTLINING

I'm not sure whether More (Living
Videotext. $295) is an outline pro-

cessor or an operating system. The
product is an extension of the basic
concepts of the original ThinkTank
(which started life as an Apple" program before migrating to the IBM PC
and the Macintosh). but it packs so
many features and self-contained applications that I could see using it to
cover the bulk of my regular tasks. In
that sense, More is a lot like
Framework, although it's far stronger
as an outliner and not as well suited
to traditional database management
and number crunching. Whatever you
do call it. though, More is definitely
one spectacular piece of software.
If you're familiar with ThinkTank or
Ready! under MS-DOS or ThinkTank
512 on the Mac, you've got a good
idea of where the program begins.
You organize data as an indented outline; any line can be treated as the
root of a tree, with subordinate headings and subheadings branching off
beneath it. Blocks of flat text or MacPaint drawings can be attached to any
heading. By clicking the mouse on a
heading and collapsing or expanding
the outline, you choose how much
detail you want to view at the moment. Reorganization is also a simple
mouse operation; select a heading,
move the cursor to the new location,
hit a command, and the heading with
all its subsidiary data is transported
to the new spot. So much for the
refresher course; if you want the
heavy-duty theory, check out my
blatherings a couple of years back
("'Text Databases" in the October 1984
BYTE) .

A number of the enhancements that differentiate More
from ThinkTank 512 have
been lifted from Living
Videotext's MS-DOS offerings. These include hoisting
(temporarily bringing a section of your outline to full
screen for close work) , cloning (creating a duplicate of a heading that
changes as the original is altered), and
mark and gather (selecting a group of
headings from different places and
pulling them into a new section). The
instant recall of outline templates, one
of the best ideas in Ready!. has been
implemented in true Mac fashion ; instead of assigning four outline chunks
to function keys, you can install 16
templates (32 with the I-megabyte
Mac Plus) on a pull-down menu. Sample templates for things like address
book entries, personal records, daily
appointment calendars, and suchlike
are included with the program.
Ready!'s pOint-and-dial. which lets you
select a phone number for a voice call
and have your modem dial it for you,
has also been implemented. (/ find
this a singularly useless feature, but
I assume there must be someone out
there demanding it.)
More can handle six outline windows at a time, which can be tiled vertically, horizontally, diagonally. or arranged as you see fit. ThinkTank 512 's
hot borders, which scrolled your text
away from a window's edge if you
clicked the mouse anywhere on the
border, have been replaced with standard Mac scroll bars.
Now we get to the fun stuff: More
has moved outlining into presentation
graphics. You can now display an outline as either a bullet chart or a tree
(continued)
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chart. Anyone who has had to prepare transparencies for overhead projection or who has been forced to
generate graphics for reports will love
this.
You construct bullet charts by
selecting an outline; the first heading
becomes the title, and subordinate
heads become bulleted pOints underneath it. The whole process can be
nearly automatic~<;lny head with subheads becomes a chart. On the Mac
screen, choosing the bullet-chart option whisks you from your outline to
a display of the chart as it will appear.
A palette pops up from which you can
select type fonts, sizes, spacing,
borders, numbering styles, and so on.
Tree charts are just as simple, only
the outline becomes a series of little
boxes or circles connected with lines.
Another palette lives along the left
border; you can choose centered or
flush text. line styles, orientation (top
to bottom, bottom to top, left to right.
right to left), drop shadows, and other
options. As tree charts can easily extend over several pages, the charts appear on a grid showing position on a
printed page, but the grid can be
turned off.
All. this stuff can be dumped to a
printer (in fact. if you've got a color
Imagewriter. you can choose different
colors for each level of an outline) or
saved in one of several file formats for
use by page-makeup or drawing programs. If you'd like to use your Mac
as a presentation tool. you can set up
a slide show mi xing outlines, text
documents, bullet charts, tree charts,
MacPaint drawings, MacDraw charts,
and so on. The show can be orchestrated to bring up screens at timed intervals, or you can control it in a way
analogous to controlling a slide projector, clicking the mouse to change
screens. If it's a working meeting
rather than a formal presentation, you
can edit and reorganize the material
as you proceed.
The last of the high points I want to
touch is computation; you can calculate simple columnar arithmetic within
an outline. Let's say you want to
record a day's expenses; you'd enter
each expense item as a SUbheading,
and the grand total would appear in
the title line.
368
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Other reactions. The document
editor is as good at text handling as
any Mac word processor; I could be
quite happy using it as my primary
editor. Search functions are slick and
well executed, as is output formatting.
And while I'm not usually a fan of Mr.
Mouse, he's well suited to trundling
around an outline, and More provides
a complete enough selection of keyboard commands to keep the mouse
interruptions to a minimum.
I do have a brief wish list. I'd ij<e to
see more on-screen help; this is'a big
program that can be confusing. Some
form of macro facility would be an improvement. and a nice long list of
numeric functions (for those of us
who are always calculating arctangents and net present value) would
broaden the scope of the product.
I'm really sold on the package, but
my testing has been done with beta
versions 0.46 and 0.4 7 and a looseleaf draft of the manual. so I can't
vouch for flawless performance. Some
of More's functions were not quite
finished (point-and-dial would pOintand-dial me into a system crash) , but
the bulk of the program was running,
and I didn't spot any bugs that Living
Videotext hadn't warned me about.
The company's other products have
all been pretty thoroughly debugged
by the time they've appeared on the
shelves, and I'm assuming thi s one
won't be an exception.
Conclusions? This is superb software. An owner of ThinkTank 5I 2
might want to think carefully and look
at the list of new features before upgrading, but for everyone else, this is
exciting news.
BEYOND MACPAINT

MacPaint was the razzle-dazzl e part
of the original Macintosh package; it
was the program that caused heads
to turn and eyes to pop, the perfect
showpiece yo u'd use to answer the
question, . "What does the Mac do
that's so specialT It was something
more than a game, but something less
than a serious artist's tool. As software, it started the juices flowing,
whetted the appetite for computer
graphics, and made you wonder what
was next.
The world has changed since then.

The Mac environment is accepted; it
no longer needs to be demonstrated
to a disbelieving public. And Apple
has stopped bundling MacPaint software with its new machines.
These days, you either have to
cadge an illegal copy of MacPaint
from a friend or buy it from Apple for
125 bucks (which seems a bit steep
for what used to be a freebie) . Or you
can purchase FullPaint (Ann Arbor
Softworks, $99.95) , a program that
takes the MacPaint concept to the
next generation.
FullPaint looks a lot like MacPaint;
in fact. it's so close that only an experienced MacPaint user could tell
the difference at first glance. The initial layout and the pull-down menus
are almost identical to the original;
making the transition from MacPaint
to FullPaint is a snap. All the familiar
functions have been preserved. You
can draw freehand lines or construct
hollow shapes in the same variety of
line styles, using the same mouse
commands and keyboard shortcuts.
You can fill screen areas with the
same 38 patterns. You can stretch,
trace, rotate, invert, and reposition objects; edit patterns and drawings pixel
by pixel (what MacPaint calls "FatBits"); and add text in an assortment
of type fonts and sizes. FullPaint uses
the MacPaint file format. so you can
transfer FullPaint artwork to other programs with ease.
However. scratch the surface and
FullPaint turns out to be loaded with
significant enhancements. Some of
them are simply convenience features
sorely lacking in MacPaint. but others
give you new flexibility and power.
Freed from the tyranny of the
original Macintosh's i28K-byte limit.
FullPaint lets you edit up to four paintings at once. The four windows can be
shown singly, overlaid along a diagonal. or tiled into four postage-stamp
boxes. Each painting now is bordered
with standard Macintosh scroll bars.
so you can slide around a page wi thout having to crank away with the
mouse.
You're no longer locked into the
MacPaint screen layout. You . can
zoom a painting to full screen, even
eliminating the command line at the
top of the display. The two palettes
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of tools can be dragged wherever you
want them. lapping the space bar
hides them entirely; tapping it again
brings them back. Once you've
chosen a drawing tool. you can work
on your painting without all the visual
distractions of MacPaint.
Then you've got a number of new
ways to manipulate images: free rotation to any angle, rather than MacPaint's 90-degree flips; Perspective,
which lets you shrink or stretch one
edge of an object: Skew, which allows
you to move one edge (thereby turning a rectangle into a parallelogram,
for example); Distort. which lets you
pullout one corner of an image or
push it in.
']ext in a dark region can be entered
as white on black. MacPaint is capable
only of black on white.
But my favorite improvements are
those that add precision controls to
the MacPaint shell. First. you can display ruler lines (marked in your choice
of inches, picas, centimeters, or pixels)
along the top and left edges of any
painting. Next. by selecting an option
called MouseSpot. you can bring up
a small status box that tells you exact
cursor position as x and y coordinates
measured in hundredths of units (excepting pixels, where fractions don't
make sense) from the upper left corner of the page. Changing the units
used in MouseSpot changes the ruler
lines and vice versa. MouseSpot also
shows the size of the object you're
currently constructing, on both axes
and along the diagonal. You can slow
down the mouse to pixel-by-pixel motion by using FullPaint's MouseCrawl

ITEMS DISCUSSED
FULLPAINT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $99.95

Ann Arbor Softworks Inc.
308Y2 South State St.
Ann Arbor. MI 48104
(313) 996-3838
MORE ... . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . ... $295

Living Videotext Inc.
2432 Charleston Rd.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(800) 822-3700
in California, (800) 443-4310

feature. The combination of ruler
lines, MouseSpot. and MouseCrawl
gives you pinpoint accuracy impossible with MacPaint.
My only real gripe is with the continuation of a major MacPaint annoyance: the invisible grid. You can
turn on this feature, which locates objects along lines eight pixels apart, but
you can't see the grid. Other graphics
programs provide some form of visual
reference; this is not the case with
MacPaint or FullPaint. The grid is
great for aligning text. but without
MouseSpot you're practically running
blind. I find this particularly frustrating
because I see the grid as an important area for future development.
Imagine being able to select single or
multiple vanishing points, position a
horizon line, turn on a grid, and construct drawings in true perspective! I
guess I'll just have to wait for the next
release.
The program seems to be solid-as

well it should, considering how much
of its design is borrowed from MacPaint. I was able to crash it only once,
after a long series of distortions, and
although I tried mightily, I couldn't do
it again. The crash, which merely garbaged up one file without bringing
down either the system or the software, easily could have been the
result of using an older version of the
Mac operating system-or phases of
the moon; I don't know. Overall. I was
pleased with FullPaint's performance.
The documentation is complete and
usually comprehensible, in spite of a
tendency to use MacSpeak (the jargon
of FatBits, scroll bars, double-clicking,
and such). The manual even has an index, so I forgive the authors the constant use of "it's" whenever they
should have used "its."
Should you buy the product? Well.
if you purchase a new, unbundled
Macintosh, you'd be foolish not to get
FullPaint instead of MacPaint. Not
only is FullPaint a richer. more useful
program, it's cheaper.
If you already own MacPaint. you
ought to spend some time asseSSing
your needs before plunking down a
hundred dollars for FullPaint. Do you
see MacPaint as merely an entertainment package-cute, but frivolous?
On the other hand, do you need the
power of full-blown professional CAD
software? In either case, FullPaint is
off the mark. But if you presently use
MacPaint drawings in your work, or
just spend a lot of time relaxing with
the program, switching to FullPaint
will give you capabilities you'll wish
you'd had all along. _
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(continued from page 26)
tory entrie s do not change position)
should survive sorting using his program.
Thanks for the continuing coverage of
Apple topics.
DENNIS DOMS
Kansas City. MO

Mr. Doms is absolutely correct. The program does not update the parent pointer
field found in a subdirectory's header
entry.
To fix the oversight one should modify
line 380 oflisting 1 (page 124) to include
a GOSUB subroutine call as shown
below:
380 IF A < = CO THEN
FOR K=1 TO 39: POKE
DB+3+ Bx39+ K,ASC(MID$
(NA$(A),K,1)): NEXT: PRINT "." ;:
GOSUB 500 : GOTO 400

Then append to the listing the following lines of code:
500 REM

I

THIS CODE IS ADDED TO
UPDATE THE PARENT
POINTER
510 REM FIELD OF A
SUBDIRECTORY
520 REM AT THIS POINT, DL(J) CON TAINS THE BLOCK NUMBER OF THE ENTRY DEFINING THIS SUBDIRECTORY.
530 REM THE EXPRESSION (B+1) IS
THE DIRECTORY ENTRY
NUMBER WITHIN THE
BLOCK SPECIFIED BY
DL(J).
540 IF ASC(MID$(NA$(A) ,17,1)) < > 15
THEN RETURN
550 POKE 791 , ASC(MID$(NA$(A), 18,
1)):
POKE 792 , ASC(MI D$(NA$(A) , 19,

AUXILIARY I/O BUFFER
600 POKE YY + 4 + 35, DL(J) 256 x INT(DL(J)/256):
POKE YY + 4 + 36, INT(DL(J)/256):
POKE YY + 4 + 37, B + 1
610 POKE 776, 129: CALL 768: IF
PEEK(786) < > 0 THEN PRINT
"ERROR IN WRITING BLOCK NO.
";XX: STOP
620 POKE 789, 0: POKE 790, PEEK(790)

- 2:
REM

SET THE I/O BUFFER ADDRESS TO THE ORIGINAL
BUFFER
630 RETURN

ANTONIO C. SILVESTRI
Springfield. MA
MAKING RS-232C CONNECTIONS
UNIVERSAL
Howard Mark (March Letters. page 30)
misunderstood the operation of "hermaphroditic" connectors when he wrote
that Pete Klammer's scheme for simplifying the RS-232C tangle (October 1985 Letters. page 22) would not work. He assumed that when two such connectors
were mated. pin I would contact socket
I. etc. But that is only one way of constructing hermaphroditic connectors.
Suppose instead that a connector has.
say, five male pins. numbered I to 5. and
five female sockets. numbered II to 15.
When two connectors are mated, pin I
mates with socket II . and so on. This
allows a completely symmetrical scheme:

Connector A
Safety Ground
Data-out-from-me
I-am-not-busy
I-am-ready
Signal Ground

1)):
XX = PEEK(791) +
256x PEEK(792) :
REM XX = BLOCK NUMBER OF
THE SUBDIRECTORIES
KEY BLOCK
560 POKE 789, 0: POKE 790, PEEK(790)

Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin

I
2
3
4
5

- - - ---

>
>
>
>
>

I have followed here the (no doubt sexist!)
convention that signals go from male pins
to female sockets. I have not used the
RS-232C circuit names because those
assume precisely the distinction between
DCE and DTE that this scheme is intended
to eliminate. However. the 3-1 3 connection wO'uld correspond to CTS or RTS. and
the 4-14 connection to DSR or DTR.
The problem with RS-232C is that it was
designed around the quite specific job of
connecting a terminal or computer (DTE)
to a modem (DCE). Borrowing it to use for
serial connections in general has produced the present muddle. As I've shown
above, it is possible to create a new standard so that any connector can plug into
any other. and this is surely long overdue.
So come on. connector manufacturers and
standards organi zations-it's over to you!
ROBERT LABOURN E
Palmerston North. New Zealand
read with interest the letter about
RS-232C connections in the October 1985
issue. I. too, have long been dissatisfied
with RS-232C because of the amount of
Brownian motion required in trying various combinations to get box A to talk to
box B. lbo often the makers of box A and
box B simply use the phrase "RS-232C"
without giving enough clues to allow the
user to make the correct combination. If
we make changes to the traditional
method, I don't think we should stop with
only changing the type of connectors
used. I suggest taking each of the pairs
that sometimes need to be crossed. and
converting each pair to a single wire. Yes.
you can send and receive asynchronous
DC full-duplex signals on one wire. The
basic connection is illustrated:

Connector B

> - - Socket II
> - - Socket 12
> - - Socket 13

> - - Socket 14
> - - Socket 15

Safety Ground
Data-into-me
Are-you-busy?
Are-you-ready?
Signal Grou nd

R

+ 2:
ALLOW READING OF THE
KEY BLOCK INTO $9800,
AN AUXILIARY I/O BUFFER
570 POKE 776,128: CALL 768 : IF
PEEK(786) < > 0 THEN PRINT
"ERROR IN READING BLOCK NO.
";XX: STOP
580 REM NOW UPDATE THE PARENT
POINTER AND WRITE IT
BACK TO DISK
590 YY = PEEK(789) + 256 x
PEEK(790) :
REM YY = ADDRESS OF THE

Connector A

REM
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Signal Ground
Are-you-ready?
Are-you-busy?
Data-into-me
Safety Ground

<-< -< -< --

< --

Socket
Socket
Socket
Socket
Socket

15
14
13
12
II

- - <
- - <
- - <
- - <
-- <

Con nector B
Pin 5
Signal Ground
Pin 4
I-am-ready
Pin 3
I-am-not-busy
Pin 2
Data-out-from-me
Pin I
Safety Grou nd

The differential receiver is relatively insensitive to the accompanying transmitter.
while it is full y sensitive to signals coming from the cable. The circuit provides the
added benefit of terminating the cable in
its characteristic impedance at both ends.
This method would allow you to connect
any two of boxes A. B. or C using the same
cable. and without making any jumper
changes in any of the boxes. It would not
matter if the boxes were computers. ter-

LETTERS

minals. or modems. I don't think there is
a need for hermaphroditic connectors: we
cou ld just as easily demand that all boxes
have female connectors and all cables
have male connectors. We could connect
a terminal to a computer with a single
coax ial cable and a small phone plug.

R. KOOZER
Oakland. OR

NEIL

SPARKING INTEREST IN
PERSONAL SUPERCOMPUTERS
Inmos is successfully programming their
parallel computers in Occam . but I think
the natural language/programming environment for a parallel computer is the
electro nic spreadsheet. Just have the system divide the spreadsheet into groups
of cells and assign a processor to each
group. The editing tools to create large
spreadsheets already exist. There are also
much more experienced users of spreadsheets than Occam programmers. And just
think how big a spreadsheet could get
before you 'd have to defeat the "automatic recalculation"! The main extensions
needed would be for nonnumeric input
and graphics output.
JAMES

R.

Checking the user' s manual. I learned
th'a t the "check" conditio n (the red LED
lighting up) results from one of three conditions: when your printer is out of ribbon.
o ut of paper. or when you have depressed
the Pause switch. These are all considered
" recoverable" errors.
The pro blem clearl y wasn't related to
Pause o r paper. so it had to be a signal
that the printer was out of ribbon. Of
co urse. I already knew that I had ribbon
in the printer. but the machine didn't seem

to. I set out looking for a device that was
telling the machine that there was no
ribbon.
I took out the ribbon cartridge : nothing.
I took out the black plastic platfo rm that
the ribbon cartridge sits on. Still nothing.
Finally. I took out the black spool o n the
left that the new ribbon feed s fro m. I saw
a little black sensor that was covered with
black dust. The bottom of the spool wa s
designed as a reflector for that sensor. It
(continued)

VAN ZANDT

Nashua. NH
Especially enjoyed Dick Pountain's article
o n the Inmos Transputer (BYTE U.K.: "Personal Supercomputers." July). Since Sir
Clive Sinclair is said to be working on a
supercomputer using this chip. what can
we expect in 1987 or 1988? If development reaches fruiti on on the 40-Mb waferscale disk. that could make quite a
machine combo l
Since the Acorn RISC chips are now being sampled . I hope we can look forward
to a BYTE PC board using them.
Pountain mentioned Occam. Are books
available discussing this language?
CHUCK TRIER

Spokane. WA
JUKI PRINTER MAINTENANCE
I am writing about a maintenance problem on the Juki 6100. Recently my machine. which has run consistently for three
years. began quitting in the middle of a
printout. I hit Reset and it would go awhile
lo nger and quit again . The problem
worsened until I could onl y print a few
lines before this "check" condition would
ari se.
Calling my local dealer wasn't too comfo rting. I was told it would cost 540 to 560
per hour just to have someone look at my
machine. I had already upgraded the
memory myself from 2K to 8K bytes witho ut much difficulty. so I decided to take
a look first.

USRobotics' COURIER 2400™
.. .The most dependable
at 2400- or 1200-bps

y

ou get 2400/1200/300-bps
data communications and
every first-class feature you 'd
expect in an auto-dial, autoanswer modem ... at a surprisingly
affordable price.
But a modem at any price is only
as good as its performance ... And
that's where Courier 2400 really shines.
Don 't take our word for it. Ask any of
the nearly 2,000 electronic bulletin
board system operators who have
chosen the Courier 2400 for one of
the most demanding modem applications imaginable.
·Listen to the unanimous chorus of
praise for the Courier 2400 from tough
reviewers at more than a dozen highly
respected computer magazines.
Consider Courier 2400 's performance record-less than one percent
of all Courier 2400s sold have been
returned for service, a record we challenge the industry to match. And we
back up our confidence in Courier 2400
Inquiry 357 for End-Users.
Inquiry 3 58 for DEALERS ONLY.

with a full two-year parts and service
warranty.
Quality, performance, value-your
modem should be this good. It is, if
it's the Courier 2400 from USRobotics.

lli1ilobotics
The Intelligent Choice in Data Communications
Bl00 McCormick Blvd .. Skokie, Illinois 60076
Phone toll free 1 (BOQ) DIAL USR
In Illinois (312) 9B2-5001

To learn more, send for our
FREE booklet: "24 Questions
and Answers on 2400-BPS
Modems: '
NAME _______________________
ADDRESS _____________________
CITY _______________________
STATE _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ _ __
COM~Ny

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TITLE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PHONE (
PERSONAL USE

0

BUSINESS USE

0
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was set up with alternating black and silver
spokes. The sensor is active when the
silver passes over it but not when the
black is present. I reasoned. If the spool
didn't continue to get alternating signals,
the printer could assume the spool wasn't
turning and hence the ribbon had run out
I cleaned it and the bottom of the spool
before reassembling The dust was just
carbon particles, but it was enough to
cause a problem.
I have printed many perfect pages since
then and I am still happy with my Juki.
I hope that some of your readers can save
money and frustration with this knowledge,
MARC J. VERBER

CORRECTIONS ON RUNGE-KUTTA
METHOD
I would like to point out three errors that
appeared in "The Runge-Kutta Methods"
(April). In table 6,Benku Thomas presents
the constants for the Runge-Kutta-Verner
seventh-order method. Three of them are
incorrect. B(11.4)" was -20325/5225, but
should read -20032/5225: B(11.6) was
-4250917125, but should read -42599/
7125 , and B(12 ,7) was -7168 11 1166400,
but should read -71687/1166400.
These corrections were taken from
Thomas's reference 5 at the end of the article. Using these new parameters, this
method gives excellent results, For example, solving dlJ/dx = IJ with solution IJ = elS
= 3269017 .372460315. Comparing this to
the exact result. the absolute error is
-!.l81 x 10-5 , while the error criterion
given by the method is 7.689 x 10-"' This
calculation was made using double preci-

sion (8-byte words) with VAX!VMS
FORTRAN-77.
FRANCOIS LADOUCEUR
Montreal, Quebec. Canada

A CALL FOR HELP
Could you put me in touch with any individuals who are working on the problems of computer applications in
archeology?
. SEAMUS Ross
Institute of Archeology
Oxford University
Oxford OXI lOP, United Kingdom
Tel. 865-2412 14

FOR A BETTER
UNIFICATION ADAPTER
I am Japanese and am currently on assignment in Hong Kong. l own three NEC persona l computers.
I read BYTE lapan: "An Innovative Program" (May) with great interest. But the
article introduces on ly one operating system unification adapter, while completely ignoring the equal or even better systems for the NEC PC-9801 than EM/3+
Plus-80 and Spark from Canopus Electron ics Co. Ltd . and Thrbo-V from Kyoto
Microcomputer Co. Ltd. I own both systems and am very happy with them .
This might be because William Raike's
computer is a Fujitsu, which is said to
make up only 10 percent or so of the total
16-bit personal computer market in Japan.
Consequently, he can enjoy only limited
software availability, The NEC PC-9801
series is doing in the lapanese 16-bit
market what the IBM PC and its compatibles are doing in the rest of the world.

I think Mr. Raike's article thus mi srepresents the Japanese market for this kind of
product. and I would like to tell you and
your readers about the other two unification adapters.
The Canopus system includes a Plu s-80
card, which has a Z80 running at either
6 MHz or 8 MHz and 64K-byte memo ry,
and software. This has been on the market
for three years and the company claims
that there are now 6000 users. This system
was originally for CP/M-86. The PC-9801
with this board and accompanying software works just like the 811 6 system by
CompuPro. The Plus-80's enhanced CCP
checks the extension of executable files
and switches to the appropriate CPU.
Canopus introduced separately sold software called Spark for MS-DOS late last
year. With the Plus-80 card and Spark, you
can read and write CP/M-80 and -86 disks
without any modification. You are in MSDOS, so you can enjoy MS-DOS's redirection and piping just as with EM /3+ .
The Thrbo-Y system consists of three options software, V30 (JLPD701 16), and a 180
card, which employs a Hitachi HD64180
(6, 144 MHz) and 64K high-speed RAM.
The first two were introduced last October
and a 180 card this March. If your PC-9801
includes an 8086 chip, you must get a V30
to replace the original 8086 as well as software. If, however. your PC-9801 is one of
the new series with the V30, you can run
CP/M-80 and -86 and MS-DOS software
only with the Thrbo-V software. If you want
to run Z80-code CP/M-80 programs, yo u
need a 180 card. This system provides a
program called MIA for media conversion.
This lets you read and write CP/M-80 and

A stand-alone programmer starting at $895.00 can
put you in business to program EE/EPROMs PAL!
PLDs,* Single Chip micros,* and Bipolar PROMs,*
+ EPROM IN-CIRCUIT EMULATION* capability that
can speed up your development time considerably
and an RS-232 communications port that lets you
integrate it with your IBM PC as a total firmware and
Logic development station,
All from a company with an excellent reputation for
quality and service,
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-86 files while in MS-DOS. My PC-9801 has
a V30 and can execute CP/M-80 (8080code) programs three to four times faster
than myoid PC-8801 (Z80A-based machine) can.
I understand that EM/3 + comes with a
board with a number of chips on it. This
is for copy protection. You can copy the
software as much as you want, but you
cannot run it without this board. The software checks the existence of the board
and if there is no board, it terminates the
execution. The PC-9801 has only two to
four slots (depending on which model)
and it is simply outrageous that such a
board occupies one of those precious
slots. The other system's boards are solid
single-board computers, and software is.
of course, not copy-protected. EM/3 + is
only able to emulate a Z80, while the
other two execute the object codes. As the
price is in the same range or even less for
Thrbo-Y 1am sure you can easily tell who
is the winner.
I hope Mr. Raike will pay more attention
to computer systems other than his own
and will cover the Japanese market in
wider areas.
MASAKAZU SONE

Hong Kong

SORTING LARGE FILES ON
SMALL MEMORY
A sort that runs in O(n) time? I know it's
theoretically impossible. but it can sometimes be done in practice.
Jonathan Amsterdam touched briefly on
a most significiant problem at the end of
his article ''An Analysis of Sorts" (September) . In "real world" sorting, internal

memory is rarely sufficient for the sort at
hand, and when the sort must use disk
space, the "key operations" that determine
run time are no longer comparisons and
swapping but disk accesses.
My "real world" involved sorting 50,000
to 60,000 records. each approximately 30
bytes in size. on a DEC 11173. The sort ran
several times a week and if it wasn't done
by morning, other users slowed it down
to a crawl. With task space limited to 64K
bytes. my program could handle only 300
records in memory.
The solution : an algorithm that reads
and writes each record twice. First, 300
records are read from the file to be sorted
into a memory array. These are sorted by
any handy routine (1 use Quicksort) and
written , in order. into the work file. The
process is repeated for the whole input
file. The work file now consists of sorted
groups of up to 300 records. Further, the
groups have been read and written sequentially to reduce head movement time.
Next. the first record in each sorted
group is loaded from the work file into the
memory array. along with a pointer indicating which group each record came
from . The array is sorted, and the lowest
entry is written to the final output file. The
next record (if any) from that group is read
into the first array position. and the array
is again sorted by bubbling the new record
up to its proper place. This "write and
replace" process is repeated until all
records of the work file have been transferred to the output file.
Now, I'm sure this technique has a fancy
name and is nothing new to many, but it
was new to me, and it taught me the power

of the meager space in internal memory.
With a 300-entry array, 1 can sort 90,000
records in two passes, and that's good
enough for my real world.
(p.S.-A colleague spotted a method of
exchanging the contents of two memory
locations without using a third location.
The trick involves XOR, but 1like the BASIC
version: A = A + B. B = A - B, A = A - B.)
JOHN

W.

WARD

Waynesburg, OH

FIXES
The Price of BYSO LISP
In the review of BYSO LISP and Waltz LISP
(William Wong's article in the July issue,
page 293) , we erred on one of the prices.
The real price of BYSO LISP version I. I 7
is $150, not $69.95 .
If you'd like more information, contact
Levien Instrument Co.. Sittlington Hill, P.o.
Box 31M, McDowell. VA 24458, (703)
396-3345.

Ordering SPICE Thesis
At the end of Wolfram BJume's "Computer
Circuit Simulation" (july) , an editor's note
told how you could get a copy of "SPICE:
A Computer Program to Simulate Semiconductor Circuits" by Laurence W. Nagel.
That information needs updating. Here's
how to get a copy of the document. Write
a check for $30 to the Regents . of the
University of California. Send it to Ms.
Cindy Manly, EECS/ERL Industrial Support
Office, 497 Cory Hall. University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720 . •

LEADER IN DEVICE PROGRAMMING
..

' some devices require
optional adaptors.

FEATURES:

• Stand-Alone/RS-232
bits RAM buffer
• 512K
EPROMs
MEG
• Capacity: 2716-1
Two
EPROMs
• (set programming)
Intel, Mot. Hex files
• Accepts
Accepts
JEDEC
files
• Optional Keypad/Alpha
• Tilt stand and carrying display
handle
• Works with Exatron IC handler
•

UV ERASERs and
GANG programmers.

also available:

All products 100% made in U.S.A.

CALL 1-800-331-7766
Logical Devices Inc. 1321 NW 65th Place
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
U.S.A.
Canada East
Canada West
England
Itly., Ger., Swss
Australia

TELEPHONE
(305) 974-0967
(514) 694-7710
(604) 291-8866
0652-688626
(02) 688-2141
(03) 560-1011
(02) 736-1564

TELEX
383142
05-823554
04-356533
527339
84579734
79035703
79082635

WITH AN UNUSUAL PRICE TAG: $895
Inquiry 20 4 fo r End-Users. Inquiry 20 5 for DEALERS ONLY.
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SOFTSTRIp®
NOW OFFERS YOU SOMETHING IN
NEVER BEFORE AVAILABLE ...

CONVENTIONAL DATA HANDLING

THE SOFTSTRIP SYSTEM

A CHOICE.
Until now you were stuck with disks.
No more. Install our unique STRIPPER™ software
on your personal computer today and discover the
many benefits of the fastest, easiest, least expensive
way to handle information.
STRIPPER lets you print-ON PAPER-your own
machine readable Softstrip data strips using your dot
matrix printer. The Softstrip System Reader reads that
information into a computer rapidly. With STRIPPER
and the reader, your PC and printer become part of
the most versatile information handling system
available.
With this system you can do anything you wish with
any data you have in your PC - ON PAPER.
DATA ENTRY: Why use keystrokes when you can
eliminate them with data strips? Whatever the
document - invoices, packing slips, memos, letters,
sales reports, the list is endless - simply print a data
strip right on the same printed page. Now you have
a document that is both human readable and machine
readable. A typical document can be entered in only
15 seconds using data strips. And, it ends keystroke
errors forever.
: DATA DISTRIBUTION: Why copy disks? It's time
consuming and expensive. Softstrip data strips will
end all that. Simply photocopy as many data strips as
you like and send them by mail. Data strips ignore
folding , coffee stains, ink marks and, by the way,

magnetic fields . And if you 're using telecommunications, you can stop making the phone company rich .
DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL: Why have a
file of disks and a file of paper? Eliminate one with
Softstrip data strips. File the data strip with the document. Better still, print the strip right on the document.
Then put it in a file or binder.
Retrieval is simple. To find existing data, pull the
document and its related data strip from the file.
They've been stored together. Then use the reader
to enter the data. No more hassle trying to match
documents with the right disk - if you can find it.
DATA TRANSFER: Why bother with cables,
modems and phone lines to move files between
computers? A Softstrip data strip generated by an
IBM PC can be read into another PC, or compatible,
an Apple or even a Macintosh. If you work at home
on a Macintosh, make a data strip on your printer,
take it into the office and read it into your IBM PC.
Simple. And we've created the utilities to let you do
that easily. (See Application Notes on opposite page.)
Fascinating, isn't it? Anything you can do with disks
can be done with the Softstrip data strip system faster, easier and at lower cost - ON PAPER.
All you need is STRIPPER software at $19.95 and
the Softstrip System Reader at $199.95.

DATA HANDLING

•
SEPTEMBER CASE HISTORY
Nick Turner, editor of Dr. Dobbs Journal, has been
making his own data strips to back up and store
articles, listings and other important materials.
Turner notes that the STRIPPER '" software "creates
compact, machine readable archives that are immune
to dust, dirt and magnetic fields " . Strips that Turner
prints on his printer are filed in a loose leaf binder,
along with the appropriate article. This permits him to
pull the strip from the binder and read it back into his
computer quickly using the reader. The method saves
disk file space, since once an article has been printed, maintaining it on a disk for
revision isn't required .
I
The STRIPPER system has solved another problem for the busy editor, intermachine file compatibility. Using the Softstrip® System, Turner can transfer files
between his PC-clone and his Macintosh " with a minimum of fuss".
" It's about time we had a way to store files on paper in machine readable form,"
Turner comments.
Mr. Turne(s comments are his own and do not reflect the opinion 01 the publication.

APPLICATION NOTES
On the other side of this ad we said you can move data between different programs
- on paper.
Using Softstrip data strips you can!
For instance move data between AppleWorks and Excel and back. Or Lotus 1-2-3
to and from AppleWorks.
We've created a series of several dozen Application Notes on Softstrip data strips.
These lead you through simple steps to make the file transfer as easy as possible.
Here are just a few examples:
• AppleWriter to or from MacWrite.
• dBASE to or from Appleworks .
• WordStar to or from AppleWriter.
These strips contain "The
IRA Calculator, " a work• WordStar to or from MacWrite.
sheet for calculating returns
• Framework to PageMaker.
with either Lotus or Excel.
And more are coming .
To receive the complete
Application Note, call
1-800-533-7323, or write to
Cauzin.

ACT NOW!! Don't delay.
See your local SOFTSTRIP
dealer or call us at 1-800-533-7323.
In Connecticut: 203-573-0150.
Users' Groups: Call for
special User Group deals.

CAUZIN
835 South Main Street
Waterbury, CT 06706
(203) 573-0150
Inquiry 61

IBM is a registere-d trademark 01 International Business Machines Corporation.
Framework is a trademark and dBASE is a registered trademark 01 Ashton-Tate.
PageMaker is a registered trademark of Aldus Corporation.
Cauzin and Softstrip are registered trademarks and STRIPPER is a trademark 01 Cauzin Systems Inc.
WordStar is a registered trademark of MicroPro International Corporation.
Lotus and 1-2-3 are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation.
MacWrite, AppleWriter and AppleWorks are trademarks and Apple is a registered trademark 01 Apple Computer.
Excel is a product of Microsoft Corporation.
Dr. Dobbs Journal of Software Tools is publi shed by M&T Publishing. Inc. under license from Peopl e's
Computer Company.
Macintosh is a registered trademark 01 Mcintosh Laboratories licensed to Apple Computer Inc.
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M·A·N·O·R M·A·I·L

Conducted by Jerry Pournelle
MAC PROS AND CONS
Dear Jerry,
For the past few days, I have been browsing through old copies of BYTE, looking
for information that I may have missed the
first and second times through and especially to reread your columns. I must say,
I learn more every time I reread them. At
any rate, I feel compelled to write you after
seeing once again your remarks concerning Apple's Macintosh.
I am a Macintosh owner. and I like the
machine overall. However, I have to agree
with some of your complaints about it.
The most important problem with the Mac
is the speed of disk access (when using
floppies) . I once read a rationalization that
excused the slow disk access on the
grounds that the Mac needs to load so
much more information upon return to the
Finder. Indeed, I've written a couple of
programs in Microsoft BASIC that use disk
files, and access times are acceptably
quick in that use. However, the fact remains that loading an application is still
dreadfully slow.
One problem I have with the Macintosh
is one you haven't addressed, the difficulty
of reaJJy programming an application.
You've mentioned that you have MacModula-2 but have never said whether you
have done anything with it. I purchased
a Pascal compiler from TML Systems of
Melbourne, Florida, along with both
volumes of Macintosn Revealed by Stephen
Chernicoff (excellent descriptions of most
Toolbox routines). I have since sold the
compiler. Why? Your old documentation
complaint. The manual that came with the
compiler was just about useless, unless
you have already done extensive programming in Pascal on the Macintosh. As I consider myself to be a novice as far as programming is concerned, the documents
did me no good. I quickly gave up on it.
disgusted. Maybe I have a learning impediment or something, but the Mac is not
easy to program. I now appreciate why it
took six months to a year for any decent
applications to appear for the machine.
I'm learning MS-DOS out of necessity,
since that's most likely what I'll be confronted with when I start working as a programmer, but I want to learn how to program the Macintosh because I love it.
376
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Despite my complaints about the machine,
Apple did so many things right. and its implementation of an extremely simple user
interface is a step in the right direction.
It's unfortunate that most people will
never really appreciate the work and
energy that goes into a well-deSigned
Macintosh application.
PHILIP

E.

JURGENSON

Mankato, MN
I don 't expect there will ever be an end

to the Macintosh debate.
The first I ever heard of the Mac was
when Pamela Clark. then editor in chief
of Popular Computing, told me that
Apple was coming out with something
wonderful that she couldn't tell me
about. I continued to hear how great it
was; the mountain was in labor. What
came forth was the 128K-byte Mac that
sold for $3000, followed by an overpriced upgrade that did nothing for the
early loyalists who had bought the
original.
On the other hand. I agree: Apple
changed the micro world forever with the
Mac operating system, It was too slow.
and some parts of it were too cute, but
it sure beat A > all hollow. Unfortunately. much of the machine was dictated by
ideology. not reason.
It's probably all moot. Apple is moving ahead with a machine related to the
Mac in the same way that the new Ford
7aurus is related to the Edsel, while Atari
and Amiga have 68000 machines that
take Apple's innovations and go off in
new directions.
I love it when a bunch of smart people
start competing to give me better machines.-Jerry
SALES HELP WANTED
Dear lerry,
My family manufactures custom aluminum architectural products for domestic
and industrial purposes. Our modus
operandi is, typically, as follows: Clients
phone us and specify a product. say, window series G2. Then they proceed to give
us some dimensions, number of shutters,
glass th ickness, number of units, etc. The
salesman, after a brief discussion with the
client. eli cits any other information

deemed relevant. like cost. practicality, etc.
So far, so good. The salesman then provides an estimate based on the cost of the
materials and submits it to the client for
approval. Invariably, the client requests a
change, in which case the salesman must
resubmit weeks of work. This is particularly true with industrial clients. Such delays
do us no good. Furthermore, salesmen
tend to depart frequently, and training
new people to perform tedious tasks is no
fun. Finally, after the client is satisfied, the
salesman prepares a bill of materials that
details, down to the smallest rubber
washer, the parts to be removed from our
inventory and sent off to the site.
Do you know of any software that will
eliminate the need for these repetitive
calculations? I envisage a situation where
a client calls up and presto! an estimate
is ready, a bill of materials is available at
the press of a button, and the inventory
is just waiting to be depleted.
SANJAY A. BULCHANDANI
Stanford, CA
General program, no; J'd think you
need a special program. Fortunately. it
need not be written from scratch. I think
it could be handled with an application
program in dBASE 1I, but if I were you
J'd go to Guru from Micro Data Base
Systems (P.o. Box 248, Lafayette, IN
47902, (317) 463-2581); cosily. but worth
it given the size of the problem. You 'll
have to get a programmer to customize,
but that shouldn 't be too difficult.
Guru is a sort of combination expert
system and database; I'll have a full
review in a later column. Meanwhile, J'm
impressed. - Jerry
THUMBS UP ON Top-DOWN
PROGRAMMING
Dear Jerry,
I found Mr. Suits's letter to Chaos Manor
Mail (March) most eloquent in his criticism
of top-down programming. Unfortunately,
I couldn't disagree more strongly with
both the analogies he chose and the conclusions he drew from them. Musicians
tinkering with notes, artists idly sketching,
and writers experimenting with the effect
of words are not good comparisons for
(continued)

THE DAISY THAT TAKES
YES FOR AN ANSWER
Yes!

o To set up the Facit D2000 daisy-

wheel printer, just respond to
printed questions using "yes" and
"no" keys. This permits almost
instant changes between
applications and host computers.
o The printer produces very high letter quality
printing. And it does it fast - 24 cps.
o Interfaces with most computers including IBM
pes. And with most standard software, too. Both
parallel and serial interfaces are available.
o An automatic paper injector takes care of the
entire paper loading operation when using fanfold and single cut sheets.
o The D2000 can be equipped with inexpensive
tractor and cut-sheet feeders handling both European and American paper formats.

No !

o There is no other way to produce
typewriter quality printings than to
use a daisywheel printer.
o The printer won't take up much
of your desk space as the footprint

is very small.
o No annoying noise is produced thanks to a
specially designed, rubber enclosed concrete
platen.
o Facit D2000 is not merely a converted typewriter. It is specifically developed for your professional computer printer applications.

I=ACIT
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Head Office: Facit AB, S-17291 Sundbyberg. Sweden. Phone: (8) 7643000.
USA: Facit Inc. P.O. Box 334, Merrimack. NH 03054. Phone : (603) 424-8000

AUSTRALIA: EA I Electroni cs Associates Pty Ltd .. 427 -3322. A US TRIA: Ericsson Information Systems GmbH. 0222-613 641. BELGIUM: Ericsson S.A.. 02-243 821l.
CANADA: Facit Canada Inc.. 416-821-9400. CYPRUS: LBM (Lillytos) Ltd 5164634. DENMARK: Facit A/S. 02-92 2400. FINLAND:OY Facit. 90-420 21. FRANCE: Facit
S.A.. 1-47807117. GREAT BRITAIN:Facit 0634 -40 1721. GREECE:Computer Application Co. Ltd .. 01-67197 22 . HONGKONG:Gilman & Co. Ltd .. 5-893 00 22. ICELAND:
Gisli l-Johnsen HE 354-64 12 22. INDIA: Forbes Forbes Ca mpbell & Co. Ltd .. 22-26 80 81. IRELAND: Ericsso n Information Systems Ltd .. 75 30 93. ITALY.·Facit Data Products S.p.A .. 039-63633 1. JAPAN: El ectrolu x (japan) Ltd .. 03-479-34 11. KOREA: K.D.C. Corporation. 723-8555/8236. THE NETHERLANDS: Ericsson Information
Sys tems BV. 03480-709 11. NEW ZEALAND: Northrop Instruments a nd Systems. 501-801.501-219.NORWAY: Ericsson Information Sys tems A/S. 02-355820. PORTUGAL: Regisco nta Sari. 1-560091. SINGAPORE: Far East Office Eqpts Pte Ltd .. 745 82 88. SPAIN: Facit. 91-4571111. SWEDEN: Ericsson Information Systems Sverige
AB. 08-282860. SWITZERLAND: Ericsso n Information Sys tems AG. 01-39197 11. WEST GERMANY: Ericsson Information Systems GmbH. 0211-61090.

CHAOS MANOR MAIL

good programmers and the environment
they work in. While creativity is often involved in programming (or any profession,
for that matter), it is not. like true art, a
creative end in itself but usually an
endeavor with a practical goal in mind. A
much better analogy with a programmer
would be an architect. whose craft requires discipline, who pursues work with
a pragmatic end, and who is not without
creative and aesthetic considerations. We
would have better programmers if the
same risks were involved in writing code
as designing a building, where crushed
people, not bugs, are the result of design
sloppiness. One does .not easily imagine
an architect saying, "1b hell with the
blueprint! I've got a hunch two beams will
hold this baby just fine: ' Everyone resents
rules and constraints, yet we should recognize their reason for existing. Efficient.
free-form code is as rare as arrogant programmers- who think they're above structured programming-are plentiful.
Of course "ideas do not usually jump,
full-blown. to the conscious mind:' and
yes, "the very doing" does help establish the
framework or structure of a project. Thus
the need for the preliminary design work

that most successful programmers use in
their profession. The introducto ry layout
of a Pascal or Modula-2 program is not
"ceremony"; it has a purpose. If that purpose is obscure to Mr. Suits or tries his
patience ("I find it difficult to begin scanning a Pascal program without thinking.
'Damn it! Get to the point! "' ). it's because
it helps people to find the point. I'm sure
most of us have reviewed source code
we've written in nonstructured languages
years earlier, only to find that something
that was easily understandable when fresh
in the mind was hard to follow some time
after the event. Doubly frustrating is for
a second party to wade through the mess.
That I wouldn't wish on anybody, yet it
happens 10,000 times a day in businesses.
schools. and government offices across
the country. Old computer languages and
bad habits die hard.
JAMES BAKER

Agreed. completely. and thanks. One
thing I like about CBASIC is that you can.
if you're so inclined. write highly structured code. with everything declared (the
compiler can detect undeclared variables
if you tell it to) and generally top-down

What is a Best Western?

organization. Not long before he died.
my mad friend MacLean said that

CBASIC wasn't really BASIC at all: it was
far too good. But then he was pretty
thoroughly anti-BASIC, largely because in
the early days you wouldn't believe the
spaghetti that was served as programs.
For a job that's to be run once and
once only. it hardly matters what language you use. For something you may
have to work on again after an absence
of six months. you'd better use. if not a
structured language. at least good organizational methods.
The controversy is over whether or not
the language ought to force you to develop good habits.-jerry

Z.IOO

AND BORLAND
Dear jerry.
I wanted to thank you for your favorable
remarks about the Zenith Z-IOO in the
March issue of BYTE. The Z-IOO has not
received the attention it deserves. espeCially from software vendors. To give an
example. I purchased Thrbo Pascal last
summer. When I attempted to order Thrbo Graphix 1bolbox for the Z-IOO. I was
told that it was not available and that they
were not sure if and when it would ever
be available. What is especially irritating
is that in the back of my Thrbo Pascal reference manual. and on various order
forms that came with the package. they
specifically mention that Thrbo Graphix
Toolbox is available for the Z-IOO. I feel
that I was deceived by this material published by Borland. Since they quote you
as saying this is a high-quality product. I
thought you should be aware of the situation.
ROBERT R. JUNE

Grand Forks. ND

The right place at the right price.
Make reservations at any Best Western,
see your travel agent, or call toll-free

1-800-528-1234 .
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INDEPENDENT
WORLDWIDE
LODGING
"World s largest chain of
independently owned
and operated
hotels, motor inns and resorts"

The 2-/00 with a PCompatible board
is still a darned good option. if only because it runs WRITE and a whole mess
of other CP/M programs as well as PCDOS stuff. On the other hand. things flow
in the computer world: what was best
last year isn 't necessarily so this year.
Borland told me they were going to do
TUrbo Graphix Toolbox for the 2-100: apparently they decided not to go ahead.
which is a real pity. I hope they'lI change
their ads. or better yet. put someone onto doing it. AJas. though. since Zenith has
sold mass quantities of the 248 (a very
good machine) to the government. including the service academies. they've let
the 2-/00 fall between the cracks. I can
understand. given market realities. but it's
a pity: rd hoped that dual-processor machines would reunite the micro users. Oh
well.-jerry.

With all these SoftLogic Solutions,
you could run out of problems.
Now there's a whole family of low-cost, easy to use Softlogic software fo r the IBM PC , XT, AT, and compatibles.
They'll save you time, aggravation , and lots of money. Got a problem ? Check out these Softlogic Solutions .

Software Carousel ~ The easy way
to move from one program to another.
What a hassle. Saving, exiting, loading, retrieving-just to move from one applicatio n to
another. With Software Carousel, you can keep
up to ten programs loaded and ready to run.
Best of all, you can use all your memory in each
and everyone. Supports AboveBoard and
RAMpage~" too.
T

"

Disk Optimizer:""'Speeds up your
disk by cleaning up your files .
You may not notice, but your hard drive is getting slower. Because your files keep getting fragmented and scattered on your disk . Reading ,
writing, everything takes longer, because your
disk is working h arder. Disk Optimizer puts back
the speed by putting your files b ack in one
piece- where they belong.

Cubit~ Packs more of your data
onto less disk space.
Filling up your h ard disk again? Don't run out
and get a bigger drive. Get Cubit, and get up to
twice the storage capacity from the drive you
already have. Cubit compresses and decompresses word processor, spreadsheet, database,
all kinds of files-quickly, safely, invisibly.

DoubleDOS:"'" The multitasking
software that takes less of everything.
You can spend more money, load more memory,
and read more manuals with systems like TopView'" or Windows:" Or you can get D oubleDOS, the amazingly simple concurrent soft ware
environment that lets you and your computer
each work on different tasks at once. Nothi ng
could be easier. And nothing costs you less.

Put your problems behind you. O rder these SoftLogic
Solutions today.
So why put up wit h problems? Especially when you
can get dependable SoftLogicSolut ions for just
$49.95* each. Ask for SoftLogic products at your
computer dealer. Or order d irectly from SoftLogic
Solutions by calling 800-272-9900 (603-627-9900 in
New Hampshire).
* Plus $5.00 shippin g & handling.

Order today:
800.-272.-9900

Soft Logic Solutions, Inc.
530 C hestnut Streer
Manchester, NH 03101
800-272-9900 (603-62 7-9900 in N H)

SoFTLoGrc
SOLUTIONS
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BIX is the BYTE Information Exchange, BYTE's ongoing electronic
conference. Each month, this section attempts to give readers a
glimpse into this constantly evolving, rapidly growing exchange of
ideas and information. This month, the conferences covered are
Amiga, Atari ST, IBM PC (and clones), Macintosh, and Pascal.
For information on joining SIX, see page 357.
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amigalmain #3098, from langeveld [William Langeveld]
a comment to message 3093
DiskEd is not on any standard disk that I know of. It is supposedly a
program for developers. Developers are privileged people who get a lot
more software from Commodore·Amiga than us common mortals.
amigalmain #3099, from langeveld
a comment to message 3095

AMIGA
Once again the Amiga conference has come in as one of the busiest
on BIX. This month's selections begin and end with problems, the first
concerning a missing text file and the last with troublesome C libraries.
In between, there are two discussions on different aspects of using the
Amiga for its musical capabilities and a request for advice on making
the programming leap from C to assembler.
DISK SECTOR SURGERY

amigalmain #3080, from dcoulter [Derek Coulter]
Help! I've destroyed one of my most important text files by accidentally
OPENing the file for output in Amiga BASIC. As you know, OPENing
an existing file erases its contents.
Am I right in assuming that the sectors containing what was in the
file were not deliberately wiped clean (i.e. , zeroed out) by DOS when I
OPENed the file? If I am, I wonder if it's possible to look at individual
disk sectors directly? If I could do that, I could search each one until I
found the text.
I'd be very appreciative if someone would recommend a program
(preferably in the public domain that I could download from BIX) that
would allow me to read sectors. Or even suggest how a BASIC·bound
non·developer Amiga enthusiast like me could do it from Amiga BASIC.
amigalmain #3093, from rankin [John Rankin]
a comment to message 3080
Yes, there is a program that you can use to do just that. It is called
DiskEd and can be found in the "c" directory of some disks. It is
designed to allow you to edit a disk sector by sector, which can be
useful in cases such as yours. Be aware, however, that it is very difficult
to use if you do not have a copy of the ':A.migaDOS Technical
Reference," and even then the help the manual gives is marginal. If you
have patience I am sure that your efforts will prevail. I have repaired
several disks that belonged to friends of mine who were in similar situa·
tions. It just takes time and a little know·how; be sure to read as much
as you can before you start to use this program.
I found my copy of this program on the Amiga Cambridge LISP
Disk, so I'm sure that there is probably one available if you look hard
enough. Good luck.
amigalmain #3095, from fnf [Fred Fish]
a comment to messClge 3093
There is a very nice little public domain disk salvager (called DiskSalv)
that has appeared on Usenet and is on my library disk number 20. I
believe there is also something similar in the AmigaDOS 1.2 alphalbeta
releases.
amiga/main #3097, from jdow [Joanne Dow]
a comment to message 3093

DiskDoctor is coming in version 1.2. I dont know if it will recover
erased data, but it will generally clean up a disk.
380
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The program that will be released with 1.2 is called DiskDoctor. It sup·
posedly comes on a disk called "The Toolbox" and will initially be
handed out only to developers. Later on it might be available for the
rest of us, but it is not clear whether that pleasure will be, er, for free.
amigalmain #3102, from dem09 [Pat Harrington]
a comment to message 3095
I have an alpha of version 1.2 of the OS and hope DiskDoctor will be
generally available despite messages here to the contrary. I used it to
recover a disk that crashed on me (it contained files I had downloaded
on·line) that I couldnt even format. I got the message "Hard error
cylinder 0 ... Format abandoned" before fixing it with DiskDoctor. In
other words, it sure seemed to do the trick for me.
amigalmain #3109, from duck [Dale Luck, Commodore-Amiga\
It will probably be available only to registered developers. That's one of
the reasons to become a registered developer; you get some of these
goodies. Please remember that there is a world of difference between
something we hacked up to do a quick job and something that is
ready as a supportable product. DiskDoctor is once again written in
unsupportable (to Americans) BCPL.
amigalmain #3113, from Inoland [Las Noland)
a comment to message 3098
I got a copy of DiskEd with my Amiga Pascal but I certainly wouldn1
suggest anyone buy it just to get a copy of DiskEd. That's especially
true given the fact that DiskEd is about as much fun to use as receiv·
ing a heavy wooden mallet on the cranium .
amigalmain #3118, from jdow
a comment to message 3080
On reflecting, I don't know how from BASIC, but the trackdisk interface
shown in one of the Fred Fish support files (#5 disk) shows individual
sector access. With that I bet a modest effort could generate a sector
patcher routine. Now, I suspect this might be very hard to do from
BASIC, but access is possible.
amigalmain #3251, from langeveld
a comment to message 3080
Even though your message is two weeks old, you still may want to
know that on fishdisk 20 there is a program called DiskSalv, which is
supposed to not only fi x broken disks but also retrieve deleted files. If
you dont have it but still want it, I might be persuaded to upload it to
Listings.
[Editor's note: DiskSalv is now available for downloading from the
Amiga library in the Listings section of BIX. Information concerning the
fishdisks (public domain software for the Amiga) mentioned above may
be obtained by sending a SASE (57 cents postage) to: Fred Fish, 345.
Scottsdale Rd. , Pleasant Hills, CA 94523.]
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VELOCITY 286

$2995/$3295

10/ 12 MHZ

1024K on MB Par, Ser,
Clock, 30 MB Fast Hard
Disk 1.2 MB Floppy, DOS
3.2, Enhanced Graphics
Adapter.

SOUND SAMPLER

amigalmain #3025, from jsan [Jez San]
Does anyone know of a sound sampler unit for the Amiga that is actually shipping? I need one very quickly (i.e., tomorrow)!
FutureSound is about 5 weeks away (so the lady on the phone says),
which, translated into real terms means 10 weeks. And there are others
advertised but I haven't tracked any down.
If not, does anyone know of a decent sampler unit for any other
machine, or even a stand-alone synthesizer with sample capability that
has provision for uploading and downloading the samples to another
host, possibly down the serial port?
amigalmain #303613037, from langeveld
a comment to message 3025
Call Mimetics. They were selling a sound sampler at the last FAUG
meeting (a week ago).
The address of Mimetics is
Mimetics Inc.
po. Box 60238 Station A
Palo Alto, CA 94306.
Tel. (408) 741-0117
Their sound sampler is around $100. The MicroForge unit should
also be shipping, but it is around $350. I have not actually seen that
one, though.

BASE AT " Compatible

1.2 Floppy,
Floppyl HD Contr.
512K, PIS + Case,
Keyboard
$1295
CompuPro Ram 22 _.. $446.00
DiskiA . __ $446.00
1024K . _. $1046.00
LOMAS Thunder + 512K . _.$895.00
MG-200 Herules® Compatible mono card
$ 99.95
CGP-300 Std color card with Parallel
$ 89_95
MF-100 Multi-function card to 384K 0 K .
$ 99.95
$ 49.95
Memo 576K Memory board to 576K 0 K . .
MF-3000 Multi-function for AT to 3072K, 0 K .
$ 199_95
FDDA-100 Floppy controller for PC 4 drs .
$ 44.95
MIO-100 Floppy multi-function card P,5,0 K . . .
$ 99.95
DIO-200XT P,5,0 K _. _ $69.95
010-200 AT .. _ $72.95
MD-2000XT/AT above board to 2048K, 0 K EMS
$ 149_95
Vutek EGA, eGA, EGA, Herales compatable . . . _ . _ _ $ 325.00
M-EGA, CGA, EGA compatible (to 10MHz) . _ . . . . . _ $ 275.00
Teac FD-55B DBIOO .. $105.95
Teac FD-FF6F . _ $119_95
Seagate ST225 20 MB H_D .. _. $325.00
ST4038 . __ $589.00
ST4051 . _. $648.00
ST4096 _. _ $1295_00
Western Digital AT Floppy Hard Disk Controller __ . _ . $ 219_95
Everex AT Floppy/Hard Disk Controller . __ . ___ . __ $ 199.95
AT is a trademark of IBM, Ram 22, Disk/A, CompuPro are trademarks or registered trademarks of

amigalmain #3039, from Inoland
a comment to message 3025
This is speculative, but you might check it out. I don't know of any
sound-sampling devices for the Amiga that are shipping right now, but
there is a very reasonably priced sampling keyboard made by Ensoniq, called the Mirage (when I say reasonably priced, I mean for a
sampling keyboard, not for just a sampling device-I believe the price
is $1695). I don~ know how possible or easy it would be to transfer
those samples to the Amiga but you might want to check it out. They
do store the samples on 3112-inch disks but I don~ know what format
they're in. They also advertise that there are sound-editing programs
available '10r all major personal computers." I doubt that that includes
the Amiga at present but who knows?
Ensoniq's particulars: Ensoniq Corp., 263 Great Valley Parkway,
Malvern, PA 19355.
In Canada: 6969 Trans Canada Hwy., Suite 123, St. Laurent, Que.
H4T 1V8.
In Europe: Ensoniq Europe, 65 Ave. de Stalingrad, 1000 Brussels.
In Japan: Sakata Shokai Ltd., Minami Morimachi-Chu-O Building,
6-2 Higashi-Tenma, 2-Chome, Kita-Ku, Osaka 503.
amigalmain #3124, from grogers [Steve Mueller]
a comment to message 3039

r-"--'"
I
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merging from years of successful problem solving
~
applications in piping, and electronics for the aerospace
industry. DYNAMIC CAD has brought a highly advanced
and powerful CAD system together with today's most dynamic and
versatile micro-computer. the Amiga. DYNAMIC CAD takes full
advantage of Amiga's extensive capabilities with color, multiple
modes of resolution. mouse functions. and easily accessible
pull·down menus.
This is not some promised "vapor·ware," DYNAMIC CAD exists

now and comes to the Amiga with a proven track record. The time

Actually, the Ensoniq (like the Prophet 2000, Emulator 2, Roland SP
units, and the Yamaha samplers) dumps sample data over MIDI (so
compatible disk format is no object, nest-ce pas?) in a quasicompatible formal. You can~ quite read one sample file from another
synthesizer (yet). Advantage of Ensoniq? Not much; it uses 8-bit
samples. Prophet 2000 uses 16-bit samples. You could probably make
an Ensoniq clone with the Amiga, a minimal amount of hardware, and
a lot of software.

and money-saving applications of DYNAMIC CAD for engineers and
architects are truly astounding. Here is an advanced, 2·0 drafting
system with isometric capabilities that can be combined with many
m odels of printers, plotters. and digitizers. In getting started you' ll
have the support of an extensive manual written in understandable
English along with working examples as tutorial lessons.

amigalmain #3147, from cmcmanis [Chuck McManis]
I nquiries invited. (818) 360-3715

For those of you who are music buffs and are going to be hooking up

P.O. BOX 3475. GRANADA HILLS. CA 91344

(continued)
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synthesizers to your Amiga even though it already has the best sound
capabilities on the market, may I suggest you look at the Yamaha
DX-100. I just got one at a recent sale here in Silicon Valley and am
quite pleased. It was $350 and although it can' sample directly it can
play back sampled waveforms. Adds another 8 voices to the existing 4
of the Amiga. Now if I could just get a decent music package ... .
SOUND CHANNEL ALLOCATION

amigalsoftw.devlpmt #1779, from cheath [Charlie Heath)
I've been dealing with putting together three separate audio device
users (speech, a canned music driver, and a custom sound-effects
driver), and have found it difficult to deal with channel allocation. It
seems that there is a missing link-once an audio channel has been
"stolen" from a user, the user has to explicitly test to find out that that
has happened and then must reallocate it. .
It seems to me that there should be a "borrow" channel command,
which would take the channel when a higher-priority request is made
but would automatically restore ownership to the prior owner. Sort of
like prioritized multitasking, except it would never time-slice; you would
own the channel until a higher-priority request occurs, and you would
get the channel back when the higher-priority user released it.
Has anyone else found this to be true? It seems to me that people
are now dealing with this in one of four ways: set the priority to MAX,
so nobody else can get the channel; ignore the problem-if the channel is allocated by another user, it is never reallocated; test to find out if
the channel has been stolen every time an audio command is issued,
with a considerable performance penalty and a lot of overhead; test
only at convenient places in the code (like at the start of a song or
sound effect, etc.).

I do suspect, however, that simply checking to see if the channel has
been stolen for each audio driver call is not too much overhead. If you
are running asynchronously (which is generally best for this kind of
stuff, unless you like waiting for sounds to finish) then all you have to
do is check the error return of the call, which will tell you that the channel requested is not available immediately. Not exactly the nicest
method to the driver, but it works,
Once you have discovered your loss, it is up to you to do anything
you need to, Usually, this means preceding any call to output to that
channel by an attempt to allocate it.
One final note. The list of suggested priorities in the RKM ("ROM Kernal Manual') could be shuffled around a bit but otherwise makes some
sense if you really want to be nice to other programs running. Eventually, I'm going to have to see if I can change my program to handle this
stuff correctly. But if it is too much time and trouble (and this especially
includes overhead), I am going to be nasty and hog the channels
anyway, under the assumption that the user is unlikely to run two
audio-intensive programs simultaneously. Better that than to have a program that produces less than quality sound.
amiga/softw,devlpmt #1804, from cheath
a comment to message 1803
That seems to concur pretty much with what I'd thought. The problem
comes when you want to combine two audio drivers into one program,
say for digitized sound effects and music. That might not be such a
problem if there is a single arbitrator in the program, but unfortunately I've been working with a canned music driver for which I don~
even have access to the source code-so I can' build such arbitration
in,

amigalsoftw.devlpmt #1803, from sbennett [Steven Bennett)
a comment to message 1779

amiga/softw.devlpmt #1809, from jdow
a comment to message 1804

Alas, we're stuck. Sound channels, once stolen, are not returned. I
suspect that this is because the driver was designed more so that the
programs using it would allocate the channel, send out a sound (like
one note), and deallocate it immediately thereafter. Unfortunately, this
does cost a bit in overhead, and I suspect (will have to write a program
to test it someday RSN) this overhead is too costly to use. In my stuff, I
am being nasty and allocating at maximum priority, at least for now.

3 112" Disk Labels TIF-FIF
3 112" Disks (OS. DO)
3 112" Disks (SS, DO) Plain Label Brand

Only thing I could imagine using sound channels in both of two programs for would beAG character in a program-check for sound
allocation and flash screen as an alternative-or accompanying music
with speech commentary. But then the sync would want to exist between the music and the speech. Hence they'd have to be in the samE'
program.
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without Mick Jagger"
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1000115.00
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With FutureSound you can
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the phone, or your own voice
narrating your creations.
Jumping Jack Flash!
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amiga/softw.devlpmt #1782, from fnf
a comment to message 1780

MOVING 1'0 ASSEMBLER

amiga/softw.devlpmt #1792, from pjohnston [Dale Kuethe)
Can any of you programming geniuses help me out? I am making a
transition from C to assembler for reasons of size and speed. (As put in
the movie ''Top Gun," "I feel the need. The need for speed!') I cannot
afford Tech Manuals yet and I learn best from examples anyhow. What I
am looking for is the Intuition functions and animation stuff. I have done
it all in C before but it is just too bulky and slow. Also, if you have a
few seconds (and are feeling very, very generous) it'd be nice if you
uploaded your best 3D graphic routines . . .

This one bit me once a long time ago. Seems that there are some la·
tent. problems in the librarian program, the end result of which is a cor·
rupted executable.
amiga/softw.devlpmt #1784, from langeveld
a comment to message 1780
That's right, the librarian with 3.20a is next to useless. What does work
is to join the .o's together with the DOS command "join." That does
mean, however, that all .ds are linked in.

amiga/softw.devlpmt #1794, from jdow
a comment to message 1792

amiga/softw.devlpmt #1789, from cheath
a comment to message 1784

Probably the quickest trick from Lattice C is to run OMD (Object
Module Disassembler) on the object code and feed the result to an
editor to make it something the assembler would really like. Then start
hand·optimizing the results. Of course, the OMD route is moot for
Aztec, as it has an assembler stage in the compile. Take that output
and again hand·optimize.

Are you sure about that, Willy'? I thought that only worked for Alink·
style libraries, not with Manx. Haven1 tried it, though .
amiga/softw.devlpmt #1791, from langeveld
a comment to message 1789

amiga/softw.devlpmt #1795, from cheath
a comment to message 1794

Yup, have tried it myself. Besides, somewhere in manx.aztec/amiga.c
jgoodnow says that it will work the way I described.

The Manx output is really easy to convert to assembler, since you can
just put in "#asm" statements after compiling a "C" function to
assembly source. That makes it easy to get function arguments and
structure offsets correct. However, the current version of Manx's
assembler is not very good for "stand·alone" development. It was really
designed to accept the compiler's assembler source output, and not
much else. I understand Manx is making some improvements in the
assembler for the next update, though .

Aztec users might want to see manx.aztec/arniga #115 if they are
creating programs with large (>64K) data segments for a linker bug
that bit me. By the way, rumor has it that Aegis developed its stuff with
Aztec. Can w.volkaegis confirm or deny this? Since the Aegis products
are fairly big, have you encountered any problems when stretching
your tools (e.g., Aztec/Lattice/etc.) to the limits?

amiga/softw.devlpmt #1812, from mikeduffy

AZTEC C LIBRARIES

amiga/softw.devlpmt #1820, from w.volkaegis [William Volk, Aegis
Software)
a comment to message 1812

amiga/softw.devlpmt #1780, from mikeduffy [Mike Duffy)
Problem: Basically, I get a working program with individual .0 files and
a non·working program with the same files in a library. No errors on
link, just a different·sized program that loads, begins to execute, and
then software·error task held. For more info, see "manx.aztec/amiga."
Thanks for any help you can offer.

• PULL- DOWN MENU INTERFACE
(MOUSE DRIVEN)
, 256 COLUMNS BY 8192 ROWS
, CONSERVATION OF MEMORY
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, COMMAND MACROS
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, NATURAL RECALCUlATION ORDER
• PRINT FORMATTING AND CONTROL
, PROJECT ICON SUPPORT
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MICRO·SYSTEMS
SOFTWARE, INC.

430 r-'8 OA K CIRCLE, BOCA RATON, FL 33"3 '
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Draw is a big program (150K object) but has a smaller than 64K data
segment (almost everything is allocated on the fly). I believe you have
to use a linker option (or compile option) to go to the "large data
(continued)
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model." Aztec default is to use 16-bit offsets from a register (fast and
'compact). I recommend eliminating global data wherever possible (style
consideration).
amiga/softw.devlpmt #1822, from mikeduffy
a comment to message 1820
Most of the non allocated data is Ox6000 bytes of chess openings in encoded format, so it's not something I'd like to allocate and read off of
disk (yet another file for the user to accidentally lose). Incidentally, the
large data model does not necessarily mean what you think. You can
mix large and small and (in theory) the linker will notify you when a
piece of small data cannot be reached (page cc.11 of the Aztec
manual).
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amiga/softw.devlpmt #1825, from cheath
a comment to message 1824
Actually, I haven't tried the comment hunk deal-but I'd like to know if it
works. I've got these nasty data files all over the diskl
amiga/softw.devlpmt #1826, from mikeduffy
a comment to message 1825
Any suggestions for hiding data files and/or determining where all the
application-related files live? Somehow, these problems are never fixed
until the third or fourth release of the OS (witness MS-DOS, which has
yet to get it quite right) , but they're quite important for developing
robust applications.

amiga/softw.devlpmt #1823, from cheath
a comment to message 1822

amiga/softw.devlpmt #1827, from G~elith .
.
a comment to message 1826

Sounds like that big array could easily be accessed from only one file
using long pointer addressing. Question is, though, is all the Data put
in front of all the UData with the current linker? (Have you thought
about putting the chess openings into a "comment" hunk, which would
be ignored by the loader but which you could go back to and read explicitly as a file?)

I was hoping to get by with an "assign" and use a pseudo device
name within the program. That puts the burden on the user, but what
the heck. If the user has put a floppy in with the volume name, it will
get accessed automatically; if the user copies it to another disk or hard
disk, they gots to include an "assign" in the startup sequence, or
something.

amiga/softw.devlpmt #1824, from mikeduffY
a comment to message 1823

REGISTER A6 As A FRAME POINTER
amiga/softw.devlpmt #1913, from jgoodnow [Jim Goodnow]

Yeah, from the link map, Data and UData are both in segment 0 (code
in 1) with Data first. Thanks for the ''comment'' hunk suggestion. I can
see I am following where others have already worn a trail.

I've been doing some looking and thinking about this whole thing with
using A6 as the frame pointer. When I originally decided to use A5, I
(continued)
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was operating pretty much on my own with no feedback. Now,
however, with all youse useful people here, let me put it to you. The
question really comes down to speed. Size was originally an issue, but
I now have a way of cutting the size down even with A6 being the
frame.
To recap the question for those unfamiliar with it, when a C program
makes a call to one of the resident libraries, it has to load A6 with the
base of the library before calling the function. If A6 is used as the
frame, it has to be saved and restored. The difference in code looks
something like this:
move. I
move.1
jsr
move. I
rts

a&,(sp)
_DosBase,a6
_LVOlnput(a6)
(sp)+,a6

choices: near/far code, near/far data, 16/32-bit ints, A5/A6 frame ptr.
Whoops! Almost forgot, FFP/IEEE/68881 , which makes for 16 regular
libraries and 48 math libraries. I like giving people a choice, but that's a
lot of disks. Unfortunately, my nice-guy nature gets me in these jamsl
(grumble grumble try to be nice to everybody ... )

move. I _DosBase,a6
jmp
_LVOlnput(a6)

vs.
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A difference of about 51 cycles. There is also an obvious size difference, but there are other ways around that. The question is whether
the 50 to 60 cycle difference is worth the incompatibility problems. Obviously, for most DOS and EXEC calls this is not a problem, but what
about GRAPHICS, LAYERS, and INTUITION?? I look forward to any
and all comments, since I have to make a decision in the next few
days. Thank you.
amiga/softw.devlpmt #1914, from langeveld
a comment to message 1913
I have a prejudice toward A6 for the frame pointer. Reason: I have both
the Aztec C compiler (commercial version) and Absoft FORTRAN. I occasionally want to call C functions from FORTRAN, but Absoft insists
that the frame pointer be A6.
Is it possible to make this a switch in the compiler (he asks in full
naivete, not really knowing what's involved)?

amigalsoftw.devlpmt #1916, from cheath
a comment to message 1913
Jim-The compatibility issue isn't too important for me, because I don't
tend to port a lot of stuff between the compilers. I could see it being a
problem for some folks that want to be able to put together object code
modules from both compilers-and it sounds like, since your new linker
supports the ALink format, that would become a practical possibility
RSN.
The only reason I would want A6 to be the frame pointer would be to
get an extra register address variable. But I think it's still a win,
because if I really need an extra address register I'd be writing in
assembler.
Know what else I'd like? With function prototypes, the ability to pass
function arguments in registers. But that's a different subject. . . .
amigalsoftw.devlpmt #1917, from cheath
a comment to message 1915
Willy-Prolly your best solution would be to write special binding
routines in assembler for the functions you want to call from FORTRAN .
That could get a bit sticky if you do much modification (and forget to
do a binding and crash and get mad at Jim), but if you have just a few
shared routines it oughta work. That assumes, though, that there are
no name conflicts between FORTRAN and C library functions....
amigalsoftw.devlpmt #1919, from duck
a comment to message 1913

amigalsoftw.devlpmt #1915, from jgoodnow
a comment to message 1914
A switch would be easy, but the problem is what about all those
libraries that were compiled with the switch set to A5, and the assembly
language glue routines that have to have one or the other hard-coded
in. Part of the problem at the moment is that there are too many

Graphics and layers use a compiler that has A5 as a frame pointer.
However, the C compiler is also modified so that it never uses A6.
I think using A5 as a frame pointer makes sense, but to be strictly
compatible you will still need to preserve/restore A6 if it is used.
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800 lines per minute. Our printers have 'proven their
rugged dependability performing for some ofthe world's
largest corporations. Now we're ready to prove it to you.
So stop by your authorized Genicom dealer today
and ask for a demonstration of the new
1000 Series; the' 1025 and the 1020
for wide column printing. We think
you'll agree, these printers are a
radical departure from the crowd.
For the Genicom dealer nearest
you, call 1-800-437-7468. In
Virginia, call 1-703-949- 1170.

The Printers That Mean Business.
One Genicom Drive, Waynesboro, VA 22980
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amiga/softw.devlpmt #1920, from duck
a comment to message 1916
If you make heavy use of exec calls or graphics calls, you could
preload A6 with the vector pointer and get rid of the interface library.
If the compiler itself knows the register calling sequence, maybe by
use of the "prototyping" in new standard C, you could generate in·line
code to call the library routines.
amiga/softw.devlpmt #1921 , from jgoodnow
a comment to message 1919
If I preserve A6 in the library interface routines, then I might as well use
it as the frame pointer. The problem is Aztec C calls Lattice C, which
calls Aztec C glue routine. Even if the C functions save A6, so that Lattice C calling Aztec C works, there is still the problem with the glue
routines. As pointed out, the problem exists with other languages as
well.
amiga/softw.devlpmt #1922, from w.volkaegis
a comment to message 1921
I'd opt for less T-States....
BTW, does the IEEE support include an option for the 68881? I'm
surprised at the number of calls we get on the subject.
amiga/softw.devlpmt #1928, from sdb [Scott Ballantyne]
a comment to message 1913
Jim, having A6 used as the frame pointer would incredibly ease ports
from UNIX (PPC) compilers. (It is no fun wading through 3000+ lines
of 68K code and dealing with register/frame differences.) In fact, as the
compiler is currently set up, it may not be possible to do a port without
a complete rewrite (having A4 as a register variable would ease that). I
don't know how many others have problems like this, however. On the
other hand, for original applications, the current solution seems the
best (A5 = frame pointer).
Speaking for myself, and attempting to take advantage of your niceguy nature, I would love to see yet another switch (yas, indeed) for this.
I do think there is more at issue than simply porting code from Amiga
C by Lattice and Manx back and forth, or using modules created by
one compiler with another.

ATARI ST
Software seemed to be on the minds of most of the participants in the
Atari ST conference this month. The first thread begins as a case of
missing memory and evolves into trying to '1001" the GEM graphics
mode. The second thread picks up the general topic of graphics, but
from a rather different point of view, that of lOW-level bit manipulation.
Accessing BIOS from interrupts, accessing the command line from
Modula-2 and making your ST act like a VT52 round out the section.
MEMORY MAP

atari.st/tech #169, from sprung [Ron Sprunger]
I am trying to use TDI M2 from C-Shell, and some playing around has
revealed interesting problems. Dave Beckemeyer sends the C-Shell in
two versions, one of which doesn't support GEM programs. Since the
TDI compiler and linker are GEM programs, I can't compile or link
under that one, but it lets me have about 62K more transient programming area to work with.
The memory is important, because I need a minimum 600K RAM
disk to carry all the standard library modules, plus compiler, linker, and
390
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MicroEMACS. If I put the non-GEM C-Shell in AUTO and boot, MDISK
tells me it can give me a 702K RAM disk, meaning 298K not available.
MDISK is the MichTron RAM disk program. MDISK reserves 128K for
TPA, and C-Shell program size is about 67K, leaving 105K unaccounted for, unless C-Shell reserves a bunch.
If I come up on the desktop, MDISK offers me 709K, which seems to
be its maximum, even though the docs say 800K. Now GEM programs
are supported, and if I go into the GEM C-Shell, MDISK offers only
640K, meaning that the GEM-supporting version of C-Shell seems to
need an extra 62K for something.
The reason I mention the details is that if you make yourself too big a
RAM disk, then run C-Shell, things seem to be OK, but you are prone
to nasty crashes with no error messages.
Now for a (nearly) undocumented feature of C-Shell. The docs on the
disk for the non-GEM C-Shell mention that it does not support the
"gem" command. The "gem" command is mentioned nowhere else,
either in the manual or in the disk docs. Before discovering this, I was
- running Modula and Linker from C-Shell by simply typing in the program name "modula," etc. I would then come into Modula with a slightly shrunken window and with or without a mouse (by some whim I
could not discern). Entering a GEM program without the mouse can
mean hang up time if you haven~ a valid file on the logged disk, as you
can~ get to the CANCEL command without a mouse. Anyway, if you
want to run a GEM program from C-Shell, type ''gem progname" and
you're in fine shape.
The MDISK program is not without fault-it requires an extra 15K for
each RAM disk it sets up, and it insists on copying any .ACC files plus
the desktop.inf file to the created RAM disk, where they haven't the
slightest business being.
Can someone tell me where the 90K mentioned above is going?
atari.stiiech #288, from jerryb [Jeremy Brown]
a comment to message 169
Ron, MDISK copies the .ACC files because you should be using the
MDISK in an AUTO folder, where it would copy the files and load them
much quicker than from floppy. A better RAM disk is HippoRAMdisk
(much better than I hear their C is/was). It allows use in an AUTO folder
and accesses a text file where you have the RAM disk size plus a list
of all the files you want to automatically copy into the RAM disk. There
is a special function to create this file, and you can edit this file later if
you wish. In the file copy list, wildcards are supported (as are folders).
Whether you can use this special feature from outside an AUTO folder I
do not know. I recommend that you look into it. I have also used
MDISK and would rather go without. Note: The HippoRAMdisk I am
referring to is a post-updated one from before TOS ROMs.
atari.stitech #289, from sak [Sal Magnone]
a comment to message 288
Doesn't any program running in the AUTO folder boot into that blasted
low-resolution mode? What a bug!
atari.st/tech #291, from swestrup [Stirling Westrup]
a comment to message 289
That's right, and I've never found a way around it! If anyone knows how
to boot into an AUTO folder program in medium resolution, I want to
know about it!
atari.stitech #292, from jtittsler [Jim Tittsler, Atari Corp.]
a comment to message 291
The easiest way is to have a program in your AUTO folder ahead of the
program you want in medium res that does nothing more than go into
medium resolution and then terminate. Remember that programs will
(continu ed)
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PCHARD
DISK KITS
20 MEGABYTES

$429
30 MEGABYTES
$525

HIGH CAPACITY
AT&XT
HARD DISK KITS
70 MEGABYTES
$1995
120 MEGABYTES
$3995

PORTABLE
FLOPPY DRIVE
CAPACITY: n OK
MF720P$295

TAPE BACKUP
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TANDY 1000
MULTI-FUNCTION
CARD
SERIAL PORTI
DMACONTRU
CLOCKl512K
TMF-l·$269

PC/AT OR
TANDY 1000
HARD DISK CARD
21 MEG HARD DISK
FREE SCSI PORT
THC-21 $675
P CHC-2! $675

SCSI HOST
ADAPTER CARD
CON N ECTS YOUH
PC TO 7 OTHEH
DEVICES
SCSI-!

$190
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FULLLINEOF
HALF CARDS
COLOR GHAPHI CS
MEMORY CARD
FLOPPY
CONTROLLER
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NEW DASH FOR YOll
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Your old printer should look so good.
Introducing the ImagEnhancer™PC addon board. It enables ordinary monochrome
or color dot matrix printers to produce highquality, plotter-like graphics.

THE OUTPUT IS OUTSTANDING.
The ImagEnhancer is the perfect way to
get presentation -quality graphs, charts and
artwork from your old dot matrix printer.
What's more, it comes with a built-in
512K memory. So while your printer is
printing one job, you can use your PC for
another. Which will improve your productivity
tremendously.
And of course, the ImagEnhancer works
with the same computer products most
everyone works with.
IBM"' PCs, XTs, ATs or 100% compatibles
with graphics
capability.
Alps, Epson'"
or Epsoncompatible
monochrome or
The ImagEnhancer PC add-on board brings
color dot matrix
plotter-like output to dot matrixprinters.
printers. And
Houston Instrument (DM/PL) plottercompatible software, including Lotus'" 1-2-3':
Symphony,'" PFS'":Graph and Framework;M
among others.
AND THE PRICE IS RIGHT.
At $595~ the ImagEnhancer costs a
fraction of what you'd pay for a new plotter.
It's simple to install, too. And backed by a
one-year warranty.
The ImagEnhancer is a product of Alps
America, a U.S. subsidiary of Alps Electric
Co., Ltd. of Japan, an International Fortune
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500 company. Other Alps America products
include a full line of high-quality printers.
For more information, print samples, or
the name of the dealer/distributor nearest
you, write to Alps America, 3553 North
First Street, San Jose, CA 95134. Or call
(800) 828-ALPS. In California, (800) 257-7872.
In Canada, (800) 858-2577.
Better yet, send in this coupon along
with your payment. And teach your old dot
matrix some new tricks.
Inquiry 14 for End-Users. Inquiry 15 for DEALERS ONLY.

ImagEnhancer is a trademark of Alps Electric Co., Ltd. Other computer or software names are trademarks and lor traden ames of th eir respect ive manufacturers. © 1986 Alps America.
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This image was printed with dn ordinary color dot matrix pnn ter and the ImagEnhanoer PC add· on board. With a monochrome p T21iler, you 9I?t the sdtrlll high resolution i{I black and white.

-------------------SO ORDER TODAY.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __

Method of payment (circle one):
Check
Money Order
MASTERCARD

VISA

City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __

Card number: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Exp. date: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

State: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip : _ _ _ _ __ __

Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

Mail to: Alps America
3553 North First Street
San Jose, CA 95134
Or call (800) 828-ALPS
In California, (800) 257-7872

Address: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

Send _ _ _ _ ImagEnhancer(s} at $595 each~
* Add $10.00 shipping and handling for each. Californ ia residents add 7% sales tax.
Offer available in U.S.A . only.

ALPS
AMERICA
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NOVAS TURBO 286 MOTHERBOARD
• Fewer ICs For Greater ReliabilityOnly 36 Compared to IBM's 131
• Dual Speeds-6 & 8 MHz-Keyboard
or Jumper Selectable (10 MHz opt)
• 4 Serial and 1 Parallel Ports
On Board Option
• Expandable to 1 Megabyte RAM
• Complete with Setup Program
• Fully Compatible BIOS
• Socket for 80287
OEM
• 0, 1 Wait State. Jumper Selectable. Hardware reset port.
ALL AT ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE-CALLI

be executed in the same order that low resolution will display them (in
COMMANDTOS). Starting with a new disk/AUTO folder, just copy the
medium-res program into the folder first, then the desired program(s).
atari.sUtech #294, from jim_kent [Jim Kent]
a comment to message 292

$495

I'm curious about this AUTO folder stuff. Does this mean that if I execute a little program that does a SetScreen((long)-1 , (long)-1 , 1) and
then quits, GEM will be usable with the correct fonts, etc., for later applications programs? I guess the AUTO folder stuff is done before GEM
is fully initialized, before the desktop.inf file is read maybe?
This sounds like something perhaps quite useful to many people who
need to 'trick" GEM a little. Please tell us more!

NOVAS 1000 EGA BOARD
• Supports EGA, eGA, MDA
• 640 x 350 Pixels
640 x 200 Pixels
320 x 200 Pixels
720 x 350 Pixels

EGA
Color
Color
Monochrome

• Parallel Port on Board
• 256K RAM on Board

$225

atari.st/tech #306, from swestrup
a comment to message 292

NOVAS TURBO 286
AT COMPATIBLE SYSTEM

.$1445.00

Include: 640K, 6/8 MHz Turbo Speed (10 MHz opt.), 1 S/1 P, 1.2 Meg. Dr.
COMPLETE NOVAS PC TURBO SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS
IN ANY CONFIGURATION-CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES
OUR QUALITY AND PRICES CANNOT BE BEAT!
CALL US FOR COMPLETE SATISFACTION

COMPUTRADE COMPANY
780 Trimble Road, Suite 605
San Jose, CA 95131

Tel: (408) 435-2662
Fax: (408) 435-5458

Unfortunately, it is not possible to create a program that does a set
screen call that works from the folder. The reason is simple: The AUTO
folder is executed immediately after boot-up. That means that the
machine will be in low resolution when it encounters the set screen
command. It will note the new resolution to itself and then reboot. While
rebooting, it is still in low res and executes the AUTO folder. It makes a
note reminding itself to go into medium res and then reboots. If you
write a program that cheats by setting the video registers, then there is,
as far as I have been able to determine, no way to tell GEM that you
have changed its resolution and it keeps on using the old fonts, etc.

• IBM & AT are trademarks of International Business Machines Corp.

atari.sUtech #310, from wes.peters [Wes Peters]
a comment to message 306

PC/VI

Full Screen Editor jor MS-pOS (PC-DOS)
Looking for an Ultra-Powerful Full-Screen editor for
vour MS-DOS or PC-DOS system? Are you looking for
iln editor FULLY COMPATIBLE with the UNIX·VI
editor. Are you looking for an editor which not only runs
on IBM-PC's and compatibles, but ANY MS-DOS
system'? Are you looking for an editor which provides
power and flexibility for both programming and text
editing,? If you are, then look no further because PC/VI
IS HERE!
The following is only a hint ofthe power behind PC/VI:
English-like syntax in command mode, mnemonic control
sequences in visual mode; full undo capability; deletions,
changes and cursor positioning on character, word, line,
sentence, paragraph or global basis; editing of files larger
than available memory; powerful pattern matching capability for searches and substitutions; location marking;
joining multiple lines: auto-indentation: word abbreviations and MUCH, MUCH MORE!
The PC/VI editor is available for I BM-PC's and generic
MS-DOS based systems for only $149. For more
information call or write:
Custom Software Systems
P.O. Box 678
Natick, MA 01760
617-653-2555
The U NIX community has been using the VI editor for
years. Now you can run an implementation of the same
editor under MS-DOS. Don't miss out on the power of
PC/VI!
"UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
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Inquiry 428

Can't you just make your program switch to medium res and then
switch back to low res on exit so GEM can do with it what it will? I
have a monochrome system so I cant try this out, but cant you just
switch modes and then jump through the reset vector stored
somewhere in the "biblical" system variables?
atari.sUtech #311, from jim_kent
a comment to message 310
Sure, if you don't use GEM inside your program, you can switch it back
and forth. I believe you'll have a small problem if there's an 1/0 error
and GEM wants you to cancel/retry, though. Anyway, I switch modes all
the time from TOS programs.
LINE·A ROUTINES

atari.st/tech #229, from chriskuku [Christoph Kukulies]
I am stuck in a problem due to lack of documentation of the $1007
(bitblt) (read $aOO?). It says in the Line-A document that A6 points to a
block of parameters. Maybe someone can give me a layout on these
parameter blocks. I wanted to switch the logical screen base with
Setscreen(), then draw something hidden with VOl calls, and then perform a vro_cpyfm( ... ) with source_mfdb and desLmfdb set (not
equal to zero). vro_cpyfm does not work (!), so I turned, like so very
often before, to Line-A. Who can help me?
atari.sUtech #232, from jim_kent
a comment to message 229
Chris, this is well documented if you have the developer's kit on pages
6 and 7 of the Line-A document. It looks something like:
struct bliLblock

{
short b_wd, b_ht;
(continued)

A NEW DIMENSION
IN COMPUTER EDUCATION
"PC TechVideo provides an indepth overview of the installation of
computer components. VIk use it to
train all our technicians and
assemblers. "
John Atma, Chief Technician
for Tech Personal Computers

''After viewing PC TechVideo, I
now understand the basics of how
my computer works and was even
able to replace the 1. 2M drive on
my AT at work. PC TechVideo was
definitely worth the money."

''PC TechVideo is great. With the
help of PC TechVideo, I was able
to install a 10MB hard disk on my
XT without taking it to an expensive service center."
Gita Beant, Economics major
at UC Irvine

Brenda Hudson, Data entry and processor
for Sark Enterprises

PRODUCTIONS

1040 EAST CHAPMAN AVE.
ORANGE, CALIFORNIA 92666
OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA IN CONTINENTAL
U.S. • PUERTO RICO, HAWAII EXCLUDING ALASKA:

1·800·438·8877
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS CALL:

(714) 771·3560
SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

$89.95
PC TechVideo is an innovative set of
two 2-hour instructional video tapes
which form a complete guide to the
IBM® and compatible personal compu te r syste ms . Designed for
everyone, from the complete novice
to the software expert. PC TechVideo
provides the viewer invaluable first
hand instruction in the installation and
maintenance for IBM® and compatible systems.
Part I of PC TechVideo is a complete
and comprehensive presentation of
prominent features of the PC family
including:
Motherboard architecture

Memory Configuration and Addressing
Monitor Technology
Floppy and Fixed Disk Technology
Bus Architecture
Serial and Parallel Ports
Part II of PC TechVideo shows the
details involved in actually installing,
configuring, and replacing:
Motherboards
Power Supplies
Floppy and Fixed Disks
Drive Controllers
Popular Expansion Boards
PC TechVideo provides instruction not
found in books or magazines. It is an
essential tool for anyone interested in
understanding their Pc. You can't afford
not to have PC TechVideo.

Inquiry 412 for End-Users. Inquiry 413 for DEALERS ONLY.

ORDER NOW
NAME _______________________
ADDRESS ____________________

CITY _ _ _ _ __

STATE----.-ZIP ____

PHONE #
PLEASE RUSH _ _ _ _ _ _ COPIES OF
PC TECHVIDEO IN
o VHS
0 BETA FORMAT

o C.O.D.
o VISA
o MASTERCARD
o CHECK/MONEY ORDER ENCLOSED
ADD $3.50 SHIPPING.
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX.
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in the GEM VDI manual (chapter 6) than in the Line-A bit.
I got what documentation I have from Alari. $300 for the developer's
kit . .. the dread Alcyon compiler, etc., and some documentation.

short plane_ct;
short fg_col, bg_color;
char op_tab[4];
short sJmin, s_ymin;
short 's_form; i*pointer to the source pixels .,
short s_nxwd, s_nxln, s_nxpl; i*offsets to next word, line, plane .,
short dJmin, d_ymin;
short 'dform;
short d_nxwd, d_nxln, d_nxpl;
short 'p_addr; ,. == NULL for no pattern .,
short p_nxln, p_nxpl;
short p_msk;
char pad[24];

atarLstltech #303, from chriskuku
a comment to message 299
Thank you, Jim, for the quick answer. However, I still require additional
information on the meaning of the op_tab. It seems that the raster-op
table in the GEM VDI manual does not correspond to the bit combinations I found. Could you or alex!. be so kind as to send me the
necessary information to make bit-block transfers "by hand," that is, any
source, any destination, any mode, preferably for monochrome but color wouldn't do any harm. Until I get the Line-A document from Atari
you are my only hope.
Another point: What are the xmins, ymins for ... clipping?

}
The op_tab is one of the more cryptic bits of raster logic I've seen.
It works with the fg_color and bg_color. If you tell me more
specifically what you want to do, maybe I can tell you the color'op
combinations to try.

atarLstltech #304, from jim_kent
a comment to message 303
Indeed, the xmins, ymins are for clipping. Not many things are clipped
by it, though. Rectangular area fills are affected.
OK, OK, here's some more stuff on the op_tab:

atarLsUiech #234, from alex!. [Alex Leavens)
a comment to message 229
Check over in the GEM conference for commented C source code on
using the bit-blit routines from C. The parameter blocks are identical to
what you need for the Line-A stuff. The files in question are in gem'
listings.st and are CRAB8.C and MULTBALL.C.

op_tab[O]-logic employed when foreground and background colors
for current plane are both O.
op_tab[1]-when current plane fg_color bit is 0 and bg is 1.
op_tab[2]-when fg is 1 and bg O.
op_tab[3]-when fg is 1 and bg is 1.

atarLsUiech #296, from chriskuku

Now for the logic . ..

Now I'm at the point where I need to know more on the op_tab[ ]
parameters. Where can I get this Line-A Document (which is obviously
more detailed than where my information came from)?

o

atarLstltech #299, from jim_kent
a comment to message 296
Try making the op_tab = {4, 4, 7, 7}, fg_color = color, bg_color =
anything, and s_nxpl = O. This will take a single plane source to the
dest, making the dest color where there are ones in the source plane,
and leaving the dest alone elsewhere.
However, the op'color combination stuff is probably better described

2 Mb EMS RAM / CLOCK
FOR IBM PC/XT and COMPATIBLES
WITH LIFETIME
WARRANTY
FEATURES •

SUPPOrlS lOlus / lntel / Microsoft
Expanded Memory Specifications

•
•

Useseilhff 64K or 256K DRAM Chips
USl'fupgradable.

(EMS).

•

Can rill system memO/)' 10 64OK, allow'

.

lncll)desClock/Calef]darlunC licln.

•

EMS memory manaller software
included.
EMS compatible RA M Disk soHwale
included

ing remaininc memory

•
WITK64K

Of RAM
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[0

be used lor

• EMS compatible Print Spoolersollware
included

The Apparal 2 M8 Expanded MemOfyI Clock Soard allows you [he option 01

11111011 your system memory to the ma~ im()l!l 640K and/or IISHIO liP to 2 MB RAM
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ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS • CLOCK /CALENDAR CARD
• PROM BLASTER (24 or 28 pin)
• COMBO II CARO
• 256K RAM CARD
• 512K RAM CARD
• EXTERNAL HARD DISK
• IIHERtJAL HARD DISK

• Xl HARD DISK UPGRADE
• SHORT SLOT PAR /S ER CARD FOR
PPC . AT
• 384K RAM CARD FOR PPC
• ADD·DN DISK DRIVES
• ATR AMCARD
• AT COM BO CARD
• CABLES

-."Apparat,lnc.
4401 South Tamarac Parkway - Denver, Colorado 80237
(303) 741·177B - TOLL FREE 800/525- 7674
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D'
D'
D'
D'
D'
D'
D'
D'
D'
D'

=0
= 8 AND D
= 8 AND [NOT D]
=8
= [NOT 8] AND D
=D
= 8 XOR D
8 OR D
NOT [8 or D]
NOT [8 XOR DJ

Lean & Mean!

"just a plain copy"
"kind of futile waste of time normally"

OC8000

SolapakST
Print Spooler/Ram Disk
NOW with the " So/apak ST" print spooler you
can:
- print up to 8 files with separate printing
qualities at one time.
- configure to any parallel printer with 32 user
definable options.
- format your output, vary the print speed,
pause/ restart printing and much, much more ...
The " So/apak ST" ram disk lets you :
- configure up to 1 Mb and 128 files.
- save time with a disk transfer rate of over 10
million bits/ second.

"Sol.pak ST" is the fastest , most versatile and
memory efficient professional print spooler and
ram disk available lor the ATARt ST.
FREE CRT saver to help prevent image
" burn· jn". "Sol."ak ST" demo at your ST retailer
or on B8S's nationwide.

$39.95

Action Software - 69 Clementina St.,
San Francisco, CA 94105 - (415) 974-6638
Mail orders: please include $3.00 P&H and Ca.
reSidents add $2.60 sales tax. VISA, MC OK.
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EXPANDS PC
PERFORMANCE AT A FRACTION
OF NETWORKING COST
• Adds four to e ight serial c{)mmunication
ports to IBM PC, IT. AT or compatibles.
• Standard RS-232 or optional RS-422 ports
for increased transmission speed and distance.
• Supported by Xenix, Multi-Link, RTCS, QNX,
and other multi-user, multi-tasking ope rating
systems .
STAR GATE TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Suite 109
33800 Curtis Blvd . • Eastlak e. OH 44094
Call: (216) 951-5922
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FORTRAN PROGRAMMERS
Looking for the right PC FORTRAN LANGUAGE SXSTEM 7
If you 're serious about your FORTRAN programming then
you should be using F77L- LAHEY FORTRAN.

100'
11 0'
120'
13 0'
140'
150'

= NOT 0

EdItor's ChoIce - PC MagazIne

= S OR [NOT 0]
= NOT S

= [NOT S] OR 0

= NOT [S and
=1

0]

So this is the official stuff, but what does it mean? Another example:
If you want the (new) destination to be a copy of the source, set
op_tab[O] = op_tab[1] = op_tab[2] = op_tab[3] = 3 bg_color
= fg_color = anything.
USING BIOS FROM INTERRUPTS

atari.stltech #266, from rchecketts [Rick Checketts]
Has anyone tried calling the Atari ST BIOS from an interrupt routine? I
was trying to use the serial 1/0 routines from within an interrupt, saving
registers and using a private stack space, etc., and while the program
ran for a while, it bombed for no apparent reason. Any ideas?
atari.stltech #269, from davjon [David Jones]
a comment to message 266

• Full FORTRAN 77 Standard
(F77L is not a 'subset)
• Popular Extensions for easy
porting of minicomputer
and mainframe applications
• COMPLEX. 16, LOGICAL. 1
and INTEGER. 2
• Recursion - allocates local
variables on the stack
• IEEE - Standard Floating
Point Arithmetic
• IMPLICIT NONE
• Long variable names 31 characters

• Fast Compile - Increase your
productivity
• Source on Line Debugger
(Advanced features without
recompiling)
• Arrays and Common Blocks
greater than 64K
• Clear and Precise English
Diagnostics
• Compatibility with Popular
3rd Party Software
(i.e. Lattice C)
• Easy to use manual
• Technical Support from LCS

• NEW FEATURE - NAMELIST

F77L - THE PROGRAMMER'S FORTRAN
S477.00 U.S.
System Requirements: MS-DOS or PC-DOS, 256K, math coprocessor 18087/802871

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

/7021 831-2500

Lahey Computer Systems Inc.
P.O. Box 6091 Incline Village, NV B9450/U5.A
International Dealers:

I don't know if this is any help, but I was having similar problems-I
was calling some of the sound-oriented BIOS calls in an interrupt
routine and kept getting lots of bombs after a while of correct operation. I solved the problem by disabling all interrupts at the start of the
routine and enabling them again afterwards. My best guess is that the
BIOS re-entrancy rule (no more than 9 levels, I believe) is being
violated or something.
atari.sUtech #271 , from jim_kent
a comment to message 269
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atarLstltech #273, from sak
a comment to message 271
Plus, aren't there 3 or 4 routines that cannot be called during system
processing at all? I don't have the guide handy, but I do remember
something about using the printer during a BIOS interrupt. (Excuse me,
TRAP! Old habits die hard.)

The guide does say something about the printer but my routines didn't
try talking to the printer. I did try blocking interrupts, and while this had
some effect, it did not cure the problem. I did notice that the crash
usually occurred during evnLmulti, so I tried flagging that evnLmulti
was active and skipping the interrupt routine and again this helped;
that is, the program ran a bit longer and then bombed. I've worked
around it for now by leaving the interrupt just doing timing, etc., and
leaving the rest to a fake interrupt that's just called as often as possible.
Not an ideal solution. I'd still like to do it right!
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Here are some notes on using a BIOS function within an interrupt
handler:
Nested Traps and Interrupts
Occasionally it may be necessary to make "nested" BIOS calls (for
instance, to get keyboard input from a critical-error handler). The BIOS
is re-entrant to three levels; the total number of standard and extended
BIOS calls may not exceed three. Exceeding this limit will cause the
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atarLsUtech #279, from jtittsler
a comment to message 278
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atarLsUtech #278, from rchecketts
a comment to message 273
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system to crash .
. It is possible to call the BIOS from an interrupt routine. The basic
problem is to get around a non-atomicity bug in the BIOS trap handler.
Before the interrupt routine can call the BIOS, it must decrement the
system variable "savptr" [$4a2 longl by 46; after the trap, "savptr" must
be restored to its original value. The interrupt code is responsible for its
own mutual exclusion. This interrupt "level" does not count as one of
the three nested BIOS calls.
Applications should not attempt disk or printer I/O from critical-error
or interrupt handlers.
COMMAND LINE

atari.st/questions #205, from sprung
Can someone give me a quick rundown on the command line? I need
to pick it up from Modula. Where is it and what's the format? It must be
in these docs somewhere.
atari.st/questions #222, from alexl.
a comment to message 205
Ron, the command line is a simple little thing that sort of allows you to
do MS-DOS-like things (like passing parameters to a program). Dont
bother with it. Buy Beckemeyer's C-Shell.
atari.st/questions #223, from sprung
a comment to message 222
Thanks Alex-I know what the command line is. I need it for my own
utilities in M2. I have C-Shell, and I talked with David Beckemeyer
about the command line, but he didnt know how I could get it either.
All I really need is a simple way to pick up the base page address at
run time.
According to the review in May ':A.ntic," Personal Pascal provides the
command line, but no sign of it in M2.
atari.stiquestions #224, from jtittsler
a comment to message 223
Well, I dont know how to do it from M2, but when a program is invoked, a pointer to the base page of that program is available under
the long on the top of the stack. In code (which is a bit easier for me
to deal with than English):
start: move, 4(a7),aO * aD now points to the base page
move,1aD,_base * put the pointer in the C
* external
It is quite possible that the M2 run-time library does something similar.
atari.st/questions #225, from sprung
a comment to message 224
"under the long .. . '~What exactly is in AT? And what does the 4 do
to that number? I can pick up the A7 register (or any other), but I'm not
clear on how to make that into the base page address.
atari.stiquestions #226, from cheath [Charlie Heath)
a comment to message 225
move.I

4(a7),_base

will take the address that was the last thing put on the stack into
"_base," which you can reference within the language (assuming M2
has the same underscore convention as C).
atari.st/questions #227, from sak
a comment to message 226
Yeah, but isn't that assuming the M2 run-time library hasnt used the
stack already?
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atari.st/questions #228, from sprung
a comment to message 227
That seems to be the case-I've been playing around with it and have
managed to pick up and reference the address off the stack, but it
does not contain the base page address by the time I get it. Sigh. I'll
have to pursue it with TOI. Thanks, guys.
atari.st/questions #229, from jtittsler
a comment to message 225
A7 is the stack pointer. It is a very reasonable thing for the run-time
library to squirrel away that pointer before it does anything else. For example, in the developer's C compiler that I use, that function is the first
thing done in the startup module (GEMS, GEMSTART, MYGEMS, etc.).
SCREEN ESCAPE CODES

atari.st/questions #236, from sprung
Can someone tell me where, in the DevPak or elsewhere, to find all the
screen and cursor control sequences for the monochrome monitor? Or
exactly what it emulates, as I have the VDT book by Stephens. If VT52,
my book lacks cursor on and off (which I got from Steve Tether's code)
and reverse video.
atari.st/questions #237, from alexl.
a comment to message 236
The screen codes are in the "Hitchhiker's Guide to the BIOS,"
atari.st/questions #239, from jruley [Jonathan Ruley)
a comment to message 236
Get the abacus "internals" book-it has a pretty good rundown. The
emulation is incomplete VTS2.
atari.st/questions #243, from jtittsler
a comment to message 236
The screen escape codes are an (improper) superset of those in the
VTS2, with a few additions from the H/Z-19 (and a couple more that
provide similar functions but are accessible in a 2-character sequence
instead of 3). Specifically, for the ones you asked about:
ESC e Enable cursor
ESC f Disable cursor
ESC p Enter reverse-video mode
ESC q Exit reverse-video mode
Also, someone was asking about wrap/nowrap:
ESC v Wrap at end of line
ESC w Discard at end of line
One shortcut to erase home is
ESC e Clear screen and home cursor (same as ESC h ESC j)

IBM PC AND
COMPATIBLES
The majority of this month's IBM PC section is taken up with an involved exploration for the answer to a seemingly simple question. A
query concerning a single interrupt provokes lengthy discussion
culminating in the dissection of PRINT. In addition to being informative
from a systems point of view, this example shows the real nature of online conferencing, which allows running discussion without constraints
of time or location. This central discussion is bracketed by a short
thread on interfacing an Apple color monitor with a PC compatible, and

I3IX
a more involved thread on the intricacies of calling C language
subroutines from inside a BASIC program.
ApPLE MONITOR TO PC CONNECTION

ibm.pc/pc.hardware #806, from rjackson [Robert Jackson]
I have an interesting project that no one around here can help me with.
I have an Apple RGB Color Monitor 100 that I would like to hook up to
my Z-150 (IBM compatible). My first problem is that I canl find anyone
who can tell me if it will work in the first place, much less help me
build the necessary cable. If anyone can help, I would appreciate it. I
use both computers every day and really miss the color on my Zenith.
ibm.pclpc.hardware #807, from dmick [Dan Mick]
a comment to message 806
Do you have docs on IBM-compatible video output (or Zenith's docs for
their board; same thing) and docs on the input connector for the Apple
manito!? There are so few signal lines that it seems from examining
these docs you could glean what you need, even if you're not an EE.
ibm.pc/pc.hardware #808, from barryn [Barry Nance]
a comment to message 806

TIL Adapter
RGBI
Monitor

Talking computers give blind and visually
impaired people access to electronic information. The question is how and how
much?
The answers can be found in liThe Second
Beginner's Guide to Personal Computers for
the Blind and Visually Impaired" published
by the National Braille Press. This comprehensive book contains a Buyer's Guide to
talking microcomputers and large print display processors. More importantly it includes reviews, written by blind users, of
software that works with speech.
Send orders to:

I havenl the slightest idea of what the connector for the Apple RGB
monitor looks like, but here's what the TIL output of a standard IBM
Color Graphics Adapter looks like:

< ------ Ground ------ > 1
< ------ Ground ------ > 2
< -------- Red -------- > 3
< ------- Green ------- > 4
< -------- Blue -------- > 5
< ------ Intensity ------ > 6
< ------ Reserved ------ > 7
< ----- Horiz. Drive ----- > 8
< ----- Vert. Drive ----- > 9

Computers For
The Blind

National Braille Press Inc.,
88 St. Stephen Street, Boston, MA 02115
(617' 266-6160
NBP is a nonprofit braille printing and publishing house.

Color Graphics
RGB Output
9-Pin O-Shell
Connector

Subscription Problems?

ibm.pclpc.hardware #809, from rjackson
a comment to message 808
Thanks for the IBM pinouts. I now have two problems. First, I canl get
anyone to tell me for sure if the monitor (frequency- and scan-rate-wise)
will really work on an IBM. Second, Apple wasnl kind enough to supply the pinouts for their monitor. That shouldnl be too hard to get, considering the available technical information on the Apple II. If anyone
knows whether or not the Apple RGB monitor will work, I'd really appreciate a yea or nay.
ibm.pc/pc.hardware #817, from mfg [Marc Greenfield]
a comment to message 809
I have converted an Acorn color monitor to work on my IBM by simply
attaching a OIN-9 connector to the circular plug that would normally
have attached to an Apple. I think that based on this your monitor
should work on your IBM, that is, unless it is a special brand that may
work with a special controller. If the pin configuration matches that
listed in one of the comments above, then it should work OK.
INTERRUPT 28H

ibm.pc/pc.software #999, from jcummins [John Cummins]

We want to help!
If you have a problem with your BYTE
subscription, write us with the details . We'll
do our best to set it right_ But we must
have the name, address, and zip of the
subscription (new and old address, if it's a
change of address) _ If the problem involves
a payment, be sure to include copies of the
credit card statement, or front and back of
cancelled checks. Include a "business
hours" phone number if possible .

Anyone know what INT Ox28 does?
ibm.pclpc.software #1002, from jrobie [Jonathan Robie)
a comment to message 999
It isnl used by BIOS, according to my IBM PC Tech Ref manual.

BYTE
Subscriber Service
P.o_ Box 328
Hancock, NH 03449
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Join
The Book Club
for the Computer Professional
PRACTITIONER'S GUIDE TO
ADA. By R. Wallace. 320 pp., 60
iIIus . This much-needed one-stop
info source covers all aspects of
ADA, the language, the environments, policies and standards, design strategies, products and vendors! Plus , its unique handbook
format provides a concise roadmap
that guides you through all the
many aspects of this complicated
field.
679/2238
$38.95
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
HANDBOOK. By the Staff of
General Electric Company. 224 pp.,
114 iIIus., outsized 81/, x 11 format.
Proven -in- practice methods for
tracking , controlling , and reporting
each item produced as a part of the
software development process are
described and demonstrated. Review procedures are covered in detail. A recommended format for the
system specificatio n document is
also included.
231/656A
$59.50
(Counts as 3 of your 3 books)
HANDBOOK OF SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING. Edited by C.
Vick and C. Ramamoorthy. 683 pp.,
332 iIIus. and tables. Emphasizing
quality assurance , this first-ever
guide shows you how to design ,
implement, test and maintain virtually any type of software. Ranging from graphic theoretic modeling to software development you
see how to apply the latest software engineering techniques in
each stage of development.
583204-6A
$62.50
(Counts as 3 of your 3 books)
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTERS. Edited by P. Lister. 231
pp., 102 iI/us., 25 tables. Comprehensive coverage of the single-chip
micros now available, their characteristics and application range .
Separate chapters cover Motorola's M6801 & M6805 families , Tl' s
TMS 1000 & TMS 7000 devices , Zilog's Z80, National Semiconductors COPS 400 and Mostek 's 16-bit
MK 682000.
380/3098
$39.50
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)
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SYSTEM DESIGN FROM
PROVABLY CORRECT CONSTRUCTS. By J. Martin . 392 pp.,
155 two-color iIIus. Covers " Higher
Order Software," the breakthrough in system development that
translates & refines human thinking until program codes generate
automatically.
583259-3 8
$37.50
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)
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the newest and the best information
in your field ... with books from
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SOFTWARE PORTABILITY.
By O . Lecarme and M. PellissierGart. 256 pp., 40 iIIus. A comprehe nsi ve guide that provides in depth, illustrated coverage of all the
tools and t ec hniques used to develop portable programs or to
transport existing software to other
environments. Actual case studies
are used to show how these techniques can work for you.
369/4888
$29.95
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

DATA STRUCTURES FOR
PERSONAL COM'~(J,1'ERS. By
Y. Langsam, M. Augenstein and A.
Tenenbaum. 560 pp., 116 iI/us.
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combining the e leme ntary con cepts of data structures with guidance on structured. programming
in 8ASIC.
583186-48
$29.95
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ELECTRONICS. Edited by S. Gibilisco . .

BLER LANGUAGE. By P. Abel.
2nd Ed., 581 pp .. 154 iIIus. and listings. Updated , a nd expa nded this

983 pp., more than 1,300 iI/us., outsized 8 1/, x 11 format. From basic

electronics terms, amateur radio
and microcomputer technology to
state-of-the-art digital electronic
applications, this massive reference provides practical information on each topic. Contains more
than 3,000 alphabetica lly arranged
articles.
583348-4A
$60.00
(Counts as 3 of your 3 books)

COMPARING AND ASSESSING PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES: ADA. C • Pascal.
Edited by A . Feurer and N. 8ehani.
271 pp., softbound. Enhances your
understanding of these languages
by comparing their strengths and
weaknesses . Contrasts and assesses each so yo u can choose the
best for your application.
583262-3
$16 .95

PROGRAMMING

ASSEM-

carefully detailed study of the 370
mainframe and Assembler covers
the essentials of AssembJer coding,
binary operations, and externa l
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writing and operating systems.
583088-48
$26.95
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STANDARD HANDBOOK OF
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Where is this interrupt used?

ibm.pc/pc.software #1011, from dmick
a comment to message 1010

ibm.pc/pc.software #1007, from dmick
a comment to message 999

That would seem to make any other process (the foreground task) be
awfully slow; that is, the CPU is tied up printing chars as fast as it can.
OK, OK . .. I'm ripping PRINT apart tomorrow. You guys just won~ let
me get disinterested in whatever you bring up!

My impressions are, from looking at its code and the code for the
'~ransient loader" in DOS 2.1, that it is the loader for COMMAND.COM
to initialize the system. Once I have DOS loaded, there's not a single
INT 28H to be found anywhere in memory, DOS's or otherwise, which
leads me (also) to that suspicion. You might snoop at IBMDOS.COM
and see if it's called in that code.

ibm.pc/pc.software #1012, from barryn
a comment to message 1011

ibm.pc/pc.software #1008, from mjk [Martin Kochanski)
a comment to message 999
INT 28 is called by DOS repeatedly whenever it gets bored, that is,
waiting for the user to type something at the keyboard . INT 28 does
nothing whatsoever. But if you have the standard print spooler
PRINICOM installed, then it intercepts INT 28 and copies a little text to
the printer before returning to DOS (which tests the keyboard and calls
INT 28 again if there's still nothing). It may follow that you can use INT
28 for some background purposes of your own, and even that you can
call DOS disk routines from within it, but I'm not sure.
ibm.pc/pc.software #1009, from dmick
a comment to message 1008
Yeah, I was thinking of INT 2EH, which someone asked about earlier.
INT 28H does exactly nothing (IRET) on the IBM XT and Zenith Z·150,
that's right. However, I couldn~ find any calls, including DOS calls, to it
either. I'll look again on both, I guess, and examine PRINICOM, too. I
always thought PRINT used the timer interrupt.

Don~ bother tearing it apart .. . just try this experiment: Tell PRINT to
print a fairly long file, something that will give you time to do some
telecommunications while it's printing. Then, while the print is occurring,
use your communications software to log onto a bulletin board
somewhere. Watch closely to see if some of the communications
characters are dropped. Then hit the button on the printer that de·
selects it and watch for the dropped-characters problem to go away.
The missing communications characters are a result of the PRINT
program tying up the PC's interrupt processor for too long a time.

ibm.pc/pc.software #1016, from rschnapp [Russell Schnapp)
a comment to message 1010
I seriously doubt that any IBM/MS software uses IRQ? It was poorly im·
plemented on early monochrome adapters, and the bad design was
copied by too many board makers. The INT 28 hook to PRINT sounds
right.
ibm.pc/pc.software #1017, from suer [Sue Rosenberg)
a comment to message 1016
The following information about INT 28 came from the NBS bulletin
board and was posted by Ross M. Greenberg:
INT 28: Internal routine for MS·DOS
This interrupt is called from inside the "get input from keyboard"
routine in DOS if, and only if, it is safe to use INT 21 to access the disk
at that time. It is used primarily by the PRINICOM routines, but any
number of other routines could be chained to it by saving the original
vector and calling it with a FAR call (or just JMPing to it) at the end of
the new routine.

ibm.pc/pc.software #1010, from barryn
a comment to message 1009
>thought PRINT used the timer interrupt.
I think PRINT uses IRQ7 (hardware interrupt F, at addresses 3C-3F) to
tell it when it can send the next character to the printer via INT 17.
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Until PRINTCOM installs its own routine, this interrupt vector simply
points to an IRET op code.
ibm.pc/pc.software #1018, from dmick
a comment to message 1017
Thanks, Sue! Timely for sure! And thanks for trying to save me the
time, Barry, but if it's not obvious by now, I'm kind of obsessive. I'll investigate and find out what all of you are telling me, I guess, although
there still seems to be some controversy over INT 28H software call or
hardware interrupt.
ibm.pc/pc.sottware #1021, from dmick
a comment to message 1012
But if PRINT used IRQ7 like you say, the communications ports (IRQ2
and 3) would take precedence, right? What I mean is, wouldn't the
serial interrupt interrupt the IRQ7 service routine? Or does the 8237
mask out all eight while it services one interrupt? I forget and donl
have my hardware docs handy.
ibm.pc/pc.software #1022, from barryn
a comment to message 1021
Good question. Did you have a chance yet to trace through
PRINTCOM to see exactly what's going on?
ibm.pc/pc.sottware #1024, from dmick
a comment to message 1022
No, but you can bet I will. I did look at my reference for the interrupt
controller, though, which is (contrary to what I said before) an 8259A
(I've been having problems with my DMA chip, too). Anyway, if a lowerlevel interrupt comes in while a higher level is being serviced, the
8259A passes the IRQ to the CPU, which will respond if the interrupt
mask is enabled (STI). So, if PRINT's hypothetical ISR for IRQ7 does an
STI, the comm ISR should execute in the midst of PRINT I should just
shut up until I get to PRINT
ibm.pc/pc.software #1028, from dmick
a comment to message 1024
ACK! < ---Bill the Cat
Gad! PRINT takes over the following vectors:
28: Called once from within DOS. I can believe it's from the KB
handlers. Just before an exit from the routine, whatever it is.
2F: Documented. Unused except by the PRINT system.
13: Disk access (!). Seems to be a sort of "isolation" call . . . don't
print characters while disking, maybe?
17: Printer. Obvious reasons.
05: Print screen. Can't start one unless no print files going.
Reasonable.
14: Communications (!). Pretty complex. I'll look a little further. I
suspect this is to add buffering (and maybe has a bug, Barry).
1C: Timer tick. I'll bet this is what does the actual bground/fground
context switch to send some chars to printer. Looks that way.
There's a million variables/semaphores involved with this (surprisingly
big and complex) routine. I think just for my own information about context switching, I'll probe further .. . but not tonight.
Who asked about this, anyway? Have we answered your question
yet?
ibm.pc/pc.software #1030, from barryn
a comment to message 1028
It's past the point of caring who asked about this. It's reached the point
of raw, unadulterated curiosity ....
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Let's see. First off, I notice INT F isnl on the list. There goes my
original theory out the window.
INT 13? PRINTCOM does print from the disk, unlike other spooler
programs. I can see why PRINT would need to be "protectionist" about
the disk. I wonder if it releases (restores) the previous INT 13 vector
when it finishes?
INT 05 , . . I've replaced that one on occasion myself. If PRINT did
things by the book, it wouldnl replace the interrupt vector; it would just
set the print screen flag (at 0050:0000) to a nonzero value. This is supposed to tell the print screen routine that something is in progress and
it had better not dump the screen at this time.
INT 14? Maybe it has to do with being able to redirect parallel output
to a printer connected to a serial port. It canl be for buffering purposes . .. the INT 14 routines dont provide any buffering and are pretty
useless for communications purposes, except perhaps for setting baud
rate and communications parameters. INT 14 should never be used for
actual send/receive operations.
ibm.pc/pc.software #1040, from dmick
a comment to message 1030
Yeah, INT 14 probably has to do with serial printers. But I meant it
might be adding the buffering to the ISR that should've been in the
BIOS from the beginning, since things are just that much more critical
when you've got a PRINT process hogging CPU time. About your comments on INT 05 (print screen) .. . seems like that flag is defined as
'there's a screen print" in progress or "error during screen print," which
mayor may not be generally applicable to printer activity in general.
Do any popular applications or languages allow you to interrupt a print
procedure with a print screen request? Hmmm ... guess I've got
another thing to investigate.
ibm.pc/pc,software #1042, from barryn
a comment to message 1040
If the INT 05 routine leaves a value of 255 in the print screen flag , it's
signaling that it ran into an error. However, if the flag has a value of 1
when the Shift/PrtSc keys are pressed, the INT 05 routine will just exit
(no action taken). Or if INT 05 is invoked from within an application and
the flag is already a 1, it just exits.
ibm.pc/pc,software #1044, from dmick
a comment to message 1042
Yeah, right, but it's set/read by the INT 05 routine; that was my only
point. (Actually my point was that it was defined to be set/read by that
guy. Whether or not he's the only one allowed, I donl know.)
ibm.pc/pc.software #1045, from barryn
a comment to message 1044
Well , if I wrote a payroll application that printed checks, I'd be sure to
stick a ' 1 '' in the print screen flag while I was printing checks. Whether
programmers actually go to that extent or not I donl know. I understand a great deal of IBM's "application software" (such as the Assistant
series) was ported from System/23 BASIC to the PC, and I doubt if
much effort was put into any of the peculiarities of the PC.
ibm.pc/pc.software #1046, from dmick
a comment to message 1045
I know what you mean .. . I'd either set the flag and hope it worked in
the next BIOS release or take the INT 05 vector and use my own flag .
By the way, WordStar, Lotus 1A, and my favorite program editor all
allow print screens while printing.
(continued)
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BASIC AND C
ibm.pc/pc.software #1141, from pcl [Peter Cleary]

LINKING

Hello....
I'd like to know if anyone here has tried to make a patch to link C
and BASCOM. I have an application that now has to use files to communicate data back from C. I really don't know why they decided not to
support BASIC. Many existing BASIC programs could use some optimizing. Meaning C subroutines. If any .ASM wizard has done it, could
helshe let me know about it? Thank you.
ibm.pc/pc.software #1142, from gperfect [George Perfect]
a comment to message 1141
I hooked Microsoft BASIC (compiled) into some Texas Instruments
speech driver routines written in Lattice (I think) some years ago. The
TI code was designed as standard C libraries so the code should remain sound. Basically, you need to convert arguments passed by
BASIC's "CALL func(args)" facility into the format expected by your C
compiler. BASIC passes al/ arguments as pointers. Version 5.3 of the
Microsoft compiler (and later) passes them on the stack. Where the
called C function expects (say) an INT value, your conversion routine
must push the value pointed at by the BASIC argument onto the stack.
On return from C, you must remember to pass back the returned
value, if any. I did this by passing an extra argument via BASIC's CALL
and stored the result in that.
A couple of ground rules:
• Never allow C to modify a BASIC string-at least not its length.
BASIC strings are stored with two bytes (an IND describing the length
immediately followed by the string itself. C has no length field but
stores a NULL (zero) byte at the end of the string.
• If you pass a BASIC string to the C routine (say, a filename) BASIC
actually passes a pointer to its length field. You must increment this
pointer by two bytes before passing it on to C.
• Some C routines use quite a lot of stack space; ensure the stack in
your main program is adequate or switch to a separate stack (the approach I adopted) before calling C.
• Be wary of calling C functions that allocate memory or perform I/O
on standard devices (stdin, stdout, etc.), as these are normally initialized
by the C program's startup routine, which will not have been called.
Some C functions call these routines as side effects; if in doubt, read
your library manual.
I hope this helps. If you need any more info, let me know. If
necessary, I'll dig out the assembler I wrote to do the job and post it in
long. messages.
ibm.pc/pc.software #1144, from btonkin [Bruce Tonkin]
a comment to message 1142
BASIC strings are passed as a pointer to the string descriptor. On 8-bit
versions of BASIC, the first byte pointed to is the string length, and the
next two bytes are the location of the actual string. On 16-bit versions
(compiled), the first two bytes are the length as a signed integer, and
the next two are a pointer to the string in the current data segment.
Neither the length nor the pointer may be modified except in very
special circumstances.
ibm.pc/pc.software #1145, from barryn
a comment to message 1144
What circumstances, Bruce? I thought it was absolutely forbidden to
touch the string descriptor from within an assembler subroutine. If
there's a way to do it, I'd sure like to know.

string or the location of the string may be changed if the length can be
entirely contained within the file buffer and if the string is still within the
file buffer after the change. I did it routinely with the CP/M compiler
and it'll work in the MS-DOS compiler, too. But be careful! Point it to the
buffer before you fiddle with it! Also, on the MS-DOS stuff, there's
something called a "string back pointer" which can mess things up,
though I donl know what it's supposed to do.
If you do garbage collection before you call your routines, and if you
save all pointers before you fiddle with the string and restore them
before you return, you can get away with fiddling, too_Have fun\
ibm.pc/pc.software #1147, from barryn
a comment to message 1146
Sounds like walking into the Black Lagoon in the dead of night. ..
ibm.pc/pc.software #1148, from dmick
a comment to message 1146
Um ... the back pointer points backward somehow. I figured this out
once, but I believe it's a pointer to the string right behind (earlier defined, or higher in string memory) the one to which it belongs. I forget
where it is, though. Seems like it's the last item in the string area (after
the actual string data) or before it. I thought it was added to help garbage collection ... seems like I read this somewhere.
ibm.pc/pc.software #1150, from gperfect
a comment to message 1144
Apologies, apologies, apologies!
Bruce is quite correct in his description of BASIC string descriptors
and I was quite wrong. You can see how long it is since I did any
serious work in BASIC. I hope nobody spent any time trying to produce
working code with my earlier descriptions The remaining info is still
valid, however.
ibm.pc/pc.software #1152, from gperfect
a comment to message 1144
I just looked up the correct description for Microsoft BASIC strings in
the V5.35 compiler manual. Page 97, paragraph 8 says, "If the argument is a string, the parameter's offset points to four bytes called the
string descriptor. Bytes 0 and 1 of the string descriptor contain the
length of the string (0 to 32767). Bytes 2 and 3 respectively are the
lower and upper eight bits of the string starting address in string space.
"The string start address points to a two-byte flag and a two-byte
back pointer (for efficient garbage collection), followed by the actual
string. The compiler string space should not be tampered with, or a
'String Space Corrupt' error may result" (their emphasis). This is maybe
where Dan saw the reference to back pointers and garbage collection.

MACINTOSH
Confusion over the effects that any of the various upgrades can have
on your system has dominated the Macintosh conference, a dominance
that is reflected in the selections here. In the midst of the confusion,
there is a discussion on the philosophical considerations of compiler
design. With this brief exception, the section concerns itself with
upgrades, giving attention to (among others) disk formats, cooling fans,
and power supplies.

ibm.pc/pc.software #1146, from btonkin
a comment to message 1145

UPGRADE OBSERVATIONS

If the string descriptor points to a file buffer, then the length of the

I just upgraded my 512K Mac with the addition of internal and external
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macintosh/mac.plus #35, from dpallen [David Allen]

a message to our
subscribers
drives and new ROMs, I have not upgraded the logic board yet
because I need the power from the unupgraded communications port
to drive my Macvision and Penmouse+ pad, (Besides which, my
dealer doesn't have any right now,)
I have the System Installation disk that was provided with the
February 1986 update to "Inside Macintosh," This disk provides system
3,1.1 and an install program that does not work, It gets the wrong date
from the 3,1,1 and throws up, Apparently the install program was datesensitive to either the 3.0 or 3,1 version and Apple forgot to change the
date for 3.1,1. If anyone has a quick fix for that one I would appreciate
it. Meanwhile, I am using the known buggy 3,0 that comes with the
disk drives because I don't want to take the time to reinstall my desk
accessories into all my boot disks, which I would have to do if I bruteforce-substitute 3,1,1 for the old system file,
In olden days I could remove the Finder from the boot disk when
necessary for disk space considerations and just specify the boot program to use, It appears that one must retain thE1 Finder on any boot
disk, even when one does not want to use it. At least I am unable to
get a boot from a systems file that does riot contain the Finder in the
same window/folder, Is this true? If so, it is really a step backward, I
wanted to reduce the size of the RAM disk folder so that every1hing
would fit inside a 339K RAM disk, This I have done with the old
system, I can't do it with this one because the Finder insists on coming
for the ride even though I told him to stay home and mind the kids,
Is there any way to force the system to find a file outside the current
window? It's a pain to have things bollixed up just because the system
can't find a file that is really there,
Although there is some improvement in disk speed operations, I do
not see the whiz-bang speedup that some of my friends with Pluses
are remarking about. Is this because I don't have the new logic board
yer? I had hoped that things would be faster than they are,
Joe Miller of Koala tells me that the cable/power supply cobbled up
by the Thunderscan people will also work for Macvision, Koala plans to
provide the self-same cable arrangement as a product in the next couple of weeks, Also coming is a new Morevision program, since the old
one will not work with the new ROMs, The older desk accessor'y software for Macvision does work OK with the new ROMs though, so I am
not completely out of business with Macvision, Koala is going to add
more capability to Morevision when they re-release it to fix the ROM
compatibility problem, Look for even better performance from Macvision with this new software, Apparently there has been some hidden
capability in the Macvision box that the older software has not
addressed,
The folks at Kurta are coming up with a new connector and internal
circuit board so that the Penmouse+ tablet will continue to work from
the communications port of the Mac Plus, They claim to be able to
make their tablet work from the Mac Plus communications port even
though the voltages previously available there have been removed,
They are also going to drastically improve their Macintosh software to
make it much more friendly, (Much needed,) Meanwhile, the Mousepad+ is definitely the Macintosh/Amiga/lBM PC mouse It uses a cordless stylus with internal battery supply and works reall y well.
I see that Apple is continuing the charade that great disasters will immediately befall all who attempt to use single-sided disks initialized for
two sides, In all the time I have used both sides of single-sided disks
with the Apple II (hundreds of disks) I have never had even one disk
failure from the use of the "other" side, The only disk failu res I have
witnessed were on the '1ront" side! As one manufacturer explained to
me off the record, they don't even know which side of the disk will be
the "front" side when the inspection takes place, so they have to be
equally careful with both sides of the magnetic material. Apparently the
only virtue in buying "double-sided" disks is that if you have a failure
on the "back" side they will replace the disk under the warranty (big
deal), while they won't with a single-sided disk "misused" as a double-

From time to time we make the BYTE subscriber list available to other companies who wish to send our subscribers material about their products, We take great care
to screen these companies, choosing only those who
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sided disk. It isnl that they didnl inspect it. .. they just wonl warranty it
unless you pay the double-sided price.
Any comments on these observations will be appreciated.
macintosh/mac. plus #36, from bbayer [Barry Bayer)
a comment to message 35
Re: single-sided 5V4-inch disks:
Not only that but Apple uses the bottom of the disk, while (I have
been told) Tandy uses the top (models 1 thru 4, at least). But most
catalogs show the SS disk for both.
macintosh/mac. plus #38, from !loeb [Larry Loeb)
a comment to message 35
As was previously stated in another section, to get the installer to work,
open it with ResEdit, and open the INSC resource. Change the date
string from 9A740CF6 to 9A8B6777 and it should work. See TN76.txt in
mac.supplmnt if all else fails.
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macintosh/mac.plus #48, from scottmac [Scott MacGregor)
a comment to message 47
I havenl had failures with single-sided disks yet, although I bought
DO/OS when I upgraded. Somewhere I heard a comment that if a
single-sided disk had been used a lot, that the other (unused) side had
the pressure pad rubbing on it, and this was the most likely reason \01
not using it as a OS disk. I guess the moral is when using a single. sided as a double-sided, make sure it is relatively new!
macintosh/mac. plus #49, from !loeb
a comment to message 48
That rings true to me and would account for the horror stories one
hears. If the pressure pad stuff hits the top head-bad news.
DECEMBER 1985 UPDATE

macintosh/tech .talk #183, from rschnapp [Russe!l Schnapp)

Just got my Mac upgraded today, and updated one of my Finder-less
disks by temporarily removing an application to make room (having
copied it), running the update, removing the Finder (but using the
Minifinder), and then copying the application back. No problem.

I know, I'm probably the last one to have bought the "December '85"
Mac Software Supplement Additions.
I just tried to use the Installer on the System Installation disk to update a copy of my Paradise MAC 10 boot disk. There was no trouble
installing the "External Disk" script. The "Mac Plus" script, though, fails
before I can click Install. It says the System file's date is incompatible
with the one in the script.
Do I really have to install System 3.1.1 the hard way (i.e., via ResEdit)?

macintosh/mac. plus #41, from dpa!len
a comment to message 38

macintosh/tech.talk #184, from !loeb
a comment to message 183

Installer script for Mac Plus update has INSC 10=0, which I opened.
The only close strings I found were "9A740FF4" and "98740810." I
looked and found that I do not have tech note #76. Any further suggestions, Larry?

Yup. Change the INSC resource to 9A8B6777 from 9A740CF6. If I had
a Plus, I'd verify a script and upload it . .. but I donl

macintosh/mac. plus #43, from !loeb
a comment to message 41
TN76.txt is in Listings under mac.supplmnt. Is there a INSC resource in
the System you want to update to? If so, change to that string.
Keep me posted.

First, is that INSC resource in the script? I assume that's what you
mean.
Second, I don't have a Plus, either. Their documentation said that you
must perform the Mac Plus update to obtain the new System, Hard
Disk 20, etc., even on a 512K Mac.

macintosh/mac. plus #45, from hedges [Tom Hedges)
a comment to message 35

macintosh/tech.talk #186, from !loeb
a comment to message 185

Although Apple's comments about single-sided disks being used on
both sides are a little like a press release by disk manufacturers, I have
had more than a few single-sided disks that failed disk initialization for
double-sided and one that passed, wrote OK, and failed to read immediately thereafter (that one was the disaster just like Apple
predicted). So watch out.

First, yes. There should be a resource-type INSC in the script.
Second, do you currently have an HD20 file on your startup? Does it
load HFS into RAM? The installer is based on purging RAM-based
HFS. If you have to have RAM-based HFS (because you donl have the
new ROMs) I'm not sure the newest system will be of much use to you.
Comments?

macintosh/mac. plus #46, from dpallen
a comment to message 45

macintoshltech.talk #187, from rschnapp
a comment to message 186

I, too, have had a couple of failures in initializing disks with the new
drives; however, they were accompanied by a peculiar mechanical
squealing near the end of the initialization and the initialization failed.
The disks would not initialize as single-sided after that either, even
when I bulk-erased them.

Thanks, Larry. I tweaked the INSC resource and the installation worked.
Yes, I have the Hard Disk 20 file in my startup. I updated a copy of my
MAC 10 boot floppy and booted with mouse button held down (declining auto-mount of the hard disk and System). I then explicitly mounted
the hard disk. Voila. It all works. After some investigation, though, I
agree that Finder 5.2/System 3.1.1 doesnl really gain me much. I was
hoping for the zoom boxes in the Finder, but I guess that is only if you
get the 128K ROMs. Most of the really good stuff seems to be only in
the ROMs, like menu sorting.
After hearing about the Red Ryder problems with RAM HFS and the
new System, I think I'll hold off until I upgrade my ROM/disk. Red
Ryder 7.0 still works just fine with 2.1/5.0 RAM HFS.

macintosh/mac. plus #40, from mcgath [Gary McGath)
a comment to message 35

macintosh/mac. plus #47, from hedges
a comment to message 46
My failure mode was not so dramatic. It got through the format and into
the verify pass, then just said it couldn't initialize. If you try again at
double-sided, no go; try at single-sided and all will be OK.
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macintosh/tech.talk #185, from rschnapp
a comment to message 184
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COMPILER QUALITIES

[Editor's note: The messages leading up to #316 dwell on the reputed
speed of a not·yet-released compiler.]
macintosh/software #316, from hedges
a comment to message 306
As a developer I canl understand why everyone is so concerned with
compilation speed. Freedom from bugs, quality of code, support for
embedded MDS-compatible assembly language in-line all seem to be
more important to me. A too-fast compiler may be nice if your
marketing strategy is to lure away BASIC hackers to a compiled language (i.e., Turbo Pascal), but a developer on the Mac has to be far
beyond that stage. If saving development time is the real objective, then
everyone would be demanding a high-quality source-level debugger,
because one certainly spends more time debugging than waiting for a
slow compiler.
macintosh/software #317, from paul.hoffman [Paul Hoffman]
a comment to message 316
I agree, hedges. More good compilers wili get us more good software
from lower-level people. I never saw the "greater good" of Turbo Pascal
on the IBM PC until I talked to two people who had bought it for nerdy
fun and ended up releasing very good utilities into the public domain.
It will probably happen here, too.
macintosh/software #318, from dwiner [Dave Winer, Living VideoText]
a comment to message 316

speed is important because it makes it easier to make small tune-ups
to your program and test them individually, instead of lumping a lot
together. It makes it easier to trap bugs also-because if you changed
your otherwise-debugged program in only one place, you should have
a pretty good idea where to look for the problem!
Ideally, you should have your source code in one window and the
running program in another-and such a fast compile time that you
can tune up a program the same way a painter tunes up a painting!
macintosh/software #319, from bwebster [Bruce Webster, Consulting
Editor, BYTE]
a comment to message 316
".. .one certainly spends more time debugging than waiting for a slow
compiler. "
It's exactly the time spent compiling-adding code, increment by
increment-that makes fast compilers appealing. You know the old
'code-and-go" approach of BASIC hackers? And, of course, I design
stuff right the first time, so I spend more time compiling than debugging ( ... trying to keep a straight face . .. ).
macintosh/software #321, from jbaker [John Baker]
a comment to message 316
I agree; a fast compiler is nice, but given the choice between a fast
compiler that generated mediocre code vs. a slow optimizing compiler
that generated superior, high-performance objects, I would take the optimizer any day. The comment about a source-level debugger is also
right on. The recently released native code Modula-2 compiler

Hey-I want a good debugging environment, too! But fast compile
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MacMETH has such a debugger, the best tool in the package, and I
can assure you that a good debugger is far more useful than a fast
compiler with a poor or (in the case of many Mac systems) nonexistent
source-level debugger.
MACINTOSH PWS POWER SUPPLIES

macintosh/soapbox #575, from hansen [Allan Hansen)
Since I had my 512K Mac upgraded to a Plus, I have had the power
supply changed 3 (three!) times. Is that common (is the power supply
not able to handle the new drive?) or was I just unlucky? I also had to
have the focus redone after the last change. I thought my eyes were
going bad.
macintosh/soapbox #576, from bwebster
a comment to message 575
Ouch. And my condolences.
macintosh/soapbox #578, from lIoeb
a comment to message 575
I've had mine replaced because of voltage regulator/flyback transformer
problems in the sweep circuit. Now I have an inexpensive Radio Shack
3-inch fan sitting in the central depression of the case. No heat problems now! Unless you have AppleCare, may I recommend same?
macintosh/soapbox #581 , from hedges
a comment to message 575
I've had one Mac for almost two years and another for 15 months.
Neither has ever failed (knock on wood) except a 64K memory chip
died (of fright, I think) the night before I got up the nerve to put a Dr.
Dobb's-style 512K memory upgrade into it myself. That upgraded 128K
machine has since been upgraded with 1MB of memory, an SCSI
adapter, and a homebrew 12-bit audio DAC, all of which use lots of
power (and it will still drive a MacNifty Audio Digitizer that sucks more
juice from the serial port). I guess I've got a good power supply board.
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am having my Mac upgraded. For those of you who have a Mac Plus
or have had their Mac upgraded, I have a few questions:
1) I am using a Hayes Smartmodem. Will that adapter cable work as
it should and make my modem usable?
2) Is there a cable available from Apple for use with the Mac Plus
and the Imagewriter I?
3) Can I re-initialize my single-sided disks as double-sided?
4) I have heard that many people who have upgraded have quickly
had their power supplies fail; anyone have this happen? And if so, did
you have one of the original Macs with the bad power supply?
Thanks in advance.
macintosh/mac. plus #109, from lIoeb
a comment to message 108
1) Probably.
3) Only if they are relatively new and the stuff from the pressure
pad that wipes off on one side of the disk wonl foul up the second
head. Single-siders have this pressure pad where the new head wants
to be.
4) My original 100-day analog board failed because the flyback
transformer went, not because of the power supply part. (Mine had
dark paper on the side that goes next to the case; the newer ones are
white.)
macintosh/mac. plus #110, from jruley [John Ruley)
a comment to message 109
And make sure that you get the latest revision of the software tools
(v. 3.0 I think) or you may have some very strange problems!
macintosh/mac.plus #111, from lIoeb
a comment to message 110
Ummm ... do you mean System/Finder? 3.1.1/5.2 is latest semi-stable.
macintosh/mac.plus #112, from jruley
a comment to message 111

macintosh/soapbox #587, from mdelugg [Michael Delugg)
a comment to message 578

Oh, sorry. Yes, the Finder. And I should have said v. 3.2-which we just
got. 3.1 has problems with Multiplan (out of memory ?!).

Larry,
Hate sounding really dumb, but is the fan set up to pull hot air up and
out?? (I would assume, but have learned not to.)

macintosh/mac. plus #113, from lIoeb
a comment to message 112
3.2/5.3 is frozen and out; you're right.

macintosh/soapbox #588, from lIoeb
a comment to message 587
The fan I have (3-inch RS #273-242) sucks air through the Mac and
pushes it out. That is, the exhaust is away from the Mac. Sitting in the
handle, it pulls air through the vent that is sometimes blocked by people putting their keyboard "into" the main body of the Mac. (Go look
under the lip on the front. See that vent there?) I prop the whole thing
up so one edge of the fan is resting on the top of the Mac and the
other on the base of the indentation. It rests on a taped-down tongue
depressor (hey, use the materials at hand, right?) so that the vibration
isn't transmitted to the case. What I should do is make up some
triangular rests for a fan and sell them through the back pages of
BYTE for a 4000% profit. .. oh well, another business opportunity lost.
My message wasnl at all clear on the how of the fan, so I donl think
it was a dumb question at all.
MACINTOSH PWS QUESTIONS

macintosh/mac.plus #108, from jamurphy [Joe Murphy)
I just heard that my Mac Plus upgrade came in (I ordered it through
my university consortium about 7 weeks ago) and in a couple days I
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macintosh/mac. plus #114, from jamurphy
a comment to message 113
Yeah, really? When do you think the masses might get their paws on it?
Is this version three-quarters done as opposed to 3.1.1, which seemed
to be about half done?
macintosh/mac. plus #115, from jruley
a comment to message 114
I checked-version 3.2 is what I've got. It clears up the memory errors
in Multiplan nicely-definitely better than 3.1.1 Try your dealer-ours
had it but did not burst the packaging and put it in, so we got 3.1.1 in
the box.
Which is a long-winded way of saying you have to ask for itl
macintosh/mac.plus #116, from erosenbaum (Ed Rosenbaum)
This is a weird comment about startup screens. First, you convert the
straight MacPaint pics with something like "Screen Maker" by Bill. Then,
you stick the screen into the System Folder. Should work fine!

I3IX ~_
macintosh/mac. plus #117, from lIoeb
a comment to message 114
It's going to be distributed to all registered developers by Apple.
macintosh/mac. plus #119, from paul.hoffman
a comment to message 117
Any idea when it will be sent out? And why only to registered
developers? Certified developers need it just as much.
macintosh/mac.plus #122, from jruley
a comment to message 119
As do us mere users . ..
macintosh/mac. plus #123, from lIoeb
a comment to message 119
Registered developers pay $800. They gotta get something.

PASCAL
The Pascal conference (one of several language-specific conferences
on BIX) provides a forum for the exchange of information and opinions
about programming. In the messages below, Dave Winer, president of
Living Videotext, shares some of what he and other programmers have
learned about trying to write "well-behaved" Terminate and Stay Resident ("pop-up") programs. Then there is a short discussion of checking
for printer activity from a printer spooler.
RULES FOR TSR (TERMINATE AND STAY RESIDENT)

pascal/source #25, from dwiner [Dave Winer, Living Videotext)
Part one
There is a very active group of programmers working on Borland's
SIG on CompuServe, studying the technology of resident software.
They're also working on a generic "shell" for residency-they include
Bela Lubkin, Neil Rubenking, and Kim Kokkonen.
Bob Bierman, an LVT staffer, gave a presentation at the Software Entrepreneur's Forum, discussing the resident technology in Ready!. Mr.
Kokkonen attended the meeting and took detailed notes on the presentation. With our permission, those notes were posted on the Borland
SIG on CompuServe.
I thought this document would be of interest, so I am forwarding it,
with Mr. Kokkonen's permission.
Part two
The following is a summary of a talk given by Bob Bierman of Living
Videotext. Bob is the chief programmer for Ready!, the memoryresident outline processor. The talk was given on February 11 , 1986, at
the IBM Special Interest Group of the Software Entrepreneur's Forum in
the San Francisco Bay Area. Bob described many of the techniques
used to develop a "machine-friendly" memory-resident program. Any
confusion in the following is due to the summarizer and not based on
any problem of Bob's.
Ready! takes several steps beyond those of earlier memory-resident
programs (TSRs). Perhaps most importantly, it allows the bulk of the
TSR to reside in expanded memory (LIM EMS). A single version of
Readyl self-configures to use EMS or not, depending on its presence in
the system. When EMS is used, the kernel of the TSR in normal memory uses only 4K bytes. The rest of the code and data in expanded
memory use about 175K bytes.
When the Ready! hot key is pressed, the first step is to determine
whether it is safe to interrupt DOS or the application at that time. We

will return to this important issue below. Assuming it is safe, Readyl
remaps the EMS page window to access one section of the EMS code.
Control is transferred to the EMS page window. Then a 16K page window is used to swap whatever is in the top 160K bytes of normal memory into EMS, while pulling the rest of Ready!'s code and data into the
normal memory formally owned by the swapped area. Control is then
transferred into normal memory and Ready! executes from there.
The swapping process takes about 1 second on a PC and negligible
time on an AT This swap time is apparently not bothersome to the
users of Ready!, who are most happy to get their normal memory
back.
The swap of Ready!'s code is made into high memory of the PC to
hopefully avoid overwriting other memory-resident programs at the
lower end of memory. This would be disastro\,Js since a programmed
keyboard interrupt ("hot key') for those other programs would jump into
Ready!'s code at some undetermined point. Readyl checks other interrupts at invocation to help avoid this possibility.
The choice of the full swap from EMS to normal memory was not
made lightly, according to Bob. The full swap was the weakest of
several possibilities considered, but it had the advantage of working on
schedule. The swap approach is also the least likely to cause problems
when other TSRs take advantage of EMS. Bob pointed out three additional difficulties with executing directly from expanded memory-if the
code and data are larger than the 64K window of EMS, the program
needs to have a well-defined overlay structure allowing 16K chunks to
be pulled in and out of the EMS page window; the disk transfer area
(DTA) used by the TSR cannot reside in the EMS page window when
an EMS RAM disk is in use; the stack of the TSR should not reside in
EMS due to some stack-swapping problems when EMS functions are
called.
Ready! also breaks new ground in the way it de-installs itself. Many
TSRs will de-install whenever the user asks for it. This may leave holes
in DOS's memory allocation structure, leading to problems. Ready! will
not de-install itself until it senses that all memory above itself is free.
When the user requests de-installation, Ready! sets a flag and then
awaits the appropriate time for de-installation. EMS memory is freed up
immediately after the request is made.
The trickiest portion of writing the TSR is determining when DOS or
the application is interruptible. DOS provides no clean services to make
this determination. Bob recommends checking several different
monitors before allowing the "pop-up" to occur.
The first step in popping up is detecting the application's hot key. In
Ready!, INT 9 is used because they also want to detect some of the
keystrokes (like Ctrl-UpArrow) that the BIOS doesn't report. When the
hot key is detected by INT 9, a flag inside Ready! is set, but Ready! is
not activated.
DOS provides two hooks that should normally allow safe pop-ups.
INT 21 function 34 returns a pointer to the InDOS flag in ES:BX. If the
byte pointed to is 0, DOS is not active and therefore any DOS call can
be made safely. However, function 34 itself cannot be called at any
time. This function does a stack switch before returning its result and,
apparently due to an oversight of its programmer, it does the stack
switch with interrupts enabled. This opens the possibility for function 34
to mess itself up if it is called at the wrong time.
Bob also noted that the InDOS flag is not simply a binary value. It
represents a count of "recursions" into DOS.
DOS can also be interrupted at certain times even when the InDOS
flag is not O. While DOS is waiting for keyboard input, the InDOS flag is
set to (usually) 1, but at the same time, DOS also continually calls INT
28. Apparently, INT 28 was created specifically to allow the DOS PRINT
command to run in the background. In any case, if the TSR watches
for INT 28 calls, it is safe to use any DOS function above 9 during the
INT 28.
Other monitors must also be checked before invocation. Because
(continu ed)
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many programs use the BIOS calls without going through DOS, it is
necessary to check whether the BIOS disk calls (at least) are active.
This is done simply by taking over the disk interrupt (INT 13) and setting a flag (within Ready!'s data area) upon entry to the interrupt, and
resetting it upon exit from the interrupt. Before popping up based on
some other interrupt, Ready! checks its own "lnINT13" flag to make
sure that no disk access is in progress. Ready! follows the same
scheme for several other interrupts.
Looking at the DOS memory map after installing Ready!, it becomes
apparent that all of the following vectors are taken over by the program:
8
9
10
13
16
20
21
25
26
27
28

Timer
Hardware Keyboard
Video
Disk
BIOS Keyboard
Program Terminate
DOS
Absolute Disk Read
Absolute Disk Write
TSR
Background Process

In all likelihood, 8, 13, 21, 25, 26, and 28 are taken over specifically
to allow safe pop-ups without disturbing the system. INT 16 is used by
Ready!'s "key transfer" scheme to pass keystrokes into DOS or an application (like the cut and paste of SuperKey and SideKick). INT 9 is
used to supply special keystrokes and to aid in the pop-up process.
INT 10 is used to keep track of the video mode of the system (Ready!
turns off the hardware cursor and maintains its own flashing reversevideo block). INT 20 and INT 27 are most likely used to aid in the deinstallation process.
This author's guess of the overall pop-up scheme is as follows:
INT 9 is used to set a flag that the hot key (Ctrl-Keypad5) has been
pressed or released. On each timer tick, the hot-key flag is checked. If
set, the Ready!-maintained inlNTxx flags are checked for safeness.
If the INT 21 flag is set or if another "dangerous" BIOS or DOS interrupt is active, activation does not occur at the timer tick.
On each INT 28 call, the hot-key flag is checked. If set, DOS function 34 is also checked to be not greater than 1.
Without actually implementing this, it is a bit hazy but hopefully gets
the idea across.
Bob emphasized that while "de-invoking" the pop-up it is just as
critical that the safeness flags be monitored as while invoking it.
Ready! keeps no files opened between invocations. Files are opened
only when an outline is read or written from memory, and then immediately closed. If all DOS handles are in use, Ready! will not be able
to access the disk,
Ready! fully chains all interrupts that it takes over. This means that all
interrupt handlers installed before and after it get their chance at the interrupt. Bob recommended that for chaining INT 16, the chaining process use the INT instruction rather than a CALL FAR instruction, By
using INT rather than CALL FAR, handlers installed after Ready! get
another chance at the interrupt. This obviously requires that some flags
be set inside Ready! to avoid an infinite recursion, and it is not necessary for most of the interrupts, It is particularly important, however, for
INT 16 (keyboard), where macro processors may need to be invoked. It
also plays a role in the delaying mechanisms used when passing keystrokes into other applications.
Ready! does not take any special pains to work with programs (such
as XyWrite) that take over the keyboard without chaining. Bob believes
that any tricks to make these work will cause more problems than they
solve. In particular, the SideKick trick of "stealing back" the hardware
keyboard interrupt on each timer tick would be a disaster if other programs attempted to do the same thing. Living Videotext is working with
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other publishers to get their programs cleaned up and compatible in
this sense. They are also trying to set a standard for the scan codes
returned for keystrokes not supported by the BIOS.
A few general pointers: According to Bob, the "memory-resident interiace code" of Ready! amounts to 12,000 lines of assembly language.
Writing a bulletproof and machine-friendly TSR is obviously no job for
the weekend hacker! The rest of Ready! is written in Pascal (probably
Microsoft, but definitely a linked version of Pascal).
Ready! includes its own "relocator," which fixes up the EXE image of
the program when it is relocated from EMS to normal memory,
The resident portion of Ready! could not have been developed on
schedule without the ATRON hardware debugger, said Bob. This $1500
piece of hardware allows you to continue from hard crashes and to investigate the state of the machine to determine what happened. If you
canl afford this, at least get an NMI reset card, The 'f',T Technical Reference-Options and Adapters" is an invaluable guide that many
developers do not have,
The PC Network is a disaster for memory-resident programs, It takes
over interrupts in a very unfriendly way, and Ready! will not work with
it.
A number of the major vendors of TSRs are currently meeting informally to reach some agreement on behavioral standards for TSRs,
Watch for some announcements this year. Microsoft is decidedly
against TSRs, and as versions of DOS roll by, support for TSRs (such
as it is) will wane, while support for true multitasking will improve,
SUMMARIZED BY KIM KOKKONEN

pascal/source #26, from dwiner
a comment to message 25
A list of TSR problem areas (to BIX/Pascal/Source)
Compiled by Living Videotext Inc,
2432 Charleston Road, Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 964-6300
Background
This list of problem areas in both resident and nonresident software
was compiled during the development of Ready! and describes a
policy for writing resident and nonresident software that would eliminate
a lot of the problems that users have in running resident software
reliably.
In each case, we describe a problem, suggest a solution, and provide an example of program(s) that illustrate the problem area,
• Use of INT 16H (get a keystroke), When an application is running , it
should issue an INT 16H to get a keystroke and should not just call the
vector installed before the application, This allows every program in the
chain to see the key request and to take any and all actions that are
required [e,g" Word Finder],
• Using a stack in an interrupt routine, Don't set up your own stack in
an interrupt routine, This prevents it from being re-entrant and will prevent any routine from invoking at the point your stack is active.
Instead, set your stack only when you need it and when interrupts
are off, or in an area that is "protected" from re-entrancy [e.g"
Keyworks].
• Don't take control of INT 9 (the hardware keyboard interrupt), There is
no reason to, and no program should ever take complete control over
the keyboard, If your program wants to use keystrokes that the BIOS
does not generate, such as Ctrl-UpArrow, the program should install a
routine that chains into the interrupt and generates a new scan code
for that keystroke, placing it into the system keyboard buffer just as the
BIOS does, If there is just a single keystroke you are looking for to do
an invocation (such as a resident program, being activated by a hot
key), you should just chain to the interrupt. looking for the keystroke,
and when found, it should only set a flag and continue through the in-
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$434
GTCO MD7·1212 complete
$602
Hitachi HOG·l11lS TIger II w/stylus
$73S
Houston TG·tOl ' w/power & stylus
$671)
Orchid TurboEGA & NEC Multisync
$1220
Anist 1 & Mitsubishi 19" monitor
$3113
Large corp. & institutional PO's accepted 0 A.C

ARDEN SYSTEMS, INC. (213) 479-6707 exl.29
12335 Santa Monica 81. N240. los Angeles. CA 90025

m.

HARDWARE
INCOMPATIBLE WORD PROCESSORS?
We convert to and from: XEROX, DEC, IBM,
LANIER, WANG, CPT, NBI, MICOM , CT,
CP/M'S, MULTIMATE, WORDSTAR,
WORDPERFECT, DW3, SAMNA.
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES

BLANKET SERVICES
Diskette duplication' Packaging' Stocking/Drop
shipping' 4B hour delivery' SUPERLoK copy protection • No mastering fee' No charge for standard labels' Place a blanket order with releases
as you need them for any quantity at a lixed price.

Inquiry 684.

SUGAR INTERNATIONAL

215-539-4300

(408) 972-1830

(206) 462-9283, Mo-Sa, 9-6

800-243-1515
Inquiry 763.

"DUPLICATION SOLUTIONS"
MEGASOFT specializes in all of your Diskette Dupl ica·

tion needs. Our 'STATE OF THE ART" equipment produces 0 defects of th e end product. We also provide

, AUTOLOADERS • BULK DISKS ' SERIALIZATtON
, TECHNICAL SUPPORT ' COPY PROTECTION '
PACKAGE ASSEMBLY and DISTRIBUTIVE SHIPPING.

puters. We can convert directly into word processing
software such as: rJoIoI3, WP. Ms/wRD, WS, Samna, MM,
PFS, and many others.

DATA FORMATS, INC,

• 720 x 348 pixel
'80 x 25 text
• 1 year warranty
• In stock delivery
S89
10 - $79

12015 NE 8th Ste. 3, Bellevue, WA 98005

DISK AND TAPE CONVERSIONS

5V. ", and e" formats. Also eOQ-1600BPI tape. Included: Wang, NBI, CPT, DEC, Vydec, Lanier, OS/6, Xerox,
IBM SysJ34/36/3815520, Mac, Vielor, TRS, Apple,
NSTAR, IBM PC/AT, HP. and most of 1he other microcom-

Hercules compatible
Lotus 1-2-3 compatible
Printer, Monitor port
Light pen port
1 - $99
2-9

Star-Byte, Inc.

Inquiry 762 .

High quality conversion services for Dedicated Word
Processors, Mini and Microcomputers. Over 600 3 '/2 ",

•
,
•
•

2564 Industry Lane, Norristown , PA 19403

Free Test Conversion Available

DATA CONVERSION INC,
6310 Caballero Blvd, • Buena Park, CA 90620
(714) 522-7762
(800) 824-4851 In CA ,

$79 MONO/GRAPHIC/PRINTER BOARD

EPROM/EEPROM PROG. $250
Programs 2716-27512, 25xx and 68764/66 eproms
via RS-232. Also 874x micros and 28xxA & 52Bxx
EEPROMs. Automatic baud rate selecl, built in help
menus, no personality modules!

16 BIT 110 MODULE 575
Low cost conlrol via RS-232. Expands to 512'

MegaSoft

INTELLITRONICS

P.O. Box 710, Freehold, NJ 07728
1-800-222-0490

P.O. Box 3263, Tustin, CA 92680
(714) 669-0814

201-462-7628 (in NJ)
Inquiry 712 .

Inquiry 685.

EDUCATION
Disk/Disk • Tape/Disk
Over 600 formatsl 3'12. 5'14 , or B inch disks; 9
track mag tape; 10 MB Bernoulli cartridge. Dala
base and word processor translation specialists.

Computer Conversions, Inc.

Inquiry

Telespondence Course In 'C'
My successlul classroom lectures are now on UNIX.
Study when and where you Vlant by modem . A pro·
fessional programmer and teacher will answer your
questions. This is the easiest and fastest way to learn

'e:

Limiled class size:

can

soon .

The McNamara Lectures

9580 Black Mountain Rd ., Ste J
San Diego, CA 92126

292 9th Ave., San Francisco, CA 94118

(619) 693-1697

(415) 751-2936 BBS 300/1200

em.

Inqu iry

n1 .

8051, 8096, 68HC11, 68008
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTERS
We feature a series of single board computers for
process cont rol applications. Available as bare

board s or assembled and tested. Optional EPROM
resident System Monitors and BAStC interpreters are
also available.

ALLEN SYSTEMS
2151 Fairfax Road, Columbus, OH 43221
614-488-7122
Inquiry 655.
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HARDWARE

POWERLINE GREMLINS??
POWER FAILURES??

IBM - TOSHIBA PRINTER INTERFACE
• all extended capabilities ollhe TOSHIBAS available

The MEIRICK STANDBY POWER SYSTEM
is the TOTAL SOLUTION to your
powerllne problems.
240 watt system - $365; 400 watt system - $495;
800 watt system - $795

MEl RICK Inc., POWER SYSTEMS DIV.
Box 298. Frisco. CO 80443 303·668·3251
Inquiry

n4.

Inquiry 780.

MEGABYTES OF MEMORY
Lowest Prices Guaranteed in US. Dealer Inq. Invited
Fully Poputated 2MB Memory Boards
TALLTREE SYSTEMS - JRAM BOARDS
JRAM 2
$299
OPEN 7
JRAM 3 Aboveboard 369
DAYS A WEEK
JRAM AT
369
M·F 9·8
JRAM AT Aboveboard 419

JDtSKETIE
JlASER I
JMODUlES

~~in~"~ffrgJr:~~~ded"~~~~haracters

:
• screen dumps in text and graphics
• escape sequences supported
• popular sohware supported directly
• " Sideways" and " Pyxel Visuals" support
• dealers welcome
$79.95 ($2.50 S&H)
Integrated Data Technologies, Inc.
4775 Bunchberry Lane. Colorado Springs. CO 80917
303·597·5547
MCNISA

135
275
CAll

8-S 9·6

VtSA. MC. AE. CHOtCE
703.847.4740
800.642.2395

Information and Technology Services, Inc.

RS-232 RS-422
•
•
•
•

Four Port RS·232 w/software .......... '349 00
RS·422/485 Serial
.. '149 00
RS·232/422 with 24 Parallel I/O .
. .. '199 00
RS·422 Synchronous .
. .. '299 00
Call About Custom Designed Boards

Sealevel Systems Inc.
PO. Box 1808
Easley. South Carolina 29641
(803) 855·1581
Inquiry 754.

USED APPLES & IBM's
Commodore C·128 - $225.00
Laser 128 (new). Apple II + and lie - call
PC-XT Clone - $475.00
Motherboards & accessories - call
We buy. sell. & horsetrade - Apple. IBM. & CBM.

FAST GRAPHICS COPROCESSOR
50.000 vector/second card for PC. XT or AT with
CGA. Draws in hardware: zoom. pan. area fill.
dithering, arcs etc. Turbo Pascal & MS·Fortran
libraries. 14 day trial. 90 day warranty. 640 x400 16
color: $582. 640x200: $378. Manual only: $10,
refundable.

SHREVE SYSTEMS

E-Heart Engineering

845 Lark Ave., Shreveport . LA 71105
318·865·67434·9 p.m. C.S.T. VISA/MC

18103 Sky Park South ND. Irvine. CA 92714
(714) 261·1725

Inquiry 756.

Inquiry 710.

HARDWARE ADD-ONS

Inquiry 688.

LOAD CELL INTERFACE

TANDY·EPSON

640K MotherBoard UPGRADE

Connects weigh scales to any computer via serial
RS232. 423 or 422. several units individually ad·
dressable from Single computer port. Directly programmable in Basic - Demo program included. High accuracy 40.000 count. Options Include NEMA-4. shunt
cal , 4 load cell summing. Price $599.

Our 10th year of DISCOUNTS
COMPUTERS & CELLULAR PHONES
Freight Prepaid . Save Tax
Toll Free 800·231·3680

640K memory without using an expansion slotl
Allows easy insertion 01 256k chips on the system
board. 100% compatible. 30 day $$ back guarantee.
Compaq Portable & plus: $29;$99 with memory.
IBM-Xl, 3270 & Portable: $39/$109. IBM·PC:
$59/$129. $4 slh. Site discount. Dealers welcome.

SCALE· TRON INC.
P.O. Box 424. Lachine. Quebec. H8S 4C2
(514) 634·7032

MARYMAC INDUSTRIES, INC.
22511 Katy Fwy .• Katy (Houston). TX 77450
1·713·392·0747 Telex: 774132
Inquiry 722.

Inquiry 753.

ARISTO
16811 EI Camino #213-D. Houston. TX 77058
713/4eO·6288
800/3ARISTO
Inquiry 659.

HARDWAR8BLDG.CONTROL
EPSON QX·16 - A complete computer system
512K . 2 Drive· Monitor· Keyboard · PP . SP '500 01
FREE software · Vadocs2 . CPM . MS . DOS
list $2700 Your Cost

8895

OKIDATA·93
160 cps· Wide Carriage wilh NLO
Ust '900 Your Cost

8379

Electrified Discounters
(203) 937·0106
996 Orange Ave. , P.O. Box 151, Wesl Hlven, CT 06516
Inquiry 692.

68020 COMPUTERS
Up to 14.5 Mbyte RAM . 258K ROM. 30 users. DMA flop·
py and SASI (SCSI). calendar/dock wlbat. bacl<uP. timer.
real time multi-tasking, multi-user op. sys., basic,
assembler, screen editors, spreadsheet. Fils PC type
cabinet. Mem, Prot. option. more.
From $2195.00.
Cfther 68XXX computer systems lrom $995.00.
AAA Chicago Computer Center
120 Chestnut Lan •. Wheeling. IL 60090
(312) 459·0450
Inquiry 650.

POWERLINE MODEM
CASH REGISTERS. ELECTRONIC SIGNS. PC 'S
communicate over POWERLINE
RS232C. GE/EIA Consumer Electronic Bus Protocol.
Hayes Compatible. 64.000 units on network. Data Com·
pression. 1000 baud (HOMENET spec). 40 HOMENET
commands. User Programmable Client Layer S395.

AISI RESEARCH CORPORATION
Discovery Park. University of Victoria 3771A Haro Rd.
Victoria BC CANADA
2Y2
(604) 477·1415

vew

Inquiry 653.

INFORMATION SERVICES
SANYO 550/555 USERS
TURBO BOARD·7.2 MHZ .
. ... $ 95.00
20 MEG EXTERNAL HARD DtSK SYSTEM .... $749.95
VtDEO BOARD
... .. 5125.00
HARD DtSK CONTROLLER (ST·506 COMPATIBlEI5249.95
IBM BOARD ADAPTOR ...... . . . .. . ........ $ 49.95
768 MEM. ClK. & EXPANSION BD·
(FREE RAMOISK. SPOOLER. & SOFTVIOEO·RUNS
IBM PROGRAMS) ....................... 5199.95
TAMPA BAY DIGITAL
1a07 Gulf-to-Bay Blvd ., Clearwater. FL 33575

813-443·7049
Inquiry 766.

XT/AT COMPATIBLE HARDWARE
ATI·tOOO AT BMHz M/B w/640KB'
$629 .
ATI·l000·10 AT 10MHz M/B w 1MB'
849 .
ACS-l000 XT Turbo M/B ' w/512KB/8MHz
395.
clock calendar 2 serial, 1 parallel port
MITSUBtSHI CGA MONITOR
279.
MITSUBISHI EGA MONtTOR
399.
MAXI SWITCH XTtA T Keyboard
89.
TEAC 360K Ftoppy Drive
92.
ZUCKER Mono/Graphic Card
86.
' Arne'<8" M.de MI.
PC HOUSE
3706 Realty Rd .• Suite 200. Dallas. TX 75244 (214) 241-5814
Inquiry 652 .
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PC WHOLESALE CENTER
F.C.C. APPROVED BASIC KIT
• 640K Mother Board (OK)
$94.00
• 5150 Keyboard Board
$46.00
• 150W Power Supply
$56.00
• Case
$34.00
ALL FOR $230.00, CALL FOR OTHER ADD-ON CARD.

SANFORD INC.
10413 Rockley Rd .• Houston. TX 77099
(713) 879·0068
Inquiry 752.

TURBO S.I.X.
The Turbo Pascal Software Information eXchange
offers its members megabytes of lUrbo Pascal
code for only $6 per disket1e. Also a monthly
newslet1er. Send $1 .95 for the TURBO S.I.X.
catalog. Deductible from the $19.95 membership
fee when you join. MCNlsa.

TURBO S.I-X.

po. Box 8373. Dept B2. Waco. Texas 76710
3101 Mitchell. Waco. TX

(817) 753·2182

Inquiry 770.

HARDWARE ADD-ONS

MULTIUSERS

APPLE COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS

COMPLETE BUSINESS SYSTEMS

lie RAM/80 Column Boards. 64K $39. 256K $109.
512K $139. 1.0MEG $238. 256K·l .0MEG includes
XMe PLUSWORKS Sfwr. 11+ 80 Col Bd $49. lie
Keypad w/16 Keys $39. II+/e Cooling Fan w/surge
protect $29.95. Add $3 Shipping. Write for com·
plete list.

NEXO DISTRIBUTION
914 East 8th St.. Ste. 109. National City. CA 92050
(619) 474·3328
Inquiry 733.

UP TO 50% ••• OFF
WE OFFER MORE THAN BOXES
Specializing in AT&T Single & Multiuser Systems
ATlIoT
COMPAQ
tBM
PRINTERS
MONtTORS
SOFTWARE
PRICE AND AVAILABILITY SUBJECT 10 CHANGE

FCG Information SYstems Inc.

11033 E. ROSECRANS. UNIT E. ilORWAlK. CA 90650
213·929·8891
800·523·1789
Inquiry 699.

- - - - - T H E BUYER'S MART· ---PRINTING

SOFTWARE/ ACCOUNTING

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS

DO YOU NEED QUALITY
COMMERCIAL PRINTING?

FINANCE MANAGER 1/ - Genersl Ledger

Info·Llon'" Relational DBMS
Oulslanding data enlry & validalion. Powerful
query. Password security. Easy to use , online
help. Much moret For MS/PC-DOS syslems. Only
$159,95 VISA/MC
Remember, go wilh the lion .
because iI's a jungle oul Iherel

Call Eli's. Helping people since 1948.
Ask for Rick or Chuck
1-800-228-2007
1-402-342-7006

A small business/personal finance package for IBM PC.
Menu driven, easy setup. complete reports, budget.
graphs, double entry. simple inputs, demo files. Tracks
income, expenses. assets, liabilities, net worth . Evalua·
tion copy with manual on disk for only 510. Reg istered
copy with printed manual 565. VisalMC/Amex.

Hooper International
Dep!. B, P.O. Box 6009, Vancou ver, WA 9B668·6009

1231 South 14th Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68108

(206) 256·6361
Inquiry 7rJl.

Inq uiry 694.

Morgan Software Inc.
414 Valley Ave., Wilmerding, PA 15148
(412) B24-045B
Inquiry 730.

PROGRAM GENERATORS
WINDOW. LIB

$99.

An easy to use complete windowing system for programmers
and writing in

TIME & BILLING $81
JOB COST OPTION $50
Try II, You'll Like 11 Wilh Our 30 Day Money·Back Trial

screens. The line selector features aulo reverse highlighting
and cu rsor control. No royalties. Ask about our 81051005.

Great lor contractors. accountants , architects, engineers.
anorneys-anyone who needs to bill lor service work and ex·
penses. Very Hexible and very easy to learn to use. Prints your
statements. many reports. Job cost option includes job
estimating , Job summary; job detail. and more! For IBM PC
and compatibtes. Order with VISA, MC. COD or send lor free
comprehensive brochure.

LlB.vISAlMC.
GLENCO ENGINEERING (312) 392-2492
3920 Ridge Ave., Arlinglon HIs., IL 60004

Accounting SY8tems
(919) 467-3428
POB 5095, Cary, NC 27511
CALL 1-(800)-824-7888 op. 138

• BASIC IBM . M·S. CBB6 ... • C LAITICE. M·S .
• COBOL M·S. RMF ... • PASCAL M·S. TURBO ..
• FORTRAN M·S. RMF.
Window editor included. Create callable pop-up menus, help

PUBLIC DOMAIN
. . SOFTWARE FOR PENNIES ....
GET BEST AND LATEST PC·DOS, CP/M·BO AND
CP/M·86 PUBLIC DOM AIN PROGR AMS FOR
BUSINESS, PERSONAL, EDUCATION , SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT, MODEMING, SCIENCE, AND MORE .
AT LOW COST OF COPYING. 3·V,. 5·V. AND 8" DISK
FORMATS ARE SUPPORTED. SEND $5.00 FOR
CATALOG.
MULTIPATH, INC.
Box 395, Montville, NJ 07045
(201) 575-5880

THE BEST OF THE BESTI
Public Domain & User Supported Software lor IBM PC
or compatible. Word Processing, Database, Spread·

sheets, Utilities, Games. Accounting, etcl 50 disk
package $205.00, or renl2 wk• . $75.00. Inlo & Super
Sampler Disk $8.50, Deluxe Word Processor $6.50,
bolh '12.00. MCNISA

BLUE CIRCLE GROUP, INC.
Box 23502, Minneapolis, MN 55423
(612) 823-4111

Memory resident calculalor performs compound in·
lerest. NPV, IRR , bonds, depreciation. Prints finan·
cial schedules. Allows importing/exporting 01 data.
Includes ali HP-12C lunctions plus more. lntroduc·
lory price $49.95 plus 53 slh; after 9/1/B6, $69.95.

PC-Flle/R'"
Ali the power 01 PC· File III plus: Relalional link to
olher databases, integraled letter wriling & mailmerge, conlext sensitive pop-up help wi ndows. New
binary search retrieves dala hundreds 01 times laster.
$149.95 + $5 sih.

K SOFTWARE HOUSE, INC,
RI. 2, Box 83Bl
Unionville, TN 371BO

P.O . Box 57B6, Bellevue, WA 98006

(615) 294-5090

1-800-J-BUTTON

..

FINANCIAL CALCULATOR

$4.50 IBM PC Software
490 disks: $4.50 ee.

1·2·3 WKS, B disks $36.

Arcade games, 4 disks S18.
Utilities, 4 disks 118.

Directory, 2 disks $9.
"e" routines , 6 disks 527.

Turbo pascal routines, 8 disks $38 .

Unprotect software, 4 disks $18.
Catalog S1.00. Add $4 S&H . MCNis8 accepted.

The Computer Room
p.o. Box 1596, Dept. 102, Gordonsville, VA 22942
703/832-3341 (M-F 10-5)
Inquiry 678.

ButtonWare, Inc.

Inquiry 670.

OFFICE AUTOMATION SOFTWARE
Order Entry. Inventory 549.95 each. Independent or in·
teractive. Fast. accurate. Database sizes: 150 to 1000.
Monitor up to 15 whse. Other conligs avail. Order
acknowledgmentlarms. inventory listings. & reorder level
lislings printed. Min. req : IBM PC or compalil>e, I DSDD

360K drive. 128K RAM memory. DOS 2.10 or laler.
MCNISA. Iree shipping.
FutureSoft (216) 753-1336
P.O. Box 23005, Cuyahoga Fall s, OH 44223-1100

The And.or Collection'"
Unique concept: creates complele, sell·conlained.
window-based dala management environment, in
one DOS lile. Simplilies everything. Combine lunc·
tions to create your own solutions in any application:
calculations, database management, modeling, text
processing, charts. dala analysis. slatislics, reports.
labels, lorms. presentalions , mail·merge, etc. Simple enough lor a PCjr, sophisticated enough lor a
PC AT.
SEE ALSO THE AD BELOW

dFELLER Inventory

The And.or Coilecilon N

Business inventory programs written in modifiable dBASE
source code.

From simple calculations. lites. inquiries. to complex models
data structures, reports. Superb 400 page hard·cover manual ,
with many examples. US '95 + $5 s&h . 5O·day money·back
guarantee. VisalMClAmExlChklMOICOD. Call or write now to
order. IBM PCIXT/AT/PCjr, 126K +. one drive or hard disk..
monochrome and/or color. DOS 2.0 + . Not copy·protected.

dFELLER Invenlory 5150.00
Requires dBASE liar III, PC·DOS/CPM
dFELLER Plus 5200.00
with History and Purchase Orders

Requires dBASE iii or dBASE III Plu s
Feller Associates
550 CR PPA, Route 3, Ishpeming, MI 49849
(906) 486-6024

ALMOST FREE

WRITE - The Last Version 2.6 ollhis Word Processing. (Disk
*39&40) FORTH - The Full Language Implementation (2
disks) (Disk '45) OISKCAT - The Best around Oisk Catalog·
ing Program. Only S5.00 each disk plus $3.50 lor Shi pping
lor any Quantity. Order or Write for Free Catalog to:

MICRO-BOARDS

TPR088 - ROUTE FINDER
A powerful interactive system for finding routes on
transportation networks w/up to 512 nodes and 16K links.
TPR088 can lind the shortest path between two nodes.
sequence up to 50 stops. compute minimum spanning
trees and times/distances between all points. Req . t8 M

PC. 192K. graphics adapter. $99 w/8087 support. user's
guide, sample U.S. Highway nelwork. VISA/MC.

EASTERN SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, INC.
POB 15328, Alexandria, VA 22309
(703) 549-5469

(201) 881·7238

P.o . Box 424. Elmwood Park. NJ 07407
Inqu iry 690.

ANDSOR RESEARCH INC.
181 University Avenue., Suite 1202,
Toronto, OntariO, Canada M5H 3M7
(416) 364-8423
Inquiry 657.

Inquiry 696.

The besl althe Public·Domain and User-Supponed Soltware
The Best Seiling : (Disk *87) QMODEM - The Powerful and
Fas! Communication Program . (Disk *29) GAMES - Full 01
Excellent Color Games programs. (Disk * 42) INVENT - A
Complete Professional Inventory Package. (Disk N85) PC-

m.

....

Inquiry 700.

Inquiry 664.

Inquiry

1-800-J-BUTTON

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS

Inquiry 717.

Inquiry 731 .

ButtonWare, Inc.
P.O. Box 5786, Bellevue, WA 98006

Inquiry 669.

Inquiry 651 .

Inquiry 703.

PC-File III'" Version 4
Search, sort, browse, global ch anges, macros, mailing
labels, lormat reports with selection & calculalions, sub·
tolals, lotals, averages, encryption. Exchange dala wilh
1-2·3, WORD, WordStar. Over 190,000 users. $59.95 +
$5 slh. For IBM PC.

PC·Wrlte'" Shareware
Fasl, powerful word processor/text editor lor tBM
PC. New Version 2.6 with aulo relormat, oplional
menus, on-screen help, Isser prinler support, new
expanded manual. Mailmerge, split screen, ASCII
liles, macros. All software, tutorial/guide on
diskette, 510. OK to copy. Regisler for lull manual,
support $75. 90-day money-back guaranlee.

Qu/ck.ott

(208) 282-0452
Visa/MC
219 Ftrat N. #224J, Seo«le, WA 98109

Inquiry 748.
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SOFTWARE/GENERAL

MlcroGANTT®

GREATSOFnNAR~CHEAPI
Absolulely Smashing User Supported Software
54.95 per disk. pc..outline. PC-Write. DOSamatic.
Commercial Unprotect. Fila Express. Cheap
Assembler. PC-Desk, utilities galore, many more.
Money-back guarantee. IBM PC, PC Jr, or compatibles . FREE CATALOG,

Control your project! You describe the work,
MlcroGANTT calculates the schedule and budget. Op'
timize the schedule interactively. Customize the reports.
Sub· tasking. fixed and variable costs, multi·p roject

PLUS SOFTWARE

Earth Data Corporation
p.o. Box 13168, Richmond, VA 23225

33495 Del Obispo, Suite 160 M,
Dana Point, CA 92629

resource allocation, unlimited size and scope. GANTI,

PERT, CPM. 000 ·7000. Call or write for tree catalog.

(804) 231·0300

" THE CLERK" RETAIL POINT OF SALE
New software gives your small-medium business the
same advantages the " Big Guys" have. Automatic
sales slip , invoices, inventory control, discounts,
taxes, reports, and much more! Indispensable
management tool! Demo disk $4.95 (refundable).

Reguf.r $179,95 -

Sale Price $99.95.

1-801J.346-3026 ext,958

WDR SALES CO.
9604 BELMONT, KANSAS CITY, MO. 64 134
D6a/er inquiries welcoms.

Inquirym.

NEW INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENT
AI FOR THE IBM PC
TOPSI IS A FULL VERSION OF OPS5 WHICH RU NS
UNDER MS·DOS. UNIX OR CP/M . A FAST. EFFICIENT
EXPERT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT TOOL.
PROTOTYPING: $125
PRODUCTION: $250
PROFESSIONAL: S375 SHIPPING, ADD $5
DYNAMIC MASTER SYSTEMS
POB 566456, Atlanta, GA 30356
(404) 565·0771
Telex #282923
Inquiry 687.

SAVE LEGAL FEES

CYBER_CAT catalog $24.95
Somewhere among your 200 disks is a file you used 2

LegalEase'" HDG Software, Inc.

4411 Beerldge Rd. Suite 251 , Sarasota, FL 33583
1·800·237·8400 x86
(813) 371-2157
In FL 1·800·282·2469 x86

years ago. Cyber_ Cat ..II lind rt in seconds. Cyber_Cat
will label, index & calalog your disks. Including your hard
disk end all subdirectories. DOS 2.0 or later, 2 DRV,
PCIXT compelible or generic. VISAIMC/CK Fl. Res. add
6% tax. Poslpaid in U.S.

CYBER-WARE Corp.

Inquiry 682.

Inquiry 706.

JA YAR Systems
P.O. Box 2885, Station " A"
Sudbury, Ontario, Canada P3A 5J3
(705) 522·2230

GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT
AT LAST! Use the PrtSc key to make quality scaled
B& W or color reproductions of your display on any
dot matrix, inkjet, orlaser printer. GRAFPLUS sup ·
ports atl versions of PC or MS·DOS with IBM, Tee·
mar, and Hercules graphics boards. $59.95.

Jewell Technologies, Inc.
4302 SW Alaska St., Suile 207, Seattle, WA 98t 16
(206) 937-1081
Inquiry 718.

157 time tested legal forms on disk, complete with
menu driven system and editing and printing
capability. Free copy of PC-Write word processor
included . Forms w ritten by a noted attorney and
appli cable nation-wide. $129.95 plus $7,50 shipping and handling .
54 Whitney St., Sherborn, MA 01770
617-651-1881

SCIENTIFIC PLOTTING
A re c on ventional graphics pac kage s not
m e eting yo ur requirements for engin eer·
in9/scientific plotting with your H P plotter? GRA·
FIT 3.4 is the answer-all the features you want,
and more. Only ,90 + '5 s&h. Send for details.

Inquiry 715.

Inquiry 689.

Inquiry 742.

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

FORTRAN PROGRAMMER?
Now you can call 2-D and 3-D graphics routines
w ithin your FORTRAN program.
GRAFMATIC: 75 callable routines for
screen output. 1135.

PLOTMATIC: Pen plotter driver. '135_
For theiSM PC, XT, AT and compatibles. We s upport a variety of compliers, graphIcs boards and
pioNers.
MICROCOMPATIBLES
301 Prelude Drive, Dept. B
Silver Spring , MD 2090t
(301) 593-0683
Inquiry 727.

SOFTWARE/CHURCH
Church Package
Parishioner Time, Talent and Treasure System pro·
gram is wrinen in modifiable dBAS E source code.
• Contributions. Disbursements. Ledger
• Names with mailing labels
• Personal information database.
Requires d BASE II or IIi. PC·DOS/C PM·80 $200.

BAN · T ASTIC'"
Easily creale, prinl & slore beaulitul BANN ERS with
multiple lext styles & sizes on IBM PC. Fealures:
unlimiled banner lenglh, sizes from 2 in. 10 12 in.,
normal/reverse chars. & more.
Only $19.95

+

$5

s/h -

MCNISA

Feller Associates

PERPETUAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS

550 C R PPA, Ro ute 3 , Ishpe ming , MI 49849
(906) 486· 6024

(702) 827·2424
5290 Nell Road, Suite 215, Reno, Nevada B9502

Inquiry 697.

Inquiry 739.

ROMAR CHURCH SYSTEMS' ·
Membership-61 fields plus alternate address; labels,

letters, reports any field(s) . OIiering·256 fu nds; optional
pledge; statements; post to 255 'lJyear. Finance-GIL wrth
budget; up to 500 sub·totats & 99 depts: month & YTD
reports anylime for any month. Size 2000 peopleltlop·
py; 25000110 meg . Ad too short! Write!
Romar Church Systems, Attn: BMB
P.O. Box 4211 , Elkhart , IN 46514

THE DGI WQRDSEARCH PUZZLE
A grear leaching aid to bUild vocabulary, improve spelling. or
for your own enjoyment. Up to lany 'NOrds can be used . Size
can be 20 .It 20 or 20 .It 40 characters. Each puzzle has a uni·
Que solution. you print the same puzzle twice each solution
is diNeren!. TH E 001NUMBERSEAACH is also included. For
the APPLE II or IBM computers. $30.

'f

DECISION GRAPHICS, INC.

quired IBM PC/xTiAT/Compatibles, DOS 2.X, 3.X, CGA.
Support 8087/80287. MS or IBM Fortran, Basic, Pascal.
Demo $5 apply toward purchase. Please add
S/H.
In TX add 6.125%. VISAIMC/CHECKIMO

.3

Flltrex Research, Inc_
P.O. Box 820425, Houston, Texas 77282·0425
(713) 556·5747

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
MAPIT

FORTRAN GRAPHICS LIBRARY

Make your own MAPS II
Simple to produce maps w ith yo ur data .
Includes most co untry and state o utlines.
Any printe r or HP plotter.
Only $95 for MS-DOS o r PC -DOS
US C ounty Outlines available for $95 .

MlcroGlyphlScIPlotf t provides (M s/IBM ProlF77L)
FORTRAN graphics on any IBM PCrKrIAT. Features
linllog axes, labels, Hershey fonls, hi res plots on
(IBM/EpsoniApple LaserWriter) prinlers, or graphics
on (IBM color·EGAlHercules ·monolTecmar·G M)
displays. $69.95 plus $3,00 Shipping.

asc Box 778, East Lan sing, MI 48823
(517) 641·4428
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3D INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS
Imagine 20 and 3D g raphics in real lime al '24.85.
Keyboard support. construct images, create sound. Re·

Inquiry 698.

Phone (303) 796·0341 .

416

(403) 265· 4111

(213) 410·9527

P.o . Box 2776·B , Unieton, Colorado 80161

Inquiry 686.

247 Parkglen Cres. S.E.
Calgary. Alberta, Canada T2J 4M4

Survivor Software Ltd.
11222 La Cienega Blvd., Suite 450C
Inglewood, CA 90304

Inquiry 765.

SOFTWARE/EDUCATION

Berkeley Computer Software Ltd .

Inquiry 662.

MacMoney" Intro: $74.95 + $3 s/h
This BBSy to use checkbook & financial planner, designed especially for tha Macintosh", Is the nexl s1ep up.
It lets you keep track of all your financial transactions.
Plus: transfers data to other programs; prints checks,
reports, graphs; does foan planning; & more. 512K Mac
req .; HFS compatible.

(219) 262·2188
Inquiry 751.

3D TURBO GRAPHICS
ViewPoint quickly and easily generales perspective or parallel
plots from an arbitrary view point on a variety 01 devices: IBM
Mono & Color. Epson. Tektronix. C81comp and HP. Haloed
eHeet indicates hidden lines. Simple application integ ration:
CAD. architecture. chemistry and engineering. Turbo Pascal
source included. Only $49 US. Call or write lor more inlo.

Inq uiry 747.

MlcroGlyph Systems
P .O . Box 186, Lexington , MA 02173
Inquiry 729.

- - - - - T H E BUYER'S M A R T - - - - SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES

TI PRO + TURBO + GRAPHICS
UNLEASH YOUR n PRO WITH: TURBO 2.0 or 3.0 + nGrafix.
GRAPHICS. TURTLEGRAPHICS. MUSIC. SCREEN & CUR·

EXPERT SYSTEM LANGUAGE
If you can use a spreadsheet, you can use
KNOWOL, the Knowledge Oriented Language, to
guide people in solving problems.
KNOWOL + (Complete) .
. ......... $99.95
KNOWOL (Introductory) . .
. ..... $39.95

SOR CONTROLS & more routines than IBM TURBO. Use
BASIC PICS w/o (eprog. Convert r8M code to TI PRO. Source
& doc included. nGrafix

$V9.95, + TURBO $149.95, + TUR·
BO 8087 $179.95. SWITCH TO TURBO NOW!!!!
PROWARE, INC.
1023 SE 361h Ave .. Portland, OR 97214
VISA/MC/CHECK
7AM·7PM MON·FRI

Intelligent Machine Company
1907 Red Oak Circle, New Port Richey, FL 33553

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC
pop-up HP-41

registers. For IBM PCIXTIAT and dose compalibles. Sian·
dard version S69.95: 8087 version S79.95 ($4 shipping
and handling. plus sales tax in Cali!.).

ECLIPSE LOGIC INC.
P.O. Box 2003, Huntington Park, CA 90255· 1303

(813) 844-3262

(503) 233-4465
Inquiry 744.

Inquiry 711.

EMULATOR

G raphically presents HP·4 1 keypad and unique view of
stack and registers. Binary. Octal. Decimal. He)(adecimal
d isplay and input. 12 digit precision ; 500 accessible

(213) 569-6020
Inquiry 691.

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES
Symbolic Profller for Turbo Pascal
Find out where your Turbo Pascal program
is spending all its time. Only $49 plus S&H :
$3 US/Canada, $7 Europe.
KYDOR COMPUTER SYSTEMS
1701 Greenville Avenue, Suite 505
Richardson, Texas 75081

$75 + S3.00 S&H (CA + lax)

Treebeard Software
5901 Warner Avenue. Suite 428
Huntington Beach . CA 92649

(214) 669-1888

(714) 840-6939

Inquiry 719.

Inquiry 768.

FINALLY!
A Subroutine Library for Complied BASIC
Load directories inlo anays. WINDOWING. Graphics. pie
and bar charts. 150 more routines to add power to

Microsoft QuickBASIC or IBM BASIC Compiler 2.0 30
Day Money·Back Guaranlee. VISA/MCICheckiMO
FINALLYI Is only S99.00 + S4.00 S&H
KOMPUTERWERK, INC.
851 Parkview Blvd., PIHsburgh, PA 15215
(412) 782· 0384

SNOBOL4

Minnesota
Language
Powerlul string & dala handling facililies. Inlerpreler com·
r,alible wilh mainfram8 SNOBOL4. 32K slr i ~s , 32 bil in·

i~gI:;J;, ~Ill"r ~g~'.!11~8~el~~~&,,~~. o~~p~rv~Pe~ls

Definilive " green" book by Griswold el al availa~le.
Guide +51'4' SSOD diskette .. .... ........... $44.95
Guide + diskette + "green" book . . .......... $59.95
"Green" book only . .. . ....... . .. . .... . ..... $26.95
Poslpaid in USA. In NY add lax. VISA/MC (914) 271·5855

BERSTIS INTERNATIONAL
POB 441, Millwood, NY 10546

$99.95

MaCln:osh
199.95
Macintosh programming tools with complete source code:
Assembler & Linker
65.00
Triton Preprocessor
50.00
Mullj-Window Text Editor
50.00
Macro Preprocessor
50.00
For further inlorm alionllileralure conl act:

WSM GROUP, INC.
(602) 298-7910
P.O. Box 32005, TUCSON. 1>2 85751

Phllon FAST/BASIC·M. Philon FAST/COBOL . Philon FAST/C.
and Philon FAST/FORTRAN are a family 01lru8 compilers Ihat
provide extremely fast execution of compiled code. Features
include state-ol·the-art code optimization, support 01single- and
multi-user systems. and powerful runtime libraries. Available
lor 6aDOO/UNIX systems. Atari 520ST. Apple Macintosh and
many others. A BASIC interpreter is also available for the Atan

5205T.

Phllon, Inc.

641 Ave. of the Americas, New York, NY 10011

212-807-0303
Inq uiry 740.

Inquiry 776.

100 ....

STANFORD BUSINESS SOFTWARE, INC,
2672 Bayshore Parkway, Ste. 304
Mountain View, CA 94043
To Order Cali (415) 424·9499

HP-PC HYPER-CALCULATOR
Pop-up MS-DOS prog rammable scientific calculator
em ulates Hp·ll C. Hex/oct/bin arithmetic. Iwo-way data

transfer. program & dala disk slorage. HELP. alpha
p rompts. 100 registers. 1000 prog ram steps. Free 8087
version, utility programs. $39.95 + $1 s&h.

SUNDERLAND SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES
P.O. BOX 7000·64
REDONDO BEACH. CA 90277
CALL TOLL FREE 80()'628·2828 exl. 502
Inqui ry 764.

Phllon FASTICompller.

HYPER C COMPILERS/TOOLS
Apple II ProDos Professional

MATRIX

Perlorm multiple regression. solve simultaneous equations, In·
vert matrices. etc. in BASIC or Fortran . .. ... very sound
nUmerically . . very powe1ul and very easy to use" - OAIMS
Today 2185. ·'Stanford Business Software deserves congratulalions" - PC Mag. 5/14/85. Price 580; BOB7 support S125;
compiler support 5250: Fortran library $175 , (54 s&h) .

Inquiry 760.

Inq uiry 663.

Inquiry 718.

~

SCREEN PROGRAM GENERATOR
SPG I creales BASIC program code Quickly and easily. Design
you r screen dlfeclly and SPG I will generale the BASIC pro·
gram code to handle the display and inpul of dala. Controls
use of color. editing. graphics. cursor movement and function
keys. Generaled code easy to modify I merge.
IBM PC & compatibles 128K.

Affordable Engineering Software
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATAL O G
Circuit Anal ysis • Root Locus • Therm al
Analysis' Plotter Drivers . Gra phics ' Sign al
Processing ' Filter Design' Report Proof·
reade r • Transfer Function A nalysis.
BV Engineering
2200 Business Way Suile 207. Riverside. CA 92501
(714) 781 · 0252
VISA/MC
Inqui ry 672.

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC
68020
MOlorola compalible macro Assembler Package
fealures linker, objecl librarian, symbol report
generator with cross reference_Produces S-records
and ROMabie code. For CPIM·68K, MS·DOS $750.
Portable Source in C $3500. AVAILABLE NOW.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS for
VAX VMS and PC/MS DOS
New Low Prices
Relocatable Macro C ross Assemblers,
Linkers, Librarians
Targeted to almost ali Microprocessors

Quelo, Inc.
2464 33rd Ave. W. Suite 173, Sea"le, WA 98199
206/285·2528
telex 910·333·8171

Electronic Circuit Analysis .. . ... . $450.
EC·ACE .......... . ............ $95.
TATUM LABS
33 Main St .. Newtown, CT 06470

ENERTEC, INC.
BOX 1312, Lansdale, PA 19446
215· 362·0966
MCNISA

(203) 426-2184
Inquiry 7ff1.

Inquiry 695.

Inquiry 746.

ENGINEERING SOFTWARE WRITTEN
BY ENGINEERS FOR ENGINEERS
Highest power per dollar. Highesl power per K of
memory. Satisfaclion guaranleed.

MACINTOSH DEVELOPERS

TURBO PASCAL TOOLS

Dramatically decrease development lime , Elegantly
crafted compiled library routines for easy implementalion of Mac interface. Graphics scrolling and printing. le)(1
editing. zooming windows and much more!

FREE SOFTWARE GUIDE

Quinn ·C urtis offers a family of Science, Engineering, Data
Acquisition, and DOSI BIOS Tools for use with Turbo
Pascal. All source code provided .
IPC·TP-006 Science and Engineering Tools
S89.95

600 Plus prog ram s covering applications in biology.

PASCAL EXTENDER" S89.95
C EXTENDER" S129.95

IPC·TP·OOB Melrabyte Dala Acquisilion Tools S94.95
IPC·TP·017 DOSIBIOS Tools
$69.95

INVENTION SOFTWARE CORPORATION
P.O. Box 3168, Ann Arbor, MI 48106

49 Highland Ave., Needham, MA 02194

313-996-8108

(617) 444-7721

Inquiry 714.

Quinn-Curtis
Inquiry 749.

chemist ry. geology. geophysiCS, mathematics. instrument/process monitoring and control. chemical. civil . elec·
trical. mechanical. petroleum engineering. Also g raphics.
A I. D BMS, languages and utilities.

ALPHA Applied Research
2355 McLean Blvd., Eugene, OR 97405

(503) 485·6841
Inquiry 656.
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STATISTICS

System Simulations

POWERFUL FILE MANAGEMENT

Micrc>CSMP simulates oConlroi & Servo Systems oRobolics
oHigh Order Filters oChemical Processes oStress & Strain.
Graphical results in minutes, typically requiring 10·20 lines at

LD.T.'S FileManagerS for people serious about their
systems. No kid stUN-only powerful managing tools.
File sort, copy, move, delete. search & change attributes.

ST A TISTIX'·
$75 - Satisfaction guaranteed
A comprehensive, powerlul. yet easy·to·use
statistical analysis system lor IBM PCIXTIAT's. Apple
II's. and MS DOS machines. Clear 200p manual.
Write lor inlormation.

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

input. Full IBM 51360 CSM P compatibility.

Undelete and clear liles.

lSAP analyzes

Unear systems producing Bode, Nyquist, and TranSient
Response plots, and Root·Locus diagrams. Micra·CSMP is

S900, LSAP is 1450 for PC-DOS or MS· DOS systems.

EDLIN enhancer & balch mode clean up and more.
Menu driven.
$34.95 (about V3 Norton's)
MCNISA

Call (714) 581-7854

INTEGRATED DATA TECHNOLOGY, INC.

California Scientific Software
25842 Hazelnut, EI Toro, CA 92630

4775 Bunchberry Lane. Colorado Springs. CO 80917
ORDERS: 303-488-2583
Inquiry 781 ,

Inquiry 673.

ORDINARY/PARTIAL
DIFFERENTIAL EQN
SOLVER
FOR THE IBM PC & COMPATIBLES
MICROCOMPATIBLES INC.
301 Prelude Dr .• Silver Spring. MD 20901
(301) 593-0683

METRICS FOR MANAGEMENT
ANALYZE reads your code & produces metrics on
VOLUME. COMPLEXITY. PRODUCTIVITY &
morel Management . QAfQC & Engineers gain
valuable Insight to scheduling. problem areas.
testing. maintenance & compliance to standards .
For IBM PC. Analyze FORTRAN & .. c .. $495.00
+ SIH. Add Ada for only $200.00 morel MCNISA
AUTOMETRIC INC.
89t Elkridge Landing Ad .. Suite 350. Linthicum. MD 21090
(3Dt) 859-41tl

Choose Your SCI. CALCULATOR

FORTRAN Addenda
Graphics, color 18Xt, keyboard control, and much more lor
PC/Xl /AT FORTRAN Programs . Includes gels/puts. tiling,

Inquiry 757.

fills, pull-down windows, and USER 1/0 EDITINGI MDA thru
EGA modes. 170 pg. manual & annotated samples. Sold as
2 libraries: 8ach $95; combined $165.

IMPULSE Engineering
P.O. Box 3540
San Francisco, CA 94119-3540
(415)-788·4811
Inquiry 709.

Digital Filter Tutor $375
Kalman Filter Tutor $850
Practicat hands·on training courses that run on the
tBM PC. Learn how to specily, design, tune, impte·
ment. anatyze. and test lillers. FREE demo disk
avaitabte.

Engineering Tutorial Software
22338 Lull Street. Canoga Park. CA 91304

STATISTICS CATALOG I
If you need statistics lor IBM PC or Apple II. call
us and let our technical advisors help you find the
slatlstics programs you need.
Write or call now to get a FREE catalog 01 stalistics
and quality control software.
HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
9010 Reseda Blvd .• Ste. 222
Northridge. CA 91324
(800) 451-3030

NUMBER CRUNCHER STAT SYS
Menu·driven. Multiple & stepwise regression .
ANOVA, time series. discriminant, cluster, and lac·
tor analysis. principal components. scatter plots.
histograms. t·tesls. contingency tables, non·
paramelrics. Import export data. Spreadsheet. sort.
join. merge. $79. IBM PCIMaclntosh. Quantity
discount.
NCSS.B
865 East 400 North. Kaysville. UT 84037
801-546-0445
Inquiry 732.

RATSI Veralon 2.0

PC·Type'·
Fast. compact, capable & easy! ,!elp panels. hands·
on tutorial, macros, multiple-line headings & footings,
DOS path support, print spooling, block operations.
etc. ASCII files. InSiail program allows cuSiomization.
$59.95 + $5 s/h. For 128K IBM PC.

cluding OLS. ARIMA. VAR. log it. and probit. IBM PC or
compatible. $200. MCNISA. Call lor brochure.

ButtonWare, Inc.
P.O. Box 5786, Bellevue. WA 98006

VAR Econometrics, Inc.
P.O. Box 19334. Minneapolis. MN 55419-0334

RATS. the best selling Econometric software package ,

now includes daily and weekly data, a new easier to use
500 page manual, and many advanced features. Use
RATS for lime-series and cross-section regression. in·

1-800-J-BUTTON

(818) 716-0816
Inquiry 7.fT.

(818) 993-8536 (CA)

Inquiry 108.

• RESICALC : Pop-Up Calculator with User
Programmable functions . Intuitive.
$15
• COMPLEX: Pop-Up Calculator for Complex
Numbers. Special & User Functions. $25
• MATRIX: Linear Prog. Sys of Eqns. Program
in Symbolic Expression. Macro Edltor.S60
SOFTTECH INC.
1-313-544-8544
14640 LaBelle. Oak Park. MI 48237

(612) 488-4436
Inquiry 734.

Inquiry 660.

Inqu iry 728.

NH ANALYTICAL SOFTWARE
801 West Iowa Ave .. SI. Paul . MN 55117

Inquiry 671 ,

(612) 822-9690
Inquiry

rn .

O

SOFTWARE/SORT
OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE
Extremety last SorUMergelSetect utitity. R.un as an
MS· DOS command or CALL as a subroutine. Sup·
ports mosttanguages and filetypas including Btrieve
and dBASE . Unlimited Iilesizes. mUlliple keys and
much more! $149.

50:1

DATA COMPRESSION
GUARANTEED
CorrecLDatamizer speeds up your computer
system. cuts storage cost & has computer securi ty
buill· in. Ask about CorrectForth. Specify computer.
580.75 VISAfMCIAM EXIMOICHK

(702) 588-3737

Correct Software, Inc.

Opt-Tech Data Processing
p.o. Box 678 - Zephyr Cove, NV 89448

RRl Box 140. Black Hawk. SO 57718

tnqutry 735.

605-787-5904
Inquiry 681 .

The Statistician
Includes: Multiple Regression (Stepwise, ridge , all
subsets, backward elimination)
• Time series analysis • desc ript iv e statistiCS
• transformations' survey research' nonparametrics
• X·Y plots. ANOVA • random samples' data base
• data editor' search & sort. hypothesis tests

For IBM, MS· DOS. XENIX. CPM. TRS·DOS.
Box 628, Charleston. SC 29402
803-571-2825

CPM-80 LIVES on your PC
PC lor $99. ($3 s + h).
- A great 8 bit development system
- Saves expensive CPM·80 applications
- Increases PC speed 10% for 8088 programs
- Priced less than most software only products
- Uses no valuable board slots

Source Information
P.O. Box 2974. Warminster. PA 18974
VISA
Phone (215) 441-8178
MIC
Inquiry 761 .
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1-800-334-0854
(Ext .

814)

Inqu iry 745.

SOFTWARE/SYSTEMS
CP/Mulatar puts a 4mhz 8 bit CP/M emulator in your IBM·

T61~~s;Rc:~

QUANT SYSTEMS

TYPESETTING
PRINTER CONTROL TOOLBOX
Library 01 63 PROCEDURES with 39 WORKEO OUT
EXAMPLE PROGRAMS which show the correct par·
lormance 01 all toolbox procedures. All in PASCAL
source code, unprotected, no royalties, not restricted
to single cpu. PRICE : $24.50.

Blue Hili Software Engineering
7016 Blue Hili Drive. San Jose. CA 95129
(408) 725-8269
Inquiry 665.

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Laser Printer composition software to drive Cadata L300

with 76 PS Ints $495. With add 14 PS Lndscp lonts $695.
For Canon LBP·8 A2. NCR. or HP LaserJet + with 41
PS Prt or Lndscp Ints $695. H & J. merge graphics. mix
lace & pI. size anywhere on any line. mull tab & col
justification. Boxes & Rules.

Micro Prlnt·X, Inc.
P.O. Box 581. Ballinger. TX 76821
(915) 365-2343
Inquiry 726.

- - - - - T H E BUYER'S M A R T · - - - - UTILITIES

UTILITIES

STILL RIVER SHELL
Visual shell for PC/MS-DOS. Turns
your directory into a menu. V1 .33.
Only $9 for shareware diskette. $35
manual & diskette.

Bob Howard
PO Box 57, Still River, MA 01467

617-456-3699

DEC RAINBOW USERS II

B.E. V. SOFTWARE ANNOU NCES OR. DISK· Tha latast in
OEC RAI NBOW ulllllla,'
· View or modily any sector on the diske"e
Restore deleted tiles

· Aller lile annbutes (HIDDEN. SYSTEM . etc.)
· Learn RAINBOW MS· DOS disk organIZation
· Determine the extent 01 crashed disks
This tool has long been used by software developers in t he
field and is finally being offered to the public at a fraction
of ils commercial cost. Send $29.95 to:

Bill Norton - B.E,V. SOFTWARE

UNLOCK YOUR PRINTER 'S POWER WITH

RESIDENTTM
UNIVERSAL PRINTER INTERFACE

Leis you use ALL the features built into ANY PRINTER
through ANY PROGAM on IBM PC's or compat. Aesi·
dent program uses only 3k of memory. Pop-up Help.
Recommended by Epson. Okidata, MicroPro. etc.

CMB3 Technologies

PAL FOR SIDEKICK!
Personal Appointment Locator automatically shows
coming appointments, searches your fi le, maintains
to-do list, examines multiple files. Aesident alarm too'
Only $45, Cheap at twice the price!

PAL SOFTWARE
Sle. 128 110 Green St. , New York, NY 10012

212·925·1843

P.O. Box 139. Schenectady, NY 12301
Inquiry 661 .

Inquiry 666.

THEp

UTILITIES

$99.00

Inquiry 778.

CONCURRENT DOS BACKUP

READ, WAITE, and FOAMAT over 150 CP/M disks and
run most CP/M·SO programs on your IBM PC! Two pro·
gram package includes ZP/EM, a CP/M·SO emulator program that transforms your IBM PC into a 1·2 MHZ CP/M
2.2 computer. $59.95 + $3.00 S/H (CA 6%)

Bright Light, Inc.

INTERSECTING CONCEPTS, INC,
4573 Heatherglen Ct. . Ste. 10
Moorpark. CA 93021
(805) 529-5073

520 Fellowship Rd. #C301 , Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054

P.O. Box 3061, Walnut Creek, CA 9459B
(415) 930-0470

(609) 778-0772
Inquiry 667.

Inquiry 674.

MEDIA MASTER PLUS

runs like BACKUP/RESTORE and sup·
ports DOS and CP/M media as well as users. Backs
up and restores up to 1000Klmin. on an AT and
360Klmin. on an XT. Supports release 4.1. Also
available on CP/M·SO and CP/M plus. $150.

Back P ack~

Inq uiry 713.

RAMbak or WARP-TEN - 9.95

BTrees with C Source

COPYWRITE

AAMbak automates the saving of new or chang·
ed RAM disk files to floppy disks and/or hard disk
subdirectories. WARP-TEN is a programmable
disk cache. PC, XT, AT, compatibles with 256K
DOS 2.0 + . Introductory price is only 9.95 each .
(MN Res. + 6% ).

These are powerful . portable. dependable file utility
libraries. Thousands of programmers worldwide reo
lyon our quality code. All source code included . no
royalty fees, works with any K&R compatible C
compiler.
• Btr•• only 575,00
• ISAM only 540,00 additional.

CopyWrite backs up hundreds of the most popular pro·
grams for the IBM PC. CopyWrite is revised monthly to
keep up with the latest in copy protection. and comes
with a trade-in oHer. It needs an IBM AT, XT. or PC, 12SK
and one disk drive, but can use more memory or another
drive. $50 US. Check/Credit Cards.

Software Brewing Company

SOFTFOCUS

P.O. Box 12094, SI. Paul, MN 55112

t343 Stanbury Dr .. Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6L 2J5
(416) 825-0903

45 Charles SI. E. 3rd FI.
Toronto, Ontario , Canada M4Y lS2
(416) 961 -8243

612-636-2727

Inquiry 758

Inquiry 759.

SOURCE CODE LIBRARIAN &
REVISION CONTROL SYSTEM
TUB" keeps ALL versions of your program in ONE
compact library file, even with hundreds of revisions.
• 5 times faster than SCCS • LAN compatible
• Free public domain MAKE (with source) by L. Dyer
MS/PC·DOS 2.x & 3.x. $99.95 + $3 s&H. VISNMC

BURTON SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
POB 4156, Cary, NC 27511

PADLOCK/PADLOCK II DISKS

QUICKCACHE

PADLOCK furnishes the user with a method for providing
protection against unauthorized d uplication from DOS
commands S99. PADLOCK II disks come preformaned
with finger·print and serialization. PADLOCK II disks of·
fer superior protection. Ask about our HARD DISK pro·
tection with uninstall capability. MCIVISA.

Intelligent disk I/O mgml. subsystem for PC/MC·DOS
2.xx & 3.xx. Capabl e of making programs ru n up
to 14 ti mes faster. All parameters dynamically
alterable. LIM memory supported. 40 KB min. reo
q uired . $49.95 + $5 slh. VISA/MC . 30·day
guarantee.

GLENCO ENGINEERING

P. R. GLASSEL and ASSOCIA rES, INC,

3920 Aidge Ave .. Arlington Hts .. IL 60004

30255 Fir Trail, Stacy, MN 55079
812-482-1337

(312) 392-2492

(919) 469-3068
Inquiry 668.

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED

tnquiry 704.

Inquiry 782.

Advertise your computer products
. for as little as $375
In THE BUYER'S MART .
For more information
call Karen Burgess at
BYTE 603-924-3754.
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Inquiry 108

n DISK·KING@

Premium Ouailly Diskettes
From the Kings of Magnetic Media
Incredible Value
Direct from the main source -the leader and lite inventor
of magnetic media, quality unlabelled diskettes with hub
rings, tyvek sleeves , write-protect tabs, user 10 labels and
a lifetime warranty. New and individually certified 100%,
factory sealed in lots of 25. Private labelling available.
SS-DD

Quantity Discounts Available

OS-DO

55~ . . . . . 5.25"/48 TPI

62 C

3.50'/135TPI
DS-HD 96 TPI for the ' AT'
from the leader of magnetic
media FREE' Flip 'n' File with
each box of 3 5 SS or
OS diskettes. while supply lasts I

RAINBOW
USERS
Insta ll IDRIVE on your DEC
Rainbow and read or write IBM PC
or XT format diskettes directly_
• No new commands to learn.
• No special disks or handling_
!DRIVE comes with 360K double -sided
floppy disk drive, cables, software,
documentation, and 90 -day warranty_
Internal IDRIVE
$349
E xternal (w I ca se & power supply) $395

Suitable Solutions
467 Saratoga Ave., Suite 319
San Jo se, CA 95129

Factory Sealed Box of Ten Qty. 5 BX
SS-DD
Lifetime Warranty
OS-~O

(408) 725 -8944

97

... 5.25"/48 TPI. .

S1 39 .. .. 3.50'/135TPI

EPROM AND RAM DISK
AND DRIVE EMULATORS
For the IBM PC' and Compatlbl,..
APPLICATIONS
•
•
•

DIskless control ~nd commu nlC~tl Ons systems
DedICated workstatIOns· customized smart lermnla ls
Industrial control and ~n ufa ctunng test s~ t ems

•

Solid state speed. rehabliity ;md per1or~nce
Self contc'uned EPROM p rogrammIng orcunry !s lmply
copy a Master Disk [0 ROMDISKI
Emulates a 9 sec to r. 40 track SSDO o r OSDOdlskette
Compatib le EPROM. Dynamic RAM ~n d Stat Ic
RAM verSions
Two autoOOOt modes and a 'lIe mode
RAMchsk versIons are battery backed up
I/O ~pped . does not occupy system RAM space

FEATlJRES

•
•
•
•
•

•

EPROM v(' r~ l on PCA· I P80K)
...
ErROM vt'(~lon I'CA·2 13601<1
.,.
Dynamic RAM vt'nlon
DAAM·r (lSOKI
Dynamic RAM vealon PC DRAM·2j3bOKJ
ScaClC RAM vealon PC SRAM ·1 PSOKI .. ,
St~ tl C RAM V("~ l on PC SAAM·2 (360KI ..

rc

~

S49S
5595
5495
S595
Sb95
S995

I. l

CURTIS, INC. 22 Red Fox Road
St. Paul, MN 55110612/484-5064
'IBM PC t\ Irgt~ll'tf'(1 !r,tClrmiU\' 0 1 IBM (Otpol,ll lOl'l

C
Inquiry 334

Inquiry 96

w/Flio 'n' File
DS-HD 96 TPI for the "AT" .
'5.25' Pre-packaged in 3M 's Flip 'n' File/15-$4/box extra
8.00" SS-SD w/WP . $1 50
84
S1
800" WNiP ...... 205
Call for our SUPER LOW PRICES on 3M
Data-Cartridges, tapes and storage boxes.
95
(3M Headcleaning Kits
+ 2.00 shpg)

BASIC TURBO SYSTEM

6

~~
~~

... the inventor of
magnetic media!
The EP-1 is B gTBBt vBlue, here's why:

SS-OD

OS-~O

Factory Sealed Box of Ten

721l

C

"AM'''6'" 83 C
...... .. 5.25'/48

TPI
.
87
........ 3.50'/135TPI ... ........ .. . 1
"
DS-HD 96 TPI for the 'AT' .
$1 95
5

~

0

SUPER SALE ON

~ 7 Nashua

10

• Factory sealed in lots of 25 with: OS-DO
'Tyvek sleeves , w/p tabs ,
user 10 labels' Exceeds ANSI
specs Certified 100%-70% clipping
level 'Lifetime warranty. Many color options
DS-HD 96 TPI Color diskette for the 'AT" $P5
RIBBONS
STORAGE
Epson MX 70/80 .... '2" 3M's Storage Boxes . '8"
Epson MX 100
'3" Amaray Media Mate .. '8 90
Okidata 80/82/83/92/93'1" Disk Minder 11-75
. '6"
Apple Image Writer .. '3" Micro Disk Minders-36'6"

60

68 C

C

TIRIIIS: No surcharge on VISA or MaslerCard Ame"can Express also ac·
cepled COO orders only add 13 00 Prepaid orders deducl 1% cash dlScoun\.
POs accepted from corporations rated 3A2 or bener. government and schools
on n, '30 baSIS fPO . APO . AK. HI. PR & CN add 5% No sales lax oulside
Utah r Mlnrmum order 530 00 .
.
TELEX: 75~85
SHIPPING: Add $3.00 lor 100 dlsk,"es or hlsl 4 Ibs. Answer Back MYSECSlC
-WE BEAT ANY PRICE ! (APPLES TO APPLES)
TolI·F,.. 011111 Line:
Inqullies & Inlo Un,:

: II

-

I,:

:I

27512

•

• Optional Intel microcontroller programming head
• Menu-driven Chip Selection; No Personality M odules
• Fest, Slow. Quick-Pulse Programming Algorithms
• Intel (8080 & 8086], Motorola, Tekhex, Streight Hex Files
• Splits Fil.s By Bas. Address end Odd/Even)16 bit systems)
• Gold Textool ZlF IC Socket • Generate & Set Checksums
• Over-Current Protection
• 8 Baud Rates 300 to 38,400
• Full One Yeer Werrerrty
• 5, 12.5 , 21, 25V
Eresers from $34.95
Programming

Includes:
• 1024K, 8 mhz motherboard w/256K installed. Clock &
game 110· 150 watt power supply · IBM.!! AT·lookalike
case· Ms.-DOS & GW basic. IBM.!) sty le keyboard. FCC
Approval
00
No.99111 .
.

$438

IBM . PC. Xl. AT ate teglstered lrademarks
01 Internal ional ~usiness Machines,

The Wholesale Outlet

• Order Toll Free

1 Interstate Avenue
Albany, N.Y. 12205

HIOO3444387 (NON·NYS)

BP Microsystems

80'0('

SS-OO

• ASCII Commend driven operation; All intelligence in unit
• Reads. Programs, Copies over 150 types from 2716 to

• u.v.

SS-DD Factory Sealed Box of Ten
S6 60
DS-DD Factory Sealed Box of Ten .... . . S6
50
DS-HD Factory Sealed Box of Ten ..... S19
DS DD F t Sid B f T
s18 70
COLOR
Premium Ouality U.S.A. made
D1SKETTFS
AT Affordable Prices!
•
~ SUPER SPECIAL <III

5.25"
5.25'
5.25'
3 50

• IBM PC Software included or AS-232 to any computer

5325 Glenmont, Suite E, Houston, TX 77081

(800) 225-2102

(713) 667-1636

Inquiry 51

MCIVISA OR COD CASH
All orders shipped FOB Albany. Prices subject to c hange

Inquiry 377

SEAMLESS Fi Ie Transfer
Softerm PC provides a transparent
Micro-to Mainframe link using

Virtual disk drive specifiers
accessible from any DOS application
program. Memory reSident.
Transfers files in background using
customizable communications
scripts. Includes 32 exact tenn inal
emulations.
For IBM PC/XT/AT. DO, NEC, HP,

The

•
•

Wang, TI, Oridcase, Tandy . Zenilh

$195 - Visa, MC, COD
Call 800-225-8590 orders/info.

S~ft L~k/,"

= Grand Union
Micro SYSlems
P.O. Box 1880
Fallbrook, CA 92028
(6 19) 723-08 82

-

C,IV Ut,lh B.l'2 1

Hours 7 AM -6 PM (M in Time)
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Folds & Slacks Aulomallcally
Fi ts ALL Popular Micro Printers

• Space Saving OperatIOn
• ROliles CaDles Neaily

OISKCOTECHNOLOGIES INC
lO)l bc;. 7000 South

GRANDSTAND

PRINTER STAND AND TRAY

"

-U _DISKCOTE.CH

All other calls & NYS call
(518) 459-7883

Inquiry 314

Inquiry 147
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~IX

terrupt chain [e.g. , XyWrite, Samna Word III, Leading Edge Word Processor, Hayes Smartcoml.
• Don't grab an interrupt vector more than once. Do not set a timer
trap to re-grab an interrupt vector that your program initially installed. It
must not be critical that vour oroqram be the last vector in the chain.
You must trust that the chain will not be broken [e.g ., SideKick].
• Changing video modes. Use the BIOS whenever possible, but if there
is some reason your program directly changes modes, it must also set
all the CRT values in the BIOS data area, addresses 0040:0049
through 0040:0066. See the CRT BIOS listing for more details [e.g.,
Lotus 1-2-3 version 1A, switching from text to graphics].
• Don't jump from a DOS critical-error routine. Instead, set a global
error flag that your disk routines check with the error code that the
critical-error handler gives you. Then issue an IGNORE response and
do an IRET back through DOS so that the DOS stacks are cleaned up
[e.g., Lotus 1-2-3 version 1A].
• Setting the high-order attribute bit to be used as background intensity
rather than blinking. This is a value sent out port 3D8H (the mode control register). Whenever a program sets this port, the value should also
be stored in the BIOS data area at address 0040:0065 (CRT_MODE_
SET) [e.g. , Framework version 1.1, Superwriter, and SuperCalc].
• Maintain the hardware cursor. If your program does not want to use
the hardware cursor but instead uses its own software cursor, the cursor position should still be reflected in the BIOS data area at addresses
0040:0050-0040:005F depending on which video page you have in
use [e.g., ThinkTank and Ready!] .
• Changing the color palette by toggling the color burst bit. This is a
common way of obtaining different colors from a monitor. Whenever a
program sends a value through port 3D8H (the mode control register) ,
it should also set the value in the BIOS data area at port; the value
should also be stored in the BIOS data area at address 0040:0065
(CRT_MODE_SET).
• Changing the palette on an EGA board. If a program changes the
EGA palette directly rather than using the BIOS function, it should copy
the values modified to the save area defined by the EGA BIOS, the
second double-word off the "save pointer" located at address
0040:00A8. See the EGA BIOS listing for more details [e.g., Microsoft
Word].
CHECKING FOR PRINTER STATUS

pascal/turbo #696, from larryjudy [Lawrence Judy]
Printer, Are You There?
Jim, or Barry, or Joanne, earlier in about message 630 or so I had requested help with determining if the printer was turned on before my
program tried to print. My main problem is unfamiliarity with 8086/8
assembly and the complexity of MS-/PC-DOS, but I did jiggle your
various answers to come up with the subsequent short function (posted
as a message), which worked great on my AT&T 6300. Unfortunately, it
did not work on the IBM PC at work. The short program below will
work on the IBM , but not on the AT&T without the additional line at the
end of the function. I don't know if the last line will work on the IBM. Is
this a difference of MS- vs. PC-DOS, or of printers (Toshiba 1340 at
home, Panasonic at work)? Could someone tell me if the program will
work on their IBM machine?
program Intr17n2_pas; var ch : char; Function PrinterlsReady :
Boolean; Type
RegisterSet = record aX, bx,cx,dx, bp,di,se,ds,es,flags:integer;end; Var
Regs : RegisterSet; Begin
PrinterlsReady := false;
FiliChar (Regs, sizeof(Regs), 00);
With Regs Do
Begin
ax := $0200; {request status}
dx: = 0; {lpt1 = 0, Ipt2 = 1}

• BEST OF BIX • BEST OF BIX • BEST ·OF BIX

End;
Intr ($17, Regs) If((regs.ax and $4000 = 0)) then
begin
if regs. ax and $1000 < > 0 then PrinterlsReady:= true
end; if regs.ax and $8000 = 0 then PrinterlsReady := false end;
begin
repeat
read(kbd,ch);
if PrinterlsReady then
begin
clrscr;
writeln('The printer is ready.)
end
else
begin
clrscr;
writeln('The printer is not ready.)
end;
until ch in [7'q' ,'01;
end.
pascal/turbo #699, from jrobie [Jonathan Robie]
a comment to message 696
Larry, scanning your PrinterlsReady function, I notice that structure is
something like this:
PrinterisReady := false;
Inquire if printer is ready;
If (regs.ax and $4000) = 0 then { if printer does not acknowledge }
begin
if (regs.ax and $1000) < > 0 then PrinterlsReady:=true {selected}
end;
If (regs.ax and $8000) = 0 { if printer is busy}
then PrinterlsReady := false;
If the printer does acknowledge, then the PrinterlsReady returns false.
Not all printers send an acknowledge signal, so if you test for acknowledge then you can't assume that the acknowledge signal is present.
You also may want to check to see if you are out of paper. You are
out of paper if (regs.ax and $2000) = 1. This test doesn't seem to work
with my Zenith Z-150 and a C. Itoh Prowriter printer, though.
pascal/turbo #707, from jimkeo [Jim Keohane]
Larry, mebbe what you should is write a little quick-and-dirty program
that issues INTR $17 repeatedly and writes out the value of r.ax until
keypressed . Display the values bit by bit like:
repeat {set reg and issue INTR call} for i:=1 to 16 do
begin
if r.ax and $8000 = 0 then write('O) else write('1);
r.ax:= r.ax shl 1;
end; writeln; until keypressed;
This should show you all the status settings that are set as you turn
printer on/off, select/deselect, remove paper, unplug cable, etc.
You can now see if there is one test that will suffice for both the IBM PC
and the AT&T 6300. Keep in mind there may be differences with other
printers too, so try to keep your test to the minimum.
pascal/turbo #708, from wheelock [Bruce Wheelock]
a comment to message 707
With a spooler?
I can't see a way to check printer status with a print spooler installed.
Anyone else? I thought not. •
SEPTEM BER 1986 • B Y T E
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- - - - - T H E BUYER'S M A R T - - - - A Directory of Products and Services

THE BUYER 'S MART is a monthly advertising section which enables readers
to easily locate suppliers by product category. As a unique feature, each
BUYER'S MART ad includes a Reader Service number to assist interested
readers in requesting information from participating advertisers.

furnish typewritten copy. Ads can include headline (23 characters maximum),
descriptive text (250 characters maximum), plus company name, address and
telephone number. Do not send logos or camera·ready artwork.
DEADLINE: Ad copy is due 2 months prior to issue date. For example: October
issue closes on August 1. Send your copy and payment to THE BUYER'S MART,
BYTE magazine, 70 Main Street, Peterborough , NH 03458. For more informa·
tion call Karen Burgess at BYTE 603·924·3754.

RATES: lx-$475 3x-$450 6x-$425 12x-$375
Prepayment must accompany each insertion. VISA/Me Accepted.
AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by BYTE. Advertisers must

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

FREE CATALOG
Outstanding prices on computer accessories for
your computer and workstation. Our catalog
features a wide selection of quality products to
meet all your accessory needs. Call or write today
to receive your free catalog .
POB 6056, Grand Rapids, MI 49508

(616) 241-4040
Inquiry

SOFTWARE PACKAGING, DISKS

PRINT BAR CODES ON PC

Clolh binders &slips like IBM's. Vinyl binders, boxes, and
lolders-many ~zes. Disk pages, envelopes, & labels. Low
qty. imprinting. Bulk & branded disks. Much Mare! Low
prices. Fast service. Call or write lor FREE CATALOG .

Print Bar Codes and Large Text Labels on PC with Ep-

son/OkidatallBM Prinlers · Code 39. I 2015. UPC. MSI.
DOD·LOGMARS, AIAG. Text up to 1" tall. File input.

Anthropomorphic Systems Limited

wo rd processor -

376·B East SI. Charles Road
lombard , IL 60148

LINTEK COMPUTER ACCESSORIES

1-800-DEAL-NOW

no.

$179. ($239 with large text).

Worthington Data Sofutions
130 Crespi Court. Sanla Cruz. CA 95060
(408) 458·9938
Inquiry 775.

COMPUTER PROTECTION

Self-Inking Printer Ribbon

• UPS· LINE CONDITIONERS· ISOLATORS
• MODEM PROTECTORS
• AC POWER INTERRUPTERS
- HUNDREDS OF HINTS & PRODUCTS -

For users of Okldata and other open spool ribbon
printers. Controlled Printout Devices are a new kind of
printing ribbon that re·ink Ihemselves, and will last 15
times longer than the ribbon you are now using. For

FREE CATALOG

further information please call or write.

ELECTRONIC SPECIALISTS, INC.

CONTROLLED PRINTOUT DEVICES, INC.

171 So. Main St. , POB 369, Natick, Mass 01760

POB 669, Baldwin Rd. , Arden. NC 2e704

1-800· 225-4876

(704) 684·9044

BAR CODE READERS
Progra m-transparent, Keyboard interface Bar Code

Readers for IBM PC, AT and compatibles·$485 . Other
wedge readers for IBM 3160, 3176, 3276, 5251,5291 .
and A5-232 terminals. Portable Bar Code Readers from

$325. Programmable Hand·Held Portables·$120D.
Free PC print program with reader purchase. 30 day
money-back guarantee on all products.

Worthington Data Solutions
130 Crespi Court, Santa C ruz, CA 95060
(408) 458·9938
Inquiry 775.

Inquiry 679.

Inqui ry 693.

Menu driven 549·299. NEWI 8K Ram-Resident program prints bar codes from any use r program or even

(312) 629·5160

Inquiry 658 .

1·800·225· 4876

BAR CODE

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
... SOFTWARE PUBLISHING ...
GOS offers a wide variety 01 services thai will help gel your
sohware 10 the market. Address your needs with GOS.
• IBM style clolh/vinyl 3·ring binderS/slips.

• Labels, sleeves, disk pages. bulk diskettes. ,
• Disk duplication with 100% verification.
• Shrink wrapping and product assembly.
• Quick turn-around.
A well packaged product can make the diHerence in making
a sale. Call us now! VISA/MC .

GLEN CO DEVELOPMENT SVSTEMS(312) 392·2492

DATA CABLES & PARTS

VIDEO STORES

EIA RS232·C Dala Cables· slandard. extended
dislance. Teflon Assemblies. Also Cenlronics
(parallel). Coaxial (RG59U. RG62A/U, Dual Wang.
Twin·axial). Elhernel. Ri bbon. IBM , DEC Compatible
cables. AB switches. conneclor parts. bulk cable;
lools & hardware (wall plales). Send fo r Catalog .

We need ambitious dealers in all U .S. states
and Canada to market a powerful system to
computerize video tape rental stores .

Communication Cable Co.
POB 600·B, Wayne, PA 19087

FREE CATALOG

ALL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

LOWEST PRICES ON DISKETTES

REAL ESTATE SOFTWARE

5114" DSDD .39. High Density 1.65.

LEADING SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY SEEKS SUCCESSFUL DISTRI·
BUTORS AND DEALERS TO MARKET SOFT·
WARE DESIGNED FOR RESIDENTIAL REAL
ESTATE BROKERAGE OFFICES . TER·
RITORIES AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE
U .S. INTERESTED COMPANIES PLEASE
CALL (516) 621·3363.

3'h" SSHO 1.25. OSHO 1.45.
• lifetime warranty

• tncludes Iyvek sleeves
• Reinforced hub ring
• Finest quality
• Labels & write protect tabs
Add 3.00 shippi ng per 100. Minimum 100 diskettes .
Send check or call. CA residents add 6'h% sales lax .
Same day shippi ng .

• 100% error Iree

Data Bureau Inc.

POB 20406. Los Angeles. CA 90006·0406

1633 Westwood Blvd .. Sle. 120. Los Angeles, CA 90024

1-800-826-5432

213·479·0345

Inqui ry 750.

tnqu iry 683.

In qui ry 654 .

(919) 872-0995
Inquiry 774.

Inquiry 675.

Thousands of parts and new surplus el ectronic parts
al super low prices. FAST ORDER PROCESSING
AND SHIPPING (95% of all orders shipped within
48 hours).
CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE CATAL OG ..

3301·Executive Drive., #204, Raleigh, N.C. 27609

215-644-1900

3920 Ridge Ave.• Arlington His .• IL 60004
Inqui ry 702.

WINCHESTER DATA
PRODUCTS INC.

COMMUNICATIONS
PRINTED MANUALS

VT102/52 TEK4014 VT220

Cornerstone Printing provid es yo ur c hoi ce of f ull

Our terminal emulators turn your PC/AT/jr into a full

software publishing services, including typesetting,
printing, binder selection, disk duplication, and
packaging. Save 50% on typesetting . We ca n
typeset from your ASCII or Multimate w p fi le.

featured terminal. Features indude: tocal printing.
ASCII & KERMIT file transfer. so«keys. DOS key, AN·
SI COLOR . 4014 graphics support. Guaranteed
compalibility. Call today for free info packet.

PRINTER RIBBONS
Guaranteed First Quality P"c:e each on Quan1l1y at

Cotors Avaitabte
3

6

12

C. 1I0h Prowriter Nylon
$5.25 $3 .65 $3.35
5.25 3.65 3.35
Epson MX/FX/RX 70/80
IBM Proprinler Nylon
7.75 6.70 5.70
Okidala 182/192/1 93 Nylon
8.80 7.60 6.45
Prices include delivery in Continental U.S.

Cornerstone Printing

General Micro Systems

Printer Ribbon Supply

95 Little Tree Lane. Hilton, NY 14468

P.O. Box 5330 , Hopkins, MN 55343·1553

POB 920145 • Norcross, GA 30092
800·438·7745
In GA. 404·446·1547

716·392-2386 & 716-392-9500 (collect)

(612) 944·0593

In quiry 680.
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Inquiry 701 .

Inquiry 336

•

Inquiry 55

10th ANNIVERSARY SALE •
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Inquiry 402

P.C. Computer Brokers Inc.
The Place To Buy Your
Computers, Printers, Software
And Accessories
Teec-% Height Drive
360K
IS981S
Samsung-TIL Monitor Green
or Amber
179811
Ring King Printer Stands
10" Wide .. .... .... ...... ......... 824.11
15" Wide ...... ... ... ..... ........ 839.11
Call Toll FREE

I: P1II Ujll:i i ~ j~J
(1 Year Factory Warranty)
Pinwriter P5 ...... .. . $ 930
Pinwriter P5XL . . . ... . $1 075
Pinwriter P6 .. . ..... . $ 450
Pinwriter P7 ...... .. . $ 615
Elf 350/360 . .. .. . .. . . $ 380
3510/15/30/50 . ..... .. $ 715
8810/15/30/50 . .. ..... $1040
Optional Forms Handling
Devices . . . . .... .. . CALL
QUALITY PRINTERS
8415 Cement City Road
Brooklyn, Michigan 49230
Phone: 517-592-3749
Inquiry 289

On board 6·10 MH z CPU , 20K RAM . 32K EPROM .
two RS' 232 , 16-bit port . 5·cou nter/ timers
expandable via Memory/ FOC Board.
M68K CPU (bare board ) .
. ... $ 89.95
M68K CPU A&T (6MHz) .
. .$495.00
M0512K Memory/ FOC (bare board) ........... $ 89.95
M0512K Memory/ FOG (12BK) .
.$495 .00
FOC/ Hard Disk inlertace oplion .
. . $150.00
M6BKE Enclosure w/power supply ..
. .. $249 .00
M6BK Monilor EPROM's .
.S 95 .00
M6BK Macro Cross Assembler .
. ... $195.00
4XFORTH as w/assembler, edilor ............ $295.00
CP/ M 68K as w/"' C" compiler .
. ......... $395,00

Inquiry 117

Protect Your
Private Parts.
L==~;-; PC Clone
Data Link-One Year Werranty
FCC Approved, 640K, 2 Drives,
Monographics Card, Mono Monitor, Para.
Port, Ber. Port, 8 Expansion Slats,
Keyboard, MS DOS. leading Edge Word
Processor & Spread Sheet.

1895811 Complete
Also Available With 20 Meg

11295811 Complete

Hard
Drive

Whether you're a soft\ll3.re
that- a sman piece of plastic
developer or an end user.
smaller than a besHelling
whether you 'MJrk alone on a cassette that plugs into the
PC or you're part ora 24parallcl port or your mM
person projcct team, keeping PC I XTI AT or compatible.
new software or sensitive
There are two ways to go.
data from prying eyes is
The ftware Sentinel'': that
\11&'prevents anyone from
serious business.
Shan of compli- _ o~~__..:;r'"
using your licensed
~":'-:-.w "
soft\ll3.fe program
cated, wizard-like
protection schcmcs. ~unlcss)'ougivelhem
or James Bond. you
a key. AndlheData
haven't had too many
Senlinel'~ RaintxYw
realistic alternatives.
Technologies'
Until now.
newest prying eye·
Because Rainbow
SlOp r. that autofl.l8tically
Technologies has developed
protects sensitive personal or
simple, easy-la-Use systems
project data as you enter it.
called Sentinels that say no
The Sentinel Security Systems
to pry ing t..-yes. No matter
from Rainbow Technologies.
how hard they look.
The only hard pan is
The key to Sentinel is just the key.
itJ)~·

Word Perfect 4.1 ............... 8209".
Monochrome Graphic8 Card
FCC Approved ..................... "SS"'

~rr:~:~ontroler 1 44900

\

.

J ~~~!~

A professional package enabling
you to design , edit, print & plot
electronic schematics. Supports "A "
through "E" size sheets, over 2000
Unique Library Parts, Part Rotation,
Unlimited Hierarchy , Grids, Au to
Panning, 5 Zoom Levels , Rubber·
banding, Powerful Macros, Hi· Res
Color & Monchrome Graphics, M uch
More! $495 Includes Everything .
Call To Receive Free Demo Disk.
OrCAD Systems Corporation
1049 S. W. Baseline St.
Hillsboro, OR 9 7 123
.

E3
ttm:l

(503) 640·5007

17971 Skypark Circle, Suite E, Irvine, CA 92714

Phone (714) 261-0228 Telex: 386078

Inquiry 293

P.C. Computer For Repairs

Send P.e. YOIr ComputBr Equipment, Our
Authorized Technicians Will Repair And
AetLm It To You.
ira Call 3D3 50-8727
For R

MEMORIES--DRIVES- PRIN TERS

* 84K/1I1BK/II!lBK D-AAMe I t LOW PRICES

* H-P Vectra 12BK Upgrade ........... 13B.BII

* VIIO-!I
..... 114.00 /
V30-B .... I1B.00 *

Packard Bell ExtemaI300/1200

bd ...... ....... ... ... ... .... .. ....... .. .. "14S
Zoom Internal 300/1200 bd with
Software .. .. ........ .. ... ... .... .... .. "249"'
Everex Internal 300/1200
bd ......... ... ... .... .... ... .... ...... .. . "14.'
11

=

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

( . i\I-....aa.oJ

I"

!!<-.!!"-

I

-

...

Add Use
2 .9%
For
of

Vise, M/C

& Choics.
Th_ Pricea Are Good For M_I Ord.r Dept.

P.C. Computer Brokers Inc.
3879 East 120th Ave.
Thornton, CO 80233
45~727

8051

VIIN ..... 118.00
BOB7 ..... 1115.00
8087-11 ... 1155.00 / BOIIB7-3 .. 1180.00

Modems

* JAAM-2
Memory Boards and Modul..
Parellel or Serial
w/0K . .. 11IB.50

JAAM-3 /JAAM-AT Par. or Ser. w/0 K . .. 1177.50
JAAM AT-3 Par. or Ser.
w/0 K ... IIIIIB.50
Ser/Par or SeriSer Clock module .
.11311.00
Ser/Per or Serl Ser module .
. IBII.OO
Clock/Calender module .
. .1115.00
JOISKEnE module . . .
. ... 11311.00
JLASER-l .
.. .................... 11B5.00
Cenon Printerswitt:h + cables . .
. IBO.OO
Corona cable .
. .... 1511.00
ABM Multi-Function Boerd w/3B4K . . .. 11·111.00
TEAe FD!I!l-8V DSiDD Disk Drive . " IBII.OO

* wi one year factDry wsmlnty

PASCAL
CROSS
COMPILER

* BROTHER
PrlnteN & Ace...orl..
M·1509 Dot Matrix Printer . .
. .131111.00

For MS-DOS Computers

. .. n,*! off UBT

SCIEN TIFI C EN G INEERING LABO RATOR IES
104 Charl es Slreel, Su ile 143
Boston. MA 02 11 4 Tel 617 262 3903

HR-15XL Daisy Whaal Printer ..
. .1375.00
Twinwritel'-5 Dot Matrix/Daisy ........ . 1885.00

Printer Accessories .. ,.

WARRArHY Alii C So 'jlJat II1!ccd hH 180 dlp
Of f.1 ,md
OEALER dl~counl~ ,1V:lII.lble
Pr('~,Hd I). aCt:>
No !:olllppllltJ
CI1:119('''

r.1il l yl.1nd resldcllb must ,ll1e

~.IIt::>

t.h

Advanced Technology Products, Corp.
~O.

Box 2205/11141 Georgia /we., Silll8r Spring, MD 20902

Phone: 301-933-3523
422
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Inquiry 9

Inquiry 303

Inquiry 75

PRINTERS/PLOTTERS

Amdek 310A ... 143 Amdek 725 .. 535
NEC Mullisynch .. 539 PGS HX12E .. 495
Samsung m ... 89 PGS MAX12 .. 158
Samsung 1251 ... 72 Taxan 640 ... 495
Tatung 1360 .. . 399 Tatung 1370 . . 449
Thom 31311 SI. . . 388 'v\yse 620 . . . 385
Thom 36382S1 . . 375 \IoYse 700 ... 1125
"Zenith 13&0 . . . . 515 Zenith 1230 . 92
Roland!12"/RGB/640I240/. 37 ..... . 289
Sakala/13"/Comp 8. RGB/640I200 .. . 359
Thomson/14"/Color Comp/Apple . . . . 139
Hitachi/Mitsubishi/Nanao/Sperry .. . CALL

AUT 6300/640Kl1 Drive . . . . . . . . 1499
Cordata PC400-XT/Portable/20M
1499
Sharp PC7000 Portable/2 Drives .. . . 1139
Sperry IT/I M/40M Hard Drive .... . 2899
Toshiba T3100-AT/Portable/l0M . . .. 3199
Toshiba T1100 + Portable/2 Drives .. 1499
\IoYse 286-AT/640Kl1.2M Drive
1795
Altos/DlivettiNideo TechiZenith .... CALL

DISK DRIVES
Gamma Drives/Apple Compatible .. . . 119
IOMEGA Dual 10M Bernoulli WIIF . .. 1945
IOMEGA Dual 20M Bernoulli WIIF . . . 2495
Mountain 20M Hard Card . ........ 699
Seagate 20M Hard Drive Kit . .. .. . . 405
Tallgrass 25M Drive/60M Backup
2199

MODEMS
Anchor Volksmodem 12 . . . . . . . . . . 132
Anchor Lightning 2400/Software
.. 299
Hayes Smartmodem 1200 . . . ...
368
Incomm 2400/Upgradeabie 4800 + . . 345
Novation 2400 Professional. . .. .. . 499
Practical 1200 Half-Card/Software . . . . 139
Promellieus Promodem 1200G
189
Prometheus 300-C/Ap IIC/Software . .. . 76
Racal-Yadic 2400PC/Software . . .... 389
Zoom 1200PC-XURAM/Software .. .. 229
US Robotics Courier 2400 ........ 378
Zoom liE Internal/Software/Apple ..... 92
Tel ... .. CALL

Citizen 120D ... 179 Canon A40 .. 235
Citizen MSP10 .. 275 Canon Laser 1935
Citizen MSP20 . . 319 NEC CP7 ... 735
Cordata Laser .. 2175 NEC P5XL .. 1125
Epson FX286 . . 539 NEC P6 .. . . 445
Okidata 2410 .. 1795 Okidata 293 . 655
Panasonic 1091 . 228 Okidata 292 . 511
Panasonic 1092 . 299 Ricoh 52LQ . 795
Panasonic 1592 . 409 Star lY1210 . 180
Toshiba 351 Col . 1199 Star NX10 .. 245
Toshiba 321 .... 495 Tally MT86 .. 425
Data Prod/Data So/Diablo/Fujitsu ... CALL
Genicom/JukilTelevideolTl ... ... . CALL
Buffers/Cables/Sheet Feeders .. . . . CALL
Stands/Switch BoxeslTractors ..... CALL
Houston/lollne/Roland Plotters . . . . SAVE
Houston/Kurta/Summa Digitizers. . . SAVE

OTHER FLOPPY AND HARD DRIVES

IBM 3161-11
489 Altos III . .
Klmtron KT1 ... 435 Altos IV
Qume QVT-l01G . 293
Televideo 905 . .. 289
Televldeo 955 .. 445

2 SPEEDS TURBO SYSTEM
FULLY IBM PC/ XT COMPATIBLE 4.77/ 8MHZ
• 640K on Board RAM
• 2 Floppy Disk Drives
• Disk Controller Card
• lSOW Power Supply
• FCC Type Slide Case
• 'AT' Style Keyboard
• 8 IBM lIO Slots
• 8088·2 Micro Processor
• 8087 Co· Processor Socket
.4.77 MHZ/8MHZ Clock Selectable
• Monitor and Display Card Not Included

Fully Assembled and Tested. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(Other Options and Configurations Available, Please Call. )

$595 00

PINECOM AT SYSTEM

FULLY IBM AT COMPATIBLE
• 8/ 6 MHZ Clock Selec table
.80286 CPU
• 1.2 MGB Floppy Drive
• 200 Watts Power Supply
• Hard Disk/ Ha ppy Disk Co ntroller
• S12K RAM Expandable to 1 MGB
• Clock Calender w/ Battery Backup
• 'AT' Style Keyboard

$149000

Alloy' Archive ·CDC-Corvus -Irwin
- Maxtor - Maynard - Mitsubishi Sanyo - Panasonic - Priam· Shugart
- Tandon - Tulin - Teac - Tecmar Western Digital

AST Rampage/PC-XT . . . .
. .... 239
AST Six Pack Premium/512K
.. . 349
ATI Graphics Solution
. . . . . . . 199
Orange Grappler + (Apple)
. . .. 69
On:hld Tiny Turbo 286 . . . . .
. .. 439
Orchid Turbo EGA ..... .. ..•.... 589
PC 576K RAM Board (OK) ..... . .... 59
PC Color Graphics card
. 79
PC Monochrome Graphics Card
.. . 89
PC Multifunction Card/OK .. . ....... 85
Hercules Monochrome Graphics ... . . 188
STB EGA Card
.. 259
Paradise EGA/Auto-Switch ........ 375
Sigma 400 High Res Card . . . ...... 439
Tecmar EGA Master .. .... .. .. . . 265
InteliMicrotekiPersysUQuadram . .. . CALL
PracticallTaxanlThesysNutek .. .. . CALL

ALL TYPES OF BUSINESS, CAO
AND RECREATIONAL SOFTWARE
VERY LOW PRiCES . . . . ..... CALL

WE ALSO CARRY
Epson JX-80 Color Ribbons ...
12
Microsoft BUS Mouse W/Paint ...... 109
PTI-85 Surge Protector (# 1 Rated) .... 52
Cables/Chips/Disks/Graphics Tablets
Joysticks/Keyboards/ Power Supplies
LabelsiMice/Stands/Surge Protectors
LDW PRICES . . . . . .
. ...... CALL

*.

~ ~lneCOIft ™
SPECIAL SALE ITEMS

20 MGB Hard Disk w/ Controller (ST-225) ...... $39000
300/ 1200 Modem Card Hayes Compatible , .. . , . $135 00
EGA Card With Printer Port and 256K .... . , ... $26000
Tape Back Up Irwin 10 MGB ........ . .. . .. . . , $360 00
3M 10 MGB Tape For Irwin ......... . ........ . . $25 00
Logitech Mouse System With Software ..... . .... . $85 00
Samsung T.T.L. Monochrome Monitor (Amber) ... $85 00
Mitsubishi RGB Color Monitor (12") . ...... . ... $265 00
TVM 3 Way RGB Color Monitor (13") , . . , .. ,. ~ $34000
V-20 Ny NEC Turbo Speed Processor . . ..... . . .. $1600
8087 Co-Processor Chip . ........ . .... .. , ... .. $120 00
Surge Protected Outlet Strips, Master On/ Off Switch ,
Power on Light, Circuit Breaker, 6 Outlets . .... $18 00
Monochrome Graphic Card w/ Printer Port . ..... . $75 00
Color Graphic Adapter w/ 2 Composite Ports . . ... $65 00
Eprom Writer Card With Software Read, Write,
Copy Vertify Any Eprom 2716-27512 ...... . .... $95 00
Joystick For IBM With 2 Firebuttons . .. ...... . ... $1600
Game I/O Card For 2 Joysticks . . .. . . . .......... $2,60 0

Inquiry 405

6800/6809

Micro Modules

Discover The
Difference ...
2 FOR 1 LIFETIME WARRANTY
.. Performance exceeds ANSI specifications by 62.5%

• Each diskette 100°,0 tested a nd certified error free
., Over 10 million passes per track
• ReiriforcedHubs
.. Tyvek® (norpaper}sfeeves
SS-OO
• WI P tabs andID labels
OS-~O

.. 65% clipping leDel

.54

THIS IS THS MOST SOP HISTI CATB D

1;1

WITH TWO SBPARAlK INPUTS ISSRIAl. AND PARAl.l.Sl.) AND
TW O SgPARAlS OUTPUTS ISBRIAL AND PARALl.BL)
CA N BS
USSO UK! STANDARD BUrPBR_
WITH ANY IN PUT TO ANY
OUTPUT _~ BUT ALSO YOU CAN CON NBct 2 COMPUTBRS to I
PRINtSR, OR I CO IolP UtBR TO 2 PRINTBRS, OR 2 CO)'(PUTBRS
AND 2 PRINTBns ~_ AND MORB • I COIolPUtBR TO " PRINTERS
OR " cOMPUTBnS TO 1 PRINTSR
HI OH CAPAOITY • 114 KB TO nil KB AND ~ 2!>1I KB TO I MS
tMODBl.S A AND B),
PAUSB, COPY AND RISST 'UNCtiONS
SBR IAl. PORTS WITH ., OR a BITS WORD UHOTH. \ OR 2 STOP
BIT, PARITY , XON/XOrP, OTR, RTS

UNIT

195

DCB-B -,,.K I

ALSO, WB HAVB THB MOST COMrLBTK DATA CONVBRTBR
CONVBRTS R5232 SER IAl. TO
CB NTRONICS PARALLSL

DCU

1

80

1"1

'''I Pover l upph Ind ubi .. NOT inelud.d

~

America's

DCU

INTECTRA In,.- DopI.232
21129 rSflMINAL BLVD
MOUNTAIN VIRW * CA~9 4 0U

v Performance exceeds A.N.5J. specifications by sao",

(415) 967-8818 TX 345545

'" Each disk 100% tesledandcertijied
'" 14 COLORSJor da/a organization
'" Pkgs. oj IO.lyvek sleeves. wlp labs. and ID labels
OTY . 10 BOXES OR
100 DISKETTES

OS-~O

c=:\ 0 ~
~ ~

serialOparallel
hi-directional converter

.... TIMELESS WARRANTY

.74
1.39
.64
1.30

1'1

PROTOCOL PULLY PROQRAMA8L8
PROM IflO TO 19200 BAUDS
IN OLVD8S ; DTR, RTS, XON/XOPP, PARITY,.1e.-

lrcENTECIt Premiu~
Quality
Color DIskettes

SS-OO

255

OR VICB VBRSA, JUST BY MOVINO JUMPBRS BAUD RATB AND

Simply top Brand-Name Quality. made in
the U.SA. to our specifications by a leading
mamifacturer. Factory polybagged in lots
oJ25 . Quantity discounts available.
R

!not only a
printer buffer!

PRINTER DUFFER - MULTIPLEXOR - SWITCH

OCB - A- .. K I

.59

S1f.48 TPI

~
~ :
DCB :

Inquiry 381

.98
3.5" Color, BOXED
1.99
5 %" Color, BULK, 48 TPI
.88
3 .5 " Color, BULK
1.92
High Density, Color, 1 .6mb,
IBM AT Compatible ........................ . 2.05
5 '10" Color, BOXED, 48 TPI

Includes Tyvel< sleeves, wlp tabs. 10 labels
Call lor excellent prices on other CenTech products

.... LIFETIME WARRANTY
.... High quality and consistently reliable

v More rigidjackets than euer before
S5-00

OS - ~O

OTY. 5 BOXES

.74 5.25, 48 TPI .............................. .99
1.35 3.5,135 TPI .......................... 1.95
DS-HD 96 TPI, IBM AT Compatible ............. 2.09

COM
MONEY
MANAGEMENT FOR
HOME AND BUSINESS.
• Checking, Savings-and Credil Card
Mgmt •• Smart Account Reconciler
With Automatlo l:rror Detector
• Budgeting' CPA Designed'
Financial Statements· Graphics
• On-Line Help Screens· High
Spaed Flnanolal Qala Base' Inquiry
Reports· Pop-Up Calculator' ·futorlal
• Not copy protected. SimpUfiea
Tax Preparation' Much More.

Call lor best 3M prices on head cleaning and data cartridges.

nashua

Affordable Quality
1M

In c redible Value
Best Prices Ever!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mulll-user/Multi:rasklng
16/32-BI\ 68000 CPU - 10 MHz
4to 8 Users
512Kb RAM to 1024Kb RAM
2 to 3 8-BII Parallel 110 Ports
Hard Drive (20 Mb or 30 Mb)
720Kb Floppy Drive
Software Included: OS9/68OOO; Basic; Word
Processing; Spreadsheet; Utilities
• Oplions: 512Kb RAM Board
4 Serial Port Board
4 Port S30 110 Board
Pascal and C
DesIsr Inqulrie. InvIted

Inc.

Frank Hogg

.... LIFETIME WARRANTY
Y"

Inquiry 136

Factory Fresh in BOXES oj 1 0 with sleeves. wlp
tab . 1D labels

55-~O

.63

1.59

OTY. 10 BOXES

OS-~O

.69

5.25,48TPI, boxof10
3.5",135 TPI

High Density, IBM PC-AT Compatible

BULK

2.19
2.09

v Exceeds ANSI specifications
v Includes Tyvek s leeves and wlp tab

5% OS-~O

MULTIPLES

38¢

ORDERING INFORMATION
TERMS: Free use 01 VISA, Mastercard, and American Express. P.O.
orders accepted trom recognized corporations rated 3A2 or better.

government and schools on 2<'/o-net 30. PAYMENT: Add $3.00 per
100 diskettes or fraclion thereof, add $3.00 for head cleaning kit or
dozen ribbons, add $3.00 for COD orders.
PRICE PROMISE: We will better any lower delivered price on the
same products and quantities advertised nationally.
Toll Free Order Line:
Information line:

1-800-233-2477 1-801-561-0092

S1
424

••

ffalrs, Inc.

n

Made in V.SA.

.... LIFETIME WARRANTY

omputer

Semiconductor'
THEBARE

SPECIALOF
THE MONTH

199 Cottage Avenue
Salt Lake C,ty Utah 84070
Hours Bam to Spm
Imln tim e)
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• DOS partitions to
1 GIGABYTE
• Spans two drives in one
boatable partition
• Supports big drives on
AT and XT
• Secures data

TURBO

SYSTEM

$399
"Looks, tastss, and acts flks an
IBM. AND If's 100% compatible.

8087 .......... $119.00
80287 .
175.00
64K
.99
41256K-150 .
2.39
41256K-2oo
1.99

XT & AT ADD ON CARDS
For AT, XT. Compaq. & Corona:

20MB Hard Onve

GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS

~l!~Pingl /1:
-"~
handlinQ

~~~Ig~" orders
Inquiry 144

"

.

2870 Fillh Avenue
San Diego. g~i~"JJ:l

619/298-9349

V·20
FLOPPY .

$325

30~~L ~i~peed

TO ORDER TOLL FREE CALL

1.800.237-5758, EXT. 815
Inside Florida

813·961-9444

Technical Line

1-813-961-5584

Prices sublect.o monge. Add 3.2% for VISA/Me purchues.

16520 N. F10ricIa Ave., Lutz, F10rIcIa 33549
Inquiry 20

• U .L. recognized, yellow card available File # E·101115(S)
• Meet FCC class B, European safety spec .
• 115/230V AC convertible
• Low noise DC fan
• OVP, OCP, short circuit protection
• IBMI!> standard pin out or Faraday type pin
out selectable
·100% 24 hrs. burn-in 100% pre-shipment test .
One full year warranty

. I'

•

. 80:0: 2S texl mode
• 720 x 348 graphiC mode

f~" ...-:~~....

,,,, .

\

l~

$99.00

Hard Disk
Controller

.
~~:-

:'

•

• Memory Bltpanslon [0 384K
• Clock/calendar

• Aun Lotus 1·2.-3-autocad, etc .

• IBM· compatible

•

. ,-

:

<~,

.- v:
.

>.

c

=::;,:;~)~
•.

~ 2~1:·I~~~~2..ra~~2~;Ptional)

• Expandable 103 MB (optional) by

• Serial, parallel pons
• Game pon

•

FC 230
Floppy Disk Controller

~~~B b;~ boa rd

- '- - - ,

• 1 EtA RS232 port (2nd optional)
• Centronics parallel port

$169.00

Modems $149.00

SPECIAL
• Fe 830 512K
memory expo card

• Fe 830S
576K memory
, , , ,$69,00
exp, card '
• Fe 930 seriallparallel
adaptor for XT , , .. $49.00
• Fe 530

• Oriv85 up 10 lour sv.- noppy drives

: tei~h ~~~re~'ibre

FC 447

PCI A T Keyboard

:w. .-

----11 \\\\\\\\\\1\

• 11 sv 1230V AC input convenible
-Input currenl2.Samp
• 2'OOW continuous
• 112 cycle (typical) trnnslOf ti me
• Hold-up lime Irom 20 minutes (200W) up to
60 minules (60W)
• 5. 12 ~)( 7 .r)( lJA6 ~

.. rl· l~\'.~··.· \
!fJ.:jI"\.,,',...,'.:.:.:,;.:,:.:¥tijl
...,;;:::;:"""
, .... r

, ,"

Tatung MM 1222 AIG ._
Snmsung .

• Color HI-Res
Talung CM·IJSO .

. _.. SI09.00
. S89 _00

(640 x 200)
.. 1359.00

• Enhanced Graphic (640 x350)
Talung CM·I380 _
PrlneSlan HX-12E ..
MilSuolshl EGA .

• Floppy
Teac 558V
1.2 MB SSGFV
• Hard (w I controller A cable)
10 MB .
20 M8 ST·225 .
. 20 MB ST-4026 (40 MS) d rive only ..
. 30 Me ST-4038 (40 MS) drive only ..
• 31 MB SMI-6640 (40 US) drtv. only

I J79.00
.IJ99.00
5579.00
' M II .OO
. 14911 .00

' -1--4

, , . , , , , , 5575.00
. $745.00

. ,

$109.00

"III!III!I_I _ .•

I::-~i~

1109.00
$149.00

•

• IBM AT com patible keyboard
• Entarg&roturn key
• Ught on num. lock. key

DISK DRIVES
• Monochrome

1

!II

,,,,.,..~--,-,,,

I •

&4K RA M
256K .
128K ..

(lor PC AT)
Admata OP·110 .
• 130 C.P.S.

. ................ SI99.00

: :OxC:I~n~atrlx teld
• Parallel standard interlace

TIX-80 . . . . .
· 50 C.P.S .

. 80 co lumns
• Parallel standard Interlace
• Th armo printer

. ..... S 89.00

Terms :
• M in . shIpping & handling $6 00
• CA res add 6 5 % lax

I

~ ~

MICRO
SUPPLY
ORGANIZATION INC.

the
giveaway.

MSO, the leader in cost effective computer
systems, is offering the Sanyo MBC 1200
at a giveaway price!
The MBC 1200 Accounting Software
-GIL, AIR, AlP, Inventory and Payroll
modules retail for $398 per module. Now
from MSO you pay only $99 per
module or all five for $299! Second
disk drive with fan-option available.
COMPAT disk utility available.
SPECIFICATIONS:
oTwo Z-80A (main and subsidiary) CPUs with nowait mode for fast execution, substantial
memory capacity (RAM 64KB, ROM 4KB) .
oHigh-resolution full graphic function with 640 x
400 dot matrix display.
oChoice of 33 or 40 line text mode.
oCP/M operating system complete with
interpreter, editor and all utilities.
oEasy-to-use Sanyo graphic BASIC .
oOne (MBC 1200) or two (MBC 1250) internal
double-sided, double-density, double-track, 5114 "
slim-type 640KB formatted mini floppy disk
drives.
oSpecial design featuring detachable ergonomic
keyboard with coiled cable.
o Interfaces for Centronics printer and one RS232C port provided.

20 meg internal hard drive sub,
system for Sanyo MBC 1100,
1160 & 1200

$ 5 99 (with purchase)

... : ..
Printer specials with purchase
.:: .,:

805/393-2247
A ll sys tem s ca rr y fuff 90 day wa rrant y.

CASH PRICE ONLY
Check in advance . Add 3% for VISA/MC . Shippin g

~

fBSANVO

MBC 1200

l%~(

,

,

i i i

I

I

i i i

I i i

,

'

FREE SOFTWARE
• Wordstar • Spellstar
• Calcstar • Mailmerge
• Infostar • Basic

$

& handling c harg es wi ll be added to eac h orde r.

For our catalog with complete details
and prices, send $2 to:
Micro Suppfy Organization, fnc.
4909 Stockdale Hwy. #180
Bakersfiefd. CA 93309
15 010 Restocking on Returned Orders

426
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Inquiry 233

Inquiry 3

P.C. MEMORY HOT LINE
LEADER IN WHOLESALE PRICING
(MAJOR AMERICAN/JAPANESE)

DRAM CHIPS

/ 4164
/ 41256
/ IBM PC-AT CMPTBl.
Xl CMPTBl.
/
/ 20MB HDIHH + CNTRLR

$0.99
$2.30
$999
$555
$389

R5-212
Communications Board
!~;
-, .

PC FID HH

• PROCESSORS

• EPROMS :

pc·AT Fl O HH
MODE M 1200 XTRNL
DSK HEAD CLNG KIT
PRINTER + MONITORS
CONTROL BOARDS

27C256 250ns
5160.00
$120.00
37256 2S0ns
27128 250ns
80287·3 BmHz
5130.00
CALL
2764
250ns
80287-8 BmHz
Many 8000 series in stock
8087-2
8087-3

$ 75
$149
$129
$ 4
CAll

8mHz
5mHz

CALL
58.00
$6.00
53.25
53.00

Also we carry 7500, 748. 74LS, 74ALS , 74HC, 74HCT. EGl,
in stock. Also diskettes, floppies, drives, monitors, add-ons
for PC, XT, AT, peripherals, PC, Xl AT compatibles.
PLEASE CALL FOR VOLUME DISCOUNT
TBChnlcal and Volume Discount Call (818) 376-1440
ORDER TOLL FREE-COO, Cash or Cashier's Cheek Only
1-800-423-5624 ICalltornia residents 1-300-352-5689
(Min. order $150)

Inquiry 101

.....

'"

.:t.~~ :.;' .. :
I .'. .sm.:'"',..'-..•;.<
T0

SEAGATE HARD DRIVES:
ST4051 1251 50MB FH / HH $699
$299
51225
20MB HH
WSTRN DIG CNTRLR WX2 $99
50MB HO IHH + CNTRlR $849
TEAC 55BV f lO
$99
PC-AT CMPTBlE M/BOARQ S575

.

'.'~

on

XT - COMP<.ITER

2

.

...... :, .• a II

,1 >_" -....--....,•."uu"....-,·;;;;;::;,;,-h'

• For IBM·PC/XTIAT & compo
• Dual RS-232C interface
• Optional software supports
COM1, COM2, COM3, COM4
• Jumper selectable interrupts

Ii\ Fast Delivery
W QUA TECH. INC.

640K MOTHER BOARD W/OK
256K RAM
135 WATT POWER SUPPLY
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
FLIP TOP BOX
lIT/AT KEYBOARD
MONO/GRAPHICS/PRN (HERC)
TTL MONITOR W/SWIVEL
(1)360K FLOPPY

89
27
53
27
38
59
54
96
92
$535
64

PARTS
ASSEMBLY & TEST

--$599

20 MEG HARD DISK W/CONTROLLER

425

AT COMPUTER

on2

80286 MOTHER BOARD
W512K RAM
200 W POWER SUPPLY
AT BOX W/KEY LDCK
SERIAL & PARALLEL CARD
AD KEYBOARD
1.2 M FLOPPY
FDD & HOD CONTROLLER CARD
PARTS
ASSEMBLY & TEST

595

478 E. Exchange St. Akron OH 44304
(216) 434-3154 TLX: 5101012726
Inquiry

284

LOW COST UN I VERSAL
PROGRAMMER
KITS

INI-10/AT

98
79
65
59
129
225
$1.250
150
$1.400

PC-AT EXPANSION CHASSIS
• Full 16-bil PC-AT bus

• 10 slots
•
•
•
•
•

NEW DEALER
SPECIAL

251JW power supply
Twofans
Direct extension of PC-AT bus
No software changes needed
Inexpensive. simple. attractive

Dealer Inquires InvHed.
list Price $1,400_00

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

INI Computer Products
Highlech Drive
Midvale. UT 84047

6915

NO PERSONALITY MODULES REQUI RED
ON LINE HELP AND MENU SELECTION
ON BOARD 110/220V POWER SUPPLY
FAST PROGRAMMING MODE AT 6V VCC
BUILT IN MONITOR FOR 1/ 0 DEBUG
CAD PCB. SILKSCREEN & SCHEMATIC
SOFTWARE DRIVERS FOR MOST PCs
SUPPORTS ALL 5V EPROMS. EEPROMS
AND INTEL MICROCOMPUTERS
KITS FROM $125 ASSEMBLED $295
DRIVERS
$35 SHIPPING
$q
VI SA & MASTER CARD ACCEPTED
B&C

(801\561-1100

Contad Mark Jenkins

MICRO S YSTEMS

6322 MOJAVE DR _ SAN JOSE CA 95120
PHONE (qOB)997-76B5 TELEX q995363

Inquiry 170

UNIVERSAL
EPROM PROGRAMMER

30 MEG 40 MSEC HARD DRIVE

615

EGA CARD
EGA MONITOR

295
449

XT PORTABLE

$995

640K MOTHER BOARD
640K RAM
MULTI I/O CARD
CLOCK. CALENDAR.
SERIAL.
PARALLEL
TWO 360K
FLOPPY DRIVES
MONO/GRAPHICS/PRN (HERC)
DETACHED KEYBOARD
135 W POWER SUPPLY
PORTABLE CASE
9" MONITOR. GREEN or AMBER

ADD ON BOARDS - PARTIAL LIST

•
•
•
•

For IBM & Compatibles
Flexible and Inexpensive
Money Back Guarantee
Free Technical Support

Ii\ Fast Delivery
'V
QUA TECH. INC.
478 E. Exchange St . Akron
44304
OH

1216) 434-3154

Inquiry 285

TLX: 5101012726

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NO PERSONALITY MODULES REOUIRED
ON LINE HELP AND MENU SELECTION
ON BOARD 110/220V POWER SUPPLY
FAST PROGRAMMING MODE AT 6V VCC
BUILT IN EPROM ERASER WI TIMER
GANG PORT FOR FUTURE EXPANSION
SOFTWARE DRIVERS FOR MOST PCs
SUPPORTS ALL 5V EPROMS. EEPROMS
AND INTEL MICROCOMPUTERS
lq09C-33 $5q5 lQ09C-3Q $695
DRIVERS
$35 SHIPPING
$6
VI SA & MASTER CARD ACCEPTED
B&C

MICROSYSTEMS

6322 MOJAVE DR _ SAN JOSE CA 95120
PHONE (QOB)997-76B5 TELEX Q995363

lIT·640K TURBO 4.77/8 MHZ W/OK
LOCAL AREA NET CARD W/SOFTWARE
384K MULTI·FUNCTION (AST 6 COMp) OK
MODEM CARD 300/1200 (HAYES COMP)
DISK I/O 2FD CTRL. PRN, SER. CLOCK.
CAL. GAME
AB SWITCH BOX W/64K BUFFER (1 :2 or 2:1)
AB SWITCH BOX (1:2 or 2:1)
COLOR/GRAPHICS/PRINTER CARD RGB

99
249
69
149
70
94
29
58

ACS IMPORTERS
5311 DERRY AVE .. UNIT A
AGOURA HILLS. CA 91301
HOURS 9 AM - 6 PM PST

(818) 889-1092
TELEX: 299353 POST UR
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B:EAUTY AND

TH! ~ BSD

ciiskl
.. J

$4,995'
We've Finally Tamed the Beast!

Full 4.2BSD UNIXT"

Loaded with Languages

Each 375 comes standard with a complete 4.2BSD
UNIX system. We don't skimp on software. And we
can even give you EMACS, INGRES, TEX and SPICE for
those special applications.

Turn on your 375 and start developing your own applications. It's that easy. C, FORTRAN, PASCAL, BASIC, APL,
Assembler, LISP and PROLOG: they all come standard
on every 375.

It.. Portable Computer for the Serious User
At last, a powerful, portable (22Ibs) scientific com puter for all your serious work . The 375 combines the advantages ofa
VAX T " with the size, versatility, and price of a micro. All the software tools are there. It's even small enough to leave on
your desktop or take wherever you need it. And it's available direct to you right now!
,

Specifications:"
Standard 375 Features:

Options:

Series 32000'·, 10 MH z, virtual memory. FPU
Processor:
Main Memory: 2 MB RAM, no wait states.
Disk Ntemory: 50 MB Winchester. 1 MB 5Y< -inch floppy.
Four RS-232, integral FIFO, up to 38.4 KBAUD
Serial Ports:
Configurable Centronics parallel.
Printer Port:
Size:
14 x 12 x 6 inches, 22 Ibs.

Ethernet:
Main Memory:
Disk Memory:

10 Mbit, TCP/ IP.
8 MB RAM, no wait states.
up to 280 MB.

Expansion Interface: SCSI , with optional cartridge streaming tape .
Spreadsheet:
Q-CALC·.

LEASE FOR $147/ month.

CALL US TODAY

=
_ = =-_="u:.,' ' ' ':'' ' ' ~~___S
.. "'mmETRI:=
C======
c:ompUTER

SYSTEmS

1620 Oakland Road , Suite D200
San Jose, CA 95131-408/ 279-0700
• Prepa id . Sales tax and Shi p pin g Costs not inc luded.
• • Specifications subject to change wittnut notice .
UNIX. IS a registered trademark o f A T&T Bell l abs. Q-CAl C IS a trademCYk of Qualifty Software Products. VAX IS a trademcrk of Digi tal EqUipment Series 32<XXJ is a trademanc of Nati CJ1al Semicorductor Corp
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Inquiry 337

Inquiry 38

41256
41256
""41256
4164
""4164
4464

120ns
150ns

~.jlK:

120ns
150ns
150ns

• PROCESSORS

1Ii [1K:
4J1.40
3.95

BmHz

B087· 3

5mHz
6mHz
8mHz

V·20
BmHz
V· 30
BmHz
• STATIC RAMS
6264LP·15 15On5

$159.00
$115.00
$ 179.00

25On5
2501'15
2501'15
2001'15
2501'15
250n5

27C256
27256
27128

S CALL
S12.75
S 14.00

27C64

2764
2732A

S6.50

55.25
S3.95

54 .50
53.25
$3.75

.aooo·s
52.95

(Parts In slock)

l.e.EXPRESS
ORDER TOLL FREE

(800)
892-8889 • (800)
882-8181
OUtSide California
Inside Calilornla
CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES & VOLUME DISCOUNTS.
P,rel} Snown 101 Cas" • MasultCard l VrSA add 3 '10 mo'e
PrICDS alc subject 10 cnanga. M inimum ordCf S10.00
Cali r Otnl~fe,lden[smus'

The Integrated Console UtilityTM
All the little things IBM forgot!
for IBM-PC , XT, AT & clones.
• 1.2 to 3.0 times faster DOS & BIOS

screen writing

ado6.S"lt sale"'1l

ShipPing & HaMling UPS Groun(l 5500, UPS Air !7.00 (lInder 1 lb.)

Al l MERCHANDI SE IS 100 % GUARANTEED.

Inquiry 168

•

•
•
•
•

keyboard induced
window suppon

br ~ak point5

suppor1 for 50 line disp lay
man y many more little features

4UOp M anu al ( w / , lip caM') & di o;; k $75 . or jU \ 1

Sha rew are d isk S25. A-:. d ('!'>~rib(' d in /'('- U or/II
Feb ru ary 86. pg. 282 and in I .t!lw Jun e 85 . pg. R.

HERSEY MICRO CONSULT ING , INC.
Box 8276J, Ann Arbor, M I 48107
(313) 994-3259 , 525 VISA / MC

FREE

• Table dri ve n 8/16 bit c ro ss-assembler

1802
68 01
68 000
80 86

3870
6805
8048
80 96

64180
6809
8051
Z8

6502
6811
808 5
Z80

Manual co nt ains full in struct ion s for c reati ng
new tabl es for o th er (f uture) pro cesso rs.
Prod u ces 8116 bi t Int el and Motorola hexcode.

5" DS OO fo r PC/MS·OOS 2.0 or grea ter

S99 95US

S 13995CDN

Worldwide stllpplng IA IRMAIl) & handling Included. Credit
Card ordCls IS139.95 CONI please specif y: Cafd numbel ,
nam!! on card and ClCp'IV date.

Universal Cross-Assemblers
PO OOK 384. Bedford. N S
Canada 84A 2X3

All olVs copying of IBM /\T fil e for use on
IBM PC's & compatibl es with no mod ifi cati on of existing hard wa re or software. A 360K
flop py dri ve is not required. CPYAT2PC may
res id e on your IBM PC/AT hard disk and
copies 1 fi le or entire subdirectories in 1 step.
Also runs on other AT compalibl es such as
COMPAQ 286. ZENITHZ-200, and KAYPRO
2861. Dealer inqui ries we lcome. ONLY $79
+ shipping.
M1CROBRIDGE COMPUTERS
Sky Way Bui lding. Suite 125
655 Sky Way, San Carlos, CA 94070
(415) 593-8777 • (415) 595-2150

IiiiiiII

CHECK. COD WELCOME
[Prepayment Relluired)

If fil
-

Inq uiry 235

PROFESSIONAL SERIES '~ ITtlorougtlbmdIGreyhourldnraHC'I - 1nc
al l now P,olc ss.on lli Sc"es' '' 'cp,escnIS the mOSI i1dv;mcc(t tlilnd,c.lpp,rlg
Analy s is Modul e' Y - COJ11llleto bet analVS 'S n , gnl, g llt ~ Ih, s Ilas,c Pr oles·
s'onai Series'" mOdule Full 50 Ir aCI<.SI~ennelsJel c $2.1995
fIIC lo r ~)llueI M ultl pl e FleO' U5ion M O du l e ' ~ n'9nIo9111$ In,s Addll,on 'noaulll · ... $14995

360K FLOPPY DRIVE

~

Inquiry 361

Facior V.lluc wo,gntong

Base Mll n. ge. M odu l e ' ~ - Automa\!c Siorage ot 1<151 II r<lces
nognlognlSln,s mO<lule IS9995 w,\n FilClor Villue "waule) SI4995

011 11

GOLD EDITI ON' " (Il101oughlJ,e-d/Greyhou"dfTroller) - The ClassIC GOld Ed,·
Hon· ... ,fcm Pfot Jones olte's lie.,!»hty lesuUs ilnd ease 0 1 use
$t 5995
Gold E d itlon ' ~
Enha nced Gold Ed itio n ' "
St9995
Limited Gold Editio n ' "
S29995
Ullra Ed,lIon ' ~
SJ9995

IEEE 488
Interfaces
for instruments, plotters,
printers, digitizers, pes,
Macintosh, etc. .~
Call or send for
.
your FREE
Technical
Guide

PloleSiOI Pu; ks f ootba ll ' " _ S9995. w,th Win/loss po ...." r 'alongs S14995
ProleSSoOllal Selle:.'" \19995
bpa nded Lottely/Lolt o An.IYIls - Lottery J ·ol (1'9,1557995 Lotto
ot'i'9(1'g.\sS9995 EnnanceoLOIleryllotto$12995
Hl ndlcappe , 's DuUel "'" Boa'd .nd VHS Tr..rning

T~ p es

mil>

n ow ava ilable

Te lmS: f fee srllppong 311 5011"',110 Mo 5600 COO I 5600 UPS Glue I 5900
Oul-o'·counl,y/IO!llsIUCnlsauu 51\1r I Jweellspefsonillcnec~ slc<lSn p"ce
only add 2~~ v.sa . MC AME)( Poce! su bject 10 Change

FREE CATALOG

lOtech

ElAlrcom 1200 Inlemal. ... 175
Ha)'lS Modems.
CALL
Hobo Modem 1200 .. .. 119
Practical Modem 1200 ... 135
PST·3G Modell EGA ..... 339
Bob 16 ............... 469
Genoa Speclra .......... 3 19
Genoa Spectrum .
. ... 249
Hercules Graphics +. . .. 189
Mono Graphics Corn ...... 99
Sigma TUll>a EGA! .
. 5B9
ST8 EGA Plus. .
. 309
Tecmor EGA Mosler ...... 285
Video 7 Vega ........... 399
PST Advantage.. . .. . .. 339
PST Rampage
....... 239
PSTRampageAT. . ...... 439

fklshpok TUll>a Boord . . 319
SixPokPlus 3B4K ........ 209
SixPok Premium 512K . ... 359
Inlel Above Boord PC ..... 225
Above Board PS. .
. . 289
Above Board AT. ...... 355
Talilree J-Ram 2
.... 135
J-Ram 3/ 3AT .... 179/ 239
Haser 1 .
. 199
Tecmor Caplain 384K . . 169
Praclical 1200 Mullil>oarn.. 269
20M8 Hard Disk Kit. ..... 419
3OM8 Hard Disk Kit. .... 509
filecorn 20M8 ......... . 609
Harncard 20MB ... .. .... 679
Onboord 30M8 .
. . 869
Iomega 210H .
. 1949

EPSON-Ail Models . .. . .. CALL
CiNzen 1200 ........... 199
CiNzen Premiere 35 . . ... 509
Ponasonic 109 1
. 249
1092/ 1592 .
319/ 439
Ponasonic 1'3131. ...... 239
Roland DXY-101 Planer. .. 509
Houslon Insl DMP·29 ... 1799

Amdek600/722 ... . 429/519
NEC 1260TTLMano ..... 129
NEC 1401 Multi-Sync . ... 549
Somsung TTl.
93
SonVKV131I 1lG8/ TV . . 469
Toxon620 ..
. . . 399
Taxon 630/ 640 .... 449/ 519
Thompson 36432 1lG8 ... 309

SOFTWARE
-ACCOUNTlNG- --DATABASEBPI Accnln9lMod ... fram 309
BPI Enterprise/Mod ...... 429
Peachlree/ Module . . ..... 269
DAC EZ foccaunling ....... 42
Open Syslems V3/Mod . . 449
Poragon ............... 569
S8T All Modules ........ CALL

dBase III Plus..
Nutshell 2.0 .
Poradox .
Reflex ..
Revelalion ..
PFS File .
C & A..

WORD PROCESSING Valkswriter 3 .... . .. .. .. 149
Microson Word 3. .. . . . 259
Word Perteet 4.1 . . .... 209
Leading Edge w.P......... 85
PFS Wnle & Proal ....... 82
Mullimote.
. . 219
MuHimale Mvonlage ..... 309
Turbo Lightning .......... 59

--GRAPHICS Chorlmosler ............ 215
Click Art Pers. Pub. . ..... 109
Energraphics 2.0 ..... . . . 299
Freelance .
. .... . . 209
Graphwriter Combo . . .. 319
HaMud Pres Graphics .. .. 229
Genenc Cod . .
. ...... 75
In- A-Vision.
. .... 255
Mk:rosoll Chart 2 ........ 179
ProDesign II ............ 169
Dr. Halo II w/Mouse . . ... 109
fonhix ..
. ..... 91

.. 409
........ 85
. ...... 449
.. 83
.. 529
. . 80
239

SPREADSHEETS-

lolus/S\mphony .
frafl1e'Mll1<lI.
Supercolc 4..
AlJilily
MulNpkln 2.0 ..
Mosaic Twin .

. CAll

. 419 .
. 269
61
... 119
.. 57

- - UTILITIES-Macro AsserrIJler.
Cuid< Basic..
Turbo Poscol Ver 3 .
Turbo Prolag .

..... 90
. 60
. 59
. 59
Desqv"".
59
Windows.
60
Corbon Copy. .
117
Fostbock .
. 99
Insel
.. 87
Norton COfTTTlOnder. .
. 44
Pop-Up Desksel. ... ...... 45
SCiZ .
. .. 56
)'!roo .
. ............. 31
Sfmgraphics ....... ... . . 449

Call Toll Free 24 hrs Every Day
800-662-2686 orders only
for Co. Orders, Tech Support, Price Quotes, info

415-668-9350 9-5 pocific time, m-f

Call or Write for Free Catalog
PAYMENT: (No Fee For Credll Cord~) Visa. MoslerCord,
Coshle(s Checks, Personal Checks with 2 week hold,
Qualified P.O.'s. California residents add sales tax.
SHIPPING: UPS ground-2% per order. $5 min. FREE for SoN
orders over $1000. UPS 8Iue-3% p er order. $7 min. FREE for
SoN orders over $1500. Printers, Monltor~ Disk Drives,
Computers - Call for charge~
All Products New with full warranties.
Price & availability subJect to change without notice.

THE

BAY

THE

THE

BEST

BEST

PRICES

SERVICE

(216) 439·4091

23400 Aurora Road

Cleveland, Ohio 44146
Tele x via WUI 6502820864
Inqui ry 424

. . CALL

PRINTERS, PLOTTERS & MONITORS-

-

COMPANY
584 CASTRO ST" SUITE 487 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 9411 4
a division of

Inquiry 278

999

ATARI ST COMPUTERS .

IS LIKE HAVING A

Ta bl es & Examp le Source Files are in clud ed for
All of the foll owi ng process or famili es :

Plus 20MB Hard Disk. ..

- - MODEMS, BOARDS, DRIVES--

scroll recall faCility
compatibility wlPC & AT sof1ware
full EGA suppOr1
255 characte r typeahead buffer
increase key repeal rate

"CPYAT2PC"

CROSS-16 META

wll Ftoppy... 599

PANASONIC Business & Executive Partners .... CALL

•
•
•
•
•

Inquiry 160

ASSEMBLER

HARDWARE---~

-----COMPUTERS - - - IBM COMPATIBLES 640K Ram, Keyiloard, 1 yr. war.

• usable in any language

• no scroll blink tor some adaotors
• VT 100152 emulalion
• auto dual screen disable

15358 Valley Blvd., City 01 Industry, CA 91746
Phone: 618·369·2686
(Mon· Fri· 8·5)

24 HOURS EVERY DAY
800-662-2686

CONSOLEtm
• more escape seauences than ANS'_SYS

.E. PROMS

8087·2
80287· 3
60287·8

$4.85
$2.95

100ns

ORDER TOLL FREE

~ANSI

DYNAMIC RAMS

Mess. Inc. Computer & Software specialists since 1981
SEPTEMBER 1986 • BY T E
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DON'T MAKE
A $300
MISTAKE!
Recently 8 Customer Wrote ...
" ... I'm SICK! Friday ·afternoon I bought a
$300.00 data base manager.lrom my local
computer dealer. When I got home Iiound
out my neighbor bought the same kind of
program from you last week lor six dollars.
What's worse, I like your program better!
Please send me your disk directory and the
following disks . .. "
What can we say? Isn't it really about time
you discovered that spending big bucks for
all of those "glamorous-name" software products doesn't necessarily guarantee you
anything but a thin pocketbook and a fancy
copy protection scheme?
No ... Computerland won't tell you about
us or our great software. But why make a
$300.00 mistake? Many of our $6.00 packages will actually do everything better and
faster than the great "Starword-dplus-4.5.6",
and you can keep the difference.
Here is just a sample of our library by
category.

SCREEN EDITORS
FOIL EDIT (#347) Full screen editor. Top to
bottom and left to right.

TEXT PROCESSING TOOLS
FOGFIND (#378) reverses writing complexIty using the "Fog Index".
WORDSTAR AIDS (#379) collection of the
most useful utilities for the Wordstar user.
PC OUTLINE (#414) Create and collapse
and outline. Great for plans, essays, etc.

DATABASE PROGRAMS
PC FtLE lit (#5) most popular database program Irom Jim Button.
U-MtND (#133) Fast hashing makes this a
dandy database. (Intelligent database)
NEWBASE (#233) Menu driven database for
the beginner.
PC-DBMS (#383) A relational database
management system that provides on-line
help and screen editing functions.
ELSIE EXPERT SYSTEM (#398) Artificial
intelligence shell to build a custom
knowledge-base.

lONE ~~ft
~~

SO

OVER 500 DISKS FULL
OF PUBLIC DOMAIN AND
USER SUPPORTED PROGRAMS

PDS"BASE (#396) Complete hierarchical
data base system master/detail or mother/
daughter type.
CREATOR (#339) create. report, and sort
makes this a sup~r database management
system.

IT

munications programs you can buy at any
price, bar none!
PC-TALK (#16) The classic "Freeware"
communication program.
PC-VT (#286) VT-l00 Emulation .
SYSCOMM (#338) Menu driven system allowing unattended file transfer.
RBBS 12.2 (#212) Become a SYSOP and
start a bulletin board.
FIDO NET (#333) Bulletin Board System.
Perhaps the easiest to run.

DATABASES'
BOBCAT (#247) Small business database,
Excellent!
MFIND (#311) Database of over 2000 movies
that can be searched in any category, or you
can add your own.

MATH AND STATISTICS
EPISTAT 3.1 (#88) Statistical analysis of
small to medium-signed data samples.

SPREADSHEETS

LANGUAGES

PC-CALC (#199) Fabulous 123 work-a-like
from the author of PC-File.
PC-PAD (#406) Spreadsheet and address
book program written in basic.

CHASM 2.13 (#10) Cheap assembler with
tutorial.
XLiSP 1.4 (#148) Lisp language interpreter.
MVP-FORTH (#31.32) Two disk set of Mountain Valley Press Forth.
3 FORTHS (#352) To modify or expand your
own forth language, MVPFORTH, FORTHH and SEATTLE Computer's Forth,
PROLOG & UNIFORTH (#417) Complete
with editor and documentation.
SNOCREST BASIC (#409, 410) two disk set.
Real basic interpreter with manual. Can be
used with a multi-user system.
ESIE (#398) Build and generate an expert
system in a flash .
PASCAL COMPILER (#424) Written in
Turbo Pascal.
P-BASIC (#381) BASICA work-a-like for

SPREADSHEET TEMPLATES
LOTUS 1-2-3 TEMPLATES AND MACROS
(#140,141,165,257,289,301-304,406,414)
Why spend hours of writing your macros
when these are ready made? Modify them
yourself.
SYMPHONY WORKSHEETS (#305, 306)

WORD PROCESSORS
PC-Write 2.6 (#78) A full featured word processor that is faster than Wordstar.
DICTIONARY (#378) Dictionary type spelling checker.
IV-ED (#415) Word processor - editor.
LETTERWRITER (#415) controls letter processing.
PC TYPE (#455) Jim Button's contribution
to a full fledged word processor.

WHEN YOU CAN
BUY IBM COMPATIBLE
SOFTWARE FOR
ONLY $6 A DISK

FINANCIAL PROGRAMS
PC-CHECK MANAGER (#275) Keeps multiple checkbooks in balance,
TAX FILE DBS (#295) Tax record keeping
system that saves you money on April 15.
SAGE TRADER (#242) Analyzes commodity trades. Don't "short" this one!
PORTSWORTH PACKAGE (#101) Evaluates
your ever changing stock portfolios.
FINANCE (#164, 227) Determine present
and compound values, interest rates, etc,
HOME FINANCE (#406) Lotus 1-2-3 Macros
for real life applications.
PC-GENERAL LEDGER 1.2 (#237) An exceptional accounting system. Used by some
CPA's.
TIME AND MONEY (#251) Financial record
keeping and analist system.
LOAN AMORTIZATION (#399) For output
to screen or printer. Lot",of on-line help.
BASfK CHECKBOOK (#271) Keep track of
checkbook and personal finances.
ACCU-TAX 1985 (#479) You can't buy a better "commercial" program.
MR. BILL (#469, 470) Prepare invoices, client
report, audit trail, etc.
ANALYTIC CALC (#430-432) 3 disk set.
Complete spreadsheet, database, graphics,

clones, etc.

UTILITIES
DISKCAT 4.0 (#106) Catalog all your disk
files in a hurry.
GINACO (#66) 54 polished routines written
in basic for any beginner or experts. We love
it!

ULTRA-UTILITIES 4.0 (#133. 245) Recover
lost files, modify sectors, etc, Like Nortons.
SYSMENU (#250) Build a menu driven menu
system . Excellent for hard disks.
LOAD-US (#284) Allows Lotus and Symphony to be used on a hard disk.
PC-DESKMATES (#405) Better than Sidekick and all 01 the rest of the memory resident desktop utilities.
ALIGN 1.6 (#217) Disk alignment tool.
TOP UTILITIES (#273) All of the most requested utilities on one disk.
NUMZAP (#284) Removes line numbers from
BASIC programs,
HARD DISK UTILITIES (#478) A collection
of the best in the library,
UNPROTECT (#414) Various routines to
disconnect protection schemes.

word processor - fa5sst!

COMMUNICATIONS
QMODEM (#310) The best and fastest com-

r--------------------------------------------------------,

:

ORDER FORM

CIRCLE DISK NUMBER DESIRED:

LONE STAR SOFTWARE, INC.

I
I
I
I
I
I

2100 Hwy. 360, Suite 1204
Grand Prairie, Texas 75050
214/647-1010

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a

9

10 11

12 13 14

42 43 44 45 46 47 48

~

~

51

52 53

~

55

~

57

~

59

ro

~~~~~~D~wronnnN~ffinNNM

a1

82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

101102103104 105106107 lOB 109 110 111 112113114115 "6117118119 120

I SHIP TO:

1211221231241 25 126127128129130 131 132 133134 135136137138139140

I
I
I
I

161 162163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172173174175176177 fl8 179 180

141 142143144 145 146 147 14& 149 150' 15 1 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160

181 182183184185 186187 188 189 190 191 192193194 195 196 197 198 199 200

I TOTAL # - - - I DISK DIRECTORY (Explanation 01 all tiles & programs)
: OTHER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

x$6= _ __
X

20 1202 203204 205 206 2072082092102 1121 22 1321 4 215216217 2 18219 220

$6 ::; _ __
241 242243244245246247248249250251 252253254255256257258259260
261 262263264 265 266 267268269270271 272 273 274 275 276277 278 279 280

SUBTOTAL
I
I TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 6 ... % TAX
I SHIPPING & HANDLING
TOTAL

I

f0

MASTERCARD

o

281282283264 285 286 287 288 289 290 291292293' 294295296 297 298 299 300

VISA

: CARD NO. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
I EXPIRATION DATE
I SIGNATURE

BY T E " SEPTEMBER 1986

PRINTER UTILITIES
SP 3.4 (#186, 275) Printer buffer that partitions your data so you can use your computer and print at the same time.
SIDEWAYS (#265, 411) Prints text sideways
on an Epson printer.
SETPRTFj (#79) Sets up Epson printer from
a menu.
SLIDE (#244) produce medium resolution
slides and overhead transparencies.
PRINTER UTILITIES (#411) Sorgasboard of
utilities and tools.
EPSON PRINTER UTILITIES (#326) Spool.
set up routines all designed for Epson codes.
BANNER (#386) make long banners with
large letters. Includes MS-FORTRAN source
codes.

EDUCATION
EQUATOR (#249) A teaching tool for math ,
science and finance.
PC-TUTORIAL (#403) A first course in computer usage covering various aspects of MSDOS, Good!
PC-PROFESSOR (#105) Learn Basic the
easy way, One of the best tutorials on
BASIC,
PC-DOS HELP (#254) type "help" for the
DOS command you forgot,
FLASH CARDS (#367-370) 4-disk set.
Vocabulary builder, spelling teacher.
TOUCH~TYPE (#320) Advanced type tutor.

GAMES
TOP GAMES (#274) The most requested
arcade type games.
ARCADE GAMES (#293) Another goodie
bag of top Arcade games,
TRIVIA GAMES (#327-329) Lots of files and
documentation for hours of fun. Will not
work on PC JR.
PC JR GAMES (#354) Games that will work
only on PC JR . Combat, dungeons and
dragons , Global Thermonuclear War.
MISC. GAMES (#390) Good selection of
educational, adventure, and arcade games.
BIG FOUR GAMES (#272) Texas most pop ular"STARGATE, ZAXXON. AIRTRAX, and
DND

MUSIC
PC-MUSICIAN (#127) Compose music on
your PC, save and play again.
PIANO MAN (#279) Play your PC keyboard
like a piano,

APPLICATIONS

GRAPHICS
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PATCHES (#376) make back up copies of
some of the most popular commercial programs with this collection.
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GENEALOGY ON DISPLAY 3,0 (#90)
GENEALOGY - FT 1.25 (#240) from Pine
Cone software.
LABELMAKER (#146) Our favorite label file
and maker. Menu driven .
PC-FLY " Fliteplan" 2.1 (#261) Pilots prepare
and file your flight plans.
RECIPE 83 (#281) Recipe index for use with
PC File III (#5)
FAMILY HISTORY (#361) Family history,
ancestor and decendant charts. Sample programs.
FORM LETTERS (#388) LOTS of samples 01
the most commonly used bu siness letters.
Modify!
HAM RADIO (#436, 437) Electronic goodies, design antennas, great circle, etc.
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PC-KEY DRAW (#344-345) A small CAD
system. Lots of demonstration files .
PC-PICTURE GRAPHICS (#136) Drawing
package allows you to zoom, color, and
store pictures.
PC-GRAPH (#418) Allows user to crea te
graphics from PC-File report file s.
ORIGAMI (#408) Japanese art of paper fold·
ing. Graphics required.
DRAFTSMAN (#400) Easy to use presenta·
tion quality. Mouse or keys.
Inquiry 209

An ena ro alSKerre lies!

Super Star™ Diskettes
are of equal or higher quality
than 3M, Maxell, TDK
and many other "famous" brand names.
They simply cost about half as much!
Super Star'" diskettes are
manufactured to egual or exceed the same
specifications as 3M, Maxell , TOK and many
other "famous" brand name products .
They are desiQned for 60% or
higher clip-ping levels, noTthe 40% used in
IBM and ANST standards. Each is
guaranteed for ten million read/write
passes. Every Super Star'" diskette is
100% verified and carries a LIFETIME
WARRANTY I
Yet Super Star"''' diskettes
cost only about half as much ...
How can we deliver Super Star"'''
diskettes of such high quality at such a low
price?
Simple ... we don't make fools out
of our customers.
We bargain hard with the same
people who turn out many of the "famous
name" brands. Their manufacturing capacity
far exceeds their capability to sell
everything they make . So, as la,rge scale
purchasers, we are able to obtain
significantly lower prices than others for
hlgh-qua/llY diskettes.
For example, we pay one of the
big name manufacturers 981t for their
"famous name" diskette in a pretty box. In
an unequalled display of favoritism, that
same manufacturer sells the same diskette
in the same fancy box to a major corporation
for 42a: each. Finally, a software duplicator
can buy the same diskette without the box
for 37a:1
A 265% price difference:
for what?
In the example above, that's a
difference of 265% in price for the very
same diskette!
So you see, paying for a "famous
name" on a diskette doesn't guaranty you
that you're getting any more for the
money.
You may be paying for some big
corporation's fleet of aircraft and their
executive retreats in Minnesota and
Canada, but you are not paying for any more
quality.
You're simply getting rooked out
of money you could have In your own
pocket.
There are four kinds
of diskettes:
And Super Star"''' is right up
there with the besl.
As you leaf through the pages of
this magazine, you will see diskettes
advertised at prices as low as 33a:. Every
one, of course , claims to be the "best".
It's simply not true.
Here are the only kinds of
diskettes you can buy:
High-Clip Product: this is what you get
wnen you buy Super Star"''', 3M'·\;, Maxell ''',
TOK " or any number of other famous and
not so famous name diskettes. They have
clipping rates of 60% or more, are certified
for fen million read/write passes or more and
are simply the best diskettes available. You
can expect perhaps 1 out of 100,000 to
fail ... and that will usually be the result of
dirty or misaliQned drives.
ANSI Spec Producl: These are "okay"
diskettes. They have a clipping level of
40%. Usually they are thE! fall-Qut from a .
manufacturer's "MiQh-cllp' product line. You
can expect about f out 20 to fail in normal

Inquiry III

(But that failure rate has more to do with the
disk drive rather than the diskette .) The price
difference between an ANSI-spec disk and a
High-C lip product is only a few cents . But the
failure rate of ANSI product is 50 ,000 times
higher l
Duplicator Product: This is a catch-all
category. Some of it may be High-Clip
ProdUct, some ANSI spec, some cosmetically
blemished , some garbage. Usually anyone
who buys product In this class justifiably
anticipates that 20 out of every 100 diSKettes
will not format properly.
F/oor Swee~tngs: This is justplain
"garbage" . For example, the 5.25" SSSO
diskettes that you see advertised for 39a: are
exactly that: garbage. No decent
manufacturer has sold any 5.25" SSSO
diskettes in several years . SSSO is the
absolute bottom of the line in terms of quality.
Most of the discount diskettes you see
advertised are "floor sweepings" ... bought up
by brokers and passed on to tfle unsuspecting
public by unscrupulous merchants who are
simply out to make a fast buck.
When every bit counts,
you can count on Super Star ''' !
Well , I wish we had more space, but
we don't.
So , here's the message in a
nutshell:
1. Super Star '" diskettes are high clip product, 100% certified , tested to 60% or
higher clip levels and not less than ten million
read/write l2asses.
2. Slmer Star'" diskettes carry a
LIFETIME WARRANTY.
3. Super Star' " diskettes egual or
exceed the published specifications of such
"famous" brand names as 3M, Maxell, TOK,
etc.
4. Super Star '" diskettes Qive you
this quality at about half the price of me big

names I

Save your money:
bLJY Super Star' " diskettes!
That's the message:
Super Star '" diskettes
mean the highest quality
at about half the price!

SUPER STAR SPECIAL!
Yaurchaice afstarage far $ 4.95!

Su er Star™ 5.25"
SSDD (P/N3800)
.38ea.
DSDD (p/N3801)
.38ea.
SSDD96 (P/N3802)
.68ea.
.71ea.
DSDD96 (P/N3803)
DSDDHD (P/N3804) $ 1.36ea.
ORDER IN MULTIPLES OF 50 ONL V!
All Super Star 5.25" Diskettes are poly-bagged inlots of 25 with Ty vec sleeves. write-protect tabs
and user ID labels
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS : 350-500 diskettes ,
deduct 3%. 550-700 diskettes , deduct 6%. 7501.000 diskettes. deduct 9%. 1.050+ diskettes,
deduct 12%

Su er Star™ 3.50"
$ 1.3gea.
SSDD (P/N3805)
DSDD (P/N3806)
$ 1.45ea.
ORDER IN MULTIPLES OF 50 ONL V!
Super Star 3.50" diskettes are packaged in boxes
of 50 with user ID labels.
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS: 350-500 diskettes,
deduct 1.5%. 550-700 diskettes, deduct 3%.7501.000 diskettes, deduct 4.5% . 1.050+ diskettes.
deduct 6%.

Take a real close look at
our discounts. They're some
of the best around .
HOURS:
8AM-6PM Central Time
Monday - Friday
HOW TO ORDER:
ORDERS ONLY:
1-800-621-6827
(In Illinois: 1-312-256-7140)

INQUIRIES:
1-312-256-7140

Buy 50 Super Star'" diskettes of
either size and you can get a nice
plastic storage case for only $ 4.95
(shi pping included!).
These are durable plastic cases with
dividers.
The 5.25" unit holds 50 diskettes and
the 3.50" unit holds 40 diskettes.
5.25" Storage Unit (P/N31 00) $ 4.95ea.
3.50" Storage Unit (P/N31 02) $ 4.95ea.

FOR FASTEST SERVICE , USE NO -COST MCI
MAIL. Our address is DISKORDER . It's a FREE
,MCI MAIL letter. No charge to you . (Situation
permitting , we'll ship these orders in 24 hours or
less.)
SHIPPING : 5.25" & 3.50" DISKETTES-Add $
3.00 per each 100 or fewer diskettes. OTHER
ITEMS: Add shipping charges as shown in
addition to other shipping charges. PAYMENT:
VISA, MASTERCARD and Prepaid orders
accepted . COD ORDERS : Add $ 5.00 special
handling charge. APO, FPO, AK, HI & PR
ORDERS: Include shipping charges as shown
and additional 5% of total order amount to cover
PAL and insurance. We ship only to United States
addresses, except as shown above. TAXES:
Illinois residents add 7% sales tax .
MINIMUM ORDER : $ 35.00
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Teac
FD55 B·V (half heighr

5~"

360K DSIDD lIoppy)

Fo55 F/G ·V(half heighr 5 v.. " 1.2 MB
black or grey laceplale)

$99
$145

Control Data
HaU helghl

$85

HARD DISK DRIVES
Seagate
S429

5529

.. $745
$125

$3295

COLOR MONITORS
Mitsubishi
COLOR MONI11lR 6001200
Princeton Graphics
HX·12 .3lmm dol pilCh 6401240
HX·12 E .28mm dol pirch.
6401350 EGA
SR·12 .3lmm dol pilch. 6401400
super high requires SIGMA 400 H

Taxan
640 7201400. 31 dol pilch
555 16 color ""rd

$501

TVM color monitor,
Amb/Gr/640X200 ........ .. .. .. ..

MUlJISYNC 15.75Khllo 35KHI

text /graphics

$3,650

height unit uses floppy controller . S499
20MB INTERNAL TAPE DRIVE
lor 286 CDMPAO and AT
5599

Everex
20MB INTERNAL 'TAPE DRIVE
$573

60MB INTERNAL TAPf DRIVE
S724

Alloy
$741

514!

NEC

$299

556!

horizontal scan

VIDEO DISPLAY BOARDS
Hercules
GRAPHICS CARD monochrome
12 Siol Elpan.lon Cha .. ls

Talllree

225 Wall power supply

JRAM 2 wlOK
(Parallel 2MB ""pacify)
up 102MB ""pacify) ..
JRAM AT wl DK
(Parallel 2MB ""paCify)
JRAM 3 AT wl OK (EMS lJoard.
up 102MB Cilpacify)

Clone
6 PACK compallbl. wiS. P. C. G.
wIDK (up 10 384K) wIsoltware

10MB INTERNAL TAPE DRIVE hall

553!

Model 2 with 30MB hard drive,
6 or B MHz swtichable, 512K, 1.2 MB
floppy, color/mono card,
parallel/serial port.. ..........

w/512K, keyboard, up to 5 half-height
internal drives, 10 or 6 MHz Switchable,
slots, 192 W supply, MS-DOS 3.1
FCC Approved. 1.2MB
floppy, one year warranty...
Alloy network compatible

5«:

553!
S461

COMPAQ DESK PRO 286

$1550

526!

SIGMA 400 H

MULTITECH AT COMPATIBLE,

J RAM 3 wlDK (lor PC. EMS lJoard.

Irwin MagnetiCS

software. cables and controller

IBM AT

5645

TAPE BACKUPS

60MB EXTERNAL TAPf DRIVE

MONOCHROME MONITORS
$9f
SAMSUNG TTl AMBER"IX GREEN
AMoEK 311lA TTl AMBER
515\
PRINCE11lN MAX 12
$15!
TTl/BOO PIXIES

$1150

$545

Control Data

half height with controller

w/512K, 1.2MB floppy
6MKl, 20MB .. ............ .....
w/640K, 1.2MB floppy
BMHZ, 30 MB .

$775

$345

9415 ·86 86MB lull heighl 30MlS
$1495
no controller
Disk Manager Sollware lor lormalling
pasl DOS (33MB)
.$100

hall height with controller

ANI TURBO XT COMPATIBLE
640K, one floppy, 20MB, p.
S,S,G,C, 4.77 or BMHz
switchable, FCC app .... .. .... ..

black lace plale)
NO 04DEG (half heighr 5~·· 360K
grey lace plale)
NO D8DEG (half heighr 5... 1.2MB
grey lace plale

51725 20MB half heighr 6SMLS
with controller card
51725 2OM8 half heighl65Ml S
no controller card
"NEW 51738 30MB half heighl
65MLS wilh COn/roller card
ST4026 20MB lull heighr 30Ml S
no contro/fer
ST4038 30MB lull heighl 30MLS
no controller
ST4051 40MB lull heighl 30Ml S
no controlfer
Western Dlgllal controller card

w/256K, one floppy,
4. 77MHz .........................

$995

Toshiba
NO 040 (half heighr 5 v.. " 360K

5~" 360K black
lace plale lIoppy

640K, 4. 77MHz, 2 floppies, monochrome graphics, p. TTL
monitor, FCC app ................

MULTIFUNCTION

$142

20· RS·232 Slave Coble
ATNX AllOY TERMINAL NETWDRK

$184

EXECUTIVE SOFTWARE
LINK RS·323 ASCII Terminal
IBM Keyboard

$190
$239

599

110 BOARDS

DISK 110 operales 2 floppies.
and G. S. P. C
AT 110. Parallel. Serial

$95
$95

MODEMS
Hayes
SMARTMOoEM 1200B INTERNAL
(12001300 baud wlSmartcomll)

$384

Tape Cartldges/Scotch 3M
OC·6QOA ""rtridge lape
. $26
(up 1060MB ""paCify)
DC·l000 ""rlridge lape lor Irwin
$19
tape drive

S479
SMARTMODEM 2400 Exlernal (2400) $630

MEMORY MULTIFUNCTION
BOARDS
AST
SIXPACK PflEMIUM 512 to 2MB
.5356
Advanlage wl128K
(expandable 103MB. S2.G lor AT) . $356
RAMPAGE PC 256 102MB (EMS lJoard
wldeskview windowing software)
$234
RAMPAGE AT 512 102MB
(EMS lJoard BMHz)
5445

US Robolics
COURIER 2400 Baud Internal

(12001300 baud)

Everex
EVERCOM Modem (12001300 baud

or External

oorts. I Mb Ram) .

$625

PRINTERS/DOT MATRIX
Citizen
(Epson & IBM Compatible)
MSp·lo 160140 cps dol malrix
narrow carriage
MSp·15 160140 cps
dot matrix -wide carriage
MSp·2o 200150 cps
dot matrix -narrow carriage
Mps·25 200150 cps dol
matrix· wide carriage

$3117
$414
$347

IBM
Proprinler
Proprinter Xl Wide Carriage

$491

MllB2 120 cps narrow carriage
ML 192 160 cps NLO
narrow camage
ML 193 160 cps Nto wide carriage
ML 292 200 cps 100 NLO
narrow carriage color
ML 293 Dual 9 pin. 200 NlD
wide carriage color
2410lPIIBM 350 cps 1751851wide

$895

Okidata

TERMS: WE />cCEPT C.O.D. CA'>HIER CHECK, VISA, MflSTER CARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS
(3% EXTRA) WIRE TRANSFERS, APPROVED P.O.'S. ALL EQUIPMENT CARRIES NEW FACTORY WARRANTY. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE . ANY RETURN ITEM MUST BE />CCOMPANIED BY A RETURN AUTHORIZATION NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION . IBM , COMPAQ. SEAGATE IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES.

w/paralleJ

Toshiba
P·351 24 pin 288 cps
wide carriage
P·341 24 pin 216 cps

$1025

5445
$661
$228
$327
5529
$614
$803
$1850

COLOR CARD color wlparallel
GRAPHIC CARD plus lexl
graphics

5«2
$1178

Panasonic
KXPl091 120 cps. NtO 29 cps
KXPlD92 180 cps. NtO 33 cps
KX1592 wide carriage. 180 CPS.
NtO 38 cps

$270
$348

$11171
$4771667

c%r

P·6. P·7. 24 pin

52357

8 pages per minute

$3053

graphicsiSIP interlace

wlparallel

COLOR CARD color wlparallel
STB EGA

PRINTERS/LETTER QUALITY
Brolher
HR·15 17 cps
5368
$615
HR·25 23 cps
TWINWRITER DOT MATRIX 140 cps.
$1063
LO 36 cps
MI509 180 CP5145 cps NLO
5420
NEC
ELF (18 cps)
NEC 3550 (33 cps)

S408

Panasonic
KXp·3131 (17 cps)
KX·P3151 Wide (22 cps)

5286

$799

S448

Data Shield
500 WBackup Fbwer Supply
800 WBackup Fbwer Supply
1500 WBackup Fbwer Supply

523!
59!
58!
5301

$61~

569,
51421
59!
58!

CurtiS
DIAMOND (SURGE PROTECTOR
6 OUTW wall)

EMERALD (SURGE PROTECTOR

535

6 DUTlET cord)
RUBY (SURGEIfILTERI6Icord)

S45
$511

Kinsington
MASTERPIECE
MASTERPIECE . PLUS

5!11
$131

CHIPS
256K SET
128K SET
64K SET
8087
8087·2
80287
80287·8

§ pcAmerlCan

.___

$19!

BACK-UP POWER AND
SURGE PROTECTION

Clone
150 WP(}NER SUPPl Y
135 WP(}NER SUPPLY

LASER PRINTERS
HewleH-Packard
LASER JET PflOFESSloNAL
LASER JET PLUS DPI

EVEREX colorlmono 132 column

GRAPHICS CARD monochrome

$480

NEC
P·5XL24 pili. 290 cps. roo NtO

519'
515·

Clones

S727

wide carriage 180 NLO
P·321 24 pin 216 cps
narrow carriage
P·351 C Color printer

5520

FX·85 160 cps. narrow "",riage NtO S434
FX·286 200 cps. wide carriage NLO $624
LO 1000 24 Pin. 180 cps NlD 60
wide carriage
5830
LO 800 24 Pin. 180 cps. NtO 60
narrow carriage
$630

5150

NETWORKS
MULTI-USER
Alloy
PC·SLAVE/16 16 BIT SlAVE BOARO
8088·2 (BMHz Processor 2 serial

5295

Epson

SMARTMODEM 1200 Exlernal

wlsollware)

51135
539

Marketing . Inc .

529
S40
SID
$135
$158
5189
$327

HOURS:
MONDAY - FRIDAY

8:30 - 5:30
SATURDAY

10:00 - 2:00

IIMELINE INC.

CALL

us

FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS!

We have 10 Million I.C:s in stock!
Minimum I.C. Order: $200.00

Continental U.S.A

MOTOROLA

7" DIAGONAL
SCREEN

HIGH RESOLUTION

sg:;~~~ MONITOR
Magic Work sh ee t. Word Right . Analyst.aSORT ,
NAD (Name and Addr ess Syst em)

ASTEC

65 WATT SWITCHING

· Flat Faceplate
-900 lines at Center 650
lines at corner s.
·Operates from 12VDC
at 1 Amp.
·Vertical input is 41 to

-CATs

Dual inp ut llOllage '15/ 230 VAC . Overvolt80' protection·
Dimensions;
Short circuit protection · Dual isolattKi +12V . Built-in EM]
8.0" - Length
filt er · Very compl et size ,. Ul/CSANOE approved· 100%
4.4"· Width ,
thermal cvcle & burn- in . High efficiencv · Vaccum impreg2.4" - Height .
na ted tra nsforme,s · Convection cooling . Open PCB "L"
brack et or bo Ked const ruction .
Condition ' No 2
OUTPUTS :
+ SV DC@ 6 .0A
+!SV DC«- 5.0A(wlth· two ,f.' 12V out p uts In parallall
Condi'tion No 1 + 12V DC O 1.SA +12V DC(wlth two + 12V outputs In parallen
. +12V DC @2. 1A
4D3.SA (S.OA su rge)
-12 V OC(JI O. 2 SA -12V OC@O.2SA

63 Hz.

-Horizontal input: 15.7 Khz
(18 .7 Khz optional)

·Video input signal:
Positive wh ite,
input t ermination 470 ohms +
5%, 2.5V to 5 .0V p.p
Weight: 6lbs.

.95

Mod el
HH-612

as.DD

RCA JACKS

·Int rule'l spMCI of PC /X T to INk l it 33% f.st..- thin In AT
·20- 30% fI,l.- than bo.rd. tha i UM uch.
·Compat ib ll w ith IBM Enhanc" Gflphic:r; Adlpt_ I nd t hl
Lotu Ll lnt,1 lboy. board
,Cln run pr09f1m. dHign.d for lhe AT·,.nd Itwo PC /X T '.
·No .,h"ur. p.llch., neaodad

$795 .00

Liquidation Blow-out!

$279.00
Onl y 125 A v ailabl e

-

key b o a rd w as made

PC/XT

b y Cherr y w n ose
o rigin al co st was
$ 2 79 .00

REMOTE

BLOWOUT
PRICE!

KEVBOARC

COMPLETELY IBM COMPATIBLE
Control your computer from across th e room
with this infrared
or hook directly like a regular keyboard.

$49.95

Switchable Power Supply
110/ 220V 141 Willi +S V
Dim : 10x 8 x 3-3/8
. 5V

$49.95 ~lX~ : ~:~:

andon
848-2
IBM COMPATIBLE

AML YN 1860A

5Yo" OS/Hili h O. llI ily

\ ~:~

;!~ :t~.:;fo' mill .d

FD IO B;~;'~;;"'

ONLY 250 SYSTE MS AVAILABLE'
Will wor k With any IB M co mpaltbie disk drive . CPU
"PD780AC· l (Z80A compa hble, 4 MHzl • Memory-RAM
256K on board . Video RAM 128K on CRT board, C· MOS
RAM 2K . EPROM'21418K [lor lPLI ClOCk C· MOS rea1-1lme
c loc k Interlace Se ria l and Par al1 el OMA 7 ch anne ls
Intc rrupllevels 15, Counter/llmer 6 channels Card slol s
5 Compat ible wl1h any TIL mOllll0r 'Nelghl 10 Ibs With
enclosed keyboard, 8 lbs Wllh bare keyboard

Single Sided Single/ Double Density
Ful1 Height Dflve 481PI Documenta ·
tlo n Included Specify 110 or 220
Voll Model . These drives are ne·,'"
and sold AS IS 'Nelght 141bs

NASHUA DISKETTES

DISK DRIVE CABINET

5Y." SO FT SE C T O R
, )S/OO w;.t'I t'l ub ,1"W• •• I. . w. .. ... ,., .
p'P, .c l " b • • "d I. b .i ••

RICOH
PRINTER
RP 1200N

•

$8.00 BOX OF 10
Co n fr omCI

.7Oc 5 B OXES OF 10
.G2e 10 B OX E S OF 10

DRIVE

HI G H r.APACITV
Yl 2.0A
Ii' J. SA

SIEMENS B U
DISK DRIVE

$'169.95
.

Thl. h ig h qU illit y

(or Jr .)

MOTHERBOARD
SWITCHING
WITH
POWER SUPPL V
VIDEO CARD &
$39.95
YOUR CHOICE OF
_
ONLY 2S0 AVAILABLE '
Model EFX 10OT·3 100W • • 5v
ASCII KEYBOARD
~O~A: 1~~ :21~::ln~~~~oiil.
(ENCLOSED]
,o°i,'!,0:~~:8gv~7;~'~"~~;"~:~
OR HASCII (BARE] 1 ~1p'~I.~<OI""le~.~"-"~,'-~"_c,, O,m 9'.1. · ' '',CW.

'" "

"

RESOLUTION: 260H bv 300V
GREEN/COLOR SELECTOR

$109.00:

-<
:'0"c,-"",-t"_,
_ , " "II'

Feat ures: 15" Ca rri age-120 CPS'Parrallel
In ter face- Low power consumption-High
qu alit y print-Bit image graphics-Graphics
sy m bo ls· Prints in six diff ere nt languagesHig h reli a bilit y- And finally ... Low Cost!

COLOR

EPSON GX-'10 KEPCO/TCK

13 Year Warranty

::~~"r::~~ ~~~hp~~~/~~YI~;~~~:~lon
TEC MODEL 1550 Sys
te ms. O rIginal prIc e was :

PRINTER

MODEL NO. CT·AAt403

F?':: X'BJI'i> 'tt1/'i>Vlr

$289.00 With controller card & cabl es
15 Mb System - $329.00
30 Mb Removeable System - $429.00
Includes :
(2) y, Height Drives & Controller card (with cabl es)

DOT MATRIX/NEAR
LETTER QUALITY
SERIAL IMPACT

Not composite video.

13" COMPOSITE

HARD DISK DRIVE

:~~~di~ [t~~A. mode

F;;;- split 'ideo (TTL Inputs) operation.

==---=/,II;='

MICROSCIENCE

~~~~~~cE:$1

IBM

MODEL MD1100

4 for
$99.00
- HARD DISK DRI V ES
- FLOPP Y DISK DRI V ES
• MINICOMPUTERS

POWER SUPPLV

$29.95

22 MHZ
TYPICAL
BANDWIDTH

Comes with all software & manuals:

Interlace

·OailV Wh ..1

$400.00

N as h u a D iske t tes we re
judged t o h a ve th e h lg h - I-"'-;_ _';';'';'''~
est polls n & reco rd ed
am p litude o f a n y disk·
et t es teste d . Acco rd i n g
t o "Compa ring F loppy

4164-15
8ge

100

pc. mIn . Qty.

$138.00
Wt: 4lbs.
TERMINAL!
PRINTER

Standard Data - Local Area
NETWORK BOARD
With Software
$150.00

~-.\ 299.00
-35 C P S
- S erial Int e r face

511bs.

Minimum Order: $25.00. Shippin9 & handling charges
via UPS Ground : $.50c/lb. UPS Air : $1.00/lb. Minimum
In Sid e Catl fo rnl a
Charge: $4.00. We accept cashiers checks, MC or VISA.
Continental U S.A.
(800) 872-8878 (800) 223-9977 (213) 217-8912 No personal check COD's. Items reflect 5% cash or check
discount. California residents add 6'!:z% sales tax . We are
not responsible for typographical errors. All merchandise
subject to prior sale. Phone orders welcome .
Inquiry 349
Foreign Orders require special handling

1490 W. ARTESIA BLVD., GARDENA, CA. 90247
L.A.

c=.

Atll

S. Techn iul Into

Inquiry 261

P.C. Computer Brokers Inc.

COLOR

VT220
$150
'plus your

The Place To Buy Your
Epson Printers

Brand New Epson EX-BOO Printer
300 CPS, Push TractDr. Suggested

Call For Price

Retail'749""

Epson Printers

Ust

Spectrum LX-SO

.... $

SALE

299"" ... . S

pc,

DATA SECURITY S595 (list)
Now there's communication for your computer
and security for your peace of mind .
CERMETEK manufactures 1200 and 2400bps
Hayes'" compatible security modems with a
long list of features.
For information call (408) 752-5055

KEA SYSTEMS LTD.
#412 - 2150 W. Broadway
Vancouver. B.C. CANADA V6K 4L9
Support (604) 732·7411
TELEX 04-352848 VCR

219 00

HS-SO Ink Jet Printer .... $ 449"" .. .. S 339 00
Comrex HiQh Speed
CR-420 Printer
.... $2195 00 ... . . 1295 00
HI-SO Four Pen
Plotter
.... $ 599 00 .... CALL

Order Toll Free (800) 663-8702

~~

1308 Borregas Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94008-3565
Hayes is a trademark of Hayes Microcomputer Products, In c.

Inquiry 62

will like this program ."
Jerry Pournelle
Byte Magazine

List

SALE

Homewriter Printer .
.. '249 00 ... • 19900
AP-BO Printer
.... .... '379 00 .... CALL
LX-90 Printer .................. '329 0 ' .•. • 229 00
SQ-2000 Ink Jet Printer .... '2295 00 '1579 00

• Add 512K of TURBO Pascal ' 10 your code
• Call up 10 8 memory resident TURBO Pascal
modules from programs wrillen in:
-BASIC . BASI CA . Compiled BASIC
-MS Pascal, C. MS FORTRAN
-Standard, 8087 and BCD TURBO Pasca l
-TURBO Prolog
• Add TURBO Pascal's 8087, BCD and graphic
capabililies to olher languages
• Aulomalically generale TURBO Pascal compalible inline machine code .
• Use all TURBO Pascal varianls in a single
program
• Add AI capability 10 your Pascal programs
• For IBM PC and compalible
Foreig n orders
95
add $10 .00
S&H included
VISA/MC : 1-800·835·2246 x123
KANSAS CALL: 1·800·362·2421 x123
Inquiries and Technical lnformalion (303) 97 1·0729

$69

PATHFINDER SOFTWARE, INC.
P.O . Bo x 43 . Lillielon , CO 80160

· I uRao P,I ~C,I I ,lIlIl TURBO Pr Olog ,lie ' ladclll;II~S 01 Bo rl~ nd Inl.'lu,IIIUI I.11

Cali P.C. Computer Today For
Low Prices on Many Other
Computer Products-Cali
1-800-245-41 22

From time to time we make the BYTE subscriber list available to other compan ies who wish to send our subscribers material about their products. I.I.k take gleat cale
to SCleen these companies. choosing only those who
ale reputable, and whose produCIS. seNices. or information we feel would be of intelest to you. Dilect mail
is an efficient medium for plesenting the latest personal
computer goods and seNices to our subscribers.
Many BYTE subscribers appreciate th is controlled use
of our mailing list. and look fOfWard to finding information of interest to them in the mail. Used ale our
subscribers' names and addlesses only Ina other information we may have is ever given) .
While we believe the distribution of this information is
of benefit to our subscribers. we firmly respect the
wishes of any subscriber who does not want to leceive
such promotionalliteratule. Should you wish to restrict
the use of your name. simply send your lequest to the
following addless.

Il~TE Magazine
Attn: Circulation Department
One Phoenix Mill Lane ~,,~
Peterborough NH 03458 ,til.

Inquiry 425

100% ERROR FREE
MFR , LIFETIME WARRANTY
With Hub Rings. Write Protect Tabs,
Tyvec Envelopes, User 10 Labels -

In Factory/ Sealed Poly Packs
(YOU GET EVERYTHING BUT THE BOX)
PRICES ARE PER DISK

5'1'"

\".1

3';'''

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

IIIIIMiIiiI ~~~3~~~f
M/C
1~
Visa,

,
& Choice .
Prices Are Good Far Mail Order Dept. Only

IN STOCK ITEMS SHIPPED IN 24 HOURS
Minimum order: 525.00. Shipping and Handling:
$4.00 per 100 diskelles. Conlinenla l U.S.A. APO/
PFO, add $8.00 per 100 diskelles. Foreig n order.
please ca ll. Reduced shipp ing c harge for larger

P.C. Computer Brokers Inc.
3879 East 12Dth Ave.
Thornton, CO 80233
450-6727

....iiiiIIiioiiliiiliil-1-800-245-4122
434

BY T E

SEPTEMBER 1986

quanlities. C.OD. add $4.00. Cash /certified check .
MI residents add 4% sa les ta x. Prices subjec t to

change withoul nolice. HOURS: 8:30 AM - 6:00 PM
Eastern Time.

(ffi!

C.O.D.

Z

~;~:'!~~~~8
1 ~800-258-O028
/ / L.pd//// ~~~~~~~;~f.~~~~:a
Outside Michigan

Inquiry 273

l!Jl

a message to our
subscribers

DISKETTES

\I-~I\ '

by

Inquiry 390

,

Epson Printers

XT, AT, or compatible

ZSTEMpc™-VT220 Smart Terminal Emulator
Double high/double wide characle!'5
Full line graphics. Smoolh Scrolling
2-way Ii Ie Iranslers incl. XMODEM & KERMIT
Full keyboard sohkeys/MACROS. DOS access
Dala rales 10 38.4 KB. High Ihroughpul
CGA, Hercules, MDA, & EGA support
8-bil mode, downloadable fonls ,
user delined keys, full nalional/mullinalional modes
ISO and allribule mapped color
ZSTEMpc-VT220 $150. 4010/4014 oplion $99.
ZSTEMpc-VT100 $99. - Choice ollhe U.S. AlF
30 day money back guaranlee. MCNISA

Inquiry 423

21 MEGABYIF HARD DISK~
APLUG·IN

*19
MEGACARD!
00

© 1986, LOGIC ARRAY

PORTABLE
COMPUTERS

MEGACARD! 21 megabyte hard disk drive on aplug-in board that instantly
converts any PC or compatible to an XI

And MEGACARD! enables PC and XT users with a hard drive to run two
drives on a single slot. You get an extra expansion slot!
MEGACARD! combines the NEC "zero defect" program with stateof-the-art technology This "drive-on-a-card" installs in seconds.
Just plug in and power up!
MEGACARD! delivers:
• NEC technology
• "Zero defect" reliability
• Fast, easy plug-in installation • Two year parts and labor guarantee.

CHIPS

NEC MONITORS

64KDRAMS,
SET OF 9 .. ... . . ..... 9.00
256K DRAMS,
SETOF9 . . ........ . 27.00
128K PIGGYBACK,
SET OF 18 . . . .. . . ... 72.00
C8087 . ... . . .. . . .. 125.00
C8087-2. .. . . . .. . . . 179.00
C80287-3. .. . .. . .. . 225.00
V208MH . ..... . ... . 10.95

JC1401P3A MULTISYNC
CALL FOR PRICE

JC1216DFA RGB
JB1280DA
JB1285DA

269.00
TTL GREEN
105.00
TTLAMBER
105.00

EGA
ATI MEGA GRAPH
PLUS .. ... . ..... . . 295.00
MYLEX EGA BOARD . . . 249.00
RlX EGA PAINT
SOFTWARE ... . . ... . 52.00

From the legal beagles.
Prices and availability subject to
change without notice.
Prior authorization required on all
returns.
All returns subject to restocking
charge.
All normal manufacturers' warranties
apply
NEG, MultiSync, EGA Paint are
registered trademarks of their
respective companies.

CALL NOW AND WE CAN SHIP TODAY!

NEC PC8201A .. .... . 360.00
(See listing of 8201A programs)
PC8201A ADD-ON PRODUCTS
PC8206A 32K RAM CARTRIDGE
360.00
PC8221A THERMAL PRINTER
125.00
PC8231A FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
560.00
PC8241A CRT ADAPTER
149.00
PC8281A PORTABLE
CASSETTE RECORDER
85.00
PC8201A-06 8K RAM CHIP
52.00
PC8201A-90 NI-CAD BATTERY
16.00
PC8271A-Ol AC ADAPTER
16.00

CASSETTE
PROGRAMS FOR
8201A
PERSONAL PLAN . . . . . 36.00
GENERAL STATISTICS . . 36.00
BUSINESS GRAPHICS . . 36.00
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS . . 36.00
TAX PLANNING . .. . . . . 36.00
APPLICATION KIT. ... . 85.00
REAL ESTATE
ANALYSIS . . . .. .. ... 36.00
PERSONAL FILER . ... . 36.00
TIME ACCOUNTING . .. . 36.00

MODEMS

EGA PAINT

INTERNAL
EXTERNAL
SECURITY
INTERNAL
EXTERNAL

1200 BAUD 230.00
1200 BAUD 230.00
1200 BAUD 310.00
2400 BAUD 375.00
2400 BAUD 395.00

FOR EXPERT TECHNICAL SUPPORT
CALL 714/650-6700

800-22-LOGIC
800-843-0426 (in Calif)
HOURS: Mon. -Fa. 7a.m.-5p.m. PDT

Inqu iry 200 fo r End-U sers. Inquiry 20 1 for DEALERS ONLY.

NEC DISK DRIVE
KITS
All drives include controller
and cables.
5~"
5~"

20MB 05126 .. 389.00
40MB 05146 .. 649.00
(40MB includes Disk Manager)
3Y2" 20MB 03126 . . 389.00

IT'S EASY TO ORDER
• We ship immediately when
you pay by Visa, Master
Card, Cashiers Check or
Money Order. Allow 3 weeks
for personal or company
check.
• No Surcharge on Visa or
Master Card.
• Minimum $5 shipping and
handling up to 3lbs. in Continental US. only On other
orders, call for mformation.
• All orders insured
• No Sales tax on orders outside
California (California residents
add 6% sales tax.)
When you want the best peripherals money can buy with expert
technical support you'll just
have to settle for paying less.
That's logic. From Logic Array
LOGIC ARRAY
p.o. Box 3799
Costa Mesa, CA 92628-3779

PC Compatible

SPEED

CASH DRAWERS

• Multi-user Database!
• Powerful!
• Multiple Operating
System Compatibility!
• Attractive Dealer
Pricing!
• Full Dealer Support!

IBM·PC/XT
TO

700 0/0

filii
•
•
•
•

Dalaflex IS a uademark of D':H.3 Acc ess

Dealer Inquiries Invited

M-S CASH DRAWER
10711 Flower St., Stanton, CA 90680

(714) 821·1133
Inquiry 212

PROMPT DELIVERY!!!

SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUAllY)

DYNAMIC RAM
1000Kxl 100 ns
64Kx4 150 ns
256Kxl 100 ns
256Kxl 120 ns
256Kxl 150 ns
128Kxl 150 ns
64Kxl 150 ns
EPROM
64Kx8 250 ns
. 32Kx8 250 ns
32Kx8 250 ns
16Kx8 250 ns
8Kx8 200 ns
8Kx8 250 ns
STATIC RAM
43256l-12 32Kx8 120 ns
8Kx8 150 ns

203-724-5100

I

AM-EX \

Inquiry 78

ROBOTICS -

68020

QUANTITY ONE PRICES SHOWN for JULY 21, 1986

Computer-Age, Inc.
55 Fishfry Streel
Hartford, CT06120

VIS<

In California call:

Inquiry 69

$399

--

(800) 544-1749
24000 Telegraph Road
Southlield. Michigan 48034 USA
(313) 352-2345

Uses 80286 Processor
Installs in Minutes
Fils Short Slot
Optional 80287 Processor

SCIENTIFIC BUS

FHL 20x30

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi·user/Multi-Tasking
32-Bit MC68020 - 12.5 MHz
6 to 30 Users
2.5 MByte to 14.5 MByte
32-Bit Expansion Buss
Built-in SCSIISASI w/DMA
DIP Switches select Baud Rate
Hard Drive (20MB to 150MB)
720Kb Floppy Drive
Real Time Clock w/Battery Backup
Software included : OS9/68000; Basic ; Word
Processing; Spreadsheet; Ulililies
• Options: MC68881 Coprocessor
2MB/4 Serial Port Board
Memory Protection
Graphics Board
Pascal and C

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Frank Hogg Laboratory, Inc.
315-474-7856
TELEX 646740

• ~~~~~i~~o;:c~~u6~saFsp;!~~~at~a~ :c~!~l~~~~~ ~~~O~pAl~oac~
cost Modulos can be located anywhere on 8 cable up 10 100 h long. Bus

~e:,~,f~~ill~M~it~:~Ur~~~u~,a. ~~~So~n

& non-proprietary. Host adapter

• Fut AID ModulI: 650K sample5/!lec, 8 bit. four differential channels

~:c~~~~~~:~a~=1:2:~.~~lg.~~:a~!~

program,

• 12 Bit AID Module: tour channels, 10K sampl&slsec. inst. amp • • • $235

• PortlRailY Moduli: Iii .tandard 'alay lack , 24 bits 110, interruptS.
• Clock ModulI: Real lima & periods, battery. Interrupts, software.

•

~~rs~;~ :r~~~::~~t;~aut::!Yo~~~~r. Fun step.

• SmirtOu., Axl. MotorControl Modul.: ForOC. bnJshIe:ss orsteppel" mo«M"
drivers & encodGfS. Proc8SSOfS (from HP) allow changes & monitoring on the
Hy. Optically lsotated. Call lor low cos!.

•

~~;;o's:oBrs4:!~i~!~he~h~i~n~=:i~~t~~hC:;~~~

Call lor more Inlo or Older our Projectbook.
• LAB 40 Proi-ctbook: 10 hardl'l8re and software ptOf8CtSwilh IBM PC

$25.

Computer Continuum
75 Southgate Ave., Suite 6 • Daty City, CA 94015

(415) 755·1978

Inquiry 238

Inquiry 137

MYSTIC PASCAL
Fastest Compiler on Earth

NDW DNLY $16///
• 640K code, data and stack

Corivert What You Have
To What You Want I
• RS232 Serial
• 8 Baud Riles

• Latched Outputs

• Centronics Parallel
• Handshake Signals
• Compacl3Y. )( 4~ x 1){

disk with condensed manual to print out $16printed manual $16-both $32-lor IBM PC 320K
Visa/MC/COD-add $2 shipping, COD $5,
overseas $10

Buller PrOduct.
ComlllO Soon!

_

.CALL (805) 658-7466 or 658-7467
For FAST Delivery

Inquiry 348

• incremental compiler runs in background while you are editing
• produces linkable OBJ files
• color graphics with pan & zoom
• 8087 & software math
• true mUlti -tasking for up to 100
Pascal procedures
• full screen editor
• co mplete Help win dows
• We are open 8-5 Mtn . time, Mon-Sat

Z ,

.f

~~~mlii

"A Higher Form of Software"
24000 Tetegraph Road
Southfield, MI 48034

Mystic Canyon Software
PO.B. IOIO
Pecos , NM 87552 505/757-6344
Inquiry 245

PC/XT USERS!

,. COG TREE Utilities by
Cogitate ...... .. . . ..... 5129.95
I LYNC by Norton·Lamber .... 5199 .95
I DATA FLEX by Data Access ... Varies
I RM/COBOL by Ryan/
McFarland . . . . . .
. . Varies
I Universe by Omnitrend .... 5 98 .50
1 - Blue Macl by Cogitate ..... 5599.00
I CadPower + by Trilex ..... . 5995 .00
I
Softext Teaching Aids ...... 5 95 .00
I PrintSet by Cogitate ... ... . 5 79.95
..T CogiTAPE by Cogitate ...... . CALLII
I An ti-Static Products ......... VarIes
..T Uninterruptible Power
Backups .... . . ........... VarIes
..T TeleV ideo Software .. . ...... CALL II

13131 352-2345ITelex 386581

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
Dealer Inqui ries Welcomed

Inquiry 70

-=.======

. . . __ . . . .
~

-

. . . . . TM

8

'0
00-528-3138 . rders 'Only

S-100DIV.l696CORP .
14455 NORTH 79TH ST.

s~?eII,~Ro~7~~S~~E ~~~~o

602-991-7870 Customer Support

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

CAD

S-100 BOARDS

IBM-PC COMPATIBLES
WE CARRY A WIDE RANGE OF DESKTOP, LAPTOP &
PORTABLES DESIGNED TO RUN THE SOFTWARE THAT
FUELS TODAY'S BUSINESS.

CORDATA FASIDRAFT 480.640, 256K, 16 ClR .....$949
HANZON LP-3000+ LASER HPGl PLOT. COM .. CALL
ACS GRAPHAX 2D /2D 2Xx2K GRAPHICS RESOLUTION
2.5Mb BD., UP TO 32 COLORS, AUTOCAD ............... CALL

ONE STOP SHOPPING FOR ALL OF YOUR INTEGRATION
AND POST SALE SUPPORT NEEDS . WE HANDLE CCS.
COMPUPRO, DUAL, I.C.M., ILlUMIN. TECH .. LOMAS,
TELETEK, MUllEN, P&T, INDUST. COMPo DESIGNS,
TARBELL, ETC. THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS ARE:

... --

SHARP PC-7000 8086 lAPTOP ..... ..........................$1299
ZENITH 148. 158, 171. 200AT... ............. UP TO 50% OFF

...

~ ~ ~--------

ACS ET-2S6 1Mb, 3S&2P, ClK,S SLOTS. 6I10112.5MHz.
20Mb & 12Mb DISKS, MSDOS 3.2........Complete $2595
ACS-l000 SYSTEM Bl4.77MHz, 2 FlPY DRVS, 1Mb
RAM, 20Mb H.D. DRV., COLOR/MONO CTRl.,MSDOS 3.2,
SASI, 2 SIP PORTS, ClOCK/CAl·BATT ..... ......... ......$1650

~cordata

POWER SYSTEMS&ACCES.

PC-400 512K, 2 FLPYS, 14" 64Ox400, 512K. ..........$1149
20Mb HARD DISK SYSTEM WITH 2 FlPYS .... $1499
ATD~-O 8MHz 80286. 640K, S, P, 1.2 FlPY .........$2039
ATP-i-O PORTABLE .................. ... .. ......... ............... ...$2189

EPSON
EQUITY II 8MHz V30, 640K, S. p. ClK, FlPY, MS-DOS
& GWBASIC - RUNS 2.9 NORTON UTILITIES I ....... .. .. CALL

+SPE~Y
KEYBOARD IS EXTRA:
PC-STYLE. .. $139
PROFESSIONAL AT-STYLE ...$179
MODEL 200 HT8088-2, 256K, S,P,CLK, 72Ox35O MONO
DISPLAY, MSDOS, GWBASIC ..................................... $1635
MODEL 400 HT FlPY AND 20Mb ......... ........... .......$2119
PC I IT 8MHz 80288, 1.2 FlPY, 512K, 8 SLOTS ....$2149
PC liT ENHANCED WITH 1Mb & 40Mb H.D. DRV.. $2959

(All.o.-ol]
1086-50 1Mb RAM, 50Mb HARD DISK. 50Mb TAPE
DRIVE,XENIX .............. .... .............................................. $11399
1086-iO AS ABOVE WI 80Mb HD&TAPE. ............. $12999
686-25 6USER. 25Mb H.D.. XENIX ...... .....................$4099
686-50 AS ABOVE WITH 50Mb H.D.................. ...... .$6199

NETWORKING
CALL
FOR
DEALER
ANDI OR CONSULATION.

PRICING,

INTEGRATION,

COMPUPRO NET 100li!iJll!lJ ............................$369
PC-SLA VE I 161Mb, 8MHz, V20 ................................$595
RTNX MSDOS 2.1 ...$109
ATNX MSDOS 3.1 .. .$189

I

fJ~;..w;;;:..u..:miii=~1
LAN-PC ARCNET FOR PC'S ......................................... $349
WS-286 8MHz 80286, 5 SLOTS, ARCNET IIF, 640K,
SCSI, AT TYPE ENCLOSURE & PIS .......... .. .............. $1398

~NOVELL
ADVANCED NETWARE STARTER KITS SOFTWARE,
DEYCARD, 2 NICS, CABLES INCLUDED ....... From $1795

+SPE~Y
USER NET SOFTWARE I 86 & KEY-CARD .......$895

PC/XT/AT BOARDS
STB RIO GRANDE 128K-l.5Mb, P & S ........................$195
STB CHAUFFER RUNS RGB IN MONO ......................$189
STB ATTA·BYTE 0-384K FOR AT &T ........................... $159
TECMAR WAVE 64-256K $150 BOSUN S,P,ClK $150
TECMAR MAESTRO 0-2.5Mb,S,P&TREAS.CHEST.$295
TECMAR CAPTAIN OK,S,P,ClK & TREAS. CHEST .. $155
TECMAR EXPANSION CHASSIS II SLOTS, ETC ... $639

ASr

6 PACK PLUS .......................... ............................. .........$155
6 PACK PREMIUM .................................................. ......$325
RAMPAGEAT .................................. .. ................. ............ .$429
ADVANTAGE .............. .......................................... ..........$325
3G-EGA ............................................. ......................... .......$275

inter

INTEL ABOVE BOARD PCMB rOIO
64 TO 512K.
AllOWS lOTUS, SYMPHONY, OTHERS TO RUN ABOVE
6401L. ............. ...... .............. ............ ... ..................... ........... $255
INTEL ABOVE BOARD-AT 128 TO 4Mb ... ........... ... ... .$399
MACROTECH MSR-AT 0-3Mb RAM FOR IBM-AT @ 6, 8,
10, & 12MHz. NO WAIT STATES ...... ........... .... $185 - $625
~I ' "

1'1, •

In(hf'

'F ,~ .oJ, s

DLx'illJ0Gl0GU
I-:'...~~.~~~.~...... ..................

DMP 41142. .. ...............
$2499
DMP 51152. ....................... .. ........ ......................................$3799
DMP 56 ........... .. ....................... ................. .......... ....... ....... $4549
DMP29 ............... .$1749
DMP40 .... ...........$899
TRUE GRID DIGITIZERS
TGl00S ................. .. .......................... ............... .. ............... .$299
TGl0ll .... .................... .......................................... .......... ...$539
TGl01Z .......................... ......................... .... ............. .......... $655

(is

OOMPUTBI ACaSSORIE5
ALL CABLES SOLD AT DEEP DISCOUNT..... CALL
S4 4 CIRCUT SURGE SUPPRESSOR ... ... .... ................. $26
SID 6 CIRCUIT SURGE SUPPRESSO R .... ................ .... $29
P15 5 CIRC. MONITOR BASE WI MODEM PROT .......... $98
Ul000 POWER SAVER 1000W U.P.S. (TOPAZ) .... .... $729

e§
SB-l000 WATT WITH BATTERY 30·60 MIN ........ ... .... $659
BC- l000 WATTWIlSElF CONTAINED BATT.1 5·30M in889

CONCURRENT DOS 4.10 . $495
COOS 4.1E .$750
SPUZ 8MHz ZOO, 256K, 4 USERS ................................$269
INTERFACER-3 8 SERIAL PORTS .. ............................ $439
SYSTEM SUPPORT 1 WITH ClK, BATT, SERIAL.$289
DISK lA 5" & 8" FLOPPY CONTROllER ...................$439
DISK 3 5" HARD DISK CONTROLlER .................... .....$509
RAM 22 256K STATIC RAM .......................... ..................$446

....

::MIJ\L
DUAL: AIM-12 DIA CONVERTER .................................$545
DUAL: AOM-12 ND CONVERTER. ............ .. ...... ......... $509

THUNDER + 8MHz 80186, 512K, 2S, P, FlPY CTRl,
COOS 4.1 -- LITERAllY A SYSTEM ON A BOARD ....$895
LIGHTNING 286 8MHz WI ON-BD DIAGNOSTICS$819
COLOR MAGIC PC VIDEO FOR S-l00 BUS .......... .. $445
~i1
MACROTECH
••

NTERNATlONAL

MI-286 10MHz 80286&8MHz Z80H .............................$695
ST-1I1Mb STATIC RAM ........ .......................... ..................$649
MSR-II 1Mb DYNAMIC RAM ................ ...........................$799

SAFE (SAFT) SPS1000 WATT SINE WAVE .......... $989
SOLA 750 WATT WI 4500 WATTT HI-INRUSH ....... $1495

HARD DISK & TAPE DRIVES

MONITORS & TERMINALS

PC-INSIDER, PC-OUTSIDER & AT-INSIDER HARD DISKS
FOR IBM AND COMPATIBLES SET-UP TO BOOT FROM
HARD DISK WITH All NECESSARY HARDWARE AND
PC-STYLE CABINET FOR EXTERNAL DRIVES.

NEC MUL TlSYNC ......... .... ...... .......... ,.. ............ ..... ...........$515
TECMAR RGB HI-RES ZVM-I360 ..... ................ .......... .$498
ZENITH ZVM-1240
(IBM) FLAT SCREEN .... .. ........$149
PRINCETON GRAPHICS ALL MODELS ...............CALL

CTATUNIi
CM-1360 640.200 8GB, 13", G/A SWITCH ....... ........ $359
CM-1380 EGA 640.350 RES ........................................$479
1422A DUAL FREO.,TllTISWIVEl, 14", G/A .... ......... .. $139

ALINK
125 EMULATES WY-50 ETC., HiRES 14" GREEN/AMBER,
6 SCROLL RATES, IBM SELEC., K.B., 1 YR WARR ... $385
PC-TERM EMUL WY-50, TVI925, IBM-AT KB, FOR MULTIUSER PC-SLAVE BOARDS ............................................$419
WYSE60 .... .... ..................................... ......................... .....$475
UBERTY FREEDOM ONE ..................... ........................ .$395

PRINTERS & BUFFERS
M-l109 100-25 CPS P & S, TRACTOR . ...................... $203
HR-35 36CPS DAISEY, WIDE CARR ..... .....................$729
HR-2O 20 CPS ........ .... ......................................................$349
CITIZEN MSP-l0 ...............$250
MPS-15 ........... $349
CITIZEN MSP-2D................$315
MPS-25 ............$485
CORDATA LP-300 LASER WI WORDSTAR 2000 ..$2175
HANZON BUFFER 64K-256K S-S,S-P,P-S,P-P ........$265
HANZON
LP-3000+
LASER
CAN
EXECUTE
HEWLETT-PACKARD GL PLOTTER COMMANDS .... CALL
STAR MICRONICS SR-15 ...................... ................. .. .. $595
TOSHIBA P32 1 PARA. & SERIAL ...............................$449
TOSHI BA P341 ... .......................... .. ..................... ......... .$769
TOSHIBA P351 PARA. & SERIAL ................................$969
OKIDATA 292 COLOR PRINTER ..................................$459
OKIDATA 293 COLOR WI TRAC., 132 COL ................$599

XEROX/Diablo
XERON 025 DIABLO .... $484 635 DIABLO .... $1049
DIABLO 34LQ ......$989
DIABLO D80-IF ......$2049
4045 LASER WITH COPIER & 512K RAM ..............$4795

20Mb PC-INSIDER........ $379
30Mb PC~NSIDER (SEAGA TE ST-238) ...............$535
72Mb PC-INIOUTSIDER 3OmSEC. ...................... $1798
COMPUPRO 40Mb INT. SUBSYS. WI DISK 3........$1565
COMPUPRO BOMb INT. SUBSYS. WI DISK 3.........$2049
ALLOY FT-60
60MB @ 1.8Mb/Min,For PC Compal.$795
IRWIN 10Mb TAPE/PC Of CPRO - Req uires COOS ....$369
TECMAR OIC 60-AT INT 60Mb TAPE .... .............. .... $1079
TECMAR MACDRIVE 10Mb............. ...........................$1099
TECMAR MACDRIVE 10Mb& 5Mb REMOVABlE ..$1850
WANGTEK PC-3660Mb INT. TAPE, FAST & EASY.$785

BARE WINCHESTER DRIVES
TEAC SD520 26Mb HH 5 114" ....................................$299
SEAGATE ST-4051 51Mb, 40mSEC, FH 5 1/4" ....... $795
QUANTUM 0540 43Mb, 45mSEC, FH 5 1/4" ............$995
MICROPOUS MC-I325 85Mb,30mSEC,FH 5 1/4" .. 1395
MAXTOR XT-1140 140Mb, 30mSEC, FH 5 1/4" ..... $3289
MAXTOR XT-2190 190Mb, 30mSEC, FH 5 1/4" .....$3895
AMCODYNE ARAPAHOE 7110 25Mb FIXED & 25M b
REMOVABLE CDC lARK PLUG COMPATIBlE. ....... $3495

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
MITSUBISHI 2894 8" .... $475
2896 1/2 HT,B" ....$435
MITSUBISHI MF501 48TPI. .. $95 MF504 96TPI... $149
TEAC FD55BV 48TPI ........................................................$89

SOFTWARE
WE SELL ALL WELL KNOWN BRANDS. ORDER
CORRECTL YI SOFTWARE IS NOT RETURNABLEI
NEWSTAR NEWWORD 2 WITH MERGE, SPEll CHEK.
NEWSTAR NEWWORD 3 FOR PC'S. SPEll CHECKER,
INDEXING, CONTENT TABLES, MACRO'S, SHORTHAND
KEYBOARD. MULTI-TASKING ........................................ $269
BD SOFTWARE C COMPILER 8" SSDD 8 BIT ........ $95
MICROSOFT
ASHTON-TATE .......... ......... - 38%
MICRO PRO --- MULTIMATE --- P.F.S. .. ..... - 41 %
BORLAND INTL TURBO PASCAL , ETC . ............... - 41 %
MOST OTHER PC PROGRAMS ............................ - 41 %

MODEMS

1/oAna'
PERSONAL

SPEECH

SCIENTIFIC I INDUST. BDS.
Industrial Computer- Des~ns

1J''N1mWrIJ*fMWll'(uuv
AID 64-1 00 ........... $315
AID 64-PC ........... $396
DIA 64-PC ........... $468
DIA 64-100 ...........$236
1018-PC 96 TTL INPUT LINES .................. .................. $446

SCIENTIFIC SOLUTIONS (TECMAR)
IEEE-488 ........... $239

f. 'fE? '

SYSTEM ...... ...... ........ ...........$295

LAB MASTER .... .......$659

PROMODEM 1200 ............................................... ....... ... $259
PROMODEM 1200G .. .$179
2400G .... .... ......... $339
PROMODEM 300C - APPLE lie PEGGY BACK
.... $79

MuIb~.
MT224EH
MT224ER

MNP ERROR CORREC . .......... .. ............... $529
RACK MOUNT WI EDC .................. .. .........$495

CTS HAYES COM PAT. 212AHC $149
224ADH $295
HAYES - ALL MODEMS ........ ................................... CALL

'1PW AdvPrt lspd p n r.p<;arecash prepa id on ly P O 's f romqualif led fl r m s&AM Express-add

"dd 'J"" Wires COD s ($5 min fee) Wit h Cash iers C h eck / MO &A PO saccepted S hi ppi ng
.. " " " ,' ,,1 t" sl '; Ihs L" AZ RE S O NL Y add 6 "" sa les t ax A ll returns sub jec t to 20% restock in g fee or
., 'I "
.\ I ' j , I,,'''''' p"r r. tl"Sf'S All pn ce, & avallah li ity sub l ect to change Without noti ce
1

Inquiry 298 for End-Use rs, Inquiry 299 for DEALERS ONLY.
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NO SHIPPING CHARGES
ORDER TOLL-FREE 800-824-3432
In Calilomia CIII (811) 341·8833

DRIVES

89.99
99.99
129.99

'12 HI. IBM '· Compatible
Tandon 100-2
Tandon 100-4 (96 tpi)

SYSTEMS

PC/Xl Compatible
• 640K on Motherboard
• I- V, HT . Floppy
• Mono Card w/Prinler Pan

499.99

• Flip Top Case
• 135 Wan Power Supply
• 5150 Type Keyboard

We carry a complete line of electronic components. Call or write for our free catalog!

M,n,m"", (Jooor $1 000
NO ~ n,1lP"'SI cn..lI<JCS 0" IlIflll.ll!l !)IdC' ,
5300 - UPS EliI'll .IOU S3 00 - CJ I·' 'C$oGenl~ ,>(1(1 6
q',,~
CI'\E'C~~ 1leIcI 10I cla ~ '.ncc VISA

Me

COO ••11< '

1;, .

I'll''''!'''''

Inquiry 359

KEYBOARD PROn::crOR
Remains in place during keyboard use. Prevents
damage from liquid spills, dust, ashes, etc_ Fits
like a second skin, excellent feel. Available for:
IBM-PC, AT, Apple (all), Compaq, Model 100,
NEC 8201, C64, Zenith 150, DEC, Kaypro,
KB5151, AT&T 6300, WYSE 50 and many
others, Send $29.95, check, M,O_, Visa & MC
Include expo date. Specify computer type. Dealer
Inquiries invited. Free brochure avail.

Merritt Computer Products, Inc_
2925 LBJ Fwy. #180 / Dallas, Texas 75234
(214) 339-0753

Turbo Master is an integrated development system for
Turbo Pascal programmers consisting of six floppy
disks and a manual. The components of this system
include the following: Turbo Screen master, Turbo
ISAM Master, Turbo Menu Master, Turbo Toolkit
Master, and Resident ISAM Master. The Turbo Screen
Master features Intelligent Cursor which allows you to
draw boxes and borders by simply moving the curser
to the desired pos~ion , and Extended Variable Names
which allows the use of arrays and structures in your
variable names. The Turbo ISAM Master generates
ready to run Turbo programs using Borland's Turbo
Pascal Database Toolbox: It automatically interfaces to
Turbo Screen Master. The Turbo Menu Masler
features a menu data base and an interactive menu
builder allowing for the automatic entry and reorder of
selections and users choice of procedure, chain, execute or comment code generation for each selection.
The Turbo Toolkit Master includes procedures for full
control over all screen attributes. advanced string
functions, automatic control of multiple help screens.
saving and retrieving screens to RAM buffers .
CapsiNum/ScrolllLock control procedures. and repon
procedures. The Resident ISAM Module Module uses
less code space, provides a key buffer data area outside your program's data space. All of these programs
are available as a package for:
Money Back Guarantee
$99,95 plus 7.50 S&H
HlWlllln VlIlIOI Computer Sollwlnl
1109 PIInnsylvlnll Ava .. St, Cloud, FL 32769
Inla: /
892-5688 /800\ 8 1-9503

Inquiry 151

Inquiry 225

( Heritage Systems Corp, )

LEARN C
THROUGH OUR NEW

;IISII.-'

VIDEO TRAINING COURSE

Sure

it's

SAFEWARE® Insurance provides full
replacement of hardware, media and
purchased software. As little as $39/yr. covers:
• Fire· Thefi • Power Surges
• Earthquake· Water Damage· Auto Accident
For information or immediate coverage call:

1-S00-S4S~3469

A PROGRAMMER'S INTRODUCTION

TO C-Thls three-hour video tape with
HSC-9100
80 By 24 Or 25 Line
Alpha-numeric
Video Terminal Card
ANSI X3.64/ 0ther Terminal Emula\lons
50 To 38.4K Baud Serial Port
RS-232 Or TIL/CMOS Versions
IBM PC Compa\lble Keyboard Input
EEPROM Based On Screened
Conflgura\lon
Compos lie or Separate Video
100 By 100mm Card 5V Only @200mA
$139 TIL ICMOS
$149 RS-232

text that takes a programmer from an
introductory level fhru to arrays and
pOinters. (Introductory Price $400.)
Also available : our courses on
COMPUTER LITERACY, BASIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS and LOCAL AREA NETWORKS,
Call us today for a 15 DAY FREE TRIAL (or
requestourcompletecoursecatalog).
.

..~

408·374·1235 I~··

In Ohio call 1-614-262-0559

(bl!!

I

1)

SAFEWARE, 71J1! II/sural/ee Agel/~l' II/C.

Inqulfy 300

ANNOUNCING ... . a high performance
MC6BOOO based 32 bit APL interpreter
exclusively for the IBM PC/XT / AT and
compatibles .... single or multi-user .
total integration with DOS hardware and
software environment.

PO Box 10588,
Greensboro, NC 27404-0588
(919) 274·4818

iNFORMATION FACTORY I~~
208 Charfer Oaks Circle
los Galos, CA 95030

ONE COMPUTER &
lWO PRINTERS?
5

~l ROSE DATA SWITCHES
~~3 ELE~TAONIC8
SHARE computers. printers,
any parallel or serial device
ELIMINATE cable swapping
INEXPENSIVEwaytonelwork
COMPATIB LE with
all compu ters.
Businesses, Schools, Homes
WE ALSO OFFER :
,"",..,;iii.l:lloiil-'::~ Data Buffers, line Dr ive rs ,
I Modems, Protocol Converters,
Parallel· Serial Converters,
Cables, Computers, Prfnters.
Disk Drives, and more.

-==-__00lII

65 95

Plus 53.2S

30n_v
10-12-15 MHZ 68000 coprocessors
Up to 6MB RAM per pc
No object size limitation
Full printer support
Multi -user file system
Local Area Network facilities
32081 floating point processor
Other systems available for:
Macintosh, Amiga, Atari ST, etc.

Single-user $995· Multi-user $1495
Coprocessor boards start at $1950

Money Back

Guarantee
Model"'2tOO

One Parall.1 Plug 1n •.• Two Paranel Plug. Out I
Connect any Standard Centronics Parallel Cable directly to
the switch. Two 3%' cables (included) alfach to each printer.

Simply CaD 1-800-TO-ASK-USI Sam-5 pm PST
800-862-7587
(CA 415/ 567-4067)
To Order. Write or ca ll Tipz Direct. Inc. Visa/ Me or
Money Orders please. Shipping within 48 hrs. via UPS.

MANUAL· HAROSWITCH is operated with the flip of a
switch. 2:2 and 2:4 models allow simullaneous communication .

~~~\el

~ ~ . ~~~ ~: ~15~ ~ ~ . ~~n ~: ~~~~

LED and spike protection on serial models add $20.
CODE ACTIVATED · PORTER connects one computer to
multiple peripherals. A software code selects the peripheral.
Parallel or Serial 4 channels · $295 8 channels· $395
Bulfer option 64K - $100
256K· $250
REMOTE· TELEPATH connects multiple computers to
multiple peripherals . A selector at each computer or terminal
chooses up to 4 peripherals and displays busy status .
4:4· $495 4:8 · $795 selector · $39.

91-."'..... _ _ = = = =

ROSE ELECTRONICS

(713) 933-7673

P.O, BOX 142571
Me. VISA Acc.pleod
HOUSTON, TX 77274
O••ler Inqulrl•• Invited
CALL US FOR ALL YOUR INTERFACE NEEDS

VISA / Maslercard / American Express accepled

Inquiry 326

AUTOMA TIC • CARETAKER is ideal lor a business or
school to sharea printeror modem among many computers.
Operation is fully au tomatic with no software required.
Parallel or Serial 4 channels· $295 8 chan nels· $395

====

SPENCER ORGANIZATION. INC
PO BOX 24B / Westwood. NJ 07675 / 12011666-6011

I

Inquiry 169

Inquiry 153

;., Shipping

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

mm

Inquiry 350

Inquiry 295'
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. FULL IBM PC-AT* COMPATIBILITY!
. FOUR MEGA-BYTE RAM CAPACITY ON MOTHERBOARD!
USING 1 MEGA·BIT DRAMS.

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR
QUAUFIED DEAl.ER, OEM, UNIVERSITY
AND CORPORATE ACCOUNTS.

HIGH SPEED INDUSTRIAL
GRADE COMPUTER FOR:
• Scientific
• Engineering
• Industrial
· Medical
· University/Education
• Artificial Intelligence
• Etc., Etc., Etc.

Runs Intel 80286 at
6,8,10&12 MHZ!
(Software selectable)

Extended Memory Capacity!
Full Four Mega-Byte
Capacity on Motherboard!
(Uses 256k or NEW 1

.

o ATTAK·286" FULLY ASSEMBLED (LESS ICS) .......-5499.95
o AT CASE 100% COMPATIBLE . . .... .......... ... . .. $129.95
o AT POWER SUPPLY 192W .. .................. . ... $129.95
o ATTAK·286" TECHNICAL REFERENCE MANUAL . ... $ 29.95
o TURBO·SCOPE" NO BOARD ......... .. ... ... . ... .$ 99.95
100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
10 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF
NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED!

Inquiry 7

Board Size: Standard IBM-AT"
Dimensions: 12 inch x 13.8 inch
with 6 mounting holes to fit all
AT compatible cases.
ATTAK-286™ evaluation board kit
highest quality multi-layer PC
board with full assembly
instructions and
lists!

SEPTEM BER 1986 • BY T E

439

An RS·232 Break·Out·Box
at a Fraction of the Cost.

Get the whole
stoty on Uc1Phics

FREEJOMPLETE

1~~~~~1E GUIDE ON

terminal einUlation.

DIABLO PRINTERS.

• Complete ex ploded diagram s
o f Diablo prin ters
and key componenls - 160 pgs,!

RS-232 Multi-Adapter Board: 9 LED 's for signal
monitoring. 24 switches to open any line (except
line 1) . 20 jumper wires allow re-wiring to any
configuration . 1 male and 1 female connector ,
Order direct! Only $59.95. All cash orders
postpaid. (IL res. add 6'1, % sales tax). We Accept MG , Visa . Free illustrated catalog 01 RS-232
Phone :
interface and testing equipment.
815-434-0846. Make checks payable to :

To find out more about software
that lets your PC emulate
TEKTRONIX" 4105/6/7/9 and
DEC VT100" terminals,
call or write:

CI GRAFPOlnT

B&B
!!!~!!r.!!~!~!
1500B BOYCE, OTTAWA, IL 61350

4340 Stevens Creeks Blvd" Suite 280,

Sa n Jose. CA 95129 14081249-7951

Inquiry H6

Inquiry 34

SERIAL ASCII VOLTMETER
SAV10 RS232 SERIAL ASCII VOLTMETER $169
SAV11 RS422 SERIAL ASCII VOLTMETER $239
MA15 RS232/RS4e5-RS422 INTERFACE $149

• Th e most c omplele pa r ts inven tory o utside 01
Diablo - including m any hard
to find parts.

• Detailed listing
01 new and reo
manufactured
printers,
Plus nelo\! lase.

puntmg
systems .

CALL TOLL FREE
11800/225-6116

1/800/235-6116 415/887-6116

(In side Ca lifornia) (Outside Cali fornia)

(Local)

OR WRITE TO:

THE PRINTER Wj,KS
"-...--,,.,.-'

~).6Mk~6~EC~A9~545

Inquiry 277

RS-422
Communications Board

PC DIADAC "n TAKE CONTROL
WITH YOUR IBM PC/CLONE
16CHANNEL 1281T ANALOG INPUT
UP TO 4 CHANNEL ANALOG OUTPUT
$375 00
DIG

. 4 ana log lIollage inputs 01 Q· 2.55V,
mea sur e d si multaneously at 8 bil resolution.
•

Stand alone operation.

•

Se lectable data rate .

•

Low power consumplion.

•

Rugg e d, compact package .

-For IBM-PC/AT/XT and
compatibles
- Dual RS-422/RS-485 interface
-Differential drivers to 4000 ft.

Ii\ Fast Delivery
'V QUA TECH. INC.

DISCOVERY PARK . 105 -3700G ILM OR E WAY
BURNABY . B.C.. CA NADA V5G 4M1
Phone : (6041 435-6211

478 E. Exchange 51. Akron OH 44304
(216) 434·3154 TLX: 5101012726

Inquiry 220

Inquiry 286

Printer (Data) switch $39000
Dealers & OEM Welcome

UNIT CONVERSIONS'"

V irtu ally A LL th e co nve rsion s you wi ll e ver need!

• MI'III else. be~ ctllor
• Pusn txmon or rotary twilch
• 2 laye r PC board, lully shIelded

Switch box
2'Nrj Mitch
2 w.y Croll
4 w.y Mitch

$391$<'

S651$7.

S5S1S75

Brook-outbox

Cable

DB25JCentronlc

S59

RS232 Miniature
Gender changer M1M, F/F

$7

$10
$10
Mini leiter. Mini·patch box $15

Null modam
Jumper box,

(Lifetime warranty) $10

aur~ector

up

• UL approved, mOlded, double shielded, beige color
• 0 type connector with thumb screw (screwless)
Pri ntet Cable (For IBM)
Cenlronie cabJt (mille to male)

6'/9'/ 12'

B'll0'
B'/10'
3'/6'/10'
(25 line connected onee can be u,ed u modem or lhIen,ion
Xl FJoPP!t' ClblelH.rd Dllk Ceble
RS232 Cable (male 10 male)
AS232 Cable (male 10 femal.)

$101$121$14
$141$16

S121$14
S10/$121$14
c.ble)
$71$9

30 OayT:~~e_8.0~~~9uO.ranlee

JACO Enterprises

Callra~~~aS~~~~~~: a~~n~~~~ lax

Cupertino. CA 95014
(40SI 998-0675

Inquiry 176

UNCHANGING

PRECISE

Feel 10 mel res. kilowa tt s 10 horsepower,
lighl years 10 angslrom s and 3.56 J MORE!

• Oimen,ion: 1" II 4V. " x a v.. ·
• All pin swilchltd
• I year warranty

1478 Poppy Way

TO ORDER: see your 10(.1 1<;O ft w,Hl' (/{',liL'r or
(all 1011 free 24 hours a day
1-800-356-5324 (ex I 13281
W I or oU lside USA: 608-2 57·66 48
VISA. MaSlerCa rci . or e.0. D. We lcome
All ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN 48 HRS. OF RECEIPT
SHIPPING PAID BY ICI FOR USA ORDERS
OUlside USA: add $\0.00 shipping "nd handli ng.
pay in U.S . do ll ars INa e.O .D. )
~= -~ ." INTERNATIONAL COMPUTING, INC.
~= -~ 150 1 MonrO€. Madison. W15371 1 USA
The Q u iet Sl a r in So ftwar e

Inquiry 174

DEALERs/REPRBSENTATIVES PLEASE CALL

(MO
ICROTEC H} p.o. I10oI 102
"--"';;;';";'=~=:..J.

0

0

LANGEHORHE. Pol 1_

(2151757.0284

GET FREE SOFTWARE
FROM THE PUBLIC DOMAIN

The widesl selection from Ih e best
dislribulor' Bu siness utilities and more for
mosl any computer for only the copy charge l
Library

$49.95

IBM Pc/XT/A T and Apple lI elllelll + Comp,l li ble

UNIVERSAL

S2 79

ONTROl MODE 1~~~~~:!!~ 150

Inquiry 58

IF YOU USE ACOMPUTER
YOU CAN USE
NOW
ONLY

Comss completl with user', ma.nual ADd 8OftWV'l!ll1rlver , . . . ...

BEST OF IBMPC 320 Oisksldos .
IBMPC·BLUE 220 Olsksldas .
AUTHORS SHOWCASE 35 Disks
CAPITOL PC·SIG 45 Olsks
SIG/ M·UG 170 Olsksidas .
KAYPRO UG 74 Olsksjdes
AMIGA 15 Olsks .
ATARI·ST 15 Disks
COMMODORE C·64 100 Oisksidas

Rent

Buy

250.
225.
35.
50 .
175.
80.
25.
15.
105.

500.
450.
105.
105.
330.
115.
100.
100.
150.

PubliC Domain User Group Catalog Disk $5 pp_
Send your c heck & speCify computer formal.
Rental IS lor 7 days alter rece ipt. 3 days g race to
retu rn . Use credi t card . no disk depOSIt.
Shipping. handling & insurance S9 .50 per library,
(6191941-0925 Orders & Technical (9 10 51
(619) 727-1015 24 Hr. 3 Min. Into Recording
Have your credit card readyl

•

National Public Domain Software

BBB

Inquiry 249

1533 Avohill Dr.
[
Vista, CA 92084
VISA '
1-800-621-5640wait for tone dial 782542 ~

o~ COMPUTERBANC
IBM COMPATIBLE
HARDWARE

DRIVES
20 MB Seagate drive .. _... _.. $439
30 MB drive for AT ........ . ... $655
360 K Floppy for AT ............ $110
Teac 55B . _. . . . ............... $109
20MB Hard Card ... .... ...... CALL

t--------r--,(
COMPAQ 286, 20MB

TAPE DRIVES

Multifunction card 384K. S. P. el K ...... $139
AT Multifunction card O K-3MB .. ... ... $169
MONOCROME graphics card ........ . $99
Color Graphics card .. .... .... .... . .. $89
ComBo CARD ser. par. clock ... .. ...... $69
EXPANSION CHASIS 7 slots ... . ...... $569

SYSTEMS

10 MB Irwin ................ . .. $379
20 MB Irwin ................ . . $429
Everex Stream 20 ............ $569
Everex Stream 60 ............ $899
Peachtree .................... CALL

)I--r---------I

IBM AT COMPATIBLE

IBM AT 30MB .•••••••• $3769

$3999

8MHZ, 512K, 20meg
Monitor, graphics, ser, par

6MHZ, 512K, Seagate 40MS

COMPAQ Deskpro 20MB

$2189

11M XT 20MB ••••••••• $2399

Portable, 512K, DOS

Seagate, 256K, DOS, Monitor

Seagate, 640K, Monitor, DDS

$2349
SPERRY IT 44MB ....... CALL
LEADING EDGE ........ CALL

IBM -SOFTWARE
LOTUS 123
. CALL
Symphony
. CALL
ENABLE .
.359 .00
V P Pl anner .
. . 59.00
ASHTON TATE Framework . .
CAll
dBASE II .
.279 .00
dBASE III Plus
. . CALL
POWERBASE .
. CALL
CLIPPER dBAS E II I Compiler
. . . 355 .00
LATTICE C COMPILER
. 249 .00
MULTIMATE
225.00
MULTI MAT E ADVANTAGE .
. . 269.00
SORCIM SUPERCALC III .
199 .00
MICROSOFT Mulliplan .
. . 119.00
Word .
. .. . 249_00
Windows .
. . . 65.00
Project.
. 239.00
FOX & GElLER Quickcode .
149.00
BORELANO TURBO PASCAL
. 42.00
REFLEX .
. . . 59.00
LIGHTENING .
. 59.00
SUPERKEY .
. 41.00
SIDEKICK (unprolecled) .
. ....... 50.00
ASCII PRO Comm Software .
. . 55 _00
CROSSTALK XVI .
. . . 99.00
MIRROR Comm Software .
. . . .. 49.00
PEACHTREE Back 10 Basics .
. . 199.00
BPI GENERAL ACCOUN TING .
.299.00
OPEN SYSTEMS .. . .............. CALL
REALWORLO .
. CALL
ONE-WRITE PLUS .
. ... 149.00
ACCOUNTING PARTNER . . .... . .. 199.00
MONOGRAM DOLLARS & SENSE . .. . 99.00
TOBIAS MANAGI NG YO UR MONEY . 99 .00
SATELLITE WO RD PERFECT
.225.00
MICROPRO WordSlar PRO.
. . 249 .00
WordSlar 2000 PLU S ............. 285 .00

IBM XT COMPATIBLE

LASER 128(lIc Compatible) . . .. CALL
LOCAL AREA NETWORK ••• • ••• CALL

256K, 20 meg, Monitor
graphics, ser, par

$1099

SAMNA WORD III
279 .00
RBASE 5000 .
. .......... 359 .00
PRINT MASTER .
. 35 .00
BREAKTHROUGH TIMELINE .
. 255 .00
DECISION RESOURCES CHRTMSTER 219 .00
ENERGRAPHICS wlploller Opl.
... 207. 00
FUNK SIDEWAYS _. ... ... .. . .
. 36 .00
lIFETREE VOLKSWRITER DELUXE . . 149.00
HARVARD TTl PROJECT MNGR ... 285 .00
THINKTANK ....... . . .......... 110.00

IBM HARDWARE
AST 6 Pack Plus w/384k
.... 215.00
6 Pack Premium .
CALL
RAMPAGE .. . ...... . ......... .. CALL
STB Companion PC 0-2 MB L1MS .
189.00
Chaulfeur monographics
.229.00
EGA - Plus Color Board
.. 279.00
JRAM 3 .
. 185.00
JRAM AT3 .
. . 235 .00
HERCULES Mono Graphics .
. 199.00
Color Card .
. . .. 149.00
ORCHID Tiny Turbo .
. .. CAll
Turbo 286E WII Meg
.. 775 .00
Turbo EGA
..... ..... CALL
QUAD RAM EGA + .
. ... 379 .00
QuadPorl lor AT ser & par .
125.00
PARADISE Modular Graphics Card . . CALL
130 WAT Power Supply .
. 79 .00
TALLGRASS WITa pe _
. CALL
MOUNTAIN .
. . CALL
AllOY .
. CALL
Graphics Edge Card
.. 239.00
MOUSE SYSTEMS Mouse .
. 119.00
MICROSOFT Mouse w/sftwr .
. 117.00
KOALA KAT
. . 137.00

MODEMS
ANCHOR Express 300/1200 .
. 199.00
Volksmodem 1200 (5 yr wrnly) .
. 118.00
EXPRESS I 300/1200 .
· . 149.00
lIgh lning 2400 Baud
. CALL
HAYES 1200
369 .00
1200B
.... 349.00
2400 .
.. .. . .... .. CAll
PROMETHEUS 1200
· .259.00
Promodem 1200B .
.205.00
Promodem 1200A
189.00
Promoden 300 Ilc .
79.00
Promo den 2400 .
. 379_00

MONITORS
AMDEK 300A .
· . 139.00
310A Hi- Res Amber ..
· . 149.00
Color 600 .
· . 389.00
Color 722 RGB 720 X 350 . ... .
.. CALL
PRINCETON GRAPHICS HX- 12.
. 399 .00
HX -12E RGB 720X350 . .
.489.00
SR- 12 .
. .. . CALL
MA X-12
149.00
TAXAN : All MODElS
. CAll
PANASONIC
DT -HI03 10" High Res RGB
.... 359 .00
IBM COMPATIBLE Monocrame
.. 99 .00
Color RGB Monitor (640 X200) .
. 279.00

PRINTERS
PANASONIC (2 yr warranty)
KX-P I080
. 199.00
KX-PI091 .
.229 .99
KX- PI09 2 .
. .. 305.00
KX -PI 592 .
. . . . .. 425 .00
KX-P1595 240 CPS.
.. ... . . CALL
KX-P3131 17cps Daisey
· .249.00
KX -P31 51 22 cps Daisey
. 385.00

Clllzen MSP-l0 .
.275 .00
MSP-15 ..
.. ..
.. 389 .00
MSP-25 .
. _. . . .
. .. CALL
STAR MICRONICS .. _.. .. . .. .. .. CAll
EPSON LX- 80 .
••.
. . Call
FX-286 .
. .. Ior
LQ-800 .
....
. . Best
LQ -l000 . .
. ..•.
. Prices
BROTHER-1S09.
.369.00
OKIOATA - All Models .
. ... Call
TOSHIBA All Models.
. ..... CAll
CANNON Laser Printer .
. 1.999.00
HEWLETT PACKARD LASER . . ... 2.199.00
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS Pl otters . . CAll
Di gilizers
.. CAll

APPLE PRODUCTS
APPLE Compatible Drive lie . . ..... . 99 .00
IIc compa ti ble drive.
. ..... 99 .00
MAC Compatible 3'12 drive .
. CALL
MICROSOFT Soltcard II .
. .259.00
ASCII XPRESS (Communica tions) ... 65.00
APPLEWORKS
. . 215.00
SPElLWORKS .
. 49.00
PRINT SHOP ............ .. ...... 35.00
Mach III Joystick . . ...... . ..... 35.00
SYSTEM SAVER Fan
.. . .... 69.00
VIDEO 7 Ilc Enhancer .
. . CAll
YIDEX Ultraterm .
. 159.00
APRICORN (Lifetime Warranty)
Super Serial Imager
. . 75.00
Graphi cs Interface.
. .. 65.00
80 Column / 64 K . . . . . . .
. 75.00
EXTEND IT 64K
........
. .55 .00
KOALA SpeedKey . . . . . .. . . . . ..... 99.00

Call for catalog. Thousands of products available. Volume discounts.

COMPUTERBANC

800 1331·8ANC

16783 leach Ilvd., Huntington leach, CA 91647

•

OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA

714/841-6160

(osh pI1<lH Indkoted. AI products ore In foctOlV S8Qled packoges. We guarontu 01Items for 30 days. WRhWl this period. defectlv. merchandise returns must
be Q(componi8d by AMA number. AI other returns wi! be subject to a 10% restocking fe • . For prepaid o<dws. there wi be 0 3% shipping charge: 5% /0< UPS
8&le label: 55.00 minimum; 01 orders outside U.S.A. at 15% shipping. (olfornio residents odd 6% soles to• . Pric•• subject to change without notice.
© (opyrIght 1985 (QMPUTERBANC. All Right. Reserved.
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$99

Scan-tastic!

HARD DISK
CONTROLLER

COMFORTProductivity you can feel
"The ADJUSTable ...

$477
Includes $99
label printing
program FREE!
Works with DBASE 11/111
LOTUS 123 & others right
out of the box!! Reads UPC
3 of 9, 2 of 5 into PC,XT &
compatibles - no slots.

216-273-5039
DEVSOFT INC.

New Shugart Model 1610
51/4" Hard Disk Controllers

... adjuststo
fit YOU "

EMULATES

• XEBEC S1410 (1610-3) Full
• DTC 510 (1610-1)
90 day
• SCSI (1610-4)
Guarantee

INTRO
SPECIAL!
$149 +~

WORKS WITH

(reg. $229)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Micromint COM 180, SB180
Wave mat Bullet
Manual
AMPRO All Boards
and
Macintosh
Schematic
Apple lie
Only $8
ACS 1000
lSI 5160

• Clears 0" your desk
• Unrestricted Legroom
• Adjustable Height, Depth , TIlt
• Fils PC/ATlPortableslMac's
• ExceptJonat mobility w/oplional Casl ers. $20

• Also: Adjustable Chairs. Printer Siands. CAT Swing Arms

COMPUTER SURPLUS STORE
226 Phelan Avenue
San Jose, CA 9511 2

21010 Center Ridge
Cleveland, Oh 44116

408-280-1740
6776 Southwest Freeway · Sulle 150' Houston, TalCas· n074

Inquiry 106

Inquiry 83

9-TRACK MAG. TAPE SUBSYSTEM
FOR THE IBM PC/Xl/AT

Inquiry 426

11I1

IBM PC/VT220

EM220
$149

• VT220, VT /02 elllll/alioll
• File Trallsfer

••••
••••

TEK 4010/4014

/32 CO/lll11l1l11odes
• C%r SlIpporl
• H OI Key

EM4010 •
$249
•

Teklrollix 4010 elllll/mioll
VT220. VT/02 elllll /alioll
• Pielllrefl /es
High reso/lllioll han/copy
SIIPP0rts IBM , IBM Ell hallced,
H erclI/es, Tecmar alld AT&T.

For information interchange, backup and archival storage,
IBEX offers a g- lrack, 18M format-compatible 'h" magnetic
tape subsystem for the IBM PC, fealuring:

.42 M-Bytel on a lingle
reel.

• IBM form,t 1600 cpl.

• Software for PC-DOS,
MS· DOS.
Write. phone or TWX
for i nformation

11:1.:.
IBEX COMPUTER CORP.
20741 M BfiliaSl

Chalsworth. CA 9 1311
(818) 709·8100
TW X: 910·493·2011

I

Diversified Computer
Systems, Inc.
3775 Iris Ave.• Suile IB
Boulder, CO 80301
(303) 447·9251
Telex 9103800693 DCSINC

TrrllJemM/.;s: V7700 - Digiwl Equipmnu: IBM PC. XT - IBM CO'7J.

Inquiry 165

Inquiry 113

Data Shade Lenses

MAXELL
5114 OS/OO

59(:

Price based on quantity of 250
Includes sleeves, labels and tabs

Quantities Limited Call Today!

800-222-0490
(In N.J. 201-462-7628)

Full service duplication facility

ME~~ort_
~

PO. Box 710
Freehold, N.J. 07728
Inquiry 223

Non-prescri ption Data-shade
lenses reduce glare, sharpen
contrast & screen out ultraviolet radiation. Choose color
for maximum contrast with
specific CRT screen colors.
Magenta for green screens,
blue for amber or gray for B/W
screens. In mens or ladies
styles. $15.25 plus 75¢ postage and handling.

PRECISION OPTICAL
Dept. 121-X, Rochelle, IL 61068
Inquiry 274

256K
256K
256K
128K
64K
64K
6264Lp·15
2732A
2764
2764
27C64
2712B
27256
27256

RAMS

(256K x 1)
(256K x 1)
(64K x 4)
(128K x 1)
(64K x 1)
(64K x 1)
(8K x 8)

ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

2.75
3.25
4.25
4.40
1.20
1.35
3.15

150 ns
250 ns
200 ns
200 ns
250 ns
250 ns
200 ns

4.05
3.35
3.75
5.05
3.65
5.25
5.65

150
120
150
150
150
120
150

EPROMS
(4Kx8)
(8K x 8)
(8K x 8)
(8K x 8)
(16K x 8)
(32K x 8)
(32K x 8)

PROCESSORS
CBOB7·2
CBOB7
V·20
V·30

BmHz
5mHz
BmHz
BmHz

150.00
125.00
14.00
16.00

'. MicroTech
(206) 364·2209, 8·6 Mon.·Sat .
P.O.Box 270B3, Seattle, WA 9B125

Prices shown lor caSh . Prices subject to Change. Call lor cu rrent
prices & volume discounts. Sh ipping & Handling: UPS ground
52.00, air $5.00 (under t lb .). Master CardlVisa add 3"to.Wash.
residents add 7.9% sa les la)( . Satisfact ion guaranteed.

Inquiry 239

CHANGING SYSTEMS?
What Happens to Your Data?
Does JUST Media Conversion
Solve Incompatibilities?
WHATlF ...
everything is changing, including your software,
hardware, operating systems and media? What
happens to your spl'8lldsheet data and fonnulas,
database structures and/or word processing
documents and codes?
What do you do, and what is the cost?
We Make Incompatible Data Compatlblel

The source can be mainframes, minis, micros,
dedicated word processors or typesetters.
ADAPSO member.
CompuDIIa Translators, Inc. 213-462-6222
6565 Sunset BI., #301 Hollywood, CA 90028
inquiry 73

NEW LOW PRICES !

NEW LOW PRICES!

74LSOO

RAMS
DYNAMIC

STATIC
2114L
2016
2016
HM6116 P
HM6116LP
Z-6132
HM6164 P
HM6164LP
HM6164LP

200ns
.99 4116 200ns .35
200ns
.99 4116 150ns .45
150ns 1.35 4164 200ns 1.05
150ns 1.35 4164 150ns 1.20
150ns 1.45 41128 150ns 4.95
300ns 19.89 41256 150ns 2.89
150ns 3.35 41256 120ns 3.89
150ns 3.45 4416 150ns 3.95
lOOns 12.45 4464 150ns 6.95

74LS100
74LSOl
74LS02
74LS03
74LS04
74LS05
74LS06
74LS09
74LS10
74LSll
74LS12
74LS13
74LS14
74LS15
74LS20
74LS21
74LS22
74LS26
74LS27
74LS28
74LS30
74LS32
74LS33
74LS37
74LS38
74LS40
74LS42
74LS47
74LS48
74LS49
74LS51
74LS5oI
74LS55
74LS63
74LS73
74LS74
74LS75
74LS76
74LS78
74LS63
74LS65
74LS86
74LS90
74LS91
74LS92
74LS93
74LS95
74LS96
74LS107
74LS109
74LSl12
74LSl13
74LSl14
74LS122
74LS123
74LS124

.14
.14
.14
.14
.14
.16
.16
.16
.14
.1 8
.18
.36
.24
.24
.16
.20
.20
.20
.20
.24
.16
.16
.26
.24
.24
.16
.36
.56
.66
.66
.16
.1 6
.20
.66
.26
.22
.26
.26
.36
.46
.46
.20
.36
.86
.46
.36
.46
.46
.32
.34
.26
.32
.32
.44
.46
2.60

74LS1 25
74LSl26
74LS1 32
74LSl33
74LSl36
74LS137
74LSl36
74LS1 39
74LS145
74LS147
74LS148
74LS151
74LS153
74LS1501
74LS155
74LSl56
74LS157
74LS156
74LSl60
74LS161
74LS162
74LSl63
74LSl64
74LSl65
74LSl66
74LSl68
74LS169
74LS170
74LS173
74LS174
74LS175
74LS161
74LS169
74LSl90
74LS191
74LS192
74LS193
74LSl94
74LS195
74LSl96
74LS197
74LS221
74LS240
74LS241
74LS242
74LS243
74LS244
74LS245
74LS247
74LS248
74LS249
74LS251
74LS253
74LS257
74LS256
74LS259

74LS260
.46
74LS266
.36
74LS273
.76
74LS275 1.96
74LS279
.36
74LS260 1.16
74LS263
.56
74LS290
.66
74LS293
.76
74LS295
.66
74LS298
.66
74LS299 1.46
74LS323 2.46
74LS324 1.68
74LS352 1.24
74LS353 1.18
74l.S363 1.28
74LS354 1.88
74LS365
.38
74LS366
.36
74LS367
.36
74LS368
.36
74LS373 . .76
74LS374
.76
74LS3n
.76
74LS378 1.12
74LS385 1.64
74LS366
.42
74LS390 1.06
74LS393
.76
74LS395 1.06
74LS399 1.06
74LS424 2.66
74LS447
.92
74LS490 1.46
74LS624 1.92
74LS540
.96
74 LS545
.96
74LS668 1.46
74LS669 1.26
74LS670
.66
74LS674 9.56
74LS662 3.14
74LS663 2.66
74LS664 2.88
74LS685 2.66
74LS688 1.66
74LS669 2.66
74LS763 21.96
81LS95
1.36
81LS96
1.36
81LS97
1.36
81LS96
1.36

.36
.36
.36
.46
.36
.98

.36
.36
.66
.66
.66
.36
.36
1.46
.46
.46
.34
.28
.26
.36
.46
.36
.46
.54
.66
.94
.94
.64
.46
.36
.36
1.46
3.66
.46
.46
.66
.66
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.66
.66
.66
.66
.58
.68
.66
.66
.96
.46
.46
.36
.48 25LS2521 2.46
1.16 25LS2569 2.46

EPROMS
2516
2532
2706
2716-5
2716
2716-1
2732
2732 A-2

450ns 2.95 2732 A
350ns 3.75 2764
450ns 2.95 2764
490ns 1.95 27128
450ns 2.45 27256
350ns ·2.95 27512
450ns 2.95 MC68764
200ns 3.95 MC68768

250ns 2.95
450ns 2.95
250ns 3.45
250n. 3.95
250ns 6.99
250ns 29.99
450ns 15.99
350ns 16.99

V-20 . .. 5 MHz ... 10.95
V-20 .. . 8 MHz . .. 12.95
HighSpeed

DP-25 Solder Cup

ea.

UV ERASERS
QUV-TS/1 ..... . . $49,95
ECONOMY Model

----_. ...

- -

fMt\".~"""

c_ o ... . .. ,..~ ...

1IiIBl

• Erases 15 EPROMS In 20 minutes
• Plastic Enclosure

~
:~. :~" . . . .
0 .... "

. :.:

t.

"'~'.

':=::

6502
6504
6505
6507
6520
6522
6532
6545
6551

...... .. .
.........
........
......
......
......

1.99
6.79
8.79
9.79
1.59
3.99
5.99
4.89
5.89

8500 A

6502A .. .. .. .
6520A ..
6522A ........
6532A
6545A .... .. ..
6551A ........

2.49
2.49
H9
9.69
6.69
6.89

8500B
6502B ........

5.69

6800

CRYSTAL CLOCK OSC.
ALL STANDARD VALUES ... . 4.89

DIP Switches ......

79~

ORBITAL SYSTEMS:
EXTENDED BO-CDI. Clrd lor Appll III
Z-BO (CP/M) CARD, lor Appllll+, III
Compatible with all Apple CP/M
Ufetime Warranty ... .. ...... .

69.95

IBM ACCESSORIES
8087-3 5 MHz , . , . ... 139.95
8087-2 8 MHz ....... 159.95
80287 5 MHz .. . .. . . 179.00
80286. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99.00
Power Supply, 135W. . . . . 89.00
Monochrome Graphic Card . 119.00
Memory Card .. . . . . .. ... 139.00
Multifunction Card ... .... 129.00
AT Crystal: 16, 18, 20 MHz .... 4.95

50.

88 BOO
2 MHz

1 MHz
6800 ....
6802 .... .....
6803 .. .. .. .. .
6808 .. .. .....
6809E .. .. ....
6809 .. ..
6810 .. .
6620
6821
.....
6828 . .. .....
6840 .. ......
6843 .........
6844 .........
6845 .........
6847 .........
6850 .........
6852 .....
8860 .........
6662 ........ .
6875 ....
6880 .........
6883 .........

64K to 128K Upgrade; 2-Yr. Wananty $88.86

(PARTS ONLY)

8200 (continued)
8000
1.79
8031 ..
4.95 8253-5
1.59
8035 .
1.45 6255 ...
1.79
8039 ....
1.89 8255-5
1.99
8080A . .
2.89 8257
2.29
8085 ........
2.35 8257-5
1.69
8085A-2 .. .
4.89 6259 ..
1.99
8086 .. ..
7.89 6259-5 .
8087-3 .... : 124.95 8271
46.95
8087-2 .... . 139.95 6272 .
4.79
4.79
8088
5.95 6274 .....
24.99
8089 .
39.95 6275 .. ....
6279
2.29
6279-5 .
2.79
8100
6282
3.79
3.79
8131 .
2.90 8283
2.79
8155 .
2.35 8264
8155-2 .
3.79
3.89 8286
8156 .
2.89 6287
3.79
8185 .. .
4.79
26.69 6266 .
6165-2 .
19.69
26.89 6269 .
6292 .
12.90

8200
6202 .
8203
8205
8212
8214
8216 .
8224 .
8226 .
8228 .
8237 .
8237-5 .
8238 .
8243
8250
8251 .
8251A
8253

8.96
29.89
2.98
1.35
3.59
1.35
2.09
1.59
3.29
4.79
5.29
3.99
2.39
5.95
1.49
1.69
1.69

8300
6303 .
6304 .
6307
6308
8310 .
8311

1.79
1.79
1.79
1.79
2.29
2.29

8700
874 1
8748
8749
8755

.
.
.
.

8.89
6.99
9.69
18.69

80000
8018H .
80188 .

NEW LOW PRICES!
Inqu iry 11 4

".,.

6500

8500

1.89
4.89
9.89
4.89
5.89
5.89
1.89
2.89
1.89
13.89
5.99
18.89
10.69
4.89
10.69
1.89
4.59
7.89
10.89
6.89
1.49
21 .89

68BOO .
68B02
6BB09 .
68B09E .
68Bl0 .
68B21 .
68840 ........
66845 .
68B50 .

4.89
5.69
6.89
6.99
2.99
3.89
14.89
6.89
2.89

88000
68000-8 .
68047 .. .
68488 .. .. ...
68652 ........
68661 .
. . ..
68764 .
.
68766
..

9.89
12.89
14.69
14.89
8.89
15.89
16.89

Z-80
Z·SO

Z
m
~

.-o
~

'D

-nm

]I

OJ

Z·80A (continued)
Z80A·DMA .... 4.89
Z80A-PIO ....
1.79
Z80A-SIOIO . . .. 4.89
Z80A-SI0I1 . . . . 4.89
Z80A-SI012
4.89
4.89
Z80A'SI0!9 .

Z80-CPU .... .
ZBO-CTC ......
Z80-DART .....
Z80-DMA .....
Z80-PIO .... .. .
Z80-SIOIO
Z80-SI0I1 .::::
Z80·SIO/2 . . ...
Z80-SI0!9 . .. ..

.99
1.49
3.69
3.69
1.59
3.89
3.89
Z-SO B
3.89
3.89 Z80B·CPU
ZBOB-CTC ... ::
Z-SOA
Z80B-PIO ......
Z80A-CPU . .... 1.49 Z80B-DART ....
Z80A-CTC . . .. 1.69 Z60B S10/0 ...
Z80A-DART .
4.89 Z80 S10/2 .. ..

3.59
3.59
3.59
10.89
10.89
10.89

POWER SUPPLY
(Switching)
+12V
-12V
+ 5V

0.4 Amp
0.3 Amp
5.5 Amp

19.95

DO

128KID512K .... . ......
Consists of: (161 41256. 150nl:
(11 74F253:
(171 16-Pln SDckela

UPGRADE

Male, Female, Hoods ..... 99¢

1.00

MACINTOSH UPGRADE

8088/8086

-

CRYSTALS
ALL STANDARD VALUES

48.89
48.89

Resistors and Capacitors ALSO INCLUDED

APPLE ACCESSORIES
Parallel Printer Card .. .... , 49.95
80-Col. card for Apple 11+... 149.95
BO-Col. card for Apple lie .. , 69.95
Cooling Fan ............. 38.95
Power Supply . ... . .... ... 69.95
Joystick ..... ... .. ... ... 29.95
RF Modulator ......... ... 13.95
Disk Drive Full Height. . .. 1 59.95
Disk DriveV2 Height ...... 129.95
Controller Card ....... . ... 49.95
16K Card . .... . .. . .. . ... 39.95
Z-BO Card ..... .. , , . . ... 69_95

*

DISKETTES
BULK

1986

THE Ie MASTER

Z
m
~

.-

Your ticket to fast and easy 0
Ie selections
~

$119. 00

*

SS/DD ••••. 25/$17.25
DS/DD ..... 25/$19.75
AT disks ..... 25/$50.00
3 1/2" disks •.. 25/$50.00
ALL DISKETTES HAVE A
FULL 1·YEAR WARRANTY

NEW LOW PRICES!
SEPTEM BER 1986 • BY T E
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LIMITED EDITION

Beautiful 16" X 20"
Limited Edition Prints,
each signed and numbered
by the Artist.
#B

INTELLIGENT REFLECTIONS
Fascinating ...And Unique!
The two 1985 Byte covers shown above are now available
as 16" X 20 " limited edition prints. Each edition is strictly
limited to 1000 prints, which are individually inspec ted, signed
and numbered by the artist. Robert Tinney. Th ese excellent
reproductions are made from the original paintings(not from
transparencies or photos) to ensure accurate colo r fidelity.
Byte limited Edition Classics are printed on select 100%
cotton fiber stock. This is a museum grade acid free paper.
highly resistant to yellowing and cracking; you will be assured
of a print wh ich will retain its color and beauty for generatio ns.
Accompanyin g eac h print is a handsome Certificate of Auth entici ty, w hich is also personally signed and numbered by
the artist. and which certifies the quality and limited number
of the edition .

STORAGE SPACE
Byte limited Edition Classics are shipped flat. and are guaranteed to arrive
undamaged or be imm ediately replaced. In fact , if for any reason you are
not satisfied with your o rder, you may return it w ithin 30 days for a no
questions asked refund . Your prints will be shipped UPS Blue Label (two
day delivery). and will usually be shippe.d within one week of receipt of order.

Ordering

Price and Shipping

To order your Byte limited Edition Classic(s). just clip out and mail the
coupo n be low. If you prefer, you may call in a MasterCard or Visa order
to Robert Tinn ey Graphics. 1-(504)272-7266.

The price o f eac h Byte limited Edition Classic is $55: if
two or more prints are ordered. the price of each is o nly $45.

r---------------------------------------------------I
I
I

Send me the following print for $55($45 each for two or more) .
Qty #
Title
A
.
mount

\

$

I

$
postage & handling $4($ 10 overseas) $

I

D I have enclosed check or money order to Robert
D

Tinney. Graphics
Please Just send me you r free color brochure.

Ship To:

Mail this coupon to :
Robert Tinney Graphics
1864 N. Pamela Drive

Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70815

asterc

I
Total $
.
I.S04 ard Order
I Bill my D Visa or D Mastercharge: Exp . Date :
City :
·~'1~.'1~66S
_
IL _______________________________________________
Card No.
State:
Zip :_ _ _ __ _ __
444
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I
I

Name:
Address :

I
I

I

UNFAIR
ADVANTAGE00
Advanced 286 $1495
Advanced PCIXT $699 00

~!!!!!::~f~ smartmode~~:aDWA.~~ .. .
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FCC/UL Approved
IBM PC/XT'" Compatible
(1) 360K Floppy
256K Expandable to 640K
Serial, Parallel, LCD
RGB Color Graphics
Composite Video
Mouse & Keyboard
10Mb Hard Disk (Add
$200.00)

HARDWARE
~evuu
Largest Selectlonl

A210 Color/Printer/Graphics .. . ..... $88.00
A220 Color/GraphicsNideo/Mouse ... 95.00
A230 Mono/Color/Graphicsl132 Col. .. 149.00
A231 Color/Mono (Runs 2 Monitors) .149.00
A240 Mono/Printer Graphics ........ 79.00
A250 Mono/Printer/Graphicsl132 Col. .119.00
A260 Mono/Printer .
. . . . .. 75.00
A'lll EGAl256K RAM - Short Card ... 239.00
A320 384 Multi·function Card· OK . 99.00
A330 Multi-function - Short Card . .. . 99.00
A340 Multi-functioniFloppy .
. ... 119.00
A350 640K RAM Card - OK .
. . .. 59.00
Ml0 Floppy Card - 2 Drives ..... . .. 39.00
M20 Floppy Card - 4 Drives . . . . . . .. 49.00
A510 Parallel/Serial, Optional Serial .. 69.00
A520 Parallel Card ................ 35.00
A530 Serial Card . .
. . . .. 49.00
A610 AT 2Mb Mutti·function - OK .. .. 139.00
A612 AT 2.5Mb RAM Card .......... 139.00
A620 AT 3Mb RAM Card ..
. ... 159.00
A630 AT Parallel/Serial, Optional Ser . 59.00
A640 AT Floppy/Hard Controller ...... 249.00
A650 AT I/O Card - Ser/Par/Clk . . . . .. 95.00
A950 AT Motherboard - OK ......... 529.00
A955 XT Motherboard - OK ......... 119.00
A960 XT Turbo Motherboard - OK .... 139.00
AST - (1 to 2 Year Warranty)
AST5251·11 ..
. ............. $575.00
AST5251·12 .
. .......... 575.00
RAMpage Expandable to 2Mb ......... Call
RAMpage AT Expandable to 2Mb ...... . Call
(Both boards support EMS & EEMS)
Advantage 128K . .
. ......... 365.00

AST SPECIALS

REDUCED m MOVE LIMITED SUPPLY
SixPak Plus w/64K . .
. .. Only $166.00
Including Sidekick 1.5 & DESKview
SixPak Plus 384K .
. . Only 219.00
Combo Plus - OK ... .......... Only 66.00
Combo Plus - 64K ............ Only 79.00
(Makes superior 110 Device)
Reach Modem 1200 Baud .......... 199.00
AST Colorgraphics Card ............ 99.00
(Original Factory 80x)

HAYES - (2

Year Warranty)
Smartmodem 1200 ............... $385.00

~~g~:de

..:;::':j

Package

349.00 - -_ _ _ _ _
Smartmodem 2400 (Int) .
. .... 575.00
Smartmodem 2400B .............. 535.00
Advanced 286
Hayes Compo1200 (Ext) ........... 169.95
• FCC/UL Approved
Hayes Compo 1200 (Int) w/SW ...... 149.95
Hayes Compo2400 (Ext) . . . ........ 349.00
• IBM AT'" Compatible

HERCULES
Hercules Color Card ..... ......... $166.00
Hercules Plus Graphics ....... NEW 239.00
INTEL - (5 Year Warranty)
Above Board PC, AT, PS ......... New Price
FREE OFFER Windows thru 12-31
8087 or 80287 thru 9-30

KEYTRONICS
........ $159.95
5150 Keyboard .
5151 Deluxe Keyboard .
..... 169.95
.. 285.00
5153 wfTouchpad .
PC Jr Numeric Keypad ........... 29.95

MICROSOFT
Microsoft Mouse .
. .. $139.00
Microsoft Bus Version .............. 155.00
MOUSE SYSTEMS - (3 Year War.)
PC Mouse w/Paint Plus .
. . $138.00
PC Mouse w/Ready & Paint . .
. ... 148.00
ACP Mouse w/Keyboard .. ..... SALE 149.00
PROMETHEUS - (1 Yr Warranty)
ProModem 1200 w/Mite (Int) ....... $299.00
ProModem 1200B .
. ............ 259.00
Alphanumeric/Options Processor . . . .. 79.00

TECMAR CLOSEOUTS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EGA SPECIALS!

EGA UPGRADE KIT

NEC Multisync
ACP/EGA Card

$719 00

NEC Multisync ................. $499.00
ACP RGB Color .
. ...... 399.00
RIX EGA Paint
.... 59.00
Paradise Autoswitch .
. ... 355.00
Genoa EGA ...................... 295.00
Orchid Turbo EGA .. . ............. 585.00

List
ACP
SpeechMaster .............. $395 $195.00
1st Mate w/64K .
. . .. 389 169.00
Voice Recognition
. . .. 995 169.00
3rd Mate . . .
. . .. 445 195.00
Powerlink 3'llO . .
. .1099 399.00
Phonegate 2400 ........... 695 295.00
Call for Complete List

Quad EGA EGA,
Plus 256K,
.
. .365.00
Advanced
Short Card ....
365.00
EGA Mouse .
. ................ 119.00

PRINTERS

20Mb MEGA Card ................ $419.00
20Mb Mounlain Card .
. .599.00
Call for 30Mb Card

BROTHER
Mll09 Dot Matrix .
M1509 Dot Matrix .

. $249.00
.......... 399.00

OIABLOIXEROX
620 Serial LOP ..... was 1495 now $299.00
620 API LOP ..
. .. 349.00
620 036 (36cps) ...... . ........... 399.00
Tractor . . .
. ... was 395 now $25.00
F-21 Sheet Rleder .... was 896 now 199.00
630 Sheet Rleder ................. 219.00
Cable for 620 (to IBM) . .
. .29.00
Diablo P-ll or S-ll 100cps ......... 129.95
Diablo P-31 or S-31 Wide...
. .199.95
EPSON - (1 Year Warranty)
005 160cps NLO .. . ............ $375.00
FX286 160cps Wide ..
. .549.00

TOSHIBA
P321 "3 in 1" LO Printer ...... sale $515.00
.P351 24 Pin w/Serial & Parallel. .... 1085.00
New Toshiba Color Printer ............. Call
8 PEN PLOTTER - Umlted Speclat
Roland's DXY-8oo Flatbed X-Y Plotter.
Rlrmerly sold for $995.00. While Supply
lasts your price only
$399.00
Inc. Parallel/Serial Interface. IBM Compatible.

MONITORS

Samsung TIL IBM Green ........... $88.00
Samsung TIL IBM Amber . .. ...... 98.00
ACP 12" Softwhite TIL 18M . . ...... 139.00
Mitsubishi RGB Color
...... 259.00
TECA EGA Monitor .
. ... 419.00

PRINCETON GRAPHICS

HX-12 RGB (64Ox240) .
. $445.00
MAX-12E Amber TIL
175.00
SR-12 .............. .. ....... . ... 575.00
HX-12E (69Ox350) .
. ....... .... 545.00

Plug-In 1 Yr War)

SEAGATE FOR AT

6/8 MHz SW Switchable
640K, 200 Watts
1.2 Mb Floppy Controller
Hard/Floppy Controller
Phoenix BIOS
MS-DOS 3.2 (Add $85.00)
GW Basic (Add $95.00)
30Mb 35mS HD (Add $700)

Includes:

$449 ~e:bcard $479
(1 Yr War)

PGA SPECIALS
IBM Professional , Limited Quatity
IBM PGA Card, Regular $2995 . Sale 995.00
IBM PGA Monitor, Reg $995 ... Sale 695.00

HARD DISK CARDS

(Linear Voice Coil Activator)
20 Mb for AT . .. .......... . . $499.00 1+-+-+-1130Mb for AT ............. . .. $599.00 1+-+-+-1f40Mb for AT . . .. ........ .. .. $799.00 1+-+-+-1f(Inc. Cable & Mounting Rails)

IRWIN TAPE BACK-UP H-+-f-+-t-l-++-t-t-tfor AT

$399,00

PC UPGRADE SPECIAL

$14 95
$36 95
$139 95
$169 95
$22500
$269 00

SET OF (9) 64K RAMS
SET OF (9) 256K RAMS

8087 COPROCESSOR
8087-2 COPROCESSOR
80287 _ 6-8 Mhz
80287-8 - 10 MHz

1200 Baud Hayes'" Comp, Modem
Short Card with Software.
List $299 ..... .. .... ACP
. •. .

10Mb HARD DISK

$189.00

SYSGEN 20/20
-20Mb Hard Disk
-20Mb Tape
Back-up
-New/Factory Box
-PCIXT/AT Compo
Complete H-I--+-+Reg . Retail $3300

BEST BACK-UP

' - - - - - ACP Only

$888

i~~~:~: ~~~~o~~'~w~~b~' Bezel. : $~~: ---G-r-Id-C-O-m-p-a-S-S-M-S-.D-O-S-La-P-Toshiba ND04E·G AT. 360K .
. .. 115.00
Computer Demo Sale Call for
Toshiba ND08DE-G 1.2Mb .
. ..... 149.00
TEAC FD·55B .

. ......... 105.00

DlSKEITES (Box of 10)
Ds/DD
for PC/XT. (4Otpi)
• ACP Generic
. . . .. $6.00
• ·Verbatim Datalife ......... ... .... 16.00
• Maxell MD·2 .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19.00
• Fuji .
. 16.00
DS/Hi·Density for AT (96tpi)
• Verbalim .
. ... $32.00
• Maxell ..... ...... ........
.. 35.00
• Fuii .. . . ...................... 26.00
Ss/DD for Apple II etc.
• ACP Flippy (Use both ·sides) ...... $6.00
• Verbatim . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14.00
• Maxell MD-l .
. 17.00
• Fuji .
. . . . . . . . . . .. 14.00
MaclntoshllBM COnY. 3'12"
• Maxell MF-2DD ...........•. .. $52.00
Fuji Mf.2DD (135tpi) .
. 52.00
Flip-Sort (75 Disks) ......... _.. ... $14.00
ACP 5'!." Disk Holder. .
9.00
ACP 3'12" Disk Holder ..
.... 12.00
Head Cleaner 5'!." or 8" .
9.00
Perfect Computercare Kit .
.. 29.00

1+--1-+-1-

1..1.2.00.X.T./A.T~.iiiI·.~.~.~ ~.~.~'~1i8~•.~.~5~HH+

Use same back-up device we use at ACP.
AlphaMicro VCR Back-up Card . . .. $399.00
AlphaMicro VCR .
. .699.00
NOTE: Works on any VCR.

DISK DRIVES

814985

Details. 100's in
Stock as Low as

1-+-+-+-+---1

$84900 1+-H--+-1

1.....irii.iii~!!!!!!".~~q++~H
SEAGATE ST225
20Mb Hard Disk

$349,95 H-+-+-+-H-+-+-+--1I-+-I

ACP SUPER
LOW PRICE

$395 00

MS.DOS LAPTOP 1-+-+-+--+-1
Sharp PC5000
Formerly sold for $1995.
2600 in stock new in
box w/factory warranty!
Vol. discounts available.

I-+--1H+-l

126K Bubble $79.00 Supercom
59.00
Printer
150.00 Superwriter
88.00
Wordstar
129.00 Color Plotter 149.00
Modem 300 Baud ................. 99.00
PFS File/Report ... .. . .. . .. . ... . .. 129.00
Soft Carry Case . . . .
. .10.00
Soft Key Plotter SW
... .... 35.00

H--I-t-+-+

SEAGATE ST4038·30Mb

Hi-Speed , 40 mS, AT
tttg~Iij~QlItt~~Mtjrt!~U~a:~tn~;t~~~~~;tit=l Compatible
Dnve

I-+++-H
1+-1-+-+-+
1+-1-+-+-+
1+-+-+-+-+
1+-+-+-+-+

$599 • 00 H--+-f-l-+

Mall Order: P_O. Box 17329 Irvine, CA

CORPORATE BUYERS· CALL
GILLES, LOUANE, MANDl, MIKE or DAVE

CQMIIIIODORaCHIPS
SN7402N::. .
.19
SN7404N. ..
. .. .25
SN7405N.
. ....29
SN7406N....
. ... 29
SN7407N. . .
. .29
SN7408N..
.25
SN7410N...
. .... 19
SN7414N.
.45
SN7416N ...........35
SN7417N..
. ... .35
SN7420N..
. ... 19
SN7430N ........... 19
SN7432N ...........29
SN7438N. . .
. ..29
SN7442N. .
.45
SN7445N............69
SN7446N..
. ....79
SN7447N
..... 79
SN7448N
.79
SN7472N.
. ....39
SN7473N
......35
SN7474N....
.35
SN7475N...
.39
SN7476N
....35

74LSOO.
74l.S02.
74l.S04...
74LS05..
74LS06. .
74lS07.
74LS08.
74LS10.
74LS14.
74LS27.
74LS30..
74LS32.
74LS42.
74LS47.
74LS73.
74LS74.
74LS75.
74LS76. .
74lS85..

.19
.19

74lS86.

.25

74LS90.
74LS93.. .
74LS123.. .
74LS125..
74LS138.
74LS139.
74LS154
74LS157 ..
74LS1S8..
74LS163 ..
74 LS164..

.25
.25
.99
.99

.19
.19

.39
.25

.19
.25
.39

.89
.35
.25

.29
.29

.49
.39
.39

.49
.39
.39
.39
.. 1.49
.35
.35

.49
.49

SN7485N
... 55
SN7486N.
. ....35
SN7489N. .
. .. 1.95
SN7490N
.....39
SN7493N..
.35
SN74121N...
. ....29
SN74123N...
. .. .49
SN74125N...
. .45
SN74126N. .
. . . .49
SN74143N. .
. .. 3.95
SN7415ON ....... .. 1.29
SN74154N ........ . 1.25
SN741S8N ........ 1.39
SN74173N . ..........75
SN74174N ..........59
SN74175N. . . . . . . . . . .59
SN74176N .. . . . . . .. .89
SN74181N......... 1.95
SN74189N. .
1.95
SN74193N..
. ....69
SN74198N.
. 1.35
SN74221 N . •
.. .89
SN74273N. . .
1.95
SN74365N. . .
.59
SN74367N. .
. . . . . .59

74LS165..
74LS 166. .
.89
74LS173. .
.49
74LS174. .
.39
74LS175..
.39
74LS189...
. 3.95
74LS191 .
.49
74LS193. .
.69
74LS221.. . .
.59
74LS240. . ..
.69
74LS243. .
.69
74LS244. .
.69
74LS245...
.79
74LS259
.. . 1.19
74LS273. . ..
.79
74LS279...
.39
74LS322. .
. 2.95
74LS365..
.39
74LS366.
.39
74LS367.
.39
74LS368.
.39
74LS373.
.79
74LS374. ..
.79
74LS393.
.79
74LS590........... 5.95
74LS624. .
. .. 1.95
74LS629. .
. .. 2.49
74LS640....
.99
74LS645. ...
.99
74LS670..
.99
74LS688
...... 1.95

For VIC-20, C-64 and C-128 Personal Computers
Part No.

Price

6502MPUw/Clo<k 2.75
'6507 S-Bil CPU . . 6.95
'6508 w/RAM & 1/0 14.95
·6510CPU.. .. .. 9.95
·6525TP1. . . . . .. 9.95
·Specs.Available @S1 .50.a.

Part No.

Price

·6526CIA •..•.. .
·6529SPI.. . . . ..
6551 ACIA. . . . . .
·6560VIC-I ... ...
·6567VIC-II •. . ..
'6569 VIV . . ... .

14.95
7.95
3.95
14.95
19.95
19.95

Part No.

Price

·6572 •. ...... . .. 19.95
'6581 SID . .. . .. . . 19.95
82S100PLA.. . .. 19.95
'S701 ClockChip ... 9.95
8721 PLA... .... 14.95
NOTE: 825100 = U17 (C·S4)

NEC V20 & V30 CHIPS
Part No.

Price

UPD70108D-5 (5MHz) V20 Chip (Replaces Ihe 808S) •. . . . . ........ . $11 .95
UPD70108D·8 (8MHz) V20 Chip (Rep(aces Ihe 8088·2) . . ... .. .. .... $13.95
UPD70116D·8 (8M Hz) V30 Chip (Replaces Ihe S086 or 8086-2) . . .... $15.95

MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS

6500/ 6800/ 68000 ConI.
Part No.
Price
6843........... 9.95
6645............. 4.95
6850. .
.. . .. 1.95
6852 ............. 4.75
68000LB.
9.95
66661 ............ 8.95

Price
D765AC. . . . .
4 .95
CDP1802CE.
6.95
2661-3.. .. ...... 6.95

l60. l60A, l60H. SERIES

Z80... ........... 1.75
Z80-CTC.. ..
.. .. 1.79
Z80-DART. . . . . .. 4.95
Z80-PI0.
. . 1.79
ZBOA ............ 1.85
Z80A-CTC .... .... 1.89
Z80A-DART....... 5.25
Z80A-PI0.......... 1.95
Z80A-SI010........ 5.25
Z808.... . .
3.95
Z80B-CTC........ 4.95
Z80B·PI0.......... 4.95

6000 SERIES

........ 6.95
....... 19.95
.......... 1.95

BOA

85A ........... 2.75
86.. .
.. .. 8.95
86-2 ......... 10.95
8087 (5MHz) .... 129.95
8087-2(8MHz) ... 159.95
8088..
7.95
8088-2 ............ 9.95
8116. . . . . . . . . . . 8.95
8 1 55 ............. 2.75
81 55-2 ........... 3.95
8 156....... .... .. 2.75
8202..
.. 9.95
8203. .
.24.95
8212. . .
1.95
8224. .
2.25
.3.49

6500/6800 / 66000 SER.

6502............. 2.75
65C02 (CMOS) .... 10.95
6520..
.. ...... 2.95
6522 ............. 4.95
6532..
. ..... 6.49
655 1...
... 3.95
6800..
. ... 1.95
6802...
. ... 4.95
6810..
6821 ...
6840..

8000 SERIES ConI.
Part No.
Price
8237-5............ 6.95
8243. . .
. .. 2.49
8250A ... . ........ 6.95
8250B (For IBM) .. .. 7.25
8251 A. ..
2.25
8253· 5. .
. .... 2.25
8254 ............ 9.95
8254-2 .......... 11.95
8255A-5. . .
. .. 2.25
8257-5....
. 2 .49
8259·5............ 2.49
8272.. . .
. .... 4.95
8279· 5. . .
. 2.95
8741 .. .
.. ... 8.95
8748. . .
..7.95
8749..
. .. 9 .95
8751. .
. ... 38.95
8755... ......... 14.95

DATA ACOUISITION
ADC0804......... 3.49
ADC0808......... 8 .95
ADC0809......... 3 .95
ADC0816........ 14.95
ADC0817......... 8 .95
DAC0808.. . ..... 1.95
DAC1 oo8...... . .. 7 .95
AY -3-10 15D....... 4.95
AY-5- 1013A ...... 3.95

DYNAMIC RAMS

Part No.
4116N-15
4128 (Pi99yback)
4164N-150
4 164N·2oo
TMS4415-1 2
MM5280
8118
41255-1 50
50464-15

2~§~

16.384 x 1
131,072 x l
65.536 x 1
65,536 x 1
16.384 x 4
4096 x 1
16.384
262.144 x 1
65.536 x 4

x,

Price

(150n5). .
.89
(200n5).
. .. 5.95
( 15005).. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • ..
. .. 1.25
.. .. ... .. .. ........ 1.15
(2oons). .
(120n.).. .. .. . . .. .. .. .
4 .95
(200n5) 2 107.
. ......... 1.95
(120ns).
.69
(150ns). .. .. . . . . .. .. .
. .. 2 .95
(150ns) (4464) (4 1464) ...... . .... . 4 .95

- - - - - - - - - STATIC R A M S - - - - - - - - - TMM20 15-12
2048 x 8
(120ns)..
. .................... 1.69
2102
2102-2L
2114N
2 11 4N-L
2114N-2
2 114N-2L
21C14
2149
5101
HM6116P-3
HM6116LP-3
HM6264P- 12
HM6264LP- 12
HM6264p·15
HM6264LP- 15
6514

1024 x 1
1024x 1
1024 x 4
1024 x 4
1024 x 4
1024 x 4
1024 x 4

1024 x 4

256x4
2048 x 8
2048 x 8
8 192 x 8
8192 x 8
8192 x 8
8192 x 8
1024 x 4

(35Ons) . .... ......
.89
(250n.) LP (91 L02) ............... 1.49
(450ns). ..
............. .. .
.99
(450ns) LP..
.. . 1.09
(200n5) .................. • • , ... 1 .05
(2oons) LP.. .. .
.. .... 1.49
(2oons) (CMOS).
. . . . . . .. .49
(45ns). . . .. . . . . .
.. ..... 4 .95
(45Ons) CMOS. .
. ...... 3.95
(150ns) CMOS.. ..
.. .. 1.45
( 150ns) LP CMOS.
.. .. 1.49
(120n.) CMOS. . . . .
3.49
(120ns) LP CMOS. . ............ . 3.95
(15Ons) CMOS.. .. .
.. .. . . 3 .29
(15Ons) L P CMOS. . . . . . .. . . . .... 3.49
(350ns) CMOS (UPD444C) ......... 4.49

---------PROMS/EPROMS---------

.25

CD4011: ..
CD4013 ..
CD4016...
CD4017..
CD4018..
CD4020... .
CD4024.. .
CD4027 ..
CD4030.
CD4040
CD4049.. .

:19

.35

.29
.49

.69
.59
.49
.39

.39

.65
.29

C04OSO.. .

.29

CD4051 . .
CD4052...
CD4053. .
CD4059
CD4060.. .
CD4066.. .
CD4069.
CD4070.
CD4071 .
CD4072. ..
CD4076

.65

.65

.65
. ... 3.49

CD4082.
.25
CD4093
......39
CD4094 ... . ........ 1.49
CD40103. .
. ..... 2.95
CD4503...
. . .49
CD4510..
. . .69
CD4511
.69
CD4515.
. .... 1.39
CD4518. ..
.79
CD4520
.79
CD4522...
.79
CD4538. . .
.89
CD4541.. .
.89
CD4543
.....99

C04553. .

. ... 4.95

.89

CD4555
CD4566

.89
... 1.95

.29

C04583.

.. 1.19

.29
.25

CD4584.
CD4585.
MC14411 ..
MC14490P
MC14572..

.59
. . .75
..9.95
.. 4.49
.89

.25

.25
.89

1702A
TMS2516
TMS2532
TMS2 564
2708
TMS2716
2716
2716-1
27C16
2732
2732A-20
2732A-25
2732A-45
27C32
2758
2764-20
2764-25
2764A-25
2764-45
27C64
27128-2 5
27128A-25
27255-25
27C255-25
275 12-25
68764
68766
7 45387
745471
825123

256x8
2048 x 8
4096 x 8
8192 x 8
1024 x 8
2048 x 8
2048 x 8
2048 x 8
2048 x 8
4096 x 8
4096 x 8
4096 x 8
4096x8
4096 x 8
1024 x 8
8 192 x 8
8192 x 8
8 192 x 8
8192 x 8
8 192 x 8
, 6,384 x 8
16,384 x 8
32.768 x 8
32.768 x 8
65.536 x 8
8192 x 8
8192 x 8
256x 4
256 x 8
32 x 8

LOW PROFILE (TIN) SOCKETS

Part No.

1-9
BpinLP..
.13
14 pin LP..
.15
16pin LP..
.17
24 pin LP...
.31
28 p in LP.
.39
40 p inLP. . . . . . . . .49

10-99 100-up
.12
.11
.13
.11
.15
.13
.30
.29
.37
.35
.46
.43

(1JlS)..
.. ....... 5.95
(450ns) 25V.
.. ....... .4.95
(45Ons) 25V.
. ........ 5.95
(450ns) 25V. .......... • .
. ... 8 .95
(450ns). . .. . . . . . . . .
. .. 3 .49
(450n5) 3 volta ge. . .
. ........ 9.95
(450n5). .... ..
. ....... 3 .25
(350n5) 25V. .
.. 4 .95
CMOS..
. .......... . ... ...... 6.49
(45On5). . . . .
. ... 3.75
(2oon5) 21V.
. .. 3 .95
(250n5) 21 V...
.. 3 .49
(450n5) 2 1V..
. 3.29
C MOS.. .. .. .. .. ..
.. . 6.49
(450n5) Single +5V
.... 2 .95
(2oon5) 21 V..
.. .. 3.95
(250ns) 21V. ....
. ... 3 .49
(250n5) 12.5V..
. 3 .25
(450n5) 2 1V ..................... 3.25
CMOS 21V........
.. .. 4.95
(250n5) 128K 21V. .
. ........... 3 .2 5
(250n5) 12.5V.. ... . ..
. ... 4.95
(25On5) 256K (12.5V) .............. 5.95
(25On5) 256K (CMOS) (12.5V) ...... 8 .95
(25On5) 512K (12.5V).
.. 24.95
(450ns) 25V. ................... 15.95
(350ns) 25V..................... 16.95
PROMO.C. . . . ................. 1.69
PROM T.5..
4 .95
PROM 1:8 .. ........ .... ........... 2 .95

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS (GOLD) LEVEL #3
Part No.
8pinWW..
14 pin WW. .
1SpinWW....
24 p in WW. .
28 pin WW. .
40 p in WW... ...

1-9
.55
.69
.75
1.19
1.39
1.79

ALLOW STABLE COLOR OPERAnON

MM5321 ............... $9.95

DIQITALKI!A1lI
OT1 050 -

Replace the 8086 or 8088 in Your IBM-PC and
Increase Its Speed by up to 40%!

Part No.

The MM5321 is a TV camera sync generalor designed to
supply the basic sync functions for either color or monochrome 525line/60Hz interfaced and camera video recorder
applications. COLOR BURST GATE & SYNC

10-99 100-up
.49
.45
.65
.59
.69
.65
1.09
.99
129
1.19
1.69
1.59

- SOLDERTAIL STANDARD (GOLD & TIN) AND HEADER PLUG SOCKETS ALSO AVAIlABLE -

Applications: Teachin•• lda, appliances.
clocks, automotive. telecommunication., language translation., etc. The DT1050 is a standard DIG/TALKER kit encoded
with' 37 separate and useful 'NOrds, 2 tones. and 5 different
silence durations. The words and tones have been assigned
discrete addresses. making It possible to output single words
or words concatenated Into phrases or even sentences. The
"voice" output of the OTl 050 is a highly intelligible male voice.
The 0T1 OSO consists of a Speech Processor Chip, MM541o..
(40·pln) and two (2) Speech ROMs MM5216455R1 and
MM52164SSR2 (24-pln) along with 8 Master 'lebrd list and a
recommended schemallc dlagram on the application sheet..
Part No.
DesCription
Price

OT1050
Dlgltalket'N •••••• $24.95
OT1 057 -Expand. Ihe DT1050 vocabulary from 137

words to over 250 words. Includes two (2) ROMs and specs.

0T1057.

. .......... $11.95

I

SIL

Part No.
Price
FE0202D. .
. . 12.95
FE0203D..
. 12.95
7106CPL .......... 8 .95
7106EV/Kil..
... 46.95
7107CPL .. ........ 8.95
7107EV/Kll. .. .. 46.95
7207AIPD. ....... . 5.95
7207 AEVIKit . .. .. 8.49

D

~4
74HCOD..
74HC02. .
74HC04
74HC08.
74HC10
74HC14.
74HC30
74HC32
74HC74.
74HC75.
74HC76..
74HC85.
74HC86..
74HC123
74HC125
74HC132.
74HC138.
74HC139
74HC154.
74HC163 ..
74HC174

PlIrt No.
Price
721 11PL (TTL)...... 7.95
72 11MIPL (Micro) .... 8.49
72 16CIJI. .
. 26.49
7216DIPI.
.21.49
72171J1. .
.. .... 10.95
7217AIPI.
.. .. 8.95
7224 IPL .. .. . . . . . 10.95
7226AEVI Kit ..... 99.95

.35
.39
.39
.39
.39

.89

74HC175
.89
74HC22 1. .
. .. 1.95
74HC240.. .. ..... 1.39
74HC244..
1.49
74HC245...
.. 1.59
74HC253.
.79
74HC259..
.. .... 1.19
74HC273.
. ..... 1.79
74 HC373 .......... 1.49
74HC374 .......... 1.49
74HC393 .......... 1.19
74HC595
... 1.95
74HC688
1.95
74HC4040.
.. 1.19
74HC4049.
.79
74HC405O.
.79
74HC4060.. ...... . 1.19
74HC4511 .
. .... 1.95
74HC4514...... ... 2.95
74HC4538....... .. 1.95
74HC4543 . ........ 2.95

DS0026CN
.... 1.69
TL074CN. .
.79
TL084CN........ .. 1.09
LM307CN. .
. .45
LM309K.. .
. 125
LM311CN.... .
.45
LM317T
. .99
lM318CN......... 1.19
LM319N.
1.1 9
LM320K-5. . . ..... 1.35
LM320T-5.
.59
LM323K.
.. 4.49
LM324N........ . . . .39
LM338K ........ . 3.95
LM339N.
.49
LM34~5 ........ . 1.35
LM340K-12......... 1.35
LM34OK-15.. ......• 1.35
LM34OT-5
.49
LM340T-12..
.49
LM34OT-15.
.49
LF347N. . .
.99
LM348N...
.69
LF351N..
.49
LF353N..
.59
LF355N....
.89
LF356N..
.89
LM35BN.. .
.49
LM360N. .
. 2.19
LM361N.
. .... 1.59
LM38OCN. ......... 1.09
LM386N-3. . .
.89
LM387N.
.99
LM393N.
.45
LM399H. .
.. .... 3.95

LF411CN. .
.79
TL497 ACN. . . . .. .. 2.19
NE540H (C540H) .. . 2.95
NE555V.
.29
XR-L555. .
.69
LM5S6N. .
.59
NE558N..
. .... 1.19
LM565N.
.99
LM567V.
.89
NE592N..
.89
LM741CN..
..29
LM747N.. . .
.59
MC1398P.. ....... 8.95
LM 1458CN. .
.49
LM1488N...
.69
LM1489N.
.69
LM1496N.
.99
LM1871N.......... 1.95
LM1872N. ......... 2.49
LM1896N.......... 1.59
ULN2003A
.99
XR2206
.... 3.95
XR2207
..... 2.49
XR2211 ............ 2.95
LM2907N. .
. . 1.95
LM2917N (8 pin).
1.55
CA3240E. .. ....... 1.49
LM3900N . . . . ......59
LM3905CN......... 1.19
LM3909N..
. • .89
LM3914N. .. . .... . 1.95
LM3916N. . .
. ... 1.95
NE5532..
.99
NE5534...
.89
75477........... . . 1.19
76477............. 3.95

.59
.39
.45
.45

.69
.69
.... 1.19
.59
1.19
.99

.79
.79

.79
.. 1.95
.89

74COD. .
74C02. .
74C04.
74C08.
74C10.
74C 14.
74C32.
74C74.
74C85.

74C86.
74C89.
74C90.. .
74C154.. .
74C173..

PARTIAL LISTING· OVER 4000 COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK! • CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
Inquiry 178

:NEW 'PRODUCTSI
Now Compatible
With C- 12B!
RS232 Adapter
for VIC-20, C-64
and C-128
TIle JEl1J2C
;Mallows
of standard serial RS232
prin ters, modems. etc. to your VIC-20. C-64 (excluding the
SX-64 Portable), and C-1 28. A 4-pole switch allows the inversion of the 4 control lines. Complete installation and
operation instructions incl uded.
• Plugs into User FOrt • Provides Standard RS232 signal levels
. Uses 6 signals (Transmit, Receive, Clear to Send, ReQuesl lo

MPI52S
TM100·4

, IB.M ot COMPATIBLE
• . ACCESSORIES

DISK DRIVE SALE!
Double-sided 48TPI . .. IBM PClxrCompatiblel • • $89.95
Double-sided 96TPI... QUAD Drivel • ••• • •••• $59.95

ZUC:I·mlmOAHI)

.. .

~:~'

""'_4.- .......·'H·H·'H~J·:..., •
__ rt-.et.r<f~~~

Expansion Memory Half·Card for
IBM-PC XT, Portable, Tandy 1200
and Compatible Computers

I ,:r '\i

Expand your computer to lis lull capacity of 640K.
II will accept either 64K memory chips (4164) or
256K memory chips (41256) .

:' ;""!r

EM-100 g~;~\~no~",;';.~ry~a.lf. $59.95

~ '}~~ :l~~ ~~ .- ~-~; ~~

EM-D

Send. Data Telminal Ready, Data Sel Ready).

83·KEY KEYBOARD

~:!~~'~~;;!.,;~~.~r ..

• Identica l layout as origina l IBM PC Keyboard . Highly
desirable case with palm rest· Complete wilh cable and data
• JUST PLUG INI

$39.95

Voice Synthesizer VIC-20

Build an IBM PCI XT''' Compatible!

& C-64

IBM -64K(2)
KB-83
IBM-FCC
IBM-Case
IBM-MCC
IBM·PS
F0558
IBM-MON
IBM·MB

Plug·ln - Talking in Minutes!

JE520CM .. • ...... ....... $99.95
300 Baud Auto Modem
Mitey-Mo (For C·64) .. .•...... • $54.95
Parallel Printer Interface
2K Buffer, Expandable to 10KI
MW350 (ForVIC·20.C·64&C·128) • . . .. $54.95

TRS·80" COMPATIBLE
ACCESSORIES
E-X-P-A-N-D TRS-80 MEMORY
All kits come complete with documentation

TRS-80 MODEL I, III
mS-16K3 200ns (Model III) .. . . ... . ... $5.95
TRS-16K4 250ns (Modell) ......... . . . $5.49
TRS·80 COLOR AND COLOR II
TRS - 64~2 ........................ . $11.95
New models only TRS-CoCo-lncl. 2-50464's (41464's) . ... $12,49
TRS· 80 MODEL 4 , 4P
TRS-64~2 ...................... . . . $11 .95
..... . $29.95

TRS·80 Model 100 • NEC • Olivetti
M1008K..... ... ... . $24.95 ea. or 3 for $59.95

MTAN-256K
MTAN-512K

Expansion Memory Half-Card and Clock/Calendar
for the Tandy 1000 - DMA Controller Chip on board!
TAN·EM256K Includes 256K RAM and Manual.. • . . .... $ 99.95
TAN·EM512K Includes 512K RAM and Manual..... .. . . $139.95
TAN-C
TAN·D

Now your IBM PC or compatible
can read and write the same
disks as your portable!

TANDY 200
M200R. ........... $74.95 ea. or 2 for $129.95
Tandy Model 200 Expansion

FD·103

Includes 3.5" Di sk Drive, Cable,
AC Adapler, Blank Diskette and Documentation . . . . $179.95

Software for the FD- 103 Disk Drive (Sollware needed for operation)
TS1
Tandy 100 TSDOS Disk Operating System Software. .... . $49.95
TS2
Tandy 200 TSDOS Disk Operaling System Software.... . . $49.95
TSN
NEC PC8201A Disk Operating System Software...... . .. $49.95
LAPDOS
IBM PC, )IT, AT and Compatible
LAPDOS Disk Operating System Software............. $79.95

==I •• Ii:::::: 13" Color

DE-4
UV-EPROM Eraser_ ... $74.95
UVS·11 EL Replacement Bulb .. . . $17.95

Composite Monitor

DATA BOOKS

for VIC- 20 and C-64
Also compatible with other
computers with composite
output (i.e. Apple 11,11+, lie' )

Nat/onal LInear Data Book (821 .... . . $14.95
In.ersll Oa.a Book (851........... $ 9.95
Zilog Data Book (85).. . . . .. . . ... . $14.95
National lin ear Supplement (84) . . • .• $ 6.95
In •• 1Memory Handbook (861 .. . .. . . $17.95
In'el Mlcrosys.emHndbk. Se. (861 ... . $24.95

!~~~~I~i~;:~I~cfHg:~~~J~~:C~~~~:

Display Character Number; 960 Characters
(40 Characters x 24 Rows on 5x7 Dot Matrix)
• CRT: 13" diagonal' Size : 14.6'W :( 13.5"H

$129.95 e~~ti ~~ 22?$219_95
Computer to Monitor Cables for Atan, Commodore & TI) . •.• $3.49

$20 Minimum Order - U.S_ Funds Only
Shipping: Add 5% plus $1 _50 Insurance

9/86

is a registered trademark 01 IBM Computers

IOIiN ATHON FREEMAN

3 .5 " Micro Aoppy Disk Drive for
Tandy 100 & 200, N EC8201A,
IBM PC, XT, AT and
Compatible Computers

OliveHi Model MID Expansion

Send stamped,
self·addressed envelope
to receive a Quarterly
Sales Flyer - FREE!

IBM

.

~o\!.

t:U:M

J
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DESICK5

"1oH'~~1'!'<.
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.

~

The UBUFFER Universa l Printer Buffer is a hi-speed data
buffer that accepts data at a high rate, and then outputs this
data to your printer. You save valuable computer lime. The
UBUFFER can be connected to practically any computer or
prin ler. The re are lour possible combinations : 1) Serial to
Serial. 2) Se ria l to Para llel. 3) Paralle l 10 Parallel. 4) Pa rallel
to Serial. Man ual included . Size : 9-1I3"l x 4 1'a'W x , \1"H

UBUFFER-64K ... $199.95
UBUFFER-256K .. $229.95

,~.i'."" '. ' IBM
~ 'l""Y;'; P ,f Compatible!

tiiii

t f DI~~~~~Ya~S
Included

F0558 Teac 5'1, " OS 'I,·Heigh'....... $119.95
SA455 Shugart 5'1," DS "'·Heigh' ..... $119.95
TM100-2 Tandon 5'1,,' OSFull·Heigh' . ... $109.95
JMR 5W ' DISK DRIVE ENCLOSURES
Complete with power supply, switch,
power cord, fuseholder and connectors.

OOE·1FH . . ...... . .. ... .. ..... $69.95

Houses 1 Full-Height 5'~ " Floppy Drive.

DDE· 2HH .. . ..... . ..... . ...... $79.95
Houses 2 Hall-Height

5 \~"

Floppy Drives - Vertical

HDOE-1FH ........ .. . ... ..... $199.95
Houses 1 Hard Disk Drive

"I-I

California Residents: Add 6% or 6 112% Sales Tax

ameco

83·Key Keyboard.. . .... $ 69.95
Enhanced Keyboard . . . . . $ 99.95
In'osraled Colo r Board ... $ 99 .95
Enhd.Graphics 256K RAM.. $299.95
20MB Hard Disk On,e... . $499.95

~1I1 Universal .f~~.
N~ •• • 64K1256K 'lrA.,orv.'
Printer Buffer
•

Options for TAN·EM256K1512K
Includes Plug-in Clock Oplion Chip (only) ... ..... .. $39.95
Includes RAM Disk Spooler Software (only) .. . . . . .. . $39.95

NEC8KR .. . ........ $24.95 ea. or 3 for $59.95

30003
30009
30013
30032
210830
230843

IBM-K8
IBM-ENH
IBM·IC8
IBM-EGA
IBM-20MBK

Includes 256K RAM and Manual. ........ . $199.95
Includes 512K RAM and Manual... . ... ... $239 .95

OM108K ..... ..... $24.95 ea. or 3 for $59.95

Erases ali EPROMs. Erases up to 8 chips within 21 minutes
(1 chip In 15 minutes). Maintains constant exposure distance
oil ". Special conductive foam liner eliminates static build-up.
Built-in salety lock to prevent UVexposure. Compact- 9.00"L
x 3.70'W x 2.60"H. Complete with holding tray for 8 c hips.

$ 79.95

Power Supply. . . ...... $ 79.95
DIsk Ori'e...... . .... $119.95
Monochrome Monitor •.•• $ 99.95
Mo.herboard..... . ... $139.95

Additional Add·Ons Available!

The Zuckerboard Muttifunctlon Board allows you to expand the memory on your Tandy 1000
10 as much as 640K. The Multifunction Board comes complele with an RS232 port for your senal
expansion needs. a clock/calendar and RAM Disk Printer Spooler. The Zuckerboard Multifunction Board is made in the U.SA and comes wilh a standard 2 year warranty.

NEG Model PC·8201A Expansion

,,:;;,<:::.':*....................\~fo~~.....~~

Monochro me Ca rd •.• • ..

Regular List $674.58

TRS-80 Model 100 Expansion

·*;;.;<;i.....

64K RAM Chips (181 .... . $ 24.98
83·Key Keyboard. . . ... . $ 29 .95
Floppy Controller Card ••• . $ 49.95
Case....... . ... . .. $ 49.95

IBM '''·Special (Incl.9ilemsabo,el . . $599.95

Multifunction Board with Clock Calendar for the Tandy 1000

Expands Model 4 from 16K- 64K or Model4P ' rom 64K - 128K
TRS -64~2PAL ........... .....
Expands Model 4 from 64K to 128K

SALE . . ... . . $29.95

KB83. . . . ..

JE232CM . . . .•. ...... •. .. $39.95

Spec. Sheets - 30¢ each
Prices Subject to Change

V/SA®

~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:rrr~:rf~{:~:~:~:~:

.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:

Send$1 .00Postage(o"
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©1986 Jameco Electronics

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002 • PHONE ORDERS WELCOME 415-592-8097 Telex: 176043
Inquiry 178
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The fastest, lowest powered , longest
most durable, highest
capacity, most reliable, lowest priced HJl.RIJ-I:IISIK-(JN·· A CARD
available in the world today .

ilia

Access Time ~ Fastest Available
• Automatic Head Unload ing
Protects Heads and
Media • 2K Sector Buffer ~ Increases System Throughput • Hi gh Rellab llily: 28,000 hr, MTBF •
No one els8 even close • 15.5 Watt Power Consumption • Lowest Available· 2 Year Warranty •
Longest Available

• 65m s

:

I

WERE $695 ... GET 'EM WHILE THEY LAST FOR JUST $~/"/'f
• 256K Expandable to 640K on Motherboard
• Double Sided Double Density Disk Drive
• IBM Type Keyboard (with LEt> Indicators)

• Floppy Controller Card
• Eight Expansion Slots
• 135 Watt Power Supply

The Eclipse 16 is an outstanding value in IBM Compatible Computers. After careful research and evaluation we found it to be the most reliable unit.
Our computer includes some of the newest features available. such as the
4.7MHz, multi-layer motherboard with 256K of RAM upgradable on board to 640K.
A generous eight expansion slots and 135 Watt power supply give you ample
room and power for add-on boards. The enclosure has an easy-access flip top lid
making upgrades a breeze. And our floppy controller supports up to four drives, so
as many as three additional drives can be used. Finally, each computer is
configured and fully tested before sending it to you.
Satisfaction Guaranteed! We're really excited about this new unit, and so sure
you will be too ... that you may return the Eclipse 16 for a full credit towards an IBM
PC if you are not completely satisfied.

COPY:
.Manuscripts ·Contracts ·Articles
·Forms ·Invoices

APPLICATIONS:

OPTIONS
20MB Hard Drive w/Controlier ............. $495
Additional Drlve-lnstalled .........................99
Irwin 10 Meg. Tape Back up .................... 489
Upgrade from 256K to 640K RAM ............79
8087 Math Co Processor......................... 119
Color Graphics Card .................................79
Monochrome
Card ....................99

Omni-Reader ... the first optical
character reader designed and
priced for the small computer

RGB Color Monltor .................................. 199
TTL Monochrome Monitor ...................... 139
Microsoft Mouse .....................................139
Upgrade from Floppy Contrailerto Disk 110
2 drive controiler, clock/cal., software
parailel, serial, and game ports ................ 79
1200 Baud Internal Modem w/Software 179

.Mailing Lists .Editing ·Data Base
Management .Transfering information between i ncompatible systems
Uses a standard RS-232 serial port hookup
to interface ealsHy with your computer.

00 BAUD
MODEMS
ECLl PSE 2400 It

1iFr"=:;;;;:;::":::::;;-';:

BAUD MODEM

~

• Hayes & Bell 212AJ103 Compatible

• ccnT V.22. V.22 bls

Th e Team 212A oHers all the features of the Hay ~s
Smart Modem 1200 for a fraction of the price. Now is
your opportunity to purchase a 1200 baud modem at
th e price 01 a 300 baud modem.

SIGNALMAN
300 BAUD

MARK VI

The ECLIPSE 2400 modem is a microprocessor·based lull or half·
duplex modem incorporating the latest in high speed data
communications capabililies. 11 also accomodates computers and terminals equipped with an RS·232 port allowing communication with
other computers or timeshar· jng systems either locally or remotely.
Compatibility, Versltllity and Performance are yours In a
conliguralion designed 10 provide years of reliable operaliO
,..n_
.

-----I

Five Inch Winchester Disk Drives

each two+
Eclipse 1200 100% Hayes, with status lamps .
Eclipse 1200B internal with software
Eclipse 2400 External, Hayes Compaliple
Avalex 1200 baud external, Hayes
Hayes Smartmodem 2400 baud modem
Fujitsu 2400/1200 baud auto everything .
Team 1200 Hayes Compatible, 300/1200 baud.
Smarteam 12008 IBM 1200 baud card
·
on same line.
aulodial

EOP' 1200
EOp· 1200B
EDp·2400
AVA· 1200
HYS·2400
FUJ· 19350
TEM ·1200
TEM-1200B
UTL· 1200A
CTS'212AH
PRM-PI200
PRM·P12008
SGL·MK6
HYS·212AD
HYS·1200B

SEAGATE 225 20 Meg. V2 HI. 329
SEAGATE 4026 26 M. 35mS. 759
SEAGATE 4051 51 M. 35mS. 995
FUJITSU 2242 55 M. 35mS. 1599
FUJITSU 2243 86 M. 35mS. 2095
RODIME RD·202E 27 Meg. 659
RODIME RO·203E 40 Meg. 995
ROOIME RD-204E 53 Meg. 995
CONTROL DATA 94155·86 M.1829
MAXTDR XT1140 140 Meg. 2995
HONEYWELL 85M. 27 mS . 1795
TOSHIBA MK5670 M. 30mS. 1789
TANDON 502 10 Meg.
419

299
729
959
1529
2019
629
959
959
1779
2929
1695
1729
379

• Winchester Controllers for IBM/PC.
XEBEC 1220 with floppy controiler 229
NATIONAL COMPUTER 5004
129
DTC 5150BX
139
OMTI 5510 half card
139
ADAPTEC 2010A software Install
189
WESTERN DIGITAL WD/1002
139
• SCSI/SASI Winchester Controllers.
XEBEC 1410A 5W' foot print
219
OMTI 20L
119
• Winchester Accessories.
Installation Kit with manual
Winchester enclosure and supply
Dual 20/34 cable set
Switching power supply

AtNance' 186 AT IkJmp,r.,.•• s ON

11495

1119
5 1/4" DISK DRIVE

Phoenix BIOS. 200 Watt Power Supply
MS-DOS 3.2 • GW Basic. 6/8 Mhz. Selectable
The Advanced AT is everything you ever wanted in
an IBMI ATCompatible. Complete with 640 k/ byte of
memory, (expandable to 1 Meg .) 1.2 M/ Byte floppy
drive, hard disk controller that will support upto 140
Megabytes of Winchester storage and on board real
time clock.
The Advanced AT1286 compatible will run every program writter for th e IBMI AT as well as the PC/ XT . High
resolution (640 1 240) RGB color monitor $299 addition al. 360K drive and 40 Meg. Winchester availble.
Fully FCC commercial and consumer approved.

F/fO DailY

MASS STORAGE ALTERNATIVE

TAKE IT WITH YOU!

'"nllllli I,x

Wlleel"inle,

was $3540 now only

11$9$111

The TEC F-10 Daisy Wheel printer is the perfect answer to a reasonablly
priced 40 character word processing printer. While this printer is identical to
C,ltoh's F-10/ 40 Struwriter printer. it bears the name of a well known computer manufacturer.

Th e Bernoulli Box by Iomega. features 10 and 20 megabyte removable cartridges. and delivers reliabil ity. expandability. transportability . security and
speed in one versatile subsystem. It leis you transfer megabytes of information
safely and sWiftly lor primary or backup slorage. Or combine several software
programs onlo a single cartridge lor easy switching from one to anoth er.
Reliable ... the Box has incredible resistance to shock and vibration completely
eliminating the possility of head crash.
Expandable ... grow at your own pace by adding inexpensive cartridges. When
security is essential. don'tlock up your system ... just lock up the cartridges.
The Bernoulli Box delivers preformance that often exceeds the best of hard disk
speed and the convenience of floppy disks . At these prices don·t be caught
wishing you had one after a loss of irreplacable data.

10+ 10 Meg.
A2210H
20+20 Meg.
A2220H
Bootable Controller
10 Meg. Cartridge
20 Meg. Cartridge

List

Our Price

53450
4540

1595
2095
159
49
65

255
79
99

This 40 character per second printer auto installs with Wordstar and Perfect
Writer. Features extensive built-in word processing functions that allow easy
adaptabil ity and reduced software complexity. Industry standard Centronics
interface provides instant compatibility with all computers equiped with a
parallel printer port. The TEe F- IO accepts paper up to 15 inches in width .
These printers were originally priced to sell at over $1400. Through a special
arrangment California Digital has pu rchase Ihese units from the computer
manufacturer and is olfering these printers at a fraction of their original cost.
Options available include sheetfeeder. tractor feed, buffered memory and an
assortment of printer cables lor a
.
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-on and App le buslllCss graphics ai/ca dy support Ihls plotl er
MATRIX PRI NTERS
NEC/P7 132 col.. pa(l lnlerface
Sim Gemini NL·15. 300 cps . 136 col 24 wrrencad
Sial GemIni NX·l0. 120 cpsf30 CPS NLO. Ilactor
. Cilizen MSPIICn 160charlscc
PanasontC KX1091 120cps. dl a!l. 29 NLOtracl & !Itetlon.
Toshiba 351 PIS. 240 char/sec. 24 wife head
Toshiba 341 PSIE parI. 160eps. 24 wife head
Okldala 162P/16M paral!e19V,·· paper
Okldala 192A parallel ,nterlace. 160 Clmr/sec.
Oklda\n64Ppaiallc I 15·· pnpcr
Epson LX·BO 10·· 120CharfSCC .
Epson LOBOO near leiter qualily
Epson FX85 160 cps. dral132 cps. NLO. 240 dOlllnc;h.
Epson FX266 132col .• 200 cps. 29 cps NLQ.9,aphics.
Oatilploducts 8 ·600,3. band punle' 600 LPM
Pllnlronlll: PJOOhrgh speed pnnter 300 hnes pcr minute.
Punllonlll: P600ullra hrgh speed 600hnes per minute.

NEC·760
STR-N615
STR·NX tO
CIT·MSP10
PAN·KXt091
TOS·3S1 P5
TOS·341P5E
OKI-t82P
OKI·t92A
OKI·B4P
E?S-LX 80
EPS·LOSOO
EPS·FX85
EPS-FX286

DPS·B600
PTX·P300
PTX·P600

WORD PROCESSING PRINTERS
Slarwnler Fl O(6-100) parallel. 40 char/sec.
Same as abol/e but 55 chaffsec • 50 PIn Diablo Interface
NEC8810 55charlsccond, scriallnterfoce
NEC8830 55 cha, f sllC. par"l lnlerf3Co.
NEC3550 popular printer desrgnod lor the IBM/PC
SII~c r Rced EXP6oo. 25 cps. 10/ 12/15 pitCh. Sllrial/par"l.
SII~e l Aced EXP800 samo as 600 bu\40 char/soc.
Drablo 620. ploportlonal SPaCIng. horz.& "JOft.tab. 20 cps.
JukI6100. 18char.lscc.
Jukl 6300. 40 char./sllC.

YS3W Floppy Disk Drive

31 /2" New IBM portable compatible

659.00
389.00
359.00
259.00
259.00
1099.00
759.00
239.00
379.00
695.00
259.00
629.00
399.00
599.00
6985.00
3995.00
5795.00

The Comscnber I tcatures pfOgrammable paper sizes up 10 8' ; by 120 Inches. 6 Inch per
second plOI speed arld 0 ~ slep size Easy 10 Implement Cenl/onlCS Interlace allows the
ComscnbC!r I Immediate usc WIUl tnc prlntcr port 01most personal compulQrS
Th e Comscnber I IS manulaclured lor Comrell: by Ihe En1ef Compuwr CorporahOfl The
pioner IS markeled by Hcaln KI1 and also sold under Enicrs own SWCOI P . Label This is
yOur opponunlly 10 pwchasc a planer wtllch was orrglna\ly prIced al 5795 for only 52 19
Also avaIlable IS il suPPOrl package wh,Ch Incl udesdemonslrahon sotlware. Inlertace cab le .
a muillcoior pen assorlmenl and a lIarl(jly 01 p aper and transparency maleflal

SALE 189
Quantity Two

Your Choice 48 or 96 TPI drive.
QUME MODEL 142. 48 TPI
MITSUBISHI4853 • 96 TPI

OneTwo
TEAC FD55BV half height
109 99
TEAC FD55FV 96 TPI, half ht. 119 109
TEAC FD55GF for IBM AT
169 159
PANASONIC 455 Half Height 109 99
PANASONIC465Y2Ht.96TPI 119 109
TANDON 100·2 full height
129 125
MITSUBISHI new 501 half ht. 129 119
MITSUBISHI4853 96ITPI'h Ht. 99 89
MITSUBISHI4854 8" elec.
295 285
QUME 142 half height
99 89
Switching power supply
Installation Kit with manual
Dual enclosure for 5Y4" drives
34 pin edge connectors
Scotch head cleaning kit
& File
tubs

Single Sided Drives
QUME841 single side
129 119
SHUGART801R
359 359
SIEMENS FDD 100·8
119 115
Eight Inch Double Sided Drives
QUME 842 "QUME TRACK 8" 189 179
SHUGART SA851 R
495 485
OLIVETTI double sided
189 179
REMEXRFD·4000
179 169
MITSUBISHI M2896·63 Y2 Ht. 459 449
Dual8" enclosure with power and fan
Switching power supply
Installation kit with manual

Ten
89
105
155
89
105
119
109
89
275
89
49
10
59
5
19
15

call
354
109
call
475
159
159
409
259
89
10

.........
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640K of RAM
4.n MHz 8088
7 MHz turbo mode
135 watt power supply
360K disk drive
Floppy disk controller
5151-style keyboard
8 expansion slots
PC-style case
One year warranty

MEGACARD! 21
HIGH SPEED,
LOW POWER

$498

21 MB

$1788

.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

. . ...
casy InstallatiOn - pre-formatted
Automatic carriage lock
Dual disk controller
NEC "zero defect" reliability
High speed data transfer
High shock rating
Low power - 13 watts
Two year factory warranty

HARDg~~CARD

$1188 $1988 $1588 $2388
$2588

XPC-AT

XPC

XPC-AT

XPC

XPC

XPC-AT

20 MB hard disk
Color graphics card
Parallel printer port
Hitachi hi-res color monitor

OPTION #2

20 MB hard disk
Mono graphics card
Parallel printer port
PGS MAX-12E monitor

OPTION #3

$1488

.1 MB of RAM
.6 MHz 80286
• 8 MHz turbo mode
• 200 watt power supply
• 1.2 MB disk drive
• Floppy/ hard disk controller
• AT-style keyboard
• 8 expansion slots
• AT-style case
• One year warranty

XPC-AT

OPTION #1

or

software for your IBM PC
compatible ; or our best selling
Jade 1200 baud external modem
for any computer with a serial RS232C port. We guarantee you will
be satisfied .

Two disk drives
Mono graphics card
Parallel printer port
Amdek 310A monitor

$788

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

JADE XPC

These truly Hayes compatible,
intelligent 1200 baud modems
have features found on the
expensive name brand modems.
Choose either the internal Jade
1200 baud Smart-Card , including

IBM PC color grul-""v~ vV"'I-'U'"V'V
High resolution 640 x 240
Excellent dot pitch .38 mm
16 true colors , 2000 characters
Accepts standard RGB input signals
Non-glare picture tube
New designer sculpted case

Free PC RGB
cable included

List Price S699

$289

5

Limited Quantity

List Price 799
You save S600!
•
•
•
•
•
•

~

I~

Manufactured
by Hitachi

High speed 8 IPS plotting
3-pen auto select plotter
8 Colors available
Parallel or serial interface
Full graphics + built-in fonts
8% x 11 paper or transparencies

$16 95
$16 95
$4 95
$4 95

$59 95

JADE
LIST

8 extra water base pens _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ '30
4 extra oil base pens _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ $30
100 sheets 8% x 11 paper _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - - - - -$9
50 sheets 8V2 x 11 transparencies _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ S9
Plotter software for IBM-PC _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - - - -' 195

I

u~

.<.

OPTIONS------------------------------------

We are probably making a mistake
selling this high speed plotter for only
s198. They are easily worth at least s500
more. Compare the features to plotters
costing ' 2000 or more .

s 198

3-PEN PLOTTER

MANNESMANN TALLY PIXY 3

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

......... hi,....ro ,...r.rY"'I ..... "lI.ihlo

HIGH RESOLUTION
COLOR MONITOR

INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL

$149

1200 BAUD MODEM

,

i

I'l

-l

-<
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MB
MB
MB
MB

Internal Kit
' 990
Internal % High _ _ ' 1550
Hard Disk Card _ _ _ ' 699
Hard Disk Card _ _ _ ' 899

'399.95
'445. 95
'399.95
'498. 95

LIST

4901 W. Rosecrans Ave. Box 5046
Hawthorne, CA 90251-5046

Six Pak Plus 64K
' 395
Six Pak Plus 384K
' 945
'495
Rampage 256K
Rampage AT 512K
'695
Advantage-AT 128K _ _ _'595
SlxPakPremlum 512K _ _'695

I
2 to 5- S429

FX-85
FX-286
LQ-800
LQ-1000
LX-80

JRAM-AT
OK
2MB
JRAM-3
OK
2 MB
'199 95
'62995

'169 95
'59995

JRAM 3-AT
OK
'259 95
2MB
'69995
Add-on Modules
sIPle
'159 95
'159 95
S/S/C

Your choice: serial in/ serial out ; parallel in/ serial
out; serial in / parallel out.
8K __' 199 '169,95

OKIDATA
TOSHIBA
CITIZEN
C.ITOH
DIABLO

OK JADE 7 Pak Plus
384K JADE 7 Pak Plus

' 299
'649

LfST

'119,95
'199,95

JADE

Up to 364K, parallel printer port , RS-232 serial
port, game port, clock/ calendar, RAM disk/ printer
buffer software package .

.• 'I"...,"[f'

PRICED TOO LOW TO PUBLISH!
Call us for our best price.

EPSON
EPSON
EPSON
EPSON
EPSON

Expandable to 64K (Parallel model to 512K)
Parallel in/ Parallel out _ _ _ s169 S1.,::I ...... ,.~I .... Tt'."·"::r:.t'iI.l"
Parallel in/ Parallel out _ _ '225 '164,95
Parallel in/ Parallel out _ _'445 '269,95
Parallel in/ Parallel out _ _' 679 '499,95

8K
64K
128K
512K

Eachfor
5 or more
LIST

'99,95
'249,95
'119,95
'299,95

PLACE (800)421-5500
ORDERS Inside California
(800)262-1710
TOLL
Los Angeles Area
FREE!
(213)973-7707

Continental U.S.A.

New Hercules Graphics Card Plus '299
Hercules Color Graphlcs _ _ _' 245
JADE Color Graphics
' 199
Hercules Monochrome Graphics ' 499
JADE Monochrome Graphics _'299
JADE EGA+ Card
' 495

"'LlSa,

'119,95
'139,95
'79,95
'119,95
'89,95

'149 95
'19995

JADE

Limited
Quantity

Bi-directlonal deluxe tractor _ ' 249
Automatic cut sheet feeder __' 449

IIc % High Disk Drive _ _ _ __.
lie % High Disk Drlve _ __ __"
' 249
lie, IH Disk Drive
lie 64K, 80 Column Card _ _ _' 159
11+ 80 column card
' 239
Grappler Printer Card
' 175
11+ 16K RAM Card
' 99
IH, lie Printer Card & Cable __' 109
11+ , lie Cooling Fan
' 99

'·StarWriter is a Tradem ark of C . Itoh Digital Products. Inc .

Each- S499

$399 95

when our 40 cps letter quality daisywheel
from the same manufacturer is only as
low as

STARWRITER F-l0

Why pay s1149 for a C. Itoh

We accept cash , checks, credit cards or purcha se orders from qualified firms and institutions. Minimum
prepaid order $15.00. California residents add 6 '/,'10 tax . Price. & availability subject to change without nolice.
Sh ipping & handling charges via UPS Ground SO¢ / lb. UPS Air $1.00/I b. Minimum charge $3.00.

'199. 95
'249,95
'299,95
'399,95
'399,95
'399,95

'119,95

These industrial quality ISO- BAR 's contain surge
suppression circuitry and built-in noise filters plus
a 15 amp circuit breaker.
LIST
JADE
6 Socket, 1 Filter ISO-BAR
' 69
'44.95
' 69
'59.95
4 Socket, 2 Filter ISO-BAR
8 Socket, 4 Filter ISO-BAR
' 99
'69. 95
200 Walt Standby Power Supply _ '359 '269. 95
425 Walt Standby Power Supply _ ' 539 '449,95

List Price $49

~018:~,ge Steip~

6 Socket, UL Listed, U .S. Made

List Price ' 129

$7995

POWER/SURGE PROTECTION

JADE COMPUTER

AST
AST
AST
AST
AST
AST

SMsii95""" •

QUME DISK DRIVE

10
20
10
20

Complete with controller
card , data cable , and mounting
hardware, totally PC/ XT compatible .

$39995

FOR YOUR IBM PC

HARD DISK SYSTEM

IC-EZ

~\.\

( 415) 991-(051

EVSA N

Jf'~~

Daly City , CA

P . o. Boll 2143

v - 20

IC DIP REMOVAL TOOL

8

Co ~P rocessors

Hath

8087 - 2
80287 - 3
1 MEG
41256
41256
41256
4 161i
1i1 64
44 64
4liGIi
4 128

~

SAVES TIME

142.00
162. 00

8 mhz
8 mhz

EPROMS

DYNAM I C RAM S

iJ~

94017

9 . 50

mhz

& MONEY

lOOns
l OOn s
120n s
I SOn s
120ns
150n s
120ns
150n s
1500'1

60 . 00
4 . 65
2 . 98
2.65
1. 10
1.00
1i.25
3.95
4 . no

27512
27C256
27C256
27256
27 128
2764
2764
2732A
2732A

250n5
200ns
250ns
250n5
250n5
200ns
250ns
200ns
250ns

17.00
7.00
6.50
5 . 20
3 .60
3.75
3.20
3.90
3 . 50

ST ATI C RAMS
43256 L
120ns
28 .00

Safely Removes Cos tl y IC DIP'S
Quickly and Easily from Socket s.
Dense Board s - No Problem. Does n't
Bend Pins, Destroy IC'S or Sockets.
Qt y.
1·100 100·250 250·500
Price Ea.
7.50
6.50
5.50

62Gli l
5564l
5565l
6 11 6

150n 5
150ns
150n s
150ns

2 . 80
4.75
3 . 25
1. 45

TERMS AND COND I T I Ot~ S
I) PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE. PLEASE CALL FOR
CURREN T & VOLUME PR I CI NG.
2) MI NIMUM ORDER ~ $10 . 00
3) SHIPP I NG & HAND LING:
UPS CROUND ~ $3 . 00
( One Pound)
UPS A I R
- $4.50
Ca l iforn i a Re s i den ts add 6. 5\ sales tax.
4) 3\ SURCHARGE ON CREDIT CARD CHARGES .

OMNITRON INC.

P.O. Box 388, Saline, MI 48176

All

Michigan Res ident s add Sa les Tax

MERCHAND I SE 100\ GUARANTEED-PROMPT DELI VERY

CALL FOR PR ICE LI ST
Inquiry 257

Inquiry 72

PC EXPANSIONS

EPROM
~p~PROGRAMMER
APROTEK 1000
ONLY

$265. 00
COMPLETE WITH
PERSONALITY
MODULE
117 AC POWER·RS·232 CONNECT
·6 BAUD RATES · HANDSHAKE TO HOST
AllOWS READ. WRITE. VERIFY" COpy
Comes complete with IBM·PC, Apple, or CPM
(Specify Computer) Driv er Program on Di sc.

Programs the following 5 Volt 24 or 28 pin
devices: 2716 series through 2751 2, 25x. series,
68764 plus others. Please Specify Personality
Module desired with order. Additional Personality

Modules only $15 .00 ea. FuN 1 year warranty .
TO IlRDlR ('All 1 8009625800 OR WRITf
.

1\1'1 AA\lfNIDAALA50
Add
CAMAR illO CA~)Wl0
~ 400Shlppll1t1USA
Inlo ,H!)!,I (}H I / ·111.1

Wp

AI I

"Ill Govt

V ISA or

Me Add 3 %

S. 11001 & L,lflj" Corp PO s

Inquiry 25

XT/640K 2DR. MONITOR ............... $849
..•......... $1099
XT/640K lDR.l0MEG HD
XT/640K lDR.20MEG HD . . . . . ... ..... $1299
AT/640K lDR.20MEG HD
....... . .. $2299
COMPACT XT/640 2DR ........... . ... $1099
TURBO BOARD·ADD . . .................. $25
CITIZEN 120D PRI NTER . .
. .. $199
WI MULTI I/O CKlCL GAME-ADD ........ . . $75
W/COLOR MONITOR & CARD·ADD ....... $250
W/5151 ·5251 KEYBOARD·ADD ... . ........ $29
ALL UNITS INCLUDE MONITORS, PRINTER
PORTS, GRAPHICS CARDS & KEYBOARDS
MICRO-TECH COMPUTER CO.
406·A MERCEDES ST.
FORT WORTH , TEXAS 76126
MastBrCardNlSA . .. Add 4%
(nformation &
Orders Outside
of Texas
Texas Calls
(817) 249·1951
800-826·1749

AST SixpackPlus (384 K) . . . . . . 5199
Six PakP re m lum (1 MI ..
. . .. 54 29
Adva ntag e (1 .5 MI.
. . 55 t 9
. . . 5799
Advan tage (3 MI ..
Rampage (2 MI.
..
. .. . 5 459
RampageAT (2 M) .. ... .. . .... .. . . 56 5 9
INTEL Above PC/ AT (2 MI .
... c ali
Quadboard (38 4 K) ....... . .. .... . $ 199
EGA+ :5399
Qu adpo rt AT: t 39 .
HERCULES gra ph ics board .
. S209
Colo r Ca rd
S 1 59
HAYES Smart mod em1 2DO B . . . .. $ 3 59
Smartm odem1 200. .
. 5389
Maynard O nB oa rd20 .
5669
San dstar Se ries .
. .. . call
MaynStrea m Tap e fro m. .
5 689
WD File Ca rd (20 M) .
. . . . . 5639
Seagate 20M H ard Disk .
. S459
PiusDevetopment 20M HD Ca rd .. . S699
Tandon TM l 02: 119.TeacFD55 BV·S 109
Toshiba lor AT: 1 09 .
. 1.2 M:S 15 9
Setof 9(64K) 10 .
(2 56k) S2 7
80 87 ·3 ..
.. S 119
CALL
Monitors... NEC. Amd e k. Princet o n Gr
Printers . .. Cit IZ en. Panaso nlc. To sh iba
LaserPrinters .. . Cannon. Qume. HP
All Po p ular Softwa re

VLM Computer Electronics
10 Park Place . M o rri stow n. NJ 0 7 960
(20 t I 267·326 8 • Visa, MC. Check o r CO D.

Inquir y 14 1

MAGNAVOX

MONITORS

Single Board Solutions
Introduces

PROFESSIONAL
/~~~~

~Q

Monochrome Monitor

• TTL inpu t· hig h resolu tion (1(XXllines) • 25 lines x 80
column· 12" non-g lare screen· bullt·in tilt stand

No. 96T1D .green display .

S8700
.597° 0

. ..............

NO.96720.amberdisplay .

Color Monitor
• Accepts AGB, TIL. AGB analog, & composite video
input s · 25 lines x 80 column . 640 dots x 240 lines
resolulion · 13" etched screen
No. 9T800 .

The Wholesale Outlet
, Interstate Avenue
Albany, N. Y. 12205

• Order Toll Free

1«XJ.344.4387 (NON·NYS)
All other calls & NYS call
(518) 459-7883
M CNISA OR COD CASH
All orders shipped FOB Albany · Prices subject to change

Inquiry 378

LlNTEK COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
POS 8056, G ra nd Ra pids . MI 495 18
(616) 241-4040
Inquiry 199

~~c

AI'HOIFK

Outstanding pri c es on compu ter
acces so ri es for y ou r comput er and
work st ati o n. O u r catalog feature s a
wid e se lecti o n of q ua lity produ ct s
to meet all your ac cessory nee ds.
Cali o r write tod ay to receiv e yo ur
free catalog .

S8S-52 Controller

•
•
•
•
•
•

8052 Basic VI.I
32 Kx8 Ram
2 Real Time Clocks
32 1/0 Lines
Programs Eproms
Small 3.0Ox5.00 Size
1-10 $179.00
Single Board Solutions
P.O. Box 3788
Salem , Oregon 97302
Phone (503) 581 -6570

Inq uir y 31 1

Because ,IS orog'nol o OJectIVe W05 10 prOl e c t 5011 ·
wore tr om unauThorized use. If'S cotleo the SOFTW ARE Sf TINEl
Bul maybe we'll c he e the nome to REVENUE GENf(?AiOR
Since w e've (M eOl/erad lIs Irue vc lue to QUI c ustomers Bul
whatever we cali rI, e veryone enas up WI th rtumerou!. cenel.fS
Iro m thiS hardware key Wit h u nlim iTed " IOCle s

SOAWARE DEVELOPER BENEFITS
• Prohil)tls unoulhOl'lZad use
of sotfv..<Jre
• No need lex copy
proTecTion
6 .AJgOfUh/TI Technique
(neVOf a /illed response)
• VirTually untxeokable

• Hrgher ICvellOnguoge
Inlerfoces Included
. '00 limes IO$Ter(1ms)
Than (1)(00 response dc...-.ces
• Minimal Implemenlalto n eHOf1
• Runs undor DOS and Xenl J:.. o n
16M PC. AT. Xl & cornpohbles

SOAWARE USER BENEFilS
• Unhmllod bOckup copies
• No /ioppy requlIC3d with
hard disk

• Pockelslze
• rronsparenl
• Tronsportable

EVALUATION KIT AVAILABLE
iOIex386076
1797 1 SKYP"RK C IRClE SU1TE E, IRVI NE , C" 927'4

Inquiry 294

(71.)261 ·0228

Tile XAT IS ou l most versatIle and powerlul
syslem USIng Inters 80286 processor. tile
system runs at 6 and 8 MHz WIth a true
16·bI! da la bus Comes standard Wilt' a 3
meg Add·On bOard . 2 paral/ell' one senal
pall mOM or. keyboard. DOS 3 1. two
' , helotll OS 00 1 2 meg 1J0ppies.

The perlect choice lor the system Integrator
Tnls standard system IS as compahbie With
WllO needS the IBM compa tibility. but not in
IBM as it can be. Featuflng a 4-laycr mother·
the standard PC cabinet This model features
board. 8·slot expansion. up to 640K
!l lnged and removable Sides. up to 3 ' ,he ight
memory on the motherboard , and the 6.67
MHz TURBO mode. Also Included. DOS 3.1. peflpherals out front. Iront mount AC switch
keyboard . 135 watt power supply. TTL 720 x and rear moun! t3 5 wall power supply. Also
makes an Ideal " Host or " File Server" un't
348 resolution video card. green or amber
In multi' user conllgura llonst
monitor. serial & parallel ports. Real Time
crock and software.

The XTJr. is only junior in size' With up to
640K memory on the motherboard and four
expansion slols. Ihis stand·a lone system is
also grea t for workstations in a networking
environment. It can be upgrade a to the
TURBO two speed motherboard and you
can also add up to 2 serial & 2 parallel ports
or any IBM compatible expanSion card . A
perlect word processing/data entry system.

Amsterdam. 020-45-26-50

2 MB Expansion Board

- "

...... ..

>,

This board satisfies the new approach suggested by
IN TEL and Lolus 1·2·3. Also may be used on our

Xl-SBC TURBO boad lor memory based at OK.

AT H.D. & Floppy

ThIS Western DIgital controller handles I or 2 dflves. 5
to 140 megabyt es With minimum soltware conllgura·
tlon. Features DOS 2 I 8. 3 1 compa tibility. and ST-506
Interface.

A Multdunctlon board lealunng Parallel Pon Sellal Poll
G::lnlP, PorI . Real Time Clock Calendar With Sall ery
Back·tlP. Expand 10 384K. all Cables. PnntSpoaler and
RAM Disk Soi!ware. and Manuals.

!II

.

.'

!J
I

•

•

PROM Laser

Mono & Color Graphics
. , ....... , " .......
. . . .. ,
.
, : ~
::
:'
:' :_ : . ' , _ _ _ •
r ." .
,

•

.-,

Supports Iwo lellels of graphICS and text In composite
monochrome or AG8 COIOf Low resolu tion 320 x 200
pixel. high resolullon 640 x 200 pIxel.

.

Connect your workSlahon to an eXisting 4 Megabyte
IBM token ring system or bUIld up your own IEEE 802 .5
s tandard system . The lowest possible cost lor
10Q ooindustry standard compatibility.

~

Th iS new Western Dlgllal combo board With liS
VLSt technology Will give you a data transfer rale 50
lastcl than the eXis ting combo board In the AT Runs
both 360K and \ 2 meg floppy disk drives

-

;f-

Fealures FlOPPY Controller. Parallel PorI. Serial
(optional 2nd Senal) . Game PorI. Real Time
Clock/Calenda r with Battery Back·up. RAMdisk. PrlOlSpooler. all cab les & manua ls.

l','"

'.. :~: ,. ii ~

I

""f' '/
_ , " 'Ik.I.

Hi·speed algorilhmes Will burn 27 16 . 2732 . 2732A.
2764 (in 52 sec) . 27 128 . 27256 EPROMS under soft·
ware control righl in your PC. Zero Force Insertion
Sockets. Software. and Manual.

England.

XTJr . r'ablnel ls only 3 - x 16 5 · x t5 - yet It
hold a standard xT compatlDle mo the rboa rd .
Includes a switching power supply Front panel
cu t·out lor a half·neightlloppy or hard disk.

!!Ii!htlil!lil _

Archive
Irwin
Maxtor
Memtek
Miniscribe

I

P:::;:~~c
TEAC
Tulin

I

72 Digital If0
,
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•
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WAVEFORM
SYNTHESIZER

I

,

-

•

·N

L ..

-

PXB-721
parallel Expansion Board
• For IBM·PC & Compatibles
• 72 Digital 1/0 Lines
• Simple Programming
• Uses One Expansion Slot
• Fast Delivery

$195

(!) QlJA TECH. INC.
478 E. Exchange 51. Akron OH 44304
(216) 434·3154 TLX: 5101012726

• For IBM·PC/XT/AT and
compatibles
• Generates user-definable signal
• Up to 2000 points per envelope

Ii\

Softerm PC emulates over 3Q
popular terminals including the :
• DEC VT102, VT220
• Data General 0200, 041 0
·IBM 3101-20 (block mode)
• Hewlett-Packard 2622A
• Honeywell VIP7801 , VIP7803
Guaranteed Compatibility
Call for free product brief!
$195 MC-VISA-COD
For the IBM PC/XT/AT, DG, NEC,
Wang , TI, Gridcase, Tandy, Zenith

$795.00

'V QlJA TECH. INC.
478 E. Exchange St. Akron OH 44304
(216) 434·3154 TLX: 5101012726

7899 Lexington Dr., Ste 210
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
1
593-9540
Inquiry 315

Inquiry 288

Inquiry 287

TERMINAL
EMULATION

COMPUTER PAPER

.,

Advertise you r
computer products
through
BYTE BITS
(2" x 3" ads)
For more information
call Dan Harper at
603-924-6830
BYTE
70 Main St.
Peterborough, NH 03458

As low as

HARD DISK ACCELERATOR
• Caching eliminates repetitive
disk accesses
• Use up to 15 Mb of extended!
expanded or 500 Kb of standard memory

DISKETTE ACCELERATOR
SCREEN ACCELERATOR
FAST - FRIENDLY - SAFE

:d~~3

for
· . Ih dl'
5hIpplnQ an . 109

~J~fg~I~:I~~'~:~ts

If".

and NEG 8201. .. 3 for $79, 6 for $149

SIDESTAR for NEG Starlet $199
128K Ram Disk Gartridge

SIDECAR for NEG PG·8201A $259
4 banks of 32K in one cartridge

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800·732-5012
Csflf: 805-987-4788
Csnada: 604-856-8858, Autltralla: 02·419-8899

I!!!IPURPLE
~COMPUTING

VISA

MIC &

AMER.EXP.

420 Constitution Ave., Camarllio, CA 93010

Inquiry 283

As low os

394

15 ...
Dnn'01HERH~
... 310.
Coli fo r prices on M1509. Twinwrirer and
HR25 . Tracrors. sheer feeders and a ll
arher voriaus campanenrs are
avai lable. ·Cerrified Grorher dealer

.

2870 Fifth Avenue
SUite 201
San Diego. CA 92103

619/298-9349

PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLE PARTS
Seagate 30 M.B., High Speed Hard Disk
20 M.B. Hard Disk Kit for PCIXT
30 M.B. Hard Disk Kit for PXlXT
135 W. Power Supply
I/O Card for XT or AT
LOGIMOUSE
8087-3 Co-Processor
80287-3 Co-Processor
XT Compatible System w/640 K, ali ports
& clock, 2 drives, monochrome monitor

$645.00
$395.00
$465.00
$ 65.00
$ 75.00
$85.00
$120,00
$215.00
$825.00

LUCKY COMPUTERS
(214) 880-8110
1701 Greenville, Suite 602, Richardson, TX 75081
IBM PCIXTIAT sre Registered Trademarks
of International Bus/mISS MachlnBS Corp.

Inquiry 210

450 7th Ave. N.Y. N.Y, 10123
Inquiry 102

Includes one megabyte memory on board, 6 or 8
MHz, zero walt state, Phoenix BIOS; Disk drive cantrolier with 2 floppy disk drives (1 .2 M.B. and 360 K)
and one 20 M.B. hard disk; monochrome monitor with
adapter, serial/parallel ports; 200 W. power supply,
keyboard, case. IBM PC/AT compatible. Certified to
comply with FCC class B standards.

24K RAM CHIP for Tandy 200 "5
BK RAM CHIP for Mode/· IOO $25

AND DISKETTES

VCACHE
GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS

GAT-286
COMPLETE SYSTEM-12185DO

PORTABLE DISK DRIVE $229

per

We have the highest quality and the
lowest prices on computer paper.

Inquiry 145

3'/2", batt. oper., TS·DDS, lOOK storage

t.4
99 01500poc. l~
/I.

BUY
UNITED
STATES
SAVINGS
BONDS

ENHANCED GRAPHICS ADAPTOR

20MB

1()(JJ/o IBM COMPA TlBLE-PASSES IBM EGA DIAGNOSTICS

* COMPATIBLE WITH IBM EGA, COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTOR AND
MONOCHROME ADAPTOR
* DISPLAYS 16 COLORS OUT OF 64 COLORS
* COMES WITH 256K OF VIDEO RAM
* DUAL SCANNING FREQUENCIES
WORKS WITH STANDARD OR
EGA TYPE RGB MONITORS
* LIGHT PEN INTERFACE

NOW ONLY

EGA MONITOR

INCLUDES HARD DISK CONTROLLER, CABLES
AND INSTRUCTIONS . ALL DRIVES ARE PRETESTED AND COME WITH A 1 YEAR WARRANTY.

FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY

* EGA AND CGA COMPATIBLE
* SCANNING FREQUENCIES:
15.75 KHz / 21.85 KHz

* 14" BLACK MATRIX,

NON-GLARE SCREEN
* RESOLUTION:
640 x 200 / 640 x 350
* .31 DOT, 25MHz
* 16 COLORS OUT OF 64
* TEXT SWITCH-GREEN / AMBER

AT MULTIFUNCTION CARD
ADDS UP TO 3 MEGABYTES OF USER EXPANDABLE MEMORY

* SHIPPED WITH
*

*

*
*

ZERO K RAM, USER EXPANDABLE TO 1.5
MEGABYTES RAM ON BOARD, UP TO 3 MEGABYTES WITH
OPTIONAL PIGGYBACK CARD
USES 64K OR 256K DYNAMIC RAMS
PARALLEL PORT & GAME PORT
SERIAL PORT
OPTIONAL SECOND SERIAL PORT

PIOOYBACK MEMORY CARD

(NO MEMORY INSTILLED) $49.95

UP TO 2 MEGABYTES OF LOTUS/INTEL COMPA TlBLE MEMORY

* CONFORMS TO LOTUS / INTEL EXPANDED MEMORY
SPECIFICATIONS (EMS)
ZERO K RAM, USER EXPANDABLE TO 2
MEGABYTES
USES 64K OR 256K DYNAMIC RAMS
USE AS EXPANDED (EMS) OR CONVENTIONAL MEMORY,
RAMDISK OR SPOOLER
SOFTWARE INCLUDES EMS DEVICE DRIVERS,
PRINT SPOOLER AND RAMDISK

* SHIPPED WITH
*
*
*

HARD DISK
SYSTEM

FOR IBM PC/XT/A T AND COMPA TlBLES

* PROGRAMS 27xxx SERIES EPROMS UP TO 27512
* MENU DRIVEN SOFTWARE PROVIDED ON DISKETTE
* AUTOMATICALLY SETS PROGRAMMING VOLTAGE
* LOADS AND SAVES EPROM BUFFER TO DISK
* READ, WRITE, COPY, VERIFY OR CHECK BLANK
* DEBUG STYLE EDITOR FOR EASY MODIFICATION OF PROGRAM
* SPLITS OR COMBINES EPROMS OF DIFFERING SIZES
* INTERNAL CARD WITH EXTERNAL CABLE FOR A ZIF SOCKET

2101
5101
2102l-4
2112
2114
2114l-4
2114l-2
2114L·15
TMS4044-4
TMM2016-150
TMM2016-100
HM611 6-4
HM6116-3
HM6116lP-4
HM6116lP-3
HM6116lP-2
HM6264P-1S
HM6264lP-15
HM6264lP-12

256)(4
256)(4

1024.1
256)(4
1024)(4
1024)(4

1024.4
1024x4
4096,,1
2048)(8
2048x8
2048)(8

2048.8
2048x8
2048x8
2048)(8
8192)(8

8192x8
8192.8

****HIGH-TECH****95

1450nol
1450noliCMOSI
14S0noillPI

NEG V20 UP070108 $11

REPLACES 8088 TO SPEED UP IBM PC 10-400/0

(450n5)

1450nsl
1450nsillPI
1200nsillPI
11S0nslilPI
(450n5)

• HIGH-SPEED ADDRESS CALCULATION
IN HARDWARE
• PIN COMPATIBLE WITH 8088
• SUPERSET OF 8088 INSTRUCTION SET
• LOW POWER CMOS

(150ns)
(lOOns)

1200noliCMOSI
1150noliCMOSI
1200nsliCMOSlilPI
1150nsliCMOSillPI
1120nsliCMOSIIlPI
1150noliCMOSI
11S0noliCMOSlilPI
1120noliCMOSlilPI

V20 UPD70108-8
8M Hz V30 UPD70116-8

$13.95
$19.95

****SPOTLIGHT****

LP=Low power

DYNAMIC RAMS
4116-250
4116·200
4116-150
4116-120

16384)(1
16384x1
16384xl
16384x1

MK4332

32768)(1

4164-200
4164-150
4164-120
MCM6665
TMS4164
4164-REFRESH
TM S4416
41128-150
TMS4464-15
412 56-200
4 1256-150

65536)(1
65536x1
65536.1
65536.1
65536.1
65536.1
16384.4
131072. 1
65536x4
262144.1
262144)(1

5v=Single 5 Volt Supply

1 .49
1 .95
2 .95
2 .49 ·
169.95
129.00
6 .95
9 .95
2 .49
3.95
7 .95
14.95
129.95
199.95

8200
8203
8205
8212
8216
8224
8237
8237-5
8 250
8251
8251A
8253
8253-5
8255
8255-5
8259
8259 -5
8272
8279
8279-5
8282
8284
8286
8288

24.95
3 .29
1 .49
1 .49
2 .25
4 .95
5.49
6 .95
1 .69
1 .89
1.89
1.95
1 .69
1 .89
1 .95
2 .29
4 .95
2 .49
2 .95
3 .95
2.95
3.95
4 .9 5

1-80
4.0 MHz

1250no l

.49

(200ns)
(150ns)
(120n s )

.89
.99
1 .49

2708
2716
2716-1
TMS2532

1024x8
2048.8
2048.8
4096x8

2732

4096x8

2732A
2732A· 2

4096.8
4096,,8

27C64

8192)(8

2764
2764·250
2764-200
MCM68766
27128
27C256
27256

8192)(8
8192xB
8192x8
8192.8
16384x8
32768.8
32768.8

5V"Single 5 Volt Supply

riSPECTRONICS
,... CORPORATION

1450nsl
4.9S
1450nsll5VI
3.49
1350nsll5VI
3.9S
1450nsl!5VI
S.95
1450noll5VI
3 .95
1250ns1lSV1I21V PGMI 3 .95
1200nsll5VlI21 V PGMI 4 .25
1250nsll5VIICMOSI
5 .95
1450ns1l5V)
3.49
1250nsll5VI
3 .95
1200nsll5VI
4 .25
1350noll5VII24 PIN) 17.95
1250ns1l5V)
4 .25
1250no1l5VIICMOS)
10.95
1250no1l5V)
7 .49
21V PGM=Program at 21 Vatu

EPROM ERASERS

1200nsl
6 .95
(200ns)(5v)
1 .19
1150no1l5v)
1 .29
1120no1l5v)
1 .95
1200no1l5v)
1.95
1150no115v)
1 .95
1150no I15Vj{REFRESHI2 .95
1150no1l5v)
4.95
1150n5115vl
5.95
1150noll5vl
6.95
1200noll5vl
2.95
1150no1l5v)
2 .95
REFRESH=Pin 1 Refresh

6502
2.69
65C02 1CMOSI 12.95
6507
9 .95
6520
1.95
6522
4 .95
6526
26.95
6532
6 .95
6545
6 .95
5.95
6551
6561
19.95
6581
34.95

2.0 MHz
6502A
6520A
6522A
6532A
6545A
65S1A

2 .95
2 .95
5.95
11 .95
7 .95
6 .95

3.0 MHz
6502B

6 .95

6800
1.0 MHz
6800
6802
6803
6809
6809E
6810
6820
6821
6840
6843
6844
6845
6847
6850
6883

1 .95
4 .95
9 .95
5.95
5.95
1.95
2 .95
1 .95
6 .95
19 . 9~

12.95
4 .95
11 .95
1 .95
22.95

6845
68B45
6847
HD46505SP
MC1372
8275
7220
CRT5027
CRT5037
TMS9918A

4 .95
8 .9 5
11 .95
6 .95
2.95
26.95
19.95
12.95
9.95
19.95

DISK
CONTROLLERS
1771
1791
1793
1795
1797
2791
2793
2797
6843
8272
UPD765
MB8876
MB8877
1691
2143

4 .95
9 .95
9 .95
12.95
12.95
19.9 5
19 .95
29.95
19.95
4 .95
4 .95
12.95
12.95
6 .95
6 .95

BIT RATE
GENERATORS
MC14411
BR1941
4702
COM8116
MM5307

9.95
4 .95
9 .95
8 .95
4 .95

2.0 MHz
4 .95
5.95
6 .95
6.95
3 .95
6 .95
2 .95
7 .95

UARTS
3.95
4.95
3.95
4 .95
6 .95
9 .95
6 .95

32.768 KHz
1 .0MH z
1.8432
2 .0
2 .097152
2 .4576
3.2768
3.579545
4.0
4 .03 2
5.0
5.0688
6.0
6. 144
6 .5536
8. 0
10.0
10.738635
12.0
14.3 1 818
15.0
1 6 .0
17.430
18.0
18.432
20 .0
22 .11 84
24.0
32.0

.95
2.95
2.95
1.9 5
1.9 5
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1 .95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1 .95
1 .95
1 .95
1.95
1.9 5
1.95
1 .9 5
1 .95
1 .9 5

CRYSTAL
OSCILLATORS
1 .0MHz
1 .84 3 2
2.0
2.4576
2 .5
4 .0
5.0688
6.0
6 .144
8.0
10.0
12.0
12.480
15.0
16.0
1 8 .43 2
20.0
24 .0

5 .95
5 .95
5 .95
5.95
4 . ~5

4 .95
4 .95
4 .95
4 .95
4 .95
4 .95
4 .9 5
4 .95
4 .95
4 .95
4.95
4 .9 5
4 .95

MISC.
TMS99531
9 .95
TMS99532
19.95
.79
UlN2003
7 .95
3242
4 .95
3341
MC3470
1 .95
MC3480
8 .9 5
2 .9 5
MC3487
l1C90
19.9 5
2513-001 UP
6 .95
11 .95
AY5-2376
A Y5-3600 PRO 11 .95

74lS00
.16
74lS01
.18
74lS02
.17
74LS03
.18
74lS04
.16
74lS05
.18
74lS08
.18
74lS09
.18
74lS10
.16
74LS11
.22
74lS12
.22
74lS13
.26
74lS14
.39
741515
.26
74lS20
.17
74lS21
.22
741522
.22
74LS27
.23
74lS28
.26
74lS30
.17
74lS32
. 18
74lS33
.28
74lS37
.26
74LS38
.26
74lS42
.39
74lS47
.75
74lS48
.8 5
74lS51
.17
74lS73
.29
74lS74
.24
74lS75
.29
7 4lS76
.29
74lS83
.49
74lS85
.49
74lS86
.22
74lS90
.39
74lS92
.49
74lS93
.39
74lS95
.49
74lS107
.34
.36
74lS109
7 4 lS112
.29
74lS122
.4 5
74lS123
.49
74lS124 2.75
7 4 lS1 25
.39
74lS126
.39
74lS132
.39
74lS13 3
.49
74lS136
.39
74lS138
.39
74lS139
.39
74lS145
.99
74lS147
.99
74lS148
.99
74lS151
.39
74lS153
.39
74lS154 1.49
74LS155
.59
74lS156
.49
74lS1 5 7
.35
74lS1 58
.29
74lS1 6 0
.29
74lS161
.39
74lS162
.49
74lS163
.39
74lS164
.49

74lS165
.65
74lS166
.95
74lS169
.95
74LS173
.49
74LS174
.39
7 4lS175
.39
74lS191
.49
74lS1 92
.69
74lS193
.69
74lS194
.69
74lS195
.69
74lS196
.59
74lS197
.59
74LS221
.59
74 l S240
.69
7415241
.69
74lS242
.69
74LS243
.69
74lS244
.69
74 lS24 5
.79
74lS251
.49
74lS 253
.49
74lS256 1.79
74lS257
.39
74lS258
.49
7415 259 1.29
74 lS260
.49
74lS266
.39
74lS273
.79
74lS279
.39
74lS280 1.98
74lS283
.59
74lS290
.89
74lS293
.89
74lS299 1 .49
74lS322 3.95
74lS323 2 .49
74lS364 1 .9 5
74lS365
.39
74lS367
.39
74lS368
.39
74lS373
.79
74LS374
.79
74lS375
.95
74lS377
.79
74LS378 1. 18
74lS39 0 1 .19
74lS393
.79
74lS541 1.49
74lS624 1 .95
74lS640
.99
74lS645
.99
74lS669 1 .29
74lS670
.89
74lS682 3.20
74lS683 3.20
74lS684 3.20
74lS688 2 .40
74lS78322.95
81lS95
1 .49
81lS96
1 .49
8 1lS97
1 .49
81lS98
1 .49
25lS2521 2 .80
25lS2569 2 .80
26lS31
1.95
26lS32
1 .95

A new family of high speed CMOS logic featuring
the speed o f low power Schonk..· ;9ns typical gate
propagation delay). combined WIth t"'e advantages of
CMOS : very low power consu mptiol~ . c:uperior noise
immunity. and improved output drive.

74HCOO
74HC: Operate at CMOS logic levels and are ideal
fo r new. all-CMOS designs.
.59
74HC148
74HCOO
1 .19
74HC02
.59
74HC1Sl
.89
74HC04
74HC154
.59
2 .49
.59
74HC157
74HC08
.89
74HC 10
.59
74HC158
.95
74HC14
.79
74HC163
1 .15
74HC20
.59
74HC175
.99
74HC27
.59
74HC240
1 .89
74HC30
.59
74HC244
1.89
74HC32
.69
74HC245
1.89
74HC51
.59
74HC257
.85
74HC74
.75
74HC259
1 .39
1.35
74HC85
74HC273
1 .89
74HC86
.69
74HC29 9
4.99
74HC93
1 .19
74HC368
.99
74HC107
.79
74HC373
2 .29
74HC109
.79
74HC374
2 .29
74HC112
.79
74HC390
1 .39
74HC125
1 . 19
74 HC393
1 .39
74HC132
1 .19
74HC4017
1 .99
74HC133
.69
74H C4020
1.39
.99
74HC138
74HC4049
.89
.99
74 HC40 50
74HC139
.89

74HCTOO
74HCT: Direct. drop· in replacements for LS TIL
and can be intermixed with 7 4lS in the same circuit.
74 HCTOO
.69
74HCT166
3.05
74HCT02
.69
74HCT174
1.09
74HCT04
.69
74HCT193
1 .39
74HCT08
.69
74HCT194
1 .19
74Hcno
.69
74 HCT240
2 .19
74Hcnl
.69
74HCT241
2.19
74HCT27
.69
74HCT244
2.19
74HCT30
.69
74HCT245
2 .19
74HCT32
.79
74HCT257
.99
74HCT74
.85
74H CT259
1 .59
74HCT75
.95
74HCT273
2 .09
74HCT138
1 .15
74HCT367
1.09
74HCT139
1 .15
74HCT373
2 .49
74 HCT1 54
2 .99
74HCT374
2 .49
74HCT157
.99
74HCT393
1 .59
74HCT158
.99
74HCT4017
2.19
74HCT161
1.29
74HCT4040
1.59
74HCT164
1 .39
74HCT4060
1 .49

74FOO
.79

4001
4011
4012
4013
4015
4016
4017
4018
4020
4021
4024
4025
4027
4028
4035
4040
4041
4042
4043
4044
4045
4046
4047
4049
4050
4051
4052
4053
4056
4060
4066
4069
4076
4077
4081
4085
4086
4093
4094
14411
14412

CMOS
.19
14419
4.95
.19
14433 14.95
.25
4503
.49
.35
451,
.69
.29
4516
.79
.29
4518
.85
.49
4522
.79
.69
4526
.79
.59
4527
1.95
.69
4528
.79
.49
4529
2 .95
25
4532
1.95
.39
4538
.95
.65
4541
1.29
.69
4553
5 .79
.69
4585
.75
.75
4702
12.95
.59
74COO
.29
.85
74C14
.59
.69
74C74
.59
1 .98
74C83
1.95
.69
74C85
1 .49
.69
74C95
.99
.29
74C150 5 .75
.29
74C151 2.25
.69
74C161
.99
.69
74C163
.99
.69
74C164 1.39
2.19
74C192 1.49
.69
74C193 1.49
.29
74C221 2.49
.19
74C240 1.89
.59
74C244 1.89
.29
74C374 1.99
.22
74C905 10.95
.79
74C911 8.95
.89
74C91712,95
.49
74C922 4 .49
2.49
74C923 4.95
9 .95
74C926 7.95
6.95
80C97
.95

.19
.19
.19
.29
.29
.24
.19
.25
.49
.25
.25
.19
.29
.19
.29
.29
.49
.69
.89
.35
.34
.33
.45
.35
.5 0
.59
.3 5
2 .15
.3 9
.50
.35
.55
2 .75
2.29
.29
.49
.45
.65
5 .95
2.95
.60

7400
7402
7404
7406
7407
7408
7410
7411
7414
7416
7417
7420
7423
7430
7432
7438

7442
7445
7447
7470
7473
7474
7475
7476
7483
7485
7486
7489
7490
7492
7493
7495
7497
74100
74121
74123
74125
74141
74143

74144
74145

EDOECARD CONNECTORS
5-100
.125
PIN ST
.125
PIN WW 5 -100
IBM PC .100
PIN ST
APPLE
.100
PIN ST
STD
.156
PIN ST
,156
PIN WW STD

74147
74148
74150
74151
74153
74154
74155
74157
74159
74151
74163
74164
74165
74166
74175
74177

2 .49
1.20
1.35
.55
.55
1 .49
.75
.5 5
' .65
.69
.69
.85
.85
1.00
.89
.75

74178

1,15

74181

2 .25
.75
2 .00
1.15
.79
.8 5
.79
.75
1.35
1 .35
1 .35
1 .25
1.85
1.95
.75
1 .35
1.95
3.' 1
.65
.65
3 .95
' .50
2.95
1 .9 5

74182

74184
74191
74192

74194
74195
74197
74199
, 74221
74246
74247
74248
74249
74251
74265
74273
74278
74367
74368
9368
9602
9637
96502

74500
74502
74503
74504
74505
74508
74510
74515
74530
74532
74537
74538
74574
74585
74586
745112
745124
745138
745140
745151
745153
745157
745158
745161

.29
.29
.29
.29
.29
.35
.29
.49
.29
.35
.69
.69
.49
.95
.35
.50
2.75
.79
.55
.79
.79
.79
.95
1 .29

745163
745168
745174
745175
745188
745189
745195
745196
745197
745226
745240
745241
745244
745257
745253
745258
745280
745287
745288
745299
745373
745374
745471
745571

1 .29
3.95
.79
.79
1.95
1 .95
1.49
2 .49

TO-220CASE
7805T
7808T
7812T
7815T

7805K 1.59
7812K 1.39

DATA ACO
ADCOSOO 15. 55

78L05
78L12

IDCEN36
CEN36

7905K 1.69
7912K 1.49

.49
.49

79L05
.69
79L12 1.49

OTHER VOLTAGE REGS
LM323K 5V 3A TO-3
LM328K
78H05K
78H12K
78P05K

Adj. SA
5V SA
12V SA
5V lOA

IC SOCKETS
14
16
lC
20
22
24
28
40
64

INTERFACE
8T26
8T28
8 T95
8T96
8T97
8T98
OMS131
DP8304
058833
058835
058836
058837

.59
.59
.59
.59

TO-93 CASE

8 PIN ST

ADC0804 3 .49
ADC0809 4 .49
ADC081614 .9 5
ADC0817 9.95
ADCOS3l 8.95
DACOBOO 4 .49
DAC08 06 1 .9 5
DAC0808 2.35
DAC1020 8 .2 5
DAC1022 5 .9 5
MC1408L82 .95

7905T
7908T
7912T
7915T

TO-3CASE

2.9;;
3 .99
1.49
1.49
1.49
.79
.79
.95
1 .95
1 .69
1.69
2 .95
1 .69
1.69
4 .95
2.95

1 .29
1 .29
.89
.89
.59
.89

PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN

ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST

4.79

TO-3 3.95
TO-3 7.95
TO-3 8 .95
TO-3 14.95

1-99 100+
. 11
.10
.11
.09
.12
.10
.15
.13
.18
.15
.15
.12
.20
.15
.22
.16
.30
.22
1.95 1.49

ST=SQlOERTAIL

2 .9 5

2 .29
2.25
1 .99
.99
1.65

8 PIN WW
14 PIN WW
16 PIN WW

18
20
22
24
28
40

MAlE

100
100
62
50
44
44

.49
.49
.49
.49

16
24

RIBBON CABLE
SOLDER CUP

28
40

FEMALE
IDCEN36 / F RIBBON CABLE
RT ANGLE PC MOUNT
CEN36PC

.59
.69
.69
.99
1 .09
1 .39

.69
.52
.58
.90
.98
1.28
1.35

PIN WW
PIN WW
PIN WW
PIN WW
1.49
PIN WW
1.69 1.49
PIN WW
1.99 1.80
WW, WIREWRAP
PIN ZIF
4 .95 CALL
PIN ZIF
5.95 CALL
PIN ZIF
6.95 CALL
PIN ZIF
9.95 CALL
ZIF , TEXTOOL

(ZERO INSERTION FORCE)

TL066
TL071
TL072
TL074
TL081
TL082
TL084
LM301
LM309K
LM311
LM311H
LM317K
LM317T
LM318
LM319

.99
.69
1.09
1.95
.59
.99
1.49
.34
1.7.5
.59
.89
3.49
.95
1.49
1.25

LM733
.98
LM741
.29
LM747
.69
LM748
.59
MC1330
1.69
MC1350
1 .19
MCI372
6 .95
LM1414
1.59
LM1458
.49
LM1488
.49
LM1489
.49
LM1496
.85
LM1812
8.25
LM1889
1.95
ULN2003
.79
LM320 8807900
XR2206
3.95
LM322
1.95
XR2211
2 .95
LM323K
4.79
XR2240
1 .95
LM324
.49
MPQ2907 1.95
LM331
3 .95
LM2917
1.95
LM334
1.19
CA3046
.89
LM335
1.79
CA3081
.99
LM336
1.75
CA3082
.99
LM337K
3 .95
CA3086
.80
LM338K
6.95
CA3089
1 .95
.59
LM339
CA3130E
.99
LM340 8e87800
CA3146
1 .29
LM350T
4 .60
CA3160
1 .19
LF353
.59
MC3470
1 .95
LF355
.99
MC3480
8.95
LF357
.99
MC3487
2.95
LM358
.59
LM3900
.49
LM380
.89
LM3909
.98
LM383
1.95
LM3911
2 .25
LM386
.89
LM3914
2.39
LM393
.45
MC4024
3.49
LM394H
5.95
MC4044
3.99
TL494
4 .20
RC4136
1.25
TL497
3.25
RC4558
.69
NE555
.29
LM13600 1.49
NE556
.49
75107
1.49
1.29
NE558
75110
1.95
NE564
1.95
75150
1.95
.95
LM565
75154
1 .95
LM566
1.49
75188
1 .25
LM567
.79
75189
1.25
NE570
2.95
_39
75451
2.50
_39
NE590
75452
_39
NE592
.98
75453
LM710
.75
1_29
75477
.49
LM723
75492
.79
H,TO-5 CAN , K,TO-3, T, TO-220

DIP CONNECTORS
DESCRIPTION

HIGH RELIABILITY TOOLED
ST IC SOCKETS
HIGH RELIABILITY TOOLED
WW IC SOCKETS
COMPONENT CARRIES
(DIP flEADERS)
RIBBON CABLE
DIP PLUGS (IOC)

lN751
lN759
lN4148
lN4004
lN5402
KBP04
KBU8A

CONTACTS

ORDER BY
AUGATxxST

.62

AUGATxxVvW

1 .30

ICCxx

.49

14

16

18

20

22

24

28

.79

.89

1.09

1.29

1.39

1.49

1.69

1 .8 0 2 .10 2.40 2.50 2 .90 3 .15 3.70

IDPxx

.69

.95

.95

.99

.99

.99

.99

1 .09

WIRE WRAP

1.75

~

DBxxP
DBxxS
DBxx PR
DBxxSR
DaxxpVII\N
DBxxSWW
IDSxxP
IOSxxS
MHOODxx
HOODxx

FEMALE

MALE
FEMALE
MALE

IDC
RIBBON CABLE

FEMALE

CONTACTS

ORDER BY

MALE

FEMALE
MALE

HOODS

METAL
GREY

.82
.95
1 .20
1.25
1 .69
2.76

15
.90
1.15

1.49
1 .55
2_56
4.27
2.70 2 .95
2.92 3.20
1.25

1 .25

.65

.65

19
1.25
1 .5 0

25
1.25
1.50

1 .95
2 .00
3 .89
6 .84
3.9B
4 .33
1 .30 1.30

.65

37
1 .80
2.35
2.65
2.79
5.60
9 .95
5.70
6.76

50

.75

.95

DB37S

ORDER BY

10

20

CONTACTS
34
26

IOHxxS
.82 1 .29 1.68 2 .20
IOHxxSR
.85 1 .3 5 1 .76 2.31
WW HEADER
IOHxxW
1.86 2.98 3 .84 4.50
RIGHT ANGLE WW HEADER
IOHxxWR
2 .05 3.28 4 .22 4 .45
_79
.99 1.39 1.59
RIBBON HEADER SOCKET
IDS xx
5 _50 6 .25
RIBBON HEADER
IDMxx
RIBBON EDGE CARD
IDEx x
1.75 2 .25 2 .65
FOR ORDERING INSTRUC TIONS SEE D-SUBMINIA TURE ABOVE

HARD TO FIND

SHORTING

HEADERS

CAN BE SNAPPED APART TO
MAKE ANY SIZE HEADER.
ALL WITH .1 " CENTERS

GOL!LOCQKS
CONTACTS
SPACED

STRAIGHT LEAD
RIGHT ANGLE

AT .l "
CENTERS

STRAIGHT LEAD

5/$1.00

RIGHT ANGLE

4N33

.25
.55
.95
.35
.25
.10
.50
.25
.79
.10

~

HO:025

A

4N37
MCT-2
MCT-6
TlL-111

2N3906
2N4401

2N4402
2N4403
2N6045
TlP31

LED DISPLAYS
FND-357(359)
COM CATHODE .362"
FND-500(503)
COM CATHODE .5 "
FND-507(510)
COM ANODE
.5"
MAN-72

COM ANODE

MAN-74
COM CATHODE
MAN-8940
COM CATHODE
TIL-313
COM CATHODE
HP5082-7760
COM CATHODE
TIL-311
4x7 HEX W / LOGIC
HP5082-7340 4x7 HEX W / lOGIC

40
2.58
2 .72
5.28
4 .BO

1.99
7 .50

.3"
.3"
.8"
.3"
.43"

.270"
.290"

WNNNNWNN .. N A A A K " "

DIFFUSED LEDS

IDC CONNECTORS

SOLDER HEADER
RIGHT ANGLE SOLDER HEADER

.

Ef------------------- -------------0
e
e

MOUNTING HARDWARE $1.00

DESCRIPTION

~
...

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: INSERT THE NUMBER OF CONTACTS IN THE POSITION
MARKED "xx " OF THE "ORDER BY " PART NUMBER LISTED.
EXAMPLE: A 15 PIN RIGHT ANGLE MALE PC SOLDER WOULD BE DB ISPR.

"SNAPABLE"

10 / 1 .00

N2222
PN2222
2N2905
2N2907
2N3055
2N3904

D-SUBMINIATURE
DESCRIPTION

SOLDER CUP

4N26
4N27
4N28

MDA990-2

.59

FOR ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS SEE D-SUBMINIA TURE BELD W

RIGHT ANGLE
PC SOLDER

.25
.25
25 / 1.00

"AC:. ;:::::}

JUMBO RED
JUMBO GREEN
JUMBO YEllOW
MOUNTING HOW
MINI RED

TH~

TllA
TP/.
Tll/.
T1

1-99
.10
.14
.14
.10
.10

SWITCHES
SPOT
MINI ·TOGGlE ON -ON
DPDT
MINI-TOGGLE ON-ON
DPDT
MINI -TOGGLE ON -OFF -O N
SPST
MINI -PUSflBunON N.O.
SPST
MINI -PUSHBunON N.C .
SPST
TOGGLE ON -OFF
BCD O.UTPUT 10 POSITION 6 PIN DIP
DIP SWITCHES

PADE WIRE WRAP WIRE
PRECUT ASSORTMENT

FR-4 EPOXY GLASS LAMINATE
WITH GOLD-PLATED EDGE-CARD FINGERS

IN ASSORTEO COLORS $27.50
100.a: 5.5 ", 6 .0 ", 6 .5", 7.0"

.

250•• : 2 .5 ". 4 .5". 5.0 "
500 •• : 3.0 ". 3 .5". 4.0"

.,, '-- .

:~:

JJ.rI

r~n,.

",J> ,."

SPOOLS
100 feet $4.30
500 fe et $1 3.25

250 fuot $7 .25
1000 fee t 521 .9 5
I

Plesse specify color:
Blue. Black. Yellow or Red

.

IIUUUUItI I

IBM· PR2

EMI FILTER

5-100

6 FOOT LINE CORDS
LC·2 2 CONDUCTOR
LC·3 3 CONDUCTOR
LC· HP 3 CO NDUCTOR W / STO
FE M ALE SOCKET

.39
.99

• SLIPS OVER WIRE WRAP PINS
• IDENTIFIES PIN NUMBERS ON WRAP
SIDE OF BOARD
• CAN WRITE ON PLASTIC: SUCH AS IC '

.5

PCK . OF

8
14

IDWRAP 08
IDWRAP 14

10
10

1.95

~ :;~ . ~

~:

:g~=~~:

~O

IDWRAP20

5

!g

:g~=:~!g

~

~!

:g~=:~ i!

12.6V AC
12.6V AC
12.6V AC
25 .2V AC

.~

PRICE ec:.

PART#

20

FRAME STYLE
TRANSFORMERS

.=

PINS

1.95 1 . ~

~:;~

CT
CT
CT
CT

2
4
8
2

AMP
AMP
AMP
AMP

5 .9 5
7.95
10.95
7 .9 5

e o.

1.95 1 · ~
~ :;~ ::::

~

ROTRON
ETRI
MASUSHITA

. . _-_....... . . . :.:. . .

PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER OF

10 WRAP 24

25 PIN D-SUB
GENDER
CHANDERS
$7.95

TANTALUM
1SV .35
15V .70
1SV .80
15V 1.35
3 5V
.40

. 50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V

.47J11
1.0
2 .2
4. 7
10

35V .45
35V .4 5
35V .65
35V .85
35V 1_00

DISC
.05
.OS
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05

680
.001J11
.0022
.005
.01
.02
.05
.1
.1

SOV
50V
50V
SOV
50V
SOV
50V
12V
SOV

MONOLITHIC
50V
50V

.14
.15

.1J11
.47J11

50V
50V

1/4

.05
.05
.OS
.05
.07
.07
.07
.10
.12

1J11
10
22
47
100
220
470
1000
2200
4700

.•

.1

pes same value _02
pes samo value _01 5

RESISTOR NETWORKS

.18
.25

AXIAL
50V .14
SOV .16
16V .14
50V .20
35V .2S
25V .30
50V .50
16V .60
16V .70
16V 1.25

.~

100
1000

10
8
16
16

PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN

9
7
8
15

BARE · NO FOIL PADS •••• . ••• . ••
HORIZONTAL BUS . . • • • ••• • •••••
SINGLE FOIL PADS PER HOLE ••••••
FOR APPLE II. AUX SLOT .• •••••..

APPLE

14.95
14.95

16.95

PI-IBM

8 15.16
822.76
521 .80
&30.00

SWITCHINB POWER SUPPLIES
$89.95

• FOR IBM PC·XT COMPATIBLE

• 135 WAlTS
• +5V @ 15A. +1 2V @ 4 .2A
· 5V @.5A. · 12V @ .5A
• ONE YEAR WARRANTY

PS·IBM

RESISTOR
RESISTOR
RESISTOR
RESISTOR

. 12V YEAR
@.5A..SV
@.SA
• ONE
WARRANTY

PI-130

PS ·130

$99.95

• 130 WATTS
• SWITCH ON REAR
• FOR USE IN OTHER IBM
TYPE MACHINES
.. 90 DAY WARRANTY

WATT RESISTORS

pes samevalue _0 5
pes same value _025

SIP
SIP
DIP
DIP

ELECTROLYTIC
RADIAL
25V . 14
35V .15
50V .15
50V .15
3 SV .18
16V .18
35V .20
25V .30
16V .70
25V 1.45

$34.95

5% CARBON FILM ALL STANDARO VALUES
FROM 1 OHM TO 10 MEG. OHM
10
50

P500·1
P500· 3
P500·4
7060·45

• 15.15
521 .80
82 1.80
822.75

• +12V @ 5.2A. +5V @ 16A .

DATA RASE EPROM ERASER
• ERASES 2 IN 10 MINUTES
• COMPACT· NO DRAWER
• THIN METAL SHUTTER
PREVENTS UV LIGHT
FROM ESCAPING

BARE · NO FOIL PAOS ••••.••••••
HORIZONTAL BUS •.••••. . ••••••
VERTICAL BUS ••• • .• ••••••••••
SINGLE FOIL PAOS PER HOLE • • ••• •

PI·IBM-150
$79.95
: ~~~:A~;'XTCOMPATIBLE

.
II' . . . . .P.A.C.KA.G.ES.'P.C.K•.O . F . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

CAPACITORS

P100· 1
P100·2
P100·3
P100·4

1.49

MUFFIN FANS

sa
sa
sa

IBM

BO TH CARDS HA VE SILK SCREENED LEGENDS
AND INCLUDES MOUNTING BRA CKET
IBM· PR1
WITH +5V AND GROUND PLANE •• • • &27.95
IBM·PR2
AS ABOVE WITH DECOOING LAYOUT
829.95

• MANUFACTURED
BY CORCOM
• LOW COST
• FITS LC· HP BELOW
. 6 AMP 120/ 24 0 VOLT

3.15"
3.63"
3 .18"

~

.69
.59
1 .09
1.09

PS -A

$49.95

PI-•

• USE TO POWER APPLE TYPE
SYSTEMS. 79.S WATTS
• +5V @ 'A. +12V @ 3A
· 5V @ .SA. ·12V @ .5A
• APPLE POWER CONNECTOR

$49.95

PI·IPL200

• +SV @ 2SA. +12V @ 3.SA
- SV @ 1A. - 12V @ 1A
• UL APPROVED
• ALUMINUM ENCLOSURE

DIP
14 PIN
7 RESISTOR
.99 . _ - - - - - - - -...
••
14.P.IN• •1.3.R.E.SI.ST.O.R• • .9.9. BOOKSay STEVE ClARCIA
• D.IP
•

SPECIALS ON BYPASS CAPACITORS
.01
.01
.1
.1

j.Jf
j.Jf
j.Jf
j.Jf

CERAMIC DISC
MONOLITHIC
CERAMIC DISC
MONOLITHIC

BIULD YOUR OWN
Z80 COMPUTER

100/ $5.00
100/ $10.00
100/ $6.50
100/ $12.50

LlTHIUM BATTERY

i@

AS USED IN CLOCK CIRCUITS

3 VOLT BATTERY
BATTERY HOLDER

NEW EDITIONI
1986
Ie MASTER

EPROM PROGRAMMER $59.95
MODEL
RP525
• DUPLICATE OR BURN ANY
STANDARD 27xx SERIES EPROM
• EASY TO USE MENU-DRIVEN
SOnwARE IS INCLUDED
• TEAC MECHANISM·DIRECT DRIVE

.100% APPLE COMPATIBLE
• FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY

• ~j3~~2~Wl~~~'?6~ ~~'b'W162B
• HIGH SPEED WRITE ALGORITHM
• LED INDICATORS FOR ACTIVITY
• NO EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY
NEEDED
• ONE VEAR WARRANTY

18K RAMCARO

IP-135
$129.95

$39.95

MODEL
SP-1200

®rAt PRINTER BUFFERS
• FREES COMPUTER FOR OTHER TASKS
WHILE PRINTING LONG OOCUMENTS
• STAND·ALONE DESIGN; WORKS WITH ANY
COMPUTER OR PRINTER
• All MODELS FEATURE PRINT PAUSE
MEMORY CHECK . GRAPHICS CAPABILITY

PARALLEL

SP120P

'-.._--

BARE PC callO WI INSTRUCTIONS

MIC535
$249.95

IC TEST CARD

S9.95

$99.95

• 3.5" ADD·ON DISK DRIVE
.. 100% MACINTOSH COMPATABLE
• DOUBLE SIDED BOOK BYTE STORAGE
• HIGH RELIABILITY DRIVE
HAS AUTO · EJECT MECHANISM
• FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY

Ii!£ i i ~1

AD-3e
$139.95 ~IT

EPSON / IBM COMPATIBLE
9-WIRE PRINTHEAD
120 CPS-BIDIRECTIONAL. 80 COL
FRICTION AND TRACTOR FEED
PROPORTIONAL SPACING
CENTRONICS PARALLEL INTERFACE
• 8 CHARACTER SETS AND GRAPHICS
6 FOOT IBM PRINTER CABLE
REPLACEMENT RIBBON CARTRIDGE

SP120S RS232 SERIAL $159.95

• FULL TWO YEAR WARRANTY
• EXPAND YOUR 4BK APPLE TO
64K
• USE IN PLACE OF APPLE
LANGUAGE CARD

\\~~\'\i

$139.95

• 64K UPGRADABLE TO 256K
• LED INDICATOR SHOWS VOLUME OF DATA
IN BUFFER

•
•
•
•
•
•

• 64K UPGRAOABlE TO 256K
• 6 SELECTBALE BAUD RATES, FROM
600B - 19.200B

SP110P

PARALLEL

$249.95

• 64K UPGRADABLE TO 512K
• SPOOLS OUTPUT OF UP TO 3 COMPUTERS
• LED BARGRAPH DISPLAYS AMOUNT OF
DATA IN BUFFER
• RESET FUNCTION CLEARS
DATA IN BUFFER
• REPEAT FUNCTION CAN
PRODUCE MULTIPLE
COPIES OF A DOCUMENT

511." FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
TEAC FD-55B \'I HT DS/ DO (FOR IBM)
TEAC FD· 65F \'I HT DS/ OUAD (FOR IBM)
&124.95
TEAC FD-66GFV \'I HT DS/ HD (FOR IBM All .154.95
TAN DON lM100-2 DS / DD (fOR IBM)
.119.00
TAN DON lM5O-2 \'I HT DS/ DD (FOR IBM)
879.96
MPI-B62 DS/ DO (FOR IBM)
&79.95
QUME QT-142 \'I HT DSIDD (FOR IBM)
&79.95

8" FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
FD 100-8 SS/ DO (SAl1I01 EOUIV)
FD 200-8 DS/ DO (SAl861 R EOUM

DISK DRIVE ACCESSORIES
TEAC SPECIFICATION MANUAL
TEAC MAINTENANCE MANUAL
V, HT MOUNTING HARDWARE
MOUNTING RAILS FOR IBM AT
"Y" POWER CABLE FOR 5'10" FDD.
5'10" FDD POWER CONNECTORS

• o.UICKLY TESTS MANY COMMON
IC.
• DISPLAYS PASS OR FAIL
• ONE YEAR WARRANTY
• TESTS , 4000 SERIES CMOS,
74HC SERIES CMOS.
7400. 74LS. 741.. 74H & 74S

SP120

.. 100% APPLE lie COMPATIBLE.

~~~rll~';,L~1bNi;V~,~HIElDED

NASHUA DISKETTES DEALS

CONNECTOR
• b~~JERELIABLE SliMLINE DIRECT

5';" " SOFT SECTOR
DS / DD WITH HUB RINGS

.. SIX MONTH WARRANTY

INCLUDES ASCII PRO-EZ SOFTWARE

DISK DRIVE ACCESSORIES
FDD CONTROLLER CARD $49.95
lie ADAPTOR CABLE
$19.95
ADAPTS STANDARD APPLE DRIVES
FOR USE WITH APPLE lie

.4.,
--=-==~- ~)

•
•
•
•
•

FCC APPROVED
BelL SYSTEMS 103 COMPATIBLE
INCLUDES AC ADAPTOR
AUTO· D IAL
DIRECT CONNECT

CABLE FOR APPLE lie $14.95

$9 90 BULK
69Caa
59Caa
on 50 BULK on 250

BOK OF 10

NASHUA DISKETTES WERE JUOGED
TO HAVE THE HIGHEST POLISH
AND RECORDED AMPLITUDE OF ANY
DISKETTES TESTED ACCORDING TO
" COMPARING flOPPY DISKS" . BYTE 9 / B4

DISKETTES
NASHUA 5'/4"
DS / DD SOFT
DS / QUAD SOFT
DS / HD FOR AT

FOR ATARI400, BOO. 2600,
VI C 20 / 64 AND APPLE II.

DlSKFILE

$9 .90
$34 .95
$49.95

VERTICAL
$209_95
DUAL SLIM LINE 8 " CABINET W / POWEA SUPPLY

CAB-2FH8

NASHUA 8"
SS / DD SOFT
DS / DD SO FT

CAB·2SV8

NASHUA 3.5"
3 .5" SS / DD FOR MAC

$32 .95

VERBATIM 5'/4"
SS / DD SDFT

• REPLACEMENT FOR APPLE II
KEYBOARD
.. CAPS LOCK KEY. AUTO-REPEAT
.. ONE KEY ENTRY OF BASIC
OR CP/ M COMMANDS

EXTENDER CARDS
IBM-PC
IBM-AT
APPLE II
APPLE lie
MULTIBUS

HORIZINTAL

$219.95

DUAL FUl l HT 8 " CABINET W / POWEA SUPPLY

$27.95
$34.95

• LARGE 3 .5 DIGIT
DISPLAY
• DATA HOLD SWITCH
FREEZES READING
• FAST, AUDIBLE CON·
TINUITY TEST
• LOW BATTERY
INDICATOR
• OVERLOAD PROTECTION

20MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE
35MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE

INCLUDES HARD DISI( CONTROLLER. CABLES AND INSTRUCTIONS_ ALL DRIVES ARE
PRE-TESTED AND COME WITH
A ONE YEAR WARRANTV_

XT COMPATIBLE
MOTHERBOARD

$128.85

• DIGITAL RGB ·IBM CQMPATlBlE

.14" SCREEN
•
•
•
'"
•

• 4 .77 MHz 8088 CPU. OPTIONAL
8087 CO · PROCESSOR
• 8 EXPANSION SLOTS
• OK RAM INSTALLED. EXPANDABLE
TO 840K ON· BOARD MEMORY
• ALL IC. SOCKETED-HIGHEST
QUAUTY PC BOARD
• ACCEPTS 2784 OR 27128 ROMS

PRO-liDS

16 TRUE COLORS
25 MHz BANDWIDTH
RESOLUTION > 640 x 262
.31mm DOT PITCH
CABLE FOR IBM PC INCLUDED

•
•
•
•

IBM COMPATIBLE Tn INPUT
, 2" NON -GLARE SCREEN
P39 GREEN PHOSPHORUS
VE RY HIGH RESOLUTION :
25 MHz BANDWIDTH
11 00 UNES (CENTER)

1MBE. VEalDI

$101.85

$99.95

$19.95

MONITOR STAND

~!

IBM COMPATIBLE INTERFACE CARDS
ALL WITH A ONE YEAR WARRANTY

MULTI 110 FLOPPY CARD
PERFECT FOR THE tJ40K MOTHERBOARD
• 2 DRIVE FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
• 1 RS232 SERIAL PORT; OPTIONAL 2nd
SERIAL PORT
'* PARALLEL PRINTER PORT
• GAME PORT
• CLOCK / CALENDAR
• SOFTWARE: CLOCK UTIUTIES.
RAMDISK. SPOOLER
OPTIONAL SERIAL PORT SI5.95

MULTIFUNCTION CARD

IBM PRINTER CABLE
/;

~

' ) '\

('

. .

----~ .

$84.95

ALL THE FEATURES OF AST'S 6 PACK PLUS AT HALF THE PRICE
'"
•
•
•
•
•

CLOCK / CALENDAR
0-384K RAM
SERIAL PORT
PARALLEL PORT
GAME PORT
SOFTWARE INCLUDED

PRINTER CABLE

$9.95

64K RAM UPGRADE

91SII.81

IBM STYLE

A~~~!~!~~~~~!SE r·~~~

.....

$89.95

COLOR HRAPHICS ADAPTOR

FULL Y COMPA TIBLE WITH IBM COLOR CARD
• 4 VIDEO INTERFACES: RGB.
COMPOSITE COLOR. HI-RES
COMPOSITE MONOCHROME.
CONNECTOR FOR RF MODULATOR
• COLOR GRAPHICS MODE: 320 x 200
• MONO GRAPHICS MODE: 840 x 200
• UGHT PEN INTERFACE

MONOCHROME HRAPHICS CARD

WITH A HINGED LID FITS THE
POPULAR PC/ XT COMPATIBLE
MOTHERBOARDS
• SWITCH CUT-OUT ON SIDE FOR PC/ XT
STYLE POWER SUPPLY
• CUT-OUT FOR 8 EXPANSION SLOTS
• ALL HARDWARE INCLUDED

$89.95

IBM COMPATIBLE KEYBOARDS

FULL Y COMPA TIBLE W/lBM MONOCHROME ADAPTOR & HERCULES GRAPHICS
•
'"
•
•
•

LOTUS COMPATIBLE
TEXT MODE: 80 x 25
GRAPHICS MODE: 720 x 348
PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE
OPTIONAL SERIAL PORT
'19.95

DKM-2000

·, ...
I
.

MONOCHROME ADAPTOR

$49.95

ANOTHER FANTASTIC VALUE FROM JDRI
• IBM COMPATIBLE TTL OUTPUT
• 720 x 350 PIXEL DIPLAY
PLEASE NOTE: THIS CARD WILL NOT RUN LOTUS GRAPHICS AND DOES NOT INCLUDE A
PARALLEL PORT

$59.95

$34.95

POWER SUPPLY

FDOs TO IBM PC OR COMPATIBLES
• INCLUDES CABLE FOR TWO
INTERNAL DRIVES

HA YES COMPA TIBLE. AUTO-DIAL, AUTO-ANSWER. AUTO RE-DIAL ON BUSY,
POWER-UP SELF TEST, FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY

$189.95

MODEL 1200H*

• INTERNAL DESIGN
• HALF LENGTH 15'" CARD
• INCLUDES SPEAKER

$149.95

SMARIUM

* EXTERNAL DESIGN

• WITH POWER SUPPLY
• LED STATUS INDICATORS

$189.95

KB-5151 '·
• SEPARATE CURSOR 80 NUMERIC
KEYPAD
• CAPS LOCK 80 NUMBER LOCK
INDICATORS
• IMPROVED KEYBOARD LAYOUT

DISK DRIVES

$78.85

1200 BAUD MODEMS

MODEL 1200B*

• REPLACEMENT FOR KEYTRONICS

TANDON TM50-2

'" STANDARD 0837 FOR EXTERNAL
DRIVES
• RUNS QUAD DENSITY DRIVES
WHEN USED WITH JFORMAT

• INTERNAL DESIGN
• 10 INCH CARD
• SERIAL PORT INCLUDED

$79.95

".'

.:·5150·· STYLE KEYBOARD
• fULLY IBM COMPATIBLE
• LED STATUS INDICATORS FOR CAPS 80
NUMBER LOCK
• 83 KEY - SAME LAYOUT AS
IBM PC / XT KEYBOARD

'* INTERFACES UP TO 4 STANDARD

IIM-5151

*
*

NOW ONLY $89.95

FOR IBM PC-XT COMPATIBLE
135 WATTS
• +5V @ 15A. +12V @ 4 .2A
- 5V @ .5A. -12V @ .5A

*v. HTDS/ DD
* IBM COMPATIBLE
* EXTREMELY QUIET!
TUC FD-558
DIlDO
TUC FD-55F DS/QUID
TUC FD-558
DSIHD
QUME QT-142
DIlDO
MOUITI18 HIRDWI.E

'FOR IBM, INCLUDES PC TALK 11/ COMMUNICA TIONS SOFTWARE

© COPYRIGHT 1986 JDR MICRODEVICES
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50
65
84

6

97
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8

127

9
10
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12

137
145
163
179
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205
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223
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18
19
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24
25
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241
249
263
269
275
28 3
287
293
299
303
311
321

27

33 5

28

351

29

359

30

367

31

380

Microbytes .... .. .... . . .... .. .. staff
What's New
.. . . . . ... staff
Ask BYTE/Circuit Cellar Feedback .. Ciarcia
Book Reviews .
. .. Wi lliams. Crabb
Product Preview: LabVIEW:
Laboratory Virtual Instrument
Engineering Workbench . . . . . . . ... Vose.
William s
Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar: Build a
Hardware Data Encryptor .
. .. Ciarcia
Programming Project: Calculating
CRCs by Bits and Bytes . . .. ... . .. Morse
Programming Insight:
.... Batutis
Breaking Out
. Perry
Keyed File Access in BASIC .
.. Feldman
Real Time Under Real Pascal
68000 Tricks and Traps .
Morton
. .. Rood. Cline.
UNIX and the MC68000 . .
. Brewster
A Comparison of MC68000
lo hnson
Family Processors .
Rothman
Alari ST Software Development

23

ARTICLE

AUTHOR(S)

Amiga Animation ... . . ...... . ... Ditton, Ditton
Amiga vs, Macintosh
. ...... Webber
. . Woodhull
The Franklin ACE 2200 .
The Leading Edge Model 0 PC . .. . Miastkowski
The Xerox 6060 ... ... .... . .. .. . Rash
The C. Itoh lriPrinter ...... ... .. . Swearengin
The 'furner Hall Card
. ... Angel
'furbo Prolog . ..... . ..... . .... Shammas
Software Carousel ...... . . • . .. .. Haas
Paradox 1.1 . . . ... ... . .......... DeMaria
WordPerfect 4.1
. Birmele
Computing at Chaos Manor:
A Busy Day
... Pournelle
According to Webster:
1\vo Fine Products ... . ... . ...... Webster
BYTE Japan: Perspectives on
Hardware and Software . ........ . Raike
BYTE U.K.:
'furbocharging Mandelbrot ..... . .. Po untain
Applications Only:
.. ... Shapiro
Sing Ye MacPraises
Best of BIX .
. . BIXen

BOMB Results
MUSIC IN THE AIR
Winn er of $100 for placing first in June's BOMB is Ro bert A Moog fo r
his " Digital Music Synthesis," an overview of the general attributes of
mu sica l sound and how to produ ce it. In second pl ace, and th e winner

of $50 is Eric Jensen for his review of the Atari 520ST. The $50 award
for quality also goes to Robert A Moog for "Digital Music Synthesis."
Congratulations.

N·E·X·T M·O·N·T·H
A

I·N

B·Y·T·E

MAJOR NEW PRODUCT:

Our in-depth technical description-much more than just a "first look"-will help you decide if
this new product is something truly important or just another yawn masquerading as a smile.
THEME:

Public domain software includes a version of the Prolog language, a database that can run
backward in time. a tutorial on icons, a software emulation of the Z80 microprocessor, and a
special interview with Richard Stallman-proponent of the public domain and founder of the
Free Solution Foundation.
HARDWARE REVIEWS:

An objective appraisal of the Amiga ; the powerful. downsize Compaq II transportable; the
UNIX-based, multiuser Thndy 6000; three 24-pin printers; and four magnetic-tape backup units.
SOFTWARE REVIEWS:

Microsoft Word 3.0; Digital Research's Concurrent PC DOS; Soft Warehouse's muLlSP-86; lTC's
Modula-2; and a comparison of The Norton Utilities, Super Utility, and PC Tools.
CIRCUIT CELLAR:

A build-it-yourself intelligent EPROM programmer.
SPECIAL

MC68000 SERIES:

"Sound and the Amiga"
PROGRAMMING INSIGHTS:

"Another Approach to Data Compression" and "A Useful Property of 2n "
PWS lively columns by Pournelle, Webster. Shapiro. Pountain. and Raike;
more from the Best of BIX; book reviews, What's New, Microbytes, and more.
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A COMPUTER
PROGRAM
DELIVERED VIA
SATELLITE!
The Computer Chronicles, a half-hour weekly
television series brings you news and information
from Silicon Valley and around the world.
Correspondent Stewart Cheifet and Gary Kildall,
creator of CP/M cover today's headlines and
the stories behind them.
Find out what is, what was and what will be, with
the only computer program you're ever going to
need. The Computer Chronicles, every week on
a public television station near you,
(Check local listings for time and channel.)
Produced by KCSM, San Mateo, CA and WITF, Harrisburg, PA with funding from McGraw·Hilt's

Il\lTE

magazin e.

BYTE ADVERTISING SALES STAFF:
Dennis J. Riley, AdvertiSing Sales Manager, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458,
NEW ENGLAND
ME, NH, VT. MA. Rt.
EASTERN CANADA
Paul McPherson Ir, (61.11 262-1 160
McGraw-Hili Publications
575 BoylstOn Street
Boston. MA O~ I 16

SOUTHEAST
NC. SC. GA, FL, AL, TN
Maggie M. Dorvee 14041 252-0626
McGraw·Hili Publications
4170 Ashford·Dunwoody RoadSuite 420
Atlanta, GA 30319

SOUTH PACIFIC
SOUTHERN CA. AZ. NM. LAS VEGAS
Jack Anderson 17141 557-6292
McGraw-Hili Publications
3001 Red Hill Ave.
Building I I-Suite 222
Costa Mesa. CA 92626

ATLANTIC
NY. NYC, CT, NIINORTHI
Leah G, Rabinowitz (212) 512-2096
McGraw-Hili Publications
1221 Avenue of the Americas39th Floor
New York. NY 10020

MIDWEST
IL. MO. KS. IA. ND, SD, MN. WI. NB. IN
Bob' Denmead 13121 751-3740
McGraw-Hili Publications
Blair Building
645 North Michigan Ave.
Chicago. IL 6061 1

Karen Niles 1213) 480-5243. 487-1 160
McGraw-Hili Publications
3333 Wilshire Boulevard #407
Los Angeles, CA 900 I 0

Dick McGurk f2031 968-1111
McGraw-Hili publications
Buildl,ng A~3 rd Floor

GREAT LAKES. OHIO REGION
MI. 0H .. PA (ALLEGHENY). KY.
ONTARIO. CANADA
Renee Navarro 13131 352-9760
McGraw.HiII Publications
4000 Town Center-Suite 770
Southfield. MI 48070

~la7m~~;'! ~~t~~~ad
EAST
•
PA fEASTI, NI (SOUTH!. .

~i~ ~e~~V(~i ~E49~~833

SOUTHWEST. ROCKY MOUNTAIN

NORTH PACIFIC
HI. WA. OR. ID, MT. NORTHERN CA.
NV (except LAS VEGAS), W. CANADA
Mike Klsseberth 1415) 362-4600
McG raw-Hili Publications
425 Battery Street
San FranciSCO. CA 94 I I I
Bill McA fee 1415i 349-4 100
McGraw·Hili Publications
951 Mariner's Island Blvd,-3rd Floo r
San Mateo. CA 94404

t~l.

(603) 924·9281

WEST COAST SURPLUS
AND RETAIL ACCOUNTS
Tom Harvey 18051 964-8577
3463 State Street-Suite 256
Santa Barbara . CA 93105
The Buyer's Mart
Karen Burgess f603) 924-3754
BYTE Publications
70 Main Street
Peterborough. NH 03458
BYTE BITS (2x3)
Dan Harper 1603} 924·6830
BYTE Publications .
70 Main Street
Peterborough. NH 03458
Post Card M'alllngs
National
Bradley Browne 16031 924-6166
BYTE Publications
70 Main Street
Peterborough. NH 03458

U'!', CO. WY. OK, TX, AR. MS. LA
Kevin Harold 12141 458-2400
McGraw-Hili Publications
Prestonwood Tower-Suite 907
515 1 BeltHne
Dallas, TX 75240

McGraw-Hili Publications
Three Parkway
Philadelphia. PA 19102

International AdvertiSing Sales Staff:
Mr, Hans Csokor
Publlmedia
Reisnerstrasse 61
A·1037 Vienna. Austria
222 75 76 84

Mrs. Maria Sarmiento
Pedro Teixeira 8. Off. 320
Iberia Mart I
Madrid 4, Spain
I 45 52 891

Mr. Arth ur Scheffer
McGraw-Hili Publishing Co,
34 Dover St.
London WIX 3RA
England 01 493 145 1

Mrs, Gurit Gepner
McGraw·HIIi Publishing Co,
PO Box 2 156
Bat Yam, 59121 Israel
386656132 1 39

Mr. Andrew Karnig
Andrew Kamig & Associates
Finnbodavagen
5- 131 31 Nacka. Sweden
8-440005

Manuela Capuano
McGraw-Hili Publishing Co,
Via Flavio Baracchini I
20123 Milan. Italy
028690617

Mr, Fritz Krusebecker
McGraw-Hili Publishing Co.
Lleblgstrasse 19
~ FrankfurtiMain I
West Germany
6972 01 8 1

Mr. Alain Faure
McGraw·HiII Publishing Co.
128 Faubourg Saint Honore
75008 Paris
France
(II 47-20-33·42

Seavex Ltd.
400 Orchard Road. # I 0-0 I
Singapore 0923
Republic of Singapore
Tel: 734-9790
Telex: RS35539 SEAVEX
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Seavex Ltd,
503 Wilson House
19·27 Wyndham 51.
Central. Hong Kong
Tel: 5-260149
Telex: 60904 SEVEX HX
Hiro Morita
McGraw-Hili Publishing Co,
Overseas Corp.
Room 1528
Kasumlgaseki Bldg,
3·2-5 Kasumigaseki,
Chiyoda-Ku
Tokyo 100. Japan
3 58 1 9811

Mr. Ernest McCrary
Empresa Internacional de
Comunicacoes Ltda.
Rua da Consolacao. 222
Conjunto 103
01302 Sao Paulo. S,P .. Brasil
Tel: (II I 259-38 11
Telex: (1001 32 122 EMBN
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60
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97
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398
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71
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Page No.

AIV. ABLE .
279
ABSQFT
52
ACS IMPQRTERS .
. ...... . 427
ACTIQN SQFTWARE .
396
ADDISQN-WESLEY ED.MEDIA .. 355
AD IUSTABLE CQMP. PRQD..
. .442
ADTEK TELECQMM CQRP.
388
ADV. DIGITAL CQRP. .
30
ADV. DIG ITAL CQRP. .
30
ADV. INTELLIGENCE TECHN .
439
ADVANCED CQMP. PRQD.
. 445
ADVANCED TECHNQLQGY PRQD.422
AFTON CQMPUTER . .
70
AFTON CQMPUTER . .
70
ALPS AMER ICA .
56, 57
ALPS AMER ICA .
. 56, 57
ALPS AMERICA
392. 393
ALPS AMERICA
.. 392, 393
AMERICAN DESIGN CQMPONENTS 211
AMERICAN CQMP.& PERIPH .
. 191
AMERICAN CQMP.& PERIPH..
191
AMERICAN SEMICQNDUCTOR . 424
AMERICAN SMALL BUSN . CQMP. 141
AMPRQ CQMPUTERS INC
336
APPARAT. INC.
396
APPLIED VISIQNS
. 382
. 452
APROTEK .
ARITY CQRPQRATIQN .
. 356
AST RESEARCH INC
. 19
ATARI .
325
ATARI
. . .. . 327
ATARI .
329
ATRQN CQRP
. .. . . ... . . 26
AUTOCQMPUTER Co. LTD .. . .. 369
AVQCET SYSTEMS INC .
195
B&B ELECTRQNICS .
440
B&C MICRQSYSTEMS .
.427
B&C MICRQSYSTEMS .
. .427
BARRINGTON SYSTEMS.
. 27
BAY EXPRESS CQMPANY. THE .. 429
BAY TECHNICAL ASSQC .
.. 255
BEST WESTERN INrL .
. . . ... 378
BIT SQFTWARE
.. .. 214
366
BinNER ELECTRQN ICS
BIX .
. 357
BLAISE CQMPUTING INC . . . . 151
BLAISE CQMPUTING INC
. 151
BORLAND INrL.
. CII, I
. .. . CII, I
BORLAND INrL .
BP M ICRQSYSTEMS .
.. 420
.. 361
BRQWN BAG SQFTWARE
BROWN BAG SOFTWARE.
363
BUSINESS TOQLS INC
77
BUYER'S MART SECTIQN
412-419
BYTE BACK ISSUES .
397
BYTE BITS MESSAGE.
. 454
BYTE BQQK CLUB .
. 400, 401
BYTE SUB. MESSAGE
. 405
BYTE SUB. MESSAGE .
. 434
BYTE SUB. SERVICE
240
BYTE SUB. SERVICE .
399
421
BYTE CQNNECTI QN THE .
BYTEK CQRPQRATIQN .
170
C WARE/DESMET C
340
CG .R.5.MICROTECH INC .
. 440
CALlFQRN IA DIGITAL . . ... 448, 449
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT CQRP.
. 219
CASIQ CQMP. co. LTD. .
185
CAUZIN SYSTEMS .
. 374, 375
CERMETEK MICRQELECTRQNICS 434
CHALCEDQNY SQFTWARE .
. 74
CHALCEDQNY SOFTWARE
. 74
CITIZEN AMERICA . .
. . 112, 113
CLEO. SQFTWARE .
. . 268
CMA MICRO. CQMP. DIV.
142
CM H SQFTWARE .
388
CQEFFICIENT SYS. CQRP
22
COG ITATE .
436
COG ITATE .
436
COMMQDQRE BUSN, MACHINES 162
COMPAQ CQMPUTER CQRP. 280, 281
COMPETITIV E EDGE
381
COMPUDATA TRANSLATORS INC 442
COMPUPRQ .
247
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75
76
78
79
•
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
94
95
96
428
102
103
104
105
106
35
107
i08
109
405
110
III
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
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72
420
•
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126
128
394
395
130
131
132
133
135
136
137
138
139
140
411
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
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CQMPUSAVE .
· 423
. .. . 260
CQMPUSERVE
CQMPUTER-AG E INC
.... 436
CQMPU TE R BOQK CLUB. THE
385
CQMPUTER CHRQNICLES .
462
CQMPUTER CONTINUUM .
. 436
CQMPUTER FRIENDS .
152
CQMPUTER MAIL QRDER . 348, 349
CQMPUTER SURPLUS STORE ... 442
CQMPUTER WAR EHQUSE .
288
CQMPUTER WAR EHQUSE .
288
CQMPUTERBANC
441
CQMPUTERS INTERNATIQNAL . 232
CQMPUTRADE .
. . .. 394
CQMSPEC CQMMUNICATIQNS . 383
CQNCQRD TECHN QLQGY LTD. . 347
CQRDATA
189
CUESTA SYSTEMS .
· 256
. 420
CU RTIS INC
CUSTOM SQFTWARE SOLUTIQNS 394
DATANAMICS
454
DECISIQNWAR E INC . . . . ...... 330
DEClSIQNWARE INC
.. . .. 330
DESIGN SQFTWARE . .. . . . .... . 354
DEVSQFT INC .
442
278
DIGIFIT. INC
DIGITALK INC
· 231
DISKCOTECH .
420
DISKETTE CQNN ECTIQN
. 405
DISKMASTER
. 424
DISKS PLUS INC.
. .. 342
DISK WQRLD' INC .
.. . 431
DISPLAY TELECQMMNCTNS. .... 54
DIVERSIFIED CQMPUTER SYS . . 442
DQKAY CQMP. PRQD. INC
443
DRESSELHAUS CQMP PR QD . . 267
ECQSQFT .
. 350
EDUCATIQNAL MICRQCQMP. SYS.422
ELEXQR INC .
. ... . .. 366
ELLIS CQMPUTING INC
69
ENERTRQNICS RESEARCH ..... 153
ENHANCEMENT TECH
216
EVEREX SySTEMS ... . . . ... 94. 95
EVEREX SYSTEMS
.. 94, 95
EVSAN
. 452
FACIT AB .
377
FASTCQMM DATA CQRP. .
89
FLAGSTAFF ENGI NEERING . . .. 320
FLAGSTAFF ENGI NEERI NG .
. 320
FORESIGHT RESOURCES CQRP. . 274
FORMAT SQFTWARE
. 289
FQRMAT SQFTWARE .
289
FORTRQN CQRPQRATl QN .
66
FQRTRQN CQRPQRATIQN
66
FORTRQN CQRPQRATIQN ...... 425
FQRTRQN CQRPQRATIQN
425
FQX SQFTWARE INC .
. 20
FRANK HQGG LABQRATORY ... 424
FRANK HQGG LABQRATORY
. 436
FUIITSU AMERICA .
193
GENERAL MICRO. SYSTEMS . .. 388
GENERAL TECHNQLQG IES INC .. 33
GENICQM
389
301
GENQA SYSTEMS CQRP, .
GMX. INC .
. 190
GQLDEN BQW SYSTEM S.
· . 424
GQLDEN BQW SYSTEMS .
· . 454
GRAFPQINT .
. . . 440
GRAND UN IQN MIC RQSYSTEMS 420
GRIDCQMM .
· 218
3;8
GTEK INC.
GTEK INC
· . 358
HARMQNY COMPUTERS.
341
HAWAIIAN VILLAGE CQMPSFT . 438
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152 HAYES MICRQCQMP PRQD.
227
HERCULES CQMPUTER TECH .
173
154 HERCULESCQMPUTER TECH. 174, 175
155 HERCULESCQMPUTER TECH . 174, 175
156 HERCULESCQMPUTER TECH. 176, 177
157 HERCULESCQMPUTER TECH. 176, 177
178
158 HERCULES CQMPUTER TECH .
159 HERCULES CQMPUTER TECH .
178
153 HERITAGE SYSTEMS CQRP..
. 438
100 HERSEY MICRO. CQNSULTING . . 429
161 HEWLETT-PACKARD
314
102 HQQLEQN CQRP.
346
103 HQQLEQN CQRP
...... 346
1M HQUSTON INSTR /BAUSH&LOMB .. 21
105 IBEX CQMP. CQRP
442
100 IBM CQRP.
.... 48 A-D
• IBM/SMALL SYSTEMS DIY.
199
108 I.C EXPRESS .
429
109 INFQRMATIQN FACTORY
. 438
170 INI CQMPUTER PRQD.
. 427
171 INNQVATIVE SQFTWARE . 316, 317
INTECTRA INC
. 424
172 INTEGRAND RESEARCH CQRP 140
173 INTEL CQRPQRATI QN . . . . 238, 239
174 INTERNATIQNAL CQMPU TIN G . 440
424 10. TECH
429
. 12, 13
175 IRWIN MAGNETICS
176 IACQ ENTERPRISES .
. 440
177 lADE CQMP PRQD.
450,4 51
178 IAMECQ ELECTRQN ICS .
446,44 7
179 IC INFQRMATIQN SYSTEMS .
23
180 IC INFORMATIQN SYSTEMS
23
181 IDR INSTRUMENTS
305
182 IDR MICRQDEVICES
455
183 IDR MICRQDEVICES ..... 456, 457
184 IDR MICRQDEVICES .
458, 459
185 IDR MICRQDEVICES .
460
187 KADAK PRQDUCTS LTD.
. . 347
390 KEA SYSTEMS LTD
434
188 KE ITHLEY DAC
... ... 93
189 KIMTRQN CQRP..
. . . . . . 248
190 KIMTRQN CQRP. .
. 248
192 LABQRATORY MICRQSYS.
78
416 LABQRATORY TECHNQLOGY . . .. 18
193 LACHMAN ASSQCIATES INC
17
194 LAHEY CQMPUTER SYSTEMS . 397
195 LASER ACTIVE '86
344
196 LATTICE. INC
24
197 LEAD ING EDGE PRQD.......... 55
199 LlNTEK CQMP. ACCESSQRIES . . 452
200 LOGIC ARRAY
435
201 LQGIC ARRAY
435
202 LOGICAL DEVICES .
372
.. . 372
203 LQGICAL DEV ICES.
204 LOGICAL DEVICES.
. 373
205 LOGICAL DEVICES.
373
144, A-F
400 LQGICSQFT .
• LQG ITECH INC
.. . ..... 165
167
207 LQGITECH INC .
208 LOG ITECH INC.
169
430
209 LQNE STAR SQFTWARE INC
210 LUCKY CQMPUTERS
454
21 I LYCQ CQMPUTER
. 2I3
.. 436
2 12 M-S CQRPQRATIQN .
213 M.lV.RUTH CQMPANY
.. 382
214 MACMILLAN SQFTWARE .
. 129
216 MANX SQFTWARE SYS..
. 133
217 MANX SQFTWARE SYS.
. .. 343
218 M ARK WILLIAMS Co.
59
219 MARK WILLIAMS Co..
.. 61
220 MARQN PRQDUCTIQN INC
440
22 I MATHSQFT INC
117
MAX ELL DATA PRQDUCTS
7
MCGRAW·HILL CEC
. . 225

1D GET FURTHER informatiQn Qn the products advertised in BYTE, either
pick up yQur tQuc h-tQne telephQne and use TIPS (if yQU are a subscriber),
Qr fill Qut the reader se rvice ca rd. Either way fu ll in structiQns are provided fQIIQwing this reader service index which is prQvided as an additiQnal serv ice by the publisher, who. assumes no. liabil ity fQr errors Qr
QmissiQns. 'CorresPQnd directly with company
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224
•
225
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228
229
230
231
232
233
234
141
235
236
191
•
237
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239
240
24 I
242
19
12
•
243
244
245
417
418
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
421
254
255
256
257
•
258
259
260
402
261
262
101
408
419
263
264
425
265
266
267
412
413
268
269
270
271
272
•
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
281
283
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MCGRAW-HILL INFO. SER .. 386, 387
MCGRAW-HILL NRI
. 353
MEGASOFT
.. 442
346
MEGATEL CQMPUTER TECH .
MERCEDES-BENZ QF NA
235
MERRITT CQMP PRQDUCTS .... 438
METACQMCQ
143
MICRO. DATA BASE SYS. .
313
MICRO. DESIGN INTL .
391
MICRO. INTERFACES CQRP
181
MICRO. INTERFACES CQRP
181
M ICRO. MART. INC .
.. 72,73
MICRO. PRQDUCTS INrL.
. 453
MICRO. SUPPLY QRGAN IZATIQN. 426
MICRQ-SYSTEMS SQFTWA RE .. . 383
MICRQ:rECH CQMPUTERS
452
MICRQBRIDGE CQMPU TERS.
. 429
MICRQGRAFX
. . 64
MICRQILLUSIQNS .
. . ... 381
MICRQMINT INC
337
MICRQPQRT SYSTEMS INC
33 I
MICRQPRQCESSQRS UNLTD.
. 436
MICRQSQFT CQRP.
51
MIC RQSOFT CQRP.
. 155
MICRQSQFT CQRP. ..... . 156, 157
MICRQSOFT CORP..
. 158, 159
MICROSOFT CQRP. .
. ... 298
MICROTECH
442
MICRQWARE SYSTEMS CQRP
79
MICRQWAY
. 25
M ICRQWAY
. .. . 334
M ITAC INC .
. 262
MIX SQFTWARE
. 309
MOIDRQLA SEMICQN. DV . 134. 135
MQUNTAIN VIEW PRESS
243
MULTITECH ELECTRQNICS INC
91
MYSTIC CANYQN SQFTWARE
436
NANAQ USA CQRP
. . 328
NANAQ USA CQRP..
. 328
NANTUCKET . ....... . . .. .. .. . 37
NANTUCKET .
37
NATL. PUBLIC DQMAIN SFTIV. 440
NATIQNAL INSTRUMENTS .
. 58
NEC HQME ELECTR .USA
... . 201
NEC INFORMATIQN SYS..
CIII
NEC INFORMATIQN SYS.
220, 221
NEW GENERATIQN SYS........ 242
NICQLET INSTRUMENTS
267
QH IQ KACHE SYS. CQRP
... 282
47
QK IDATA
QMNI TRON INC
452
.
422
QRCAD SYS. CQRP.
QRCH ID TECHNOLQGY .
233
QR IQN INSTRUMENTS .
136
QSBQRNE/MCGRAW-HILL
187
PC CQMPUTER BRQKERS INC .422
P.C CQMPUTER BRQKERS INC . . 434
PC HQRIZQNS INC.
. 366
PC MEMQRY
427
PANASQN IC INDUSTRIAL
67
PANASQN IC INDUSTRIAL
. 273
PARLQR SQFTWARE Co.
402
PARSQNS TECH
. ......... 424
PATHFINDER SQFTWARE INC . . 434
PC AMERICAN MARKETING INC 432
PC NETWQRK .
. . 80. 80 A-B, 81
PC SIG
186
PC STAR
. 395
PC STAR
395
pes LIMITED
. 202, 203
PECAN SOFTWARE SYS. INC
. 16
PERSQFT INC . .
.8
PERSQNAL TEX. INC
338
PINECQM CQMPUTER INC
. 423
PQLYTEL CQMP PRQD. CQRP.. 132
PRECISIQN DArA PRQDUCTS ... 434
PRECISIQN QPTICAL
442
PRINCETON GRAPH IC SYS..
. 39
PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYS. 296, 297
PRINTER WQRKS. THE
. 440
PRQFESSOR IQNES. INC .... . . . 429
PRQGRAMMER'S SHQP
323
PRQSQFT .
. 43
PURPLE CQMPU TING
454
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406 QIC RESEARC H ..
407
. . 427
284 QUA TECH. INC .
. 427
285 QUA TECH. INC .
286 QUA TEC H. INC .
. .. 440
. 454
287 QUA TECH. INC
288 QUA TECH. INC.
. 454
, QUAID SQFTWARE LTD.
. 326
289 QUALITY PRINTERS .
. .. ... . . 422
290 QUANTUM SQFTWARE
310
291 QUELO. INC ..
......... 383
292 RADIO. SHACK .
CIV
293 RA INBQW TECHNOLOGIES .
. 422
294 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES.
. 452
295 ROSE ELECTRQN ICS . .... . . ... 438
297 S' NW ELECT. & APPL.
256
298 5-100 DIV. 696 CORP..
... 437
299 5-100 DIV. 696 CORP.
. 437
300 SAFEWARE .
. ... . .. . . ... . 438
302 SST CORPORATION .
. 222
303 SCIENTIFIC ENGR.LABS
422
304 SCOTT. FQR ESMAN & CO. . . .. . . 341
305 SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY .
. . . 41
306 SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY . . . . . ... 41
307 SEAGULL SCIENTIFIC SYS. .
340
309 SILlCQN SPECIALTIES
75
310 SILICON SPECIALTIES .. . .. . . . .. 75
311 SINGLE BQARD SOLUTIONS . . .. 452
312 SOFT CIRCUITS. INC .. . . . .... . 382
313 SQFTKLONE DISTRIBUTING .. . . 285
, SQFTLINE CQRI'
71
401 SOFTLOGIC SOLU TIONS INC
. 379
314 SOFTRON ICS .
. 420

315
,
317
320
321
,
322
323
324
391
392
325
326
32 7
328
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330
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
34 I
342
343
344
345
346
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SOFT RON ICS . .
454
SOFTWAR E DEVELOPMENT SYS. 352
SOFTWARE LINK. THE .
. 306. 307
SQFTWARE PRODUCTS INT"L.
257
SOFTWARE PRQDUCTS INT"L
257
SOFTWARE STUDIQS ...... . ... 171
SOLUTION SYSTEMS .
.. 325
SONY CORP. QF AMER ICA ..
. 345
SOPHISTI CATED SQFTWARE .
. 339
SOURCE ELECTRON ICS .
. . 342
SOURCE ELECTRON ICS .
. . 342
. 126
SPECTRUM SO FTWA RE .
SPENCER ORGANI ZATION .
438
SPSS INC .
. 35
STAR GATE TECHNOLOGIES .
396
STATSQFT .
. 68
131
STSC INC
STSC INC.
. . . 228. 229
SUBLOGIC CORP .
.. ... . 207
SUITABLE SOLUTIONS .
. 420
SUMMIT SQFTWARE TECHN . INC 234
SUNTRON ICS Co. INC .
. 421
SYMMETRIC CQMP. SYS ....... 428
SYSTAT INC .
. .. . 125
SYSTAT INC
.. 125
. ...... .. 96
TOT S.A.R .L.
TECH PC . . .
. 28. 29
TECH PC . .
28. 29
TECH PC . .
. ... 28. 29
TEKTRQN IX INC . .
. . 237
TELEVIDEQ SYSTEMS .
. 209
THOMSQN CQNSUMER PROD... 253
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423
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353
354
355
,
,
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
414
,
366
367
368
369
370
371
372

Page No.

THQ MSON CQNSUMER PRQD... 253
T1GERTRQN ICS ..
. . ... 436
TIMELINE .
. 433
TINNEY. ROBERT GRA PH ICS .
. 444
TIPZ.
. . .. . .. 438
TOC BUSINESS SOLUTIONS .. . . 434
TOPAZ. INC
292
TOPAZ. INC
292
TORRI NGTON COMPANY. THE .. 286
TOSH IBA AMERICA INC
.. 149
TOSHIBA AMERICA INC
.. . 27 I
TOS HIBA AM ERICA/ISD
. 290. 291
TRANSEC SYSTEMS. INC .
. . 45
TURBO POWER SOFTWARE .
. 332
. 371
U.S. ROBOTICS
U.s. ROBOT ICS .
. 371
UNICQRN ELECTRON ICS.
.438
UNIVATION .
197
UNIV ERSAL CROS5-ASSEM BLE RS 429
VALUE LI NE. INC
183
VEN·TEL INC
II
VIA WEST .
... 285
VIA WEST .
. .. 285
VICTORY ENT. TECHNQLOGY .
355
VLM Co.MPUTER ELECTR . ..... 452
VOTRAX INTERNATIQNAL INC .. 90
WAREHo.USE DATA PRODUCTS .. 53
WELLS AM ERICAN
. 15
WESTECH .
. 76
WESTECH .
. ...... 76
WESTERN COMPUTER
. .... 204
WESTERN COMPUTER .
. 204

Inquiry No.
373
374
375
376
377
378
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389

Page No.

WEST ER N TELEMATIC .
302
WEST ER N TELEMATIC ....... 302
WESTLAKE DATA CQRP.
60
WHITEWATER GROUP. THE ... .. 336
WHOLESALE OUTLET. THE .... 420
WHOLESALE OUTLET. THE . .. . 452
WINTEK CORP. .
. ..... 5
WINTEK CQRP..
.. 424
WISETEK .
.............. 384
WYSE TECHNOLQGY .
.... 121
ZEDCOR .
. 62
. .. 62
ZEDCOR .
. . 63
ZEDCOR .
63
ZEDCOR .
ZFrECH INSTRUMENT CQRP. . .. 402
ZIMCO INTERNATIONA L. INC .. 402

• Correspond directly

wi/{!

compallY.

INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING SECTION
500 A LGOL ENTERPRI SE Co. LTD .. 256K
501 AMERICAN BUYI NG & EXPO RT
SERVICES . .
.. 2561
502 AVOCET SYSTEMS INC .... . .. 256G
503 GREY MATTER .
.... 256E
504 MULTITECH IND. CQRP. ...... 25M
505 PHILIPS .
. . 2568·C
, SQFTWARE PRQD. INT"L .
. . 256L
506 WINTECH DATA PRO D CORP.. 2560

No tlolIIl'sli{ inquiries. pitaS£'

SUBSCRIBERS ONLY!*
Use BYTE's '.Thlephone Inquiry Processing System

,I..

Using TIPS can bring product information as much as 10 days earlier.

SEND FOR YOUR
1)
SUBSCRIBER I.D, CARD

If you are a new subscriber or have lost your I.D. card, circle #1 on the Reader Service
Card; attach mailer label. We will immediately send your personal TIPS subscriber card.

2)

Write your Subscriber Number, as printed on your Subscriber I.D. Card, in boxes in Step 5 below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes)

3)

Write numbers for information desired in boxes in Step 7b below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes.)

CALL TIPS

4)

Now, on a Thuch-Thne telephone dial: (413) 442-2668 and wait for voice commands.

ENTER YOUR
SUBSCRIBER AND
ISSUE NUMBERS

5)

When TIPS says: "Enter Subscrib er Number"
(Enter by pushing t he numbel's and symbols [# or
ignoring blank boxes)
Enter 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 [J!] [J!]

GET PREPARED

6)
ENTER YOUR
INQUIRIES

* enclosed

in the boxes] on telephone pad

When TIPS says "Enter magazine code & issue code"
Enter [) [J!] [ill lID [J!] [J!]

7a) When TIPS says "Enter (next) Inqu iry Number"
Enter one inquiry selection from below (ignore blank boxes)
b) Repeat 7a as needed (maximum 17 inqui ry numbers)
1 . 0 0 0 00 00
2.0000000
3 . 0 0 0 00 00
4 . 0 0 0 00 00
5. 0 0 0 00 00

END SESSION

6. 0 0 0 00 00
7.0000000
8. 0 0 0 00 00
9. 00000 00

10. 0 0 0 00 00
11. 0000000
12. 0 0 0 00 00
13. 00 0 00 00

8)

End session by entering 0 0 [ill [) 00 00

9)

Hang up after hearing final message
If

14. 0 0 0 00 00
15.0000000
16. 0 0 0 00 00
17.00000 00

are a subscriber and need assistance, call (603) 924-9281.

If you are not a subscriber fill out the subscri ption card found in this issue or, call BYTE Circul at ion 800·258·5485.
'Domestic and Canadian Subscribers On ly!
464
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It would pay you to mark it on your calendar.
Because today is the day we introduce
our new Pinwriter™P5XL dot matrix printer.
The only dot matrix printer available capable
of producing the rich, black printing you associate with a letter-quality printer. Because
it's the only one designed to use a multistrike film ribbon - the same ribbon used
in typewriters and letter-quality printers.
Black letter-quality
A LITTLE
printing is only the beBLACK MAGIC.
ginning. The Pinwriter
Actual line printed w ith the P5XL printer can also
Pinw riter P5XL printer.
use an optional ribbon to
print in seven other colors. And it has
the finest graphics resolution
of any impact printer you
can buy. Plus it's very fast
and exceptionally quiet.
It's only natural that
C & C CompUlc rs and Communicat ions

®

1986 NEe Corp.

the first dot matrix printer with true letterquality printing should be an NEe. After
all we make Spinwriter®letter-quality
printers, the most popular line today; as
well as the Pinwriter P5 dot matrix printer,
the most advanced 24-pin printer.
The Pinwriter P5XL printer is part of
the most extensive line of 24-pin printers
available. You'll find a model designed to
fit every need and budget. See them at
your dealer or call 1-800-343-4418 (in MA
617-264-8635). Or write: NECInformation
Systems, Dept. 1610, 1414 Massachusetts
Ave. , Boxborough, MA01719.
NEe PRINfERS.lHEYONLY STOP
WHEN YOU WANTlHEMlD.

NEe

NEe Information Systems, Inc.
Inquiry 252

Next to your computer,
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nothing beats a Tandy®printer.
High-quality printers-for less!
Complete your system with the right printer
for your home or office. Tandy offers the fine
print quality, graphics and high performance you
need-at a price you can afford. Whatever your
printing requirements, we've got what you need
for your business or home compute r.

Low-cost, triple-mode personal printer
The DMP 130 (26-1280, $349 .95) lets you
choose from word processing, data processing
and dot-addressable graphics. The DMP 130
prints in four character styles: standard or italic
cursive, in draft or correspondence modes, at up
to 100 characters per second. Features a bidirectionallogic-seeking print head for maximum effiVersatility and compatibility for your business
ciency, plus a built-in tractor to prevent paper
The DMP 430 (26-1277, $699) gives you fanfrom slipping. IBM® PC compatible.
tastic reproduction at a great price. The DMP
Tandy ... Clearly SuperiorTM
430 is a 132-column dot-matrix printer with an
For the best value and selection in top-quality
18-wire print head that delivers superior correspondence characters in a single pass. You can
printers, shop your local Radio Shack Computer
choose from micro, italic and double-high fonts,
Center. We fully back what we sell with unbeatas well as bit-image graphics. And
able support and service. Come in
in the draft mode, the DMP 430
today and see our complete selecdelivers a fast 180 characters per
of printers, computers, uption
The Technology Store™
second. IBM® PC compatible.
A DIV ISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
grades and accessories.

ftadl8 Ihaeli

Prices apply at Radio Shack Computer Centers and at participating stores and dealers. The DMP 430 may require special order. IBM/Registered TM International Business Machine Corp .
Inq uiry 292

